APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

“FOR YOUR FREEDOM AND OURS”
THE PROLONGED OCCUPATIONS OF HAWAI‘I AND
THE BALTIC STATES

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
SUBMITTED BY

STEPHEN KŪHIŌ VOGELER

GENERAL ALEKSANDER EINSELN
Vogeler:
You were saying you took over the forces when…
Gen. Einseln: Fourth of May, 1993. You want my history, now or something?
Contact (Ilvi Cannon): How did he get here?
Vogeler:
You want the regular questions or no?
Contact (IC): You saw the questions, what do you think?
Gen. Einseln: You don’t have any background or anything of this area or what she thinks. Let
me give you a quickie then. I left here on the 21st of September, 1944, less than 24 hours when
the Russian troops came in. Germany displaced person’s camps, I had my 13th birthday in
Germany in the fall of 1944 and I was conscious of what went on. I will not go into the emotions
I had when I was a thirteen year old. We had our own schools in the refugee camps in Germany.
Contact (IC): He was in a different camp than I.
Gen. Einseln: And there was a British zone, a French zone, an American zone, I was in the
American zone. My parents, were divorced, my father was in the English zone. Everyone started
emigrating, at age 17, I wanted to go to Canada, they were offering, to make some good money,
and nice work and what have you, and saved money to go to school. I had an uncle who jumped
ship in New York in the twenties, it was illegal, and at that time it was not a problem. My mother
told me I had my uncle there, I could sign a contract, I was 17 then and she would sign contract. I
ended up in the United States. I had gotten the worldview that whatever the Soviet Union
represented and the United States was good and evil, the two couldn’t survive side by side and
war would come very soon between the United States and Soviet Union. With that in mind, I
joined the US army on March 6, 1950, I finished my basic training in June, I was on leave to go
to training and the Korean War broke up. I thought myself pretty smart, here it is.
I got myself (muffled), to Korea, and so on. I met General Westmoreland and after
Korean War, I need to go to West Point. 22 years old, at West Point it is usually 19, I had two
wars behind me, the WWII. What am I going to do there? I was selected third army soldier of the
month and was with the commander for two weeks and he thought I could get a commission right
away. They couldn’t get me a direct commission but the first one that came up I could go. The
first one was artillery, but the artillery was not my thing. I went to Fort Benning.
Vogeler:
Oh Artillery, my friend Keanu did artillery too, back on Hawai‘i.
Gen. Einseln: Distinguished graduate, regular army, and so on. The normal assignments I went
to Germany, in Frankfurt when the wall went up. At that time when we had an alert, we had
regular bases anyway; we were in combat zone all the time. Lucky that at that time, it did not
happen because Germany would have looked like a landscape, I mean moonscape in all of
Europe, with craters all over the time.
Back in the US, assignments, military and what have you. Together with the Estonians, it
was seldom; I was traveling and so on. My wife was also Estonian.
Contact (IC): When did you find time to get married?
Gen. Einseln: As a matter of fact, number 2 son was born in Germany. The literary (?) career,
various assignments, joint staff, Japan, northeast Asia when things started moving here, I was in
the European division for military political affairs, joint staff. I headed that staff, 20 professionals,
five secretaries, one for my own, one for each branch; one spare would put things together.
Traveled in Germany for NATO meetings. Last assignment was in Hawai‘i, as deputy inspector
general for pacific command and that took care of everything between Japan and Australia and
India.
I did not have much to do with Estonians at all. I was running around going ‘Russians get
out of Estonia.”
Contact (IC): We all remember those, we had them all over the place.
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Gen. Einseln: Yes, but you would not find one on a military base. My colleagues used to stick it
behind me and when they got tired of me on my soapbox on the evils of communism they would,
say “well, they will, you never get free.” You gave up. It would piss me off to no end, but what
could I do?
After Estonia became free, some of them came by and visited with me and were happy
that it happened, but we stick it on your back you know. Hard nosed about it. When I retired, we
moved to California, to Palo alto, to a mountain view, when things started in December 1985, we
made a trip to Spain and got settled there in 1986 and things started moving here, I heard this and
the other. Group of Estonians there, and it was connected, lot of place where Estonians –
Chicago, Los Angeles, where they had some good Estonian groups – Washington era. So we
started, I well there was an Estonian representative, still lives in California (name muffled) and I
used to tell him, what are you doing there, things are moving down there and I do not see any
activity and he would always tell me, ‘we have a church meeting, etc” and I said, “those things
are nice but they don’t get us anywhere.” It is like hula dancing, nice to look at but… there is no
political meaning.
To make a long story short, I called a meeting of Latvians, Lithuanians and Estonians and
went to the park with sandwiches in Palo Alto and we decided we would organize The Baltic
Alliance of Northern California, BANC for short. We never registered it but we had letterheads,
we had no president, no vice presidents or nothing. We met one week in the Berkeley side of the
bay, the next week the Palo Alto side, alternating. The leaders of the group we rotated, one time it
was Latvian, another time Estonian and so on.
I do not think the long period of time; we had one person lead twice, maybe because not
the same people came all the time.
Contact (IC): Those are called ad-hoc committees. They come together, that is what we had
too.
Gen. Einseln: Well, we had letters, I had politicians. In the US army when I saw a politician, I
would end up going out of the door, like four minutes later. I thought they were a sorry lot, most
of them, but there were some good ones, good senators – Inouye – and what have you.
Vogeler:
He is still around.
Contact (IC): Amazing how long he has been a senator.
Vogeler:
And Akaka is still around.
Gen. Einseln: We started working on, and on Estonia. We had the least number of people.
Lithuanians had the most people; Latvians were the most organized and well financed. They had
their act together, much better than the Lithuanians and Estonians. But since we joined forces, it
worked very well, and one of the reasons it worked well because we did not formally organize the
group. Nobody said, ‘Latvian is the president and then you.” And nobody complained about
anyone. Everybody had a say so.
We started to organize and we decided we needed political help. I remember in the US
army until I retired, and I voted for Ernie (?) who was in Palo Alto. I was so glad because he was
a republican, he had left Hungary during Hungarian revolution, and I felt that emotion in 1956.
So, but at the same time, there was an Estonian who was accused of being; it was complicated in
war crimes against the Jews in Estonia. I don’t know to this day if it was. I met him once but he
was arrested, and there was a big hullabaloo to send him to the Soviet Union for trial.
I was so upset, it was like sending Jews to Nazi Germany for a trial, and how you can do
that. I started bombarding and Ernie’s local office in Palo Alto and said to his headquarters, ‘well
he comes back next week, and he traveled back and forth, once a month” They said he would call,
it went on like that for four or five months. He never called back, his staff maybe and what have
you. I am sitting in front of the TV and there is this guy in handcuffs and steps into an airplane
and sends him back to the Soviet Union. And it pissed me off.
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I voted for Ernie Canoe (sp) and he did not even answer me. And then I got a letter from
him but didn’t have anything to do with my question. I said, this guy had to go. I started reading
in the paper that the Hewlett Packard’s (?) were running the republicans in California – The
Lincoln Club basically. They called it the Lincoln Club, big money people, Shirley temple and
they fundraised.
Vogeler:
Secretary of State Shultz?
Gen. Einseln: Yes. Still lives on Stanford campus. How do not know how long you can keep,
that was too far away to talk about that. I saw in the newspaper something about the law doctor
from Stanford who was Canoe’s (?) replacement because he got into trouble. Apparently there
was a female, and he started to feel her under the table in Washington. And this was conservative
Republican. My stepson was a student in the law faculty and the guy was the youngest tenured
law professor at Stanford at the time – Tom Campbell. I asked Michael what kind of guy is he?
Michael has an IQ of 150 or something and he is pissed off because he didn’t make the top.
Michael says, he is a smart guy and he is likable and has a sense of humor. He did not have a
sense of humor about himself.
I said to him that I would like to see Tom Campbell about this stuff. He made an
appointment for me and I went to meet tom Campbell and he had made his, given his agreement
to run for the 12th district for congress and we talked. I said, ‘you don’t know me, and I don’t
know you” but I told him this story about the guy being sentenced. This guy has to go, had to go
against him, which is tough to do but I want to support you.” The letter at the San Francisco
chronicle that anyone wrote about him at the time. It was the first one at the time; he has still kept
it, the first one outside the political circle.
As it turned out, we became great friends, had fundraisers for him and demonstrated for
him, I walked with signs in metro stations, and we gave handouts, the usual stuff and I was on his
planning staff over there for two or three campaigns and second campaign they were stuck with
the budget and could not get it passed, and he had three debates schedule with his democratic
opponent, an engineer that his own party did not support, and he had his own time for one, and he
asked me to take the other two for him which was .. The guy was a stuffed monkey because he
did not have anything going for him; I took those debates for him. And we joked about it that I
won. It was no big deal. He was a shoe-in anyway.
In 1991, when shooting started in Vilnius, it was in the news; he was a congressman at
that time, second term. He still had his house on Stanford property to this day. They can sell it,
but to another professor or something like that. You can only sell it to another faculty, an
administrator. It was near 12 pm, and he had a major speech at 1:00 pm, a political speech. And I
opened the door and I asked him, you know what is happening in Vilnius, and he said, “Yes.”
And said follow me. So I walked behind him and sat behind the computer and look what I am
writing and correct it, make corrections. He was a computer. He wrote the declaration
condemning what happened in volumes and it went off before he went to his meeting. His staff
started collecting signatures. It was the political payback at that time. It was very important.
Of course, Latvia followed Estonia and what have you. So I got to know fine people in
politics. And strange and this one, but when I came here I had turned down to offer, this guy
offered this job to me first, the guy who you met yesterday [President Rüütel]. And I told him that
to try to find someone else, the US government will not give me permission. If I had been in
Washington and it had been gone to my desk I would have said, “NO” if somebody like me
would want to go. Russian troops were here and all that.
But the next guy would get elected [Lennart Meri]. He claimed he called me first, but I
do not believe it. A KGB agent. I do not believe a word he says in that regard. But he did call me
and I came down and looked around and said, “US government will not give me permission and I
will not come.” But I had been here a couple of times and thought if you were going to build an
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army in a democratic nation, you still, the Russians still beat their armies to death, just this year.
Last November he was beaten, crippled and lost his genitals and his both legs, this is the norm.
I did not find anything that bad here but not that far off here. It was supposed to be. And
so on.
Vogeler:
It was 1991.
Gen. Einseln: That was in 1992, what I am talking about, one year. In April 1992 and asked me
to come over. I was working; I had a project in Luxemburg and next time I will come by. I came
at the end of July, August. Victor (?) was head of state, not president because president was
elected later, in 1992.
Vogeler:
The Chairman.
Gen. Einseln: Whatever.
Vogeler:
It wasn’t important.
Gen. Einseln: So, to make the story shorter, a request went in and I said, okay, and I tried to get
somebody from another country to come here and that country said, “yes, we have people but we
are willing to do it but we won’t allow.’ That door was closed, and I could not find anyone among
the Estonian soldiers, and I couldn’t figure. They were pounding their chest and Estonia would
become free, and when it came time to do something they were nowhere to be seen.
Contact (IC): The super nationalists.
Gen. Einseln: The Nationalists, yes.
Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, we say there are part Hawaiians, full Hawaiians and those 200%
Hawaiians.
Contact (IC): Yes, we had those too. Those 200%
Vogeler:
200% Hawaiians are not necessarily worker bees.
Gen. Einseln: I said I would not come unless I had permission, and I needed permission from
the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the State, of the Navy. The request went in and
remembers that George Sr. was running for second term. Baker was campaign manager and
Eagleburger was Secretary of State at the time. Eagleburger did not like Baltic. “The god damn
Baltic” he would say. He hated them.
Contact (IC): He had. Bush’s administration did not want Baltic independence.
Gen. Einseln: They were afraid, and I know why because I dealt with. I was fully involved in
this sort of thing. So in November, they lost the elections in November and there was no response
from the Army for me to go. I went to the Secretary of Army, do whatever you need to do, signed
within 24 hours, as I understand after I signed it, then I went to State to get signature. Nothing
back, nothing back. Between Christmas and New years and Eagleburger says, NO.
Vogeler:
That was in 1992?
Contact (IC): Yes, he said no. They were leaving office and they said no.
Gen. Einseln: The decision was, we talked about, let us submit in on the 20th of January with
the new administration. It went in, no response, no response. I came here in the 10th of March,
early April and there was a wonderful guy here at the time, an ambassador, Frazier (sp), who was
killed in Bosnia in 1994. But he was the ambassador and without him I didn’t know what I would
have done. On one hand, he was a member of the state department, high official and was helping
me to assume the command.
Vogeler:
So there was nobody here?
Contact (IC): There was the Red Army and they can’t reform.
Vogeler:
No Estonian.
Gen. Einseln: They had nothing to say about it. I was an officer, a US Army officer for the rest
of my life until I die. And I was told if you take the position without our permission, one or all
three things can happen. You can lose your entire pay for life, lose your citizenship, you can get a
recall on active duty and get a court martial. Like this, all three and I knew it.
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We talked many times, we talked about it. How can it possibly be in conflict to what I am
going to do here that is opposite to my duties as a retired officer and so on? And we did not see
any problem, or any conflict of interest, you have two democratic nations and I was not going to
run some dictatorship because Estonia had democratic relations. So Bob (?) told me end of April,
week, a couple of times before. ‘Hurry up and get this over with because it has to go through the
parliament, the Estonian parliament and he said ‘you have to do it.’ What he wanted to do, and I
could not clear it up with him because we lost him in a terrible accident. What he wanted me to
do was to go ahead to the parliament and make it a fait complete. But I felt as an American
official I had to tell someone what I was going to do. I gave him a letter on the second of May
and said that I was going to accept the position come hell or high water or words to that effect; it
was not in the letter.
Contact (IC): Regardless of consequences.
Gen. Einseln: Something like that.
Vogeler:
And the position is…
Gen. Einseln: The commander of the Estonian Defense Forces.
Vogeler:
Through the Estonian Parliament.
Contact (IC): He had to. The president appoints through the constitution and the parliament has
to approve.
Gen. Einseln: President nominates. He calls me at 10 pm at night and wants to see me. I lived
in a rattrap, a communist party official hotel which was horrible. I don’t know if you remember.
We used to call it hotel Bolshevik.
(Conversation, muffled on where the hotel was)
Gen. Einseln: It was behind the foreign ministry. And the lady had the rooms and she had
orgies during that time. He comes over there and hands me a mission and takes the position that it
was not approved. I told Bob that we talked about it many times; I do not have a choice. It was
either me, I have tried everything to get someone here, but we can’t get them, we can’t allow the
Soviet trained military continue here, it is a disaster. I told him I was going to take the job and he
wished me well. He was on my side. It could have been a lot worse. He was totally on my side.
Contact (IC): He was defying the department.
Gen. Einseln: Hell or high water came fast, three weeks later I got a letter from Mark’s wife
that said checks are bouncing. US army administratively took away my pension, my life, it was
stated that way and that was it. I was out of money.
Vogeler:
This was January?
Gen. Einseln: This was late May of 1992. And I was not exactly destitute but I had mortgages
and obligations and was facing total bankruptcy. Then what happened when this was going on,
John McCain, Bob Frazier (sp), and what was his name, he was a president candidate from Texas,
he was not nominated but he was running, he had an Asiatic wife.
Contact (IC): He was a senator?
Gen. Einseln: Yes, yes. From Texas. So they had staffers with them and at that time there were
only two restaurants, one was in a hotel and one was…near here.
Contact (IC): That was the Balas (sp) hotel.
Gen. Einseln: Where the mayor is right now.
Contact (IC): The Belgium hotel.
Gen. Einseln: Right in the corner. Downstairs where they served. The meeting went for about
an hour a half, and I would say one hour 25 minutes were one on one with John McCain. The
good senator from Texas who had presidential ambitions…
Vogeler:
Yes, yes, and I remember his wife became an issues because something against
during the whole thing, something against, people from Korea.
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Gen. Einseln: I could not follow that because I had too many problems. When this whole thing
was over, we stood up and started leaving and John McCain and I stood alone there and I told
John McCain, “I hope you can help me somehow.” And that was it. And he helped.
Vogeler:
Really.
Gen. Einseln: He attached an amendment to the appropriations back, to get my retirement back,
the senator and his staff worked on it very hard and I got my retirement pay restored but then I
did not receive almost a year and lost a lot of money. Somehow his staff claimed somebody else
and someone else blamed them that I did not get the money. So he attached two amendments or
whatever they called them. I got my retirement pay back that I lost. That one got started off. From
the time it was done financially, I will not recover in this lifetime because of my commitments
and loans, and it is no big deal. That is what life is.
Eight years ago I went back to Washington to work for John McCain on that election
campaign. I got to the staff, his staff was in Alexandria, Virginia on a Friday and he was not there
and was on the road. Big Tuesday, was the following Tuesday but his staffers but they knew, they
didn’t say it to me but look we have a very important, Big Tuesday coming up. I was in Europe, I
did not follow the huge bullshit, and how the Bush campaign ran him down. He could not pass
the flight school because his father was an admiral and they said they would give him another
chance.
Of course they shot him down, otherwise I would have worked for… then we
communicated back and forth and to stop there and to give him a briefing. When they had the
anthrax scare and they closed down the whole building. From then down, I could not see anything
because they were scattered everywhere… Ever since then, we have only had a couple of notes
passing, not much since then. To me, I guess, people ask me ‘on what basis did he support you
and did he believe in what you were doing?’ I said, ‘ I really don’t know.” But there was one very
military type of thing, military people that served in units. When he was shot down at the time,
when American pilots were shot down in Cambodia and Laos and the people who went down
there in US Special Forces, and I was in Special Forces down there at the time. There was this
sort of camaraderie, military. I admired him from what he went through in the prison camp. They
offered him an early release but he refused saying he would go when everyone else was going.
They wanted to give him early release because his father was commander of the Pacific command
in Hawai‘i. In the chain of command, that was basically (muffled).
He is my hero in more ways than one. In the military and then what he did for me. So
now I hope to hell he wins this time, but we will see how it goes.
Vogeler:
It is interesting….
Gen. Einseln: That is the background up to that point. Here the first president was against KGB
agents, his father was against KGB, everyone who worked for him was involved with KGB and
the thing here got so bad that something had to come to a head. When I took the job and by the
way when the parliament voted, I was voted with 86% pro YES and one – not committed.
Vogeler:
This was winter of 1992.
Gen. Einseln: No, this was May 1993. This has not been equaled, that vote. 86 for and 1
against.
Vogeler:
May of 1993, they have the vote and then you took over in 1993, just after they
had the vote.
Gen. Einseln: Same day I was in charge.
Vogeler:
What was the president as far as the transition process.
Gen. Einseln: There was none, the Russian troops were stealing, destroying, anything they
wanted.
Contact (IC): Wasn’t it august of 1994, when they left from that agreement?
Gen. Einseln: What agreement?
Contact (IC): When the Russian troops had to pull…
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Gen. Einseln: In August 1994.
Contact (IC): I thought so…
Vogeler:
So what did you follow?
Gen. Einseln: That was nothing to follow.
Vogeler:
It was a big mess?
Gen. Einseln: It was a big mess. The guy that was here was a Soviet who trained, the same as a
colonel in Western Military, he happens now to be the commander, because that son of a bitch
should have been shot.
Contact (IC): Military style.
Vogeler:
Were you able to rely on examples from the past or…
Gen. Einseln: There was nothing, there was a renegade unit, so called patriotic unit, US army
retired lieutenant, retired who was very active before I got here and he was running parliament,
was elected parliament, but he was sort of a radical individual, he was also…Estonians had
government in exile which was based on Sweden. He was the defense minister of that exiled
government, he was here before me. He started, handed out military ranks up to lieutenant
colonel. He would not give out anything higher than a lieutenant colonel because that was his
rank in the US Military so I guess that, otherwise he would have been a marshal there would have
been a lot of marshals. I could not accept it, recognize any of it. We had an insurgency here, a
renegade unit that took their units from Estonian prime minister without telling me and the prime
minister did not tell me.
Contact (IC): It was Lars (sp). It was chaotic.
Gen. Einseln: The whole thing was chaotic. Meanwhile you wanted to get rid of the Soviets
that were doing things like three story military building, pour concrete down the third floor toilets
and turning things down. They locked attack watchdogs in the room and gave them no food and
they were out, this was here in Tallinn.
Contact (IC): In the corner?
Gen. Einseln: No further down.
Vogeler:
Were there any occupation laws, was that useful?
Contact (IC): It was anarchy.
Vogeler:
Did you implement US policies or I am just trying.
Gen. Einseln: I implemented US ethics. They had already started using pre-second world war
Estonian army regulations which were okay up to a point.
Vogeler:
They went back to the old constitution?
Contact (IC): Restitution.
Gen. Einseln: But those old laws and regulations were worthless. What I wanted to do but I was
too late, I should have been there a year later but that is neither here or there. I would have taken
the Finnish army laws and adjusted them to Estonian and put Finnish laws in place, it is a
democratic army and has laws in place but they have their own problems there, the communist
spies and all that.
It was total anarchy here, shootings. Bombs were going off, some body would…
Vogeler:
(to woman). You were here?
Contact (IC): No I was not here, I was following, and it was just anarchy.
Gen. Einseln: They put an explosive thing next to you and blow it up, that was to make sure US
Embassy would hire them to guard them.
Contact (IC): Did you mention the communist weapons in all that?
Vogeler:
Was there? Everything was crazy, how do you make sense out of it?
Gen. Einseln: I took it slowly; I gave out two orders the first day. One was to say who I am and
why I was here. The second was to stop the abuse of soldiers; I knew what was going on and
knew it from when I was a lieutenant and how they treated soldiers which were absolutely
horrible.
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Contact (IC): The Red Army is terrible.
Gen. Einseln: And those were the first two orders and from then on it was from scratch.
Vogeler:
So many questions I have. You also had a court system and parliament system
what was new too. How did you implement things like laws and how were those…?
Gen. Einseln: First thing I did not have to. No one controlled me. I was responsible only to the
President who… let me give you an example and a few types.
Vogeler:
The president was...
Gen. Einseln: Meri.
Vogeler:
Meri.
Gen. Einseln: I do not remember—I have been—I was told that there was a non commissioned
officer who wanted to talk to me. Of course there were always screening. “What do you want to
see the Commander about?’ But he was so scared, and he would not talk to anyone. Okay, let him
come because they could not figure out what his problem was. He came in and told me this but
before I tell you what he told me. At headquarters we had a watch, one side of the hallway and
the other side was a communication section and there were radios that would communicate with
units and conscripts who would guard. And the radio operators were females. The sergeant tells
me, and he is scared to death. The head of communication was Soviet military; colonel was the
head of it. He would come home drunk at night and demand sexual relations in front of the
conscripts. Well at that time, I thought it hard to believe but there must be something to it. I called
the colonel in, and he comes in, and he did not understand why I was upset. He had absolutely no
idea why I was upset. It was a privilege in Soviet military.
When you talk about laws. I said to him, ‘Colonel, there is a door outside, and you close
it, and do not ever open it again. I do not ever want to see you anywhere here and you better leave
the country. He left, his wife was in Lithuania, and he never came back. But I can tell you other
stories like this; this is not what we are here for.
This gives you another piece of what I found, everything was like this. Russians were
selling everything, including weapons; I was offered rockets and all kinds of things. People were
making simulation grenades, military officers and their wives and made a little noise and sold it
to the military. It is totally corrupt all the way through. The biggest corruption, and this was
started in November of 1992 when the new parliament for the first time, when elected, a new
president was elected, I was here for that. I was here. The prime minister from Sweden, Estonian
from Sweden, his son.
Contact (IC): Wasn’t he defense?
Gen. Einseln: Yes, Marisson (sp). Muffled different names (52.57 – names different people).
That was it. We made a tour from here to the Russian border, over the border actually, then to
Tartu stopping at points, whatever military points, visited with them, prisons and made a tour
came back to Tallinn, and I got on the airplane and went to the US, and the defense minister, and
the chief of staff, he went to Russia to look at weapons. This was November when I left, 1992,
when I came back in 1993, I found out they went out not only to look, they had purchased 50
million US dollars with, like 500 million today. They bought Israeli rifles, anti aircraft guns and
what have you. No one asked me, no one told me anything. When those weapons arrived, I said,
“Send it back to the seller to have them pay for the fees because they are unusable.”
Contact (IC): Israel dumped it here.
Gen. Einseln: Stuff that was sitting in the desert since the Egypt Israeli war but there was a
Jewish guy of Onanski (sp),
Contact (IC): Russian guy from St. Petersburg.
Gen. Einseln: The trouble is that he was also a member of President Mari’s (sp) commission
when the president was elected president and was foreign minister and was representative of
Estonia, not a special agent.
Vogeler:
He was a representative of Estonia?
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Contact (IC): See Meri was a Foreign Minister, before he became president so he had hired this
Onanski (sp)
Gen. Einseln: To be a part of his commission. He apparently got 5 million as commission. And
he gave all the people that he owed something – 50,000 each – and he kept the rest of it. Someone
took him to court to claim he should have gotten the commission. This was a very corrupt deal in
Mart Laar’s government got some money out of it.
Vogeler:
Laar got money
Gen. Einseln: No.
Vogeler:
I don’t know how to phrase this. They got underhanded deals.
Contact (IC): That is one way of saying it. They got, remember that house I showed you.
(Muffled)
Vogeler:
When you read Mart Laar’s book and everything, he….
Contact (IC): You know what they say, don’t believe everything you read and only half of
what you hear.
Vogeler:
Yes, yes.
Contact (IC): He was almost a prostitute, he takes from both sides.
Gen. Einseln: The situation was chaotic to say the least, you ask about laws but there weren’t
many and not written, new ones and I thought you could do… like getting rid of colonels and get
the hell out.
Vogeler:
Even though they went back to the old constitutions and at that time they were
working on the new constitution.
Gen. Einseln: They were writing the new one.
Vogeler:
The new one was passed in 1992?
Contact (IC): The 1992. Eve was here, and she was on that committee. The old constitution had
revised it.
Vogeler:
When they implemented the new constitution, by the time you got here was it the
old one or the new one or somewhere in between.
Contact (IC): The new one, I think it passed by the time he came in 1993. They already had
Estonian currency; they had the constitution but they…
Vogeler:
That was done while the Soviet troops were still here?
Contact (IC): Oh yes.
Vogeler:
So the troops were implementing occupation law?
Gen. Einseln: No they were just stealing and trying to get…
Contact (IC): They did not come under Estonian laws. The terms that were here is that it took a
long time to withdraw and they had to implement the law but it didn’t take long for them to come
in but they could not get out as fast.
Gen. Einseln: The US bought them out. Frazier, US Ambassador had 25 million US dollars that
he was authorized to give to Soviet officers who were living. And the guy who was here, an
admiral.
Vogeler:
That was 25 million?
Gen. Einseln: 50 Million.
Vogeler:
50 Million!
Gen. Einseln: Sorry, sorry, 25 million. And anyway, I don’t know the details but Bob Frazier
was handling it. The guy was supposed to give it to the people but the people took him to court
upset that he had stolen all the money, but I do not know how it all ended. They got out of it,
those that were going to go. There was all of this. The Soviet troops did not try to do anything
except steal; they would put it in containers, on railroad cars or airplanes or ships, and there was
not way to control it.
Vogeler:
How did you bring order, but just getting rid of folks, it seems like a tough thing
to do.
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Laughter.
Vogeler:
From my perspective.
Gen. Einseln: There was no police.
Contact (IC): It was anarchy.
Vogeler:
Then how do you do this thing? You have this new constitution, have these
people that are trying to lie, cheat and steal, and they are supposed to leave, and then you come in
and try to get some order.
Gen. Einseln: I can’t even explain it.
Contact (IC): It really is amazing.
Gen. Einseln: All the western leaders came, they wanted to see what the hell was going on. So I
had those, and I had to go myself occasionally, and I had, really, the problem I had no competent
help. I had one retired chicken farmer from New Jersey, why I got them. He was the first, or the
last Estonian course before the Russians came in. I wanted him for continuity.
Contact (IC): I remember him, he was from Connecticut.
Gen. Einseln: Yes a chicken farmer from Connecticut.
Vogeler:
He was from when.
Contact (IC): He was from way back before the war.
Vogeler:
He was from a military background back before the war.
Gen. Einseln: Before the Second World War. He graduated from the last class from the
Estonian military in 1939.
Contact (IC): So 50 years later he was an old man, a retired chicken farmer who came back, I
remember him.
Gen. Einseln: You look up at CNN, October 1993, 60 minutes. Go to that and there was, I was
on.
Contact (IC): Was it CBS, not CNN. That 60 Minutes show, I saw it. Was it 1993?
Gen. Einseln: It was October 1993.
Contact (IC): I think Cindy helped to do it.
Gen. Einseln: I don’t know.
Vogeler:
So he was called back?
Gen. Einseln: I wanted him as a symbol. Continuality.
Vogeler:
What was the name?
Gen. Einseln: Reinsalu.
Vogeler:
Incidentally, since I am getting names.
Gen. Einseln: I will give you a card, the email address I will give you.
Vogeler:
I will give you my card too. This is just fascinating.
Contact (IC): This is what will happen in Hawai‘i, if you continue with Washington.
Vogeler:
This is an organization, an online journal that I happen to be the president of it.
Contact (IC): And then he had the one who was running the restaurant.
Gen. Einseln: No he wasn’t.
Contact (IC): Didn’t you have?
Gen. Einseln: I had a one-legged who lost his leg at the end of the Second World War. Those
days he had a wooden leg, and he was at the University of Maryland and fake out the Coeds and
it would have notices on it and then he would get an audience of Coeds. And then he would say I
would like this and then stick it. The coeds would freak out.
Contact (IC): A wooden Leg.
Vogeler:
Silly.
Contact (IC): He was something of a card. He was something of a poet but also a physicist.
Vogeler:
The idea of continuality was important.
Contact (IC): Of course. Restoration. You reinforce what was before.
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Gen. Einseln: Looking at what you are trying to do what happen here you will get more
information on that. More important things happened outside and I am free to be open about it
because I played no role except the last two years. People like Avi, there were Estonians in
Chicago, Maryland, Washington, New Jersey, Los Angeles, what have you and these
organizations did a lot of lobbying and they were effective. One of the most effective lobbying
was Maryann Kelam. She was here and was on pay.
Vogeler:
Marianne?
Contact (IC): Marianne Kelam. At that time her name was Rikken. At that time she married a
KGB spy unknown to her at the time.
Gen. Einseln: At the time she did not know it.
Gen. Einseln: She is still married to him.
Contact (IC): She is still living here.
Vogeler:
Her husband is.
Contact (IC): He is a member of the European parliament.
Vogeler:
But he was a KGB spy.
Gen. Einseln: There is no such thing as a former.
Contact (IC): There is no former….
Gen. Einseln: Like a former marine. Once a marine always a marine. But importance of
lobbying groups is very important. I learned it late in life and saw some results and by the way
when Gorbachev visited Stanford I was a main organizer against him there. When he was, in
1990 or 1991.
Vogeler:
When he went to California again.
Gen. Einseln: That was massive organizations, 20 to 30 thousand people turned out. This is
probably worth mentioning, I will come back where I left off with the lobbying crews. It is worth
mentioning, Gorbachev was coming, it was a big event, every major newspaper round the world
had representatives there. Shultz was there, foreign minister at the time. The Baltics, the Los
Angeles Group came with three buses. The Latvians, the Lithuanians, flags. But the American
public was also interested and we thought we would get lost in the mass of people, night before to
make sure they got a good spot and so on. As it turned out I had two representatives, and they
didn’t have telephones but we had walkie-talkies. I had one and the Latvian representative was a
lady whose name was Sandra Basckok and a Lithuanian and we had our work divided up. We had
people who would field with the press. I went out there and talked to campus police and one thing
about the military, or ex military and I was retired at the time, there is camaraderie. I knew which
way he was coming and so. I set my strategy. I knew when he was getting out of the car, where
the cameras would be. I looked around at 180 degrees, that wherever he would look he would see
a Lithuanian, Latvian or Estonian Flag.
When he finally did arrive or just before he arrived, maybe 15 or 20 minutes, I went
around taking a last look and seeing one area that was not carried. I got my walkie-talkie and
called Sandra, the Latvian woman, and asked do you have anyone to send; we have an open hole
there. Here she comes with three beautiful Latvian 18 or 19 year olds, growing up in Latvian
family and patriots. They came over and one woman turned around. “I just away from [unclear].
You stupid people don’t understand what Gorbachev has done for you and what you want, get
away from here.” She was an American.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Gen. Einseln: 1991. So, there were these people. How it turned out we scattered our signs and
flags the main area where you came out. There were less than 5 percent of us but it looked like
more.
Vogeler:
So you were an activist.
Gen. Einseln: This may come in handy to you. Stanford University had some Lithuanians,
Latvians and Estonians in their administration. Gorbachev spoke in three places and it was all in
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schedule, where he stayed. They gave tickets to faculty and their family members so there would
be faculty and not some rabble from the streets. He collected the tickets and gave those to us and I
got the tickets from faculty members who were Lithuanian, Estonia and Latvians. We gave the
people who were going to demonstrate those tickets. Two guys came in there, one was in
crutches, I gave tickets to them. I did not know what they were going to do. One guy came in
crutches, the other sort of tending to him. When Gorbachev came and they were in the right place,
they unfurled, they had a slogan, and it had “Russia get out of Baltic States”. He took the clutches
and the other guy that was with him, got on his shoulders.
My stepdaughter, the poor thing had Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian flags, she had
three flags. She got tickets and Gorbachev went by and security would not let her, told her to get
in back or we will take away flags away from her. So we had people in the auditorium who had
slogans, I didn’t because of the tickets.
Vogeler:
In 1989, he had the Molotov-Rippentrop pact. In 1991, he still digging in his
heels.
Contact (IC): Oh Yes.
Gen. Einseln: Gorbachev you mean. He had started perestroika and all that and he was doing
things that Americans by and large approved of.
Contact (IC): American foreign policy supported Gorbachev.
Gen. Einseln: What they were…and the administration, he is known for his speech where he
was saying that the Baltics keep their mouths shut and there are more important things. And the
more important things, then and now and, we are talking about as someone who has spent a week
underground working with 2-3 nuclear. It was a serious thing, always a major thing. And rightly
so. The President of the United States is responsible to the people and that was a concern, and
they would have sacrificed whoever was necessary, even Estonians, and I would have approved
it, it was serious, and it was the situation at the time.
The people and the press, they were going crazy. They were putting out words that he
was seeing in Palo Alto and that he was on Main Street. I knew where he was coming from, I had
done my work, but it was a love affair.
Contact (IC): It was a Gorby love affair at the time.
Gen. Einseln: It was a love affair at the time. And these are some things, and if you going to
start evacuating people there you would use some of these tricks, if you will, what we did. And so
on.
But back more to the lobbying there were groups, they were called Estonian.
Contact (IC): Estonian, Latvian Lithuanians of Connecticut. ELLOC. But we were on the East
coast during the same time.
Gen. Einseln: We were doing two different things, and I had always said I would not go back
until Estonia is free and Russia is out. We were doing so much work and we were not seeing
many results. So I said Okay we have Tom Campbell who wrote the declaration that condemned
the, but yes how many declarations are coming through. Zimbabwe today. You did not see what
is happening and I said I would have to go myself and see what we could do better. LA was doing
well, Chicago, and the others were less visible. In New Jersey they had some people but they
were scattered.
Contact (IC): In the Baltimore area, Washington, they were doing well too.
Gen. Einseln: So I took a deep breadth and went to the Russian Consulate in San Francisco and
that was an experience in itself and you walk in and people say you don’t know who the hell you
are talking to and they can see you, and there is a little hole that you put papers in. I got a visa,
and I bought by plane tickets and I had my plane tickets to arrive on 29th of August. And you
know what happened on the 20th of August, and it was all over, just before I got here. I changed
planes in Stockholm and there was a group of people sending them away and they have a box like
this, nice wooden box and Estonian flag colors around it, and I thought ashes or something. In the
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airplane a guy sits there, like an old Estonian mythology, an old guy with his box in his lap with
his wife there. We get to Tallinn, we had to go through the border checkpoints and they were in
one line ahead of me, in some distance, and I was in other line, and they were not allowed
through and were sent back.
I thought what the hell is going on, why were they sent back. I had some ways to go and
so I went to talk to them and asked them why they sent you back and they didn’t know. I went
back to the line and they wanted to see my Visa, and I said you have no right to ask me for a visa
and here is my US passport, and it says I am born in Estonia, and you have no right to refuse me
to this land. They did not know what to do. Things were all screwed up. There were uniforms and
civilian people, and I said if you don’t let me in and I will go back to Helsinki and have a news
conference and tell them I am not allowed to go back to my country.
So they finally gave up and said okay. As I found out they followed me everywhere while
I was here. I tried to detect it, and they were so good I could never find.
Vogeler:
When you got here in 1993.
Contact (IC): No, that was in 1989.
Vogeler:
Yes, but when you got here in 1993, there was that aspect that you had to deal
with the borders.
Contact (IC): But that was Estonia.
Vogeler:
Yes Estonia.
Contact (IC): American passport didn’t have a visa.
Gen. Einseln: I had no problem. I got the first Visa issued in the United States by the Estonian
Embassy. They
Vogeler:
You were the first.
Gen. Einseln: Yes, I have the number 1.
Contact (IC): Americans had that time; you had to have a visa for the Estonian republic. I
would like to add, we had the bumper stickers, Russia get out of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
My daughter, this was some years ago, she was a young woman, was driving and exceeding the
speed limit in Maryland and the state trooper pulls her over and takes her documents and goes
back to his cruiser and is there awhile and comes back and she is all nervous, what is going to
happen. He says, this time I am going to give you a warming. I like your bumper sticker.’ Even it
was true, so many Americans by that time, in 1989, 1990. 89 was a major year and it was in front
of the newspapers. The sympathy and then we had the crackdown in 1991 and the sympathy was
so great, general public, even a state trooper would say, “I like your bumper sticker.”
Gen. Einseln: Which reminds me, I will take you back to 1989. One of our meetings, we spent
entire meeting, about two hours, trying to decide whether to use Baltic States as a name at all
because frequently what we got, ‘What are you guys do killing each other?”
Contact (IC): Balkan States, they got so confused yes.
Vogeler:
I am going to the Baltic States and people would say, “Oh, the terrible fighting
there.’
Gen. Einseln: Yes. We decided that we will use “Baltic States of Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia”
to clarify and it was that close we were in awful trouble. What are you killing each other. Can’t
you live with each other?
Contact (IC): That is unfortunate. Most Americans are ignorant; they are not paying attention
to the differences.
Vogeler:
Also, Americans have poor geography.
Contact (IC): That is it. A local town in CT, a teacher said to me, during the time of the
liberation movement, said “I would like to have a pen pal in the Balkans.” And I thought, ‘you
are a teacher.’ It is that bad.
Vogeler:
It was a conscious decision realizing the difficulties with the names.
Gen. Einseln: It was a problem for us at that time.
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Contact (IC): We were always emphasizing the non-violence aspect of it. Constantly, we were
so firm the nonviolent aspect of it.
Vogeler:
Along those lines, putting your flags in strategic places, Gorbachev, making it
visible.
Contact (IC): Yes.
Gen. Einseln: There was a group from Eritrea that showed up, black guys from Eritrea, there
were about 50 of them. None of them were women, all men. They had one representative, one
woman who was the most beautiful woman. They were there; it was an hour or two hours before
Gorbachev was to arrive. I went over to them and asked them what they were doing there, and
they said they were there to protest against Gorbachev. Ethiopia was attacking them and Russia
was supporting Ethiopia and supporting them with rifles. So I know only a few words in Russian
and know YES and NO. They did not have any flags so I gave them some Estonian, Lithuanian
and Latvian flags and told them when Gorbachev comes you say, (in Russian) and they were
practicing. I wish I had a camera of that. And they were all black guys.
One guy who was up on the tree, I remember, it was somebody else and I asked what you
are doing there and who you are supporting. He said he was supporting the Baltics and I said,
good. And I gave him the Estonian flag.
Contact (IC): Poor Gorby, yes.
Gen. Einseln: Yes. Actually the sad thing about it Gorbachev, I loved him too, a primary mover
and the Estonians had to be grateful that Yeltsin was the one who followed.
Contact (IC): The way it did.
Gen. Einseln: And people here that took the initiative that were in the place to influence the
course of action. You met Mr. Rüütel. He was a key person here at the time.
Vogeler:
He was such calm, very nice.
Gen. Einseln: He is a very nice guy. He is too soft, he is too soft, he had some bad guys around
him who influenced him. He is a nice guy and he loves his people. Totally opposite from his
predecessor who was a Soviet spy.
Vogeler:
Meri.
Gen. Einseln: Meri.
Contact (IC): Some bad things.
Gen. Einseln: People didn’t exist for him, they were trash.
Contact (IC): Paul Goebbel said that (muffled), the difference between Rüütel and Meri is that
Mari loved the idea of the Estonian state, but Rüütel loved Estonian people. There is a big
difference. Mari did not care about Estonians as individuals, he didn’t have any friends. No
affection, he did not care for them. During the occupation time, I was here; his wife divorced him,
his first wife and she asked me, and it was in November 1980 and asked me to help her leave the
country. She was in the process of leaving, and it meant finding a new husband for her. I
promised her I would do it. I had a challenge to find a man who would do it. I found my brother
who had gotten a divorce and was visiting me from Canada. He came to visit me, this is about
early eighties, I was trying to find a man and I thought “Hmmm, age wise, etc.” and I said to him,
“Deet, you know, could you help me out, I made a promise to this woman in Estonia and could
you marry, would you do it. I had a picture of her and he looked and pondered and said let me
think about it. And he came back and agreed.
My brother and Lentz (sp) first ex-wife turned out to be my sister in law. He could have
said no.
Vogeler:
Are they still married?
Contact (IC): Oh heavens no. She turned out to be abusive and self-serving as Leonard. They
suited each other. I made a promise at the time, she was desperate. We are talking about a time of
Brezhnev and end and series of, and it was very scary. Andropov scared the hell out of everybody
and it was not easy to get around. A lot of work and lot of money and we persevered, and she got
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out during the Gorbachev time. I have the documents of that. Do you think that these people still
know me?
Vogeler:
No.
Contact (IC): I was used. At that time, I was too ignorant. My thing is I am a basic, my sense of
mission about Estonian independence and help prevailed, and it did not bother me, and I know
people were like that. It did not hurt me, in that sense it was only money. I learned through the
process, a lot of. I also learned what bastards they were. In that sense it was a good experience.
We got her out and eventually the terms were to get her out. No marriage, you know. They
divorced. What happens history took a different turn, a twist. Estonia became independent, her
ex-husband became president. I think she might have regretted it.
Gen. Einseln: At the time I went to the University of Toronto to make a speech over there. And
then I got together with local Estonians. I met him, I met his first wife, they had some sort of
faculty in some place in a narrow room with long table and back against the window. She was
against and there were six people and the only way to get out was under the table or over the
table. So I was two hours there and the same woman was telling me for two hours and he couldn’t
hear anymore, and what have you. I had heard those stories before from Professor from (muffled)
who was there as a guest lecturer who knew her at the time. But I heard it from her for two hours
….. Afterwards as she said when I interrupted her. But later on she… he was president then.
Contact (IC): She wanted to be the president’s wife, the president’s lady. The cynic Estonians,
one came to visit they said, that she wanted to be the Presidents lady but not Lennart’s wife. And
that was actually what she….
Gen. Einseln: But he was just as abusive with his second wife. The reason I know this, is
because my lawyer, they dragged me through the courts for eight years,
Contact (IC): That is the gratitude you get for helping out here.
Gen. Einseln: Eight years that is another story, you may not want to hear it. The second wife,
the one he was married to when he died, the one that is here, Helena, nice lady but this lawyer.
Contact (IC): Former actress.
Gen. Einseln: My lawyer told me, he was visiting Lennart at the time that was then was the
head of the foreign news services for the Soviet system, the most trusted people worked there, I
found this out the charge they had. There were three of them, it was summertime and Helena (sp)
was very pregnant at the time, had on one of these summer dresses with a big stomach and she
came with a tray of drinks. There was four of them Lennart and three of them with Helena with a
tray. He threw the glasses everywhere and told Helena, “I told you many times you do not serve
like this.” That was my lawyer told me. That was the kind of thing…..
Contact (IC): We are always talking about chaos at the early stages and it was. Lives. The
Soviets had been chaotic and there was this huge thing about ethics and morals. To give an
example, you would think a religious institution, like the church.
Vogeler:
Like the Catholic Church.
Contact (IC): Of course, we mean the priests and their own.
Gen. Einseln: You do not know who Pele.
Contact (IC): He is a football player, isn’t he?
Gen. Einseln: No Pele is the God of Fire from Hawai‘i.
Contact (IC): Okay, I am sorry. Generally speaking the church creates a certain image about
conservatism, ethics, morals. The roman priests I know in their private lives have these problems.
Other than that, outright, the problem is the Italian mafia and I can see it and they have problems
in financial world and the church has problems with organized crime. We are talking about the
Lutheran church. We have these Nordic countries here who are number one in the list of least
corrupt countries, and you never hear any corruption with the Lutheran churches in Finland,
Sweden. Very conservative and they try to settle issues, controversial issues in sort of rational,
humanistic ways.
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When we were talking about the number 1, the head who was the head of Bank of
Estonia and the ten millions dollars that disappeared and the manager was shot to death in front of
his apartment building. Years passed on and 1994 when Estonia, no 2004 when Estonia joined the
European Union and he was, it was all bargained out. Every member state has a commissioner,
and Estonia had a commissioner too and he got the commission, it was the personnel question in
the European Union and the corruption issues. And he got that position and lo and behold that the
bank corruption and huge staff occurred in 1994. Ten years later he reached the position where he
was in the European Union. After that one Saturday morning I was about to go out and get
dressed and it says, ‘at the cathedral during the ceremony the same man I am talking about the
thief was giving him a medal, St. Mary’s Cross.’ And I am thinking to myself, “am I hearing
right.’ I went up to the cathedral to see if I heard right and they gave that medal. I wrote a letter to
the Bishop and I said I opened it up by saying that the Lutheran church has a tradition, since
Luther, when he protested and he had those 95 Theses on the door. And what he protested against
was indulgences. Is this what happened. And I signed and listed all the sins of this man. I said
under those conditions I do not see how the church can do anything else but rescind that award.
Vogeler:
So there are a lot of corruption things.
Contact (IC): Yes. Believe me if the church is supposed to stand for morals and ethics, where
do you look for cleansing? In this country? And it is the biggest church in the country. It is
tradition, the Lutheran church. All of the Nordic north is Lutheran.
Gen. Einseln: There is corruption at every level. I took a loss of two thousand dollars for a
bookcase. I will tell you the latest, and this was done on television, and this is a step forward if it
is shown on television, but apparently it was not one of the politicians in power otherwise they
would have not been able to do it. But this guy starts a furniture selling business foreign furniture,
cheap prices; send to you money, introductory if you pay in advance, you will get 50-60 percent
cheaper than the rest. They collected all this money from all these people, declared bankruptcy
and people didn’t get furniture, no money. What they do is pay themselves big salaries, their
family’s big salaries and the money is scattered around. And they declared bankruptcy. And if it
had been a politician involved that was in the power structure and they are one way or other then
chances this would not have come out that way. Other things, in our cases, bookcases. My wife,
last September, she wanted to be put things in order, and I could not find things and we threw the
old furniture out and ordered new, and we got some and you pay some in advance and half in
delivery. In December we had paid half and before Christmas and they said, ‘pay the rest of it,
and we will deliver it.’ We paid the rest of it, and they did not deliver. Christmas holidays and
first working day in January they declared bankruptcy. I have nothing for two thousand dollars.
Vogeler:
That is not right. Back in 1993, when you took over here, how did you deal with
corruption? How long were you in charge?
Gen. Einseln: Two and half years.
Vogeler:
How did you deal with corruption and how did you start to implement these
laws?
Gen. Einseln: The people did not have money more than necessary. The defense minister was
stealing and I did not want any of them to get involved. I got rid of them, it was simple, they were
corrupt.
Vogeler:
Who did you rely on, was there anyone who was safe. Rinsah?
Contact (IC): He was not an authoritarian person at all.
Gen. Einseln: He was a symbol of continuity.
Vogeler:
An important symbol.
Gen. Einseln: I really had no confidence, I had one very fine US retired colonel and he served.
Karamov from California. First class soldier but he left, he came in 1995, and when I left, he left
too. He did, he saw what was here and did not want to deal with mess.
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Vogeler:
I mean, everything was chaotic and corruption and so forth and new constitution.
What was it that made the system work?
Gen. Einseln: Nothing it did not work.
Vogeler:
When you left?
Gen. Einseln: Basically it does not work today.
Contact (IC): My perception is that we had because there was a certain movement and a
decision. I could say, “Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia got into NATO not because they deserved it
but because of 911. It was a certain connection. Certain decisions were made outside of these
countries that they Baltic States were to be integrated. These foreign embassies, the schooling,
these people in these countries, that military, there has been a very slow process and foreign
investment and foreign people. That is what.
Gen. Einseln: I will correct in one regard. NATO was decided in March or April of 2001.
Contact (IC): Oh really?
Gen. Einseln: Yes, I knew about it.
Contact (IC): That they were going to join? It was outside; once the decision was made outside
then they would come and help process. It is very hard to root out corruption, and I have been
here ten years and been in non-government operations and dealing with the government. The old
patterns of doing things, the everyday of doing things are still from the Soviet Era. We are a
creature of habits, and they had circles of friends and listen to them talk and realize you are an
outsider.
Gen. Einseln: In the military area, in the 2-½ years, the defense department came out with one
regulation. In 2 ½ years I had five defense ministers. One was so bad, I told him to make sure to
put him by the bathroom otherwise I am not sure where he knows where to go. Out of five, only
one had any experience in the western world and understanding. Professor from Sweden,
intelligent person, reserve person, ethical person. But he had to leave, they forced him out, we
had this renegade unit.
Contact (IC): They were scary.
Gen. Einseln: I was here for two weeks when I had a renegade unit they will not take orders
from anyone.
Vogeler:
Even the prime minister?
Gen. Einseln: Well the prime minister thought that it was his private army. When I told him I
was coming to town to see him, the leader of the unit ignored it at the camp, and they had
machine guns and what have you. He came to see in Tallinn and unknown to me and I see them
and I talk to them and do what I needed to do at the time, and I found out he was in Tallinn. This
was unheard of, that the commander was going to come down. They did not accept my leadership
outside their unit. I called them in. Nice guy, active young guy and I said the game was over. He
had the lieutenant’s commission who I told you about who was passing out exile government,
banks and what have you. There was an officers course that had started the day before and like a
good officer. The Prime Minister told him not to pay any attention to me so he went back to his
unit. It took us, it was touch and go, avoided bloodshed. There was no bloodshed then but it was
later. The young guys were very patriotic. The guy Tillman was a big star, NFL football star who
volunteered with his brother. They were these kind of guys. They wanted to kill Russians and if it
was not possible to get the hell out of there, one-way or the other.
And so I sympathized with them but could not allow it. They had their ranks they had
gotten. In one critical time, the Russians had a nuclear submarine base here and they had nuclear
and what have you, and there was an incident that was basically set up by the guy who is
commander now. He was number 2, and I couldn’t trust him. He was a thief.
Vogeler:
And he was your number 2 guy?
Gen. Einseln: Yes, he was here before me.
Contact (IC): You work with the material you get.
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Gen. Einseln: The renegade unit, had one section of them over there and the guy was wearing a
major color, so I took him aside in the building and said, “Now, I am a commander here and I am
not going to tolerate any ranks from anybody else, and this rank does not exist and take them out
before we leave this building, and I do not ever want to see you again.’ So he took them off and
went outside, and this was the leader of that one part and this is how I handled these things.
In fact when I went there to visit them I was told later whether it is true or not I cannot
determine, since I went in there, and I had no permission into that area, they were going to shoot
me, and the excuse was I had no permission to go there. I had a woman reporter with her
daughter, she wanted the story, and she came with me. Some say the reason they didn’t shoot me
was because the woman and her daughter could have gotten hurt. The situation was like that.
They had machineguns camouflage. It took a year to disband that group and disarm them and…
Contact (IC): We were expecting rebellions. A totally collapsed system. And we are not talking
about the mafia wars, how many people were killed and lost their lives over money and business
and so on.
Gen. Einseln: Hawai‘i. If you are going to start a movement but first of all you have to look for
allies, lobbyists and supporters. We had everyone we could think of, and surprisingly and here is
the thing about Estonian, Lithuanian and Latvian history. The Germans had (or not, muffled)
been historic enemies of the Estonian people going back centuries. The Russians had the first, the
Second World War and what have you. But, Estonians never really demonstrated against the
Germans about the (muffled). In California, Russians were (muffled). November 20, 1991, we
had this huge demonstration in front of the Russian consulate, and had a couple of city blocks
long to the German Embassy, the consulate, we had all these swastikas dripping in blood and
Germans did not know, they had no idea what to do with us. They selected two representatives
from each nationality group. So six of us went in there and the poor German consul did not know
what to do. We left the big signs with blood dripping and swastikas and whatever signs we had.
Contact (IC):
The historic patterns, historic behavior continues. The last example is this
pipeline between Russia and Germany. Gas pipeline, they keep on doing it and doing it as the
latest…
Vogeler:
Some deal.
Contact (IC): A deal between the two of them.
Vogeler:
Is it underneath?
Contact (IC): It looks like it is going to go under the gulf here. But because it has to go past the
sensitive areas, different countries, and Poland is holding out. I must be, Poland is tough. Poles,
because Poland in the situation in Baltic countries is historic. Poland disappeared after 120 years
and was restored after the First World War. The Poland again is attacked by both sides, Germany
and Russia. Who would Poland fight first?
Vogeler:
Germany.
Contact (IC): Why?
Vogeler:
Because Germany was the first one to…
Contact (IC): Yes, you are so logical but the joke is, the response is they would attack; they
would fight Germany because it is business before pleasure. (Laughter). I love that.
Vogeler:
That is good.
Gen. Einseln: When you put together alliances. Tiananmen Square was in 1989. We had
students for democracy in China, and students from Stanford and that area, and four to five
groups that I dealt with, and I asked them to support us and we would support them which we did.
We went to demonstrations. We made one condition with the Chinese that the condition was they
would recognize they would recognize independence with Tibet. We put it in there before we
started, before we started working. We went to many demonstrations and I was doing all kinds of
things and many of us when we had the time. When you start building your alliances, you have to
start looking at all angles.
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Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, after the last five years, the term occupation is being used. Most
people nowadays they use the term, not everyone does, only certain activists. Most people don’t
even use the term. Those that do say it is occupied say it needs to be de-colonized. So this
information is just beginning to come out.
Gen. Einseln: Language is very important. We have a deal here, using terms calling a female a
man, gentleman than the lady, what have you. Language is very important. It starts with language.
People get used to start using language and they look and think differently.
Vogeler:
I noticed last night when we were talking with Eve, when she was explaining
early on, she said we knew that Soviet Union took our country.
Contact (IC): Many of them, Russians came in.
Vogeler:
Yes, the Russians came in. But it seemed in the eighties when there was more of
an awareness that what that “Russians came into our country” meant. There are only a few
activists that are beginning to use that term in Hawai‘i. Most people do not know.
Contact (IC): You need public awareness.
Vogeler:
Right now, we are collecting facts. In McKinley high school there is a treaty of
annexation, and it is what he is holding. There is no treaty.
Contact (IC):
So it is like a myth, like in this country.
Vogeler:
So, in Hawai‘i people always thought, they didn’t know Hawai‘i was an
independent state. Hawai‘i became a state in 1843, first non-European country to become an
independent state. Most people, to this day, think that Hawai‘i was never a country and we were
just colonized.
Contact (IC): By the way, since you are not traditional Hawaiian and you were born in
California, why do you identify with Hawai‘i? It is not because of blood or by birth.
Vogeler:
It is because of my mom.
Contact (IC): How nice, it is a certain identification you have.
Vogeler:
My mom was so obviously a Hawaiian, 5’10” with a flower in her hair.
Contact (IC): Stately woman.
Vogeler:
She was generous, intelligent and very striking. In our small town, everyone
knew that she was different. So, ended up going to a family reunion in 1991 and stayed. So that is
how it started.
Contact (IC): In 1991.
Gen. Einseln: You didn’t have to be borderline. Let me tell you. Kūhiō you are (muffled). You
are too young to remember the sixties. I was very conservative person by nature when it comes to
handling public funds and money and am more liberal with other things.
Contact (IC): He is a feminist, yes he is a feminist.
Gen. Einseln: I did not wear my skirt today.
Contact (IC): In thinking.
Gen. Einseln: During the hippy times, we were in demonstrations in Washington; there was one
hippy that had a sign and said, “Freedom for everybody.” And I looked at how ridiculous it was
in the context of that time, but let me tell you something; I believe that, we have time in Europe,
the Basques in Spain, in French. We have settlers here that have split between those who want to
go with Russia and Estonia; we have all kinds of minorities. They all have a right to have their
own administration as a minimum. Scotland has their own parliament only a couple of years ago.
I would support any movement. I would support a movement in Hawai‘i, the Hawaiian people are
the warmest people there, you will get crushed with aloha spirit there. You cannot help but love
them. I remember the different opinions and demonstrations and someone said, I don’t know,
people are against Chinese, Koreans, Filipinos, haoles and I do know where the hell I stand
because I am 1/16 this and 1/16 or that. And the children are so beautiful, the mix of races, just
gorgeous.
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Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, you don’t have [just one thing]. It is rare someone is just whatever.
People are Chinese, Filipino, Hawaiian, Spanish.
Contact (IC): It is probably there, it is healthy and good.
Gen. Einseln: It also makes it difficult if you want to resurrect Hawaiian culture and all.
Vogeler:
If you look at this in terms of occupation, we get some flack from both sides,
even from Hawaiians.
Gen. Einseln: Why?
Vogeler:
Because we are not looking at it in terms of ethnicity or race. We are just looking
at it, what were the laws, pertinent laws in terms of international law and continuity, and how
were they to be applied. You could be Japanese and still be Hawaiian. You could be French and
still be Hawaiians. But some Hawaiians see it in terms of ethnicity. They think they should see in
terms of ethnic Hawaiians. We are looking at it in terms of way back then… in terms of an
independent state, you had people from all over the place – from Germany, France – and
everyone could trace their history from that time period. Just like Eve said last night. Anyone
could do that, to trace it, and you would have a voting base.
Contact (IC): That is very wise because you avoid the issue of racism because it is statehood.
Really.
Gen. Einseln: You will be able to avoid it because laws cover people.
Contact (IC): The emphasis is on the state, and who was there at the time. Just like In Estonia,
we have ethnic people who were citizens at the time. The other advantage is moral, practically all
states have minorities, different races, then there is a question of indigenous people. That is an
issue there.
Vogeler:
Like in Estonia, you have Estonians and other people before 1940, and the idea
of continuity and reestablishing what was before, you want to update it but establish that as the
voting base then you, it is a way of dealing with many issues but not only along ethnic lines.
Gen. Einseln: Academically you can do this. You look at laws and how they go down, and it is
all necessary. But if you want to go forward and you want to do that, which is when race and
everything comes into play. You have to be ready for that.
Contact (IC): You cannot really avoid it. What is unique about Hawai‘i? What is so unique
about Hawai‘i? As a state, as you see. The Estonians defined that this is the land of Estonians. We
have been thousands of years and the only place on earth where language is etc. etc. There is
some mix. Most of us are not 100 percent Estonian.
Gen. Einseln: My first wife said to me I was pure Estonian. I told her that was impossible,
through the centuries, the rape, those that stole the Estonian land. She said ‘but I have an Estonian
name.” I said I had a German name and it does not make a difference.
Vogeler:
Just like here in Estonia one of the questions that is about when Estonia regained
its independence, what policies were put in place to deal with language, culture and ethnicity?
Just as those things needed to be dealt with here, they…
Contact (IC): You will have to deal with in Hawai‘i too.
Vogeler:
Just like Hawaiian language. Hawaiian language is where you see the street
signs.
Gen. Einseln: They look like Estonian streets.
Vogeler:
I saw Oli Street, Kai Street.
Contact (IC): Hawaiian is very rich in vowels. So is Estonian and Finnish.
Vogeler:
Just things having to be dealt with here, like language here. Hawaiian language is
all but gone. They are beginning to have immersion schools but you only have 40 students
graduating from high school each year.
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Contact (IC): Well those things sound like tribes in Russia. Villages where handfuls, with tens
and twenties and re dying out. We have Livonian in Latvia. Back in the 18th century there was a
whole bunch. And now three hundred years later, there are only five.
Gen. Einseln: Ten years ago, I remember; only six could speak Lavonia language.
Contact (IC): So it is very easy to die out. If you don’t have a language.
Gen. Einseln: They occupied Estonia and maybe 2/3 of Latvia.
Contact (IC): Big Lavonia.
Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, by discussing this in terms of occupation and using these terms
accurately and if possible, reasserting the government, that probably the best way to deal with
these language issues…
Contact (IC): In fifty states,
Vogeler:
Well 49.
Contact (IC): Legally, 50 states you have one state with its own language, it would be like the
European Union. The EU is a collection of different nation-states with its own language. In a way
it would obstruct the universality of the English language. The US too. If Hawai‘i reasserts itself
as s state, or even a state within the US, and this is the language, this would be interesting
culturally.
Vogeler:
We could not as a state within the US.
Contact (IC): Even if it’s a state within the United States. Culturally and linguistically, you are
different.
Vogeler:
If there is a treaty of merger, we would need to merger.
Contact (IC): You would have to go back to the documents. We are now a state in the Union.
Now lets negotiate. Lets negotiate with Washington.
Vogeler:
You would have to reassert…
Contact (IC): You have to restructure. You would have to argue autonomy, step by step.
Vogeler:
Way back when, the Hawaiian Kingdom saw itself more like Europe more than it
did the United States.
Contact (IC): They even had their British Flag in the corner.
Vogeler:
They saw themselves as their ceremonies with the legislature were modeled after
Belgium and Spain.
Contact (IC): They adopted the systems in Europe.
Gen. Einseln: Kamehameha V went to Great Britain and even to Washington at one time. I
remember one; it must have been the 19th century.
Vogeler:
It was Kamehameha the Second. Because the first, and this is one of the things
that is coming out. A lot of Hawaiian history is being turned on its head just by looking at things
from the perspective of occupation and it changes a lot of things that people had not understood.
Kamehameha the First thought he was British. Vancouver came in 1794, and he made an
agreement. Kamehameha I made an agreement, he asked for British protection. He thought that,
they made an agreement and signed it. By the time Vancouver got to Great Britain, the agreement
was lost. It never got ratified on the other end. But Kamehameha thought it was ratified. In 1810,
he writes a letter to King George III and asked for a British Seal so that he could be part of the
empire. Within the British Empire, you had autonomous areas, like India, semi-autonomous but
they were part of the empire.
Contact (IC): Like Canada. You will not hear it because it is buried.
Vogeler:
They got the theory of colonization all wrong, they have not looked at this stuff,
what if Hawaiians knew what they were doing and knew these relationships. In 1826, when
Kamehameha II, goes to Great Britain to check in, because he think he is British.
Contact (IC): The communication was so slow out there in the Pacific.
Vogeler:
When he goes there in 1826 to Britain, they tell him that it was not fully.
Contact (IC): It got lost on the way.
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Vogeler:
Yes, and Vancouver died
Gen. Einseln: So you are on your own!
Vogeler:
Yes, and you are on your own. And then what they did, and this is where Britain
made a mistake, is then they sent an envoy, Charlton, over to Hawai‘i and you cant read this in
any books and my friend Keanu who wrote his dissertation on Hawaiian constitutionalism. What
happens, they sent Charlton to Hawai‘i, first they sent Lord Byron.
Contact (IC): Lord Byron the poet.
Vogeler:
I do not know if it is the same Lord Byron.
Contact (IC): Robert Byron.
Vogeler:
So he comes over and there is a secret agreement that the British with him to
allow Hawai‘i to develop its autonomy but still considers it part of the British territory. They
don’t tell the Hawaiians this. What they tell the Hawaiians is that they are not actually part of us
because there was nothing signed. So the Hawaiians see themselves as autonomous and that is
why in 1843, they have the declaration from Britain and France, acknowledging them as an
independent state.
So Kamehameha I thought he was British but the way Britain carried on their diplomacy there, it
worked to their disadvantage.
1843 is when Hawai‘i becomes recognized as an independent state, the first nonEuropean country to be recognized as an independent state. You had South America and the
Spanish colonies recognized but Hawai‘i is the first completely separate.
Contact (IC): That was when Marx was writing in 1840.
Vogeler:
The professors are Marxist, post-modernist.
Contact (IC): They say in Hawai‘i, they are very Marxist.
Vogeler:
And they are very much against this stuff too.
Contact (IC): They would come from a different country, those Marxists.
Gen. Einseln: It doesn’t matter, when they are against something you are fighting against, join
them, Marxist or otherwise, you have to look at who is in your corner.
Contact (IC): Even when they are against you.
Gen. Einseln: And find somebody who is not…
Contact (IC): You need allies, and all these little countries that identify with you and the
danger could be when some big country uses you. They will support you but then use you.
Vogeler:
Right now we are collecting facts because like I was saying most people do not
know what the term occupation means, and they do not know how it—They do not know how it
applies to Hawai‘i.
Contact (IC): What kind of relationship do you have with the media?
Vogeler:
Right now, we do not have. This is what it is. There is maybe of fifteen people.
Contact (IC): It is a small nascent organization.
Vogeler:
There are 15 people who can utilize this information. People who have heard the
term occupation as it applies to Hawai‘i, maybe there are 2000. What we are looking at is
finishing our dissertations and collecting the facts and from there we will see what happens and
make sure we are on solid a footing as.
Contact (IC): Firm base. Of course yesterday we were with Endel Lippmaa and you know
some of the wisdom that he dropped, there is good bit of to ponder. Any small country is to teach
cannot survive alone. Even if there is one union, you have to join another, it couldn’t stay here,
called the gray zone, it would be stepped on again by Russia.
Vogeler:
When we look at Hawai‘i and the way people have looked at history and the way
people have interpreted history, we associate it with the US, but back in the 1800’s, they saw
themselves as part of Europe, as part of Europeans.
Contact (IC): Well the British Empire some never slept so it was naturally.
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Vogeler:
Even afterwards, because the whole idea, this thing that people get wrong about
Hawaiian history is that the idea of nobles in terms of chiefs. In Hawaiian history you had the
structure of nobles, before you had western contact, you had nobles. You had princes and dukes,
they called them konohiki and chiefs.
Contact (IC): Wasn’t it a tribal Society? In any tribal society you will have a hierarchy.
Vogeler:
So when western peoples came in, as far as it is represented in the history books,
they say western ideas came in and they dominated Hawaiian society by adopting Western ideas
to the detriment of Hawaiian society. But exactly the opposite had happened. When western ideas
came in, they said ‘Heh, these ideas help to explain what is happening in our Hawaiian society.
So these ideas like land titles and freehold, those ideas of land titles, and the feudal system helped
to explain what already existed in Hawai‘i and it was not something that was imposed on them.
Gen. Einseln: But most of the land was not entitled, it was open for everyone. Isn’t that correct?
Contact (IC): They did not have communism.
Vogeler:
The way they presented it in the history books is that it was a communal type
setting, but it really wasn’t. See, what we have uncovered a bunch of primary source documents,
the idea that it was presented it was a communal thing and in the 1840’s they had the private land
ownership. It was a feudal system and the king could give out private land ownership and most of
the time it was like the estates was given to dukes if we think of it in feudal terms. In the 1840’s
that is when the private land ownership came about. In the history books, they say that the
Hawaiians lost land. But what we are showing, because we understand the feudal terms, but
Hawaiians got a lot of land but was lost later on.
Gen. Einseln: How much did the missionaries get?
Vogeler:
By that time, the missionaries did not get that much. After 1887, when they had
the Bayonet constitution, the sons of missionaries, they used Hawaiian laws against Hawaiians
and they used it to trick them. The Hawaiians had land but they took out mortgages on that land
and so after 1887, they bought out the mortgages, because now we have banks but back then you
took out a mortgage to pay back a family. They would buy out the mortgage of that family and
then they would owe someone else and then jack up the rate.
So, the idea that Hawaiians did not have land early on it is not true. But because they
identified the land systems with private ownership is bad.
Gen. Einseln: I have to go, and have an operation.
Contact (IC): I am sorry.
Vogeler:
So that is another aspect. Hawai‘i was more like Europe that people think.
Contact (IC): Isolated islands in the pacific and they developed this by themselves.
Vogeler:
I do not know how this happened. Samoa was different, Tahiti was different. But
the way Hawai‘i developed their legal system, they looked at Britain, they looked at Germany.
Contact (IC): When did the first foreign contacts begin? Do you have records of that?
Vogeler:
In 1778 is when Captain Cook landed.
Contact (IC): That is not very early, that is the American Revolution. There was a lot of
navigation going on.
Gen. Einseln: But look at where they were at, in the middle of the Pacific.
Contact (IC): But look at how they developed these ideas, by themselves.
Vogeler:
You did have Spanish that landed in Hawai‘i in the 14th or 15th century.
Contact (IC): Magellan.
Vogeler:
No
Contact (IC): That was Portuguese.
Vogeler:
No, we know that Spanish people were there because there is knives and so forth
that were transmitted through the generations. There seems to have been Japanese that landed
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there early. When they started to develop the laws, for instance Hawai‘i is based on a civil law
system.
Contact (IC): Not a militaristic state at all.
Vogeler:
The US and Britain had common law. Estonia I believe is a civil law.
Contact (IC): It is different from common law of the British Isles.
Vogeler:
The Kingdom of Hawai‘i is a civil law system. What has happened that people
have come to Hawai‘i history coming from an American system?
Contact (IC): I can see the Spanish system.
Vogeler:
There are stories and artifacts that the Spanish were there but it was a ship that
crashed, and they married into royalty.
Contact (IC): We are familiar with these stories; we have had shipwrecks off our coast.
Gen. Einseln: Twenty years ago, the largest ranch in the United States was still in Hawai‘i. Is
that still?
Vogeler:
Parker Ranch, the Big Island.
Gen. Einseln: Yes.
Vogeler:
That is, I don’t know if it still the largest but it is still there.
Gen. Einseln: Cowboys.
Vogeler:
The first cowboys were in Hawai‘i.
Contact (IC): Really.
Vogeler:
There weren’t cows in Hawai‘i. But when they brought cows and horses,
Hawaiians adapted to them real quickly. We were the first, early on.
Gen. Einseln: Someone had to herd. They looked like Texas cowboys; some of them were a
little darker. I loved James Michener who was loved in Hawai‘i, and I have given it to a couple of
people.
Contact (IC): You gave me that book. I also think his book on Poland was good. He wrote a
good book. You gave me one out west.
Gen. Einseln: The Centennial.
Contact (IC): Yes, that is the one I read last.
Vogeler:
Right now in Hawai‘i, things are changing very quickly, slowly if you talk about
it day by day but quickly about things. Five years ago, people did not use the term occupation.
But now the activists use the term occupation.
Contact (IC): What made you start looking into this?
Vogeler:
My friend Keanu started looking at land titles. He started doing research on
Hawaiian land titles; he found out that Hawai‘i was an independent state and how this applied to
Hawaiian land titles. That is why in these questions I ask how you deal with land. Because that is
the biggest issue.
Contact (IC): Now I can see, and he first sent out these questions I thought – Estonia we are not
only talking about how land was restored, we had factories, banks, real estate, and it wasn’t only
land when we restored to independence. All the churches had to be restored. Even ships, 50 years
later they were not worth a damn. But there was such a spectrum of property that was affected by
occupation.
Gen. Einseln: I think it was his mother, and she said, “Son, you go over there and get our land
back.”
Contact (IC): He was probably a baby; she whispered it in his ear. I am going to turn this off.
THE END
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PROFESSOR MARJU LAURISTIN
Vogeler:
That is why we go through the process, but at the same time to be honest when
we met with president with President Rüütel and Professor Lippmaa and you know the
impression that I got that signing forms was something that they were uncomfortable with…
Prof. Lauristin: Signing, from the Soviet culture, like a proverb “If you say, don’t sign; and if
you say, don’t sign.”
Vogeler:
After the both, I don’t really want to sign anything then so far we have done five
interviews and only one person has signed the form…
Prof. Lauristin: For me I can sign.
Vogeler:
But I understand the people coming from certain circumstances.
Prof. Lauristin: Funny thing.
(Both signing papers)
Vogeler: The interviews have been great; have been meeting with General Einseln the general he
took over in 1993.
Prof. Lauristin: Einseln. American Colonel.
Vogeler:
Yes that is the one and met with Eve Pärnaste.
Prof. Lauristin: I know her from her student times. She was a psychologist, she studies
psychology.
Vogeler:
One more thing before I forget. Any contact information, please put on 3 by 5
cards so I do not get confused. Or if you have a card that is fine. And then I have cards. So you
know who I am. This. Here is my card here.
Prof. Lauristin: How is your name pronounced? Building called Prince Kūhiō.
Vogeler:
I am named after the prince so my name is famous in that way but there are very
few people called Kūhiō.
Prof. Lauristin: It is not a common name.
Vogeler:
No, I have only met two other Kūhiō’s in my life.
Prof. Lauristin: So he was a prince, what time?
Vogeler:
He was a prince in the late 1800’s, early 1900’s, and so that my mom named me
after the prince.
Vogeler:
It is because of my mom I am doing this stuff. Before she passed away she asked
me to complete a pilgrimage that the last queen started and as a result of the trying to do that and
I am not nearly finished, as a result it led me to all of this.
Prof. Lauristin: Something that is inherited mission in this sense.
Vogeler:
So yes this is the Hawaiian Society of Law and Politics, and I happened to be the
president and we have an online journal (HSPL.org) and if you wanted to read Hawaiian law
articles. My mom is Hawaiian and my dad is German and you put them together and you get
Italian. So okay let’s get started so that other folks are coming later.
Some of the basic background information and like for instance.
Vogeler:
So you have a name?
Prof. Lauristin: I live in born in Estonia.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Prof. Lauristin: 1940.
Vogeler:
So you don’t necessarily have memories of the war?
Prof. Lauristin: A bit because I was a small child.
Vogeler:
What nationality were your parents.
Prof. Lauristin: All Estonian.
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Vogeler:
Yes, yes. It was interesting most people say Estonian, and a couple of people
their parents were Latvian… is trying to set up an interview with the inter-movement folks to get
a different perspective. Were you at work here? (Yes)/ how long have you worked here?
Prof. Lauristin: Since I was studying here and then I at the end of the studies since 1970.
Vogeler:
and then you are professor.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes.
Vogeler:
So you have a Ph.D.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes. Soviet times so it was called ‘candidate’ and now it is equalized to Ph.D.
Vogeler:
Were you ever in the military?
Prof. Lauristin: No. Women didn’t have any obligations to the military.
Vogeler:
Eve said she was a lieutenant. I guess this university they had some. She said she
was a lieutenant, I was surprised.
Prof. Lauristin: There were some students, women students were medical service. It could be
that.
Vogeler:
I thought she was going to say no.
Prof. Lauristin: She is younger than me so maybe there was when she was a student, so I haven’t
had any duties connected with the military.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Prof. Lauristin: Estonian, English, Russian and very little German.
Vogeler:
Oh Gee, What ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Prof. Lauristin: Estonian.
Vogeler:
Just in case. Question #1 In school, what were you taught about the Soviet
Union’s relationship?
Prof. Lauristin: I started in school in 1946 and that was deep Stalin time. You understand? Then I
was in sixth grade and then when I went to university. I have different periods of school, so I was
taught different things.
Vogeler:
At the beginning, what were you taught?
Prof. Lauristin: At the beginning there was a clear, all things was Stalin time compared to
religion because everything was taught under Stalin and everything was good, no but you see the
time itself it was 1946 so that there two years after Soviets came, six years after 1940 you can
imagine the teachers so the teachers studied in other times so you know already the times were
divided into Russian time and Estonian time, so that that all teachers and all students were from
Estonian time, and that meant that there was clear memory so in this sense if you ask about what
we were taught so that was clear but if you look at the broader learning so what we learned at
school, so then we learned much more.
For example when I was in school, my classmates, some of them had old newspapers so
from early age when we reading old newspapers it was so close…when we collected photographs
of the movie stars, - Jeannette McDonald – it was a mixture of time, and there was a good
children’s book all the things in my childhood and all that surrounded us was from Estonian time
and all a lot of books and then there was intermediate time – 1949, 1950 – and there was a similar
time for Estonian… books started to be removed from the libraries and people became afraid to
show that they have these things so in this sense, the knowledge was shrinking because people
became afraid. Even then I will have friends to discuss things.
Vogeler:
In school then they were teaching one thing but then when you spoke with
friends…
Prof. Lauristin: Yes for example when we were in school the teachers, and I was in school, old
schools it was before Estonian and many teachers from that time and they were speaking French,
teachers from other private schools and were teaching in my school and how teachers should that
when they spoke of official things they didn’t believe what they were saying you could tell in
body language. I could remember one of our history teachers, she said that she told us about a lot
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of things…officially and then end class and then she said other things. It was very clear and for
that even as I am a communist family and I was not told those things from home but learned from
my schoolmates and other sides of the story.
Vogeler:
The sort of thing. When things were taught in school?
Prof. Lauristin: We had a clear understanding there were an official text and then the memory
when people talk amongst themselves.
Vogeler:
How did it make you feel, the official text?
Prof. Lauristin: It was taken as you have to know that, you have to answer to have good marks
and then you have to shut your mouth what you discuss amongst yourselves. Orwellian, your
double thing was exercised.
Vogeler:
Question #2. Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
Prof. Lauristin: The same, it was always the same, the different thing started to discuss since
1987 – 1988 it was open. The different thing, common language, if you look now not at the
newspaper but at the arts, Estonian poetry, then poetry was very popular during these times,
metaphorical language, all things were said and all people understood the meaning about this or
that – historical allegory, metaphors and so on.
Vogeler:
Someone was just mentioning a song, two different songs one was talking about
blue sky and red and white and black bread.
Prof. Lauristin: Those types of things. There was popular. Al Kapinski, have you met him?
Vogeler:
No.
Prof. Lauristin: He is abroad somewhere. He for example wrote a poem about the ancient time
and how Romans conquered the galleons and then should be a Roman soldier and all is full of
soldiers.
Vogeler:
Question #3. Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing
the relationship between the Soviet union and the Baltic states?
Prof. Lauristin: Sure. Because as my family was involved, they were communist movement in
Estonia so they were discussing that and from very different viewpoints so that I had different
viewpoints from childhood.
Vogeler:
Some from France, etc, Was it confusing?
Prof. Lauristin: It just meant that I had to think over… whey people had so many different
perspectives and what I learned from my family and so then Estonian communists and they did
not foresee that things would go so wrong.
Vogeler:
I see.
Prof. Lauristin: And they were quite open and critical.
Vogeler:
I would think that would be hard to put pieces together. So the next question.
Growing up did you learn about relationship between Soviet Union and the Baltic States through
other sources?
Prof. Lauristin: Sure because were listening to separate voices, in my home for example I
remember the voice of Russians since my childhood. It was jammed but still you had some skills.
Voice of America in Estonia. When everyone was listening to the Hungarian uprising in 1956 and
everyone was listening to Voice of America, and we were listening from other sources on the
radio.
Vogeler:
So by 1956, did things in your family did things change so that they…
Prof. Lauristin: My stepfather was arrested in 1950, so things changed. He came back.
Vogeler:
Right, he came back, yah. Voice of America was a way people found.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes, then Finnish because you know Estonians understand Finnish. We are keen
to read Finnish and listen to Finnish television. View from Finland who was friendly with the
Soviet Union. About some things they didn’t talk at all but it created alternatives to mainstream.
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Vogeler:
Some were saying even to this day, they know of someone who only watches
Finnish television.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes, I spent some of my childhood, and so Finnish radio was very commonly
listened to. Finnish news and when I was university and we have official Finnish curriculum and
we had to learn Finnish. We learned Finnish literature and the winter war which was not available
in Estonian or Soviet Union and then there was a lot of things and I was at university at sixties
and had a lot of alternative circles, and so then the histories were widespread at academic circles.
Vogeler:
Everything was not just one way, many different aspects.
Prof. Lauristin: The official picture it was taken as it was official because everybody knew and
there was a clear understanding.
Vogeler:
Question #5. Did you ever visit places outside of Soviet Control?
Prof. Lauristin: I was in Finland, it wasn’t exactly outside of Soviet control and the first time was
for two days in 1976 and that was a big event. I was first time for the World Congress of
Sociology in Uppsala in Sweden in 1978 because then that it was for academic groups where it
was arranged for tourism for the Congress.
Vogeler:
When you went to Finland or sociology congress did you learn things about
Estonia that were different?
Prof. Lauristin: No, I knew all that because I had a lot of friends for example when you speak
about...friends with her sister Lidi who was at Columbia university and we were friends since
1970 and then Lidi came to visit her father, and we were brought together so that and she sent
books from states so that…everybody had a lot of different relationships with people outside. The
university was different.
Vogeler:
You are explaining this with such detail and showing it with such complexity.
Question #6 at one time did you believe that the Baltic states were part of the USSR.
Prof. Lauristin: That meant as this was very close to us then for example you asked when we
were abroad but you didn’t ask if someone was inside and so the situation in these times these
borders were open in Soviet time and the Estonians met with Ukrainian’s Georgians, and we
found a lot in common, and that was common knowledge.
Vogeler:
That makes sense, did you accept the idea that the Soviet Union would remain in
the Baltic States for the remainder of your life?
Prof. Lauristin: That was a common feeling, because we have been living. The first when I was a
schoolgirl there was the Hungarian uprising which was crushed and then for our generation the
most important experience was in sixties when Soviet tanks crashed the uprising and so it was
this sense quite desperate situation and then so what we were discussing at the university in the
60’s, 70’s and 80’s – the whole discussion was in this, like the perspective would that system, the
Soviet system, would that last forever and that was a difference/ two different perspectives and
our perspective was much older (popular front) it was from 60’s, it was the dismantling of the
monster? So it would mean freedom for everybody – for Georgians, Ukrainians for everybody.
Vogeler:
Is it because of that there was perestroika in the name or no?
Prof. Lauristin: Perestroika was a short time and it was giving opportunities but the issue of the
Soviet system that was an issue that was raised by Sakharov, by the Russian dissidents so that
was a problem of systems but no of we here, the difference the social system, we were believing
that we would have the system forever I would say no, but then because we quite sure since 60’s.
It was artificial, clear what we were reading, all the information in the seventies there would be
openness of society, then came the US, the doctrine that the US can over compete the Soviet
Union they were optimistic messages, we were big fans of Kennedy.
Vogeler:
So, it’s not just a matter of Estonia reasserting its sovereignty.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes it’s the monster.
Vogeler:
So, #7, when did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied?
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Prof. Lauristin: You see that was what we discussed on telephone. I don’t know from which
time, since ever, we knew factual how things were factual. The problem what you call that, what
is your discourse about. Then the proper question for me will be, “When you start to do the
discourse on the occupation, knowing all that?” And that’s a much different question.
Vogeler:
That is more precise.
Prof. Lauristin: I can tell you, we had, for example our students, we have spring sessions where
we were going to university to have this sporting camp outside. And we go with our students
every March, this week outside, we have skiing, open air and discussing in the evening and so on.
I remember it was already during Perestroika time. It was in 1987 when we discussed this with
my students. And my students said that, “Now it’s time to say openly that Stalin has occupied
country.” And I said, “No boys, that’s too early.” You see, that was a question not different
understanding. But the discourse is something which is practiced. So that we knew very clearly is
that there was this, from the Soviet side, that there’s this type of word games or language games.
And if you don’t play some kinds of games then you will be punished. And you could be
punished severely, like Czechs. And for us, the older generation, this was a matter of discussion,
that if our students are openly speaking about in the classes everywhere of occupation, that we
were afraid that they maybe times are not yet mature and maybe they could be arrested, or there
could be some repression. And we have to withdraw that language because it could be dangerous.
Vogeler:
From my own experience, before 1993 to use the word sovereignty it was
considered impolite.
Prof. Lauristin: That was also in Estonia, because sovereignty was a very revolutionary word in
1986 but in 1989 it wasn’t revolutionary.
Vogeler:
When was it acceptable to use the word ‘occupation’?
Prof. Lauristin: 1987, 1988.
Vogeler:
That is great, so far in the interviews there has not been anyone who has been
able to pinpoint, there seems to have been a change to have taken place but it was difficult for
people to place.
Prof. Lauristin: Public use.
KV. Public use. So when did you learn, when did you first use that term, that discourse?
Prof. Lauristin: I suppose in 88 or 89. And you see what is connected with that, and that is
because of two low interest in legal side of things. Because really this discourse for me was
brought by lawyers and that meant there was time to discuss the legalistic consequences of using
this discourse, of using that frame. And people from Latvia, like Mavriks Vulfsons, the very
famous… old lawyers there, and son of previous Latvian minister, and then we had American
lawyer…Bill Hough…he did research on legalistic side and brought documents and then with
other people I have to say… From 1988 I had to dig myself in this side of things. I never have
thought about that. I always think about society, which were not connected so much with this
legal side. And then when I realized that all those legalistic things with restitution, because we
started to discuss restitution. And so step by step and when all this field was open for me, for
example, then the discourse in this sense was changed rationally, understanding that it means not
only some emotional acknowledgement, but that it means certain claims in a legal sense.
Vogeler: As far as you know, what made that legal language take hold?
Prof. Lauristin: It was connected to the citizen’s movement. With that movement they made
popular the logic of claims. Very different from American society, the society here not only
because of Soviets but very much because of Soviets was not so very strong in legal as for
American which is natural. And we started to test how those claims are accepted. Do we have
some support and then that was done at first by (?) and those people because they had American
networks. It was 1988 for me and the beginning of 1989 and then the discussions in America
confirmed that those claims had international support, had meaning.
Vogeler:
I was talking about Bill Hough.
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Prof. Lauristin: He was in Estonian very often but I was talking with people with State
department and I got the feeling there was some support for whatever reasons and America was
supported. The first time I was in the state department and there was the Estonian flag and took
my photo with the flag, spring of 1989. We were opportunists that gave very strong confidence.
Vogeler:
That helped validate the terminology of occupation in 1988.
Prof. Lauristin: Then I met with Yeltsin (sp) who was the ambassador, and he was extraordinary
and then because he had preserved the telegraphs from 1940 and all the archives and when he was
in America all the things were happening. And then I met people from the congress library who
were examining all the documents so for me all those things that pictures from legal side and I
was never interested in law. As the citizen movement was the first reaction that it is a dead end
and we cant do it with legalistic arguments but then I went to America and met people who
represented legal then I understood and there could be a reason to go that way.
Vogeler:
The idea of claims.
Prof. Lauristin: The international power structure and we could fight international; its not
Europe, it was America.
Vogeler:
So clear. Question #8. As far as you know the people who people who
understood the occupation of the Baltic states, increase, remain the same, or decrease and why do
you believe?
Prof. Lauristin: Who, in Estonia?
Vogeler:
In Estonia.
Prof. Lauristin: Very different, could take people in Moscow or in Russia. If you take people in
Estonia, the change because my generation were our teachers, classmates so they came from other
time. The next generation, if you look at those who were our children, for them it was difficult
and in those times in the 50’s, this system really very much silenced all discussion, and people
were afraid to tell their children that could be dangerous if they went to school and discussed
them. For my students I asked them on their knowledge and their information sources of their
grandparents and parents about theirs. For that generation who were born in 60’s or 70’s or 50’s
there was some knowledge gap, things were discussed at home, never discussed in public, in
social circles so we can say this and that so that our generation, older generations who had
experience with Estonian time had one level of knowledge and those born later this knowledge
was silenced and it came up in 80’s during perestroika when things started. Again remember what
was discussed in public.
Vogeler:
With regard to citizens movement. The people understood it to be an occupation:
did it increase?
Prof. Lauristin: Sure it increased and strongly and in legal terms. Everyone knew but the
discourse changed and the picture was much more detailed and clear.
Vogeler:
You are explaining it so precisely. So did some people believe that the Baltic
States were no different.
Prof. Lauristin: Everyone understood we were different. We had conversations with Ukraine, and
Russians and all made different. We were always different and from the official side. If you look
at what was prohibited. You have seen the exhibition on Soviet arts and Estonian arts.
Vogeler:
No.
Prof. Lauristin: Please go and look at Estonian arts from 40-90 and look at that and see the pieces
from 60’s and very abstract, very modern, very western and so on and it was that long to show the
exhibitions from Moscow, some came from Moscow to Tallinn to have exhibitions here who
were more modern. So there was a difference. For example we got this information from Finland
from TV and people came from Moscow to videotape it, the Finnish news and brought the
videotape to Moscow to show them. So it was different.
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Vogeler:
Having to do with the citizen’s movement, when that understanding or the term
occupation was part of the discourse, were there some people who didn’t believe it, and was there
some interaction?
Prof. Lauristin: No the Russians didn’t believe it. It was the Inter-movement.
Vogeler:
As the citizens’ movement, the terminology started to catch on, was there
interaction, tension?
Prof. Lauristin: There was tension, there was political competition between two movements that
is political competition. Some discussion on actual things, and on power.
Vogeler:
Talking about how things changed there….
Prof. Lauristin: This competition on power, when it really ended was the Supreme Council, and I
was in this Supreme Council in 1991, and I was in Congress and the Council, and they formulated
the basic document about the restoring Estonian independence state which will end with legal
restitution. It was in 1990 and then 20 days later the supreme council repeated that formulation in
the official statement of the supreme council about starting the restoration period which will end
with the legal restitution of the constitutional order in Estonia. That meant the two discourses
officially were merged.
Vogeler:
Thanks.
Prof. Lauristin: I was involved like many others and 40% membership was overlapping in both
parties and that was in that sense overlapping the discourse.
Vogeler:
That is how these things work. What political groups were actively trying to end
the occupation and when were they active?
Prof. Lauristin: There were different situations in different times. - it did not take Soviet time, it
started in Stalin and groups…the groups were connected with Baltic appeal and very small and
numerous. If you take where I was in this university and then among academic circles and you
can find formal dissidence. People were teaching, when I came to university there were
professors who were teaching since 30’s and there were circles in the Stalinist era and some
generalists and the media and we had local culture resistance and they preserved memories and
preserved it in metaphorical language to explain things, in university for example we got a lot of
freedom so we could speak in classes about things to students.
The university was alternative territory, not dissidence, different stages and then you
looked at Soviet elites, and we have done sociological research since late 60‘s, and there was
resistance regarding Soviet economic power, and it was popular among manager elites, but they
never used occupation. Never. I wasn’t drinking vodka on some island but what was clear they
had openly discussed, we had survey in 1981, and they openly said the economic power should be
ended in order to preserve…. In 1987 the world colonization and colonial economy was first
publicly used in the university but this understanding, which was supported by economic elite in
the 70’s amongst themselves, and they expressed this when they answered the questions. There
were different layers of resistance, in pockets of resistance which were clearly formulated the
occupation and all those claims. Below that and behind were different people in their work place,
in their own life, they had different forms of resistance to this official system. In this sense the
origin of the mass movements which started in the 80’s, and they never understood, they could
not understand… (lots of noise 1 minute). If you look in Hungary, everywhere, they were
prepared to stand up if there was some sign they would not be killed.
Vogeler:
So these political groups gained more power in the late 80’s?
Prof. Lauristin: Because of perestroika. The limits of freedom were tested. In 1988, there were
mass meetings that were celebrated by media. The discourse changed. The information changed
since 1986 to 1989 quite clearly.
Vogeler: Question #10. As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause
changes within the Baltic States?
Prof. Lauristin: No.
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Vogeler: Okay.
Prof. Lauristin: There were changes in the 80’s.
Vogeler:
No? Okay, let’s move to #11.
Prof. Lauristin: That is a different thing with the pressure from my own experiences being in the
United States. That the pressure on the countries but pressure on Moscow. The pressure by the
United States on Moscow really, it changed the opportunities and for example when I was in
Moscow because I was elected to the Peoples Congress in Moscow during Gorbachev’s time.
Vogeler:
Just thinking….
Prof. Lauristin: Go to American technology, not working. (audio breaking down)
Vogeler:
Sometimes they get glitches and it has to stop. Just starting it up again, takes a
second.
Prof. Lauristin: I have to tell you an episode and remember so clear. I call that, everybody told
you how it works by American embassy in 1989. I suppose it was end of 1989, Christmas time or
something and how the American ambassador Jack Matlock (sp) and I suppose he could recall
that in his book, in his memoirs. American Embassy in Moscow organized a big reception in
1989 for all the so-called freedom fighters in the Soviet Union and there was a huge people and
different kinds from Armenia, Georgia, Estonia, we were from the popular front, the citizen
movement, very different kinds of people and all we came because American embassy sent us the
invitation and that meant that we all looked at the embassy as a place to find some kind of
understanding. That was very funny really because they cannot be saying that way which is said
by Putin the NGO’s, the worst countries were feeding the Anti-Putin movements in Russia. No,
the American embassy wasn’t feeding anybody, they just gave us cocktails. They were not giving
the popular front any dollars. They were feeding hope. They were feeding hope.
Vogeler:
The pressure. But through Voice of America…
Prof. Lauristin: Then also but people like Bill Hough and others who gave lots of knowledge
about this legalistic background and all the information claims. We were together in the
committee in Moscow. I was there. He made brilliant use of that, all the documents were acquired
from congress library.
Vogeler:
Two things along those lines. I have seen the Molotov-Rippentrop Pact, and I
forgot to ask this to professor Lippmaa but I have not seen the actual document from August 6,
1940 that the unilateral document that the Soviet Union used to annex the Estonia.
Prof. Lauristin: He had it in his personal archive. He had collected everything.
Vogeler:
So he...
Prof. Lauristin: He has a brilliant collection.
Vogeler:
He has…
Prof. Lauristin: I have seen, I think he has it and when we were in the committee and he has
provided it by …. By Princeton, he had them in his portfolio and the Soviet guys; they started to
play with all those papers that he took one from another from his portfolio saying, ‘no it was here,
here is the truth.’ And really he won the battle.
Vogeler:
Yes, yes. So I will try and follow up on that and you can see the Molotov all
over the place, you rarely see the unilateral document.
Prof. Lauristin: He should have a copy of that.
Vogeler:
Question #11…so was there a moment when you understood the Soviet
occupation of the Baltic States when it would end, when the Soviet military would end?
Prof. Lauristin: Yes it was clear, it was absolutely clear because there was hope and fight then it
trying to be absolutely clear that Soviets would not use military power to crush all those
movements.
Vogeler:
After 1989. So for you was there a moment when you go…..
Prof. Lauristin: When they came with tanks in 1990 [1991], so really it then already it was clear
that it could not go so far, they have been beaten.
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Vogeler:
So for you was it the Berlin wall or was it 1991?
Prof. Lauristin: It was 1989 because the international thing, it was quite clear that it one side was
clear about what we were doing but it very much depend on the how to say it, dual rations or how
we call Moscow have the power to come in with tanks and to crush everything. That was the
crucial thing that is why America was playing great role it was the only force which could say,
‘keep them back.’
Vogeler:
So let me get this straight. At some point there was a mental calculation or
figuring that they don’t have power to come in with tanks and that was...
Prof. Lauristin: 1989.
Vogeler:
1989, with the fall of the Berlin wall.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes.
Vogeler:
So 1989. So when was this? Okay. So you remember that moment?
Prof. Lauristin: It was this time; not this date in November but it was this time in general.
Vogeler:
#12, as the occupation ended did you participate in the re-establishment of the
independent government? If so these are the tricky questions what did you do? When was this?
Do you remember anything about the process for reestablishing the independent governments.
Prof. Lauristin: That is the whole story, I can write a book of memoirs. I was in the process from
the very beginning so what do you really want to know.
Vogeler:
Basically, coming from the perspective of Hawai‘i, and if not knowing what the
future is, but perhaps if there is some sort of change what would be the most important to know.
Prof. Lauristin: What is important to know is that we started to build up the legal and institutional
frame of independent Estonia even before we were clearly independent and that started during
competition of cooperation between the supreme council and Estonian congress in 1990 meaning
the basic frame of laws were discussed for example if you take ownership.
Vogeler:
You said 1980.
Prof. Lauristin: No 1990. If you take for example ownership, basic concept of ownership reform
was discussed in Estonian congress as in council by committees and the concept was enumerated,
some consensus was achieved not yet knowing when it could be implemented. The same for
example with the area where I was dealing when I was government in 1992 was the social policy,
but for the example health insurance was established by the supreme council even before we were
out of rubles, before we could collect any of our own taxes. In 1991, spring so we started to
discuss all the legal frames, examining international laws…for instance, what type of legal
system did we want, we had a lot of American counselors who really said that we should the
American case law type of law, but we were rooted in German so there was a big discussion and
we made a decision that we would have our own legal tradition and we would take our legislation
from before the war.
That was the type of the debate, we had strong constitution debates and in that sense I had
compared the health insurance for example, and in this law, not having any experience with this
kind of things. 15% percent health insurance tax was established and is working up until now. So
and I have compared to learn swimming on the shore not being in water but being instructed to
swim, and you had to learn the rules and then you see water, you have to swim, and I think that
was one of the most important things, that you were well prepared to establish and go on with all
interdependent institution and all legal systems not starting to look around.
Vogeler:
Were their researchers, people who are lawyers, researching by their own say?
Prof. Lauristin: My good friend, she was with me in popular front and in committees, and she
was head of constitution committee in first independent parliament. She was mathematician and
astronomer and had never studied any law but she was clear minded and she made such progress
in studying and reading about the legal systems and things in which the constitution matters.
Everyone thought she was a lawyer but she was not.
Vogeler:
Is she doing anything with law now?
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Prof. Lauristin: Yes, she was counselor for Kosovo parliament and how to write the constitution.
Vogeler:
She is an adviser?
Prof. Lauristin: She was hired by the United Nations.
Prof. Lauristin: These types of things.
Vogeler:
Just one thing.
Prof. Lauristin: Your computer is not working.
Prof. Lauristin: People in 1990, even 1989 they had started, even 1988 when the Estonian
independence project was launched, people started to prepare themselves for independence and if
want to should take from that experience.
Vogeler:
I am getting…
Prof. Lauristin: That is one of the reasons that Estonia and other Baltic countries jumped up so
quickly and made such progress if you look at economic development and compare them to other
countries so really this prepared was very important.
Vogeler:
Wow, great. So #13. That would be one of the most important things – to
prepare.
Prof. Lauristin: Institutional preparedness.
Vogeler:
Yes, so were there any other things as far as that process that you could think of
…being prepared.
Prof. Lauristin: Not only being prepared emotionally but having things prepared on the table.
Vogeler:
#13 here. Did the ending of the occupation affect issues related to culture, issues
and ethnicity?
Prof. Lauristin: Sure. The language law was accepted before independence and then and then
there was the first thing, to establish the official language – Estonian – and then that is one
important thing. Culture – that is a very different story. Culture was very central and everything
was central, didn’t make independent choices in politics and didn’t have many political choices
but one are where you had some choice was ones own heritage, own values of a culture so culture
had a central place in public life and in individuals.
With the new situation culture was very much marginalized or really put on the proper
place and if you had political public sphere and if people were talking in public, in the media,
parliament, you don’t need culture for these type of thing. So the role of culture, of writers, of
academics was reduced to their own niche in society and that meant that for many people from
the professionals that it was quite disappointing experience so in some sense in the new situation
in globalization and market economy on one side you can protect culture and language with laws,
but in real life culture has less importance in the economy, or those things so it is ambiguous this
issue regarding culture.
You have globalization issues, English, commercialization of culture and new problems
that they didn’t have then. Then in there was ideology control, political control it was
established… defend the border... you do not know where to defend that. It is complicated in this
sense.
Vogeler:
So, these policies were put into place, did some of them work better than others,
and how were these things addressed?
Prof. Lauristin: We were critical concerning this. In Estonian constitution there is an important
statement. The state of Estonia put in place to defend the Estonian culture and language. Now if
you look at practices where everyone tells you, a lot of discussion on culture… not sufficient, not
proper priorities to defend culture, to create the culture, to have for example we are now
discussing in the media for years, funding of public television, to develop original productions, in
practice, this economic side and non-culture values are much higher. In this sense, you can say
there had been an official stand on language but in practice if you can look at development of
culture there is lot of things…. I can’t say they are worse, I can say they aren’t sufficient.
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Vogeler:
But putting those aspects in the context of legal and political aspects, there were
other things that took greater priority.
Prof. Lauristin: Yes because economic development as we have had this particular development
on political, this liberal understanding that is never shown for cultural education so there is an
inner fight going on all the time.
Vogeler:
And there are also some things in the 90’s that had to do with language and
citizenship.
Prof. Lauristin: The problem with Russian and Russian minorities that is a special issue, that is a
special story, and I do not think you can have any parallels in your situation. If I looked at your
situation where there is a minority or indigenous people, this is different things.
Vogeler:
Just different. #14. As far as you remember, how did the ending of the
occupation affect real estate? Did you or anyone you know have a land claim?
Prof. Lauristin: In Estonia, according to our research, we asked people in your family do you
have restored properties? Among Estonians there are about 70% who have. Because Estonia was
an agricultural country before the war and the majority population had something of the land and
the restoration of the properties and it was concentrated on land properties… like buildings…
very part of people. People got things back: You have rights and properties. From rights to
vouchers, different forms of how you got back.
Vogeler:
Wait, explain that.
Prof. Lauristin: For example, if I have the right to have land back, I am from urban family so I
did not have any lands anywhere because my family was more urban. But if you came from
farming family and you were a teacher and you discover that your father had land you can claim
that back and the teacher understands that ‘I never will go there and have no interest and no
children that are interested, it is somewhere not very nice...’ You have a choice on what to do
with that. You could do two things: you claim it back in kind and then you grant it out or sell it to
someone. You can also exchange your claim with vouchers and use those vouchers to claim some
shares in some enterprises.
Vogeler:
Really?
Prof. Lauristin: Yes.
Vogeler:
Wow, what a trip. Well okay.
Prof. Lauristin: That was a tricky because it was complicated system. For example one of my
best friends got back their land. Their claim could be done by different people who had legal
claims and she did not have good relations with all those relatives who had claims. She said she
would not go to court to have the quarrels on how to divide the land so she preferred to get
vouchers, not to go into relationships with other relatives. She bought some shares but as it was in
90’s but it was on weak ground so she lost almost everything because shares in the market lost
their value.
Vogeler:
That is how it goes. #15. as far as you remember, how did ending the occupation
affect the economy? Was anything implemented? Economic changes?
Prof. Lauristin: A whole library can be written on that.
Vogeler:
What is most important?
Prof. Lauristin: If you want to have a good picture about not from me I am not a columnist and if
you take the best pictures by A Ashtons (sp). He had written called Building Capitalism and there
were many tables and all the discussion in the economy. We have a quite big part of Soviet
military industry and it was closed up and that meant there was an enormous burden because
people were unemployed. That was a big thing. There was quick privatization, the state was poor,
and there was no income for state. Estonia was among the quickest in privatization countries and
that was a big change for people. Economic changes, very radical, very quick and as an outcome
on the second half of the nineties and the majority of the things were privatized.
Vogeler:
Did it suddenly increase, was there a slump?
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Prof. Lauristin: It was like that. Different statistical data (no visuals)
Vogeler:
So it went down and then it went up.
Prof. Lauristin: The most, the black number is 40% drop then are there others that are saying the
statistics are not but maybe 25, or 30%.
Vogeler:
How did they address the dip?
Prof. Lauristin: The first thing was to correct the problem. To get going on initiatives... we didn’t
have Marshall Plan, we didn’t have big money coming like East Germany or West Germany or
from America but we had to cope ourselves. We prioritized, “now swim or drown’. And it
worked out. We have a lot of things from Scandinavian countries, money. We can look that we
have good situation, Swedish and Finnish money is prevailing. In industry are Finnish or
Swedish.
Vogeler: Was that back then or now?
Prof. Lauristin: Now. But it is private. In Estonia we had new colonization, but it isn’t. It is
international capital. Our neighbors are friendly and rich, we have common history, helpful and
friendly and in these surroundings we have good opportunities. We had cheap labor but after last
year compared to their own. We are on the show, railways, and the harbors we had a lot of traffic
from harbors because of transport of oil and that gave us money.
Vogeler:
People still use Russian railways.
Prof. Lauristin: That is all we have.
Vogeler:
I was told to ride the train when I go down to Rīga but….
Prof. Lauristin: No good train. It will be resorted but now it has not been working for some years.
Anyway, what were in a situation when we had the economy from rubles we were naked, we
didn’t have pockets. When we had to work it out…on private initiatives, with things, exporting
our timber, other things then starting to produce computers everything and so it worked out.
Vogeler:
I know that is a complex question and there is so much to it. #16. Was there a
moment that led you to believe that Estonia was free again? When was this moment? Where were
you?
Prof. Lauristin: Freedom came step by step.
Vogeler:
When did you go, ‘now we are free?’
Prof. Lauristin: It was when. you know that Estonia parliament, the Supreme Council passed this
resolution of independence, and I was vice chair of the council and so I was presenting the paper
promoting, so for me was when the people voted. It was 11 in the night, the 20th of august 1991.
Vogeler:
You all voted in the hall.
Prof. Lauristin: The parliament hall, the parliament was voting.
Vogeler:
That was the moment for you, this is it we are free now.
Prof. Lauristin: We were free in another sense. Legal, constitutional sense we became free.
Vogeler:
So in that moment, how did you feel?
Prof. Lauristin: I was satisfied.
Vogeler:
Okay.
Prof. Lauristin: It was hard work (laughter).
Vogeler:
That is the end of the questions, are there any for me?
Prof. Lauristin: I have a question about your work, and I read the outline, and I thought it was
interesting, and then I even ordered some books from library to go through because I got
interested, and I could use some of that.
Vogeler:
One of the best, in the proposal there is a critique about historical institutionalism
by Peterson and other folks and you can find it online and that one is good because it is short.
Prof. Lauristin: It was very interesting. My question is about the situation in your country
because as I understand from this outline that is an academic exercise that you have some other
maybe…other sorts connected. What I want to tell you from this…. what is in your country the
situation with memory.
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Vogeler:
With memory?
Prof. Lauristin: Because what was in our case that was important, it was a short time span and
that there were people that had it in their natural memory and then it was transferred and in a
short time, so the date was 1988 and then compare it with maybe 48 years there were people
speaking from their own experiences. So that is one situation. You have as from what I learned.
You have several generations and in this sense you have also a more tricky situation because you
have a mixture of ethnic situation. In our situation we had a strong national situation and unity
and this majority, national majority that was true of all eastern Europe.
They were all nation states before, they were democratic nation states before the war, and
there was a clear memory about that and that was really not legitimizing but also encouraging for
people to stand. If you speak about your situation it is very different. For me the question besides
what was discovered in Baltic countries what is more to your situation, what is taking into
account very different situation in your country compared to ours?
Vogeler:
Demographics.
Prof. Lauristin: Then this historical memory, the ground from which you can stand firmly.
Vogeler:
The way that I came about looking at the Baltic states was knowing the history
of Hawai‘i: One day I just got on my computer and started with the CIA page because the World
Fact Book
Vogeler:
So I started out there and went through every single country and in looking
through every single country and I was looking for three things: it was an occupation, it was more
than 25 years and it includes all of the territory.
Prof. Lauristin: And small country.
Vogeler:
It doesn’t matter if it’s a small country.
Prof. Lauristin: But its very important. By the way small countries are very important because
small countries are much more coherent.
Vogeler:
Yes, as it turned out the only examples I could find that were an occupation and
a territory, and there were examples –Cypress and East Timor – but they weren’t all of the
territory, part of Portugal… so all of the territory, and then over 25 years. Latvia, Lithuania and
Estonia were the only examples I could find so as far the demographic particulars…in looking for
instance at Latvia, they were a majority by 52% in the cities there was 80 percent Russians.
Prof. Lauristin: But it happened in ten years. For example, when I was schoolgirl in Holland
then in time there was 20%, there was 247,000 inhabitants in the small cities, no big suburbs. I
ended there in 1959 and stayed and I now go there. And it is now ½ million and it all happened
after I moved to Tartu. The same reason with Latvia, it was in three weaves. The first wave was
not very big: there was army and some families but it was not 100,000. Immediately after the war
because of reconstruction and then in 70s, in 80’s there started an economic immigration and the
economic standard of living was higher and people started to come just to move freely from the
Soviet Union to find jobs and they had some privileges during this time from the Soviet Union
and they saw this as a rich part of the country. All the changes were very recent so that is a
difference.
Vogeler:
In fact what you are talking about, I can tie a lot of these things together with the
memory thing. With the Hawaiians, what was it that Eve was saying, there was a phrase, and I
don’t know how to say it in Estonian, three words and it means the Russians came into our
country, apparently many people know this phrase. There was not a phrase like this in Hawai‘i,
just a sense that something was wrong and they could not put their finger on it and then later
on….. for instance, my name Kūhiō. Kūhiō is my middle name, my first name is Stephen and the
reason is because starting 1900 Hawaiian was so disdained that you could not have a Hawaiian
first name, it was bad news. During my mom’s time, no one had a Hawaiian first name, just a
second name and many of the people that I know nowadays everyone goes by their middle
names. And that started early on. I have documents from 1903 that a student was kicked out of
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school because they were using Hawaiian. Now as it happens their dad used to be a political, or
their uncle, happened to be a political activist in the 1800’s but they were kicked out. As far as
memory that something was wrong, something happened. In 1993, that is when….
Prof. Lauristin: 100 years.
Vogeler:
100 years that was when my mom… she directed plays in Hollywood so she
directed the overthrow 100 years from before. Before 1993 you could not use the word
sovereignty. It was not polite. After 1993, it became a topic of discussion so now people are using
the term. In the past five years, activists have begun to use the term ‘occupation.’ In terms of
memory there is nothing as clear as it is here.
Prof. Lauristin: There is a clear place, you can see the documents you can see how the courts
were open, as armies came in.
Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, you have August 12, 1898; there was a short occupation in 1893 and
then an extended one from 1898 on. You have those dates but. in the greatest sense, aboriginal
Hawaiians have this sense that something is wrong and they have this sense for a long time.
Prof. Lauristin: It’s a discourse.
Vogeler:
After 1993, there was this thing called sovereignty. They saw themselves as
indigenous peoples. For example in the political science where I am. I came in under the
indigenous politics program and now I am in the international relations and in comparative
politics so there is that change thing. So the only thing in terms of memory is this ‘something is
wrong’, ‘there is this wrongness in history’. In terms of demographics, the number of people
coming in has been dramatic… for instance on O‘ahu I saw…
Prof. Lauristin: I saw a table of the demographics and it is stunning.
Vogeler:
Just on O‘ahu, one quarter of the island is military bases and a lot of the people
who came...
Prof. Lauristin: That is another thing, so much resistance in the Baltic and that is why Putin is so
angry with us because the Baltics was a military stronghold and that is why they were so angry.
Vogeler:
With Hawai‘i, Pearl Harbor the US pays $1 a year for Pearl Harbor. That is what
they pay to stay in Hawai‘i.
Prof. Lauristin: The demographics and the use of the military. Very important.
Vogeler:
And very connected and what my goal is and people who I know from the
Hawaiian Society of Law and Politics, our goal is to collect the facts, we are not activists in that
sense.
Prof. Lauristin: To raise consciousness.
Vogeler:
If we are wrong, show us. If there is a treaty that Hawai‘i merged with the US I
would like to see it. There is a giant statue in Hawai‘i of president McKinley there is a treaty of
annexation but there is none, it is a propaganda statue. Most people in Hawai‘i do not know any
of this. They would be surprised that the term occupation is beginning to be used. Activists are
using it but then they say, ‘Hawai‘i is occupied, and therefore we need to be decolonized.’ They
are getting terms confused here at least the terms are being used.
Prof. Lauristin: The terms are interconnected. What I am I told about colonized, but now for
example when we researched transition. What we started to feel, to explain some things of what is
going on – culture or political life – we have to look at postcolonial literature because there are
things that are similar. We have never colonization because were occupied as an independent
country, but when we look at cultural things we see similar things with postcolonial country.
Vogeler: What is happening in our university in political science the chair is a Marxist. What is
happening the indigenous politics program, and they way I got into the department, they focus on
Marxist theory, postcolonial theory and post-modern theory. But what has happened in terms of
talking about this about occupation and the legal aspect they see this as Western and they see that
as…
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Prof. Lauristin: That is a danger. These type of things, what we have I recall, when we had this
discussion, we a document called ‘Strategy for Development of Civil Society’ and then there was
discussion, because we had some people… the civil society is western this is what they were
saying… and they had some turnaround meaning and some were conservative in their views of
the changes and change and there was a big fight about the words – civil society.
Vogeler: The idea is that because this is legal and that has to do with international law and
international relations, that these are all western concepts and so there is a tension going on right
now.
Prof. Lauristin: That is one thing we learned from our experience because we have these types of
ideological discussions that I can tell you I have thought it about it. From communists, I have to
go on my own way thinking about things. The only way we could get freedom and independence,
and we had to use liberal ideas of human rights, national and all that.
Vogeler:
And the continuity.
Prof. Lauristin: Without that we would not have any support or argumentation which would
have any value for international community, and now its changing. You cannot foresee what ten
years from now is. For our moment in history, that theory was important, the international
community was standing for geopolitical theories, controversy between Soviet Union and United
States but for us it was a moment in history where we could use that and make public jumps.
Vogeler:
That is what we are…through this research because this is in terms of academics
right now but through this research we hope to provide firm footing, we don’t know what is going
to happen in the future, but we want to making sure things are solid.
Prof. Lauristin: Things are changing rapidly in your part of the world, you do not know what it
going to happen, the center of the world is changing.
Vogeler:
Next year the first book is coming out...what is happening to Hawai‘i in terms of
occupation will be coming out.
The Hawaiian Society of Law and Politics we have our online journal. Five articles in the
journal will be put into one document and then all the primary source documents we have on
line…. It is free online but this way it is always available. This will be the first book to talk about
occupation. The other thing that has happened is by using the colonial theory and Marxist theory
there are many other aspects of Hawaiian history that are …. The research is not as solid as
people once thought. Information had to do with land titles, information to do with Hawaiian
history. The tension is not only coming from people who aren’t aboriginal Hawaiian but also
Hawaiians because they wrote fat books on Hawaiian history and this information that these fat
books are not…..
Prof. Lauristin: Tell me, what are your connections in how things are going on in Australia and
the changing situation between indigenous peoples and their culture and their politics and so on?
Vogeler:
With Hawai‘i they often they talk about native Hawaiians in terms of native
Americans but like with Estonia and Latvia and they were founders of ‘Unrecognized Peoples
and Nations Organizations (UPNO), when you look at this in terms of international law and
international context, it just doesn’t fit. As far as aboriginal people in Australia, there is a huge
fight to be fought there just as there are with Native Americans in the U.S. The Hawai‘i context is
different. Just like the context with Estonia is different from Georgia or Azerbaijan …it is just
unique to the specific circumstances.
Prof. Lauristin: In this sense that it is not the same but still there might be some problems that
are similar between the two populations, it might be superficial… but might have old Hawaiian
population who came two centuries before and who played a decisive role. In new Zealand you
have the same things. There is a tension between populations. I am on council with the United
Nations university and so we now have discussion s about the establishment about the ‘institute
of the cultural knowledge’ or something like that so Australia should have it there.
Vogeler:
In China.
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Prof. Lauristin: From that angle I have been involved in this part of the world and those problems
there.
Vogeler:
What we are looking at right now. I recently met someone who is considering
doing her dissertation on the demographics… what we are looking at is the Hawaiian nationals or
Hawaiian subjects or citizens just like with Estonia you can be French but if you are Estonian
citizen before WW2 then you are a citizen. We get some tension from aboriginal Hawaiians
because they don’t want to include those folks. Our attitude is that they were part of the Hawaiian
kingdom.
Prof. Lauristin: Part of the problem if you start this whole history with occupation and come
back to 1893 or 1898 what are the population of the groups now have had in the historical
changes then you come to the question which is painful and that is the source of the controversy.
If you take Estonian controversy, you can look at different parts of the political life but that is a
difference in the role that different people have played in history and is connected with discourse
of occupation. One sign of that is the legal claim, and then there is the moral claim and from one
side you accept the legal claim, and this creates big difficulties.
Vogeler: The moral guilt comes from both the people who have had a role in history and also
from Hawaiians who thought that, that described this history all wrong.
Prof. Lauristin: And then you come to this problem and we are in simple situation, more simple
because of the time factor, you have 120 years. And it is not so big time if you look in generations
but still it is a biographical memory it is not so far away. You starting to take out some memories
which are painful and that those cultural things we are now running into after 20 years.
Vogeler:
That is the idea of the research, what took place here….not everything is going
to apply and the context is different but being able to see what issues came up and needed to be
dealt with and that way we might look into the future and say, ‘Heh look this is what may came
up.’
Prof. Lauristin: Have you been to Catalonia?
Vogeler:
The Basques?
Prof. Lauristin: No, the Catalans. They have the type of changes and discussions.
Vogeler:
They weren’t recognized as an independent state.
Prof. Lauristin: No they were not but they had some kind of kingdom, this medieval Europe.
Those things are coming up from different places; most recent… more clear….this is clear cut
case.
Vogeler:
The situation in international law, that is what I am trying to distinguish here and
other people can do other things. I do not want to keep you from other things.
Prof. Lauristin: We have a class.
Vogeler:
Check out the website. W e are looking for different articles for the journal, we
printed. Do you know Dainius; we printed one of his articles on international law.
Prof. Lauristin: I am not a lawyer.
Vogeler:
Your insights in the social context.
Prof. Lauristin: That is why we are here.
Vogeler:
Check it out.
Prof. Lauristin: Keep in touch, if you have interesting conference…call me.
Vogeler:
Next year we have a symposium.
Prof. Lauristin: If you have something, call me.
Vogeler:
You have explained things so clearly and simply. Many people have added
different aspects but you are just a very good thinker.
Prof. Lauristin: We are making research, the writing of that is our main area.
Vogeler:
You have a way of encapsulating what took place.
Prof. Lauristin: We are teaching a course in English in Baltic transition. We have a course for 20
hours.
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Vogeler: Oh wow, we are looking into something like that; we can learn what took place. This
has been a delightful time; I am going to turn this thing off.
THE END
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PROFESSOR ENDEL LIPPMAA
(Because Prof. Lippmaa speaks English, no translator was needed.)
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Prof. Lippmaa: My name is Endel Lippmaa. Sometimes I am called Endel T. Lippmaa.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Prof. Lippmaa: Tallinn
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Prof. Lippmaa: 15 September 1930
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Prof. Lippmaa: Tartu
Vogeler:
Of what nationality were your parents?
Prof. Lippmaa: Estonians
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Prof. Lippmaa: Estonian Academy of Sciences. (member 1972)
National Institute of Chemical Physics and Biophysics, Estonia. (from 1961)
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). (from 1989)
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any?
Prof. Lippmaa: There are no more degrees. Full doctor of Science of several academies. Also the
Academy of Engineering in Sweden. The Academy of Science in Finland. Field of Study:
Chemical Technology, oil shale.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Prof. Lippmaa: All students were military officers: Lieutenant, Estonia Unit, USSR military.
Never served active service.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Prof. Lippmaa: Estonian, English, German, Russian; understands French and Finnish.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example,
Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian, German, Russian)
Prof. Lippmaa: Estonian: parents Estonian Citizens of Estonian Nationality.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s relationship to the
Baltic States? Did this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you
think about this information? How did you feel at the time?
Prof. Lippmaa: First of all, in the in the text books of course, we were told that the Baltic States,
of their own free will, asked for membership into Soviet Union. Now, at that time, I was ten years
old, and I knew from personal experience that it was a damn lie. I’m not lying. It’s true of course
I thought nothing of it. I consider that what they teach at schools are mostly lies anyway.
[Unclear] pay very little attention to school education.
Vogeler:
So, when was it that they taught that in schools?
Prof. Lippmaa: Sorry?
Vogeler:
You said that the Soviet Union taught that in the schools.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, of course.
Vogeler:
And that was from 1940 on?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, yes, yes. But it had no influence.
Vogeler:
No. Because you had gone through…
Prof. Lippmaa: It was actually very meaningless.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
Soviet Union and the Baltic States? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do
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you remember the name of any of these sources? How old you were? What did you think about
this information? Growing up, what did the…or what did you see after 1940 on the media?
Prof. Lippmaa: I consider that, it’s true, they tell you were lies. SO, I was forced to pay my
attention to mostly books, first, and the radio, short wave radio. All broadcasts were of course
accessible, and of course, they were meant to be unaccessible [sic]. Of course they were jammed,
very heavily jammed.
Vogeler:
Oh, really.
Prof. Lippmaa: In the middle of Tallinn there was a very big triangular jamming station. It is now
taken down, but one tower is standing which is used now for mobile phones antennas. But was
very powerful, and there were very many such stations for jamming all over the Soviet Union.
But then, of course, we were pretty good at building radios, which actually in the beginning were
[unclear] during the Soviet years. The Germans did not do that. The radios were allowed by the
German occupying forces.
Vogeler:
But not with the Russians.
Prof. Lippmaa: And so, we were able to use the most advanced electronics in order to get an
audio signal out of jamming signal.
Vogeler:
Wow!
Prof. Lippmaa: Which needed certain electronics, definitely. The level actually was about equal
to the HAM radios like, which was the best at that time. I think that I crafted a [Unclear]. I have
one, by the way.
Vogeler:
Wow! So, they tried to jam—
Prof. Lippmaa: It’s impossible to do it. If the other party knows how to handle the signal, it is not
possible.
Vogeler:
So, when people were able to get information, using HAM radios—
Prof. Lippmaa: It was very widespread. We were very well informed.
Vogeler:
Wow! That’s amazing.
Prof. Lippmaa: It was no problem really.
3)
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States? How old were you? What was said? How did
this make you feel?
Vogeler:
So, did you have any memories of your family talking about the relationship
between…
Prof. Lippmaa: Of yes. Of course. “How did you feel at the time?”
Vogeler:
Yeah.
Prof. Lippmaa: I felt that we are an occupied country… and acted accordingly. I thought that it
was still an occupation.
Vogeler:
Sure. Sure. That makes sense.
Prof. Lippmaa: So, the next question is growing out of what did the media tell you about the
Soviet Union and the Baltic States. They told you what they had to tell you. It had no real
influence—at all—because… Perhaps it has actually been quite useful because we did not take
seriously the newspapers, the radio, or anything—but were quite critical of them and considered
them, more or less, as a kind of—just amusement.
(Kūhiō laughs.)
Prof. Lippmaa: Or something like that. I remember this very well. Most popular was Finnish TV,
which was very visible with good antennas. And we were practiced at first, quite unusual
antennas for amplification, using the vacuum tube amplifiers. The signal amplifiers were not yet
used. So the lamps, the tubes, were glowing high in the sky. [Unclear]
Vogeler:
Wow. So, people did get information that way.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yeah.
Vogeler:
Oh, great!.
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Prof. Lippmaa: It worked very well.
Vogeler:
So…
Prof. Lippmaa: What did I think about the information? What did I think about any information?
I just filter it myself. Even today.
Vogeler:
You just test it. Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: Always.
Vogeler:
Always. It’s the scientific attitude.
Prof. Lippmaa: No. It’s pretty widespread in Baltic States.
(Kūhiō Laughs.)
Vogeler:
That’s good! That’s good!
Prof. Lippmaa: As they say, the [unclear] information from any source with a grain of salt, so to
speak.
Vogeler:
Yes, any source.
Prof. Lippmaa: At least.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. And so, when your family talked about the relationship between the
Soviet Union to the Baltic States, what did they…
Prof. Lippmaa: They said that we were occupied at the moment—and so it is.
Vogeler:
Yep.
Prof. Lippmaa: That’s all. Which is true. Of course we were occupied. First we had Soviet
occupation, then German occupation, and then again Soviet occupation. That was pretty clear.
4)
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic
States from any other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? What did you
learn? How old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
Vogeler:
So, were there other sources to learn about the relationship between the Soviet
Union and the Baltic States?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes! We had very good sources. We had a good assortment of books, for
example, on this matter—because one of my friends was Lennart Meri, who later became
president. His father was very high up in the diplomatic ladder, and his library was largely packed
in Tallinn. So, of course, we had literature in English to read. And so, I can say that my German,
my English and my Russian stems largely from radio and the books, and journals.
Ilvi Cannon: Are you saying that you could also listen in to radio from abroad?
Prof. Lippmaa: Oh yeah, very well. But we needed very good technology for that.
Ilvi Cannon:
Yeah.
Vogeler:
Finland.
Prof. Lippmaa: At least the radios were HAM radios. So, they had switchable sensitivity and
direction sensitivity, so we could figure out jammers.
5)
Did you ever visit places outside of Soviet control? (for example, Western Europe, Asia,
etc.) Where did you go? When was this? How old were you? What did you learn there about the
relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
Vogeler:
So, did you ever have a chance to visit any place outside of Soviet control after
the Soviet Union came in?
Prof. Lippmaa: Not many. In order to be able to travel abroad, one had to have children. Wife is
not enough. It doesn’t matter.
Ilvi Cannon:
She doesn’t care enough?
Prof. Lippmaa: Easy to replace.
(They all laugh.)
Prof. Lippmaa: Children are even more difficult. And so, as soon as I had some boys, then I go
travel a little bit: first to Finland and East Germany. Not to Western countries, at first.
Vogeler:
And so, when you went to Finland or East Germany, first of all, how old were
you? When was this?
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Prof. Lippmaa: I think, over thirty years ago. I think 35.
Vogeler:
35
Prof. Lippmaa: About.
Ilvi Cannon:
[19]65.
Vogeler:
About [19]65. And so, when you went to those countries, Finland and East
Germany, did they refer to the Baltic States differently, or explain the relationship between the…
Prof. Lippmaa: These explanations are immaterial. I never ask for explanation. I don’t need
explanations. But the Finns of course considered us an occupied country because part of their
own country was occupied. And it is to this day. [Unclear], for example. So, the history, of
course, they were Sovietized, and they are to this day. They have not changed much, and they, of
course, consider that we are not more Soviet citizens.
6)
At one time did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR? Did you accept
that the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States throughout your lifetime? How old were
you when you thought that the Soviet Union would remain?
Vogeler:
So, just so that I get this right, from your perspective, because you were there for
the whole process, there is no point that you ever thought that Estonia was part of the USSR?
Prof. Lippmaa: But it was not free. It was clearly occupied. The occupation was very apparent,
and we lost nearly 200,000 people as a result. Yes, I knew we were occupied.
Vogeler:
So, did you ever think that the Soviet Union leave? Back at that time?
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no. Not that. I did not consider as realistic that they leave. I consider
much more realistic that they collapse.
Vogeler:
Huh. Wow.
Prof. Lippmaa: That was much easier than getting to leave.
Vogeler:
You have a very good point. Okay, yeah, so you never really thought that they
would stay forever, but you thought that they might collapse. Just so I get that right.
Prof. Lippmaa: Actually, they were unstable, so I considered quite seriously their becoming
collapse [sic].
Vogeler:
That’s very interesting.
Prof. Lippmaa: They would not leave.
7)
When did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied? Where did this occur? How did
you gain this information? What was your first reaction? How did you feel to learn this
information? Did your view of the world change? Did your view of the Soviets change? Did your
understanding of yourself change?
Vogeler:
So, since you went through this whole process, #7, when did you learn that the
Baltic States were occupied? You were there. So, you saw the occupation took place, and there
wasn’t anything to…
Prof. Lippmaa: I was quite interested in the leftists right away. So, although I did not know at
that age much about the Russian or the German, I still insisted in Hearing out their speeches—
both Stalin and Hitlers.
Vogeler:
Just to get an idea of what they are thinking?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yeah. And how they were thinking.
Vogeler:
Yes, and what their explanations were.
Ilvi Cannon:
Inherently a curious person.
Vogeler:
Yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: Still is.
Vogeler:
Yes. Number 8 here.
Prof. Lippmaa: Did my view of the world change.
Vogeler:
Yes, number 7.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, it changed with the world. Did your view of the Soviets change? Of course,
as with any country, all the time.
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Vogeler:
Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: Did your understanding of yourself change? No.
8)
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that the Baltic States were
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease? Why do you believe this happened? Did some
people believe that the Baltic States were no different than the republics of the Soviet Union? (for
example, Georgia, Ukraine, etc.) As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the
occupation of the Baltic States say to those who saw the Baltic States and the Soviet republics as
the same? And vice versa?
Vogeler:
Okay, number 8 here. Did the number of people who knew that Estonia was
occupied increase, remain the same or decrease? It remained the same. All Estonians were
convinced, practically, knew very well that this is occupation. All of the Russian citizens consider
that it is one single country, the Soviet Union. And nobody talked. This has not changed to this
day.
Kūhiō Vogeler: So, just so I get this right, the Russian citizens that were in Estonia—
Prof. Lippmaa: Believed that they were the rightful owners of a country that through its own free
will came to the Soviet Union. It means that the country that they inherited is Soviet property, the
Russian federation. So they would say, of course, that the Baltic States and Ukraine and all that,
they are all Russian Federation.
Vogeler:
But most Estonians knew that it was an occupation, from the beginning.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course, naturally, yes. Why do we believe this happened? Of course we
believed that the Baltic States are no different than other republics of the Soviet Union. Two
Million Ukrainians had to be killed in order to convince them that it is better to be part of Russia.
Vogeler:
Right.
Prof. Lippmaa: And Georgia also they had to convince them that they are living off their own
free will in the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
So, people didn’t see any difference between the Baltic States and, say, Georgia?
Or they did?
Prof. Lippmaa: Who?
Vogeler:
Estonians.
Prof. Lippmaa: Certainly there’s a very big difference. Before the second world war, there were
four Baltic States. The Finns, they knew very well that they were the northern most Baltic State.
And the Estonians have always considered them, “We are a Nordic country.” Not a Baltic State.
And for us, the Baltic idea is rather… uncomfortable. It is used in order to present a better front
abroad. But, don’t take it too seriously.
Ilvi Cannon:
Mr. Lippmaa, from the American Perspective, and probably some other Western
countries’ perspective, it is a political shorthand to refer to these three as the Baltic States.
Prof. Lippmaa: As a shorthand?
Ilvi Cannon:
It’s a political shorthand, yeah. They’re seen territorially as one unit. They’re
treated as one unit. And they’re thought of as one unit.
Prof. Lippmaa: [Unclear] We consider them it is a shorthand. There is nothing wrong with it.
Except that inherently, it is not. We in practically everything, politics and way of life, we work
together with Northerners.
Ilvi Cannon:
Yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: And not with Latvia…
Ilvi Cannon:
Or Lithuania.
Vogeler:
Seriously?
Prof. Lippmaa: We belong to Northern Europe. Latvia belongs to Eastern. Lithuania belongs to
the central.
Ilvi Cannon:
There you go. See these three little countries. Estonians do not identify with
Latvians or the Lithuanians. They identify more with the Finns, the Swedes…
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Prof. Lippmaa: Much more.
Vogeler:
Wow!
Prof. Lippmaa: Much more. Much more. Being as we have the same language. Okay, the US and
British languages are pretty similar. But, for example in Germany, the difference between the
Hamburg dialect and the Munich dialect are so different, that Finnish and Estonian are more
similar.
Ilvi Cannon: Is that a fact?
Vogeler:
Really.
Prof. Lippmaa: Oh, yes. Svitchen-Dutch and Lap-Dutch [my guess] They are a lot different.
Translator (IC): They are. I had thought of it as being alike than unlike—Finnish and Estonian—
because there are sixty words that the Soviets say are the same. And then you really have to know
your language to know the relationship to of Finnish words.
Prof. Lippmaa: Recovered from it. What did I say: recovered from.
Vogeler:
So, but, did…
Ilvi Cannon:
You know that’s like the Americans, “D’jew eat?” “No, Jew?” Same thing.
(Everyone laughs.)
Vogeler:
Well, that’s a different topic. So, so, Estonians saw, for example Georgia, as
politically the same?
Ilvi Cannon:
No.
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no. Not at all.
Kūhiō Vogeler: Not at all.
Prof. Lippmaa: Not at all. We are different enough in order to be mutually interested in each
other. They are interesting people. They are quite different. But they are in some respects quite
similar. Again, so there is quite a lot of sympathy with Georgia, and the Georgians to Estonia, the
same way. But that is totally different. It is not because of the similarities, but more caused by the
dissimilarities—but for practical dissimilarities.
Vogeler:
So, for those people who were in Estonia—like you were saying that the ethnic
Russians that felt that Estonia was actually part of the USSR—
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course.
Vogeler:
And what was it that people who saw Estonia as being occupied, what was it
said to those people who…
Prof. Lippmaa: We had a very good system. We minimized contact—which minimizes friction.
If you don’t have [unclear], there is no friction, obviously. Because for friction, to create a lot of
friction, it sparks your republic.
Vogeler:
And on the other side, they didn’t have much contact?
Prof. Lippmaa: Who? Soviets or both sides?
Vogeler:
Both sides.
Prof. Lippmaa: They do, not as good.
Vogeler:
Serious?
Ilvi Cannon:
There is no socialization. With the Russians and the Estonians, very little
socialization.
(Prof. Lippmaa and Ilvi Cannon speak in Estonian.)
Prof. Lippmaa: If you don’t touch it now [unclear].
9)
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation? When were these
groups the most active? Did you participate in these groups? Why, or why not? Do you believe
that these groups were effective? Why, or why not?
Vogeler:
So, number nine here. So, what political groups were actively trying to end the
occupation?
Prof. Lippmaa: “When were these groups most active?” Well, they were pretty active after the
War, but they were all killed. Did I participate in this cause? In a way, yes. But not very visibly
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because, at that time, it was quite dangerous showmanship. But they were necessary because they
prepared the population for further action. So, I was very active, but not that way—which was
diplomatically much better. And I got very active in the [unclear] movement, which was directed
against the first large-scale Phosphates mining.
Vogeler:
Right. In the 70s.
Prof. Lippmaa: Then, we could do all our politics under a Green color. This is much used in the
United States, they say, as well. You can pass all kinds of stuff under a Green umbrella. This kind
of deception was widely used. I was [unclear] in time. I was quite a good expert at this.
Ilvi Cannon:
How early did you start? About what year did you start?
Prof. Lippmaa: It was… activity…
Ilvi Cannon: 85?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes. But that not very easy. But actively, 87.
Ilvi Cannon:
Yeah. The Phosphate protest, that was Gorbachev.
Prof. Lippmaa: It was earlier than that, but it was much less visible. For example, avoiding the
[unclear] power station in the center of Estonia, that was also quite similar activity, but it was
invisible, and that is why it resulted in complete victory. This activity was developing, for
example. But it was not widely visible. And a lot of these activities need a lot of… a dramatic
scheme. Because we were much better informed than the other side ever thought. These questions
perhaps come later about the Molotov-Rippentrop Pact.
Vogeler:
Yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: We knew from the very outset what was going on. That was a very distinct story.
Shall I tell it now, or wait. I ask you.
Vogeler:
Whichever.
Prof. Lippmaa: I already mentioned that we knew all the things made between Germany and the
Soviet Union. All the secret protocol. All what they planned. What they did. All the information
was available to us. There was no news to us. I have with us only kept some contact during the
occupation. But it was done in a way which did not cause any losses.
Vogeler:
So, later on, when they actually produced the actual document, the MolotovRippentrop Pact…
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no. You are mistaken. I must tell you how it was. Now, because
otherwise you are critically misguided.
Vogeler:
Sure. Sure. Yes, yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course we knew that the Soviet Union and Germany are interested in each
other. And we had some very direct information because Leonard Meri’s father, the old Meri, had
good contacts German, British, Nordic, less so with some Russian, but still contacts with high
officials, the foreign officer, foreign affairs, so that external affairs should have. So, we knew
about the contacts between German middle-level officials and Russians. In very early 39 it was
clear that something very interesting was going to develop. Then came this grip of Rippentrop,
who actually was not “von” at all. He was not a nobleman.
Ilvi Cannon:
It was complete fabrication.
Prof. Lippmaa: It was not fabrication. It was just as if added title. He actually was a wine
merchant. He visited Tallinn at least once, and sold Heckel [unclear] wines.
Ilvi Cannon:
No, he wanted to elevate himself to give the impression of higher social
standing… and he added that “von” to his name.
Vogeler:
Oh, the “von.”
Ilvi Cannon:
It wasn’t meaning nobility.
Prof. Lippmaa: Now then, factually, all that was done between Hitler and Stalin had been
actually so: after these initial contacts between Hitler and Stalin, Stalin sent a cryptic telegram to
Hitler, asking for—they already had preparations for the non-aggression and friendship treaty—
but he asked in this telegram for a additional secret protocol. Now, Hitler answered that: Well, he
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understands the treaty. [Unclear] Russia’s minister is working with it. But, he doesn’t know what
is this protocol because we have protocol. Then he sent [unclear] to Stalin. Stalin answered that
this is a secret protocol as an accessory to the treaty, which is needed to solve some European
problems, and asks for further contact in this matter. There was one more telegram, and it
contended [unclear] that Hitler sent his Foreign Minister to Moscow with the right to sign
anything that they want. Hitler needed the treaty before the end of August because all of the war
preparations in Poland were in full swing. Now then, okay, so Rippentrop was [unclear] plane
flew to Moscow, and was then informed by Stalin that, okay—not okay—it never used to work
like that—that they have now a text of what it should contain. It was written in good Russian,
idiomatic Russian, very good Russian. And it was then translated into German, and back to
Russian. These were signed. The original was not signed.
Vogeler:
Oh, I see.
Prof. Lippmaa: Guarantee now, this was a most interesting document. And we got it [unclear]
today, the text, original.
Vogeler:
From the original.
Prof. Lippmaa: [Unclear].
Vogeler:
Okay.
Prof. Lippmaa: So, we have the text for information. Stalin and Rippentrop, or later Molotov and
Rippentrop, fatal error. I don’t understand how the hell Molotov could do! They did not
immediately let their staff to sign documents that they distinctly [unclear] punished by shooting
or killings if they speak or inform anybody about it. However, one German officer—I think it was
Horloff—yes—they got to sign later, but they had not yet signed and did not know that they are
going to have to sign. And he went to a club, which they have for younger diplomats there in
Moscow [unclear]. It was mostly for US, United Kingdom, Germany—mostly these three. It was
a private club for younger diplomats. And there was a young lady from the US. That was quite a
story. The nickname was pussy.
Ilvi Cannon: Oh, geez!
Prof. Lippmaa: But now, you don’t know about her. It rhymes with German word “Mussy”—
which has only one meaning. Similar to pussy.
(All laugh.)
Prof. Lippmaa: “Mussy” has only one meaning.
Vogeler:
Okay. Okay.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course he had the best pussy. Of course, [unclear] the treaties immediately.
Vogeler:
I see.
Prof. Lippmaa: And so the US was informed immediately the same evening. And from that,
everybody had friends. It went all over Moscow.
Ilvi Cannon:
Okay.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes. Yes. So much about state secrets. Anyhow, Pussy was a good [unclear], and
maybe it was her mission. I don’t know. Maybe. Anyway, be it as it may, the information was
available. The text was available. And when the Minister of External affairs, Selter…
Vogeler:
Selters.
Prof. Lippmaa: … left the post, got a commission in the Vatican, the Switzerland, and left the
country. [Unclear]. So, there were no questions. We knew. But we could not do a damn thing
because we were surrounded by Germany and such Russia, Soviet Union. Where could we go?
[Unclear].
Vogeler:
So, so, later on, after the Forest Brothers, up into the seventies, when they started
to have some of these political groups through the Green Party and so forth, were those groups…
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no! We were Greens. We talked about this. No other groups.
Vogeler:
Just Greens. So, during the seventies and early eighties, were these Green
philosophical ideas…
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Prof. Lippmaa: You see, it is too complicated. Of course there are political activists all the time,
who fought the Soviet system with classical political means. That was necessary. But
unfortunately it has not involved many people. The Green movement was necessary to involve
hundreds of thousands. And that was much better politics because it was apolitical. It was not a
political movement at all. It was just a Green movement, Greenpeace [unclear].
Ilvi Cannon: Yeah. Save the trees. It’s not political.
Vogeler:
Yeah, right.
Prof. Lippmaa: So, save the green water, and so on.
Ilvi Cannon:
Right.
Vogeler:
It was a way to get people mobilized.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes. It mobilized a large percentage of the people, even in Russia—because they
did not quite understand what the hell we were doing.
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
Okay.
Prof. Lippmaa: And so, that answers some your question. We knew much more than people
thought.
Vogeler:
Right.
Ilvi Cannon:
Excuse me. It was not just as for that Green movement. I recall a story that
Estonia also established a L[unclear] park. Again, is was a Green issue—expansion from the East,
mining and all of those other industrial activities that were going on in north-eastern Estonia
would not expand.
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no. No, no, no. It works very well in the United States. And that’s true in
Alaska. But it would make no sense in the Soviet Union. Nobody takes seriously such things as
parks.
Ilvi Cannon: [Unclear].
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course. But it doesn’t defend anything.
Ilvi Cannon:
Oh, really.
Prof. Lippmaa: It is something that has importance now, but not then. It would not have proved
anything. However, what they did understand is radioactivity. Now, we were very well informed
about the composition of black shale, which covers the phosphate deposits, which contains about
a million tons of uranium, a good supply of petroleum and of course radium. [unclear] And so, we
would actually use this simple fact because of the chemical instability, due to radiation of alpha
particles. It self-ignites, always, if left intact. An so, we could frighten the phosphate miners in
Moscow pretty well. So that they even, at times, didn’t believe us. And the process of mining was
dragged out by using properly the technological knowledge, radiological knowledge and
everything about the properties of the isotopes, the theoretic this and that [unclear]. Anyway, the
[unclear], the State Planning Committee lost this war. Their arguments were less serious than
ours. So, we dragged on until it closed. However, now we may mine phosphates because we
know how to do it. But it costs plenty now. So, you see, it’s not this [unclear].
10)
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes within the
Baltic States? If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from the Baltic States living in other
countries help the Baltic States to end the Soviet occupation? If so, how did they help? And when
did this occur?
Vogeler:
So, question number ten here: as far as you can remember, did pressure from
other countries cause changes within the Baltic States.
Prof. Lippmaa: Oh, yes!
Vogeler:
If so, how? And when did this occur? And did the people form the Baltic States
living in other countries help the Baltic States to end the occupations?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, they did. Certainly they were very active. And most of all, I must say, it was
an intervention by the United States. The other countries were not very important. And the reason
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was very simple: the only thing that the Soviet Union takes seriously is weaponry. And the best
thing ever conceptually decided was Ronald Reagan with Star Wars—because that was quite
interesting. I must say Hollywood is a very important defensive organization. Much better than
[unclear] certainly. And most efficient. Because Gorbachev believed it better, more than
Ayatollah believes the Koran.
Vogeler:
So, US pressure was instrumental.
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no. No. Not that. It was much worse, such that pressure doesn’t work: it
actually shows weakness. The real strength receivers really mistake themselves. Now then, what
happened was to stress to the leadership, the Soviet leadership, to take Star Wars very seriously.
At that time the Soviet period was already getting close to collapse. Because it did not have
periodic crisis processes to clean the economy. I think that it is quite nice to have a recession in
the United States now. It is necessary and useful. Also, I believe in Greenspan: he has said that it
is useless to help restaurants and others out, but let them collapse with the crash. And use your
resources only after the collapse, not before that. The speech was about two days ago.
Ilvi Cannon:
He’s late. They already came to the rescue.
Prof. Lippmaa: At least this crisis gets a better shape through that.
Ilvi Cannon:
You could say that about the Great Depression too!
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes! But is the function necessary? The Soviet Union did not have such
processes, which cleaned the organism. And then they ended with a collapse, not with a crisis.
That is the difference: they were left with collapse at that time.
Ilvi Cannon:
They didn’t have—
Prof. Lippmaa: They had avoided—avoided the crisis. But then, problems pile up in such a way
that there is no way out—the collapse is nearly inevitable. Now with Gorbachev trying to avoid
the collapse by unleashing—perestroika should have been a weapon to build new strength for the
Soviet Union. Now, it worked the other way around. But he may have handled—he created the
Congress of People’s Deputies. He tried to stage manage it so that it would be a nice organization
to strengthen his office and power. It worked out the other way around—because those who knew
that they were occupied started to use this organization for this other purpose. And also, they had
to give considerable rights and freedom to the deputies elected. For example, I was elected by the
Estonian delegation to be a representative of the delegation at the Presidium table. That was a
very safe place, because nothing could be done with somebody who stared at—under all the TV
cameras—about over a hundred or so. It was a safe place for while—as long as the spell lasts, of
course. That was used totally. People, first, it was interesting, that received you during the breaks
in the Congress, used the other backstage rooms, which were quite interesting. There were special
restaurants the highers-up which were stuffed with all the important groups, for food at the
highest level. But also, PVDs were left lying around.
Ilvi Cannon:
Their what?
Prof. Lippmaa: Presidential Daily Briefing.
Ilvi Cannon:
Oh my goodness! Yeah, yeah.
Prof. Lippmaa: They had similar on staff, as the US president has. Now, it was interesting
reading.
Ilvi Cannon:
Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: (He laughs.) It was sitting there all for us to read.
Vogeler:
Just so that I get this right, the people of Estonia were able to utilize the larger
context, in terms of international pressure, and Perestroika—
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no, no. We could say that, of course, don’t take it seriously this Star Wars.
It is obviously… no, no, of course, you know. US academic members are protesting and are
saying that it’s all foolishness and it doesn’t work. You can fit your own quite the same way. And
of course, there is evidence that Gorbachev it is true, that it would work.
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Ilvi Cannon:
He what? The thing that I heard was that economically he would no longer
compete—to match this. America is outpacing.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, yes. But that is not enough because in this case there was the possibility that
they stopped the real war immediately— because they had no choice financially. And if they had
believed that Star Wars was a very real possibility, that they stop a nuclear war immediately,
before it’s too late, before the collapse. That is very serious.
Ilvi Cannon: I don’t think that Reagan said that America had the Star Wars weapons.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course he did not say that. He said that they are going to. However…
Ilvi Cannon: That’s scary.
Prof. Lippmaa: However, the Russians see that has, that he’s just lying.
Vogeler:
So do the Americans. It’s true, the Americans believed it.
Prof. Lippmaa: That is why I say that Hollywood is a very good weapon.
Ilvi Cannon: I like that.
Prof. Lippmaa: Also, we know much more about it than you think. The American [unclear]
society has [unclear], and if you are a very good scientist in the field, if you read the Congress
materials, you understand what’s able, even it is State secret.
Vogeler:
Sure. Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: Because it is usually written in a form which politicians consider not
understandable for laymen. Even now, it is pretty visible, what is important and what is not.
These things are reported about which are not written about. That is what the mystery is. I am not
going to explain them now. This is contemporary. But there is time. Now then, it was quite
possible to understand what was being done. And this was not bad physics support—and it could
work in theory. It was not wrong, at all. And it could work now. And Gorbachev was afraid, truly
afraid. And that’s why no war was started. We were not sure. And it collapsed it now. That was
interesting politics.
Ilvi Cannon: It certainly was.
Vogeler:
Okay. So…
Prof. Lippmaa: Then we arranged [unclear] freely conscience. One always to look into with the
[unclear] corruption case. It was just for show. Then one was to study the Soviet journal Delinks
[unclear], before the Second World War. And one was about the killing of demonstrating people
in Georgia. Now, I don’t go into all the details; however, by compiling the tape recorder copies,
and official protocols about the goings on, it was very easy by differential spectroscopy [unclear]
to identify the lies, which were very faulty [unclear]. These lies were beautiful lies [unclear].
11)
Was there a moment when you understood that the Soviet occupation of the Baltic States
will end, that the Soviet government and military will leave? When was this moment? Where
were you when you had this realization? Who was there? What were you doing? Why was this
moment significant? As far as you know, what factors changed so that the Soviet government
could no longer control the Baltic States?
Vogeler:
So, was there a moment, a time, when you understood that the Soviet occupation
of the Baltic States would end, that the Soviet government and military would leave? And when
was this?
Prof. Lippmaa: It was when—I knew of course when the crisis would come. The outcome was
unpredictable. That the crisis is coming was very clear in mid-91.
Vogeler:
Huh. In 91.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yeah, in 91. When they had already denounced the secret protocols and treaties
with Germany, considered them null and void from the moment of signing them—and all that.
However, that was not the Soviet Union. And it mean nothing practically. We had a semigovernment in Estonia—in a way. I was a minister there. But in reality, of course, was not really
the [unclear] government at all. And so, it was only a tool for further use—not to be taken too
seriously. So, it was pretty clear that a showdown is coming in the summer of 91, where they
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knew that the union treaty was prepared by president Gorbachev, that would have made a more
contemporary State out of the Soviet Union. Well, it was also clear there were very strong
centrifugal forces at play in the Soviet Union. And we had to attach ourselves to these. That is the
freedom that the Russian democrats, of course—they, of course, were naïve people, like Jacobists
in the early century before last [unclear]. But they were useful, but not a deciding factor. What
was the deciding factor—
Vogeler:
Yeah, what were he deciding factors?
Prof. Lippmaa: It was the wish of independence for Soviet Republics, which had never had
independence. The most interesting was rushing to attend the Russian federation.
Vogeler:
So, that was the deciding factor for Estonia?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, absolutely! Absolutely! Because out of them, both have nuclear weapons—
yet Gorbachev was separated: separate buttons to push.
Vogeler:
Okay. Wow!
Prof. Lippmaa: Some monies were also divided between Vladivostok and Murmask [unclear].
So, they were clearly interested in this situation. And this went out just as expected. The coup,
which was organized by Gorbachev, who was much loved in the United States at the time, as a
big democrat. Of course, he was nowhere like that at all. He is the originator of that modern
biological warfare that was in Russia, for example. Gorbachev is.
Ilvi Cannon:
Gorbachev is?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes! Some democrat! And he prepared the coup.
Ilvi Cannon:
Really. This is the first time that I’ve heard such an assertion.
Prof. Lippmaa: Oh, yes!
Ilvi Cannon:
In other words, his activities led to…
Prof. Lippmaa: No! He was not. He was their organizer, of course. We knew that very well. We
were interested to use this position of Yeltsin and Gorbachev, which worked out very well. By the
way, Gorbachev was in force. He was not the prisoner there: he was the leader. Not [unclear], but
leader. All right, when the coup failed, because it was a nuclear showdown, to shoot or not. It was
easy to shoot, of course—to force. Russia is so big—to shoot a few rockets. So, no rockets were
shot. And actually, all the coup members failed to force Gorbachev. He was [unclear]. They all
congregated there; they went there by plane—the members of the coup—military leaders and
political leaders. Some people have said [unclear]—like in Latvia.
Ilvi Cannon:
Well, yeah. Hūkō. Hūkō, he was wise [unclear].
Prof. Lippmaa: The others knew this policy. And the knew there is no need to beat one’s self, but
to force [unclear]. Again, it was a common play for them [unclear], and the returned to Moscow
to get it to Gorbachev, these coup makers. Of course, it was also in US publications.
Ilvi Cannon: Yeah, yeah. I pretty much followed…
Prof. Lippmaa: So, this is the proof that I am right when I say that the organizer was Gorbachev,
after all. We knew that these were following that.
Ilvi Cannon: For what purpose?
Prof. Lippmaa: To keep the Soviet Union. To keep himself as president. That’s it. Now, it didn’t
work out because there was this juxtaposition between Yeltsin and Gorbachev. And there was no
third world war. And there was no internal shootout, from the [unclear]. And we had a stand. We
considered that it is not more than about two weeks while we get our independence. As soon as
one government has the upper hand, that’s the end of it. As long as they scrutinize each other,
there was a chance. And so, that is what we did: proof that I am right. And they were seeping
[unclear]: that was at that first very animated meeting at the Supreme Soviet between Yeltsin and
Gorbachev. But then they understood that they are, after all, in the same boat. And the next day,
when there was the meeting of the Congress of People’s Deputies, which created a new
organization, state council, which saw over everything—over the Congress, over the parties, over
the president—it was the upper-most organization in the Soviet Union. We had our specialization.
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This organization lost its power. It only signed three documents: the documents about the
independence of Estonia, of the independence of Latvia and of the Independence of Lithuania.
We also told the Georgians and the Armenians, “Please make your own applications. It is the only
chance you have of working [unclear] the program. Gorbachev was against, by the way. But the
housing vote [unclear] was carried mostly by the [unclear] republics, which supported us. And we
bought a thousand pictures [unclear]. We got down [unclear]. We are all on quite good terms
really. And that is hard work. I think that this is quite a good example of practical diplomacy.
Rüütel was there.
Ilvi Cannon:
Yes, we just talked with him this morning.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course. Because we wrote immigration forms together. And we visited Yeltsin
together. I also visited Ptnatrof [unclear] and Tanasakbariev [unclear], the chief of Kazakhstan—
who also had many nuclear weapons, by the way. And [unclear], do you know what it means?
The young [unclear].
Ilvi Cannon:
Oh, is that right? Who would have thought. Okay. [Unclear].
Prof. Lippmaa: It’s a very unusual Christian name. He is not Christian, of course. Islamic. And,
uh, so you see, our visit to him actually decided Islamic vote. We were lobbying for votes. We
had an awful thing, a lamb’s head, which had been in the soil for three weeks, or something like
that. It was served in French wine. It was quite awful to eat, but I had to eat it.
Ilvi Cannon: To get the votes!
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
Yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: With much wine, it was mostly sour. It had such a long knife to cut it.
12)
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent
Baltic governments? If so, what did you do? When was this? Do you remember anything about
the process for reestablishing the independent governments? As you remember it, what happened
first, second, third, etc.? How did you feel at this time? During this process, what was effective?
What would you have changed?
Vogeler:
So, as the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the
Baltic government?
Prof. Lippmaa: No.
Vogeler:
Or, the Estonian government?
Prof. Lippmaa: No. As I have always been asked, I’ve been doing it as a sideline. I consider that I
am a scientist, and my work is done now. So I resigned my participation n the government. And I
did not even want to be in the next Parliament. Because I considered that I passed on [unclear].
Because at that time, being a scientist was a very cool system, because I was very active in hightemperature super conductivity [unclear]. And there were several very good congresses in the
United States at the time. I could visit these, and as a scientist and have my necessary meetings in
Washington—and have a very good dinner, not with the President, but with the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Foreign Secretary, and many other officials. And also, by the way, Condoleezza
Rice.
Ilvi Cannon: She didn’t…
Prof. Lippmaa: She was over at our place.
Ilvi Cannon: She did not want the Baltic States to go independent.
Prof. Lippmaa: Sorry? Well, I would say, yes. But it makes no sense to go with those who want it
anyway. One has to contact those who do not want it. And there were others…
Ilvi Cannon: Oh, that Bush administration was not in favor of it.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course not! That is why we had to contact as many officials as possible so that
they would be only moderately against it—but not too much. So, why stretch it? So, as an
unpredictable buscht [unclear], who frightened Gorbachev [unclear].
Ilvi Cannon: Well, they were told that there must be no violence.
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Prof. Lipmmaa: No. Well, that means nothing.
Ilvi Cannon: It did. And that’s one of the reasons…
Prof. Lippmaa: No, real threats. Talk is no good. Only when they are really afraid, that’s the only
thing that counts. They were afraid about a situation were both sides have weaponry. But one side
is able to destroy them in fight. By the way, [unclear] At the time was an interesting hunter. I will
not discuss it more. I only mention one thing: that was an instrumental Excalibur [unclear]. This
is the deciding factor. If used properly, it will work.
Ilvi Cannon: Okay.
Vogeler:
Okay.
Prof. Lippmaa: And it carries only one publication about Excalibur. That was in an aviation
journal. Aviation News, or something like that.
Ilvi Cannon: So, lets get back to the…
Prof. Lippmaa: So, US absolutely necessary as a real threat, credible threat. Words mean nothing.
Threat of death means something.
Ilvi Cannon: I agree. I have a personal experience with local Russians. That’s not allowed
[unclear].
Vogeler:
So, wow, wow.
Prof. Lippmaa: And that is how it happened. And I also had another congress in Central [unclear].
And that is this single tower [unclear]. I observed that. And I got very good pictures from that
about the Molotov-Rippentrop Pact started [unclear], which had never been published before—
the photos.
Ilvi Cannon: Interesting.
Prof. Lippmaa: Because it was quite interesting. It was so that in the yard before the power, there
was a few congress tent [unclear], with beer gardens all around it, with posters inside. I took some
posters, and I went to tower. I took political documents, and I went back to the tent. And that is
why I could easily bring all of the documents into the Soviet Union because I was with the
delegation of Soviet Academy.
Vogeler:
Oh, I see.
Ilvi Cannon: Here’s what I told you about: Mr. Lippmaa was the one who brought a copy of the
Molotov-Rippentrop Pact, a copy of it, outside of the—
Prof. Lippmaa: These were very important.
Ilvi Cannon: Exactly! That’s a very important thing.
Vogeler:
That’s very important.
Prof. Lippmaa: We had the original document. Fortunately, I had it certified at the National
Archives. And I insisted upon it being certified in the official memo because it was the word of
two war crimes I found. They had a very good impression in Moscow to distribute these
documents as World War II war crimes documents. It is frightening for me: people who were not
quite sure, that they wait.
Vogeler:
Yeah. Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: They may end up taking the same road [unclear]. And who knows. Also, I had a
very useful document from the German Archives about the fieldmech [unclear] department,
where the Soviet Union would have been an axis.
Ilvi Lippmaa: Soviet Union would have been …?
Prof. Lippmaa: In the German.
Ilvi Cannon: In the Axis Powers.
Prof. Lippmaa: It would have been a square: four. It had seven secret protocols. Interestingly, the
Soviet Union was to get Kuwait.
Ilvi Cannon: Really!?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes! That’s a protocol about it.
Ilvi Cannon: I’ve heard this. I believe you. But…
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Prof. Lippmaa: [Unclear]. Read it. But I have all of these in my pack.
Vogeler:
Wow!
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course, I did not know that the document that we have had in Estonia for a
long time about the secret protocol. And it is authentic. It could have been a good fortune.
Ilvi Cannon: We had it here in Estonia?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes. Yes. All the time after the 30s. Now, it was only on very thin paper, not
signed—can be a forgery, of course. Then I took this copy of this and presented it as authentic to
Gorbachev and General Natzer [unclear], who was Minister of Foreign Affairs then, or Foreign
Secretary. As authentic. I was interested if they protested. If they protested, I would answer
unfazed, “That is all I have. Of course, I could be mistaken. I have not written it.” But they
accepted it immediately. They knew that it is authentic. That was already very good. So, they
provided the proof that it is authentic.
Ilvi Cannon: Now, the year that you presented that document to Gorbachev was…?
Prof. Lippmaa: It was, I think, 1988.
Vogeler:
88!
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no, no. 89.
Vogeler:
89!
Ilvi Cannon: 89! By that time, they knew. Yeah. By that time they knew.
Vogeler:
But that wasn’t the point—just so I get this right—that wasn’t the point when
you thought that the Soviet Union would leave. That wasn’t until 91?
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course. Because what we achieved then was only the denunciation and
declaring invalid, from he moment of signing of the documents.
Vogeler:
Right. Right.
Prof. Lippmaa: It did not mean the end of occupation. It was only validation of some documents.
And that is all. And the meaning needed a much much more involved operation. Actually, we
[unclear] in it, in fact, of course, because we were getting used to that. The nuclear showdown
was a rare thing—between the Mormons [unclear] and Vladivostok—because, okay, Gorbachev
had his black attaché case. But, these summaries on independent—they can fire missiles
independently.
Ilvi Cannon: Really?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes.
Ilvi Cannon: Nuclear, huh?
Prof. Lippmaa: Oh, very good. Multiple warheads. Very—these, all these Saturns. These are 50
[unlear]. The main NATO name is Saturn. These are pretty efficient. And they had no return
service. So, they only needed authorization form Gorbachev or Yeltsin to shoot. Otherwise, they
wouldn’t shoot [unclear].
Ilvi Cannon: But still, they couldn’t do it themselves. They have to initiate…
Prof. Lippmaa: [Unclear] do it himself.
Ilvi Cannon: But he would have to get approval.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes. But technically, he can shoot.
Ilvi Cannon: Technically, he would do it. Yeah. Yeah.
Prof. Lippmaa: Technically, yes. That was the situation. That it worked out as hoped. This
showdown, both sides are closer. And they were sitting at the next meeting of the People’s
Deputies, side-by-side, with no damn words between them. They knew that they are frozen with
their situation, which is beyond them. And this spell—as I said, we thought that this would last
little more than a week or two—and so it was. After that, Gorbachev was out. Yeltsin was in. He
was the messenger. And then, he has the power… Ha, ha. Would he sign anything? Of course not.
It was only possible at the State Council, which, as I said, was over everything.
Ilvi Cannon: Yeah.
Prof. Lippmaa: So that was the politics—practical politics.
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13)
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or ethnicity? If
so, how were these issues addressed? What do you believe was effective? What was not?
Vogeler:
Practical politics. So, once the occupation ended, were there issues that affected
language and culture and ethnicity? If so, how were these issues addressed? What do you believe
was effective? What was not?
Prof. Lippmaa: I’m sorry, which question?
Vogeler:
Number 13.
Prof. Lippmaa: 13. Okay. Let us think. Okay. No, it made no changes in language, culture or
ethnicity. Ethnicity remained as it was. There were Estonians. There were Latvians. There were
Russians. There were Ukrainians. There were Jews. Everyone in this country was in Soviet
country. It was still a transition stage. Everyone had some ethnicity. One had to be defined.
Languages have remained as they were. And the cultures were distinct anyway. They are also as
they were. So, nothing changed at all.
Vogeler:
Okay. So, 14.
Prof. Lippmaa: About the issues that were at risk [unclear] performed differently, of course,
because then it was an independent country, and of course it had started to act as an independent
country. We were no longer occupied. So…
Ilvi Cannon: Well, except for the military that was still here.
Prof. Lippmaa: Not really. It was not a real power anymore. Because it was without nuclear
weaponry.
Ilvi Cannon: Did they remove the nuclear weapons before? It all happened so fast.
Prof. Lippmaa: Before, long before. Because they were afraid that Estonians would take them
over, the missiles, for example. They had quite many missiles there really. Because their defense
against missile attack a creation of a nuclear fire war over Scandinavia; that is, they would
explode very many not-very-big warheads over Scandinavia, so as to create an impenetrable, antirocket firewall. Which would happen, of course. Of course, Scandinavia would be stricken. But
that is only collateral damage. They don’t take it seriously.
Vogeler:
So, so, these issues were addressed in different ways because it was a…
Prof. Lippmaa: Power had changed. We addressed the same issues, but the standpoint was totally
different, of course. It was effective, yes, very effective from Yeltsin. We have created our own
currency, which has been stable, which is not true of many other currencies. From the onset, it
has not changed the value at all, it was pegged to the German Mark. So, now, through the German
Mark, it is pegged to the Euro. And it has not lost anything.
Ilvi Cannon: It’s standard. It’s a standard conversion rate now.
Prof. Lippmaa: It has not changed.
Ilvi Cannon: It has not changed. It did not change during the Deutsche Mark either.
Vogeler:
Wow!
Prof. Lippmaa: It is stable from the outset when it was created. [Unclear] is a very stable
currency.
Ilvi Cannon: Yes, but it fluctuates with the Euro, in relation with the dollar and things like that.
Prof. Lippmaa: Nah! But you see, our currency is older than the Euro. And this has not changed
in value at all.
Ilvi Cannon: Yes. Yes. That’s true.
Vogeler:
So, language…
Prof. Lippmaa: It was very efficient to do it that way. What was changed was that we started to
use much more English. English was not very well known before that time. But still, we had
many popular clubs, and one at the academy also, where all conversation was allowed only in
English. And we had maids [unclear] and all kinds of socializing—about a hundred people. It
stopped during deep Soviet times—in the early seventies—of that time. Oh, yes, wait—the end of
60s era. Because my first trip to the United States was in 72, 73. And the club had been active for
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a long time before. I think it was quite an interesting club because it prepared fluent English
speakers [unclear], which was actually quite good, because they were all academic people and
influential. And also several of our ministers—Minister of Defense and his staff for example—
and many others.
Ilvi Cannon: He was an academic before he was a minister.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, but he was also [unclear]. So, it somewhat changed. We changed from
Russian to English. I must say that we only switched side. We switched from the Soviet Union to
the European Union, and from Russian language as the lingua franca to English as the lingua
franca, and from the Warsaw Pact to NATO. And that is the only way to handle things for small
countries. Small countries cannot remain independent in wartime. That is absolutely so. Your
island cannot remain independent in wartime. Don’t believe that.
Vogeler:
Sure. Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: Don’t believe that. It is impossible. You can only choose sides. That’s all.
Vogeler:
Yeah. Yeah.
Prof. Lippmaa: [Unclear] And that is all. That’s why we were in such a hurry to switch sides. It
has came and we are feeling quite comfortable.
14)
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate? Did you
or anyone you know have a land claim? When did you get the claim? What was the process for
obtaining the land? Did anyone loose land? If so, why? Was anything implemented to resolve
land disputes? Do you believe it was effective? Why, or why not?
Vogeler:
So, as far as you remember, how did ending the occupation affect real estate?
Number 14. Did you know of anyone who…
Prof. Lippmaa: Real estate. There was no real estate in the Soviet Union. All of the territory was
owned by the State. No body had rights to property.
Ilvi Cannon: No, he means when independence came.
Vogeler:
Yeah, when independence came…
Prof. Lippmaa: When independence came, it changed immediately because nationalized land was
returned owners. It was immediate change. It was, after all, the end of occupation. It was not a
new State created.
Vogeler:
Right. Right. Right.
Prof. Lippmaa: So, those property rights were recognized. The houses were returned to the
owners, where they were available. Land was returned, and all that.
Vogeler:
So, did people have to put forth a claim? Or, did they…
Prof. Lippmaa: Clearly…
Ilvi Cannon:
It was a long process.
Prof. Lippmaa: It was along process because there were many complications because the land had
been used differently. There were new tenancy houses, and all that. The process is not over even
now—because it is very painful for many people.
Vogeler:
Yes. Yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: I had no property to loose and no property to gain.
Ilvi Cannon:
You’re just like me.
Prof. Lippmaa: So, actually, I have no problems with it. Of course it created some problems,
naturally. And there were claims and counter claims, and now land is private property. Of course,
not everybody likes it: if you have property then you have to pay property tax. But many people
don’t want to pay property tax. And I think that underneath there are two things that you can’t
avoid and these are death and taxes—as you know. And so, they pay up.
Vogeler:
So the process is still being done. And so…
Prof. Lippmaa: No, no. It is done as any normal, already established country. You have property
problems, foreclosures, and things like that everywhere.
Vogeler:
Everywhere.
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Prof. Lippmaa: Always. And I think that the US probably has more property problems than…
Vogeler:
And Hawai‘i, Hawai‘i is…
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course, there are more foreclosures that everyone hears about. We don’t have
such.
Vogeler:
Oh, and Hawai‘i, yeah. Hawai‘i has big land problems. Big.
Prof. Lippmaa: Oh, really? I think that we are at the lower level.
Ilvi Cannon: we may get some foreclosures down the road. But the United States is into it now.
15)
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the economy? Was
anything implemented to address the economic changes? When? What do you believe was
effective? What was not?
Vogeler:
The US is. Yeah. So, as far as you remember, how did the ending of the
occupation affect the economy? Was anything implemented to address the economic changes?
When? What do you believe…
Prof. Lippmaa: Which question is this?
Vogeler:
This is number 15.
Prof. Lippmaa: Of course it affected the economy. First of all, the old-fashioned and mostly
military oriented factories, most of them failed to switch to civilian use. Those, who could make
the switch, remained. But that was very difficult, after all, because we have no market for the
goods they traditionally produce: for example, Estonia processed about 100,000 tons of uranium.
That is good for 100,000 nuclear weapons, for example. So, it is quite sizable. For example, this
industry closed down—and similar ones. So.
Vogeler:
So, a profound effect on the economy.
Prof. Lippmaa: Profound effect. Yes. So, now we have peaceful, civilian uses. And actually, the
living standards have risen considerably. So, life is certainly much better now. Certainly. Because
this military production was mostly lost money. Because, after all, it stayed as such. It was never
used for anything. It was just lost labor and lost resources. So, you see, now these people go do
something meaningful, and it was certainly good for the economy because it is senseless to
produce useless toys, which are never used for anything. So, you see, now the same people do
something more meaningful. So, economic changes, of course. I would say, all of these changes
have been very positive.
16)
Was there a moment that led you to believe that your country was free again? When was
this moment? Where were you? Who was there? How did this make you feel?
Vogeler:
Great! So, was there a moment that led you to believe that Estonia was free
again? When was this moment? Where were you? Who was there? How did this make you feel?
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, yes. I felt that it is true in the morning of August 6, 1991.
Ilvi Cannon:
August 6th? Really!
Prof. Lippmaa: August 6th. Because then was signed the paper that gave the country
independence from the State Council. You see, the real independence is not carried out by
recognition. It is carried out by this treaty, or a similar treaty, by the loosing power, who
considers defeat, or loss of power. It is an absolutely necessary document. You need it, let us say,
even more at the end of wars, than the peace treaty. The other side must confess that they have
lost the war. But it must be written, and it is a document. This document from the Soviet side was
signed on September 6—not August…
Ilvi Cannon:
I thought September 6th, yes.
Prof. Lippmaa: It was September the 6th in Moscow. And it was—I think the meeting was short.
I was not at the meeting. I didn’t even feel that it was useful to go, for several reasons. Because
all were afraid that the Baltic States are there all [unclear], then it is easy to change the agenda
and discuss something else—not this, which we wanted to. And we knew that Gorbachev was
against this. But it was then signed. I was at the Estonian embassy. It was then already in the
embassy in Moscow. Then, I got copies of all three documents, and then I said okay. Job done.
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Now it is done. And we congratulated each other. The CNN at that time appeared and, of course,
took interviews. And in the evening I flew back to Tallinn.
Vogeler:
So, that’s interesting. So, it wasn’t August 20th that you found. It was really the
letter of recognition.
Prof. Lippmaa: August 20th is also important. It was the date when it was clear that the nuclear
showdown has begun.
Ilvi Cannon:
Scary moment.
Prof. Lippmaa: No.
Ilvi Cannon:
Nuclear showdown.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes.
Ilvi Cannon:
That’s pretty scary.
Prof. Lippmaa: What?
Ilvi Cannon:
Well, you know that showdowns can lead to conflict.
Prof. Lippmaa: Well, either it is a positive result, or you don’t see it end.
Ilvi Cannon:
If you have a nuclear, it’s not a very positive result.
Prof. Lippmaa: Never mind. That’s not so bad. And anyway, that was an important date too, in
another sense. Actually, it was not the 20th really, it was the 19th.
Ilvi Cannon:
The 19th is when the coup started.
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes. Because in the evening he knew what was happening. The commission
[unclear] got around about the showdown, immediately.
Vogeler:
So, on September 6th, when that took place…
Prof. Lippmaa: Yes, September 6th, not August 6th.
Vogeler:
Yeah. Right. But, how did you feel?
Prof. Lippmaa: I felt that now it’s all done!
Vogeler:
Let’s go home!
Prof. Lippmaa: And I have not returned to Moscow after that.
Ilvi Cannon: Oh, fantastic!
Vogeler:
Oh, because you were there at the time.
Prof. Lippmaa: Not at all! It was my last visit to Russia.
Ilvi Cannon:
They don’t need to go there anymore.
Prof. Lippmaa: No need to go. So, it was very good.
17)
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there something that you
would like to tell me that was not covered in this interview?
Vogeler:
So, that’s about it. I’m wondering if there are any questions that you would like
to ask me? Or is there something that I didn’t cover in the interview that you wanted to mention?
Prof. Lippmaa: All kinds of things, but would like t say that I answered your questions. I don’t
like to volunteer answers. That is a good rule. Never volunteer.
Ilvi Cannon:
Yes, it gets you in trouble.
Prof. Lipmaa: And talking about the future is also senseless—the worse case if it turns out to be
true. And I think that this is a pretty complete picture and conveys the feeling. And I know that
there are several people around, in Hawai‘i too, that want an Independent State. And I say that
you can only switch sides, you cannot be truly independent in such a strategic place.
Vogeler:
Sure.
Prof. Lippmaa: That same is true in our case.
THE END
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TIIT MADISSON
Tiit Madisson with Translator/ Ilvi Cannon (T) and Translator 2/ Tiit’s Wife (T2)
Translator (Ilvi Cannon):
He is asking whether he understands sufficiently to understand
the question. After you read now, lets see what he says and if there is a problem, I will translate.
Vogeler:
Okay. Everyone has been so helpful. If this is okay.
Translator (IC): Near okay.
Vogeler:
I will stand up. This is the beginning, the basics. So the first question: What is
your name?
Translator (IC): My name it Tiit Madisson.
Vogeler:
Just write it on the back, just write your name to make sure I have. And then we
have your email. Yes. When I am all done, I will type it up, to make sure.
Vogeler:
You live here in Tallinn (sp).
Translator (IC): Suburb of Tallinn, 15 km from Tallinn.
Vogeler:
Were you born in Estonia?
Translator (IC):
Yes.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality were your parents? Estonian?
Translator (IC): Yes. The parents are Estonian, the grandparents were Latvian, ¼ Latvian.
Vogeler:
Where do you work?
Translator (IC): We have a small publishing company. In three weeks, his next book is coming.
The sixth book.
Vogeler:
The Sixth book?
Translator (IC): Yes, self employed.
Vogeler:
Have you been doing this a long time?
Translator (IC): Since 1997 since he was in prison, in political prison. He was a political prisoner.
He was…strange times.
Vogeler:
That is sad.
Translator (IC): So eleven years, he has been self employed.
Vogeler:
What school did you go to?
Translator (IC): Secondary school in Estonia.
Vogeler:
Did you go to college?
Translator (IC): No?
Vogeler:
Did you serve in the military?
Translator (IC): Yes, Soviet Army. Two years.
Vogeler:
Two years? When was that?
Translator (IC): 1969-1971. Two years.
Vogeler:
Were you stationed here or far away?
Translator (IC): Ukraine.
Vogeler:
Ukraine, oh wow. What languages do you speak?
Translator (IC): Russian, Swedish
Vogeler:
Everyone speaks so many languages. English, Hawaiian, Sanskrit and Sign
Language.
Translator (IC): Sanskrit? Really?
Vogeler:
Mostly written, no speaking. My master’s degree was in religion so I studied
Gandhi. So Hinduism, and I studies Sanskrit. So you were saying that one of your parents was,
your grandparents was Latvian.
Translator (IC): Yes, one grandmother.
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Vogeler:
The First question, to make sure I had all information correct. In school, when
you were a kid, what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s relationship to the Baltic States?
Translator (IC): In school you were taught that Estonia and Lithuania willingly entered the Soviet
Union but he learned from older people, from their conversations that it was not true. At school
during history lesions, he already started to tell the teachers, he would say, ‘it is not true.’ He was
very informed about history but he never got a high grade because he was protesting.
Vogeler:
He knew differently. In school when they explained the relationship between the
Soviet Union and the Baltic States, how did you feel?
Translator (IC): As far as his internal emotions, he already knew they lied anyway, so he did not
pay too much attention to it.
Vogeler:
Question #2: Growing up what did the newspapers, radio and television say
about the relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic states to the Estonians?
Translator (IC): It was all institution that spoke the same line, it was Moscow, he heard it from
the media. It was a total thing from all the institutions.
Vogeler:
It was from television.
Translator (IC): Newspapers, everywhere.
Vogeler:
As long as you remember.
Translator (IC): He says the only source the got information about the facts was from Voice of
America. One could, Radio Free Europe, the
Vogeler:
The signal.
Translator (IC): It was very hard to understand.
Vogeler:
The third question; Growing up do you have memories of your family talking
about the relationship between the Soviet Union and Estonia?
Translator (IC): There is an interesting case. His parents were communist party members so
naturally they did not talk about it. His parents were Party members. But he says his
father….sorry his father was a party member but his mother was silent on the issue. But the father
did not force it on him. In the summers he used to spend with his grandmother in the country and
she was against the regime. As punishment. That was standard. If you did not comply with the
rules, you did not get any benefits.
He says the other thing the reason the family, his mother’s sisters husband had been
during the German occupation, had been a member of the political police force so that when the
1949 deportation occurred, he would be deported. It came out because he was an educated man
they made him a director.
Vogeler:
That was your…
Translator (IC): That was his mother’s sister husband.
Vogeler:
So uncle.
Translator (IC): Yes.
Vogeler:
But your mom and dad did not talk about it much.
Translator (IC): They did not force communism.
Vogeler:
Number 4: When you were growing up did you learn about the relationship about
Soviet Union and Estonia from other friends, other people?
Translator (IC): When he was in school in the sixties, there was not an intense ideological
pressure so that when he was in general yes, people talked about, and that there wasn’t fear, that
much, there were some families that had been deported and returned near where he lived. They
talked about it. So many people from the first republic were alive, they talked about it.
Vogeler:
How old were you when people were talking about this, a long time?
Translator (IC): As he said when he was in the sixties.
Translator 2 (wife):
He was born in the fifties.
Translator (IC): That was the thaw period, known as the thaw.
Vogeler:
Did you ever get a chance to visit places outside Soviet control?
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Translator (IC): When he was in the military, otherwise never, when he was in the service, he was
attached to an air force unit. They sent the planes to Bulgaria which was outside the Soviet Union
for repair work. They never allowed never anyone in the Baltics to go there. Bulgaria as you
know was one of the socialist countries but they never allowed him to go there.
Ordinary people were not allowed to go to the socialist countries; you had to be a party
member to have that privilege. Even her (relative of T. Maderson) aunt was an opera singer, and
an artist to go out, to be invited, to perform in Finland and in order to go out, the relatives had to
be investigated for political crimes.
Vogeler:
So information had to be…
Translator 2 (wife):
He was with the, way back, the grandfather. They were, during the first
republic, it was a rather nationalist party.
Vogeler:
Voice of America was one way that people got information?
Translator (IC): So that, it was Voice of America, at 5:30 she said. People who were here,
especially the north coast, they could get information from Helsinki. They had special
attachments to the television sets they could get information.
Translator 2 (wife):
(Telling story about friend, muffled)
Vogeler:
It is interesting to find out how this information from grandmothers and family
members…
Translator (IC): Or from radio stations like Radio Free Europe and such. That makes me
remember when I was here visiting, I think it was toward the end of the eighties, there was a chill
from Moscow and there was word they were going to collect all television sets, they wanted to
prevent people from watching people from Finland, remember that? I had a friend who lived out
on the coast, in the country, in Dalasulec (sp) and she was going to take the TV set and hide it in
the attic so she could continue listening. That is how bad it was, to get outside news sources here.
Vogeler:
It is sad, a lot of it.
Translator (IC): Yes, but it was a dictatorship, a totalitarian system.
Vogeler:
Yes. So Question # 6. At one time, did you believe that the Baltic States, Estonia
was part of the USSR?
Translator (IC): Never.
Vogeler:
Did you accept the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States throughout
your lifetime?
Translator (IC): All along he thought that the Soviet Union or the Baltic States would be part of
the Soviet Union. But when he was in the Gulag, and those leaders were dying one after another
every year and they began to understand that the Soviet Union was coming apart.
Vogeler:
The next Question, #7. When did you learn the Baltic States were occupied?
Translator (IC): In school, he learned when he was a boy in school. Not from the Textbooks. By
the time he was fifteen he knew what had happened.
Vogeler:
Just by talking to people.
Translator (IC): And reading books, forbidden books. There people still have books from the first
period, and they moved around. Later, there was also the underground literature that also moved.
Vogeler:
What was your first reaction when you read this?
Translator (IC): In his case, there was not instant when he said, it sort of came along, step by step,
the information that created the understanding.
Vogeler:
When the information came along, was it an AHA?
Translator (IC): No a gradual picture emerged. But he said there was never a moment.
Vogeler:
So it was not surprising then?
Translator (IC): No.
Vogeler:
When all this information came about, did your view of the world; did your view
of the Soviets change or the understanding of yourself?
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Translator (IC): Yes he said that as far as the world view, they would hear about the propaganda
machine about what is happening in Africa and you would get a picture, but when they listened to
the Voice of America and such, they realized it was an empire evil, and that was the impression
they had then.
When he was doing his military service in 1971, and it was during the time of the
Vietnam War. He had a very good friend in the service, a Tatar, a minority, very persecuted by
Stalin, Tartars. He had a close friend and the two of them decided they wanted to sign up to fight
in the Vietnam War, on the Soviet side of course, and then they would defect over there. They
would go over to the American side. But they were not allowed to fight for the Soviets in
Vietnam.
Vogeler:
They are smart.
Translator (IC): They know.
Vogeler:
The next question: As far as you know, did the number of people who
understood that Estonia was occupied, increase, remain the same or decrease?
Translator (IC): When Estonians are like the way they are, they are sort of resigned, you can’t
change things anyway. But then from the Voice of America when he heard about the letter, there
is a famous letter, a protest letter that 40 people signed, it was not so much a protest letter but a
demand for human rights and things like that. That letter, it was addressed to the United Nations.
Vogeler:
The one in 1981 or 1980?
Translator (IC): No it was much earlier than that. 1979. It was a letter written by; a Baltic on the
40th side anniversary, Baltic leaders wrote a letter to the United Nations.
Vogeler:
President Rüütel talked about that.
Translator (IC): No, he was not one of the people. In that year, we heard about that in the Voice
of America and then began for the first time; he talked about it, felt more activist. Marc Nicolas, I
do not know how much you know about dissident history. But Tato (sp) was a professor of
Chemistry, there were three of them, and he and Dr. Nicolas are still alive. But one is no longer.
He heard about them in the Voice of America and he looked them up. Because he met with
Cooke (sp), Tato and Nicolas and from then he became.
Vogeler:
So after that people understood that the Baltic States were occupied?
Translator (IC): As a consequence of that, the difference was happening, now there were some
names attached, that there were names associated with the occupation. So news of that began to
spread. All these groupings began to develop to political interest. He was among them too; he was
active and was arrested for that activity.
Vogeler:
When was that?
Translator (IC): In 1980, he was arrested for that. She mentioned which is important to remember,
was the summer Olympics in Moscow and they had to control so that a lot of foreigners were
going to come. And they had to lock up people who were troublemakers.
Vogeler:
And that is why you were arrested.
Translator (IC): When the Olympic Games were over, they released him. Later was another story.
But they released him when the games were over.
Vogeler:
Right after.
Translator (IC): Yes, and that is not the only thing and I understand they are doing it again in
Soichi (sp). They had direct telephone lines, internationally. I could call from my bedroom phone
in Connecticut to my cousin during the games. As soon as the games were over, that service was
discontinued.
Vogeler:
Really?
Translator (IC): Yes, I thought that this is development, now we are having communication.
Things are improving in the world, but they discontinued it. So they locked them up and released
them after the games.
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Vogeler:
So did some people see Estonia, the Baltic States as just the same as any other
Soviet republics like Ukraine, Georgia or?
Translator (IC): In his opinion, people did here think that they were quite comparable except that
in Ukraine, Georgia were longer in the Soviet Union. Actually they also knew that it was not
voluntary on the part of the Ukraine and Georgia to enter the Soviet Union, but through force,
during the revolution, there was a civil war.
Vogeler:
So you mentioned Tartu?
Translator (IC): The City?
Vogeler:
No, Tartars (sp).
Translator (IC): What about them.
Vogeler:
No, you were saying another place was occupied.
Translator (IC): No, they are a nation. The Tartars are an ancient people; they had territories in
three locations. One is in Crimea; they are the ones we know most about. Then in Tauzin (sp),
Astrakhan (sp). He knows well and he has visited them. The Crimean.
Vogeler:
Different from Estonian.
Translator (IC): Yes, very much so.
Vogeler:
People did not see the Ukraine and Georgia so much different?
Translator (IC): No, they had been there longer.
Vogeler:
Question #9: What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation?
Translator (IC): Are you talking about the eighties?
Vogeler:
The eighties, or after, or before.
Translator (IC):
The groups before the eighties, the resistance, were really underground,
it was impossible to organize; the KGB got you right away. There were some very tragic stories,
about schoolboys got severely punished, it was impossible. In the late eighties, in 1987, that was a
very open protest and for the first time the KGB did not beat him up and arrest him.
Vogeler:
The ones before the eighties, because the KGB.
Translator (IC): Yes, it was all underground.
Vogeler:
Almost impossible. During the 80’s it was when they became more active?
Translator (IC): Yes, there were these groupings, if they tried anything in public, the KGB would
put an end to it.
Vogeler:
Question #10: As far as you remember, did pressure from other countries, cause
changes within the country, in Estonia?
Translator (IC): He said that he understands that there was a reaction from Moscow from foreign,
they were concerned. During summer of 1980, he got a sense that Moscow was paying attention
to it. In Estonia, perhaps the West was watching. In the Ukraine, the resistance and protest, they
were very brutal.
Vogeler:
That was 1980?
Translator (IC): Yes, summer of 1980, the summer Olympics.
Vogeler:
This gets into what you did. Did people from the Baltic states living in other
countries, did they help to end the occupation?
Translator (IC): He thinks that the activities by Estonians in exile, it was a significant help and
through Voice of America they heard about these activities and it gave them more support. The
Soviets helped unknowingly with the countdown with the Estonians in exile. There was this
newspaper, the Homeland, and in there they, the editors, would very much attack the Estonians
abroad who were freedom fighters. He read about them more and more, he said, GREAT. He was
reading that newspaper.
Vogeler:
Those people are doing such bad things and you are saying, GREAT.
Translator (IC): In the later part of the 80’s I became active (translator says this)
Vogeler:
Question #11: Was there a moment that you understood that Estonian occupation
of Estonians would end, that the Soviet military would leave?
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Translator (IC): When, actually it was clear to me when perestroika [occurred], the occupation
would end. But only when he was in Gulag, and other political prisoners were there, they used to
make wagers and one political prisoner said ten years and he was right. Some prisoners said the
turn of the century. They thought it was immanent. Ten years is close, even the turn of the
century was close.
Vogeler:
In 1980 you got arrested?
Translator (IC): Yes, during those games. Later they discussed that among themselves. They
would arrest young people, and felt that Moscow can’t, it was out of control (muffled)
Vogeler:
How long were you (or they) in prison?
Translator (IC): Four years in labor camp, and two years in exile. The most of the labor camps.
Vogeler:
So, when perestroika happened that is when you knew the Soviet Union would
leave? As far as you know what factors changed so that the Soviet Union could no longer control
the Baltic States?
Translator (IC): Essentially it was the economic situation, it was so bad. It became apparent that
the state could no longer feed its people, the stores were empty. Absolutely empty. One thing, in
addition to economic collapse, allowing people to speak freely.
Vogeler:
Those are two things that…. (Laughter, lots of voices talking over each other)
Translator (IC): Then the communists were talking about communist ideology but it was
like….the communist state and didn’t have food, and it was an absurd thing.
Vogeler:
Economics and free speech.
Translator (IC): Many times we have said it was so absurd what came out of politicians it is
something you almost miss, there are no absurdities.
Vogeler:
Next question #12. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the
reestablishment of the Estonian government?
Translator (IC): He was in the same Citizens Committee, and the Independence political party,
because he was in the leadership of the party. He could have been elected to the new parliament,
but he chose not to. He was not involved in the building of the new government.
Vogeler:
Did you do anything like vote?
Translator (IC): He worked in the interior ministry for awhile. He did not drop out.
Vogeler:
Even participating in the interior ministry or voting, that is still.
Translator (IC): Oh yes, he participated in the new state. During the first government he
participated as a citizen.
Vogeler:
These are basic questions, but questions we do not know. How did you vote?
Translator (IC): The, actual lets say, they had never had political campaigns before, and made
slogans and public demonstrations. As far as the technical part, the polling, etc, the voting, they
were all from the Soviet period.
Vogeler:
Oh the same process.
Translator (IC): The same facilities, but the content had changed.
Vogeler:
So you just used the same set up as before and everyone knew where to vote and
where their precinct was.
Translator (IC): That part was built in but the political substance had changed. There were almost
two dozen political parties immediately. There was like flowering of political parties. They had
already programmed itself to end, founded new parties and on. There was shifting from parties.
Vogeler:
Was this process effective or is there something you would have changed?
Translator (IC): They had no experience to lean back on. Lot of stupid things happened and many
mistakes made. Years later they think we should have done things differently, but they had no
experience. It was the picture of the springtime, and the first herd is going out to pasture – the
freedom, the freedom – that is how it can be described.
Vogeler:
The only reason I ask if things could have been done differently is that the
situation in Hawai‘i, we may, we don’t know, we may need to deal with similar things.
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Translator (IC): To be prepared.
Vogeler:
Yes, to be prepared.
Translator (IC): In his opinion, the biggest mistake that was made was not to make it difficult for
the communist party members; they ended up taking over again.
Vogeler:
That was the biggest mistake.
Translator (IC): Politically it was the biggest mistake. In Germany after the war, the Nazis, if you
had been a member you could not be a member of the government. They did not do that here, not
in any of the Soviet republics. That was a big mistake. One interview of a Norwegian who was
here and talked to someone, and said, “What about the former communists?” and the Estonian
said, “We decided not to punish them.” And they said you were going to suffer a long time,
mentally.
Vogeler:
That is a good point.
Translator (IC): A very good point.
Vogeler:
Number #13: Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to issues of
language, culture and ethnicity?
Translator (IC): Of course there was change, when occupation ended they no longer had to have
orders in Russian, to do things in Russian. The problem that the economic situation was so bad,
there was not much you could do, you could not buy books or get books. It was basic, very hard.
It took a while. I was visiting my relatives; they said the same thing. They had to decide whether
they were going to eat, and it was so minimal. It was a total economic collapse and had to start
from scratch.
Vogeler:
Things had to do with culture and language…
Translator (IC): You did not have the means.
Vogeler:
Were there certain policies that were more effective?
Translator (IC): The policies that were establishing national norms on language and culture. The
Russians who lived here feared and why do I say they feared. They feared there was going to be a
brutal, this is how they would have, a brutal reaction, they thought there was payback. They did
not resist the nationalist policies about language and culture and so on. The thing that was done
wrong, in retrospect, there were no policies to de-Sovietize Estonian society.
Vogeler:
That is a very good point.
Translator (IC): Eve mentioned that too. What was a disaster was the agricultural. Eve mentioned
that too, ending the system without substituting it with another…. Agriculture has not recovered
from that. A big blow.
Vogeler:
For the de-Sovietization, you mean the classes or what?
Translator (IC): What he means by de-Sovietization is to exclude the communist party members
from being in government.
Vogeler:
Wow, great.
Translator (IC): That party had its slogan, ‘Cleaning House.’ And they meant by that no
communists in power.
Vogeler:
Was that the 1992 election?
Translator (IC): Yes, yes.
Vogeler:
Question #14: How did the ending of the occupation affect real estate or land?
Translator (IC): He himself, with the restoration of property to nationalize, he did not have any to
get back because his father was an orphan and his mother had a small farm, small hectares, and
there was not much to get back. When he worked for the Interior ministry they gave his family
apartment, but then when the restoration of property came into effect, went into law, that
apartment was part of a property that had to be returned. They moved from that. They had
nothing. Whereas the Russians who lived in a building and it was huge, they could privatize it for
themselves.
(Translator speaking for herself). The apartment that I bought was a privatized apartment.
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This privatization was a very painful thing. The reality is that fifty years later after the
Soviets came, and nationalized everything, the more prized real estate, the better, were lived in by
party members or the privilege. And the others were poor. When the occupation ended, they
could privatize it for themselves.
Vogeler:
So they ended up owning the places.
Translator (IC): Yes, there was a law, my cousin told me about it. The size, how much space you
could get was per person per year of work. So if you were an older person and worked all your
life and your wife, that is a number of years, and had children, you get quite nice. You had an
apartment in the Soviet era, you were allowed to be an owner, and this went into self
management. Mine is a small case, there are 62 apartments in there. They went into privately
owned and self managed.
Here is another concrete case for example. A man who had been a resistance fighter and
been arrested and in Gulag and returned on the west coast and lived in a small place, nothing
great. When the restoration, end of occupation property occurred, the person who was entitled to
get that house back, in which the resistance fighter had a small room, he was a communist chief.
So you had these horrible relationships and compounded injustices.
Vogeler:
The place you two were in – you had to leave, or were you able, you rented it?
Translator (IC): No, the Ministry where he was working gave him this living space. So you could
not privatize, it was given while he was working. There were terrible times; it is one thing to get
your country, but then to unscramble the mess. In your own country, something you fought for.
(Muffled third person). The thing is not only did you have a few communists in power, but the
judges and the prosecution and the government; heavily still the previous order was in power, in
effect.
Vogeler:
Land, it was difficult, took a long time to work out. In 1996, you were in prison
for politics again, in the Republic of Estonia again.
Translator (IC): He was accused of a coup. Perpetrating a coup. There was a public outcry about
it. The parliament gave him amnesty. This is a part of the new state. There was not statute by
which he was in prison. Political.
Vogeler:
It shows the complexity, even when you assert your sovereignty, there is so much
to be dealt with, like you were saying the people from the communist party who were in the
government and influencing. Number 15 here. The thing with the land, when you had to leave,
how did you get a new place?
Translator (IC): What happened, his parents were living in a house at the time of the Soviet times
and they were able to privatize ¾ of their house in which was their part. Quite huge in the Soviet
Union.
Vogeler:
Three-fourths?
Translator (IC): Yes, that was quite huge. Usually you were only given a couple of rooms. What
happened they had privatized, according to the law, he sold the ¾ of the house and with the
money they got a farm on the west coast?
Vogeler:
Is that where you live now?
T and T2:
No, not now. But we were farmers. We farmed there for awhile. Had cows, goats,
and sheep.
Vogeler:
You did everything.
Translator (IC): Land of opportunity?
Vogeler:
Yes, so you had the land and you sold that…
Translator (IC): And now they live in the suburb of Tallinn. It is near a town near Liula (sp) north
of, I don’t know how much you have studied the western coastline. But it is that lovely large,
north of there is a small community and he was elected as selectman of that part for three years.
He was elected. Local people and he was elected.
Vogeler:
So that I don’t forget, when they put in prison for political in 1996…
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Translator (IC): For an attempted coup.
Vogeler:
For an attempted coup, how long were you in prison?
Translator (IC): Actually the sentence was for two years, but he was in for a year and a half.
Vogeler:
Number 15 and you already answered this: How did the ending of the occupation
affect the economy.
Translator (IC): We had a market economy and capitalism and such as it is. A very handful of
very wealthy and very poor people. We have no middle class to speak of. It is not normalized;
there is concentration, same in the United States, a concentration of wealth. I told him we would
talk about corruption; we would talk with the general.
Vogeler:
So were there policies?
Translator (IC): You know what happened here, those who were close to the power, everything
was nationally owned and you had to privatize. Those who got the greatest wealth were the
closest to power. Those you got, a lot of, you could tick off all the wealthy people today and they
were close to power and made sure they got the lions share. It was their buddies.
Vogeler:
Same with land…
Translator (IC): People got their land, small land but we are talking big. We are talking wealth;
we are not talking about owning three or four acres of land.
Vogeler:
So people who were high up in the Communist party, they were the ones who
were able to get into these business endeavors.
Translator (IC): And they are still in power. They were in their forties, they were not older
people. So we are talking about twenty years, they are still active. The term has been used – crony
capitalism – we had crony capitalism.
Vogeler:
Has it changed?
Translator (IC): Not much, they don’t give it up.
Translator 2 (wife):
I cant get to work because my husband. (Lots of conversation)
Translator (IC): I have no illusions about the political situation. It is quite well known – my
mobile phone is in my bag – they listen in.
Vogeler:
When we met with Dr. Lippmaa and when we talked about certain things, he
would close the door.
Translator (IC): It was not from an old habit, we have the former communists (unclear)…these
people learned these things and it was a different system, it is carried over. They do not want their
power positions to be challenged. To give you an example, this guy was the head of the Bank of
Estonia, and was instrumental in getting the currency. When he was head of the Bank of Estonia,
now this is early 90’s. I was still in the United States. This had to be 1994 when the news that the
bank of Estonia is missing. Back in those days, 10 ½ million US dollars, incredible amount of
money, still a tidy sum in the United States. Back then, it was incredible. It disappeared from the
Bank. But it was so worse, people remember their money disappearing and he knew nothing. To
this day he says he knows nothing. What was worse, that the mid-level manager was shot to death
in his apartment building. It was that maybe he was going to talk. Now this guy, he was the most
power, we have something akin to organized crime. They protect each other. This guy is one of
the EU commissioners in charge of corruption.
Vogeler:
Last Question: Was there a moment that led you to believe that Estonia was free
again? And when was this moment and how did it make you feel?
Translator (IC): He said that, he realizes it is a free country, and he has traveled again and can
speak in languages, he does not regret, but he will continue speaking out. He thinks there will
come a new revolution because the economy is going down. Estonians are so…
Vogeler:
There was not a moment where you thought, “We are free now!’
Translator (IC): He felt that freedom was in during the 1989. The anniversary of the Baltic chain.
Everything was in… at that time Radio Liberty and he was working at the station.
Vogeler:
You know Elvis?
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Translator (IC): We all know him.
Vogeler:
Do you have questions for me or is there something I did not cover?
Translator (IC): Thank you. They have to go to the market because…they will stay in touch.
Thank you.
THE END
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EVE PÄRNASTE
Ilvi Cannon served as translator, and “…” will indicate periods when Ilvi Cannon is translating.
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Pärnaste:
Eve Pärnaste
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Pärnaste:
Tallinn.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Pärnaste:
1951.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Pärnaste:
Tartu.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality were your parents?
Pärnaste:
Estonians.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Pärnaste:
CEO of family company.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any?
Pärnaste:
Grammar school near and university in Tartu. Bachelors Degree in Social
Psychology.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Pärnaste:
Lieutenant, Estonia Unit, USSR military. Never served active service.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Pärnaste:
Estonian, German, Russian, Finnish, Vuru (Estonian Dialect).
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example,
Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian, German, Russian)
Pärnaste:
Estonian.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s relationship to the
Baltic States? Did this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you
think about this information? How did you feel at the time?
Translator (Ilvi Cannon):
She knew that Estonia was occupied as a child already. And
what they taught there in school, you had to learn it and respond to it—but I did not believe it.
Vogeler:
So, how did it make you feel?
Translator (IC):
When she was in school during Khrushchev’s time, things had already
begun to change. And she had the sense that this change will continue and everything will be just
fine.
Vogeler: Wow. Wow.
Translator (IC):
“I was a thorough idealist,” she says.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
Soviet Union and the Baltic States? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do
you remember the name of any of these sources? How old you were? What did you think about
this information?
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did you see in the newspapers, or T.V., and the radio about the
Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
Translator (IC):
She says she didn’t even read that stuff… “I did not listen to it. We
didn’t have a television. I watched ice skating.”
Vogeler:
I still watch ice skating.
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Translator (IC): I love it too… “I did not read propaganda.”… And later when she was already
thinking for herself and older, she listened to Voice of America, Radio Liberty. She never listened
to the Soviet propaganda.
Vogeler:
So, you could get Voice of America here.
Translator (IC):
It was a bad transmission, but you could get it… She is not even familiar
with the propaganda because she simply ignored it.
Vogeler:
Okay. Great. Great!
Translator (IC):
“I had other things to do,” she says.
Vogeler:
Why listen to something…
Translator (IC):
Exactly. Why waste your time on it.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States? How old were you? What was said?
How did this make you feel?
Vogeler:
Yeah. Okay, number three: Growing up, do you have any memories of
your family discussing the relationship between the Soviet Union and Estonia?
Translator (IC):
Yeah. It was discussed in the family.
Vogeler:
So, what did they say? How old were you? (Something is said: all laugh)
That’s okay: I don’t need a translator.
Translator (IC):
“Father said we have to kill the communists.”
Vogeler:
Okay.
Translator (IC):
“Mother said, ‘Hush up!’”
Vogeler:
So, did they talk about it in terms of being occupied? Or did they say that
it was colonized? Was there any difference?
Translator (IC): The classical phrase in Estonian is: (first in Estonian) “The Russians came into
our country.” That’s literally so.
Vogeler:
Yes. It is!
Translator (IC):
Simply said… No sophisticated terms like occupation. The Russians just
came and took over. That’s what they said essentially.
Vogeler:
Okay. Great! So, when your family talked about this, how did you feel?
Translator (IC):
She says, “I was so dumb that I thought, ‘Well, all of that will pass,
anyway.’”
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
Okay, so, question number four…
Translator (IC):
It is important to know that her father—she was born in 51—and her
father, when the German occupation came—this is a very critical understanding. In the West,
they don’t make this distinction. There is so much anti—you see this holocaust episode has
colored it so that they don’t remember the other occupations, other wars, other military, and so
forth. But you see in Estonia, the Russian occupation occurred first.
Vogeler:
Yes.
Translator (IC): And the horrors of the arrests, and shootings and the repressions, and the
deportations, and the German forces invaded— the Soviet Union came through here—and they
were seen as liberators. And she says her father was fifteen when that occurred, when the German
forces came. And he lied about his age. And he volunteered to be in the German military. He
hated the Russians for what they had done so much. So, she says, “this is the home that I was
raised in.”
Vogeler:
Sure.
Translator (IC): And she had fallen…That’s why he hated the Russians so much. When he was in
the service as a boy, minor-age, he was in Czechoslovakia, and during the course of these battles,
he fell into a prisoner of war to these Russians. And he was taken to a prison camp, in Russia.
Vogeler:
(To Eve) Your dad.
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Translator (IC):
Yeah. Yeah, yeah. Her dad. And he fled from there… He falsified a
document while he was a prisoner in a Soviet camp, a prisoner of war. And he received a note
that said that he could go after a parcel arrived for him. You know, you can put a document in
water and erase the ink. He did that. He dried it and ironed it, and the document said, “He may
leave the prison.”
(All laugh.)
Translator (IC):
He and a friend did: came together… I said, “I think your father is a great
risk-taker.” She said, “Absolutely!” So, that’s the home that she was raised in… For a whole
year—when he returned to Estonia and escaped from the prison—he came back home, to his own
mother’s home—for a whole year, he wore women’s clothes and was seen as a woman.
Vogeler:
To hide.
Translator (IC):
To disguise himself. So, no one would discover him.
Vogeler:
Wow.
Translator (IC):
And worked in the fields… By 1948, the Russians had returned again,
the second occupation—he joined the local [unclear], the local youth organization. And he was 22
years old. And he was so successful, he was hired… he was designated, or picked as the organizer
of cultural activities. [unclear] This is a lesson on how to stay alive.
Vogeler:
I see. He did what he needed to do.
Translator (IC): So, in addition to the fact that he realized that he had to do something, he had
great talent on the cultural affairs. Furthermore, he was so well-liked, no one no one pointed a
finger at him. This is the big thing in Estonia during this whole occupation period. If someone
pointed a finger, and designated you to the authorities, you were gone. But no one did…
Everyone knew, everyone knew, but they—what is the English word—it’s not conning—they
didn’t rat on him. They didn’t rat on him, yes.
Vogeler:
Your dad sounds like an amazing, brave person.
Translator (IC): So you can see why she’s like that. She was a freedom fighter too.
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
Yes!
Translator (IC): She just avoided all of that propaganda.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the Soviet Union and
the Baltic States from any other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? What
did you learn? How old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
Vogeler:
So, besides school, and the propaganda that you didn’t ever read, and family,
were there other places where you learned about the relationship between the Soviet Union and
Estonia?
Translator (IC): Of course, at school they taught this party line. And at home it was a different
story, as evidently you saw.
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
Yeah. Evidently so.
Translator (IC): Evidently so. But then she joined as a young girl when she began to think for
herself. I don’t know what year it was: she joined the Konsomo, the youth organization. And she
said she joined it because they had all kinds of interesting activities. There was no party
propaganda there. They enjoyed doing things, and it was active, and she felt that if all youth
organizations in Estonia did as they wished—which is what they did—then the Soviet Union
would disappear. Very logical, right?
Vogeler:
Yes. Very logical. Very logical.
Translator (IC):
Nobody told them, “You cannot do this, or that.” She was her Konsomo
secretary. And whenever the… In the cities the structure was such that they would have—the
cities, or the local communities would have Konsomo instructors. And they would come to the
meetings, the local unit meetings, and, as secretary, she would say to the local instructor, very
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politely, “I am going to offer you your coat and lead you to the door, and goodbye.” And he
didn’t protest.
Vogeler:
So, he was supposed to watch the meetings.
Translator (IC): He was supposed to—but then he went… “His presence bothered us.” So, I said
to her, I said, “Usually, very often, there were—we think there were consequences. Because, you
know, he could complain to the Party.
Vogeler:
Sure. He could.
Translator (IC):
This is Khrushchev’s era: 67—oh, it’s beyond Khrushchev. This is
Brezhnev… Because this “thaw” that happened in the 60s, after Khrushchev, then, under
Brezhnev it continued. Although we know Czechoslovakia was that spring: 68. That was the
crackdowns. Czechoslovakia was in 68. But it didn’t bother them. There was always their radars
out for events that will happen in Poland or Czechoslovakia. And in 68 there was that crackdown.
But, she says, the thaw continued here in Estonia under Brezhnev.
Vogeler:
Right. Right.
Translator (IC):
This was 67, 68, when she was the Konsomo secretary… She says that,
in fact the Party, did send out someone. There were two: besides her, there was another person, a
young man that they put on the carpet, so to speak. And [they] were disciplined. But I said,
“Disciplined how?” She says, “We have this black list of names, people who don’t follow
orders.” And so they got on that list, but nothing ever happened after that. They continued doing
as they wanted… I mean, it was carried out. So many things in the Soviet Union were like that:
on paper things happen, but in reality it wasn’t like that.
Vogeler:
Right.
Translator (IC):
So, that they collect the papers, and they stacked them and ignored it.
Vogeler:
The same thing kind of happens with the US, but in a different way.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of Soviet control? (for example, Western
Europe, Asia, etc.) Where did you go? When was this? How old were you? What did you learn
there about the relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
Vogeler:
So, this is question number 5: did you ever have a chance to visit any place
outside of Soviet control?
Translator (IC): Yes she did. In 71 she went to Poland. And she’s been to East Germany.
Vogeler:
Oh, okay. That was in the 70s?
Translator (IC): In the 70s, yeah.
Vogeler:
And when you went there, did they talk about the Soviet Union and the
Baltic States differently?
Translator (IC):
She was at the university at the time when she went to Poland, and she
saw and heard how the university… how the Polish university students sang. And from seeing
and hearing them, she didn’t have to hear any more because they were so patriotic. Polish
patriotism.
Vogeler:
At one time did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR? Did
you accept that the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States throughout your lifetime?
How old were you when you thought that the Soviet Union would remain?
Vogeler:
Right. Sure. Sure. Okay. So, at one time, did you believe that the Baltic States
were part of the USSR? I think you answered that.
Translator (IC): In a sense, she did. She lived with the realization of accepting the fact that it was
so because it wasn’t apparent that it was going to change. It was the reality to her.
Vogeler:
So, did you accept that it would remain the same throughout your life?
Translator (IC):
In the 70s, the early 70s—now she’s already at the university now—she
realized that this principle that she felt—that if you just ignore and do what you want—the Soviet
Union would disappear. But she began to sense, and realize in the 70s that this was not
happening. People were not living that way… And then at the university, it was very apparent the
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first year students already—they were all careerists. They were not in any way interested in
whatever happens to Estonia. She and her friend were the only ones who did not join that state of
mind, or think like that.
Vogeler:
Right.
Translator (IC): All of them went in for a career, which meant going along with the Party, etc.,
etc… Even before she got to the university, the last year of her high school she realized it’s not
going to happen. Yeah.
Vogeler:
That they’re not going to…
Translator (IC):
That Estonia is not going to—yes, the sense that Estonia will remain in
the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
I see.
Translator (IC): They realized that doing it through the acts of the people—that they would do
what they want—that would cause the Soviet Union to collapse. But actually she is talking about
[how] they went along with the system. They wanted to build careers. So, this principle— that
she was going to work— is not going to happen. That’s what she means.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied? Where did this occur?
How did you gain this information? What was your first reaction? How did you feel to learn this
information? Did your view of the world change? Did your view of the Soviets change? Did your
understanding of yourself change?
Vogeler: Wow. Okay, question number seven: When did you learn that the Baltic States were
occupied? But I think you already answered that.
Translator (IC):
“The Russians took over our country.” She said, “I always knew.”
Vogeler:
So, do you remember what your reaction was when you learned that?
Translator (IC):
When she was a little child? The first time she heard it?… Of course, it
was an awful thing. It’s terrible, it’s terrible.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the world change? Your view of the Soviets? Or your
understanding of yourself change?
Translator (IC): What?
Vogeler:
By learning that?
Translator (IC):
Obviously, the Russians being here was terrible, but there was the plusside. The plus-side was that because of this huge Soviet Union, she made friends in many
different republics: the Armenians—she clicked off a whole number of very good friends—and
she went to visit them, even. So that was plus-side of Soviet occupation.
Vogeler:
That’s a very important part to consider.
Translator (IC): Exactly. Exactly. Live your own life.
Vogeler:
It’s like me: I grew up in California. So, my parents would have never met.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that the Baltic
States were occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease? Why do you believe this happened?
Did some people believe that the Baltic States were no different than the republics of the Soviet
Union? (for example, Georgia, Ukraine, etc.) As far as you know, what did the people who talked
about the occupation of the Baltic States say to those who saw the Baltic States and the Soviet
republics as the same? And vice versa?
Vogeler: So, okay, question #8: so, as far as you know, did the number of people who
understood that Estonia was occupied increase, stay the same, or decrease?
Translator (IC):
“You have to manage it.”… She says…
Vogeler:
There’s something interesting, I can tell.
Translator (IC): She says, “To us, living, it was a fact of life that we are in the Soviet Union.”
And there wasn’t much discussion about it. It was a question of managing it. And we had our own
circles of friendships and so forth. And there wasn’t like increased numbers of knowing or
deciding that we are not occupied. That wasn’t the question. She says, “Estonians, 100%, knew
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that we were occupied.” The only people who would not think like that would be the Russians
who lived here. They would have a different perspective… Who came here after the war… But
those Russians, the 8% who lived here before the war, they also believed that occupation had
taken place.
Vogeler:
Really? Wow!
Translator (IC): I said to her, “How many of those 8% that were here before the war actually left
during wartime?” And she said that she doesn’t know the exact number [unclear], but there were
some. She couldn’t identify when they had come, and under what circumstances, but there were
some in that town, for instance. There were some. And after, as a footnote, those Russians who
came here had fled here during the revolution. I know some. As a matter of fact, and another
footnote, the man who is right now the patriarch of the Orthodox Church of all the Russians n
Moscow, he is born here in Estonia. He is a product. His father was only an Orthodox priest. And
they fled during the revolution and lived here in Estonia. He was born here in Estonia. And there
are quite a lot—I met people—who fled during the revolution and settled here. I’ve also met
them—I studied Russian in the United States. And in Russian schools, I met them who, when the
Soviets came again, they fled to the West, just like Estonians.
Vogeler:
So, along these lines, did some people believe that the Baltic States were no
different than the Soviet republics, like Georgia, or Ukraine, or Azerbaijan? Did some people see
Estonia as the same?
Translator (IC): When you say people, you mean Estonians and Russians who live here?
Vogeler:
Anybody?
Translator (IC):
She said, “The understanding here was that the Baltic States were
different from the others in the sense they had had twenty years of independence, Statehood.” The
others had not. Practically speaking, during that very difficult revolutionary period and the civil
war, they may have had episodes where they tried to be independent, but they didn’t have
independence. So, there was a big difference. Everyone felt it.
Vogeler:
Everyone knew it.
Translator (IC):
Everyone knew that.
Vogeler:
Even the Russians that were here?
Translator (IC): She says that she herself has not talked to any Russian who came here during the
Soviet occupation: “I cannot say what they thought.”… She says that, because she had developed
during these school years, when they had all of these student exchanges with the other
republics—Armenia, and so on, and so on—and she would exchange letters with them. She
would tell them about Estonia.
Vogeler: Oh, wow!
Translator (IC):
And so, I says to her. I say, “You mean, these letters got through?” And
she said, on the receiving end, she knew there had been complaints. And the mother had
destroyed the letters—had enough sense to destroy the letters.
Vogeler:
Wow!
Translator (IC): And never told them that there had been correspondence with her… She learned
about this six years later when her friend from school days, to whom she had written, was visiting
in Tartu. And she learned about this episode. And she wondered all along why this friend had not
written her. And she found out six years later.
Vogeler:
So when was this?
Translator (IC): This was when she was high school. Before you were born… She was in 10th or
11th grade when she wrote that. And then six years later when she was at the university, that
friend happened to be there, and she found out.
Vogeler:
Oh, I see. When the friend found out, did you talk about it?
Translator (IC): Well the friend was in Tartu while she was at the University with her. They
talked about it… By chance, they met. And that’s how she found out about what happened to her
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letter… She says in the letters, of course she would talk about her worldviews, and so forth, and
very innocently. I said, “Well, you were pretty stupid to do that.” “What else could I write
about?”… At that time in her life—10th or 11th grade—she had already become convinced,
because of the thaw and all that—that there was no more KGB, and there is no more Secret
Service. They had all deserted them already. That’s what she thought.
Vogeler:
Just so I understand, so did your friend understand the difference finally?
Translator (IC): She says, well later, when she had run into her years later in Tartu, she feels like
she had really explained to her what really happened. And she thinks that she had made it clear to
her that Estonia had been occupied, and it wasn’t like the Soviets said it was.
Vogeler:
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation? When were
these groups the most active? Did you participate in these groups? Why, or why not? Do you
believe that these groups were effective? Why, or why not?
Vogeler: Oh, okay. Question number 9. What political groups were actively trying to end the
occupation? When was this? And did you participate in these groups?
Translator (IC): This is where she comes in… The first organization leading toward restored
independence—not protests, dissidents and so forth, that did go on—but as far as actually toward
independence would be the Molotov-Rippentrop group to disclose the document. There was this
organization of people.
Vogeler: In 87?
Translator (IC): Yeah. 87. Yes, yes. And she was a member of that organization. The thinking
was: at first, they disclose, make it known what documents existed. And that would be the base.
And after that, continue activities toward [independence]—based on those documents…
Although the name was to disclose what was in the Molotov-Rippentrop Pact, the additional idea
was to disclose to Estonians all historical truths.
Vogeler:
Oh, yes.
Translator (IC):
Yes, historical truths from the war on… In order to have any sort of
activity, you have to know what is going on, and what is wrong. The definitions have to be clear.
And this is what they did first… So that, from this organization, that wanted to disclose this
Molotov-Rippentrop, and other historical truths, developed the first political party in Estonia—
with the clear aim of restoring Estonia’s independence. And the letters for that, ERSP, that meant
the Estonian National Independence Party, and she was one of the leaders of that… So, when they
organized this Estonian National Independence Party, it was in January 1988. It was sort of like—
the founding date was in August 1988. The founding document—she was one of the signers. She
was the fourth one to sign… Okay, so that she was the fourth one to sign it, then the fifth, and so
on down the line. The authorities expelled from the country the first three, and the fifth one,
leaving her to be the top one.
Vogeler:
Wow.
Translator (IC):
So that the fifth one was a man (he directs the occupations museum
today).
Vogeler: Oh, really, right there.
Translator (IC): He refused to go to the reserve training, as a young man. And so, they imprisoned
him. Well, they gave him a choice: either to be imprisoned, or to be expelled from the country…
He was already in prison, and then they did expel him. So that left her… So KGB called her and
told her, “It’s your time to go.” And she said, “I’m not interested!”
(All laugh.)
Translator (IC):
She said, “Leave me alone. I’m not interested.”
Vogeler:
Call back later.
Translator (IC): Exactly… And they said that number 5, who had been expelled, said that he
wants her to be his secretary… The first time, she said, “Leave me alone. I’m not interested,” and
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put the receiver away. The phone rang again with the same party, and she shouted, “Didn’t you
hear me? I’m not interested!” And she threw away the phone. Then he called back again!
(All laugh.)
Translator (IC): So that was in March in 88, before the actual events.
Vogeler:
So, that group, was it effective?
Translator (IC):
She says, a thousand percent!
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
Because we all know from everything that is written already.
Translator (IC): So that spring came, in April there was—she said, “I’m the first one on the list,
and I have to take charge.” So she called the people to organize a committee… Because, you
know, the leadership had been expelled from the country, and left, she called together people
from the party and said, “Now we have to organize this committee to the establishment of the
party.” They had to establish it formally, which occurred then in August.
Vogeler:
Of 88.
Translator (IC): Yeah: August 20, 1988.
Vogeler:
August 20, 1988.
Translator (IC): In my footnote, I must say, you know in Soviet—because Estonia was in the
Soviet Union—in the history of the Soviet Union, it was the first party, other than the Communist
Party, in the history of the Soviet Union. It was amazing.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure.
Translator (IC): But of course it was Gorbachev’s time. This is 88, and they’re under Perestroika,
so to speak.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within the Baltic States? If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from the Baltic States
living in other countries help the Baltic States to end the Soviet occupation? If so, how did they
help? And when did this occur?
Vogeler:
So, question number ten—and it ties in with what you were just saying—as far as
you remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes within the Baltic States?
Translator (IC): Do you mean the Baltic States in relation to Moscow, or just internally in the
Baltic States?
Vogeler:
Mainly with relation to Moscow.
Translator (IC): She says that with her recollection, she cannot recall any other country but the
United States doing anything in support of the Baltic States. She doesn’t remember any of the
European countries. Yeah.
Vogeler:
But did it—did it help the efforts that were—
Translator (IC): Of course. Of course. Yeah…So that these resolutions that were adopted by the
US Senate, for example, in the Congress. When they had these discussions here, they could
always refer to what had been done by the US Senate.
Vogeler:
Oh, right. All the way back.
Translator (IC): Yes, yes. They all make reference to that—that they had support. They had
support… She says that during that time—because she was basically in charge, as you know, of
this party—and her apartments was sort of like a headquarters, where foreign media and press
would come. And there would be American press…As she recalls, the American Consulate there
was in St. Petersburg, he had visited her, so that actually the press that saw American interest.
And she knew that whenever she talked to the American press, he would come to see her—that it
would go out to the world.
Vogeler:
Wow! Huh. Oh, and when was this?
Translator (IC):
1988.
Vogeler:
1988.
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Translator (IC):
Already in the spring of 88, and then in 89 into 90 American media
was— But I said to her, “From my side, because I was active in the United States, and the
Estonian media—at first when we started in late 87, 88, they didn’t understand it. The whole
thing was to support Gorbachev, and American media did not understand it. And they didn’t have
top media people working on it. But when 88, 89, rolled on, they began to sense that something is
really happening, and they put really good correspondents—
Vogeler:
After the wall came down.
Translator (IC):
Well, yeah, 89. But as I remember, When Matti Hints [name unclear]—
we brought him… We brought him, and the local correspondents had interviewed him—Matti
was with that Popular Front. And Matti’s comment to me as we were through, to me privately—
You know, he said, “I’m shocked by how ignorant they are about what’s going on!” And that
struck us. We began to follow what was being said in American media, very much so. Very much
so! We tried to educate them. And we sensed that—late 88, 89—by the time of MolotovRippentrop Pact—I mean, it was just number one news. And there was no question anymore. But
I think 88 was the breakthrough period.
Vogeler:
88.
Translator (IC):
88. Yeah. Into 89. Yeah, about the media in America becoming more
sophisticated…She says that she recalls in already 87 there was some American media. The other
thing I might say about them—we followed them very much, with the media—we began to
complain to the major papers, like the Washington Post, Yew York Times—that news out of the
Baltics they would dateline Moscow.
Vogeler:
Oh.
Translator (IC):
Yeah. And we kept saying, “You have to go into the Baltics. You cannot
just be in Moscow, writing news from the Baltic States.” And gradually we began to see it was,
dateline was Tallinn, or the dateline was Vilnius. It made all the difference.
Vogeler:
Yeah, big difference.
Translator (IC):
Big Difference. Yeah. Took a lot of work.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you understood that the Soviet occupation of the
Baltic States will end, that the Soviet government and military will leave? When was this
moment? Where were you when you had this realization? Who was there? What were you doing?
Why was this moment significant? As far as you know, what factors changed so that the Soviet
government could no longer control the Baltic States?
Vogeler:
So, question number eleven: Was there a moment when you understood that the
Soviet occupation of the Baltic States will end, that the Soviet government and military will
leave?
Translator (IC):
She says, “Exactly, I know when that moment was.”… Okay, she
remembers that she sent a Christmas card to her mother, who lives in Southern Estonia. Estonia
will be free in 1989.
Vogeler:
When did she send the card? Oh, in 88.
Translator (IC):
Christmas 1988, yeah. Christmas 1988. But it didn’t. She says then, in
89, she wrote—what did she say now. It was some foreign correspondent or something—that
she’s absolutely certain: next year, 1990—that Estonia will be independent. So, she says, “I
missed it by one year.”
(All laugh.)
Vogeler:
That’s great! That’s great.
Translator (IC):
She says that, when she first said in 88, when she sent a Christmas card
to mother—89—she said it because, you know it was so stressful. It was so stressful: she felt that
she could not last longer than 89. I mean physically, emotionally, it was so stressful. This is the
thing I remember. I visited here during that time. And I was here, oh, in 1990, to help the—I
mean, it was a total collapse. To help with the opening—in other words, by 1990 the borders here
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were very porous. A lot of foreigners, especially from the West, were coming here. And I
remember, that’s when I met her… I met her in 1990 because I had come here—I come here all
the time, you know—but I had come here in the spring. In May 1990, which was very amazing
because, when the plane landed—by that time there was plane connection also from Helsinki or
Stockholm, I can’t remember. In May, 1990, at the airport, someone came to me—and the
Supreme Soviet had just adopted the law making Estonia’s tri-color, the only official flag… We
were just talking about the flag. It’s so important. We were just with Rüütel. Remember, I even
asked him? The tri-color. What he said. The Supreme Soviet voted to adopt the tri-color… At
May 1990, that lag episode is very important, because, the —basically, I came here too. Because
there was so many Westerners. And of curse, they wanted English translation. And I was here
from May to September, almost half a year.
Simply every year—oh, god the collapse was amazing. God, it was so fascinating. It was
like a book because you could actually see what it literally means. Truly, it was like Zimbabwe
today. Empty shelves, totally empty shelves—in all of the stores. It was so weird. It was bizarre.
But anyway, so that, they had adopted it as the national flag in 1990. That was the news that
greeted me. And one of the headquarters at the time, this very organization she was with, this
Citizens Committee, the headquarters was in an editorial office of a newspaper, an Estonian
newspaper. And so I was there every day. And a lot of foreigners would come, etc, etc. That’s
where I met Eve. She was—It was so stressful. And I’ve told her after this. I said, “Eve, you were
on the phone, you were ill.” I mean they all were ill, physically. Worn out. I mean, actually worn
out. Yet you had to keep going. And you had to have these meetings. You had to. And she was on
the phone with a doctor begging… And she weighed 44 kilos at that time. She had shrunk down
to nothing. I mean it was so stressful… And she was on the phone to this doctor, and she said, “I
cannot go on. Isn’t there some injection, some medicine that you could give me to keep me
going?” I saw that. And I say, it was so stressful. You cannot believe it because there was
Moscow on one hand and activities here and all these people coming in. And I realized that this
cannot go on much longer… 91 had to be—I mean, if it had gone on any longer, no one could
have continued… So, she says, for her, the decisive moment when Estonian independence had
been restored, in effect, no matter what happened afterwards, was when the Estonian Congress—
remember that I told you that the Citizen’s Committee, that they called the Estonian Congress—
was held. The Citizen’s Committee and the Estonian Congress was in March 1990.
Vogeler:
So, that’s when you felt that Estonia was independent again.
Translator (IC): For her, it already was—in March, 1990… What she means is that it was
irreversible, that it was so moving, rolling along, that no power was going to stop it.
Vogeler:
It was irreversible.
Translator (IC): March 1990.
Vogeler:
So, March 1990.
Translator (IC):
March12th, 1990.
Vogeler:
March 12th, 1990.
Translator (IC):
The Citizen’s Congress: March 12th, 1990.
Vogeler:
(To Eve) Where you there?
Translator (IC):
Yes, she was there… She was one of the organizers.
Vogeler:
So, what was it like?
Translator (IC):
Big turnout… It was a big turnout. It was at the Estonian Concert Hall.
And the flags were out. And the mood—I mean, it really—I have to agree with her. It was it. And
I think that everyone realized that no matter what happens after this date, it’s going to happen. It’s
irreversible. To her, it had already happened, personally… Because, what the citizens committees
had done was they had gone through the countryside, and they had asked all Estonian citizens to
sign up.
Vogeler:
Right. Right. The registration.
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Translator (IC):
And as soon as it was all a Republic of Estonia, 800,000—practically all
of them.
Vogeler:
So, you were one of the people who helped to organize that registration.
Translator (IC):
Yes. Yes. She was the basic organizer behind that movement.
Vogeler:
Wow! Wow!
Translator (IC): You find it hard to believe it. It was fantastic. But that was the key, you see.
Remember I said to you, “What are we going to have an Independent State—a restored
independence, or is this going to be another kind of Republic.”
Vogeler:
Right. But—this is just a—it’s not on here, but I’m just wondering. Let me
explain it this way: in Hawai‘i right now, they’re doing a similar thing, but it’s only ethnic
Hawaiians.
Translator (IC): Yeah.
Vogeler:
Now, in Estonia, when they did the registration, it was anyone who could trace
their ancestry to before 1940.
Translator (IC): Prove their citizenship.
Vogeler:
Prove their citizenship. Right. So, what made you do it that way?
(All laugh.)
Translator (IC): She’s surprised that you are doing the same thing in Hawai‘i. Now, what was the
rest of your question?
Vogeler:
The thing is that in Hawai‘i they’re not thinking the same. They’re only
registering ethnic Hawaiians. But when you did the registration here, you registered anyone who
could trace their citizenship. Now, why did you do it that way, rather than ethnically?
Translator (IC): The reason why they chose the citizens, regardless of ethnicity, was that the
Estonian State had existed for citizens—
Vogeler:
Yes!
Translator (IC):
Citizens were what composed it.
Vogeler:
Yes!
Translator (IC):
To restore it, it would be the citizens… because the citizens are the
highest power in it, in a State—or a constitution. Yeah.
Vogeler:
Yes. I’m laughing because in Hawai‘i they don’t understand that.
Translator (IC):
They don’t understand that. Yeah.
Vogeler:
Yeah.
Translator (IC):
I mean, is there a registry of Hawaiian Citizens? You have to trace down
all of the descendants. Because here in Estonia, for example, as far as that citizenship issue… you
see, so that when Estonian Independence was restored, at that moment then, that meant that all of
the people who had been citizens before the occupation.
Vogeler:
Yes. Yes.
Translator (IC):
In addition, they adopted a law, that all of the children born to an
Estonian citizen. Which means my children, Aututa [unclear], got their Estonian citizenship.
Vogeler:
Yes. They are.
Translator (IC):
Now, in Hawai‘i, it would be much more difficult to trace.
Vogeler:
It’s a much longer period of time.
Translator (IC):
It’s a much longer period, you see. I was born in Estonia, and it wasn’t
very difficult to that, yes.
Vogeler:
Sure.
Translator (IC):
I was born here. And I was a citizen. And my children are therefore
eligible.
Vogeler:
Just as a side note, in Hawai‘i, luckily, genealogy is very important normally in
Hawaiian culture.
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Translator (IC):
The records are good on that, then?
Vogeler:
March 12, 1990. What were the factors, what factors changed, so that took place,
and the Soviet Union could not control?
Translator (IC):
Moscow did try to prevent it from happening. On the sixth of March,
they broke into the (muffled) and stole all their computers. She had saved all the information on
the disks and took them home. She was never put things on a disk before because they had
national guards and security, that had developed, had been watching, they worked around the
clock at that time, it was so stressful, around the clock but some inner voice told her, and she saw
the disks on the table and told her that she should….After that they put something in the room
and guarding them and then they fell asleep and broke in.
Vogeler:
Just so to understand this, the factors, what factors, luck or organization or
timing. I am just trying to understand.
Translator (IC):
March 12th?
Vogeler:
Yes, March 12th.
Translator (IC):
The time was right, the people were ready. The leaders, they had leaders
and helpers. Looking back it was unbelievable, how did we manage. Unbelievable. It was all
done by volunteer labor. Its amazing, people were caught up in a movement without thinking,
there was such unity. The way it was, everyone…Something like that can only happen once in a
lifetime. It cannot be repeated, not like that, it was spontaneous.
Vogeler:
That was great. The next question: As the occupation ended, did you participate
in the reestablishment of the independent Estonian government?
Translator (IC):
She participated in the constitution, the assembly was called to write the
constitution and she was part of it. There was 30 members of the Estonian Congress and 30
members of the Soviet Congress. She also was a candidate to the Estonian parliament and thought
she did not want to be a candidate, she was worn out.
Vogeler:
When was the constitution working?
Translator (IC):
September. So that the constitution was established in September 1991,
right after the August events and independence. By March 1992, elections, and June when the
elections, the referendum was held for the adoption of the constitution.
Vogeler:
Along these lines, do you remember anything about the process for reestablishing an independent Estonian government. What happened First, Second, Third… and
how did it make you feel?
Translator (IC):
It was done according to the constitution. She did end up being in the
Parliament for four months because one member who… she filled a vacancy for four months.
Vogeler:
How did it feel participating with this process and the constitution and being part
of Parliament?
Translator (IC):
Something new has to be done and she started organizing a new political
party. This was in 1992. (laughter)
Vogeler:
Along those lines, was the process effective and would you have done something
different?
Translator (IC):
Here is the thing. In Estonian national independence party, when they
first organized they would not have a long life, once you have independence, they had a party
platform, it had already designated and in time, they were working for independence, that knew
this, that was not the hard part. So I said to her, ‘Is that the reason you got involved with
organizing a new party?’ She said, ‘No, not really. It had somebody, and (muffled) getting into
power and 2) It was time to organize parties. The situation has changed, and there was a new
political situation.’
It had programming that independence was restored, in fact and there were many people
did not, in addition, although they favored the ideology but they did want to join under that
banner so it had to cease and resist and a new one had to be formed. The new party was called,
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“The Future Estonia.’ She said it did not succeed because many other parties organized and the
ones who wanted to make political careers did not join that party so it did not succeed.
They understood that Estonian Independence Party that they would leave and others
would have to follow. They understood this. To use military terms, they had to be the unit that
clears the field of the mines, so for others to proceed safely. They already understood that the
work they had to do to prepare for the restoration of independence was a different mentality than
those who had to build the country. It is often said the revolutionaries did not make good
administrators. They said this about Yeltsin. In the ministry or executive.
Different personality for leading up to the revolutionary movement.
Vogeler:
Question # 13. This is so interesting. Did the ending of the occupation affect
issues leading to issues of language, culture or ethnicity?
Translator (IC):
Major difference once independence was restored, not more directives or
order from Moscow, about language about your country. It had all disappeared and it was done
locally.
Vogeler:
What was done locally, was it effective or not, did it work?
Translator (IC):
Give me the question again, maybe I did not translate it right.
Vogeler:
If there issues related to language, culture and ethnicity, and how were they
addressed? How were they effective?
Translator (IC):
To the Estonians it was clear but then again, we have to (translation
again). So that basically there was not conflict about issues of language and culture, one of the
major issues, there was always discussion. But as far as national policies were going to be, there
was not problem.
Vogeler:
So, were they effective?
Translator (IC):
Yes, she said they were effective, she said when you think of the cultural
activities and all the things that occurred, yes, she said they were effective.
Vogeler:
Okay next question. As far as you remember, how did ending the occupation,
affect land?
Translator (IC):
You are talking about private property?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Translator (IC):
In their Citizens Committee platform, the restoration of property to right
owners, previous owners, the wording, ‘without doing harm to others.’ Put it in balance, you cant
throw people out like in the daylight. When you walk down the street and you see all these old
buildings, centuries old, these people had lived in these buildings, they were privately owned at
one time, and people had lived for two generations and furthermore these buildings had
deteriorated. So if you were an owner and wanted the property back, what do you do? Do these
force these people out in the street? It is a huge problem.
Vogeler:
Yes, it is a huge problem.
Translator (IC):
So that it had to be balanced, so you had to restore but cant throw people
out, that would be unfair too. So Estonia adopted a law on restoration that would specifically,
with specific steps, and she mentioned that the wrong move they made the restoration of property
law did not go down the law, lets say, you were abroad and you were immediate descendants, it
also included your brothers, let’s say you did not have any brothers, it went too, it was too large
relatives, relationships to the owner and that caused, has caused a lot of problems.
The government did not take upon itself any responsibilities to come to the assistance to
those who would be evicted. That was the other wrong move.
Vogeler:
Did people have to file a claim?
Translator (IC):
Yes, they had to prove ownership, it was a long process.
Vogeler:
So that was not anything to resolve the disputes.
Translator (IC):
I remember some disputes, there were wealthy people here too. There
was some corruption too, there was some corruption.
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Vogeler:
Number 15: As far as you remember, how did ending the occupation affect the
economy?
Translator (IC):
She said as those huge industries, state owned, they ceased to operate and
then the private enterprise was installed and businesses began to develop. The only one that did
not get a fair shake was agriculture.
Vogeler:
Really? Wow.
Translator (IC):
The collective farm system was liquidated. As far as the agriculture
system, they had the collective farm system, when the collective system ended, an individual
farms, the government farms did nothing to assist them, so what happened collective farm had
equipment because you need that for farming. Individuals were successful in stealing for
themselves but of course not everyone was able to do that. The government did not do anything to
help the farmers nor was there a cooperative, the farmers had cooperatives, it did not replace the
collective system, the agriculture.
Vogeler:
They did not account for…
Translator (IC):
They did not account for… once you dispense with a collective system
and all the equipment, they left the farming out. I have heard a lot about the stealing of
machinery, the ones who had collective tractors, there was not collective cooperative system to
replace. By law.
Vogeler:
By law?
Translator (IC):
The countryside was really got the short end of the stick. I remember
when the independence was first restored. And it was very romantic, Estonia was agricultural
before the war, 2/3 of people lived on farms, on land and that it was not so organized as it is
today. I remember the slogans, ‘Estonian farms will feed Estonians’ and all this romantic stuff.
None of it happened. They quickly realized they needed capital and it just couldn’t…
Vogeler:
You mean today…
Translator (IC):
Well today it has been developed thanks to your union. They put a lot of
money into agriculture here. She said it could be of course, you could restore the pervious
agricultural system because the economy has changed so much but again it is too bad, one feels
bad about it. In our memories, these independent farms were a good system but it is not the same
system. Family farms are gone.
Vogeler:
This is the last question: Was there a moment that led you to believe that Estonia
was free again?
Translator (IC):
She had the moment. March 12, 1990.
Vogeler:
That was the moment that…?
Translator (IC):
She knew Estonia was independent, for herself. I have to think that is a
good question, but I realized.
Vogeler:
When did you know it was free, when did you know it was done?
Translator (IC):
She says on March 12, I went from, I was so… (Translation, laughter).
She was constantly—on march 12, 1990. The other critical moment was the coup in Moscow, and
we will walk and show you, they had to barricade the buildings because the army was here. And
she was going to the building and the national guard units which had been established, she had
been recruited to prevent, all the time we had to alert the fact that some communists were not
going to subvert these activities. So when the national guard came in these trucks and their rifles
she had been asked to camouflage it all, so that they won‘t see the guns. You know how small she
is and she had a mini skirt on, I could not—and the rifles (laughter, muffled). Instead of
preventing the rifles to be drawn, her mini skirt attracted.
Vogeler:
When was this?
Translator (IC):
August 20, 1991, the most critical moment. The coup in Moscow. It was
really critical, the Red Army was here.
Vogeler:
I can just imagine, that is great.
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Translator (IC):
She said on August 20 when independence, restored independence,
during this coup, she said she does not recall, it seemed like it was natural, that it was the process,
was a natural conclusion. She does not recall…she felt on august that her life work is completed.
But despite that she continued to…. More life work….. Ya well that is how it is.
This is something mythological, the Estonians, she was one of the organization of the
independence party and on the founding day she said it had to be august 20th, they cannot move
until the 21st. Some inner voice said it had to be august 20th. So of course, two years later, it was
August 20th that independence was won.
For the Supreme Soviet, it was a very tense period when the coup in Moscow occurred
and not everyone had the courage to vote for independence. So it was close to midnight on august
20th when the vote was taken and they voted to declare independence and the same thing had to
happen with the independence party and they had to have august 20th and it was close to
midnight when they voted YES. Looking at the watch, ‘my god, it is not 12:00 yet. For some
reason August 20th was very important. Not to say, August is a peculiar month, I am told that in
some countries, world war occurred in August, the first world war and the second. And the
financial collapse happened in Moscow, in 1998 and it was awful, also in August. They say the
Russian politicians fear that month because so much happens. There is something about that
month. Now I have noticed that not much happens. But history, August for some reason.
She says because of these 20th of August, I picked those dates, it has to be that. The
meeting started the 23rd but she was determined it had to be before midnight. It was some time.
Vogeler:
The mythology that you were talking about. In Hawaiian culture there is a lot of
that.
Translator (IC):
It is very powerful, very powerful.
Vogeler:
Even in Hawai‘i nowadays, there are many stories that having to do with
mythology, how events take place, kind of like, whether it is ancestors or something like that.
Translator (IC):
It has to be that time. (translation to EP on Hawai‘i). Myths really….
Vogeler:
That is all the questions I have. Do you have any questions or anything you want
to add?
Translator (IC):
She wants that you take a picture of you. (translation). She wants me to
take a picture as if we were still discussing this. Fancy necklaces.
Vogeler:
I should get my camera too. (setting up for picture taking)
Translator (IC):
What kind of picture do you want?
Vogeler:
Any kind of picture. Oh here I better stop.
THE END
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LAGLE PAREK
(Translator: Ilvi Cannon.)
Vogeler:
Just this basic information. First Question what is your name? You live here in
Tallinn. Were you born in Tallinn?
Translator (Ilvi Cannon):
In a lovely town on the coast
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Translator (IC): 1941.
Vogeler:
What nationality are your parents?
Translator (IC): Estonian.
Vogeler:
Do you work here and where do you work and how long?
Translator (IC): I am a senior citizen, pensioner, does not work anymore.
Vogeler:
Where did you attend school and did you go to college and get a degree
Translator (IC): She finished Italian construction, advanced school on construction technology,
like engineering. My specialty was glass, not only windows.
Vogeler:
Were you ever in the military?
Translator (IC): A woman could not.
Vogeler:
When were talking with Eve Pärnaste, she was a lieutenant.
Translator (IC): Eva’s case was that she was at the University, and she was a psychology student.
There was an auxiliary to the military, and that is what she was.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Translator (IC): Estonian, Russian and some Italian.
Vogeler:
I don’t speak Italian, but people think I am Italian. My mom is Hawaiian and my
father is German. What ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself?
Translator (IC): Estonian.
Vogeler:
Some people when I ask that, for instance, in Latvia, they said they were LatvianRussian. The first question: In school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s
relationship?
Translator (IC): That Estonia freely joined the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
And those textbooks?
Translator (IC): Yes, it was canon law.
Vogeler:
When you heard this, did you believe this?
Translator (IC): She could not believe it, because I [she] knew otherwise.
Vogeler:
Next question: Growing up, what did the media – newspapers, radio – what did
the media tell you about the Soviet Union and Estonia?
Translator (IC): The same story, that story was told as long as the Soviet Union lasted. To say
otherwise, one would have been arrested.
Vogeler:
Do you have memories of your family, talking about the relationship of Soviet
Union to Estonia?
Translator (IC): In the home, there would not have been discussions of that kind, my father was a
military officer, independent Estonian officer, he was shot when I was two years old and the rest
of the family was deported in 1949 as enemies, as family enemy of the state.
Vogeler:
Deported to where?
Translator (IC): In Siberia. In addition to that, to being deported, part of 1949 of mass
deportations that occurred in March. After they had been deported, in 1950, in Siberia, my mother
was arrested and was brought back to Estonia and tried and was sentenced to eighteen years. She
and her sister and her grandmother were in Siberia and her mother who was sentenced was in
Harsco (sp) which is in Estonia.
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Vogeler:
And you were still in Siberia?
Translator (IC): I have no illusions about the Soviet system.
Vogeler:
How long did you stay in Siberia?
Translator (IC):
After Stalin died in 1953, there was a general amnesty for those who had
been children at the time of deportation, which I was, and I was allowed to return to Estonia. My
mother, after Stalin died – and it was trumped up charges – my mother was also released. My
mother and I lived in Estonia, and I was able to set up a home and my sister and grandmother
remained in Siberia longer.
The problem was that – the mass deportation was around 20,000 people as far as we
know, and people who wanted to return their children back home so that they could grow up as
Estonians, but it was difficult because they had no place to go. The homes had been expropriated
and other people had moved in. It was difficult time and a complicated time.
I remember with my return, another child who had completely forgotten her past , her
mother was also in prison. The mother spoke no Russian but the child spoke no Estonian, it was
complicated there. Her uncle helped them to get them re-settled there.
While I was in Siberia, I went to Russian schools and using the Russian language, after
I….. I am writing my memoirs. After she returned to Estonia, my first letter to my grandmother I
wrote in Russia, in detail what everything cost, the travel back to Estonia. Two months later, the
second letter to my grandmother I wrote in Estonia. In school, by the first report card in
Christmas, got #4, which is a B in Estonia. I recall they settled in central Estonia, there five
students in the class who had returned from Siberia and were Russian speaking, the teachers were
very helpful. (Ilvi Cannon aside: It was the same situation with us when we emigrated to the
United States. Did not speak any English but teachers helped us.)
Vogeler:
There was the family, experiences in Siberia. Did you learn about the
relationship between the Soviet Union and Estonia from other sources?
Translator (IC): The sources, you could not really get any information. I learned through Voice of
America that Stalin had died. No one had dared to disclose that information. The day after Stalin
died, there was a picture on the wall, and [I] turned it opposite. I got in a lot of trouble. No one
dared to challenge the authorities.
Vogeler:
What grade was that?
Translator (IC): I would have been thirteen.
Vogeler:
Did you ever have a chance to visit places outside of Soviet control?
Translator (IC): No.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that Estonia was part of the USSR?
Translator (IC): No really. Bizarre situations. The knowledge that Estonia once had been
independent was important because all the powers wanted to work against that and prevent
information and not want the state to be independent.
What is so important during the first 20 years of independence, a lot of literature was
produced during that period. Of course because the literature existed and all these books and you
got to read that material. The question was do you choose to read or not to? Do you want
conflicts? When you are young, you are no so concerned with that peaceful existence, you want
to read. For example, I remember the President was brought to the hospital, it was in the fifties,
early fifties, is that there was a secrecy and undercover. The news spread like wildfire across the
country. So many people went to the hospital to see him, they removed the President.
Vogeler:
Did you accept the Soviet Union would remain in Estonia throughout your
lifetime?
Translator (IC): I took it as an unfortunate thing you cannot think about. I did not agree about it.
Vogeler:
Even though you didn’t agree with it, did you think they would stay?
Translator (IC): Yes, that is what I thought. I sensed that. I remember in my early twenties that
they would have discussions whether one should work in the state because by working here you
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are contributing to the State’s existence. My father had a fraternity, a brother said that ‘What was
created does not disappear’ and gave me confidence to work and [go to] college.
Vogeler:
When do you remember that Estonia was occupied, when the term was first
used?
Translator (IC): I always knew that Estonia was occupied.
Vogeler:
The term ‘occupation’ was used the whole time?
Translator (IC): I don’t think they used the word ‘occupation.’ There were other terms that were
used but I do not recall using the word ‘occupation.’ There were terms like ‘to invade’ but I do
not recall they used that word.
Vogeler:
Did they use the term ‘occupation’ later or did they just not use it?
Translator (IC): I really can’t remember when I started use the word occupation. In my opinion
that what I notice, Estonia has been independent 15 years, and only last ten years people have
begun to understand that what we had is an occupation. A priest who was here and—returned
Estonian from abroad – Canada – he does not use that word when he talks about that period. They
say ‘Soviet period.’
Vogeler:
That is interesting. Mentally, it’s important. As far as you know, the number of
people that understood Estonia was occupied, did in increase, decrease or did it stay the same?
Translator (IC): That is difficult thing about living, when you are in a situation like after awhile,
just to live you begin to accept the situation as it is, and you no longer call it occupied. Most
people began to accept the order that existed, people who were younger by 20 years, they would
regard it as normal life.
I have been most of my life as a dissident so that although the parents would want to
protect their children by not telling them the truth, but when she would get younger people, I
would tell them the truth. They were interested and developed an ‘anti-stance’ but it is normal
that the parents want to be protected.
Vogeler:
Did some people see Estonia as the same thing as Georgia, the Ukraine or
Azerbaijan in terms of….
Translator (IC): Yes, that is my opinion, this is a fact of life, and you do not want to live unhappy
so you accept the situation as you are told. Bring up the children and teach them ‘this is a good
life.’
Vogeler:
What political groups were trying to end the occupation, and who were, and how
were they trying to end it?
Translator (IC): Right after the war, there was opposition in arms. Although there were
deportations in 1949, blunted that movement but it actually [lasted] through 1956-1957, and that
would be the one that was armed resistance.
In 1956 when the Hungarian uprising was happening, almost immediately it appeared in
public leaflets to support the uprising in Hungary. These were school students who probably in a
loose sense would be a group. The older people, the content of their information, would be like
telling the history of Estonia, informing the people what the situation was in the country.
In 1960, 1961, there was a group that I belonged to, and we went around the place, and
pretended we were camping and we would tell people locally about Estonia’s history and fact and
we realized, after a year, but we had to educate ourselves. So we started studying more to inform
the populace about our history. The authorities started to take notice on our group.
Back in 1962. There were other educators. My mother was an art historian and with
others helped us to learn the history. When the authorities decided that this was going too far,
most of the people in our group were male, were young men – the authorities conscripted all the
men into the military for four years. All the women were interrogated and gave a little scare to
them. This was in the early sixties.
Vogeler:
Were there other political groups who were trying to end the occupation?
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Translator (IC): There were other groups but they could not organize, they were like cells, they
did not coordinate things. In order to be successful, and to preserve a nation, it was important that
knowledge about the past, and the memory because without that you cannot continue though the
generations. Knowledge was very important.
Vogeler:
The lei and the pin are still at your place. We have a lei and a pin for you….
Translator (IC): Hawaiian King gave that….
Vogeler:
But I forgot it at your place. It is hot in here, should we stay? (Conversation on
moving places for interview)
Vogeler:
The next question is: As far as you can remember, did pressure from other
countries, cause changes in Estonia?
Translator (IC): During that era, it was apparent, certain changes were happening because they
heard about our activities abroad, and we brought in literature. It was easy to get through customs
because the ferry started running. There were changes internally. Of course, Estonia was not the
only one in the Soviet Union that had forces that were opposed to forces in Moscow.
Ukrainians had a strong movement. The problem was that foreign correspondents came
to Moscow, and the power was them. They would talk with the Russians and the outlying
republics that were occupied and could not have direct contact.
Already the early dissidents, the young men who I mentioned, were arrested and sent in
the work camps and met others from other countries who were arrested for the same thing, and
they created a network.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that you knew the Soviet occupation of Estonia would end,
that the Soviet government and military would leave?
Translator (IC): Yes I remember. I was imprisoned and I realized one day when they were getting
fresh cabbage instead of cooked cabbage that Soviet power was coming to an end.
Vogeler:
When were you imprisoned and why?
Translator (IC): Imprisoned in 1983 for hard labor under harsh conditions, not the regular time in
prison, I was to serve six years plus three in exile, but I served four years of that and that is when
the cabbage story came in.
Vogeler:
You went into prison in….
Translator (IC): 1983.
Vogeler:
So in 1987, they served this cabbage.
Translator (IC): The fresh cabbage came in the spring of 1986. Gorbachev came in 1985, so it
was under him that changes began.
Vogeler:
That is when you realized….As far as you know, what factors changed so that the
Soviet Union could not be in Estonia?
Translator (IC): When I was arrested in 1983, an interrogator by the KGB, which as you know, is
a Russian organization, and this was a very high level officer, a major in the KGB, he reported
that the interview started an hour earlier than it actually did and ended an hour afterwards, she
sensed that the whole structure was so rotten through and through that it cannot last. He was no
longer dealing with substance but with formalities.
Vogeler:
It was the formality, or rottenness of structure.
Translator (IC): No it was the way he was conducting it, the formality, the formalism.
Vogeler:
That was one of the factors, or the main factor?
Translator (IC): One of the reasons the structure was so rotten, it could not last (Translator
speaking for interview subject). It was so apparent, no one cared about substance, and it was
following formal.
Vogeler: So the social movements that took place here in Estonia, and the economic changes and
other aspects, did they help to cause the change or was it the structure of the Soviet Union, and it
rottenness cause to change it?
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Translator (IC): (translator). Another thing she said was that the leaders were idiots. The
politicians were not too bright, idiots. It was not only in Estonia that there were economic and
social developments, it was so everywhere. The economy was no longer functioning. For
example, if funds were allocated for Estonia, they would send some officials with two bottles of
whiskey and a ham and they would get this money. It showed how bad the economy was.
Vogeler:
Along those lines, I was wondering, is it the structure or the rottenness of the
Soviet Union that caused the changes, or did the stuff that happened here cause the changes in
Moscow.
Translator (IC): Estonia was so small, it couldn’t effect….Of course, in the Soviet Union, you
could not really call it an economy here, there was no social development, no policies of that kind
because… the Soviet Union is very rich in natural resources. What the Soviets did was exploit the
natural resources, there was no development, very absurd.
Actually, what brought the end to the system, every family had a radio, and there was
information about the west, information was attainable and the system was brought down.
Vogeler:
Sorry about all the questions…
Translator (IC): No that is okay, it’s a phenomenon.
Vogeler:
Yes, it’s a phenomenon. So interesting. So as the occupation ended, did you
participate in the re-established in the restoration of the Estonian government?
Translator (IC): Yes, I was the minister of interior affairs. I was the first interior minister of the
restored Estonia republic.
Vogeler:
The first minister? In Lithuania, they were talking about the people who were
ministers, like the Minister of Interior affairs, stayed through. This did not happen here?
Translator (IC): The defense minister…the defense and foreign ministers were from previous
order…I remember that. (Translator). The only state in the collapsed Soviet Union, Estonia’s
distinction, was that the previous holders did not form the new government. Estonia was unique
in that.
When the new government got together, sat down, no one was there had previous
experience in governing (laughter). That was a Canadian Estonian, he had been in the field of
energy, and he was an electric engineer.
Vogeler:
In Lithuania, who was the foreign minister of Interior is still there at this time.
Translator (IC): She knew him. (Translator). That when they came in to the new government,
they broke with everything. We were so idealistic. For instance, why do we need bodyguards?
We are such a small country, we do not need them. For example, the first government, members
of parliament, so idealistic, they had established a months wages for parliaments, 6,000 kroon a
month and the ministers had 3,000 [kroon] a month and they realized it was backwards because
the ministers had so much power but they decided not to change it because they didn’t want the
first government to start talking about money.
Vogeler:
How were you chosen?
Translator (IC): The elections and three parties were the winners. I was a member of one of the
parties. I had not run for the parliament, but I was a leader of the party, so I was given a position
so I got the interior minister.
Vogeler:
So she was elected by the parliament?
Translator (IC): No the party’s elections, they had election, three political parties were winners
and they formed a coalition government. Three heads of political parties. She said, She was not in
the parliament. “I was the chairman. When you sit down to form the government, I had to have a
position and they gave me, the three party chiefs… My party was entitled to three ministry
positions.”
Vogeler:
Was this during President…..?
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Translator (IC): The president had not been elected yet. It was the first election of the president,
according to the constitution the president was not elected by the populace but by the parliament,
but they had a popular election, and I was a candidate for the presidency.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Translator (IC): This was 1992.
Vogeler:
This is amazing. To this day, the Parliament elects the President.
Translator (IC): After the popular election, it has always been according the constitution.
Vogeler:
In Lithuania, they say Landsbergis was not president because he was elected by
the Parliament and not by popular vote.
Translator (IC): They may say this, but I think now it is by the popular vote. (Translator). In
Estonia constitution, it is Parliament, and if it isn’t by 2/3 vote it goes to a commission but it is
not a popular election.
Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, it is a monarch elected by the legislature. That was great…. Was the
process for setting up the government, was it effective?
Translator (IC): In fact, it was very effective because none of them knew or had political
sophistication. There were decisions that no politician would dare to have. No one feared the
decisions. The prime minister was a 33 kind, he was 33 years old. No-body would have had the
courage to make these decisions if they were politicians.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to the language, culture or
ethnicity?
Translator (IC): As far as the education or the cultural questions, they could have made these
decisions but a fact of life was that the Soviet military was still in the country and they could
make decisions. Military was here and 1/3 of the population was Russian.
Vogeler:
Were issues related to this, were they dealt with afterwards?
Translator (IC): No they are still not dealt with to this day (translator). They could not do
anything because they had no money. The national budget was zero. Under those circumstances,
state had no money and the social problems were immense. They had no pensions. I remember
the first winter, the Soviets cut off the energy, and so they were afraid of freezing. You had to
meanwhile we had a new state, we had to start a border, have a military, we had Red army, the
situation was desperate.
The uprising was talked about in the west. He thought there would be war amongst the
Estonians. [General] Einseln’s interview was great for the situation that existed.
Vogeler:
For the tension, in resolving it?
Translator (IC): In my opinion, he did not understand the situation, what it was really like and not
understanding it, could not do anything about it.
Vogeler:
As Minister of Interior, what did you do? How did you make things work?
Translator (IC): My first problem was what to do with the police? The popular perspective was
they should all resign because they represent the old order. So many of them had arrested her
previously, they expected her to take revenge but I said it was not a personal thing that they had
arrested her, but that they represented a foreign power, and it was not personal. I had to deal with
the police, and it was complicated.
Very soon, I called them together and said ‘lets forget about the past, there is work to be
done.’ Estonians did not agree with that and said it was time to bring to justice the police force.
What happened, I had to get over it so that, this is when she told the police. But she could not say
it to the populace.
Vogeler:
So she kept the police?
Translator (IC): Who is going to replace them, it’s a practical problem. It is a huge problem. Of
course I learned also on the job. Training policemen takes a long time and it takes ten years to get
new policeman.
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Vogeler:
So it sounds like you were a good minister. As far as you remember, how did the
ending of the occupation, affect real estate, of land. Did you or anyone you knew have a land
claim?
Translator (IC): I did not have any real estate to be restored. It was happening all around, people
were getting back their property, and it was one of the basic successes because it was the
foundation of our economic recovery.
Vogeler:
How did you, when I went to Lithuania, they said to follow the example of
Estonia, and I am wondering, as minister of the interior, how did you figure out how to deal with
the land situation.
Translator (IC): It was not in my jurisdiction. It was a separate minister position for the
restoration of property. Later I knew her…the Minister that did take a lot of heat and blame for
the restoration policy. (Translator – tell her about the Lithuania problem)
As part of recovery, the first year they made many right decisions. One thing we failed to
do was the territorial administrative reform. They let the former county system and the former
townships, the system as it existed, they did not bring reform to that structure, and they could not
do it.
Vogeler:
So I don’t know this. The counties make decisions as far as their area, or
territory, or was it specifically planned?
Translator (IC): Townships, yes it was planned. The thing is, inheriting, the townships, a lot of
townships what they should have done is to reduce the number of townships, administratively in
that country. They had a plan but it was not implemented and is a problem to this day.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, did the ending of the occupation affect the economy and
was there anything implemented to address these economic changes?
Translator (IC): The Soviets had these huge industries, that had these huge buildings as you can
see and the whole thing collapsed. There was huge, extreme poverty, and in fact, when I met with
her before, she said, ‘sometimes I cant believe how we managed to, it was extreme
catastrophe…” (Translator). The foreign aid had to be immense because it collapsed.
Vogeler:
Foreign aid is what helped out? From the United States?
Translator (IC): Yes, all kinds but mostly our neighbors – Finland and Sweden. Everyone. We
were sending containers full of parcels to our relatives. (Translator). They were too idealistic.
What saved the situation the first government was not corrupt, they were idealistic, and it wasn’t
possible.
Immediately after they were in power, I sensed, I remember 3 million marks and there
was this new prime minister that came in so I sensed there was something corrupt, something
wasn’t right very early.
Vogeler:
But it wasn’t with Lennart’s, his administration, was it?
Translator (IC): Not the first but…..For example, things could be done back in those days, the
Bank of Estonia’s basement was full of rubles and that was exchange sold to Chechnya, but it was
an undercover secret and I remember sitting in the government cabinet, and I was Social Affairs
Minister back then and she raises a question.
Vogeler:
What did the social affairs minister do?
Translator (IC): Certainly pensions, health questions.
Vogeler:
So she was like the labor minister?
Translator (IC): Yes. (Translator). So anyway they were sitting at this government cabinet
meeting and I said, ‘I notice on my budget line there appears this huge amount of money’ and I
had no idea where it came from. This was money for the pensioners, so that they could survive.
Vogeler:
So it was secret.
Translator (IC): Yes, it was secret. The next prime minister (can’t understand name). He is still
around. I said, “I get the sense he is still…” (Translator) Absolutely…. He accused them of doing
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some underhanded dealings, but actually this was the money was used for. If he had the
opportunity to have [halve] that money…. With the pensioners.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment, and this is in two senses because you were also in prison,
that led you to believe that Estonia was free again and when was this moment and where were
you?
Translator (IC): The first time I took a trip to the US, I had spoke to an Estonian house in New
York and from the audience there was a question, “When will Estonia be free?’ and she said a
year. Practically speaking, I sensed it was going to be free and I believed it was at that moment.
Vogeler:
A couple of things. One, you were out of prison by that time. When did you get
out?
Translator (IC): January, 1987.
Vogeler:
And the other question. When was Estonia finally free? When was that day for
you. Not when did you see it was going to be free, but when was it.
Translator (IC): You mean in august 1991.
Vogeler:
What was the day that told you it was free? It could have been that day or another
day.. But it was a day that told you it was free? We have reached it, we have done it.
Translator (IC): I did not have that sense that well… that this is achieved, that this is firm. I knew
all along, the signs were all there, that august 1991 during the coup, when the Russian tanks came
into Estonia, I saw how they were breaking down, signs of total rot, how they were going into the
gutter. I knew it from the signs I had seen, starting with the raw cabbage in 1986 and so forth.
Vogeler:
Was there ever a time when it was done?
Translator (IC): She said she never had that. She said so along the way. There was so much
conviction along the way, that she did not have that AAH, oh my god! (Translator). Of course for
the historic moment—now, for example, as interior minister, I tell the KGB to pack up and go.
Vogeler: That’s pretty much a moment!
Translator (IC): I went to Tartu and knocked the door open. I told him to pack up, you’re going.
What a twist of history, you know. We took the house from them. So we went to take over the
KGB building in Tartu, and all the officials inside there, they were backing down into the Chief’s
office as I went after them. And so the chief is there in the office, and I am there sealing the
drawers and so forth. You have to seal them so nothing is stolen. I looked at him, and I thought
that he was going to hit me. But he didn’t.
Vogeler:
The last question I have and this is a great way to end it. Do you have any
questions that you wanted to add that I did not cover.
Translator (IC): I don’t have anything to add to this story because the collapse and that
development was gradual and all the signs were there. All the signs were there and I quote from a
Russian, “Russia will not reform unless the raw material has been exhausted.”
Vogeler:
With all the oil and stuff.
Translator (IC): Yes.
Vogeler:
I will type them up and send them to you to make sure they are all correct.
Translator (IC): We will look it over and see things that might need removal.
Vogeler:
I just want to make sure but give me some time.
Translator (IC): You have twenty interviews.
Vogeler:
One last thing. This is to help me when I get back to Hawai‘i.
(They take pictures.)
Translator (IC): Exactly, to go with the story.
THE END
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PRESIDENT ARNOLD RÜÜTEL
(The answers to these background questions were derived from the interview and other sources.)
Ilvi Cannon Served as translator for President Rüütel. Pauses, when Ilvi Cannon is translating for
President Rüütel, are indicated by “…”
BACKGROUND:
A. What’s your name?
President Arnold Rüütel
B. Where do you live (what city)?
Tallinn
C. When were you born?
1928.
D. Where were you born?
Estonia
E. Of what nationality were your parents?
Estonian?
F. Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Current job uncertain. President of the Republic of Estonia 2001-2006, former Chairman of
Supreme Soviet (1987-1991?)
G. Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And what was
the area of study, if any?
Graduated from Jäneda Agricultural College, in the years 1949-1950.
H. Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Unknown.
I. What languages do you speak?
Unknown.
J. Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example, Latvian,
Estonian, Lithuanian, German, Russian)
Unknown.
QUESTIONS:
1)
In school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s relationship to the Baltic States?
Did this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you think about this
information? How did you feel at the time?
Translator (Ilvi Cannon): Question number one, the questions about the school textbooks and
what was learn there about the Soviet Union. He was born in 1928. And he went to school already
in the 30s, the late 30s. And now the question arises: are we talking about before the occupation,
or are we talking about textbooks that were published after the occupation. He says before the
occupation, when he went to school, there was nothing in the textbooks about the Soviet Union,
relations with the Soviet Union… So that he went to school in 1936, and the elementary school is
eight grades. And so he finished during the war. During that period [not] Soviet stuff in the
textbooks. But then later, of course, that history was taught from the Soviet perspective in
schools, at the university, in student organizations, in all kinds of news media (newspaper, radio)
and so it was kind of pervasive—the Soviet history… In 1939 when he was a schoolboy, he said,
not only he, but the whole nation felt that the sense of danger was very strong in 1939. So, that’s
39… Even the sense of danger was down to the—children felt it—it wasn’t only at the adults but
because all of the adults told them, all of the children were aware of it. That was very pervasive.
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2)
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the Soviet Union
and the Baltic States? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do you remember
the name of any of these sources? How old you were? What did you think about this information?
Translator (IC): The number 2 question, later when he went on to agricultural school, that was
during the occupation already, and the Soviet system was very heavily expressed as a superior,
and they all belonged to the Soviet theme. And you known, the propaganda was very much in
effect… And in 1940, as we know, because of the Molotov-Rippentrop Pact, Soviet bases came
into the country… And then in 1940, although the Soviet histories says that the people’s
revolution occurred, and they went for the Soviet system, but that, of course, we know it was not
true. The Soviet forces’ military was here, and they forced their system on us… And as a
consequence of the military occupation of Estonia, practically a hundred percent of the leaders of
Estonia were arrested. And then the mass deportations also took place. The officer [unclear] were
either shot, or they perished in the Gulag. And, of course, the deportees, the thousands who were
deported, many also perished in the Gulag labor camps—or these other—where the families were
taken, women and children. And from his village two families were also deported, and he as a
child witnessed this… And during that time, his family—like all of the families across Estonia—
and the Baltics actually—the whole family slept in one room because they did not know if the
next day, or the day after, if they too would be deported. And then, during the war, as we know,
the German occupation also occurred… And during the German occupation there was some hope
that Estonia could restore its independence, but that was not in the plans of the German
occupiers… Then as the war was turning bad for the German occupying forces—they were
pulling out of here—there were some Estonian leaders who tried to form a government to try to
restore Estonia’s State… But the German authorities did not allow them to operate legitimately:
they had to operate underground, an underground operation… As the Germans were retreating,
they had mobilized these Estonian men into their forces, and there were even incidents were the
forces German and the Estonian, who were all in this German military, so to speak—but they had
battles between them… And as the Red Army was coming into Estonia, then the Estonian units
within the mobilized German forces also fought against the Red Army… So, as far as [the]
Estonia Republic being restored, there were only three days the retreat of German military and the
arrival of the Red Army, three days that the blue, black and white, the Estonian colors, waved in
the Herman Tower: that’s the big symbol… And those leaders, the underground leaders, were
arrested by the occupying Soviet forces, and most of them were killed… And between 1945-49
there were continued arrests and repressive measures, including the second mass deportation…
And because the resistance fighters, the Forest Brothers—they went to the forest and
consequently the second mass deportation consisted, to a great extent, of women and children…
Of course the resistance by the Forest Brethren was considerable, but it was unsuccessful because
of the overwhelming presence of the Russian military. We didn’t have exact information—the
statistics available at that time. But it is estimated that there were 100,000 Russian soldiers,
military here in Estonia… Under such circumstances, everybody lived in fear. You didn’t talk.
Well, you had to be very careful. But your life had to go on… So that, as a consequence of this
repression and terror, many Estonians fled to the West—Sweden, Germany, and then beyond… It
is estimated that the number that fled is 100,000… And he said that the Estonians who were
military officers were dying in the labor camps. In the gulag—let’s say that there were 40 very
high-ranking officers, only two were able to flee to the West. The rest perished under the
Soviets…
3)
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States? How old were you? What was said? How did
this make you feel?
Translator (IC): Number 3 question. He says, yes, they talked at home. His father would—this is
very careful how he said it—he explained his understanding of things, and his mother too. But of
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course, it had to remain all within the family. You couldn’t discuss it with others because of this
fear that reined. At that time he was 15-16, and he understood quite well what had happened to
Estonia. I mean we’re talking Stalinist period. So, he understood… And he said the family lived
in constant fear of being deported because his father had been a—during the early years of the
German occupation—had been a member of the Home Guard: it’s kind of like the home
defense… On his mother’s side the family had a fear because his mother’s brother’s son was an
Estonian general who had fought in the War of Independence against the communists… He was
General Rigg, who headed the General Headquarters—he was the head of that. What is the
English term in America when you have the military brass, you know, the top brass.
Vogeler:
Central Command.
Translator (IC): Something like that. He headed that, during the War of Independence… He
headed that General Command at the time of the occupation in 39-40, an extremely difficult time.
Vogeler:
Very difficult.
Translator (IC): He was arrested and shot—so that that would be his mother’s nephew.
Vogeler:
(To President Rüütel) So, he’s your cousin.
President Rüütel: Yes.
Translator (IC): … It’s a little bit farther back. It was his grandmother’s Brother’s—two
generations. But still, very close.
Vogeler:
So, he was there during that whole period, 39-40.
Translator (IC): And the Other factor which made it very dangerous for them was that, in addition
to having a relative who was a military chief, and who had been shot by the Soviets, is that his
father’s farm was 30 hectares. That’s considered a good size farm. And his mother also inherited
a farm of 30 hectares. Together, that was very large. In the Soviet ideology you were a gulag (?).
So, when collectivization came, they were afraid that they would be deported… So that, when he
went to study at the agricultural school on the mainland, in Jenendag (sp). My father went to the
same one. It is the principle school where agriculturalists and agronomists were trained in the
Soviet Union. And he says that the communication systems were very bad after the war. So, when
the deportations of 1949 occurred, he didn’t know if his family had been deported or not. The
communications were so bad. So he lived always in constant worry while he was at school.
4)
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic
States from any other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? What did you
learn? How old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
Translator (IC): When he was about 16, 17, or 18—now this is the next question about the other
sources of information, right—when he was 16, 17, or 18, and away at school, as a rule there was
no possibility of getting information from other sources… And although there were people who
tried to manufacture their own radios and to pick up information from abroad, but that was
extremely difficult. And, of course, there were no letters with relatives or friends abroad. That
really was not possible either. It was really the iron curtain… While at the same time, the Soviet
media—the newspapers and radio and so forth—at that time there was no television yet—would
broadcast about all of this excesses (unclear) that the Soviet Union was having, about the good
life that it was spreading around, whether it was Cuba or Korea or Vietnam. And Estonians
themselves, when they heard this from Moscow, news that were broadcast, they knew, they
understood what it really meant because they had lived through the same developments from
Moscow…
5)
Did you ever visit places outside of Soviet control? (for example, Western Europe, Asia,
etc.) Where did you go? When was this? How old were you? What did you learn there about the
relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
Translator (IC): Question number 5: any travel abroad. He said, no, absolutely not, absolutely not
possible.
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6)
At one time did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR? Did you accept
that the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States throughout your lifetime? How old were
you when you thought that the Soviet Union would remain?
Translator (IC): Question number 6. The majority of Estonians in this country did not believe that
Estonia was part of the Soviet Union, and also believed that it will not remain part of the Soviet
Union… Regarding whether Estonia will regain its independence—part of the same question—I
asked him—because he said, well, naturally people, the majority felt that the occupation will end
and that Estonia is not part of the Soviet Union—and there was belief among the people of what
they called the “the White Ship will come.” It’s a very strong phenomenon. “The White Ship will
come,” which meant to them that from the West, that they will not forget us. And I said to him
that my understanding was that the “White Ship” phenomenon existed mostly during the forties,
especially toward the end of the war and so forth. But he says, “No, that it was into the fifties and
even into the early sixties that people still thought that the ‘White Ship would come’ from the
West.” But then, he says, that there are historical documents that you can check… There was a
Helsinki—some kind of a meeting, or a council—I’m not sure it was Helsinki accords—Helsinki
has several times played an international role—but anyway, the American President was there
too, and Estonians here believed that the White Ship, the question of the Baltic States’
independence would be on the agenda. But it wasn’t. And after that, people began to lose hope
that Estonia’s independence would be restored. And the question now became, “How can we
preserve our culture, and our people, under the circumstances?”… The other thing that took place
was that after 1945, the end of the war, massive numbers of Soviets, principally Russians, were
brought into Estonia, as well as the other Baltic States. So that per annual inflow from the interior
of the Soviet Union was 25-30 thousand people… Of course with these massive numbers of
people being brought in there was insufficient housing, and they certainly were not able to build
housing. You could imagine the demographic problems because Estonia’s demographic
population before the war had been one million, two hundred thousand, something like that. And
12% only were non-Estonian. And of that 12%, before the war 8% was Russian… So, part of the
economic policies were that these massive numbers of immigrants were brought in from the
interior of the Soviet Union. And, of course, Estonia didn’t have the raw materials for the
industry that was created here. So they would bring in raw materials also—and of course the
products would be shipped back, and all of the Soviet Union was very artificial (?, 39:32)… And
so, in contrast, in 1991 when the Soviet Union ended, and Estonia got its independence restored,
42%, at least 42% of Estonia’s population was Russian… So that during those years, those
decades of occupation, an intensive Russification of the Estonian nation took place… he says that
he realizes that he has talked about items that are not part of the question.
Vogeler:
But that’s good. That’s good.
7)
When did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied? Where did this occur? How did
you gain this information? What was your first reaction? How did you feel to learn this
information? Did your view of the world change? Did your view of the Soviets change? Did your
understanding of yourself change?
Translator (IC): He says that this question, of course, he knew all along because of his age, and he
lived through all that. And so, that part of the question he feels he has probably answered. To
him, what had become a question in fact was “How are we going to keep the nation?”—for our
nation to survive… And he feels that most of the Estonians, at that time, shared that view. “How
are we going to keep the nation going?”
8)
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that the Baltic States were
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease? Why do you believe this happened? Did some
people believe that the Baltic States were no different than the republics of the Soviet Union? (for
example, Georgia, Ukraine, etc.) As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the
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occupation of the Baltic States say to those who saw the Baltic States and the Soviet republics as
the same? And vice versa?
Translator (IC): He says that question number 8—he says that at the time that Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania had become a part of the Soviet Union, there were about 180 different nationalities
here—in all of the Soviet Union. But most of them had already been there since the Russian
Revolution. So their understanding was very different from—he can also say from Latvia and
Lithuania, he thinks, not only Estonia—that they remained as a nation, and they focused on that.
That’s why he says that it was very important during that period to make sure that the Estonian
language, science and literature survived, in order for the nation to survive… And by the time the
Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, there were 45 languages, [where] the language was still in use.
And in some case, or one case—I can’t remember what he said—anyway… Even if you include
the schools where one hour a week the language was taught, so that the total number would be
45-46 languages that had survived in the Soviet Union. At the time of the revolution, 1917,
without the inclusion of the languages in the Baltic States, there was almost 180 languages… So
that when a nation loses its language, it loses its culture, its identity.
Vogeler:
Sure.
Translator (IC): So that with the policy from Moscow to nullify those other languages and make
Russian into the universal language of the Soviet Union, that meant Russification: culturally, all
of those people would become Russian… Not only in the Baltic States, but in other parts of the
Soviet Union where minorities lived, they tried the best they could, under the circumstances, to
preserve their culture… Between 1945 until the sixties there was considerable resistance, and
certainly the Forest Brethren were very active, but the circumstances in Estonia were such that
they could not persevere… And there were people who had become known as the dissidents—in
Estonia you could practically count them on one had—and all of those who were considered
dissidents, they were arrested and lingered a long time in prisons… Of course there were these
enclaves or pockets of groups or people who trusted each other, and they manifested resistance to
the new order in their several ways, wherever they were. For example, he was at the agricultural
school in 1948 and 49, in the class that ended, about 40 students, they were very close knit, and
the tradition was that—they were the graduating class then—you have your design, a symbol for
the graduating group, and because he had been elected by the students to be their representative,
he had been asked to design that symbol.
Vogeler:
Oh, wow.
Translator (IC): And they make this little mark, or pin, to wear, which he did, and then, of course,
the authorities had to approve it. And it didn’t get approval because it lacked any Soviet
symbolism. But it had old Estonian symbols in it. So, they made a compromise by attaching a
chain, attached with the five-corner red star, you know, there [at the top]. Then, at the graduation
ceremony they actually removed those red stars and wore them without. And they buried the red
stars underneath a flowerbed, underneath the school: they are probably there to this day. The red
stars are there. But in all of these institutions of learning and so forth, there were these pockets of
quite resistance. And in his group there was nobody who conned on them. But of course some
time later, in the fifties, they always had some plant. And many students and so forth were
arrested.
Vogeler:
I just need to check one technical thing.
(Time is spent checking battery and adjusting the computer.)
(The next questions are taken together.)
9)
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation? When were these
groups the most active? Did you participate in these groups? Why, or why not? Do you believe
that these groups were effective? Why, or why not?
10)
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes within the
Baltic States? If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from the Baltic States living in other
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countries help the Baltic States to end the Soviet occupation? If so, how did they help? And when
did this occur?
11)
Was there a moment when you understood that the Soviet occupation of the Baltic States
will end, that the Soviet government and military will leave? When was this moment? Where
were you when you had this realization? Who was there? What were you doing? Why was this
moment significant? As far as you know, what factors changed so that the Soviet government
could no longer control the Baltic States?
Translator (IC): Number Eleven. That moment would be 1985—when Gorbachev announced
Perestroika.
Vogeler:
1985. Wow.
Translator (IC): The reason why they sensed that is that within that policy of Perestroika it was
possible to say some things—for which you were not arrested. And in 1987 it became apparent
that, in fact, you could do something for the restoration of independence. In the West, the Baltic
organizations had been in the news: they knew that they had demanded the restoration of the
independence of the Baltic States. And very much pressure was applied on the Soviets—the local
Soviets— the Supreme Soviets of each individual republic, where daily he would send a
[unclear]… He said that he was already then the Chairman of the Supreme Soviet in Estonia.
Much pressure was sent from Moscow for these Supreme Soviets to counter the exiled Baltic
people’s statement for restored independence… So, he, as the Chairman of this Supreme Soviet,
the pressure from the Central Committee and from Moscow was very strong—because he had to
deliver this statement for the Supreme Soviet from Estonia. But he worked it out very carefully so
that he did not say what the Central Committee had demanded, but emphasized the cultural: he
sort of de-politicized it, but emphasized the right of nations’ cultural heritage… Actually, he had
not delivered that speech that I just earlier [referred to]. It had to be approved by the Central
Committee, and the Central Committee had compiled the speech. But the Central Committee said,
“No, you can’t do that. You can’t. You have to say what is required.”
Vogeler:
The party line.
Translator (IC): Yeah, the party line. And he says that he and his—he had some trusted two-three
other people—they deliberated, and how to do it, and he said—well, what they did was pretty
clever—he said that, Estonia from before the war, nothing would really change, but we’re going
to work within the framework of Perestroika. And so, that was approved… And then after that, in
January 1987—that’s what I thought—I thought that in 87 that we were already in exile, and in
87 we didn’t have that—it was 88. So, in January of 88 is when the Supreme Soviet, when that
speech is. After that date events moved very fast… And one of the things that began to happen
was to revise the Constitution of the Soviet Union. And that was a big event. I remember that—
because it was very critical of the writers and members of my own college. So that, the issue of
the constitution was that if you attempt to change it—The thing that was passed was that if you
knowingly work against the constitution, you can be imprisoned up to ten years. Yeah, that was
number one… Then they formed the units of the OMON, O.M.O.N. actually. So that meant that
the military units would be used to suppress civilians… He, as the Chairman of the Supreme
Soviet, he and the presidium decided that in Estonia OMON would be forbidden to get involved
with civilians. In other words, meetings of the police force would be the one to deal with any
civilian outburst… So that, on the OMON issue, because this Supreme Soviet in Estonia—they
were going to forbid the OMON to quell civilian unrest—the issue was brought up at the Soviet
presidium, the Soviet Union presidium, at a higher level. And he was asked to nullify this. And he
refused to do it. This was in March now, 1988. He refused to do it. There was a long discussion
about it. And it was brought up again in July, the same issue. But he continued to refuse to do it.
Now that was against the Constitution, you realize. Yeah, is was against the Constitution… And
then in March is was the assembly of the—well lomu lidud (sp) it would be people who are, how
do you say intelligentsia—intellectuals, so that they were either artists, or writers, and so forth—
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they came together and had a convention, you could call it. As a matter of fact, yesterday was the
twenty-year anniversary—
Vogeler:
Oh, yesterday.
Translator (IC): Yes, yes, yesterday, yeah. And they took the same positions that the government
had taken… And then in May, two months later, it was formed the popular front by Savisaar. So,
events were moving very fast.
Vogeler:
Because of Perestroika?
Translator (IC): Because of Perestroika? It’s like as he said, under the framework of Perestroika,
they were going to do this. The popular front was called originally “The Popular Front for
Perestroika.”… The abbreviation was just the Popular Front… The thing is that they went stepby-step by nonviolent means to restore independence. So that, in June—he wasn’t sure if it was
June 19 or 20, but it isn’t critical—[at] the Supreme Soviet, two major items were on the agenda:
one was to restore the name of Saaremaa, the big island, the huge island—its capital name was
Kuressaare—during the Soviets it had been changed for the Soviet Revolution to Kingissepa —so
that was to restore the name of the capital Saaremaa; and the second was to adopt the national
colors. Now the important is—I asked him about it—The national colors, was it to replace the
Soviet flag that was here, or what? In what sense to restore? No, it was not radical to remove the
flag, the Soviet flag, which was, you know, red with the waves, but to recognize the Estonian
national colors. So it was step-by-step… So there was considerable resistance. There was a lot of
heated argument because some of the party members where not ready to do that. But he pushed it
through. So it was when [unclear]… And then at the Soviet Communist Party level they had a
meeting, and the question on the agenda was, “Do we give greater autonomy, or relax, to the
republics, to run their own affairs?
Vogeler:
That’s in June.
Translator (IC): That’s in June, 1988. Yeah… The Party chiefs had proposed this, but in the
offices in Moscow, they revised it, and the proposal that came out of it was to look at the Soviet
constitution anew, or bring up the issue of the Soviet constitution… The motive behind that was
to—to bring up the issue of the Soviet Constitution, to look at it again—was to centralize the
power more, not to let it, uh—
Vogeler:
Yeah, yeah, right.
Translator (IC): So that, they the small circle that of trusted people, they decided—they discussed
this—and they decided that they are not going to go along, or accept this greater centralization to
be in the revision of the constitution… Of course they made they counter proposal to this
Supreme Soviet that was going to come and address that issue. But the presidium is the smaller
body that kind of formulates these proposals—
Vogeler:
Right, right.
Translator (IC): And gives it to the Supreme Soviet. And so they decided that they would submit
to the presidium a proposal to restore Estonia’s independence… So that was—the first point was
to restore Estonia’s independence, and the second was that Estonian laws supercede Soviet laws
in Estonia.
Vogeler:
That’s June?
Translator (IC): The Estonian Supreme Soviet met and they wrote it down… So, of course,
Moscow naturally kept an eye on things, and he was called to Moscow on November 15, 1988…
Okay, he was called to Moscow on the 15th. But the Estonian Supreme Soviet was to vote on the
16th. So, he was called to Moscow, and he was told that this—that he may not sign this. This
[unclear] is unacceptable, that he may not sign it. And if he does, that would mean—it would go
against the constitution.
Vogeler:
Sure.
Translator (IC): It would mean that he would be in jail for ten years.
Vogeler:
The computer is about to run out of battery. I’ll plug this in.
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(Time is spent plugging in the computer.)
Translator (IC): So that he, of course, [unclear] was told that he may not sign this, and he was
threatened with jail. And then he was taken to this ideological—the Soviets had this ideology
secretary, or whatever, was in charge of ideology [for] the Communist Party—and he was taken
to that person’s office. And then for four and a half hours demanded and shouted at him, and so
forth, but he refused to do it. They threatened him with jail… And suddenly the secretary said,
“Let’s have a recess. I need to go see Gorbachev.”… And he returned in Half an hour and
continued to shout at him… And even more categorically he demanded that he may not allow this
to happen in Estonia… So, he has heard through his Latvian channels, because the interior
minister at the time was a Latvian, and he said that this meeting with Gorbachev, when the
ideology secretary was called, was also the interior minister, and the foreign minister, who was
Shevardnadze at the time, and they decided that he may not; he has to sign. They even said that
he would have be arrested on the spot, that he may not return if he does not agree… However,
they didn’t arrest him, and he got home on the last flight out of Moscow to Tallinn… The next
day, of course, the Supreme Soviet of Estonia met… They had sort like a leaders meeting [that]
preceded the general meeting of the Supreme Soviet… Remember that the Russians were also
members of the Supreme Soviet in Estonia. So, he suggested that the elders, the Estonian elders,
meet separately from the Russian elders… The reason why he requested separate meetings by
these two sets of elders was that to the Estonians he had explained what had happened in
Moscow, to the Russians he did not… So, he said that he wanted them to go ahead and sign this
position that they had taken. And he said, “You see, it was very difficult in Moscow, but I’m
back. I have returned.”… To the Russian elders he said, “When I was in Moscow, we basically
agreed this proposal that is going to come up in the Soviet Union, I mean, the Supreme Soviet
today.” He deceived them.
Vogeler:
I see, it’s the same thing.
(Time is briefly spent checking the plug for the computer.)
Translator (IC): So when it got to what the Supreme Soviet meant, then the proposal was made.
And it was not unanimous, but sufficient votes, even some Russians joined them, sufficient votes
so that these two proposals carried… So, when this vote was passed in the Estonian Supreme
Soviet, he again was called to Moscow… And the Soviet Union’s Supreme Soviet was meeting
then in Moscow… The Supreme Soviet’s meeting was preceded by this meeting of the presidium,
where there were the big chiefs, about a hundred of them.
Vogeler:
What was the date around?
Translator (IC): Eighteen or nineteen November. He couldn’t remember. It was only a couple of
days after… The meeting of the presidium—where he had to answer questions again for four and
a half hours—so that after these hours at this particular meeting, Gorbachev concluded it by
saying that, “We are going to make the decision to nullify the decision made by Estonia. And he
[Rüütel] has to agree to that.”… And then a couple of days later, the Soviet Union Supreme
Soviet, the whole General Assembly, he had to speak there, and declare to withdrawal, to nullify
the decision that had been made in Estonia. And he had to himself nullify his signature… He was
the third speaker… You know the Soviet Union Supreme Soviet was 2,600 members. I mean,
almost three thousand members sitting in this huge hall in the Kremlin… About a hundred
foreign correspondents were allowed to come into galleries up there… Though he was told to do
that, he refused to. Instead, he said to the assembly that, he’s not going to nullify this. He’s not
going to withdrawal his signature. And we are going to continue with our steps toward
independence for the country… So, these several hundred foreign correspondence who were
there, he gave them interviews for about three hours… And from that time on, they passed their
own laws in Estonia… They ignored the Soviets.
Vogeler:
From November 1988.
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Translator (IC): From November 1988. Yes… And in December 1988 the Estonian Supreme
Soviet took a position, or made a resolution, whereby it made Stalinism and Fascism to be, how
shall I say, of the same ideology… And they also directed the government to identify the people
who had violated human rights in Estonia, you know, during this period—principally, foremost,
the ones still living on Estonian territory… It passed. And the government started—because there
had been these shootings, mass executions you would say in Viandi, Burasari (sp), and Tartu the
prisons, and so, and to bring these executioners to justice. And these proceedings started almost
immediately at the beginning of the new year in 1989… In 1989 that started and only now is that
process coming to a close… Yes, it’s taken a long time.
Vogeler:
Really.
Translator (IC): Yes. Very careful. Very Careful. There had to be a documented base. Yeah… At
the Supreme Soviet they took up the proposal that the state language is Estonian. In June 1988.
But it didn’t carry enough votes… But it did come up again in January 1989, and it did carry
then… We have to remember that they are still in the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
Yeah. Yeah.
Translator (IC): But they are passing laws. In 1989, January, they did pass a law [that the] state
language is Estonian—which meant that all documents, all administrative work, everything on the
State level had to be in Estonian. It had been in Russian, you know… Unfortunately he cannot tell
you, you know, every step-by-step, the steps they took within the framework of the Soviet Union
for Estonia, but already two years before the end of the Soviet Union, they had legislation
reforming the local governments… and for local governments it was for the purpose of getting
new people into office through election, the electoral process… Under Soviet law, the military
had the right to vote… You see, under the Soviet constitution, the military can be represented in
the—what would they call this—in Congress, the Supreme Soviet. But in the Estonians again
passed their own law permitting only from the four military services, one representative: now
there’s only four to be elected to the Supreme Soviet. And this again was very much in conflict
with the practice in the Soviet Union. And Moscow didn’t like it because in the Estonian territory
there are about 85,000 military, and they should have the right to be represented in the Supreme
Soviet, which he said in that sense would have meant they would have had 30 0r 40 members…
The Parliament of the Supreme Soviet at that time had 105 members. So that if they had 30 or 40
members in the Supreme Soviet, that would be—well, if you have a third, that’s a critical mass…
So that this new parliament, where they only had four members representing the military services,
basically in composition it was pro-Estonian—yeah, the composition at that time… And because
of this new composition it was possible to pass other pieces of legislation, which they consider
the period leading up to the new constitution and, you know, being ready for independence… So
that in November, the end of 89 ’til 91, the beginning of 91, it’s the whole process whereby they
worked toward getting the independent status. And they wrote—the new constitutional assemble
was at the beginning of 91, 1991.
Vogeler:
Just so that I understand this, it seems that there was before Perestroika there
was an idea of what to do. And then once perestroika took place, it was…
Translator (IC): Well Perestroika came in 85.
Vogeler:
Right, right, but even before 85, whether it was a plan or step-by-step or
something beforehand—
Translator (IC): Yes there was—that the nation must survive.
Vogeler:
Right, right.
Translator (IC): And the other thing they did, in the economic sphere was what they call an
IME— that was Independent—
Vogeler:
Right, right.
Translator (IC): There was this proposal that they made from Moscow and that was within the
Perestroika framework, and they succeeded in, practically, cutting Estonia’s economy loose from
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a centralized Moscow plan… And the other big confrontation and took a lot of hard work was to
get the Soviet Union to admit to the Molotov-Rippentrop Pact and the signing of the Secret
Protocols… But that was done together with Latvia and Lithuania, the other Baltic States… And
about ¾ of a year later these independent moves were taken by Estonia in November 1988.
Estonia really in that sense was first, but then… so that Lithuania then declared its independence
in March 1990: they sort of jumped ahead. Estonia had not declared independence in November
1988, but certain autonomy, certain rights of a State. Estonia, when it came to the critical
moments in August 1991, then Estonia was the first—well, that was only Estonia and Latvia
then—but it declared independence, yeah… So that, at the time that Estonia made that decision,
that vote in November 1988, it was not popular in the world, because they feared that, because the
Soviet Union with its nuclear weapons might start a war. But actually, it was a very important
move. But in August 1991, when Estonia was the first then to declare independence, then events
followed. Lithuania had declared independence, but in fact could not realize it because of the
blockade that Moscow put on them. But you’ll learn more about that in Lithuania
Vogeler:
Right.
(The following questions are taken together.)
12)
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent
Baltic governments? If so, what did you do? When was this? Do you remember anything about
the process for reestablishing the independent governments? As you remember it, what happened
first, second, third, etc.? How did you feel at this time? During this process, what was effective?
What would you have changed?
13)
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or ethnicity? If
so, how were these issues addressed? What do you believe was effective? What was not?
14)
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate? Did you
or anyone you know have a land claim? When did you get the claim? What was the process for
obtaining the land? Did anyone loose land? If so, why? Was anything implemented to resolve
land disputes? Do you believe it was effective? Why, or why not?
15)
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the economy? Was
anything implemented to address the economic changes? When? What do you believe was
effective? What was not?
16)
Was there a moment that led you to believe that your country was free again? When was
this moment? Where were you? Who was there? How did this make you feel?
17)
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there something that you
would like to tell me that was not covered in this interview?
Translator (IC): Now, I’ll take the rest of them together and lump them together… Now restored
independence meant that—that Estonia could start to move toward the a next phase of
development and to catch up with other European countries in the West… And they were also
convinced that Estonia had been within the Western European home. And that when we returned
to it, although culturally we were Europeans, but economically we would also catch up with
them… But because when independence was restored, he was in effect the President, you see.
Because he had been the Chairman of the Supreme Soviet, so he continued as the President. At
that time they proposed to become members of the European Union and NATO… So that, at the
time that this proposal was made, people were not ready to—I mean you have to understand
people had just left one Union: they were not ready to go into another Union. And so that the
support for it was very small, maybe thirty or forty percent. Anyway, while they were working on
it, still under fifty percent… So that as we were moving toward this proposal to join the European
Union, because of he popular support that Mr. Rüütel had among the people, he went around the
country arguing for support for us to enter the European Union, and as a consequence of his
activity, the support increased to—oh his popularity was like 90% or so. And they trusted him. As
a matter of fact, when the vote came, the majority voted—I mean, it was quite a high majority
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that voted to join the European Union. As a matter of fact, I remember [she explains to President
Rüütel], I remember the time when the debate went on about joining the European Union.
Because it’s true, people said, “We just left one Union.” And they don’t want to join another. But
they wanted a strong movement to remain independent. I remember politicians saying that the
key for Estonia joining the European Union is Arnold Rüütel…
(President Rüütel acknowledges that what Ilvi Cannon says is true.)
Translator (IC): And right now among the member nation of the European Union, the
Estonians—the highest percentage of people favor—I mean, of all the members, when they take
the poll, over 80%. NATO is not as high. But still, it’s quite high for NATO membership… He
says that the reason why we were successful was that had been successful in keeping their
language, their education, their sciences—and at that time Estonia was considered the most
advanced in the Soviet Union… And that they were able to succeed in that in all of the important
positions… And that meant that all of the local government leaders were Estonian, including
Narva, which is the most highly populated Russian [area] we have… All of the ministers are
Estonians… And because of that, it was able to bring about the whole nation, to bring it along…
And so that all of the representative bodies, the local and the state bodies—a total of about 4,000
people—and he had turned to all of them and said, “Do you support Estonia’s independence?”…
So that Moscow was really scared that, if all of the other countries also apply the same—I mean,
we’re talking grass roots, aren’t we—the same principle, then it will catch on—
Vogeler:
And that was 88?
Translator (IC): So, he did that returning to the 44,000 [4,000] for the vote, “Do we support
independence?” That was in 89, he said.
Vogeler:
89.
Translator (IC): And you know, of course because of 89, being a sort of critical year here, it was
the fiftieth anniversary of the Molotov-Rippentrop, and August 89, the Baltic Chain from Tallinn,
the 6,000 kilometer chain from Tallinn to Vilna, it was possible therefore to get everyone out
there… It was phenomenal. Nobody’s ever done it.
Vogeler:
Oh, sure.
Translator (IC): He also notes that the Estonian Supreme Soviet, when it voted to have Estonia’s
autonomy, meaning Estonia’s laws would be superior, would take precedence over Soviet Laws,
in essence, breaking free, that was in November of 1988. Whereas the Wall in Berlin came down
n November of 89, a year later… So that, even a State like Germany, which had considerable
support in the West, the ones in the East, and the ones in the West too, were very careful and did
not have the courage, or the audacity to challenge Moscow as much as they did here in Estonia.
And in a way, yes, that is phenomenal… Many of the things that we talked about today are also in
here [refers to President Rüütel’s book]… It’s 88 through 91… For his part he is also pleased that
this story will go out. And he suggested that we stay in touch and that if you have any questions,
we could communicate by email. But naturally he is very pleased that you came.
Vogeler:
Thank you for your time and everything. I just have one real quick question.
And it’s just a short one.
Translator (IC): Yes.
Vogeler:
Having to do with the land that his family lost—
Translator (IC):… Because there was this restoration of property to previous owners, and he got
his family farm back… The Estonian Property Restoration law also included restoration to second
or third generations if that first generation was no longer in existence… because in Russia and
other of those countries, it’s not true.
Vogeler:
Yes, yes. I ask because land is a big issue in Hawai‘i.
Translator (IC): Yes, yes, yes, yes… He says the basis of the land ownership and the laws
followed in restored independence followed when Estonia became an independent country back
then.
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Kūhiō Vogeler. Yes. Yes, yes.
Translator (IC): That part of history. Well—because when the large estates were broken up in the
beginning… He says it’s possible that you could create an environment to do something similar,
but, of course, I’ve never been to Hawai‘i, and I don’t know the Hawaiian situation… He said
that in democratic societies, it’s possible to do it step-by-step, to think about change. Yes, yes…
He says that if you have questions, return from Hawai‘i and ask him.
Vogeler:
Or perhaps sometime he will be able to visit Hawai‘i.
Translator (IC):… It’s not at all excluded.
Vogeler:
You have been very gracious. Thank You.
THE END
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INA DRUVIETE
(Ina Druviete was my primary contact in Latvia. This interview was sent via email.)
BACKGROUND:
Question:
What’s your name?
Druviete:
Ina Druviete.
Question:
Where do you live (what city)?
Druviete:
Rīga.
Question:
When were you born?
Druviete:
29 May 1958.
Question:
Where were you born?
Druviete:
Rīga.
Question:
Of what nationality were your parents?
Druviete:
Latvians.
Question:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Druviete:
Professor, University of Latvia, Member, Parliament of Latvia (since 2002).
Question:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any?
Druviete:
Rīga Secondary School No.49 (1965-1976), University of Latvia (1976-1981),
post-graduate course Latvian Language Institute 1981-1984. Dr. Phil (Linguistics) 1985, Dr.
Habil. Philol. 1996.
Question:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Druviete:
During my school years we have obligatory military training, mostly theory.
During University we were trained as nurses, obligatory medical training.
Question:
What languages do you speak?
Druviete:
Latvian, Russian, English, Lithuanian
Question:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example,
Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian, German, Russian)
Druviete:
Latvian.
QUESTIONS:
1)
In school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s relationship to the Baltic States?
Did this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you think about this
information? How did you feel at the time?
Druviete:
I began to attend the school just in the middle of occupation period - 1965. It
meant that the people have more or less accommodated to this fact, so to say, and developed
modus vivendi according the double standards. Because almost every Latvian family has
somebody killed or recently returned from Siberia (as my grandfather who was deported in 1949
and released in 1957) or has relatives abroad the fact of occupation and ideal of free Republic of
Latvia were well known in all the families. In school the one-sided propaganda was very
powerful - stories about heroic Soviet soldiers, bad fascists, good uncle Lenin, our enemies in the
capitalist world (USA) formed the official points of view among children. We all even without
special reminding somehow understood how to differentiate between reality and official position.
Although in very few families parents dare to tell their children all the truth about horrors of
repressions and deportations (in order not to put too heavy and depressing burden on them and in
fear of repressions if children share this information with unreliable people). All Latvian children
have at least vague idea that a great injustice had been done to our nation.
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2)
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the Soviet Union
and the Baltic States? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do you remember
the name of any of these sources? How old were you? What did you think about this information?
Druviete:
It was impossible for Soviet powers to eliminate all the information about free
pre-war Latvia (beginning with the Monument of Freedom at the very center). Most families had
books and newspapers from 20-30s. Broadcasts from Voice of America and Free Europe were
also available although in very bad quality. Relatives from abroad came with generous gifts and
impressive stories so contrasting with our grey and powerful world. During family parties
expressions like "when the Russians come in", "during Latvian era", a lot of jokes about Russians
and negative comparisons "you act or look like Russian" took place very often. Although
Latvians were marginalized in decision-making posts, humiliated or so. The moral climate among
Latvians was the one of superficiality over Russians. The general perception was that Russians
are uneducated, de-culturalized, they did not know how to behave, how to dress etc. A lot of
anecdotal events circulated, e.g. about Russians who did not know how to use WC, about officers'
wives who attended the parties in night gowns, about their drinking and eating habits. Such
maybe politically incorrect behavior was the only possible way to demonstrate our resistance, to
save self-esteem and keep the bright mood.
3)
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States? How old were you? What was said? How did
this make you feel?
Druviete:
It is impossible to remember exactly when I realized that Latvia is occupied. We
grew up with this idea. Language use was the most evident factor. Recently I had a thought - how
did the eldest generation who experienced the flourishing Latvian language everywhere feel
during the period of Russification? I naturally grew up into this - I had no other experience. I
attended so-called friendship school because it was close to my home. We had four parallel
groups - 2 grades for Latvian children, two grades for Russian. We had our classes in Latvian (but
I had teachers of sports and English without Latvian language skills), common events took place
mostly in Russian. Usual practice was routine fights among Latvian and Russian boys. And it
seemed quite normal practice for me! When at the 7th grade I changed school for purely Latvian
one, I was very surprised that there were no Russians, and all the school life took place in
Latvian! And at the age of 9, I was sent to the pioneer camp. Half of the group was Latvians, all
the teachers were Latvians, but all the official events and informal communication were in
Russian. And even small children were obliged to speak Russian in the shops if they want to be
served.
4)
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic
States from any other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? What did you
learn? How old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
Druviete:
Written stuff from abroad and samizdat was available and circulated. Some
resistance tendencies existed all the time. Maybe we did not know the exact fact, but the general
idea about occupation and Russians as violators of our rights was present. And we almost always
discussed the lost freedom with other USSR nations - when visiting the other Baltic States,
Caucasian or Middle-Asian Republics. We understood one another immediately. And there was
enormous interest in history, folklore, national literature. Theatre and song festivals as form of
resistance. We were very skillful in Aesopian language. Even hard censorship did not manage to
eliminate all the moments reminding [us of] the lost freedom. The bad economic situation also
supported the hatred against Soviet system.
5)
Did you ever visit places outside of Soviet control? (for example, Western Europe, Asia,
etc.) Where did you go? When was this? How old were you? What did you learn there about the
relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
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Druviete:
Soviet people de facto were not allowed to go abroad (except some reliable
people who later told [us] that there is nothing special outside of the USSR or vice versa, wrote
exciting books). The result was that we all were very well educated in geography and now are
traveling madly. My first trip was to East Germany at the age of 30! It was a special promotion
excursion for me as good trade union activist. Even this seemed like a dream, including shops.
But even then we touched the issue about occupation in the pub when we were absolutely sure
that our accompanying KGB official was not present. Poor East Germans were also in
disagreement with their divided country, and we spent nice time together.
In 1988 I went to Armenia and came home with some pieces of forbidden literature about
Nagorny Karabakh, and multiplied this. But it was already the year when open demonstrations
against Soviets appeared (our flag and anthem), and singing revolution was on its way.
6)
At one time did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR? Did you accept
that the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States throughout your lifetime? How old were
you when you thought that the Soviet Union would remain?
Druviete:
As I said, I remember the period that the existence of so-called Soviet Latvia
seemed absolutely natural for me (age 7-14, maybe). We rather believed not in independence but
in common sense concerning language use, history, recognition, etc. And there was also quite
strong belief in deus ex machina who would solve our problems. In approximately 1986, most of
people began to believe in second independence, although it did not seem realistic if you knew
the Soviet system of repressions and the ruling ideology.
7)
When did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied? Where did this occur? How did
you gain this information? What was your first reaction? How did you feel to learn this
information? Did your view of the world change? Did your view of the Soviets change? Did your
understanding of yourself change?
Druviete:
The sense of humiliation was always present, but at the same time we felt
morally superior. My choice of Latvian language studies in 1976 (darkest period ideologically)
was some kind of protest against the system.
8)
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that the Baltic States were
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease? Why do you believe this happened? Did some
people believe that the Baltic States were no different than the republics of the Soviet Union? (for
example, Georgia, Ukraine, etc.) As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the
occupation of the Baltic States say to those who saw the Baltic States and the Soviet republics as
the same? And vice versa?
Druviete:
Although most of Slavic immigrants who came to Latvia were subjected to heavy
disinformation about the territory they had an idea about the Baltic States as almost "Western
countries" and were somehow proud of it, especially when meeting relatives from Russia. But
most of them sincerely believed and the others wanted to believe that Latvia joined to the USSR
voluntarily, that Russians offered brotherly help to poor Baltic people, that Russian language
opened the world of culture for us etc.
9)
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation? When were these
groups the most active? Did you participate in these groups? Why, or why not? Do you believe
that these groups were effective? Why, or why not?
Druviete:
The most influential resistance groups acted in 1945-1952 as national partisans.
There was a strong hope that American or British troops would come and release the occupied
countries. Heavy repressions followed, and members of these groups were either killed or send to
Siberia (As Gunārs Stefans). Some schoolchildren who organized small and childish resistance
groups were also repressed. (I had colleague linguist, Elga Kagaine [1930-2007] who was sent to
Karaganda, the most horrible camp, at the age of 15 being a member of naive schoolchildren
group). Several writers and artists ["French group"] were deported because they promoted French
art and literature and learned the language). At the time when I visited the school, almost no
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resistance groups existed. Rumours circulated that somebody was deported for putting the
Latvian flag at the chimney. When the Popular Front came into being in 1988, I entered this
organization.
10)
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes within the
Baltic States? If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from the Baltic States living in other
countries help the Baltic States to end the Soviet occupation? If so, how did they help? And when
did this occur?
Druviete:
Mutual solidarity among non-Russian republics always existed. And our exiled
Latvians helped a lot. All the time reminding their governments about the fact of occupation.
11) Was there a moment when you understood that the Soviet occupation of the Baltic States will
end, that the Soviet government and military will leave? When was this moment? Where were
you when you had this realization? Who was there? What were you doing? Why was this moment
significant? As far as you know, what factors changed so that the Soviet government could no
longer control the Baltic States?
Druviete:
The exact moment was the Baltic Song and Dance festival "Baltica 1988" in
Vilnius when the previous flags were released.
12)
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent
Baltic governments? If so, what did you do? When was this? Do you remember anything about
the process for reestablishing the independent governments? As you remember it, what happened
first, second, third, etc.? How did you feel at this time? During this process, what was effective?
What would you have changed?
We worked on the Latvian Language Law.
THE END
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SANDRA KALNIETE
Vogeler:
I have this consent form, now I will show it to you and will explain it to you but
in Estonia, they are used to seeing things that needed to be signed during Soviet era, some people
while they were supportive did not want to do consent forms.
Kalniete:
I keep the liberty of my choice, to answer or not.
Vogeler:
What I will do with these and type them up and send them to you. Do you have a
card with contact information; you can go through it and change anything you want to that is not
correct. (Pause) Thank you. (Pause) Get it going here? Okay. I will put this here with all the
cards. Thank you. I will give you a copy of these questions so that you have a copy and I have a
copy. The beginning, just so that we have the basic information there.
Kalniete:
I am Sandra Kalniete; I live in Rīga. I was born in Siberia where my family was
deported from Latvia. When I was born in 1952, born in Siberia, (Tomsk region, Kolpashevo
district region area). My parents were Latvians; I am a member of Latvian parliament. I was
elected in 2006. I am a member of international Foreign Affairs Commission and European
Affairs Commission. I went to school in Rīga, have an MA (Master of Arts). I studied as a major
the history of art. I never served in the armed forces. I speak English, French and Russian.
Vogeler:
That is the basic information so we have an idea here. The first question is, if you
have had a chance to look at it here.
Kalniete:
I can go through it very fast here. The first question, I was in school told that the
Soviet Union, on the request of the Baltic, the Latvian people, came in to help us with socialist
revolution and to install Soviet power. That was the official manual in school. Naturally, at that
time, the form of the communism was so strong, that in my family we never discussed things like
this because my family had particular destination, like many Latvian, Estonian and Lithuanian
families. In 1940, when Soviet occupied us, in 1941, my mother was 14 years old and her father
and her mother were deported to Siberia together with 14,000 other persons. The same happened
to my father in 1949 when he together with his mother was deported; his father was arrested as
resistant, because after WWII, he joined the resistance leaders. My parents met in Siberia and
there I was born. Three months after my birth, Stalin died. My grandfather, who was at the time
alive in the Gulag, he died not knowing that he had grandchild. The letter arrived after his death.
Second Question: Growing up, what did the media tell you about the Baltic States? That
was happy childhood, (problem with computer and lots of noise).
Vogeler:
So Latvia was happy to be part of…that was the story?
Kalniete:
That was a massive machine, propaganda, which was ideological censorship,
brainwashing starting from kindergarten. And that is something, difficult to explain to you
coming from Free State, of course propaganda exists everywhere. But the way a totalitarian
regime uses that, it is much cemented together with apparatus, power machine; your private life is
controlled in all aspects.
I remember the name of many of these, I am 55, and most of my adult life at that time,
national TV and national radio, there was no private television or radio, and almost all the
newspapers. The major newspaper was called, “Cinja, Fight”, that was the official newspaper of
the communist party. Others with that position different they reflected common life. Same
censorship.
Third, growing up do you have any memories of discussing the relationship… this I
already answered in the first question. My family never discussed deportation to Siberia in my
presence, but of course I felt that something was wrong. They were too much afraid they could be
repressed again, be deported again back to Siberia. Most important I think they were afraid that I
in my childish carelessness, I will make a blunder, and I will endanger the family and my life
would be ruined.
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Fourth Question: of course I was learning it in family. My mother and grandmother were
the only ones who survived the gulag. They were telling about life during independence, what
parties they were having, what dresses they were wearing, and so on. I had the idea that life was
different. Of course, all that I was told, it was like telling a fairy tale, and I had idea it was a better
life, and I was not questioning the two reasons.
Fifth Question: Did you ever visit places outside Soviet control. I never visited Western
Europe, but I had an opportunity in late 70’s to visit Czechoslovakia, which was part of Soviet
controlled Europe, and also Poland and that was during last years of Brezhnev’s period where the
form of regime was softer. At that time not everyone was sent to the Gulag. Majority of those
who were resisting to regime were mostly in crazy houses.
Sixth Question: When I was very young, I accepted that the Baltic States were part of
Soviet Union because I had not other experience…. It was a fatality, what could I do. Nobody
discussed it, it was destiny, and you just accepted it and tried to survive. At best possible, not only
in sense in how to live, in sense, in certain harmony with you inner ego, that you don’t
collaborate, you keep dignity and distance. Except you obey the rules because they are stronger
than you are.
Vogeler:
Did you accept the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States for your
lifetime?
Kalniete:
Yes, until Gorbachev. Yes. The impression that the Soviet Union was something
that was indestructible. With Gorbachev, you know that Alexis de Tocqueville, he said, “The
most dangerous moment for an evil government is usually when it begins to reform itself. …
Reform then only serves to reveal more clearly what still remains oppressive and now all the
more unbearable.” Then it collapses, mostly. This is what happened with Gorbachev, he tried to
open up access to other nations. That was unstoppable, the information came, the question was
‘why’ all it happened to us and that was crucial question in my life.
When did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied? I learned as a child because
everyone knew Baltic States were occupied, they did not question what we could do and what we
could change. That was in the family of course. In school the teacher who would dare, not
explicitly, in mild obscure form to remind us, he would be immediately stopped by organs.
Vogeler:
When this information came about the occupation, did it effect you in any way,
was it the same as you always thought or was it different somehow?
Kalniete:
It is too complicated to answer in a simple. When you are living in totalitarian
regime, you have double personalities. One is the public and then you have the private
personality. Private personality is different from public personality. Many things and values are
very different from what you pretend in public.
Vogeler:
Did it change the way you presented yourself in public? Or the way you saw
yourselves or the Soviets? Understanding there was…
Kalniete:
What changed was perestroika and openness, and not only me but with
everybody is that it released self-control and self-censorship, we were used to imposing. The
functioning of the control system is particular in societies under totalitarian domination. There is
a high degree of self-control which people feel without any proscriptions, they know what the
limits are, and when comes openness, those limits are going away very fast. As a person, you stay
the same.
Vogeler:
Very good explanation.
Kalniete:
Where were we now, what question?
Vogeler:
That was the end of question 7? So, did your view of the world change?
Kalniete:
Yes, of course. I saw always, and since I belonged with intellectuals and
intellectuals always questioned reality, at very early stages, I engaged in the movement. Actually
I was one of the founders of the Latvian Popular Front which was an organization formed by
200,000 persons which finally brought back Latvia’s independence. I was one of the leaders until
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the elections in 1990, we got 2/3 of seats and we were able to pass the Declaration of
Independence. All that was done on the basis of Soviet legislation.
Vogeler:
That was one of the most amazing things.
Kalniete:
Next question. The line of those who were Latvians or pre-war Latvians and
those who were brought in after the Soviet occupation, because I believe even they know. They
had difficulty accepting that the Soviet Union occupied Latvia at that time, and that they were not
welcome, and they came as imposed population. And for Latvians, those who had difficulty, that
was significant. If you look back to 1990 and independence, to referendum of independence or
government elections, you will see by numbers that the majority supported independence.
Vogeler:
So, there are some people that did not see that that you were occupied.
Kalniete:
That is a legal question. Because of course there is a difference between Georgia
and Ukraine. Georgia and Ukraine, after 1917, they were independent for a short period but they
were not internationally recognized states. The Baltic States were internationally recognized,
member nations and so on a so on.
Those who are used to denying the fact of occupation in Latvia, make rather complicated
reference to international law which was in vigor in 1940. This is justification for why Russia and
many Russians, even here, they just say at that time it was acceptable, annexation was accepted
by international law and that is why occupation has not take place in Latvia. It is not true, the law
always have two dimensions: The letter and the spirit and by both – letter and spirit that was
occupation with all typical elements: occupation by foreign army, annexation and incorporation
in [the Soviet Union].
Now we go to Question 9: What political groups were trying to end the occupation? I
already mentioned I was one of the founders of the Latvian Popular Front, which was an umbrella
movement of 200,000 members. It was dangerous because, by Soviet rules, all of these persons
highlighted themselves, signing themselves on the lists: names, date of birth, etc. This took
personal courage, and the will to regain independence was very strong. Those 200,000, there were
at least three times more supporters. Under this umbrella organization, there were more radical
and less radical groups. What I consider a success, we were able to join them in the movement
not withstanding the differences on a few principal questions: we won the elections.
Vogeler:
To pull everyone together.
Kalniete:
Ten: As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause
changes? That is a very interesting question. Before I was running for office in parliament, I
began to write a new book, but my political life is so dynamic that I could not continue to write a
book. I was going through that part about international position on Baltic issue. The attitude was
not so clear because there were two great issues on international agenda. One was disarmament:
there were negotiations on disarmament between US and Soviet Union. Gorbachev was viewed as
a person with whom West could achieve success. And secondly, that was re-unification of
Germany. Our task after we declared our independence, was how to squeeze the Baltic issue in
the international agenda. Because all messages from the US and Europeans, because Europe like
nowadays, had a much softer approach to the Soviet Union than the United States, which is
superpower and could afford to take a rigid position. They were trying to calm us down, do not
threaten the Soviet Union, let’s resolve both main issues and then… But we had our experience.
We knew that the window of opportunity for Baltic States would be very short. We had put all
our resources, what we had into lobbying friendly politicians and journalists, to create a public
opinion, which finally pressed the politicians, President George Bush to take the position on
Baltic independence, to pressure the Soviet Union on Baltic States. I will not go more into details.
What was important for the Baltic States is that there were fifty countries that never
recognized the occupation. That was a source of legal basis on which we built our activities.
Question 11: Was there a moment when you understood the Soviet occupation of the
Baltic States would end? Yes there is a very precise moment. 31 of May 1989, the Latvian
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Popular Front passed a statement claiming restoration of Latvia’s independence. Approximately a
month before that I was fully aware that the day will come, but I was not aware when. I thought at
that time, it would take 5-7 years. As you know, and we all know, it just took one year from
statement from May 1989, that we wanted our independence back. In March 1990, Popular Front
won the elections to Supreme Soviet and on 4th May the declaration of independence was adopted
by Parliament. In August 1991, independence was recognized by international community,
Russian Federation and in the beginning of September by the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
What was that day? May 30th.
Kalniete:
May 31 st. Question 12. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the
establishment of independent Baltic government? Yes, I was not elected to the parliament. I
immediately began to set up the Foreign Ministry. The first Foreign Minister was nominated
previously: the existing sort of foreign ministry of Soviet Latvia was a mixture of tourist office
and KGB. It was nothing. But we needed to create a real foreign ministry that was able to work
with friendly groups to put Baltic issues on the international agenda. At that time I was Vice
Foreign Minister and since then…. lets skip the question the re-establishment of independent
government. From the point of view there was a parliament, parliament offered the declaration.
The problem was still that declaration of Gorbachev, which declared our Declaration of
independence not valid. Only after he would accept to negotiate with Baltic States. He insisted
that all the ties with the Soviet Union are in force. And our soil, there was still the Soviet Army,
the Soviet KGB etc.
Vogeler:
That was in 1991?
Kalniete:
No, I am talking about 1990, the Declaration of Independence. It is the 4 May
1990. There was an intermediate period before the recognition in August [1991]. Only after we
began negotiations on how the Soviet Army and authorities would withdraw. That was the
process. The most difficult were the negotiations on troop withdrawals, which was formally
concluded in 1994, the 31st of August, with locater, which stayed until 1998. Withdrawal was
regulated by a Russia-Latvia agreement. Until withdrawal, we owe a great debt of gratitude to
Bill Clinton and to his active mediation with Yeltsin. Otherwise we would probably, not succeed
alone. With each month the strength of negative opposition in Yeltsin’s Russia on withdrawal
from Baltic States was stronger. And again we used the short window of opportunity to free our
country from foreign military presence. Could you imagine if Latvia still had troops on our soil
when Putin took office? Then our case would be lost like in Moldova.
Question 13: Of course, Latvian language has lost its position in many professional areas;
it was becoming family communication. This is something that Mrs. Druviete will tell you: she is
much more of an expert than I. The same applies to culture and ethnicity. Wherever you were, the
Russification was official policy. For instance you are having a meeting, there are three Russians
and 20 Latvians. And it is obvious that everyone speaks Russian. These were unwritten rules:
official position has to be Russian. Being inside such a system is difficult. A person learns to
protect himself, not to get crazy; You just ignore all this, otherwise you cannot go on with your
life.
Vogeler:
Were there policies worked better than others that had to do with language,
ethnicity and culture. Were there some that worked well and others not as well?
Kalniete:
Practically. That is a very particular question. I am preparing a conference this
summer on what it means to have cultural resistance and what were the instruments of that. There
was not an official position but there was a network and a feeling of boundaries. All the time, you
are pushing the limits in the issues like the national song, national tradition. They were much
higher on the agenda than nowadays. They are not threatened any more. But this was the way for
us to manifest that we disagree with Russification, and we did it in such a sophisticated form that
was difficult to repress, and we did it without taking openly rebellious positions, which could be
considered by authorities as violation of official ideology… It is a particular issue, and I like it as
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a subject because it shows the undeniable and invisible networks when people understand each
other without words.
Now question 14: Real estate (mumbled). The consequences of occupation are still there.
First of all due to both occupiers and Latvia. Have you visited the occupation museum?
Vogeler:
Not really, I am going to go there tomorrow. I went to the Estonian occupation
museum.
Kalniete:
More than 500,000 persons were repressed. For a nation as small as ours, that is
an enormous cost of human resources. We still are suffering from these consequences. It will take
generations to overcome this trauma. Those who were killed in the war, these were young men,
what a genetic loss. All those who perished in Siberia, their children are having posttraumatic
syndrome. I have it myself. I was born in Siberia, my childhood was not particularly unhappy one
because my parents assured protection and love. Through them, it lives in me. I wrote a book
about my family destiny and tomorrow if you visit the museum, you can buy. It tells what it
means deportation and all that. Russification is what is present in mind. What is present that post
totalitarian mentality, people are much more reserved, they prefer to conceal their true feelings,
there is lots of consequences, like Moses in Bible, he took forty years for people to go through
desert. Until the last one who remembers the captivity dies. And now, it is only 20 years since we
regained freedom, not yet 20 years.
Vogeler:
Very painful.
Kalniete:
Question 15: That was, of course, the sharp decline, but since we took a liberal
approach to economy, the redressing was already there. It was much faster than those who were
complaining at the beginning of independence, when Russia goes, we would lose standard of
living. There still is a lot to do, misery in persons who are the most handicapped – the older
people, the unemployed people. However, the recovery – we are members of NATO and
members of the EU, this is undeniable success story. And economy, now we are going through
crisis, or approaching a crisis but not only in Latvia, this is affecting the whole world. It began in
the US and now looks like it will cover the world, and the crisis looks like the one in the thirties.
About the moment… the 16th I believe I told you that my country was. May 1989.
(mumbles next question).
Vogeler:
Just so that I understand… May of 1989? That was when you felt that you can
see the end or when you thought you were free.
Kalniete:
When there was a coup d’etat in Soviet Union in August 1991, I knew that Latvia
was free. At that time I worked in Latvia’s information office in Sweden, and I returned
immediately back and not knowing I would be arrested, it was not important for me. I remember
we landed in the airport and were hearing the stewardess asking the people to get on the ground.
She asked, ‘How is it?” Before we went up, there was a message, there was a change in Moscow,
there was a group flying to meet Gorbachev in Crimea. The answer came from person in airport,
‘It looks like it turns out good.’ What was not clear for me, on which side she stands. Is it good
for those who are in opposition to Gorbachev or for those who are pro-independence. And then
there were the next day, I was in a hotel expecting British diplomats to come, which would be the
first official British visit to Rīga… because of nonrecognition policy the British were not allowed
to travel to the Baltic States. I was staying in the hotel lobby when suddenly I heard someone
from personnel saying that Yeltsin signed the decree for Latvia’s independence.
Standing in the middle of hall, I shouted, “Finally we are free.’ That was the most.
Now, any questions you would like to ask me? (She is reading from Vogeler’s
questionnaire). Yes, I would like to add that for all those who were living behind the iron curtain
in Eastern Europe and the Baltic States and suffered for many years. For us, war was over not in
1945 but in the year, 2004, first of May, when we were united with the Europe. The reunification
of Europe’s history still is a problem. There is a multitude of publications, research and
recognition of all the crimes committed by Nazi regime but practically whenever eastern
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Europeans or Balts, are trying to put on the European agenda the responsibility of the totalitarian
communism, we meet with strong hesitation and even resistance. Too many Europeans are of the
opinion that these totalitarian regimes are not comparable. For those who are victims, for them it
is absolutely equal – were they dying in Nazi concentration camps in Europe or in Gulag Siberia.
This attitude should be changed, and Europeans should condemn the crimes of totalitarian
communism in the way as they condemn the crimes of Nazism.
Vogeler:
If you look at the numbers, in Nazi Germany a bunch of people died but in the
Soviet Union much more.
Kalniete:
There is an official report of the European Council, of the year 2005, that the
most conservative estimate, due to communist repressions whether it was the Soviet Union,
Cambodia, China… the estimate was 94.5 million people perished. That is the conservative
estimate. The Nuremburg for totalitarian communism is something we owe to the victims …
Thank you.
THE END
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VISVALDIS LĀCIS
Vogeler:
I will get my computer…
Lācis: Okay, now the first question: In school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s
relationship to the Baltic States?
You see, at my age, what does it mean ‘at school.’ When I entered the elementary, then
secondary school during the first republic of independent, it was before World War II. Then we
had for the first time in this history of the Latvian people, our first independent republic for 22
years. Till 1940, when I think you know, the Molotov signed this treaty and when we were
occupied by the Soviets. During that period of school I was taught the history of Latvia, as a boy
of ten, fourteen and sixteen and when the Soviet army entered Latvia, I understood and knew the
history of Latvia very well. We were told we had to wait for 2000 years, we had been told, and
we had already been living here over 2000 years as an indigenous nation. We had to wait till the
Czar Russia collapsed and the German Reich collapsed. In the second decade of the 19th... for the
west we got our independence. We were told that correctly.
But now, I was not quite a boy. Let’s go on. Did this information come from textbooks or
from other sources? Then we had an independent first Latvian state, we had our textbooks in
Latvian and we were taught in school, two ways we got the information. But the newest
generation went to school during this period – 50 years of Soviet dictatorship, they had another
history. As I can answer.
What did you think about this information? This information was correct because we had
a democratic state, even the communist party was legal for a short period and then it was
forbidden. They found another name and re-organized their party and continued their activities.
But the information, many cited, social democrats, conservatives, liberals as really as any
democratic state. As the United States, I think there are many; otherwise you would not have
come to me and spoken.
How did you feel at that time? I have internet on journalists now after this pouring of
independence for this generation of Latvian people it was the happiest time of our history, for the
first time in over 2000 years, we had been waiting for this independence and then we were
independent. We could speak and talk and write and go by ships or by planes whenever we want.
All the atmosphere was Latvian, all the people were if they wanted to live in Latvia, but they had
to understand they had to learn Latvian, we were happy, we understood that it was a happy thing
and for every nation and if nations can get own independence, its own state.
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between Soviet Union and
the Baltic? These questions, you had to repeat if 50, 30, and 40 or 20 years. For 20 years, we
already have a new power. 30, 40, 50 or 60 years, I would answer…
Vogeler:
You lived through the whole experience.
Lācis:
Yes. Growing up, what did the media tell you about the Soviet Union? They told
the truth. (Pause, talking to a woman in Latvian).
Vogeler:
May I just take a picture of the two of you?
Lācis:
Why not? A member of the parliament and his assistant!
So, to remember the name of any of these forces, television, radio and TV. My memory is
quite normal, even more normal for an age of 84…..the titles of the newspapers, the names of
journalists; I suffer to get any losses. Of course, normally it is not so good when I was 20 or 30,
but still I remember everything.
Growing up, do you have any memory of your family discussing the relationship between
the Soviet Union and the Baltic states? When I was a teenager, I lived in Reba (sp), a (muffled)
city. My father and mother were civil servants, at the low level, civil servants. During the summer
vacations as a pupil I was sent to my grandmother who was small farmers at the land, ten, twelve,
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fifteen hectares of land. Then, usually we did not talk about politics, my grandmother from my
father’s side and mother’s side. You were taught in school about all these things. I was as a
teenager; I was not interested to speak about politics.
When how, I addressed when independent state was not yet established, what did you do?
The leaders were the biggest, the better of people, the richest, the Germans and the Russians. The
German gentry and the Russian civil servants, I asked them, such not long answers they answered
me in a short way. My grandmother from my mothers side, when she was 20, what did she do? I
was not politically inclined; my English is not so well. Economical, how did you get, what did
you earn, how did you feel, as handworkers, what it is in English, manual workers.
Growing up did you learn about the Soviet Union’s relationship with Baltic States, from
other sources? No the sources were other people and the school, mainly the school.
Who was in involved in pressing the information? No one pressed the information, it was
information that I wanted. The information was pressed when we were occupied after the World
War.
What did you learn? I learned almost all what I wanted. I was a teenager. How did you
feel learning information? I have always been interested in information, especially then in
political and historical information. I read newspapers when I was six years old, the first memory
of what I read, even now I remember. This is my answer. How did you feel? I feel real good
when in a democratic state, you are interested in information, you can find answers.
Did you ever visit a place outside the Soviet control? This is a question, when after WW
II, I was 21 or 22 and we lived, as you know, behind the Iron Curtain. Only the small, tiny
majority of those people controlled by the KGB and the party talk members were allowed
sometimes, seldom, to leave the Soviet Union and to go and see a lot of people. The tourists from
the Soviet People from these occupations were only allowed to go abroad in groups – 15 or 12 –
and not alone. Russians, Ukrainians and so on. It was done officially. In Latvia, all common, all
people were allowed to see people behind the Iron Curtain.
Put it back, you can visit Soviet Union, for instance Western Europe, it was only a dream.
In Asia, no possibilities, no opportunities. Dreaming was allowed, no one could take your dreams.
You could not speak about the iron curtain; you could be put in prison – ten or fifteen years. No
one knew how much you could get.
Where did you go? I did not go anywhere. When was during the Soviet occupation, how
old were you? I was 21 to 66. When our independence was restored, I was already 66 years old.
Where did you learn the about Soviet Union and Baltic states? I learned in life, real life.
At one time, did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR? An overwhelming
majority of the Latvians did not accept the idea; there was a tiny part of communists, the majority
of our communists, even not communists not by ideological persuasion, what is the word,
Vogeler:
Conviction?
Lācis:
No, they only wanted to be better off and they understood to be better off one
must enter the party. We called the communists, and they knew it, the Latvian communists, who
wanted to make a career during the Soviet occupation, they had (Latvian translation), I will try to
translate, that, what is the English for show you how… when I really understand. For example,
you will say this: how do you call such?
Vogeler:
Identification code?
Lācis:
No, its not identification. Every person has many documents, how would you call
it in English. Children have documents, when one drives, they have license.
Vogeler:
License?
Lācis:
It is a common word for all these small documents.
Vogeler:
Identification cards?
Lācis:
No, if you can drive an auto it is for instance, called auto drivers.
Vogeler:
Drivers license?
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Lācis:
No, I said for all things. For instance if I am a schoolboy I have documents, when
I have another such a document to drive autos, another to say I am member of a party. I can’t
think of it.
Vogeler:
I cannot think of it either.
Lācis:
It is a common word in English. You ask me then believe that Baltic States were
a part…. No, we rejected, we rejected loudly, we rejected within a small circle of people you
know very well, among relatives or good friends. No one wanted to risk or go to prison or to be
thrown out from a good job. So it’s the same in the occupation.
Did you accept that the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States throughout your
lifetime? After 50 years, during the period of Soviet occupation, when you were grown up as I
was, beginning in 21, we all saw, not the clock, simply looking forward thinking, we all, Latvians
were state, we all hoped that we could have but we did not know how it would end. We saw
already, the changes that the Soviets, then comes Brezhnev, things stayed at the same level.
Andropov, more. Then comes Gorbachev. The hope rises. We waited, waited till the Soviet
Union collapsed. We the Baltic States were the first to give the stroke because we did not support.
Only Gorbachev supported the policy of ….
Vogeler:
Perestroika or Glasnost?
Lācis:
Glasnost. What is the English for Glasnost?
Vogeler:
Glasnost.
Lācis:
Openness. (Muffled question to him). We thought the Soviet Union would
remain, I never thought the Soviet Union will remain, always hoped.
When did you learn the Baltic States were occupied? I saw it; I was 16 when the Soviet
tanks came into Rīga. Not one, but hundreds. And the Latvian army had 30 tanks. They had 2500
here along the Latvian border.
When did this occur? It occurred in Latvia.
When did you learn this occupation, how did you? By seeing.
What was your first reaction? I felt bad, bad, the country had been occupied, and we had
lost our independence. There would be Russian bloody dictatorship. How did you feel?
How did you learn this information? Did you view the world change? I told you, we
always waited. After ten years and people became pessimistic, the majority, some of them said do
not speak what we speak at home. We might be better off; the colonization begins, sooner or later
as some occupation, as well as in Hawai‘i, travel Americans, become change. The same with
Latvians.
Did your understanding of yourself change? (Long pause).
Vogeler:
Did your understanding of yourself change? Did you understand yourself
differently?
Lācis:
I can’t get the key of this question.
Vogeler:
You saw the world differently, did you see yourself differently?
Lācis:
From the periods of 21-66 years of age?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Lācis:
When one grows, I learned gradual then the language I repeated, the German
language; if possible, I tried to listen to BBC or American news and so on. We saw the
information, there was noise, we could not understand, but the Thaw was not that thick, and we
could find some information. That we could not hear something, some sailors, there were few
sailors that were allowed to be sailors on Soviet Ships and went to Africa and London. From
these sailors who risked, we were happy to hear book or politics or newspapers. People spread the
information and gave one another.
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood Baltic States were
occupied increase, remain the same or decrease? I think it increased of course. It increased. I told
the facts to my children, my children told the facts to grandchildren. One of my friends who I
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could trust spoke with me and we got some news. One heard something; the information was
circulated as in every dictatorship. The number of people increased, not decreased. As the number
of people, the Iron Curtain did not 100% allow the Soviet Union to limit the level of information.
It could decrease the level of information but not 100%. There were always gaps.
Vogeler:
Always there are gaps.
Lācis:
Why did you believe this happened that the number of people who knew these
increased? Because history shows that dictatorship does not help in this respect. There will
always be gaps, some gaps.
Did some believe that the Baltic States were no different from the other….? No the
Latvians, even the communists understood this very well belonged to the Russian culture and it is
quite other thing. I don’t know, if it intentionally discriminated the Russian people. There had
never been free you see, in many respect, they have been used for many centuries or someone
others. They were used to be silent, more than we Latvians. The Russians were always delighted
they had their own empire, they knew they were oppressed, but it was the Russian empire and if it
grew wider.
No, some two years ago I bought a book written by Borgque, Brogue, pronounced in
English Berg, Sunday Mail (UK) journalist who spent one or two years in Afghanistan, in India,
specializing in Eastern Asia questions. I found a good answer and for you as well. He said that
even now, after so many years, after the collapse of the British Empire. They have right, enough
British people who feel pain knowing that the British Empire collapsed. They do not say it is a
good thing, the British people. It is not a good thing for us Britons. Same with Russians and
more. British people lived under democratic rule, longer than the Russians. Nevertheless, some of
them dreamed of maybe not repeating this period when British Empire was a place were the sun
rises during geographically when the sun goes down. We knew we were different.
Georgia, of course. Georgians speak the Georgian language. Because to understand the
language, he has owned the caucuses for 3 or 4 thousand years…As far as you know the people
talk about the occupation about the Baltic States, did they see the Baltic States and Russia as the
same? No we understood the Baltic is Baltic, the Latvians, the Lithuanians, and Estonians. We
had independent period of 20 years and the Lithuanian state in the 13th and 14th century was very
big state with Poland then Kiev and the western Ukrainian and the Lithuanian state they are still
proud to their kings who ruled them, very big territory and they understood Lithuanians that we
are Lithuanians and we are not Ukrainians. The Tsarists know the red empire could extend the
nationalist, that the people in the Baltic States and Georgia felt as well they are different from
Russians.
The Baltic States and Soviet Union was known. What political groups were actively
trying to end the occupation? There were only certain individual people because KGB was
almighty and the net of informative even among Latvians, there will always be scoundrels. There
will not be a nation without criminals, etc. we had scoundrels who got paid and who said, ‘she did
that and he did that.’ They informed the KGB and that results in sad people got arrested, put in
concentration camps, in prisons because open opposition was never. Some individuals who got
arrested for books and journals and got arrested and put in prison. Some journalists got put in
prison 15 years. It was not a joke, not like in Hawai‘i.
When were these groups the most active? Individuals were active, some individuals
during this whole period but the number was not big.
Did you participate in these groups? No never, I had a family, I had four children. One of
them died, a boy, was the youngest. My assistant, my daughter. I would think of how to make
money for my family. If I was put in family, and they grew up, they would not be well nourished.
Do you believe that these groups were effective? I think in history of nations, there were
such individuals who were heroes, heroic stand irrespective of whether they will be killed. Every
history has a history of this. Hawaiians have this, every nation, they are the best people a nation
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can have who oppose even the mighty no less how mighty is rising. We were not better than
Hawaiians or Frenchman or Poles as any history have.
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes in the
Baltic States? Without our own inner persuasion, no power from outside a nation’s territory can
make a people free if you yourself do not want to be free. Of course this pressure from outside
can help. We did not feel any pressure from outside. For us because, for example, in 1920 on the
4th of May when during the Soviet –Latvia republic, our representatives, any communists voted
for independence, there was no outside pressure from other countries. President George Bush
Senior waited two years before he acknowledged. The first country that recognized, who
acknowledged us diplomatically was Iceland – three hundred (muffled), the first 800,000 people,
they were independent and they understood: they must help Latvians. They were the first to
acknowledge us…then Denmark.
Vogeler:
One second, I got a call from, let me just get this call…..let him know I will meet
him in 15 or 20 minutes (telephone conversation). You know him; I have to look up his name.
Mitrofanov he is a Member of Parliament.
Lācis:
He is Russian, partisan of the red empire.
Vogeler:
Yes, I wanted to…
Lācis:
Why not? The Russian language must be the second official language in Latvia.
Vogeler:
I wanted to talk with him because I wanted to find out about. There was
opposition and many people from the opposition are still here.
Lācis:
I have written books, and I have written about them in the period, during the
period from 1990 until today, our leading political elite, and a great part of Latvians have been
afraid of not repeating the possibility of Soviet occupation. We entered the European Union and
NATO already signed and acknowledging the Russians in Latvia will stay. In 1975 in Helsinki,
then the EU was teachers in attitude of the Baltic State. They already came to a decision in the
Baltic States that if there were changes in the Soviet Union, the borders will not change, how to
regulate the attitude of the processes between the Russians of other people who came from Russia
to the Baltic States during the occupation, we knew decisions and how will they do with Russians
in Baltic, do they want to enter of the EU as a means of security. He is here, even though he hates
our state.
When was this moment when they will leave?
Vogeler:
When did you know they would leave?
Lācis:
In 1994.
Vogeler:
In 1994?
Lācis:
Well four years after the Declaration of Independence. Four years.
Vogeler:
Was there a point when you knew they were going to leave?
Lācis:
Well we hoped because there was such an organization which is now named, it is
a European cooperation and security organization. This organization existed in Vienna, in Austria
then and they attempted resolution when we got our independence. They did not say Russians,
they were very careful. They said all the foreign troops in the Baltic States, in Germany must
leave the territories. There are many arguments that the Russians did not leave the red army, there
was chaos during the Yeltsin period, on the Russian side, and there was maybe a possibility of
counter-revolution so they said they must leave. In four years they left us. I put it here.
Vogeler:
So it was in 1994 when you knew they would leave?
Lācis:
Yes, and they left. The Latvian representatives, Moscow signed a treaty, which
belongs to who and so on.
What were you doing? I was happy, I was delighted, and all the Latvians were delighted.
What was so significant? Everyone was happy and dancing and whatever you can do.
As far as you know, what factors changed so that the Soviet Government could not
control the Baltic States? As I told you, it is known economical after the collapse, there was such
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chaos in Russian, in the middle east, the Ukrainian and this empire was broken up consisting of
hundreds of people, of small and big, was the breakup of the power, they cannot believe in the
troops of the Soviet Union and did not consist of only the Russians. For example, mobilized
people, one was only 18 years old, one had to serve in the Soviet army but there was no Soviet
power. For many Latvians who served in the Soviet army in Russia, in the far east and deserted
immediately by foot, by plane, by train to come back to Latvia. There were Ukrainians.
A Ukrainian for example served in the Far East; he saw as a map our country; they left.
They lost their control as an empire. The leaders of the empire are weak, and they lose their
empire.
Vogeler:
Economics primarily?
Lācis:
Yes, primarily. Because of the Soviets, no workers in the factories and these so
forth. When these were times for three or four year they did not get a penny from the state. They
were—at the time—they had nothing to eat because the Soviet Union could not as a result of this
collectivization in the 80s or the 70’s could guarantee the population with bread, flour meat and
products, and they so… For three years after the collapse of Russia, the situation was very bad.
The Russians now in the petrol prices and food have gone up ten times and put this money in big
store and has no possibility to buy everything, every product as the bread, milk and meat, he is
now very happy is the restoration of empire. For the Russian family for a year had no food to put
on the table; they didn’t think of the restoring of the empire. The Soviet army, the leading force of
the occupation lost its power immediately.
The factors controls. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the
establishment….? Yes, not in the government, the government comes last but was active from
1988, that is two years before the independence. In 1989 and 1988, the power of Gorbachev
regime was so weak as he proposed his glasnost, and we took already two years to begin our
movement towards independence. In 1988 using the Glasnost, we could speak and arrange
meetings. Meetings for example in the restroom and we had occupation, and independence and
now the moment has come to restore our independence, to restore our justice. Then began a wide
popular movement, it was called the Popular Front was started, irrespective of political parties.
Even the communist party, who understood that the hour of collapse has come, and it is better to
go with the people, even from the Soviet party. It was the same everywhere.
If so, what did you do? Well the so-called Latvian independence movement was
organized, and I was in the board of this movement and in 1990, a little before the declaration of
independence I was the chairman of this movement. First deputy movement then chairman, I was
politically active until 1992, and then when I thought it was not fast, I thought I didn’t believe to
be the power elite would be so weak with possibility who were here sent in from occupation, the
Russian and national leaders from the Soviet Union. Here the Western culture ruled, and here the
conditions of life were better. Not so much crimes, roads were better. The influx was greater and
better. And I didn’t believe it was so weak, it was opportunity to become Member of Parliament.
And began the freelance journalist and since the beginning of independence, I wrote 358 articles
and published twelve books.
Vogeler:
Twelve books. I will try to find them in the bookstore.
Lācis:
From these twelve, ten are sold, and you cannot find them. Some have them been
twice published and sold out. This at the moment we would be so strong, we will take such rules
and for the people who hate Latvians. They are neutral, and they would go back to their
homeland. Putin has asked to return to the Russia, to the homeland, it has weakened than in all
other Soviet republics. In Moscow, the newest data, in the previous Russia there are 150 million
population and majority of Russians. In 2050, there will only be 100 or 95 million people in
Russia. And such a quantity you can’t imagine. The university is called Moscow humanitarian
university. Even Russia has published a book, 2000 examples, and no exemplars, to the Baltic
Sea. He is the director of the university, there are seldom such people in Russia who understand,
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they must not dream of restoring their empire. We must dream, but in our order our way of life,
such as the situation. In Russia this is my answer to you.
(Reading question to himself). I told you the process.
Vogeler:
These next questions are about policy. You can skip these and go. These are
policies having to do with land and the economy. You answered them; you said the economy was
the most important here. You can skip to question 16. ‘Was there a moment.’
Lācis: Was there a moment that led you to believe the country would be free, you would be
free? Yes, this moment came in 1990.
Vogeler:
In 1990?
Lācis:
Now I am not so sure. When one has in a free country, we have been indigenous
people and make up 58 percent of the population, Latvians but we are a minority in the six major
cities. Can you imagine a German, in Sweden, or Spain where Spanish people or Swedes or
Germans are majority in six major cities, and only 58 percent? This is because of influx of
restoring… no communist country, the Latvians has there been such a… how can I be sure right
now.
And the majority of politicians do not speak so openly about such things, they are afraid,
we must do everything to the Russians, not to make them nervous. We must do everything like
British and French, and required to be NATO, to be what Americans say about NATO, about
openness.
Was anything implemented to address economic change?
Vogeler:
No, no you don’t have to.
Lācis:
When was this moment? Where were you? I was in Reba; people would gather in
the streets, in the squares and discuss these questions. I would leave my wife as my daughter had
her home and took up development of politics. In the nationalist movement, afterwards it was a
party and is represented in our parliament. They have lost their initial popularity, their rate is only
3.5. They have eight members of parliament but their population, opinion polls they will not be
represented anymore in the next parliament.
Who was there?
Vogeler:
When you realized Latvia was free again, were you alone? Was anyone with you
when you realized Latvia was free again?
Lācis:
I answered. How did this make you feel? It made me feel happy. Are their any
questions that you would like to ask me? I am innocent in Hawai‘i as well and I think it is very
good for this dissertation, to do everything to inform me as a foreigner about the history of
Hawai‘i. What you can do for your own people. I recommend you to do it that is my
recommendation, not to stop doing it. Is there something you would like to tell me that was not
covered in this interview? It is difficult to find another question.
THE END
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MIROSLAVS MITROFANOVS
(Due to technical problems, the beginning of this interview was cut off.)
Vogeler:
Your father told you a different story?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, he told that they perceived, that it was foreign army that came into Latvia in
1940. The Soviet army was perceived as a foreign one even by the national minorities of
independent Latvian state, Russian minority too.
Vogeler:
Even when you were in school, the teachers were informed different from what
you learned at home?
Mitrofanovs: I think the teachers also knew that real story. But of course the teachers told
what was allowed at that time, an official view. But it is a big difference between me and my
classmates and other people who did not have such family experience. The majority of them
trusted the official history. For them, those events were far, and not very important, they lived in
the present.
Vogeler:
What took place before it seemed distant?
Mitrofanovs: It seemed distant because their families were not engaged in those historical
events. They lived somewhere apart, either they came from territory of Soviet Union or some
small towns of Latvia there were not any families which had become victims of Soviet regime.
For them the events of 1940 had the character of some neutral, of positive events.
Vogeler:
Right.
Mitrofanovs: For my family it was important, my father was repressed two times, was sent to
the camps after, Siberia, the war.
Vogeler:
Why was that?
Mitrofanovs: The first time, he was a soldier of the Latvian legion, the same as case of Mr.
Lācis – the MP of this Saeima.
Vogeler:
I have to fix something there. The first time because he was a…
Mitrofanovs: Yes, he [father] was a soldier and then the war prisoner. So he came to so called
infiltration camp where the conditions were very severe. Many of his colleagues perished in such
camp. He survived. After three years in the Far East, he came back to his homeland in Latvia. He
started to work, he found some place and even began to think about the higher education but in
the 1949, he was arrested and sent to Siberia a second time. It is the difference in the case of Mr.
Lācis, and the majority of soldiers of the Latvian legion, only a few of them were repressed the
second time. He was repressed because he was ethnically Russian and before the Second World
War, before the revolution, the family was prosperous. My grand-grandfather was a well doing
Russian businessman. It was also some social base for such repression. So my father was
represented as “class enemy”.
Vogeler:
So twice.
Mitrofanovs: Yes, twice. He returned only in the end of the fifties. Of course the conditions,
the second time was much better than the first time. He lived in as a civil person but was
impossible for him to leave Siberia . He had to stay it one small village.
Vogeler:
So, it was because he was Russian?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, because he was former Latvian citizen of Russian origin and also because he
was from rich family. That time, the Soviet authorities decided to treat the majority of the former
members of Latvian legion to be simply soldiers. This treatment differed from that towards war
criminals or Nazi collaborators. So the majority of the former soldiers came back to Latvia; where
there was an unofficial treaty between Soviet power and Latvian elite that the Soviet power gave
some small but definite space for Latvian culture, language and so. But Latvian national elite
must not interfere in the strategy of the development of the country, and do not demand any
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independence. The unofficial forgiveness for the former Latvian SS legion participants was also a
part of this dealing. This treaty was not either written or discussed, but it was in force for many
years. But our family felt out of the treaty because we are not ethnic Latvians.
Vogeler:
A policy?
Mitrofanovs: The formal official power had to belonged to ethnic Latvians. The policy of some
reconciliation between the Soviet state and Latvians. Everything which was during the war, not
be forgotten but it was wartime and please do not speak about fate of Jews, this page is closed.
The process which happened in western Germany when it was very proper investigation on
crimes, in the case of Eastern Germany and Latvia it was frozen. In order to establish the good
relations between the losers with the winners.
Vogeler:
Just so I have this clear, in school what was presented was an official story but
then what you heard from family, from experience was different. What was presented in the
media, was it similarly in the official story and different from your family?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, the official story only.
Vogeler:
You already answered this, but growing up, what were you saying about what
you heard from your father: a different story? Growing up did you hear about the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States from other sources besides from your family?
Mitrofanovs: Now I see I had not understand the question and started to speak about the current
differences in perceiving the term “occupation”. If the real answer is necessary for you, I can say,
that only in the late 80’s a lot of free publications on the historical events appeared in Soviet
media. About the modern term of “Soviet occupation”. I am sure this term must not be related to
the events of 1940. The world “occupation” has the wrong emotional pressure. My relatives did
not tell me for example that there was a war between Soviet Union and independent Latvia. Now
the official ideology of the Independent States treats it as a war, as an occupation, as an bloody
event. From that time, the events of 1940 looked like some secret, the reasons and mechanisms
were invisible for the society – why the Latvians let the Soviets come in – was impossible to
understand from the point of view of common sense.
Vogeler:
It was very different from what you heard from your dad or your family?
Mitrofanovs: Just suddenly the Soviet troops were on the territory without any resistance of
Latvian side. The repressions followed later...
Vogeler:
And your dad was sent away twice. I hear these stories and they are just so sad,
so sad. But did you ever have a chance to visit a place outside Soviet control.
Mitrofanovs: At that time I was a child, I was a student, and it is difficult to say that I wanted
but it was prohibitive for me.
Vogeler:
So at one time, did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, of course.
Vogeler:
Did you accept that the Soviet Union would remain in the Baltic States
throughout your lifetime?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, of course.
Vogeler:
How old were you when you thought that the Soviet Union would remain?
Mitrofanovs: It was discussed in childhood, in early childhood. We thought that the Soviet
power would exist forever without any variants.
Vogeler:
You believed that until…
Mitrofanovs: It was under any discussion, and we were not concentrated on this.
Vogeler:
Did you think that until you were twenty or thirty?
Mitrofanovs: Earlier.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that the Baltic States were occupied?
Mitrofanovs: I personally, and my party, we do not accept this ideology of occupation. We say
that Latvian, independent Latvia was forcefully annexed by the Soviet Union. It was not done by
the goodwill of the independent Latvia. But the difference of the terminology between “annexed”
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and “occupied”. Occupation is very emotional term and it means that it was some bloody events
and resistance. A war between one side and the other side. There must the heroes who resisted
against the invasion of foreign troops. But it was not a case of Latvia in 1940. It was a great
secret deal between the Latvian government and the Soviet authorities. All the repressions which
followed are the second step .
The process of Latvia’s accession to the USSR was peaceful but it was not the result of
the expression of the goodwill of the nation. The accession was forced.
Vogeler:
Just so I understand, it is a difference in wording, or is it a conceptual difference
between occupation and a forced annexation?
Mitrofanovs: Many politicians in this country always try to replace some words in order to
receive some draft in legal terms. Of course we are not so tough in our position towards the term
occupation. There are some international definitions; some vocabularies say that forceful actions
of the foreign power may be treated as occupation. I have read in some textbooks, such
terminology exists.
Vogeler:
Like the US going into Iraq?
Mitrofanovs: No its real occupation, without any doubt. For example, there can be mentioned
so called Austrian Anschluss before the Second World War
Vogeler:
Or Belgium before …
Mitrofanovs: I do not think Belgium is a better example. The best example is Austria. Also it
was forceful unification with neighbor historically close state but without war.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure.
Mitrofanovs: Why is it so dangerous to use the term “occupation”? Our political opponents
often try to use this term in order to make some ground for political restrictions in nowadays
Latvia
Vogeler:
To make some justification.
Mitrofanovs: Yes, if the events of 1940 is an occupation so there must be the consequences of
the occupation. The Latvian nationalists say – the local Russians are these consequences and they
must be deprived of their rights. For example Mr. Lācis is campaigning for this. We cannot ask
for the citizenship of the Latvian non-citizens; we cannot speak about the rights for Russian
minority in Latvia to use the native language. So the ethnic group is guilty for the occupation, not
the state, which does not exist now.
Vogeler:
Just so I understand this, it is not the legal term of occupation; it is political
terminology of occupation. In the legal sense, I do not want to put words in your mouth. In the
legal sense, in terms of international law, you agree there, but in the political sense it has political
ramifications.
Mitrofanovs: Yes, because as I have told you there must be some consensus.
Vogeler:
I understand, that makes sense. I wanted to make sure I understood that clearly.
The next question here is: As far as you know, did the number of people that understood that the
Baltic States were occupied, did it increase, remain the same or decrease?
Mitrofanovs: The number of such people? I have participated in one recent discussion last
Friday, and I saw poster with diagram of the investigation made by one political scientist, Mr.
Ijabs (sp). This research had several questions addressed to the ethnic Latvians, to local Russians,
and to the inhabitants of Russian Federation. Three groups. There are the two questions. The main
question, ‘What happened in Latvia in 1940?’ The first variant was that it was a peaceful, how to
say: decision made by Latvian people by their own will. And the second variant was that it was
the forceful invasion of Soviets into Baltics. Of course the majority of Latvians who participated
in this replied that it was the invasion. The majority of Russians in Russia said that this question
was not important for them, they are neutral on this. The majority of the local Latvian Russians
said that it was the goodwill of the Latvian Republic to join the Soviet Union in 1945.
Vogeler:
Really? Is it possible to get a copy of that?
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Mitrofanovs: It was a mistake of methodology because the majority of Russians do not think
so. The both radical variants of the replies provoked the participants of this research to reply also
in a very aggressive way – O.K. if you are speaking about an “invasion”, we will say it was the
“peaceful choice” of Latvian people. And nowadays, aggressive demonstrative attitude of most
Russian speakers are a result of these 17 years of nationalists’ repressions, of Russophobic
propaganda. I think in the conscious Russians realize what really happened in 1940.
Vogeler:
That is was legal annexation.
Mitrofanovs: Yes, when everyday we are listening to the accusations that it was an invasion, a
war of Russians against the Latvian people, the reaction for any normal person will be the protest
- if you insist that it was “Russian invasion” we will reply “It was very peaceful unification of the
two countries”.
Vogeler:
But overall, did the number of people understood it to be occupation, did it stay
the same, increase or decrease?
Mitrofanovs: Increased, of course.
Vogeler:
Why do you think this happened?
Mitrofanovs: Because of the change of generations. The Russian people who are educated now
in Latvian school receive official variant of the history.
Vogeler:
You mean after the government was restored? Beforehand while the Soviet
Union was still here, did that understanding say the same, increase or decrease?
Mitrofanovs: It is difficult to compare because before the restoration of independence these
questions were not on the agenda in ordinary life, for the majority of, at least among national
minorities of Latvia. For some part of Latvians, it was also not important. After the restoration of
independence, of course these questions became topical for both communities.
Vogeler:
After the restoration, even before the late eighties, was it topical?
Mitrofanovs: The conditions of the democratic stage of the history of the Soviet Union existed
in 1987-1991. At the beginning of that period there were rare discussions mostly within Latvian
cultural organizations such as the Union of Latvian Writers which would go over events of 1940.
Initially of the discussions were inside the official ranks of Soviet history. Step-by-Step the
discussions became open, more and more frank.
Vogeler:
During that period, did the subject of occupation become more prevalent?
Mitrofanovs: At that time, as far as I can remember, other questions were on the top - the
questions of democratization of the society. The second of the level of Latvia’s autonomy. The
question of occupation became the most important only after the restoration of independence.
Why? Because at that time it was necessary to find some ground for discrimination of the part of
Latvia’s population – Latvian non-citizens.
Vogeler:
Did some people see the Ukraine, Georgia, and Azerbaijan as the same?
Mitrofanovs: Then or now?
Vogeler:
The late eighties or now? Did they see them as the same or as different?
Mitrofanovs: At that time the Baltic politicians went this route as pioneers. So called Popular
fronts in Ukraine or in Georgia were students, they saw how the situation is developing in Baltics,
it was successful, they took some aspects, some elements they copied.
Vogeler:
The perception was that the Baltic States was the same as Georgia or the Ukraine
or different.
Mitrofanovs: When someone talked in such way at that time, they were perceived as mad, as
different.
Vogeler:
To say it was the same, or different?
Mitrofanovs: To say it was the same. It was the consensus between the Russian democratic
leaders or democratic journalists in Moscow regarding the events of the Baltic States. It was
before any treaties between Latvia and new Russia.
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Vogeler:
In 1988 or 1989?
Mitrofanovs: The ideas that it is allowed to speak openly initially came from Moscow.
Vogeler:
So the idea Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania are different from Georgia that was the
prevalent idea?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, prevalent.
Vogeler:
Were their some people who thought they were the same, or no one did?
Mitrofanovs: Sorry.
Vogeler:
If that was the main idea, was it that some people thought they were the same, or
everyone knew they were different.
Mitrofanovs: In the late eighties, only a few people in the Soviet Union discussed the events in
Georgia or Ukraine in terms of occupation, and they were out of the mainstream.
Vogeler:
What political groups were trying to end the occupation, or the forced annexation
of Latvia?
Mitrofanovs: At independence or at what time?
Vogeler:
The late eighties.
Mitrofanovs: The late eighties. It was the decision made by the, KGB, the committee of state
security to create a Popular front. It was a decision made in Moscow to democratize the Soviet
society, it was necessary to find someone who will be new leaders of democratization. It was
created artificially by members of the communist party under the supervision of the KGB. In the
beginning, the control was very strong. The KGB decided in order to launch the political process,
to invite the cultural workers, some artists for example, some dangerous journalists and writers.
They were part of the Soviet-Latvian elite. All the time before the end of eighties, Soviet-Latvia
was the most disciplined part of the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
So there was this dynamic going back and forth.
Mitrofanovs: This question was understood by me in a wrong way. The proper answer would be –
Step by step the KGB control on the Popular front became weaker, but the organization itself
turned to be the new ruling party, the new mainstream political force. And the majority of Latvian
communists became the members of Popular front, which gradually replaced pro-democratic
rhetoric by autonomist one and at then by open separatist demands.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in any of these groups?
Mitrofanovs: Mainly local Russians were out of politics at that time. Only thing I have done
after I came back from Army, I left the youth organization of young communists, and all my
student group followed me .
I graduated from the university in 1991 and worked as a journalist in the main newspaper of
Daugavpils - the second largest town of Latvia. This city is inhabited mostly by Russian speakers.
And 55% of citizens of Latvia living in Daugavpils had local Russian minority’s background,
not newcomers’.
Vogeler:
They had been there for a long time.
Mitrofanovs: Yes, at that time no one in the newspaper was ready to be engaged in politics. I
started to work as a chief of political department, to write about political process, to communicate
with different groups, I had sympathy with Popular Front and I did my best to provide them the
space for expressing their political views.
Vogeler:
In 1990 or 1991?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, before independence. I openly assisted the Popular Front. I was not a
member of this organization but I helped them.
Vogeler:
Was the Popular front, were these political groups effective?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, at that time because there was not competition between different political
forces. All new forces were attractive. Communists were passive, the major part of them left the
Party immediately after independence. They were not real politicians.
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Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within the Baltic States?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, of course. USA, Germany, Britain, Sweden had help trigger the processes
in the Baltics.
Vogeler:
Great. Did people who were from Latvia living in other places?
Mitrofanovs: Latvian immigration from the US helped the Popular front and the independent
Latvia in the earlier stages, to receive assistance in economic, military and development. They
played an important role in the processes.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you understood that the Soviet occupation,
annexation, of the Baltic States, that the Soviet government and military would leave?
Mitrofanovs: The situation changed very quickly at that time.
Vogeler:
Do you remember a moment?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, I was… they left step by step. It was not one day they left.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment?
Mitrofanovs: In August of 1991, after independence was restored de facto. But there was a big
difference in perception of Soviet Army by the old citizens of Latvia, and by the youth, by my
generation for example. For us it was our army. We have relatives who were officers, we did not
see the army to be any threat.
Vogeler:
I am not saying that, I just want to know if there was a moment when you
thought they were going to leave.
Mitrofanovs: It was not so important for me, I do not remember this moment.
Vogeler:
So you did not have a specific moment? A year, 1987, 1988?
Mitrofanovs: That it would leave? No it was later, only in 1991. Because the independence
came very quickly, we were not ready that it would happen so quickly.
Vogeler:
It was not a specific time in 1991.
Mitrofanovs: I do not remember.
Vogeler:
As the annexation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of the
independent Baltic governments.
Mitrofanovs: I did not have an opportunity to participate because I was in Daugavpils, the
main processes took place in the capital. I was just an honest journalist and gave every
movement, every party to express their views.
Vogeler:
Did you vote?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, because my family automatically became citizens for the restored state.
Vogeler:
How did you become citizens? By paper….
Mitrofanovs: By registration. I remember, Ii was a moment when I asked my friend from
Popular friend about the purpose for registration of residents. He told me that the purpose is to
separate “goats from lambs”, to divide people in “ours and foreign”. My mother received status as
non-citizen because she was not born on the territory of Latvia.
Vogeler:
But your father was because he was born, he counted…?
Mitrofanovs:
Yes, he was. Nowadays my mother is still a non-citizen.
Vogeler:
Can she take an oath to naturalize?
Mitrofanovs: She asked me once if she should go through the process and I told her it was
going to be great stress for her in those circumstances, she is not healthy, she is nervous.
Vogeler:
Is there a test?
Mitrofanovs: There will be a test in history, in language, then oath. It would not be difficult for
me, for example, but it is difficult for those older people who lived in homogeneous Russian
language space their whole lives..
Vogeler:
No, of course, if it is taking an oath is one thing. Thanks for providing that
information. So did the ending of occupation, did the ending of annexation, affect issues relating
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to language, ethnicity or culture. If so, how were these issues were addressed, and do you believe
they were effective?
Mitrofanovs: Yes they were effective. And they were very quick in terms of time. The first law
on Languages was adopted by the parliament in 1989, it was in the end of the Soviet-Latvia.
There were the two official languages at the end of the Soviet times but Latvian was proclaimed
to be the leading language. In 1993, Latvian became the only official language but Russian
became language that ordinary people could write for example applications to local authorities, to
court and so on. According to the amendments of 1993, all other languages were prohibited in
advertisements at the streets, in official correspondence, at public events,. Very severe law.
Vogeler:
But you said it was effective?
Mitrofanovs: In some fields of life. Of course in two years, in short time, all official
documentation was filled only in Latvian. In this way the law was effective. But if we speak
about the progress of using Latvian amongst the residents, the law was not so effective, because
of lack of motivation. Why you must learn language if you cannot use it. For example, at your
family and job you are speaking Russian, and only some official papers you must read in
Latvian,. To learn language as a subject, it is not a proper solution for everybody. For students of
course, for school children the process is going on and the new generation is speaking Latvian
fluently.
Vogeler:
From your point of view, is this a good thing?
Mitrofanovs: From the point of view of the positives inside Latvia, the process is positive.
From the point of view from participating in political process it is positive Using Latvian as the
official language is important for young Russians or other minorities. But the ability to speak
Latvian gives nothing on global level. It cannot help to find good job abroad. On the other hand
we must make a difference speaking about the skills of the minority youth to use Latvian
language and, the attitude towards this language. The majority of the young Russians can speak,
but they hate this language… it is now perceived to be a tool of oppression, of punishment but not
as a tool of integration of the nation.
Vogeler:
How did that change?
Mitrofanovs: When I was an official in European Parliament, I had several trips to European
regions which have significant amount of ethnic minorities. I was impressed by the example of
Wales. The Welsh language was restored from zero to over 50 percent of the population in this
area can speak this language. There are not repressions and there are no any punishing, or any
fines by not using this language.
Vogeler:
So people were fined by not using this language?
Mitrofanovs: Yes people in Latvia are regularly punished by the state for not using the official
language. In theory if national state is developing successfully, this pressure must be become
smaller because Latvian language is necessary for everybody and the positions of the language
are strengthening. In this country is vice versa, the staff of language officials or inspectors is
growing each year. Fines are not growing but thy are used more often.
Vogeler:
So fines are used by not using Latvian?
Mitrofanovs: Yes fines are used by not using. The linguistic repressions are used to in some
personal conflicts.
Vogeler:
Those are very good points.
Mitrofanovs: So one good solution would be the so-called “Welsh case”. Another is example
of Luxemburg. Nowadays, we are in the real politics we are looking at multilingual situation of
Luxemburg. In real situation in nowadays Latvia Russian language is not used in written
communication of state institutions, in municipalities where it is prohibited. In reality it is used in
oral communication and in private enterprises and organizations. So learning Russian is still
useful from the point of view of personal career.
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Vogeler:
Those are useful examples, thank you for providing them. As far as you know or
remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Mitrofanovs: How was?
Vogeler:
How did it affect real estate?
Mitrofanovs: What is the question. Number 14?
Vogeler:
Yes 14. As far as you remember, how did the ending of occupation affect real
estate?
Mitrofanovs: That is a good question. Latvia has adopted the most radical law to launch the
process of returning of the property to the former owners. In other Eastern European countries,
similar laws were more reasonable. For example, Lithuania real estate was given back only to
those former owners who lived in Lithuania, for the residents of the country. In Latvia it was
decided to give back to everybody. For those who lived in Israel, in the USA or Australia.. We
have problems until this day. Now there are ten thousand families who live in restituted
apartments in Rīga. Previously there were some legal norms which provided the protection of
nowadays tenants and did not let the owners free these flats. Recently all these norms were
abolished and now it is up to the owner and dweller to find some compromise, to negotiate. These
apartments are in the center of the city, in the very good houses, the price of apartments is very
high. The poor people have no possibility to find another apartment. The market of cheap
accommodation is very narrow. The state can provide municipal flats for the small part of those
who need flats.
Vogeler:
It is a difficult situation. Just a second, I am going to call, I am supposed to
meet… So the next question, how did the end of the occupation affect the economy?
Mitrofanovs: Now we have another economy. In the Soviet time, the industry was the basis of
the economy. Rīga was growing as big industrial center, it was tradition that came from times of
Russian empire. In the 19th century, Rīga was built as industrial center, it was the third largest
industrial city of the Russian empire. The population of Rīga became twice smaller after the First
World War because enterprises moved to Russia before Germany occupied Latvian territory. The
factories did not return back. In Soviet time, the process of building new factories was restored.
Latvia returned in the industrial world. The nowadays youth does not know that in the Soviet
times Latvia produced auto, railway wagons, electronics, chemical fibers or military equipment.
After restoration of the independence the Soviet economy was destroyed completely. It
was done because of political and economic reasons. Now the economy is based on some
services, banking and transit.
Vogeler:
It is completely different, completely remade?
Mitrofanovs: Yes, I think that the more important is the social consequences of economic
changes. In the times of so-called occupation, the number of Latvian inhabitants was growing
because of birth rate, immigration, etc. now the population of Latvia is dying out.
Vogeler:
It is slowing down.
Mitrofanovs: Yes right. Because of the high rate of the dying, because of emigration from the
country.
Vogeler:
I would like to see those statistics.
Mitrofanovs: The effect is negative. In Eastern Europe it is more or less the same processes in
many countries. But Latvia is the leader in the EU in terms of depopulation.
Vogeler:
That is a very good point. And now for the last question. Was there a moment
that led you to believe that Latvia was free again and when was that moment. Who was there and
how did it make you feel?
Mitrofanovs: I felt as if I was betrayed by my Latvian colleagues and Latvian friends after the
restoration of independence. We, local Russians hoped that after Latvians would feel to become
masters of their land the national minorities will have their space for development too. But our
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language is prohibited, we still have the problems in the field of citizenship, and big number of
stateless persons.
Vogeler:
Do they have Russian citizenship?
Mitrofanovs: No, they don’t have any citizenship.
Vogeler:
Is it Russia that they don’t..
Mitrofanovs: When there the division between “ours and the foreigners” was created as a result
of the registration process in Latvia, the Russian federation had the legislation allowing to give
everyone citizenship of Russia. For ten years this opportunity was open for every former USSR
citizen. You could come to the embassy, you could receive the passport. But only several
thousands persons in Latvia have used the opportunity. The majority of local Russians perceive
themselves to be local. Not Russian federation. But local. That was not the point of ruling
politicians of Latvian elite, they saw local Russians to be foreign people. It resulted in invention
of a legal category which does not exist anywhere in Europe. So-called Latvian non- citizens are
not the citizens of any country.
Vogeler:
Unless they take test or go to Soviet embassy. Good point. Is there anything you
want to ask me or that I did not cover?
Mitrofanovs: I will give your introduction on our book on non-citizens. I will send you some
materials, some researches in English for your job.
Vogeler:
Here are some small things. This is a lei, some people feel funny. These are
kukui nuts, they represent wisdom and they come form Hawai‘i. This is, I happened to be the
president of the Hawaiian Society of Law and Politics. This little symbol is the Maltese cross and
King Kalākaua gave it to people who helped out the kingdom in some way. So our organization
uses this symbol and that is a little pin for you.
Mitrofanovs: Thank you very much. Do you speak in the Hawaiian language?
THE END
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GUNĀRS STEFANS AND MAIJA STEFANE
Ina Druviete is translating for Gunārs Stefans. Maija Stefane sometimes adds comments as well,
which Ina Druviete translates.
Vogeler:
If you have any questions here is my card. The lei that looks so nice with
your...very good. The beginning is some background information.
Translator (Ina Druviete):
Where were you born? Rīga.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Translator (ID): 17 December 1926.
Vogeler:
Where?
Translator (ID): Weapai (sp), District, 200 km from Rīga. He mostly lived in a small city in Baltic
State through the occupation. And there were five children in his family and spent some time with
his aunt in Rīga. Then he entered the Latvian Legion, I will tell you more afterwards, it was part
of Germany army and consisted of Latvians who fought for freedom of Latvia.
Nationality? Parents are Latvian.
As a repressed person he was denied any opportunity for work, and therefore he worked
as technical manager at one of the hospitals despite the education. There was a special number of
the passport, and when officials saw this number they understood it was forbidden to get good
job. So the repressions continued even after the exile in the far north.
Ethnicity is Latvian. He speaks Latvian and some Russian.
Vogeler:
The first question is, in school what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s
relationship to the Baltic States?
Translator (ID): Initially the state inhabitants and then the language but family is the first. His
father was official of the Latvian army, they were brothers and sisters and the family was very
patriotic, his father was a Latvian officer. And during school he had patriotic education. And
several patriotic organizations during the 20s and 30s. Scouts. And special children organizations
and teachings and good hosts of your country and developing love for Latvia. His father also
fought against the Germans and the ideology was that the Germans were the most ardent enemies
of Latvians because they were under Germans for 700 years. Nobody knew what communism
was. Very limited information on the Soviet Union. Latvia lived in welfare and peace.
They relied to this Latvian-Russia peace treaty when Lenin said the Latvian territory
would be free forever. Therefore in the schools no-body understood Russia and relied on the
treaty. In 1940 everyone saw what was going on – the repressions and so on.
Vogeler:
In school that is what they said. Growing up what did the media tell you about
the relationship between the Soviet Union and the Baltic States?
Translator (ID): Very little information, and no negative information about Russia. Latvia felt like
an independent country and paid little attention to what was happening in the neighboring
country.
The Western countries were very strong. We had very little to do with Russia, they lived
on their own.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have memories of your family discussing the relationship
between Russia and the Baltic States?
Translator (ID): Because he grew up during independent period. Nobody evaluated this...
Vogeler:
The fourth question is similar so lets go down to the fifth question. (Muffled). So
lets go to the sixth question. At one time did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the
USSR?
Translator (ID): Even during the harshest Soviet period in the sixties and seventies they always
say, ‘Let me live ten years more and Latvia will be free’ and yes he never believed that the
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occupation would last forever and that is true for all of us. We never believed that the Baltic
States were part of the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
And you never thought the Soviet Union would remain throughout your lifetime
Translator (ID): Even as the Roman Empire was not forever. It ended finally, and we still
believed that the concerns, we believed that Latvia will be free?
Vogeler:
Even during the harshest times?
Translator (ID): Even during the harshest times during Soviet occupation. We read that the it was
absolutely forbidden to speak about this but every family, under the cover maybe in the kitchen
we discussed the benefits of a free Latvia and read the dissidents work and we believed.
Vogeler:
For number seven, I kind of know the answer…when did you learn the Baltic
States were occupied?
Translator (ID): His father told him. 1939. Because his father was an officer. Military cases here.
And it is not well known that his father was one of the most trusted officers of the Latvian army
and was specialist invited to headquarters to be informed maybe they need to take over the
Russian military bases because in 1939 they had Russian bases and the officers already
understood.
Then this order was cancelled so somebody decided that it was not diplomatic to take
over the bases. His father cried because he understood it was the beginning of the occupation.
Vogeler:
Your father told you?
Translator (ID): Patriotic upbringing and they discussed everything with the children.
Vogeler:
So did your worldview change, or your view of the Soviets, or your
understanding of yourself?
Translator (ID): It is hard to formulate how the reception was, it was very different. Everyone
understood what was going on and of course….in schools changes in education and in history. In
history the first subject of course where it was changed radically.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the understanding of the Baltic States, increase, remain
the same or decrease?
Translator (ID): This question is not lets say not applicable because in 1940 everyone understood
that Latvia was occupied and they taught it to their children and from other Soviet republics. No
one taught them. It was a crime to speak about occupation. No one spoke about this in the open.
Vogeler:
So was it that everyone knew and it stayed the same the whole time?
Translator (ID): Everybody knew, and of course not, the people dared to speak in the open. This
was not an issue discussed among close friends.
Vogeler:
But People knew.
Translator (ID): It was forbidden to think about it.
Vogeler:
No thinking.
Translator (ID): Yes.
Vogeler:
Did some people think that the Baltic States were no different than the other
republics of the Soviet Union like Georgia or the Ukraine?
Translator (ID): Of course, the Baltic States were treated differently, not only in the Baltic States
but also in Russia. Russians considered us as Western Europe, not the Soviet Union. They
appreciated the culture here.
Vogeler:
Did some people think it was the same or nobody?
Translator (ID): Not even Russians, they felt the difference. Even the Russians would like to
move to Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. They considered it very prestigious. If you, especially
retired army officers, they were free to choose their place of residence and a lot of them chose
Latvia. They chose Latvia and we have a high number of….. So Latvia has retired Russians.
Vogeler:
Many retired officers?
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Translator (ID): Yes from all over the Soviet Union, in huge quantities because of this image of a
westernized culture with high living standards. Living standards were higher than rest of Soviet
Union. Rīga city, houses, church….
Vogeler:
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation?
Translator (ID): Partisans. Different groups of resistance, in schools. In 1940. Student they
organized such a group and of course he only spoke about ending of occupation but was sent to
Siberia for fifteen years, or maybe 17 years for heading the resistance group among high school
students.
Vogeler:
Among high school students?
Translator (ID): Young boys without weapons who wrote articles. Fifteen years old were sent to
far north for verbal resistance, not anything else. First time they said he deserved the death
penalty. So we had a lot of examples, for verbal resistance maybe something…could send them to
Siberia. The national parties were a special phenomenon.
Vogeler:
When were these political groups most active?
Translator (ID): The ending was in 1994. Big groups. They came in 1941 so Russian occupation.
In 1940 Russians came in on 17th of June in 1940 and that year could be called a horrible year
because a lot of Latvians, army officers and members of patriotic organ and sub groups joined
German Troops to join against Soviet aggression. This was very strong and after the year and
they came again in 1944 here. (Aside) I have not shown to you yet but there is a special building
in Rīga, a former KGB building, headquarters with prison included. There they shot a lot of
people and kept people in prison. (Maija) My age, it was a museum of genocide, lets say. I am
chief. Because the ministry of interior moved out the building and now it is building and what to
place. It is impossible to have a hotel or apartments because it is such a horrible house. Then the
only idea is to have a museum of genocide or some other…with the cellars where they tortured
people.
Vogeler:
These political groups, did you participate and why did you participate and were
they effective?
Translator (ID): This Latvian army. Initially they serviced in German army and they organized
the army of Latvians against the Russians for independence. Soviets took over in 1944 and it was
clear that Russia was going to take over. Then these parts of the Latvian troops went into the
forest in order not to be persecuted and to fight from forest. And from that year in 1945 when
already the second Soviet occupation took place and he was in the forest. He served in Latvian
Legion and served in the forest.
Vogeler:
This was after…
Translator (ID): This was after the world war. He was 20 years old. He served in the legion and
when the Soviets occupied Latvia he served in the forests to fight.
Vogeler:
How long did you participate in this?
Translator (ID): He spent five years. He was imprisoned, the other ones. He swam over the lake,
very big lake and went into forest otherwise he would have been shot.
Vogeler:
What year?
Translator (ID): He was caught in 1948 by the KGB officers and spent 9 days in KGB building
and then managed to escape swimming around the lake. It was impossible to resist and he was
caught by a lot of crooks. Some people unfortunately informed the KGB and they caught him
again.
Vogeler:
And then was he sent to Siberia?
Translator (ID): Then he was sent to Kolyma. Fifteen years and then he spent 15 years in the
concentration camps. He came back to the family at 36 years old. He was 22 years in war, so it is
something terrible because the circumstances were terrible. We lost all the…very heavy labor in
occupation you will see this.
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Vogeler:
As far as you can remember did pressure from other countries cause changes in
the Baltic States?
Translator (ID): Of course. It is not to judge what is going on. It is politics, the American
influence to sell the Baltic States to the Soviet Union, to release the Baltic States. You know that
several states, including the United States never recognized the Baltic States as part of the Soviet
Union, and almost all Latvians had relatives in western countries and the immigration protested
these measures. Close contacts. There was also thinking that the Soviet occupation was a short
time and that the Americans will come and we will free the Baltic States again and therefore these
people were able to spend all these years in the forest. And with the cold climate, it is almost
impossible to imagine.
Vogeler:
So, did people from the Latvia in other countries, did they help to….
Translator (ID): A bit controversial process has happened because Latvian immigrants, huge
numbers in the states and they were well organized and kept unities, kept own media and
arranged protests against Russia in front of the Soviet embassy, and so on they sent, lets say,
some food and clothing to Latvian relatives, but KGB controlled these relationships very much. It
was impossible for these Latvian immigrants to meet outside Rīga to meet their relatives, control.
They controlled every step. They controlled them all the way from the center to here, terrible
control. If you had relatives abroad your job possibilities were restricted. You cannot be a sailor
so as not to escape from the Soviet Union. People with close relatives abroad were in a special
category and persecuted because they were not reliable. They could not travel abroad.
They controlled. Even Soviet sportsman were not allowed to go abroad and if allowed,
groups of four and you were not allowed to meet your relatives or talk to foreigners and you
cannot travel during Soviet times except to Poland. It was not so easy and we never knew who
had devices in hotel rooms or by KGB. But of course, this international pressure, they constantly
recalled to the world that Latvia was occupied.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment where you understood that the Soviet occupation of the
Baltic States would end, that the Soviet military would leave?
Translator (ID): There was a special group, Helsinki 86 and it was this group that reminded
people of the occupation and in 1987, the first people to have flowers as a monument of freedom
and raised the Latvian flag. Already in 1979 when this was absolutely, everybody was afraid. A
few people signed the petition. And repressions followed because Latvian American published
the petition and repressions followed but then afterwards it were not so easy. Helsinki was very
active.
Vogeler:
With the Helsinki group, that you knew the Soviet occupation would end?
Translator (ID): They were the first to speak about it and demanded the end to occupation. But
only few, all the rest were hesitating.
Vogeler:
At that time, did you know the Soviet occupation would end?
Translator (ID): No only note this. They were not sure, the year of radical – 1988 so called
singing revolution. Already ten years before but this was only first. In 1988 it was special year.
Vogeler:
The singing revolution.
Translator (ID): And somebody raised the Latvian flag above the hospital, and Gunārs was the
first one to be investigated about it. Fourteen years in hospital.
Vogeler:
Was there a particular time in 1998 or just sometime in 1988 when you knew that
the Soviet Union would leave?
Translator (ID): June or July. You realized….in 14th of July in 1987, the first group, a small
group put flowers in the monument of freedom and signal for all societies that all will changed. A
year later when the song contest took place in Lithuania it was the first time that the Latvian flag
was raised, students and ensembles did it. And then a chain of very touching events – meetings,
demonstrations all the riverbank was so….. And very famous [man] and he died in 1986
(muffled, lots voices). Gūnar and he died, and nobody…they were together in concentration
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camp, and during his funeral and it were the first time it was the Latvian anthem was sung. Three
times. KGB officers were in bushes but they could do nothing. This hand. Only this hand.
Because he was such a figure. And the occupation. It was a great day of
Vogeler:
It was July of 1988?
Translator (ID): No July of 1986. But before, let’s say.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what factors changed so that the Soviet government could no
longer control the Baltic States, in Latvia?
Translator (ID): Maybe some secret agreement with the United States lets say international
pressure because it was impossible to imagine that the Russians would leave, they could use
power or anything to stay here. They were still considered part of Russia.
Vogeler:
It was more on the international level that…
Translator (ID): So international dimension level, no one knows exactly, but something
international.
Vogeler:
Were there any other factors or just international?
Translator (ID): These organizations, [it] is hard to imagine that there is no organizations. You
can’t compare small Latvia with huge Russian empire, and people were terribly frightened.
Everybody hated the system. Real repressions. They could send anything or anyone to Siberia.
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of
independent Baltic governments?
Translator (ID): Ordinary people participated in meetings, in demonstrations; they have the
medals for defending Latvian independence during 1991. When the occupation, 1990, January
events when Russians tried to get back….
Vogeler:
1991?
Translator (ID): Yes, when several people but he was the one who took wounded people who
later died. As a shelter for these Rīga defenders. On the street where the gunfire and I was at
central telephone. Under endless threats that Soviet troops were nearby and attacks would come
and it was a false but nevertheless the feeling was that.
Vogeler:
When people began to vote for new Latvian congress, was the repression then to
or did you participate in the vote?
Translator (ID): Soviet…. Soviet block on 4th of May, 1990 and then members of parliament, still
Soviet but still voted for independence. We counted voices in front of the Parliament, big
demonstration and we needed a certain number of voices for independence. We counted 1-20,
100 and …for independence. Then we all cried. So we treated the members of parliament as
national heroes, approximately half were elected from so called Russian and so we did not know
results from before – it was almost 50-50.
Vogeler:
So you all participated in the vote?
T;
No, we all stood in front of the parliament. We are not politicians.
Vogeler:
No, I mean the vote for the new parliament?
Translator (ID): We participated as public.
Vogeler:
Yes, yes. But for the new parliament that came in 1990, was it regular people or
people from Supreme Soviet.
Translator (ID): Only Parliament, people from Supreme Soviet. Parliament.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to culture, language and
ethnicity?
Translator (ID): We were obliged to speak Russians, in doctors office, in shop in hairdressers and
the expression we heard is don’t speak your language. Please speak our language, do not speak
Dog’s language. Highly standardized, everyone had to speak Russian. This occupants in the real
sense, not all Russians bad.
Vogeler:
How were these issues relating to language, ethnicity and culture addressed and
do you believe they were effective, what was not?
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Translator (ID): Not absolutely but of course, no we could not use Latvian, it is hard to compare
the situation of Latvians. The issue of mixed marriages was also present. Latvian families were
mono and some let’s say denial of mixed marriages with Russians but we had a lot mixed.
Vogeler:
20% mixed?
Translator (ID): Yes, and the language line, and what ethnicity, what color. If you speak Latvian
okay, if you don’t speak Latvian.
Vogeler:
Were there some policies that worked better than other policies?
Translator (ID): After independence. Law first of all, sometimes people can see it’s a state.
(Aside) Language law and it was absolutely necessary, very difficult for Russians to accept them.
They thought they came to another part of the Soviet Union without any idea the former
independence. They were absolutely surprised during the singing revolution so what do they
want. When we explained, we went and explained to factories, offices, to almost everyone and
explained the history and they understood. We made a socio-linguistic survey in 1995, and we
asked this question and people felt guilty but not like military personnel. Young people
understood and felt guilty and felt loyalty to the Latvian state. We had a group that was absolutely
against Latvian independence at the same time.
Vogeler:
The next question, as far as you remember how did the ending of the occupation
affect real estate?
Translator (ID): Our memories are that the shops were almost empty during the Soviet period and
it was hard for us to imagine how it could be that you enter the shop and there is nothing to buy.
It was impossible to get even toilet paper. And we raised our children during this time when it
was impossible to get food and elementary clothing. So it was limited. You can buy… one bottle
and children’s clothing, one-shirt or pair for children.
And shops were terribly empty in parts of the Soviet Union’s after independence we had
less money but we had everything of a normal country. To get meals…very long to get butter or
meat, and we survived, somehow. We know how to do everything, to innovate our houses. Then
we had…. Everything we could get only by a system, do you know someone in the shop? And
then you bribe him and get toilet paper and such. Big souvenirs.
Vogeler:
Did you or anyone, you know, have a land claim?
Translator (ID): They nationalized the property. You know we had no private property during the
Soviet times but those whose ancestors had it in independent Latvia got it back. Her grandfather
had...
Vogeler:
What was the process? Did you make a claim?
Translator (ID): If you can, the process was simple. If not, then we had court processes and so on.
Vogeler:
I see, there was a court process?
Translator (ID): And you had documents, you went. If not, the process was difficult. You need
lawyers and…. He got his part of forest.
Vogeler:
So it took ten years?
Translator (ID): Yes. (Muffled, three voices)
Vogeler:
Was the system effective? Did it work?
Translator (ID): Yes.
Vogeler:
We did number 15 already. So the last question was, was there a moment that led
you to believe that your country was free again? And when was this moment?
Translator (ID):
The singing revolution.
Vogeler:
This was when you knew the ending was coming, was there a moment that you
said, “It is done: we are free”?
Translator (ID): The army was withdrawn.
Vogeler:
Was that the moment that was for you, or was there some moment that you said,
‘you are free.’
Translator (ID): When the Russian officers moved away.
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Vogeler:
Yes.
Translator (ID): When the military was abolished. Russian locater. The army, yes?
Vogeler:
When the army left, that is when you knew?
Translator (ID): You can’t imagine how many soldiers were here. In the US you could live for
weeks and months and not see army officer but here…..In 1992 or so, you see soldiers
everywhere.
Vogeler:
When this happened, when the army left, how did you feel?
Translator (ID): Maybe the day when we were happiest and for me. 4th of May, 1990 and the 21st
of August, 1991. When they had the… When the military went on radio and then we thought our
freedom is over and then when they bailed. We still had Russian officers who were retired and
who were married, they were active. They had their own monument of victory, maybe you have
seen it, the other side of…. Monument of Soviet army and the 9th of May they have huge
demonstrations with Russian people… drinking vodka and singing Russian.
Vogeler:
What was the 4th of May?
Translator (ID): The Parliament, when we stood in front of the Parliament.
Vogeler:
So the fourth of May is when you felt that you were free?
Translator (ID): The process, it is long process, it was very exciting.
Vogeler:
Some people say, when they have a moment. When I talked with Sandra and…
Translator (ID): 4th of May.
Vogeler:
For you it was the 4th of May.
Translator (ID): For all the time, he believed that….Maybe....For me the first time when I saw the
Latvian flags in one of these demonstrations and when we sang the national Anthem. Very long
way to Latvia, first independence it was very good time for Latvians. It was very developed
culturally, economically.
Vogeler:
When you felt the happiest, that was 1991.
Translator (ID): It is impossible for him to say. I would say long process, not one moment.
Vogeler:
That was all my questions, are there questions you want to ask me or tell me
something that….
Translator (ID): (Voices talking over each other). Only idea. And people….spoke about….. The
real one who symbolizes freedom for Latvia. He himself is very modest.
Vogeler:
I am much honored to be in your home. You have been so gracious with your
time and with all these foods and delights. Thank you for saying that. I think I may have a picture
of you from the things that I have gathered, I am not sure but I may.
Translator (ID): He will show some pictures. In 81 years old. He is 81 years old, but looking very
young and handsome.
Vogeler:
Especially considering what you have been through.
Translator (ID): I praise Latvian cakes. And his father was shot in Siberia.
Vogeler:
Terrible, terrible. May I take a picture. May I take a picture of the both of you.
Translator (ID): This medal. It is such a special order by the Latvian State.
Vogeler:
Both of you.
Translator (ID): It is a special order of Latvian.
Vogeler:
May I take a picture?
Translator (ID): Oh sure.
Vogeler:
(Takes a picture). This is great, this is great. Which one is which?
Translator (ID): It is from Ministry of Defense.
Vogeler:
And what are these two? May I take a picture of that one too?
THE END
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OLGERTS TIPĀNS
Vogeler:
Hawai‘i in 1843 was recognized as an independent state, it was the first nonEuropean state to be recognized. So in 1898, the US needed a coaling station for the Spanish
American war and they came in. There is not treaty merging Hawai‘i with the United States, so
why I am here? I am looking at what took place in the Baltic States to see the changes that took
place when ending the occupation. Some of the information, not all of it, but some of it might be
useful for Hawai‘i.
So this is a consent form. I show this to you to protect you but I know some people have
some, like president Rüütel and while they see the value in it, they are hesitant to sign it. I know
people who have experience with the USSR are hesitant to sign it. I show it to you and read it
over and if it something you think is useful.
Tipāns:
You want for me to sign it?
Vogeler:
It is pretty straightforward. What I am going to do with these interviews is, since
I have your information here, I will email it to you after I write it up and you can correct
anything. I am not trying to trick anyone, but I am trying to get information.
It is okay if tape this, it has a little camera in it.
Tipāns:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Thank you. Everyone has been so kind and helpful. It takes a second to start up
here. I know that it is unusual to hear a comparison between the Baltic States and Hawai‘i. Even
in Hawai‘i it is unusual. Next year there will be the first book coming out talking about Hawai‘i
in terms of occupation. Most people in Hawai‘i think it has been colonized. They do not realize it
had been recognized as an Independent State, and they always thought there was a treaty. Even in
Hawai‘i it was unusual but it is beginning to gain acceptance.
This is just, I have this and this and between the two of them. Oh, you want to sit there.
(Conversations on telephone)
Vogeler:
Thank you for meeting with me. I have, what I am looking for in these questions
is to see what took place in how the occupation ended here and how that transition occurred. A lot
of these are basic questions, and I have your card here.
BACKGROUND
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Tipāns:
Olgerts Tipāns.
Vogeler:
And where were you born?
Tipāns:
Rīga.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Tipāns:
In October, 1950.
Vogeler:
What nationality were your parents?
Tipāns:
In terms of citizenship, my parents were and are, like my mother is alive and my
father isn’t. They were Latvian.
Vogeler:
Where do you work, and how long have you worked there?
Tipāns:
Work in the University of Latvia. Before that an Advisor to two presidents and
Foreign Minister and before that a journalist.
Vogeler:
You have done everything. What were the presidents and the foreign ministers?
Tipāns:
I was an advisor to the first two. (Muffled on names)
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school and what was your highest academic degree?
Tipāns:
I graduated in Latvia and I have Masters in Political Science.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military and for what country?
Tipāns :
Border service during Russian time.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
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Tipāns:
Latvian of course. I feel comfortable in English and Russian.
Vogeler:
What ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself?
Tipāns:
I consider myself Latvian.
Vogeler:
That is the basic information. Here are the questions for the interview. In school
what were you taught about the Soviet Union’s relationship to the Baltic States, when you were in
school?
Tipāns:
Now?
Vogeler:
Long time ago, when you were a kid.
Tipāns:
I can’t say that it was forbidden but the attitude of the officials was very strictly
negative, that it was some puppet government and country and fully dependent on help from the
West and it was the artificial constructed state where it was very serious problems between
owners and employees, between the workers class and it was presented as some
misunderstanding, not reasonable to be Latvian separately from Russia.
Vogeler:
They presented the independent Latvian government….
Tipāns:
The intention was not to speak, not to mention. But it was impossible to have
independent Latvia it was presented in a way that in pre-war was artificial, old fashioned against
the interests of people.
Vogeler:
How did they present the way Latvia became part of, or the annexation of Latvia.
Tipāns:
The words were never used as annexation or occupation. The occupation was
used only towards Nazi Germany, a group was sent to Rīga in July of 1941. The Soviet army and
general always it was presented as liberation from German forces, from bourgeoisie, capitalistic
regime from Latvia.
Vogeler:
When you hear this growing up, how did you feel?
Tipāns:
For Latvians, for example for Ukrainians, Georgians and so on who are now
looking at their own way, our success story was that generation had their own experience in
independent Latvia were still alive. There, we had ties to the generations. We had grandmother
and grandfather who could explain to the people who had no opportunity to hear it in school.
What experiences they had, and it was different than what was told at school. The feeling of
independent Latvia, it was a story never interrupted. Very important.
Vogeler:
Growing up what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
Soviet Union and Latvia?
Tipāns:
The fact that it was 20 years and it took attention from Soviets. Media and all the
space was controlled, it was totalitarian. It was evident to avoid references or notices about
independent Latvia. That is something we should forget and not talk about.
Vogeler:
So in the media this was throughout the whole time period? Did it change a bit?
How old were you when you heard this information about the media.
Tipāns:
During Soviet time the media was only a propaganda tool and nothing else, we
could not speak about the free press.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. And then growing up do you have memories of your family
discussing the relationship between Russia and the Baltic States?
Tipāns:
First of all, any discussions in family, I would not say were dangerous but it was
risky because the consequences if you are speaking in school by your schoolmates or other place,
could lead to bad consequences for your parents. They could lose their job therefore even in
families, the parents were afraid to speak too much.
Vogeler:
Did they say a little bit.
Tipāns:
They say a little bit but always, they had to think about the consequences if the
young boy would say something in front of an official.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. So growing up did you learn about the relationship between Russia
and the Baltic States, in Latvia from other sources?
Tipāns:
It was common practice in Latvia to listen to Voice of America.
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Vogeler:
With hand radios and camera equipment.
Tipāns:
No, just a common radio but it was special department it belonged to the interior
of Soviet time. It was a special device to suppress.
Vogeler:
But you got through anyhow?
Tipāns:
The transmitter has changed the frequency, and there was some delay of
suppressors. You are changing the...
Vogeler:
So when you heard this information form Voice of America, did you hear it from
friends about how things were different?
Tipāns:
On the level of (muffled)
Vogeler:
When you heard this information, what did you think?
Tipāns:
But I think it was not very important to discuss, first of all, I had mentioned it
would lead to bad consequences; I was still alive and therefore to speak too much was not
healthy. What is important, I think, with our broad discussion, in general, it was widespread to
listen to the Voice of America (and BBC?) if everyone gets the same information, it is not
important to discuss it.
Vogeler:
Did you ever chance to visit places outside Soviet Control?
Tipāns:
Never. I remember one trip, all the trips were controlled, and it was regulated by
communist party. I remember two trips abroad during Soviet times. The first trip was to Poland,
and I helped to go through commissions, and they decided I had to have this honor to be sent
abroad to Poland. I took my car and in a few hours I could reach Russia. And my son does not
understand, it is not possible, not to be able to go. At that time it was a serious procedure and had
pass with application forms and paid to travel by special groups. It was informal matter of KGB.
Vogeler:
And you got to go to Poland.
Tipāns:
Yes, and the second one were several years later to Vietnam and we had to land
in Bombay for plane to take fuel. I remember the face of the group leader when he counted us or
not. It seemed to be that someone missed, and he was so shook because he was the chosen
sponsor.
Vogeler:
So you didn’t have a chance when visiting the places to discuss the Baltic States
and the situation there?
Tipāns:
No.
Vogeler:
At one time did you believe that the Baltic States were part of the USSR?
Tipāns: It was a reality, and I think most of the people, maybe not 100%, maybe 99.999% were
shocked in historical terms the crush of the Soviet Union. It was really unexpected. This part of
information of Voice of America and feelings, it was general feeling that Soviet Union was a very
strong empire, very on it, not a joke and the total propaganda did their job. People believed the
KGB would be here always and everything and the Soviet will live. The fact that Latvia will ever
regain its independence was not acknowledged. It seems very nice and splendid but history will
pass us.
Vogeler:
So you accepted throughout your life that Latvia would remain...
Tipāns:
It was not for us to choose, it was a reality, and we did not see any force to
change the situation.
Vogeler:
When did you learn the Baltic States were occupied?
Tipāns:
The first, if I am speaking about my own understanding, my own recognition?
Vogeler:
Yours. When did you…
Tipāns:
The fact that Latvia was forcefully given to Soviet Union, it was a very early
childhood, from my parents of course. But of course to speak about occupation, it was very risky.
When the some….. Some signs of freedom, some signs of maybe less strengths and attitude and
regime in Latvia I remember asking my father, ‘what is your estimation about what happened in
Latvia in 1940, was it occupation. And my father answered, of course it was occupation.
Vogeler:
When was this?
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Tipāns:
It was in the eighties. There was some talk about what happened in 1940,
occurred.
Vogeler:
Was it in 1986 or 1987?
Tipāns:
About that.
Vogeler:
Before that, did people talk about the term occupation?
Tipāns:
I cannot speak about general in Latvians.
Vogeler:
For you, personally.
Tipāns:
As I said, any talk about pre-war Latvia. Of course there were different examples
what was that place before the war and my mother and their schooling but in about policy of
Latvia, it was not special interest toward policy in general. No situations where it was necessary
to formally define what happened. It was in family.
Vogeler:
When you asked your dad about what happened, was it occupation, did you hear
about someplace before you asked your dad?
Tipāns:
I remember, the Voice of America. It was used, it was…nothing, and it was used.
Vogeler:
So when your dad said, yes it was occupied, what did you think, what did you
feel?
Tipāns:
It did nothing for me, I just knew the formulation.
Vogeler:
When your dad said that… did you view of yourself, of Latvia, of Russia change
when your dad…
Tipāns:
At the time, when, as I said, some signs of movement occurred, it was not clear at
that time where it would lead but some liberation, very small, started.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who knew Latvia was occupied,
did it increase, decrease or stay the same?
Tipāns:
About what time are you speaking?
Vogeler:
Any time period, over…well what time period were you thinking about?
Tipāns:
When I was speaking about my time of my life, starting from 1950, I think, the
common people were not thinking in historical political categories, it was not important for them;
was Latvia annexed or occupied or for this process? Understanding was forcibly got by Soviet
Union, by tanks against Latvian people, it was a general understanding.
Vogeler:
So it increased.
Tipāns:
But in terms of occupation, in very strong terms, strong sense of this term or
special case, it was not matters what our common people were thinking at that time.
Vogeler:
Were people using the word occupation more. For instance, in the late 80’s did
people begin to use the term occupation more.
Tipāns:
Yes, it was used more, there was an opportunity to use it more. It was possible.
Nowadays I think maybe, and I suppose it is possible that it will not be used much anymore.
Vogeler:
Why?
Tipāns:
Because I think younger people are not so interested in history. And in other
subjects too…mathematics. They are living for this day, not during living in the past, it is not
important, was it occupation or something else.
Vogeler:
Did some people – Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia were no different than the other
republics of the Soviet Union – like the Ukraine or Azerbaijan? Did some people think the Baltic
States were the same as the other republics?
Tipāns:
I can’t explore the some consequences of Soviet propaganda, and the system
could lead to some understanding and to reach their goals.
Vogeler:
Did you know some people who thought that Latvia was the same as Georgia?
Tipāns:
I think to create a career in Soviet time it was dependent on your participation in
the communist party. If you were not a member of the communist party you could not have a
career, you could not be the head of a school.
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Vogeler:
The party line was that these were all the same? According to the Soviet Union
you needed to talk about the Baltic States as the Ukraine?
Tipāns:
The question was whether Estonia, Lithuania had something different that
Moldova and so on. It was not a question that was discussed in history books. It was said it was
socialist revolution in 1917 and then to Soviet Union in 1922 and then the two countries,
republics and then became Soviet Union and then it was a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, and
therefore those states was some delayed and nothing else. If you are going to create, to construct
your career and to go more in Soviet ideology it could be much more comfortable for yourself. It
was not easy to live in two struggling ideologies, and it is easier to forget something and accept
something to get some benefits.
Vogeler:
Good point. When the term occupation started to be used more, did some people
say that Latvia was not occupied? Did some people say that?
Tipāns:
Of course, it was very evident and seen in the struggle for independence on the
fourth of May. There was very strong, for voting for declaration of independence, and people
voting against and they gave their reasons why.
Vogeler:
So those people voting against, did they say, ‘Latvia was not occupied.”
Tipāns:
Yes, that was the official position of Russians.
Vogeler:
And so, was there ever any interaction with those people who said that Latvia
was not occupied and are people still discussing it?
Tipāns:
I think again it is not a question of whether to discuss it. For example, there are
people, I think there are no special, it is not an essential question for people, but I think there is
some dividing line, a correlation between identity lines. What is creating your values, your
history, and your place in the world? It is to make connectors the first one is your family, to
balance I told the experience of the generations. The second one is school, education. That is
history and so on. For Latvians the situation is much easier because the stupidity of Soviet regime
was evident. No, any reasons why not to believe what your parents told you and understanding of
history of Latvians is very different from what the Russians have. Again, before, I mentioned
about ties between generations. Latvians were alive for the Independent Latvia. In Russia, the
Russians are very educated by Soviet teachers and education and therefore there is no
contradiction for Russian pupils and what was said at home and at school.
Vogeler:
Good. What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation and when
were these groups most effective?
Tipāns:
During Soviet time it was almost impossible to imagine any political units,
political creations besides official communist party. Some real official organizations like Red
Cross or something like that. Again it was very distinctive feature of totalitarian regime, nothing
but the official. Therefore to speak about any political groups and forces during Soviet times it
was senseless.
Vogeler:
Was there a time that it came to be political groups? Were there any political
groups or were there eventually come to be…
Tipāns:
The only force… well there were some groups like Helsinki 86 and some groups
not but they were limited in their activities by KGB very strongly and not many participants, and
never there was more than ten.
Vogeler:
Okay, even in 1987 or 1989 were there?
Tipāns:
I do not remember the exact data because things changed very quickly and very
fast. But the only real force united the people and representing the idea of independence was the
People’s Front.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in any of these groups?
Tipāns:
It was the groups in the institutions only it was some groups of some people, who
were leaders, and then people who were supporters or people without official identification.
Vogeler:
Were you a supporter or were you…?
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Tipāns:
At the time I had two small children. And I was more interested. At the same
time it was difficult, and therefore I thought most about my family but to answer your question. I
was not a leader at that time, I worked at the university and very terrible economic situation and
had to change my job, and I had to...
Vogeler:
I understand. Were those political groups effective?
Tipāns:
Yes, they were.
Vogeler:
How come?
Tipāns:
The Peoples Front attracted a lot of people and the ideas were evident and in
general very common to understand. They presented feelings of the most of the people. It was not
very sophisticated, not difficult to understand.
Vogeler:
Very Good. As far as you remember, did pressure from other countries, cause
changes within the state, within Latvia?
Tipāns:
I think this question is not studied enough. The feeling that it was impossible
without any interaction from abroad. It is too early to speak and which way and how this
incidence occurred. I remembered the opening of the branch of the Consulate General of Sweden
in Leningrad and in Rīga and I think it played a very important role. I think it is not possible to
say who the main actor was. I think, at the same time, it is important to have all the actors seen. It
would not have been possible to have independence without the will of the people. You cannot
have artificial from abroad. What was very important that this movement of people were
supported? In the Soviet time, it was not as strong as before, that Russia had nuclear arsenal and
was very powerful at that time, without any agreements between superpowers, I think it was very
difficult to imagine.
Vogeler:
Of course, did refugees from Latvia living in other countries, did they help?
Tipāns:
We had a large number of refugees from Latvia at the end of the war, escaping
from the Soviets; it was red terror in 1940. We were still alive. From 1940-1991, it was very long.
The presence of Soviet immigration was very important as well as the process of gaining
independence, and the process supporting independence around 1991, have demonstrations, have.
Vogeler:
But it was all support. If things did not happen here, it would not have had much
of an effect.
Tipāns:
Any help given to Latvians at that time, and immigration played an important
role, of course. The most decisive role has not been had.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that you understood that the Soviet occupation of the Baltic
[States] would end, that the Soviet military would leave?
Tipāns: Soviets left the last groups, and they left in 1994.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment before that when you thought, ‘they are going to leave.’
Tipāns:
Of course we had at that time hopes but the force of Soviet power during that
time, and it was strong. The Soviet propaganda hoped at that time of course, but they could not
predict or imagine in strict times what it would be.
Vogeler:
So it wasn’t until they actually left, there was not a moment before they left
where you go, they are going to leave?
Tipāns:
Of course people were very interested to take off Russian military forces. Of
course they hoped that it would occur but they were very careful to avoid imagining the strict
pictures. It is very... you are trying to avoid speculations because the past was very difficult and
strong to have other hopes and did not want disappointment.
Vogeler:
So it wasn’t until they left that you knew they were going to leave now? You
were saying it was 1994. There was not a time in 1993, or 1991, or 1989 or 1986 that you thought
they were going to leave?
Tipāns:
You have to understand that at the time it was a very difficult time in Russia.
And the result that withdrawal of Soviet troops of Latvia was dependent on what was going on in
Russia. The struggle with Yeltsin and the struggle against him, and it was not known what would
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occur then. It was not an internal situation of Latvia; it was more a result in how the situation
would be resolved in Russia.
Vogeler:
Yes. So what do you think were the factors that led to the Soviet Union leaving?
What were the reasons that the Soviet Union left Latvia?
Tipāns:
I think… of course it is very difficult to have armed forces on territory of a
foreign country against the will of the people of this country. After you recognize independence
of Latvia it is very difficult to have forces, to have armed forces on Independent Latvia.
Vogeler:
On May 4, 1990, was that for you, was that a time that you thought that the
Soviet Union has to leave?
Tipāns:
In general yes. But on the fourth of May, 1991, it was impossible to predict some
data.
Vogeler:
You hope but you do not know.
Tipāns:
And speaking about withdrawal, the reasons why Moscow takes off their forces, I
think the attitude, the independence for Baltic countries was very positive. I think I mentioned
that to keep the armed forces in territory of foreign country who don’t want it… this is
impossible, this is the main reason of course. But the second reason, I do not know, I suppose,
was that Yeltsin wanted to establish a good neighborhood between Russia and the Baltic.
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the establishment of the
Government of Latvia?
Tipāns:
It was a transitional period between 1991 and fourth of May and August and the
coup failed in Moscow and Rīga was kept by Russian military and some strategic points… we
could speak of independence only after August.
Vogeler:
Did you help put the government together?
Tipāns:
At that time, I worked as a journalist.
Vogeler:
So you were documenting everything.
Tipāns:
Yes, I had a job, and it was for me…
Vogeler:
Did you vote?
Tipāns:
Of course.
Vogeler:
What was the process, did you have to register?
Tipāns:
I forget. My attitude was always participate, all elections past, I participated in
all.
Vogeler:
Knowing these details is interesting for me.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity? If so, how were these addressed?
Tipāns:
Of course, in Latvia there were a lot of consequences. In economic sphere of
course, foreign policy and internal policy. The establishment of the Republic of Latvia there were
several attempts, several attitudes, several approaches to establish independence. One was we had
to have a new country, new laws, new constitution represented by Professor Boras (muffled), but
most of the people, politicians at that time that we were very strong for a new country, we had to
establish Latvia with the same constitution and we had to establish all the laws of course. By the
way, we are looking to the international agreements. They named some diplomatic relations, for
instance, between Latvia and the United States. Always was re-establishment and that is very
important. It was the only right way, it was based on our republic in 18th of November, 1918 and
it does not mean that we had to have all the laws all the same without modifications. Essentially
there are new situations, new needs and our parliament is making new laws. And it is not a
contradiction with our past.
Vogeler:
So the policies that were implemented to address language, culture and ethnicity,
were they effective?
Tipāns:
I think generally yes. You could always find some mistakes, some place where it
can be done better?
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Vogeler:
Any examples?
Tipāns:
I think, at least I have not seen very serious mistakes. In general well done I
think.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Did you or anyone you knew have a land claim and where did you claim, what was the process
for claiming the land.
Tipāns:
Generally not. I had a flat in Rīga, and I have my parents have not real estate in
the city. My grandfather had a country house, about 60 km from here, he was a school director
and before war [World War II] he built a community house. The house was little bit bigger and
had to be nationalized in Soviet times, it was the rules. Some houses had to be nationalized during
Soviet times.
Vogeler:
Did he lose the house?
Tipāns:
The square meters were not so much that his house was nationalized. It wasn’t. If
it was we would have gotten back this house but it wasn’t.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember did the ending of the occupation affect the economy and
was anything implemented to address economic changes?
Tipāns:
I think it was very base to further change of course it was senseless to maintain
the economy.
Vogeler:
What was implemented to address economic changes, and when was it
implemented?
Tipāns:
It was not easy, again and thanks to petitions at that time, for a challenging time,
during that time it was fully integrated into the Soviet system and then one of the arguments of
the Soviet propaganda that it was such a small country and without resources, without raw
materials it was impossible to exist without help of Soviet union. It was the strongest point of
Soviet propaganda.
Vogeler:
So what did you do? Did you ever have a chance that you advised one of the
presidents how to address these things?
Tipāns: It was very unattainable to have a free market to have; electricity and what you have; you
have to work the lands and goods of course.
Vogeler:
Of course, were there policies put in place to make these changes?
Tipāns:
It was not easy to re-orient the Latvian economy towards a new rail to put, it was
not an easy job, and it is not completed. Most of the exports to the countries and I am not sure
that the structure of our export is very good. We have to do many things to improve innovation
policy; we have to seriously revamp our educational system. We have a lot of problems. But we
have in general the most important is over.
Vogeler:
Yes. Were you an advisor to the President, did you advise them on these matters?
Tipāns:
I was not an advisor to the economy. But my field of my responsibility was
education, religious movements and national minorities.
Vogeler:
So as the language and culture aspects, you advised them on that. So was there a
moment that led you to believe that Latvia was free again? Where Latvia was finally free and
when was it?
Tipāns:
The word free needs some explanation. Free meaning from what?
Vogeler:
That the Soviet Union is gone, Latvia is just Latvia now?
Tipāns: I think speaking of Soviet influence, there are some commissions, there are commission
established by cabinet ministers counting the damages made by the Soviet Union and humans and
so on. Sometimes people forget the impact of the Soviet Union was not only tens of thousands of
people sent to Siberia and killed in camps in Siberia and so on. In Latvia after Russia got Latvia
again in 1944, the consequences of Soviet regime is still presented, in some like, some facts of
people who hold responsibility for themselves in attitudes, in behavior, in brains, in thinking. It
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cannot be interrupted by order. It is the same you lost a generation you have to have a generation
born free to have a free Latvia. In that sense free is still a process in Latvia.
Vogeler:
You are the first person that has put it that way.
Tipāns:
Freedom is not only formal; it has to be in the mind.
Vogeler:
Latvia is still not 100% free but was there a moment that you thought it was over.
Tipāns:
I would say we are free and when we are not speaking about peoples minds and
so on, speaking… Latvian is a small country and looking back on our history, Latvia was always
some change between superpowers – between Russia and Germany and now in 1991 it had to be
some agreement between superpowers, this is evident. People are changing – China is rising,
India is rising. The situation of Europe changed and now some province in the United States. It
has to take general situation in the world. Latvia is a very small player and the borders of Latvia
and the increasing power of Russia and is increasing the price of Russian gas.
Race and some frames for the future, for the independence. For example, I am not going
to build parallels between Latvia and Finland, but during Soviet times we had Finlandization. It
means that Finland foreign policy was not independent. It was very dependent on Russia: the Fins
built ships for Russia and a lot of export was for Russia. In a sense, Finland was dependent on
Russia. And it was an independent country. There was some compromise. I remember Finland’s
position during the time of independence. The Finn’s were not the most active supporters of
Latvian independence. It was evident that it was very connected to the Soviet Union and therefore
increases of economic dependence, and it could lead to some losses to political independence.
Vogeler:
How do you feel now that the Soviet Union is gone from Latvia?
Tipāns:
Russian Empire took different images over the time. It was Soviet Union, then
the Russian Empire and now it is Russia again. The understanding, the feeling that they are
superpower, and they are an empire, and I understood, and it presents now in Moscow. Some
period during Yeltsin’s time when it looked for some place, it was some short period but now
Russia pretends to be a big player again. It does not matter if it is called Soviet Union or the
Russian Empire or the Federation of Russia. It does not change the basic grounds of policy.
Vogeler:
Those are the end of my questions. Is there something you wanted to ask me, or
something that you wanted to mention?
Tipāns:
Not. Thank you for the interest. I think it is surprising to take this approach
between Latvia and the Baltic States with what you have in Hawai‘i. Very new.
Vogeler:
On that card, you have a website, and we have a journal and have international
law journals about Hawai‘i, and I know it sounds unusual but it is gaining more and more
interest. When I went to the Constitutional Court yesterday and talked with Kristine Kruma and
she knew all the people we knew who had been helping us in terms of discussing this as far as
international law. It actually went to the Permanent Court of Arbitration and there was a ruling in
2001. James Crawford, the President of the Tribunal, said that to this day the Hawaiian Kingdom
exists. I know it is unusual, but if you have a chance to look at the website, there are international
law articles that specifically talk about Hawai‘i. I am here to see what took place here and see if
perhaps this information might be useful.
THE END
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VIRGIS DAUKAS
Daukas:
I don’t want to repeat him.
Vogeler:
You were going to say the same things, right. Here is a copy so you can follow
along. We need the… beginning stuff. You live here in Vilnius?
Daukas:
Yes.
Vogeler:
And you were born here?
Daukas:
No, I was born in Kubiscius (sp), it is about 200 km from here. I came to live
here when I entered the university.
Vogeler:
you were born in what year?
Daukas:
1961.
Vogeler:
And your parents are both Lithuanian?
Daukas:
Yes my parents are Lithuanian, my mother passed away, and my father is still
alive.
Vogeler:
So, both your parents were Lithuanian. Where do you work and how long have
you worked there.
Daukas:
I used to work many places and now I am self employed. From time to time I
teach economics at the university. I sometimes do consultancy at Lithuanian Academy of
Heritage, and I do lots of real estate development and things like that.
Vogeler:
You have your Ph.D. in economics?
Daukas:
No I never got a PhD.
Vogeler:
Masters then?
Daukas:
Yes, masters.
Vogeler:
Did you ever serve in the military?
Daukas:
That is a good question. I spent a month and half in Rīga, the capital of Latvia
and that was right after I graduated from the University, kind of obligatory. I don’t think we could
consider it military service.
Vogeler:
You speak English, Lithuanian, and Russian?
Daukas:
Yes, and also Polish and some Spanish.
Vogeler:
What ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself?
Daukas:
I should consider myself that I am Lithuanian and both my parents.
Vogeler:
Most people, that question is straight, but there are a few people in Latvia who
consider themselves Russian. So those were background questions, here is the first real question.
In school, what were you taught about the Soviet Union relationship to the Baltic States?
Daukas:
In school, we were taught that all these three countries decided to join the Soviet
union in the forties, that was some kind, then when Lithuania communist party and the group of
people, they felt Russian army that was in Lithuania already, that they held free elections in socalled parliament and that they decided to declare that Lithuania wants to join Soviet Union and
send delegation to ask the government of Soviet Union to accept Lithuania into its territory or
whatever.
Vogeler:
Did you get this in a textbook?
Daukas:
Yes, we got it from the textbooks, it is what is called a history of SovietLithuania.
Vogeler:
Did you believe this information?
Daukas:
No, but actually these things happened, but the thing is of course, everyone knew
that it was just a cover, to cover the real thing that was occupation.
Vogeler:
What did the media tell you about the Soviet Union and the Baltic States,
Lithuania.
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Daukas:
At that time, Lithuania media was controlled by the government, all media was
communist oriented and there was no independent media. That is why we were told the same
story about Lithuania. They invented some kind of holiday, the day Lithuania was accepted into
Soviet Union, as a special day but no one cared about that, almost no-body.
Vogeler:
You heard this on Television, on radio and other things.
Daukas:
First we were taught about this in school. The propaganda machines were quite
strong and repeat it on TV, on radio and in newspapers. They thought if you repeat this more
often, then it becomes more solid but it was not the case. Almost everyone understood took that
different. Some of them understood it as inevitable reality and tried to adopt themselves.
Vogeler:
Did your family talk about the situation between Lithuania and the Soviet Union?
Daukas:
Yes, we did speak about that, a lot. The story was my father, during the WWII in
the beginning, he was sent to Germany to the labor camp and he was released at the end of the
war, almost. He had to spend a couple of years afterwards in Russian army and after he came
back from army, he was sent to Siberia again by the Russians. His attitudes towards both of the
two systems were pretty bad. When Lithuania became independent he was very happy about that.
Actually, nobody almost no one expected it to happen at that time.
Vogeler:
So your dad talked about…
Daukas:
Yes, he was telling us stories, about his experience and he was sent to German
labor camp, 18, so that was something.
Vogeler:
Aside from your dad, were there other places where you learned about the
relationship between the Soviet Union and Lithuania?
Daukas:
Well, Lithuania was incorporated into Soviet Union so there was not special
relationship. There was a relationship between Soviet central government and Lithuanian
government. Not a real relationship, more like a master and servant relationship.
Vogeler:
So, did you talk with friends or did people give you information
Daukas:
Yes, at that time, it was dangerous to talk too much about these things because
[of the] KGB had all their agents all around, and as you know the KGB is still around. Putin once
he said, if you become a KGB member, it is forever. At that time, big organizations had KGB
people. I don’t know, I didn’t care much about all these things. I remember when I graduated
from the university, and I was going to continue my career in the university, they said the KGB
will have to check my CV to see if I would be allowed, but if they don’t then I will have to
choose another direction. That was some kind of selection that KGB conducted.
Vogeler:
So, outside of the family, people did not talk about it much.
Daukas:
Yes, so that was mostly in the kitchen style, get together with friends and you
speak about all these things. There was a joke in Russian times, so that Russians invented, they
were proud to say they could remove your teeth. Everyone was very surprised, that was good
about it. How you can do that, and your mouth is shut?
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit anywhere outside of Soviet control?
Daukas:
Yes, my first visit was to Poland, before independence, and Poland was a
different country. That was in 1987, something around there. At that time, every visit, leaving
abroad was controlled and that was not very easy to go somewhere. I remember that made a very
big impression on me, to get to Poland. That was a neighboring country, nothing special, different
people and language. These people in these countries, they had more liberties that we did. They
had governments, the relationship between the Soviet Union and governments had more
privileges.
Vogeler:
When you went to Poland, did anyone mention anything about the Baltic States,
or Lithuania?
Daukas:
That was in 1987, I do not remember but at that time there was some kind of
movement already, you could feel the spirit of independence. I remember at the border, I gave the
Lithuanian passport, it was not a Lithuanian passport but a Lithuanian of the USSR or something.
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They would look at the passport, there is no such state in the world, the border control guys. At
that time, they did not see it as a Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that Lithuania was part of the USSR?
Daukas:
Sure I did. We knew that the United States and many other countries never ever
accepted the fact that Lithuania lost its independence. They supported it. It was in our mind and
in our hopes, but Lithuania was occupied at that time. That physical incorporation, it happened so
no matter how it had to happen in an ideal way, the reality was there, that Lithuania was part of
USSR, and we had to live with it.
Vogeler:
Did you accept the fact that Lithuania was going to be part of the Soviet Union
throughout your lifetime?
Daukas:
Yes, I was thinking that it is probably going to happen. Most empires in the
world do not collapse that soon as the USSR. So, and when you look through history, and now for
example like other empires like US, they still exist, and they will not collapse too soon.
Vogeler:
As far as the USSR, how long did you think that it was going to stay in
Lithuania.
Daukas:
I thought that it would stay in my lifetime.
Vogeler:
Did you think up until the 70’s or 80’s or the 90’s.
Daukas:
I think the first thoughts about independence came around 1986. But still, at that
time, the first, actually started with Gorbachev, perestroika, all other movements or whatever you
call it, they were very marginal, small and not influential. The only good shelter for different kind
of people was church. Church was very important. They had radio Vatican. The Catholic Church.
Yes.
Vogeler:
That was a way to…
Daukas:
That was a different kind of organization and society and was controlled by KGB
and I am sure they had aides with the priests and such, but still it was a different way of life,
different way of thinking. When you see it happen, you can feel there are other ways mentalities,
other ways of philosophy and things like that.
Vogeler:
When was it that you learned the Baltic States were occupied. More specifically,
did your dad use the term occupation or did that come later on?
Daukas:
Lithuania was on the crossroads, between Russia and Europe. It used to be all the
time in the crossroads, somehow it happened that plenty of wars happened around there.
Lithuania was occupied many times. It was not a big deal to be occupied. It happens every 30
years. You know during the WWII, it was occupied by Russians, by Germans then by Russians
again. Before that, part of Lithuania by Poles. That is how it is. They usually, in personal
memory, people would use the Russians came over, the Germans came over, the Russians came
and left. They did not use the word occupied but it meant the same thing.
Vogeler:
Do you remember a time when they started to use the term, ‘occupied.’
Daukas:
The word occupation was used by some minority groups, all the way, all that
time, such as Lithuania freedom league, they would use this word, and they were called. Usually
independence movement started, they did identify themselves with radical group and that is why
they started with economic independence. The word occupation started to be used in the legal
sense, I would say, started with Lithuania worked for independence then they started to call the
army ‘occupants army’.
Vogeler:
When was that?
Daukas:
That was in the process of when Lithuania started to fight for independence. I
would say in 1990, or 1991. Then it would appear in official way. Of course everyone knew that
but did not use, kind of international, I would call, international context.
Vogeler:
When it came to be that they started to use the word ‘occupation’ did it change
the way you saw the Soviets or the way you saw the world?
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Daukas:
It didn’t change my way but in some sense we experienced the very wide
spectrum of feelings, we sensed at that time. Everyone could say, ‘I am proud to be Lithuanian, I
am proud to be having my own state, I am proud to have my own Olympic team.” That was
forming a new identity. Before that they would feel Lithuanians, at the same time their identity
was smashed, in a way, and so in oppression times, Lithuanian was only ethnicity, no importance,
every time you would be proud of your land or history, would be called nationalism. Nationalism
was a very bad word, to be a nationalist would be a disaster.
Vogeler:
You are the first person to point out that distinction there. Okay, so as far as you
know that the number of people who knew who understood the word occupied, did it increase,
stay the same, or decrease?
Daukas:
Since when?
Vogeler:
Anytime.
Daukas:
Sure, the number, well I would say so. After it happened, everyone knew that,
people were scared, they don’t like to be scared, 10% of people were sent to Siberia and most of
them died and were intelligent people because they tried to get rid of those who had intellect and
things, and other people were scared, they had to live in a very scary world because at that time if
anyone reported on you that you said a joke, you could get 25 years of prison without any
charges, they would send you. You would stay there. If, when you came back, if you managed to
survive, you would not be allowed to get a job and things, you would be excluded from society,
and if you can call it a society. In a sense, it was scary time.
Vogeler:
So the number of people who talked about occupation increased, and when did it
increase?
Daukas:
It did increase during that time, after the occupation of that time, it didn’t
increase, the less you talk, the more chances of your survival. Later on, that is a good question.
From one side, some people they knew that, those who remain kind of truthful to themselves,
some of them did choose the way of not speaking about it, just in order to protect their children,
not to know about it, to avoid because they thought they would protect the children if they do not
know, their career, and alive and so on.
Vogeler:
Did some people believe Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia were no different from
Georgia, the Ukraine, or Azerbaijan?
Daukas:
These three countries, they had the same status in the USSR. They were called
independent Soviet republics, the status was the same so in a sense it was that way. But from the
other side, those who listened to the radio, voice of America, they knew, many people did not
know that these three countries had a different status. Most of the countries in the world did not
recognize the occupation.
Vogeler:
Was there any interaction between these people that thought they were the same
and people who saw differently….
Daukas:
Sure, there was a dissident movement at that time..
Vogeler:
What year?
Daukas:
All the time, all the time, they would print chronicles of the Catholic Church. In a
very open way, they would call the things names, but not too many people had access to all these
things. The radio was the most influential at that time to keep the state of liberty.
Vogeler:
Many people have mentioned the radio. What political groups were active who
were trying to end the occupation and when were these groups most active?
Daukas:
When you ask about political groups, what kind of political groups did we have
in the USSR. They would call it communist party and non-party members but there were not
political groups at that time, official political groups. When all that perestroika started, and all
these things started, there were three main streams, I would mention. One was cultural heritage
protection. It started with the local disobedience of the local government to do that, to destroy
some kind of historical buildings and that kind mobilized the society.
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The other was a movement of Greens, for the clear, cleaner environment, end nuclear
plant and things like that. The third was economical independence and things like that, that
started in the consciousness of everyone because people saw the stupidity of the central
government and their decisions and they couldn’t change anything so they thought well okay, if
we had decision-making process here in Lithuania, then we can attract, and if anything is wrong,
we change it. But you can’t change anything if it is taken in Moscow.
Vogeler:
These three different groups, political groups, how far back did they go back? In
the seventies, in the eighties?
Daukas:
No, I would say several years before independence.
Vogeler:
In the eighties then?
Daukas:
Yes, yes.
Vogeler:
These three groups, were some more effective than others?
Daukas:
Yes, I think it started from the cultural heritage protection. You know. At the
same time, it raised the awareness of the people of their identity, of belonging to something to a
historical group, time and things like that. That was risky at that time because communist leaders,
they did not want that to happen. Yes, there was some small kind of acts of disobedience, such as
Romas Kolanta, the guy who went and lit himself to show how he hates oppression. After that,
there was some manifestations, go to the streets, but that was not consistent, disobedience. That
was time to time showing up.
Vogeler:
So most of the cultural stuff…. Was there a moment when you understood that
the Soviet occupation of the Baltic’s would end? That the Soviet government and military would
leave?
Daukas:
That is a good question. Now it is easy to see what happened but at that time it
was difficult to forecast, to predict what would happen. I had a big wish for this to happen but, I
could not tell the dates, could not. At the point when that perestroika started, there was…the hope
increased, the hope that it will happen, it has to happen, that it has a logical conclusion, logical
end of it. I mean, even the day when it was claimed, the independence, I was not sure if it was
going to last long.
Vogeler:
Eventually the Soviet Union left, right, and so what would you say were the
factors to the Soviet Union leaving?
Daukas:
Soviet Union left, this statement could be considered in several ways. First of all
Lithuania claimed that it was an independent country, and it still had Soviet armies, plenty of
relationships in between the factories and economical and political and social and kind of things.
In financial, we used the same currency, the Russian rubles. It was a process, you know and
Soviet Union started to leave. The other process in the heads of the people. It also took some
time, not everyone could adjust very fast way. It took time to accept that idea and start with new
idea.
Vogeler:
What were the factors that led to the changes in the minds, in the government and
in the military?
Daukas:
The statement of occupation, that Lithuania was occupied and wanted to be
independent and claimed its independence.
Vogeler:
From 1989?
Daukas:
No, it was in 1991, I guess.
Vogeler:
The independence, in 1990..
Daukas:
Yes, all that happened at that time and it was a special time, very special thing
to live through.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. You were saying perestroika, were there social things, other things to
make the changes….
Daukas:
Perestroika of course. Feelings, feelings in people about the identity, about the
responsibility for the country, for responsibility for their own action. I understand people have to
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have their independent thinking, their responsibility for their own actions. If you do not have that,
how can you want your country to be free. You have to be free yourself.
Vogeler:
Great. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of the
Lithuanian government in any way? Did you vote, did you do…
Daukas:
Good question. My personal thinking that voting was not the best way to run a
country because when you vote, you kind of give away your right, and you give that right to
someone who you elect. If that person appears to be trustful person, then your right, you are
stuck. You can’t. I prefer not to vote, to keep my personal liberties with myself, in case they elect
bad parliament, and parliament does stupid things. I have a moral right not to obey.
Vogeler:
So even until now, you still don’t vote?
Daukas:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in other ways? Did you—Sajūdis or other aspects you
participated in?
Daukas:
Yes, I was pretty active in Sajūdis. I even in participated in the initial meeting
when Sajūdis was established.
Vogeler:
In 1987.
Daukas:
Yes. That all these things now, history.
Vogeler:
So you participated in Sajūdis from…
Daukas:
Yes, from the first day.
Vogeler:
At what point did you stop or did you continue to participate or you just did not
vote.
Daukas:
I just did not vote. Participation, voting is not the only form of participation, lots
of other things. At that time when Sajūdis was formed, started, they had some kind of board. I did
not belong to the board. I was active in the university where I was working at the faculty of
mathematics. We established a local group of Sajūdis in the department. There was resistance
from the communist party. For a while it existed as a power organization. That was interesting to
see, to participate and to try to, to see how people changed.
One of the first big manifestations of Sajūdis was Rock, how do you call that… Rock
Marsh and Armed Lithuania. There were groups, concerts and bicycles, ecological.
Vogeler:
What year was that?
Daukas:
Maybe 1988 or 1989. At that time you would wear signs, like the Lithuanian
national flag. People would see that and look, and they would be scared and see the national flags.
Flags at that time it was forbidden, you could go to jail for using it. We started going with a
group, with music and that something, breakthrough the consciousness all over the country. I
participated in that caravan around Lithuanian. I was excited.
Vogeler:
So you participated in Sajūdis. Was there some point that you stopped
participating or did you continue to participate in that way.
Daukas:
I did. At some point when Sajūdis became, then Lithuania became de facto
independent, Sajūdis, in a sense, lost in meaning, what it was targeted for, then Sajūdis split into
political parties. At that point, then your democratic process started. Sajūdis is still there, we still
have but it is not that popular, but it does not have that much power. It still exists, the
organization is still there but at that time, Sajūdis was negative. It was to destroy Soviet
mentality, Soviet way of thinking, Soviet influence. In a creative stage, you had to be for
something, not against something. To be for something, you had to choose if you were liberal,
communist, different kinds of parties that were all parties. All parties started around 1991, after
independence.
Vogeler:
Since that time, you haven’t participated in the parties?
Daukas:
No.
Vogeler:
Since then?
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Daukas:
Since then I participated, I was one of the founders of Lithuanian Liberal Party
which is not liberal in American sense, but in a traditional sense.
Vogeler:
Along those lines of Sajūdis and the government that grew out of Sajūdis, do
you remember what the process was. Was it effective? Was the Sajūdis effective? Was the
process of transition effective?
Daukas:
Sajūdis was effective during the process of de-communization. It was very
effective because people, everyone wanted that. They would gather at the meetings in the central
park, 200,000 people could get together and stay and show their solidarity. That was the top time
and one political power would have such kind of, would be so influential, so necessary for the
people.
Since then, no political organization ever got the same kind of support.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Daukas:
Very much so. I remember when I graduated from the university. There was a
deputy director of the university that called us and said, ‘Well you are young and wise people.
You understand in a few years, everything is going to be taught in Russian.” I heard that, and at
that point I thought ‘oh oh’. But actually I thought they were thinking about it. In Soviet Union,
only four countries had university education in their language. There was the Baltic countries and
Georgia. Every other republic university education, you had to get in Russian. Definitely, it
affected language things. At some point, they were trying, communists trying to implement
Russian and Lithuanian languages as national language, two state languages.
Vogeler:
During the occupation?
Daukas:
Yes, at the end, that is.
Vogeler:
How was this addressed?
Daukas:
They were saying there were plenty of people who did not know Lithuanian and
the Russian language was the official language and Lithuania was part of Soviet Union, and that
is why it had to have an official state language, a status. Before that the Russian language was
widely used but it did not have an official language that people would be obliged to use it.
You asked about cultural issues, that was a sensitive thing too. Right after that, not
exactly after that but later cultural things, lots of cultural organizations, cultural protections, and
many things started.
Vogeler:
In the late eighties?
Daukas:
Yes, right after independence. People were allowed to get together in any sense,
any case they wanted. If they wanted to protect a building to do other things, to cherish identity,
language, they could do that, they were allowed to do it, and they did.
Vogeler:
That was mostly after independence. Did things….were these programs with
language, culture and ethnicity, were these policies affective?
Daukas:
In a sense, they were not policies. If you were a group, you could do whatever is
necessarily, and they had some kind of effect. If you thought that this building was very valuable
and it had to be protected and reconstructed, you could address government, address the society
and call for help and organize. You could do all these things. That is how all that started. During
Soviet times, there was a kind of, very, I would call, difficult, the cultural heritage was very
difficult. Most of the old town was left to collapse. No reconstruction, almost. Cultural identity
and heritage was almost vanishing. But after Lithuania got economical power and people started
to reconstruct and do things, there was another danger. They started, to many of them started to
change their houses, their interiors. Plenty of historical and cultural heritages were lost as well.
There was no control, not enough control.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, how did the end of occupation affect real estate?
Did you or anyone you knew have a land claim?
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Daukas:
I did not have any land claims. My father did, he got some land back. That was in
the countryside and the land was not important. At that time, all the property was state owned.
The transition from state owned to private property was not very easy. People were given some
kind of privatization checks. They could buy factories, their apartments and other things. Most of
the people used it for apartments, to buy out the apartments. That is how private property started
actually.
Of course, at that time, there was some kind of gang groups managed to buy out the main
factories, the main plants. It was very much, not under control of government, it was under the
control of gangs.
Vogeler:
I have heard about this from several people. What did they do about the people
who were on the land?
Daukas:
People did not have land at that time. Those who declared that they did have
land, they started some kind of restitution process which did not end until now.
Vogeler:
I heard there were still some cases. As far as you know, how did the ending of
the occupation affect the economy? Was anything implemented to address economic changes.
Daukas:
Economy went down, that is for sure, because the biggest factories had to close
down. They belonged to Soviet government, central. Supplied from Moscow and things like that.
These relationships broke and did not get supplies. All of the factories disappeared. At that time,
agriculture also, there were collective farms, there was some kind of property, still you know. All
these things were closed by government, Landsbergis was one of the initiators. I am not sure if it
was the best way, all the technical supplies, equipment, all of it was spread between collective
farm leaders.
Vogeler:
So what made the turnaround? What were…things have improved. What cause
the turnaround?
Daukas:
In some other countries, like Poland, they didn’t do that radical. They left the
collective farms and members into owners. The system worked and they could use the same
technical equipment, and that was more effective than to destroy all that.
Vogeler:
Wow. The economy in Lithuania is doing much better than it was. What caused
the change?
Daukas:
The central economy at that time. The economy of the Soviet-Lithuania was
dependent on Russia, they would get very low prices, energy sources such as electricity oil and
things like that. Since independence it started to dry out. Lithuania buys from the market price,
the energy sources now. It is very different. Private property is one of the most important issues
that make the economy work.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Lithuania was free again? That
everything was… was there a moment that you thought it was done, we did it? When was that
moment?
Daukas:
I think that the moment was when it was declared.
Vogeler:
On March 11th?
Daukas:
I still thought okay they might come back, Russia might stop it, start the war and
all kind of things could happen. But that moment was a breakthrough. After that it was a process,
getting rid of all the communist things, the occupant army and…
Vogeler:
When it took place, were you there, did you read about it in the paper, see in the
TV?
Daukas:
I lived in Vilnius, I was around at that time, and was very proud when it was
declared. We were ready to protect that independence, you don’t think about your life at that
time, when it happens.
Vogeler:
Were you with friends?
Daukas:
I was with my family and we went over to the parliament building. My wife said,
“Don’t forget that your kids, and you have some obligations to raise them and things.”
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Vogeler:
A good thing for wives to remind them.. Especially at times like that. That is all
the questions I have. Do you have questions you, or anything you would like to add that I did not
address?
Daukas:
Yes, I have. I have an important question that is not about occupation about
Baltic States, but about Hawai‘i. When do you think it is going to end?
Vogeler:
I do not know. There is, because people are just beginning to use the word
occupation, they are getting mixed up with colonization, mixed up with occupation. From what I
have heard in talking with people here in the Baltic States, it was the same thing.
Daukas:
Do you think it will happen in your lifetime or not?
Vogeler:
Depends on how long I live.
Daukas:
You try hard to live to 100 years. Some people do because of good climate.
Vogeler:
Yes, we have sushi. Right now, there is tension you can cut with a knife. Next
year there are five dissertations that are going to come out talking about Hawai‘i in terms of
occupation. The first two books are about occupation. I think that as this concept of occupation
settles in to the society there, there is, and this is partly because of these interviews, people talk
about this change that took place. You were just saying about nationalism. There is a difference
when people talk about occupation, change in mentality that takes place. I do not know for certain
that it will take place, but I get the impression that once you clarify the situation in terms of
occupation, it changes the way people think. I think that once that change takes place, that it will
happen. This is what I think. I have seen over the last five years, huge changes. Five years ago,
you could not mention the word occupation. Now people, activists have begun to use the term. In
the past five years, I have seen this. When I get to Hawai‘i, every week, we are always working
on something, always doing something, basically three people sitting around a table. We are
always working on something, whether it is submitting something to the UN Security Council,
court cases. My impression is that the numbers are getting bigger, that people are catching on to
this. What is happening is that some people are funded by conservative groups and they are in
Hawai‘i and they try. A guy named Ken Conklin and he has a book called, “Hawai‘i Apartheid’
and he talks about it in terms of Hawaiians like Native Americans. He says that if they recognize
Hawaiians, I don’t know if you know the Akaka Bill, if they recognize Hawaiians like native
Hawaiians it will be like apartheid in South Africa.
One time I did a presentation and he came up to me with his book. He came up and said,
“You know, you folks talking about international law, are you not really talking about ethnic
things?’ I said in my presentation that I never once brought up ethnicity. I talked about Hawaiian
subjects, Hawaiian citizens and even pointed out that it was in a different category than ethnic.
He said, “Don’t you really mean ethnic?” I said, “You may but I don’t think that way. It was nice
to meet you.”
My friends talk about this in terms of international law. We do not get angry. Our attitude
is, if we are wrong, show us. I think there will be a change in some time but really in these things,
like you were saying, you hope. That is why I am doing this research, I don’t think we have
gotten to that tipping point yet. And that is what the question was about. When did you know that
they were going to leave. This is the key question, ‘When did you know they were going to
leave?” We have not gotten to that point yet. We will, but not yet.
Daukas:
One of the questions, is like when US army that is using a significant part of the
land pay for it?
Vogeler:
Right, that is a very… The economic aspect has come up and again. I am going
to take these questions back to Hawai‘i and ask them the same questions. All I am going to do,
instead of the Baltic States, I will change to Hawai‘i, and instead of the USSR, it will be the
United States. What is going to happen is that people in Hawai‘i, they will not be able to answer
all the questions and at some point they will say, ‘I can’t answer that. By seeing where they stop,
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it will tell us where we are at. So, I do not know where they stop, they might stop at different
places. What is interesting here, I did not expect this – three people in their interviews of when
‘when did you feel you were finally free?”. Three people said that it was not over. Three people
said it takes about one generation.
Daukas:
In some sense we are losing. In some ways, we are losing our identity. It was its
own country, now it’s a part of the European Union. It is like, you know, one organization, which
was not voluntary, now its another organization, kind of voluntary but you cannot tell the limits
because there is no way to get out.
Vogeler:
You mean the European Union?
Daukas:
Yes, that is right. At the same time, and the law, European law is superior to
Lithuanian law on every issue; Lithuanian law goes under European law. There is some kind of
cultural and other kind of disagreements. Gay rights, for example. In Europe they accept the law
that gay people can adopt children. In Lithuanian society, they are pretty much against it.
Vogeler:
That is a big one that happens in Hawai‘i. In Hawai‘i, people aren’t bugged by
gay issues; Hawaiian culture had it all the time, big deal. You get US trying to influence how
things happen in Hawai‘i because Hawai‘i is liberal that way. It is the opposite in that way. In
Hawai‘i, it is not a problem. Every family they have an auntie who is an uncle and an uncle who
is an auntie. This is Auntie Frank, or you know what I mean. Oh ya, okay. No big deal.
Daukas:
Do you want me to sign that consent form?
THE END
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RASA JUKNEVIČIENĖ
Vogeler:
So, one so that you know who I am, here is my card. That is okay, I have many
Lithuanian friends in Hawai‘i, quite a bit of Lithuanians there. In school, what were you taught
about the Soviet Union’s relationship with the Baltic States?
Juknevičienė: You know, we knew we were occupied by the Soviet Union from our families.
My family, my mother and grandmother were deported to Siberia and my mother lost her father
and brother there, and I got a lot of information about that. That was the main source, the main,
how to say, position, how I realized the situation.
Vogeler:
In the school, they taught something different?
Juknevičienė: Of course, of course.
Vogeler:
You pretty much answered the first question and the third question. And the
media taught you the same thing as you learned in school?
Juknevičienė: Of course, of course. You could be blamed as mental disease if you would openly
say that you that Lithuania were occupied.
Vogeler:
Did you learn, number four here, you already answered the first three.
Juknevičienė: Excuse me, I will give my secretary….
Vogeler:
Number four, so did you learn about the relationship between the Soviet Union
and the Baltic States from other sources other than your family or…?
Juknevičienė: Not so much. Because I was very young at that time, even when Lithuania
became independent, not a long period, so it was from the family.
Vogeler:
Mostly from the family. Did you ever get a chance to visit places outside of
Soviet control?
Juknevičienė: No, not at all.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe the Baltic States were part of the USSR?
Juknevičienė: You know, in fact that we saw as part of USSR as occupied but at that time there
was not so much discussion in the family, that we are occupied or that we are not occupied, that it
will have an end, it was not in belief that I will be able to see myself the end of the Soviet Union.
Only when Gorbachev came to power when we got freedom of speech and at that time the
revolution came. My life in Soviet time, which I can remember myself time, it was a very crazy
period and everyone tried to live their lives, it was difficult time, nowhere there were shops
nowhere…so people were doing a double life.
Vogeler:
Many people talked about…..
Juknevičienė: Of course everybody tired to their best I was a medical doctor and got a good
education, very quality….comparing with Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
I met with these people and talked to many people and you find out what really
fantastic people they are, like you being a medical doctor. So Question #7: When do you
remember the use of the word occupied or when do you remember that term being used?
Juknevičienė: My grandmother mostly was the person who told me a lot about the past, about
the state before the occupation, the period when Lithuania was free and independent. She grew
up, she got education, and she was a teacher with her husband, my grandfather, who died in
Siberia. She told me a lot, about a very good life at that time and about independent state. The
period when Russians came, she told a lot of terrible things, it was not the word occupation and in
documents about Stalin or Hitler but at that time but what I got from her own experience, her own
life and that was the impression. Later when [we] got more freedom, when we got free
newspapers, and a flood of information in 1988, 1989, two years before independence that was
the period that we learned what happened, what kind of secret protocols were signed and so on
and so on.
Vogeler:
Did you remember a time when the word occupation started to be used?
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Juknevičienė: I think the term occupation started to be used in 1988, 1989.
Vogeler:
Did it change as they started to use the word occupation or did it confirm what
you already thought or was there a difference?
Juknevičienė: I think it was some kind of confirmation. Very natural. Your question, a little bit
confused me because I never thought about it…it was so natural.
Vogeler:
Learning about this idea of occupation, did it change the way you saw the world,
that you saw the Soviets or the way you saw yourself?
Juknevičienė: Not very much. Even when we were medical students, young people during the
Brezhnev period, we discussed the life here and we hated the system, the lies, we knew what it
meant, the first pages of the newspaper – about the communist party, about the communist party
congresses, about… people didn’t trust at all. In my life, I had no experience to find anyplace,
they would be in trust about what is going on in Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Lithuania was
occupied, did in increase, remain the same or decrease?
Juknevičienė: You mean up until now?
Vogeler:
Up until now or…
Juknevičienė: What do you mean, of course it increased. It was also that many people did not
discuss that during Soviet time, only during…very few were brave enough to speak. It was a habit
not to speak about that. It was only later that we came to speak and we realized that many people
had the same thoughts. Nobody used to speak about that because it was dangerous, you could lose
your job, the university, you could lose everything.
Vogeler:
When did people start to speak about it?
Juknevičienė: 1988.
Vogeler:
Were there some people who thought Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia were no
different from let’s say, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and the Ukraine? Did they see them the same or as
different?
Juknevičienė: I think, we were kind of the same, the three…we were occupied at the same time.
The others were occupied for a longer time, a few generations could not remember their
independent states but we support them very much up until this time…Georgia, the Ukraine…we
would like very much to be together. The same organizations, the European Union.
Vogeler:
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation?
Juknevičienė: I became a member of a political group which was founded in 1998. The name of
that group, (don’t know) movement for Perestroika, a movement for independence. (Pause,
Vogeler talking on phone).
Vogeler:
What political groups, you were saying that you participated in?
Juknevičienė: That is why I am here. In 1990’s, I took part in the elections, and we won the
election and I am in politics since 1990.
Vogeler:
When were these political groups active and were they effective?
Juknevičienė: Yes, of course they were effective, we achieved political independence. They
were effective. It was the main difference between us and the communist party. Even the Soviet
electoral (sp), they were not brave enough to declare their position against independence so they
called their position their pro-sovereignty… it is also some kind of independence but..
Vogeler:
Autonomy.
Juknevičienė: Not autonomy, but sovereignty.
Vogeler:
So, when did these groups begin, the Sajūdis?
Juknevičienė: June, 1988, third of June…. we will have anniversary, this year in one month.
Celebrations and many commemorations.
Vogeler:
3rd of June, 1988 and it was through those that a lot of those.
Juknevičienė: There was a movement, huge demonstrations in all the cities, and after that,
groups were founded without any membership at that time. We won elections, step by step a
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political party. I remember a political party in which the roots are in Sajūdis Also the other
political groups became political parties because they had different ideologies, even the social
democrats, some of them they were in Sajūdis. We are in different positions. Some of us are
different: some of us are center right, some more left, some liberals. The origin was Sajūdis. The
main group of Sajūdis because the base of my party – Homeland Union, I belong now.
Vogeler:
Some groups became other groups but your group was the core?
Juknevičienė: Yes, the core.
Vogeler:
So, as far as you remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within your own State.
Juknevičienė: I am afraid we needed more support at that time. Imagine the situation.
Gorbachev became the perestroika, the US and the EU, everyone voted that, they believed that
Gorbachev was the right person to do the job, his good job, to democratize the Soviet Union. Not
many of them believed that we could be independent. They may be supportive of Gorbachev
inside democratized the Soviet Union. The support more or less secret support. They realized that
we would not stop our efforts to be independent. One year and ½ we were not recognized. We
were recognized after the events in January when people were killed. That was the beginning of
recognition. I could say more even that Mr. Landsbergis was president, was restored independent
state. After two months, I think, after we declared our independence, he got a letter from
Mitterrand, the president of France, and maybe Margaret Thatcher. We have to look at the books.
They asked us not to go too fast and maybe postpone our quest for independence, not to make too
much trouble.
Vogeler:
Yes, I just met with him the other day, Landsbergis. So did Lithuanians living in
other countries, did they help to cause changes?
Juknevičienė: Americans, mainly.
Vogeler:
In Chicago, in many places. In Hawai‘i too. Hawai‘i has many Lithuanians.
Juknevičienė: I know but in Chicago. In Washington DC, we had our embassy, it was not
closed, and it survived the occupation because the US did not recognize our occupation.
Vogeler:
The Stinson declaration.
Juknevičienė: That was, how to say, they were important for our independence.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that you understood that the Soviet occupation would end,
that the Soviet government and military would leave?
Juknevičienė: Not before Gorbachev, not before Perestroika.
KV;
No but was there a moment when you said, ‘They are going to leave, they have got to
leave, they can’t control us anymore.”
Juknevičienė: Yes, when the Sajūdis movement for independence was established, very fast
developments came to my country then there was not doubt that we have to take a moment.
Vogeler:
Someone said in 1989, that when the Sajūdis movement declared…
Juknevičienė: For independence…
Vogeler:
Yes, was that it, or was it when they did the Baltic [Way]?
Juknevičienė: Everything was going naturally, in the beginning we did not think that
independence would be not so full. Maybe more democracy, more freedom. But then everything
went faster and faster, more and more independence.
Vogeler:
So, was there not a particular moment? Was there was a period? What were the
factors that led to that change, that realization that the Soviet Union has to leave.
Juknevičienė: For me, a person, I used to live in northern part of Lithuania, I was not in the
heart, I was on the border of Latvia, and I was not in the center of these events here. For me the
most important engine from my own thinking was Sajūdis. They were the architects for the
movement. My thinking was going together was Sajūdis.
Vogeler:
That is great. You are not the only person who said that.
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Juknevičienė: I would not say I was a very special person who was trained that we knew
something, I would say before the others.
Vogeler:
The Sajūdis was the main factor?
Juknevičienė: Yes, the main factor.
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of
Lithuanian government?
Juknevičienė: I was a member of the Parliament.
Vogeler:
Yes, so how did that process go, how did you become elected. You have 50 years
of no elections and then you had.
Juknevičienė: We had elections, so called elections. But we used the same laws, so-called laws.
The only problem there was no free mass media, no possibility to select, more or less
nominations. But on the last day you could vote, even at that time. You can say, yes or no, but no
one attended. Very few attended the elections. 99.9% attended [supposedly, under the Soviets].
We used these laws, but it was another environment. It was mass media, television and Sajūdis
was active and brave and they were allowed. They asked for this loudly for special television
program. No one could believe that people could be so open about the situation. It was a big
wave. Very fast wave, this fast great wave brought me to the parliament. Very normal, very free
elections.
Vogeler:
Who voted?
Juknevičienė: People.
Vogeler:
I mean was there requirements to vote? You mean anyone could vote?
Juknevičienė: Of course. It was done according to the Soviet laws but Sajūdis was active, they
made a commission, the votes were counted, everybody could vote, they had voters, the people
came to vote. Seven or Eight candidates in my constituency. I was the only woman and it was
good for me because it was easier for the people to remember “We have to vote that woman.” I
was the only candidate from Sajūdis, there were members from the communist party.
Vogeler:
Did you have debates and everything?
Juknevičienė: Yes. Debates everything, on television, everywhere. That was the outcome of
Gorbachev, Perestroika, it was a new situation, and it was openness.
Vogeler:
Did the end of occupation affect issues related to language, or culture or
ethnicity, # 13?
Juknevičienė: Of course, since the beginning when Sajūdis was formed. Even Soviet style
Supreme Council was in power, in charge before the first election, they pushed them to change
the laws on language, pushed them to change the laws on our main anthem, song and also main
sign of the street, before the independence. Even the supreme socialist Lithuanian Council did
that. Even that Council, they supported the Sajūdis. They were active, not elected but so called
elected. Some Sajūdis were elected in pre-elected, but some were in the Council.
During the occupation, they had so called parliament. The name of that so-called
parliament was called Lithuanian Soviet Supreme Council. That Council was nominated, people
were selected by communist party. But when the Siydus party was formed in 1988, it was midterm, one of those so called parliaments. Sajūdis used the instrument to adapt laws, for example,
to adapt a law on language, for example that Lithuanian language is the only state language above
the flag, above the anthem and a lot of other things. Huge support of the society.
Two years later it was time to select a Council, so Sajūdis used that moment to participate
in the elections and won elections with huge amount of votes. Then we changed the situation and
we voted for independence in the Supreme Council. We changed the name of that Council and
withdrew Soviet Socialist and left only the Supreme Council.
Vogeler:
That is really clever, really clever.
Juknevičienė: That is why we used the Soviet instrument, we did not have much time because
in Moscow they had their own Supreme Council, the republic and in Russia they had the Soviet
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Supreme Council, the Soviet Socialist Supreme Council. Gorbachev was preparing the law, how
any socialist republic could withdraw from the Soviet Union. It was a terrible law. We used those
Stalin type period law which was much better. We escaped. After that, they adopted a new law,
which was more dangerous and difficult.
Vogeler:
The voting that took place, the decisions about the citizenship, that was decided
among the Sajūdis and how people voted was decided among the Sajūdis?
Juknevičienė: No, no.
Vogeler:
It was the laws of the…
Juknevičienė: The Soviet Union was the state of law, and they had laws. The problem was they
did not work as democratic laws, no freedom of speech, in mass media and no freedom to vote.
No political parties.
Vogeler:
These laws that affected culture, ethnicity and language, how did they address
these issues and were they effective?
Juknevičienė: Many laws were adopted when we voted for independence. It was also the
process. It was movement for people… they realized they were free. I do not know what to say.
In Soviet Union, culture was during these double standards. Many people tried to keep our
ethnicity, our traditions and we kept a lot during Soviet occupation. And language also. We were
the only country in the republic of the Soviet Union that we were allowed to use Lithuanian
during physics and mathematics.
Vogeler:
In Estonia and Latvia, language was taught in the schools.
Juknevičienė: Yes only in the other countries was language depressed. We used our language
everywhere.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the end of the occupation affect real estate,
land. #14. Did you or anyone you know have a land claim?
Juknevičienė: What does it mean a land claim?
Vogeler:
During the Soviet time, land was nationalized. Did people get their land back?
Juknevičienė: Up until now, some people did not get their land back. The problem still exists.
We voted for a special law, a restitution law about the property. On houses, on land and the
majority of people regained the land. But as you understand a lot of land people lost because
buildings were built, factories, big factories and roads. Law and restoration was complicated
because [the government had the] possibility for repayments instead of land. If the land is
occupied, it is not possible to retain so people got money from the budget.
Vogeler:
So people are still….
Juknevičienė: Yes, very long period.
Vogeler:
Did you, or anyone you know get any land.
Juknevičienė: My secretary, her mother got land, they were sent to Siberia and they got land. 40
hectares of land. My father, my mother and my mother’s family didn’t have much. My father a
little bit.
Vogeler:
It was a long process?
Juknevičienė: Yes, it was a long process. Lot of strange problems, from Soviet occupation.
Also corruption, many people they were allowed to stay in their jobs. They became the main
officers. They were responsible for returning. They were not so much pro-independence type
people. So there were a lot f problems and up until now there are problems.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the
economy? Was there anything implemented to effect the economic changes?
Juknevičienė: In the beginning, there was collapse.
Vogeler:
What did the government do?
Juknevičienė: It was collapse. The government lost the election after two years. The next
election Sajūdis lost election and former communist party came to power. Of course, we needed
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changes and reforms, privatization was on track. Of course those that were more clever, they
bought something, and it was not a fair process. People were disappointed.
Vogeler:
You were in the parliament during that period?
Juknevičienė: I was not in parliament. When we lost the election I was not in parliament, I was
a spokesperson for the parliament group, I was an advisor. In 1996, I was re-elected again. In that
period, it was terrible, the factories were related to the Soviet Union, they of course collapsed, or
they were privatized. Some very unfair people got those factories. They pushed those factories
into bankruptcy. People realized they got nothing, and they were on the streets, many places.
Very difficult period. Countryside, former collective farmers, they also went under bankruptcy.
Vogeler:
How did they turn it around?
Juknevičienė: Now it is totally different. Many people became businessman, go to Soviet
Union, many invested here, and went to western countries. Some of them, I know many people
went to Germany or Holland to buy cars because we needed a lot of cars. They had some money
but they didn’t want Soviet cars because they were not acceptable. It became a market economy,
a lot of reforms. We suffered bankruptcies of banks in 1993, or 1995. It was a huge loss for
people. Many people lost their savings.
Vogeler:
Were there policies that helped?
Juknevičienė: Yes, policies helped. When Soviets were in power they participated in these
unfair….unfortunately. The government, people from government, on administrative level they
used their opportunities to become rich.
Vogeler:
This is the last question. Was there a moment that led you to believe that
Lithuania was free again and when was this moment? Where were you, and how did it make you
feel?
Juknevičienė: What do you mean? In Soviet period?
Vogeler:
No, after everything happened. Was there a moment when you thought, “Finally,
we are free”?
Juknevičienė: Yes, I know exactly. In 1990, the 11th of March when I was voting, had my
voting card. Here is my voting card.
Vogeler:
Yes, may I take a picture, can I take a picture of you with your voting card?
Juknevičienė: Okay, thank you. That is what we did that night. We voted for in favor…
Vogeler:
This is so cool. This is great. (Take a picture).
Juknevičienė: It means we voted openly, no computers. We put our name, our constituencies,
and our signature that we are voting for restoration of our independent state.
Vogeler:
This is so cool. That was the moment, for you, when you are free?
Juknevičienė: That is the moment. That is the place where Lithuanians were deported. My
grandfather is somewhere in …. Very many camps, everywhere…..
Vogeler:
You are in the parliament at the time.
Juknevičienė: In the beginning, we changed the name of the Parliament. We became Supreme
council of Lithuanian parliament.
Vogeler:
You changed that once you got into office. So it was “The Supreme Council of
the Lithuanian Republic”? Is that what it is called today? No?
Juknevičienė: Now later we changed the name, went back to the time when Lithuania and
Poland had a common state and the same was the parliament.
Vogeler:
You were there, everyone was there, and how many members were there?
Juknevičienė: It was a 141 members of parliament selected as right now we have.
Vogeler:
Everyone put their cards together. What did people do? Did they jump up and
down? Did they?
Juknevičienė: Of course, we were singing our anthem, we were singing ‘Lithuania is free,
Lithuania is free’ and then we said, “Estonia will be free.”
Vogeler:
And that was 1990?
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Juknevičienė: Yes, 1990, 11th of March.
Vogeler:
I know the dates.
Juknevičienė: We celebrate those dates.
Vogeler:
It is interesting, when I go to Estonia, when I go to Latvia, they talk about dates
in 1991, and its 1990 here…it was a year and a half before…
Juknevičienė: For them it was more difficult because they had a lot of Russians. We have not.
Vogeler:
How did it make you feel?
Juknevičienė: It was very good but I was also very tired because I was not a politician, it was
just that we had to win our independence. Everything was new, nice feelings, a lot of people from
all over the world. Cameras, microphones with strange configurations and so on. After that, after
the voting, have you been to the main hall where we voted for independence? Have you seen it?
Vogeler:
Right next door?
Juknevičienė: The main building, the main building.
Vogeler:
I have seen it from the outside.
Juknevičienė: Yes but you have to ask, if you have some time. You have to ask to see the hall,
where we voted. You have to be there.
Vogeler:
Manfred, the man who called me, his friend is going to meet me and show me
around. He might be able to show…it is important to see these places.
Juknevičienė: Even in front, you can see the hole in the window when the January events
happened after the elections. The military, the Russian military, they came without their
(unclear), put a lot of stones, broke a lot of windows, you can see them.
Vogeler:
We went up to the radio tower, it was so sad, so sad.
Juknevičienė: Yes, yes. When we came out after we voted for independence, many people came
and shouted, “Thank you! Thank you!”
Vogeler:
That is basically all the questions. Are there any questions you wanted to ask me?
Anything you want to add or ask me?
Juknevičienė: I never had such questions, such interesting questions. Really very interesting.
Vogeler:
I hope that it was useful. Is there anything you want to add. I have a question, it
is not there. When I was meeting with Mr. Landsbergis, there was an economist, Prof. Daukis, he
was there as well, and they had this discussion about a saying, “For your freedom and ours.” Do
you know it? Okay, they said it was a saying back then, For your Freedom and Ours.
Juknevičienė: Oh no. Yes that it is from the past, 19th century, when we had common state with
Poland and occupied by Czarist Russia and at that time people were fighting for independence. So
that was very popular to say “For freedom, your and ours.”
Vogeler:
But that was it meant for freedom.
Juknevičienė: Yes.
Vogeler:
It was such an apt saying.
Juknevičienė: Yes, that is what we use now, for Ukrainians. Can I take it? Okay, I am so sorry.
I only have two more interviews.
Vogeler:
Oh here, this is a consent form. Some people, those that had experience with the
Soviet Union, they have not wanted to sign things if it is okay. President Rüütel. He did the whole
interview, and we filmed it and everything. Professor Lippmaa….
Juknevičienė: No problem.
Vogeler:
You were very helpful and had so much insight. Especially about the Sajūdis. It
is in none of the books. All of the books I read did not explain how the system works.
Juknevičienė: For us it is understandable. We cannot imagine. That is important. We cannot
imagine some people do not know that.
Vogeler:
They don’t understand how it works. Some people who wrote these books and
were not from around here.
Juknevičienė: Of course. THE END
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PROFESSOR VYTAUTAS LANDSBERGIS
(Because of time constraints, this interview covers only a few questions. Virgis Daukas is also
present.)
Vogeler:
What were you saying, the first question?
Landsbergis: Yes, is who and also by other means of propaganda, we have been told, when I
was young that Soviet Union was our liberator and officially. Yes? Giving us security from
Western imperialism which was the worst thing, and so it [the Soviet Union was] the best, most
free country. We have learned something about the great Soviet Union which is unique for liberty
for people. There is no other country that you can breathe so freely. What did I think about it? It
was false, and many of my mates in my school and later as a student, it was false as special
propaganda and different from reality. We have seen so many things of persecution, executions,
every family suffered from Soviet oppression and violence and we had to learn. Later I could call
groups also, what was intended by this propaganda and forcible. Officially (Recorder batteries
died.)
Vogeler:
It is supposed to have…………..I have an external hard drive (talking in different
languages – other people)
Landsbergis: O‘ahu is the main island. Is it a big island or small island?
Vogeler:
Population?
Landsbergis: In space, O‘ahu, maybe we went to O‘ahu when we went to Volcano Island that
was special.
Vogeler:
Volcano was Big Island.
Landsbergis: Is it the center of the Pacific cultures.
Vogeler:
Yes, the Polynesian cultural center. I had a good friend, a singer who used to
work there.
Landsbergis: My wife, she loves Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Yes, hopefully you have a chance to go to Hawai‘i again.
Vogeler:
What you are taught in school was one thing, what you learned from the teachers
was different from what was taught in school, and you were saying that your family did not
necessarily talk about these things.
Landsbergis: Back from Siberia, from the Gulags, went back after Stalin so there were people
sheltered and living in the basement for many years and went from the protect. Not going out,
similarly as Jews under Germany. It was not the case to have (?).
Vogeler:
And this was from what year that people staying in your basement?
Landsbergis: When I was attending school.
Vogeler:
And what years were these?
Landsbergis: 1940’s.
Vogeler:
So, you were there from when the occupation began?
Landsbergis: Of course, the first occupation in 1940 and then general occupation in 1941 and
third occupation in 1944 which lasted for decades.
Vogeler:
Under Soviet control was there a chance to visit someplace, say Poland or
someplace like...
Landsbergis: 1963, I went for first time. Part of a delegation to a music festival. It was a
foreign country. Poles did not feel themselves. They felt the same way under communist or
Soviet rule. There was an occupation role under Poland, and secret services like the KGB and
communists were in power given their orders from Moscow. They were not independent but they
were separate country, and there were more freedoms in the press, in the radio, in festivals. I used
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to bring books from Poland. Polish translations of Western literature in Lithuania, only other
translations. It was more progressive. Of course, it was a way to get illegal books, smuggling.
Vogeler:
Did you also, some people have talked about Voice of America and other things.
Landsbergis: Of course, under the pillow.
Vogeler:
When you went to Poland did they talk about Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia in a
different way.
Landsbergis: They did not know much. The elders of course, especially felt near to Lithuania,
the ones they had in history, they had been in countries. Had common rulers and kings. After the
First World War, we have been in war. Both wars, not one. But it passed but during Soviet times,
I could meet younger people, or interested [people]. They think of us as Russians, that was the
feeling. The feeling was insulting for us, sometimes good realities, basketball and boxers…but as
Russians, not Lithuanians. It was a great difference they could see us as Lithuanians, or be
praised as Lithuanians. The first, Olympic Games happened after liberation in Barcelona, and the
Lithuanians played under their name and won over the Russians. This was the great victory. It
was a reality in being inside, or under the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
At one point, growing up did you see Lithuania as part of USSR?
Landsbergis: Temporarily.
Vogeler:
Did you see it as part of living through your lifetime?
Landsbergis: Maybe. No one could predict how long it would last. No one could predict if it
would last 100 years, can this rather small nation survive under Soviet Union. Change from inside
and also by full immigration as it was most of us, we went to Latvia and Estonia. In Lavonia (?)
we succeeded better. 80% of population, despite losses, not all this population remained…. Even
still using Lithuanian language. But we could hope and it was intention of my generation to work
in culture spheres, to work for continuity of our European national identity and not become
Soviets, to continue with some distinction.
In the hope the Soviet Union would not endure so long. It would have to fall. My father
was an old person and he was always sure that the Soviet Union would crumble. He would say,
“It is such a pity that I am so old. I will not see it play it out.” He did see, he lived to 100 years.
He said ‘You will see.”
Vogeler:
Even there, all the way up until 1990s.
Landsbergis: He died in 1993. It was a symbol, it was not forever.
Vogeler:
100 years, wow, that is great. What year was that? 1997. So the term occupation
was it used throughout the whole time?
Landsbergis: It would be a problem.
Vogeler:
When was the term occupation used.
Landsbergis: It was in conscious and in knowledge of Lithuania’s resistance. Remembering the
uprising of 1941, then Lithuanians took guns pushed the Soviets out before the Germans came
and proclaiming…..and then restored.
Vogeler:
For three days.
Landsbergis: They get the occupiers out. Germans were also occupiers, and then they came
back, but it was not officially used of course. You could not. Or say publicly or would get
punishment, even harsh punishment.
Vogeler:
Did people use it privately?
Landsbergis: Not very often. But in political language, it was underground, it was coming by
America and BBC or rather formal use, broadly. We had been captive nation.
Vogeler:
Did Voice of America use ‘captive nation?’
Landsbergis: Even memorial days, officially claimed by American president, commemoration
of Lithuania’s national day of February 16th, was officially claimed by American presidents to
commemorate Lithuania, as a captive. It was forbidden in Lithuania, but commemorated in the
[United] States. There was a distant exchange of concepts.
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Vogeler:
That idea of captive nations that was promoted by Voice of America and then at
some point….
Landsbergis: Radio Free Europe.
Vogeler:
At some point, did the word occupation become more prevalent?
Landsbergis: Maybe together with our liberation movements and some of…there were more
movements, more radical used more radical language… calling to get occupiers out. I did not get
along, I was elected to chair the main movement, and we wanted to avoid such nationalistic
classes even calling the Russians together to come to freedom with us. Not blaming them. The
army had to go out, but the common Russian people, but we did not using blaming language. The
army had occupied, it was clear, and we did not want our young people to serve in occupied army
especially from the distance of Lithuania to be brought back in coffins. It was one of the reasons
to demand that if they served in the Russian armed services they would serve in Lithuania, and
not in the Far East or in Afghanistan.
This was sound reason, coming together, with the understanding of human rights, of
national rights. I don’t know Hawaiians and military service.
Vogeler:
There are many Hawaiians serving in the armed service.
Landsbergis: All over?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Landsbergis: Maybe they are happy with that?
Vogeler:
Mostly people do it for economic reasons.
Landsbergis: If they are not…free for conscripts, getting a job and so on.
Vogeler:
A lot of people that uncovered a lot of this information. My friend, he was a
former Captain in the US army and he uncovered this information about Hawaiian and he realized
that he was a good Captain, but he was in the wrong army. So when people use the term
occupation, was there a certain amount of blame?
Landsbergis: Occupier was a blaming title. It was insulting and angry and it irritated. It was
not good to speak with the common people. We had a distinction and between common people
and army people. Army and KGB and they were full force and had to leave. All others what they
wanted, they may become citizens and to help build European country with us.
Vogeler:
There was a big distinction and you are the first one to bring that out. So as far as
you know, the numbers of people who understand that Lithuania was occupied, did in increase,
decrease or remain the same?
Landsbergis: It was increased especially with worsening of situation with Soviet army. The
Russian chauvinism – anti Baltic, anti Western. When things were not distinct with Russians in
behavior and in language. Sometimes they were respected by reasonable people. Sometimes they
were hated by insane nationalism. As I said, they were growing numbers of accidents when
young people were brought back home in nailed coffins without permission to open or to look.
Officially they could not. Sometimes parents opened the coffin there was some torture and killed
terribly. That was a distinction. Soviet Army was bad. They refused, Soviet Constitution was….
One of the reasons that we concluded, we had to out the system, totally not only in some
autonomies.
Vogeler:
Did some people see Lithuania as Georgia, or Ukraine or Belarus?
Landsbergis: It was like the Ukraine that was evident, when we visited Georgia or Armenia. It
was not Russian, they are different, different histories, cultures, song, music, architecture. They
were not Russia. The same system and not happy about the system. They were suffering, very
great loss under Stalin times. He was very cruel to Georgians, the intelligence. The people
respected us and we respected them, and we are in good contact until now. We support two
nations into Europe despite Russia is very angry for it.
Vogeler:
Did people understand there was a difference or was it seen as the same?
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Landsbergis: Between us there was a difference but we looked at the common, common is
destiny. Being under the same repressive regime, we had to fight. Our rallies in Lithuania, great
mass rallies for hundreds of thousands of people calling for peace, there were Georgians,
Armenian flags. Russia did not have a flag then. We had national flags. On our side, then
Russians became Russians again. A flag appeared in Moscow in Russian democratic rallies
against Soviet tyranny. They were with us together. When Soviets attacked us in January 1991, it
was something unbelievable today. 300,000 in Moscow called for Freedom in Lithuania. They
brought Lithuanian flags. In Moscow! This was in case of attack on us. Estonia was attacked.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries, cause changes in
the Baltic States?
Landsbergis: There were warnings, when they called for our rights to [be] prevented. What
was unjust, a conspiracy with Stalin and Hitler and the division of this part of Europe, was illegal
and had to be liquidated. We have to be again, in our presentation, we want to have normal
neighborly relations with Russia as we had before. Propaganda that was used to blame us that we
were anti-Russians – we hate Russia. It was not the case. We wanted them as a neighbor not as a
master over us. That was a clear distinction and it was understandable for people in Russia that
we were not against them. We were against Empire inside, and it was not good for them also.
Voice: There was a slogan, “For your and our freedom”.
Vogeler:
For your and our freedom?
Landsbergis: It was an old slogan from nineteenth century, against rebels against terrorism. It
was also used as propaganda and extended to Russians. ‘We are fighting for your freedom also
from tsars.” That was a deep concept, and it was used again against Soviet tsars.
Vogeler:
When did that slogan start to be used?
Daukas: As the professor said, a long time ago.
Landsbergis: It was from the 19th century. In the 19th century, we had two great rebellions
against tsarist Russia. When Lithuania was annexed The Republic of Two Nations (Lithuania and
Poland) was destroyed at the end of 18th century by three European empires: Russia, Austria and
Prussia. They divided; they took of it. But the main part of Lithuania came to Russia. And, of
course, there were periods, hopes during Napoleon wars, because Napoleon somewhere promised
to give national statehood from Hungarians, for Poles, Lithuanians, did expect also. If Napoleon
wins Russia, something better will be. But after, it was a revolution of 1830-1831 in Paris, it was
a revolution. It equal here, it equaled as an uprising in Poland and Lithuania, against the tsar,
against tsarist. It was crushed. Something bloody. In 1863, there was a rebellion again in
Lithuania and Poland against Russian tsarists. After it was crushed, tsarist government banned the
Lithuanian prince, language, any education, with the open intention to merge Lithuania into
Russia within two generations. It was again the resistance.
Peaceful by brave ways to print Lithuanian books and newspapers illegally in East
Prussia, to smuggle and distribute into Lithuania. It was period of 40 years of such struggle and
people were persecuted, executions, sent to Siberia. The Russians could not stop the movement
and this movement came together with the new intelligence. Students from Moscow, from
Universities had a consciousness that they had to struggle, to awaken the common people, to
become enlighteners, to make them educated in grammar. Primary textbooks were produced, also
illegally. The building of nation was coming illegally. A nation which will have consciousness
about itself, about its identity and the right to a nation state, along with others. Why not? Why
could others and not we? A chance was given in the First World War to repeat again, to fight for
independent mind in captivity.
Vogeler:
When did the term come into its re-use, like in the 70’s or 80’s or 60’s?
Landsbergis: Take this book, it’s the best about deportations. By a woman, as a teenager, and
what it was like to be in the Arctic. She survived. I have to go, I have a lot of work, and I would
love to speak all day but I cannot continue. Please forgive me.
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Vogeler:
THE END

That’s okay.
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ČESLOVAS VYTAUTAS STANKEVIČIUS
(Because of time constraints, this interview only includes certain questions.)
Vogeler:
Some of the information, what you are describing there, so was there a point that
the Soviet Union was going to leave, at some point, “Where you thought, they are going to leave
now”?
Stankevičius: At older time, Lithuanians, some number always were insisting on the occupation
of Lithuania, there were organizations in the United States and in later during the perestroika time
in Soviet Union, League of Freedom was also interested in that the issue and Soviet groups have
to be around and independence, they initiated a collection of significance under the demand to
withdrawal Soviet troops and this movement, later on I belonged to this movement. Took our
collection of signatures together we collected about [hundreds of] thousands of signatures.
Vogeler:
Was this 1989?
Stankevičius: It was in 1989. And late, October. I don’t remember exactly and have to see
documents. I could check. Then we got signatures.
Vogeler:
One million.
Stankevičius: We had them in big bags to Moscow by train. We went to introduce, to present
the signatures. The petition to Gorbachev’s office. We did it.
Vogeler:
When you presented these signatures, was that a moment that you thought
‘Definitely, after they get these signatures, the Soviet Union would….’
Stankevičius: Of course, Gorbachev himself did not receive us. But yes. Some bureaucrats,
some men who were in the office of the Supreme Soviet. He received us, and promised to tell
Gorbachev, to have him acquainted. But when we left the station, and we went to walk and some
car, we put those bags inside the car, and we walked down Gorky Street, and the KGB officers
accompanied us from both sides of Moscow. We are ten to 15 people, the younger people,
Lithuanian people, they were students in Moscow, and they also accompanied us, Lithuanian
flags, interesting moment. But later on, we declared our, when we passed our act of Declaration
of Independence, the day after, two days later we appealed to the Soviets. The Lithuania
parliament passed a special appeal to supreme government, to Gorbachev to start negotiations,
they reminded each time on each occasion and after restoration, after independence, the Baltic
countries established the Baltic Council.
They had the states, Prime Ministers and one or two persons, and I was a member of the
Lithuanian council. I was, presented at the Council. When our regular sessions were also usually,
we adapted two statements [unclear], violations of public rule or remind the negotiation were
started as soon as possible. It took time of course, and they did not react to appeals and later they
started to, I don’t remember exactly when. When we started our first official talks, the Soviet
government, the department appointed officials from state government headed by Mr. (muffled). I
was a member of the delegation and we started our preparations and the parliament approved
some principles for negotiation and established working groups.
First our first meeting only took place in October 1990. The Soviet government does not
want to negotiate on interstate but agreed to have talks on the issues in terms of relations between
the center, as you call it, and the republic. We had to do our best to avoid situations, to have
imitation of negotiations. We insisted on some kind of protocol for the beginning of the
negotiations, the issue of negotiations to re-establish interstate relations, to treat each as an equal
party.
They waited to accept our proposal; the first meeting was in October. We had two official
meetings, Mr. Landsbergis has mentioned that. Two official meetings in the Kremlin and the old
Soviet government, and they were sitting in front of us, about 50 people, ministers and deputy
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ministers, chief of KGB and Soviet delegations, Prime Minister Ryshkoff (sp) our delegation was
more, about 7 or 8 people [?], the table was small. We had a few people, we explained we
wanted, how we saw things and they respond. How to say, they avoided directly; they tried to
convince us that we should start negotiations without any proper call, or recognition or what we
were negotiating on.
Vogeler:
Was it during those negotiations that you realized the Soviet Union was going to
leave?
Stankevičius: Then Gorbachev in his mind and he drafted some new Soviet Union, he took it
paternalistic, like the United States, fifty states, something to transform the Soviet Union into
some economic republic, free. Actually the purpose was to legalize our participation in the,
modernization of Soviet Union. Everybody was aware the Baltic countries were occupied and
were forcibly taken by Soviet Union by force. In their planks, to legalize.
Vogeler:
By October 1990 they still were not talking about leaving, they were talking
about….
Stankevičius: Usually their position was that of course you have the right to raise the question
of independence, and we will negotiate this but it will be impossible for you to decide to go out:
we have to agree on the conditions of independence, and usually they explained the degree of
independence, we shall negotiate but….. (Laughter)
Vogeler:
Ya right…During these negotiations there was a point that it was clear that the
Soviet Union was going to pull out?
Stankevičius: Nothing was clear. In my last presentation I have noticed that after the first
independence in 1918, they took 516 days for Russia to recognize, to sign that treaty. Very
similar thing happened, it took exactly 506 days for the Russia to sign the treaty which
recognized by president Yeltsin of July 29, 1991. So it always takes time for Russia….
I think you are well aware of about from Dr. Zalimus’s books everything was explained
in legal terms but in practical terms after they decided to use force against us in late November, in
early December of 1990. Then they interrupted any talks, any contacts and started to prepare the
military, to use military means to convince us.
Vogeler:
What would you say were the factors that led to the Soviet Union leaving?
Stankevičius: Gorbachev, he sincerely decided they wanted liberalization of the empire, it was
his idea, but he never planned to allow Baltic countries to leave the Soviet Union and later on he
organized a referendum on the mechanism of the separation for those republics who wished to
separate from the Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
That was in 1990?
Stankevičius: It was later on. They passed a law, succession law, in March, to pass a law to put
us under Moscow law, to complicate our deliberation process.
Vogeler:
They treated you like Georgia or….
Stankevičius: Gorbachev was disappointed with…. That we voted independently without any
pre-negotiations, and so on but after the 15 of January [1991] when those actions failed to achieve
desired goals, against the Lithuanian people and withstood tanks, then Yeltsin’s position became
stronger. He became political leader of Russian people and this was a factor which held us.
Perhaps you know that Mr. Yeltsin arrived (coughing) condemning the use of force and gave an
order to Russian soldieries not to use force against peaceful people in the Baltic States. Then after
this, Mr. Landsbergis started to consider the possibility to start direct negotiations with the
Russian government headed by the president of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. Slowly of
President Yeltsin… we had two negotiations for some time. We started negotiations with Yeltsin,
the Russian representatives. President Yeltsin appointed representatives headed by the third
deputy of the Prime Minister, Mr. (sp. Conversation on who it was, mumbling)
Nevertheless, we started to draft some possible agreement with Russian federation. And
then Gorbachev government had to change, to soften their position, in April of 1991. They
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decided not to argue our, the name of our state, the Republic of Lithuania, they changed their
position. They accepted the objective for the negotiation to set forth, to regulate negotiations
between the Soviet Union and the Republic of Lithuania. They moved forward a little bit. They
continued to insist on dependence on the Soviet Union.
I remember a meeting with the Prime Minister, “Does confederation not satisfy you? You
can have a lot of rights and freedoms to establish any kind of relations on the Soviet Union but to
belong to the Soviet Union, what you like?” Mr. Landsbergis visited Gorbachev, I think he was
insisted on… he [Gorbachev] also mentioned much more freedoms and all full autonomy for
domestic issues and so on. We simply, it was not expected to have success to accomplish our
negotiation and they became normal after the events of January 1991. The last day, then they
were close to finishing the Soviet Union treaty but that happened…..they following processes.
Possibility….
We accomplished our negotiations with Yeltsin; I have the several meetings with him
myself in the White House as they called it.
Vogeler:
Were these negotiations to work out the independence aspect or were they to
begin the setting up of the new government?
Stankevičius: Everything. We drafted some…the Russian government; the first initiative came
from Yeltsin, from the Russian government. They circulated some standard draft treaty for the
Soviet Union as Yeltsin called it: the independent republic... it was not acceptable, that draft was
not acceptable for us and we responded with our draft. In the preamble we wanted to mention
occupation in forcing in preparation as well as to recall the Russian Lithuanian Treaty of 1920
and so other things. The main thing we wanted to have, a clear Recognition of Independence and
the continuity of the state. We found acceptable for both side, the wording of the first article.
Russians explained they could not accept reference to the treaty of 1920 because part of
the treaty belonged to the Russian side so they have no right to make reference to the treaty
because they are other countries that were involved and so on and so on. So the treaty of 1991, if
now the wording of the first article, it recognizes the independence of republic of Lithuania
according from the founding act of March 11, but the act of March 11 refers to the act of 16th of
February so it was recognized. There were problems; Yeltsin’s government was not fully
independent at that time, full authority in domestic policy but the foreign policy was in the hands
of Gorbachev and the diplomatic service and moreover, armed forces. Of course Mr. Yeltsin tried
to command the forces but nevertheless it was in the hands of Gorbachev.
We succeeded. There are differences between the treaties of Estonia and Latvia. Essential
because of the problem which, in the acceptable way, in the wording they could accept, and it has
been mentioned recognition was fully accepted. We were satisfied. Interesting to mention the side
of our parliament ratified this treaty in during the coup d’etat in Moscow because we did not, we
simply could not predict what would happen in Moscow. Russians they ratified after the
dissolution of the Soviet Union when the Russian federation and Mr. Yeltsin became successful:
1992. Supreme Soviet of the Russian federation, they recognized by ratifying the treaty, the
Soviet Union forcibly recognized and they voted in favor of ratification because they had a strong
influence, they had personal influence of Yeltsin.
Vogeler:
In 1992, they acknowledged the occupation aspect of it?
Stankevičius: Later in this treaty, the basis of current and future relations, initiatives from
Moscow and Russian government took power, to devise a treaty for Russia. They want to
eliminate something from the treaty.
Vogeler:
How did they work out the troop removals, the process?
Stankevičius: Well after the, the troop removal became clear for Moscow, for Gorbachev and
Mr. Yeltsin. The Soviet government, the chief of staff for Russian armed forces, I don’t
remember exactly, in spring of 1991, he already wrote some consultation on Baltic leadership and
on the issue of removal of Soviet troops had been discussed. They considered the possibility to
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conclude some agreement on the status of legal station of Soviet troops in Baltic States, not to
totally withdraw but to secure some rights, some basis in our States.
Vogeler:
At some point, were they implementing Lithuanian law, the troops from the
Soviet Union?
Stankevičius: Lithuanians always insisted on unconditional withdrawal without any basis. Later
when we started negotiations on withdrawal from the Mr. Yeltsin government in January 1992,
the first official negotiation meeting took place. The first question was from Russian side on
possibility to establish some military bases. And no we are not going to negotiate the issue.
Gorbachev in 1991 understood it was necessary to withdraw partially but it would leave bases
and conclude some treaties. They wanted to preserve military control in case Baltic States became
independent. But when we negotiated with Yeltsin, it became smooth enough. The issue, the
question was the terms because they had difficulty in withdrawing a huge number of troops from
the states including Germany, Hungary and Poland. They only succeeded only Russian troops
from Lithuania and from Germany and Poland. Because of our referendum in which during the
people voted occupation had to leave unconditionally by 2002 [1992], and damage inflicted had
to be compensated.
Vogeler:
And you are still working on that, the damage….
Stankevičius: When I remember, when I was Deputy (?) during negotiations, diplomats from
some Western countries and others, the ambassadors visited me and asked what I would do if the
Russians did not obey the command to withdraw. I answered to what you are doing, how are you
going to react to the situation? Yeltsin’s behavior was, I have to… he never misrepresented us.
They did not want Russia to leave without any … associated with Russia, but they respected our
rights. Usually I say that Yeltsin deserved the respect from Lithuania for his positions. Honorable.
Vogeler:
When did you, for you, when was it that you knew when Lithuania was free, was
there a moment that you remember?
Stankevičius: All the time, we were not able to control the territory and borders and our
parliament was trying to pass laws and we moved forward. Occupational army stationed, it was
provocation for everything to complicate in one day or night the situation. I would say after the
13 of January when Yeltsin took his position in support of the Baltic States’ freedom, the
situation dramatically changed.
Vogeler:
January 13th, 1991?
Stankevičius: Once again they wanted to change the situation in Moscow, of course they
succeeded the station, when they failed it was clear that everything was a question of time.
Vogeler:
When was it that you knew they were gone, that your Lithuania was free?
Stankevičius: Final day when we celebrated the freedom was the first of September of 1993.
Every year we celebrate this day. The last special. After 6th day….. The 13th of August, on 6th of
September, the pope visited. 1991. After the last the Russian troops, after one week, the Pope
visited to kiss the feet of Lithuanians.
Vogeler:
A couple of small things here. It came from Hawai‘i and here is a lei for your
health and here is a pin. This the Maltese cross of King Kalākaua who gave it to people including
Queen Victoria who helped out the kingdom. This is the Hawaiian society of law and politics.
That is all the questions I have or anything your thought….you gave me so much information in a
precise amount of time.
Stankevičius: There is reliable information in my articles and you take my study, my
manuscript from NATO…. They can get you and URL, the internet address.
Vogeler:
At the place I am staying, they don’t have internet. These are kukui nuts and they
represent wisdom. In Hawai‘i, you think of torches, but in Hawai‘i it was not like that. They
would roast these and take out insides and stack them and put them on a stick. When they lit
them, they would last for about five minutes. If you have 6 of those you have 30 minutes of light,
and it represents wisdom.
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What is going to be great, with the articles, tying them together.
Stankevičius: I would just to mention, my background in engineering, construction engineer
and worked in design institution and when the movement started 20 years ago in June, on 3rd….
my political activities started in practical terms. 1988. We had regular meetings, at our local
congress this group and later congress, all the congress regions was coordinated by…we
established a like parliament, from representatives of groups from countryside to discuss
restoration, restorative justice. Our side really was an organized movement, in particular.
Professors, well known people who were leaders and workers. The chairman of the congress
council. When elections, totally all these seats.
Vogeler:
It seems much of the work was done in 1988 and 1989 to prepare for 1991,
preparatory.
Stankevičius: We simply, we did not know how far we could go forward. Step by step we tried,
but people supported, in particular the first meeting took place in 1990, ninth of July. There were
300,000 people. KGB people were on the roofs and watching the building. Helicopters. But
people were all united… we were with each other. The third event was the act of independence.
Vogeler:
And that was through…
Stankevičius: And then we signed (muffled).
Vogeler:
Thank you, there was so much information that I can tie together with your
articles, but because getting those perspectives of when you saw things were going to change is
so important.
I will take the tape and type it up. I have a consent form, some people have signed it and some
people. Especially people who have experience with the Soviet Union. I will type this up and I
will email professor and he will contact you.
Stankevičius: Because. No need to sign because you have the record.
THE END
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VYTAUTAS UMBRASAS
Umbrasas:
Because they are so broad, so big that I can tell and reply to one question all day,
maybe so I do not know how to answer it or shorten it, so one moment. (reads through pages
given to him).
I am trying to reply to your questions. If you stop for a moment when I am editing a
question I do not understand.
Vogeler:
There is no…answer: it as short or as long as you feel comfortable.
Umbrasas:
I will try to make it shorter. The first question. In school we did not have such a
name, Baltic States. We had the name, how do you say in English. We had capitalistic Baltic
States, it was some capitalistic Baltic state, The Soviet Union was a state who tried to help this
capitalistic state in such sense, we were taught. To practically, we were taught not to have
sympathy, we were taught to be the Soviet people and our land and our country was called
capitalistic, a state which oppressed the simple people. This has come from everywhere, from
textbooks, from radio...and all sentiments were built from that slogan.
Vogeler:
That covers question number 1 and 2.
Umbrasas:
Such people like me were not satisfied what we are listening to and we would try
to know more as any young man. Everybody who was blessed to have, for example, who had
relatives who were sent to Siberia or who had parents who remembered the independent states,
we tried to know more about the period. Not agree so much to what we were listening to. We had
not practically any books. Very rare people who could give you some books on the real history of
Lithuania, and independence and they were rare and very quiet. They knew what would happen if
they gave them, gave them to young me…..we tried to get information from many sources.
Vogeler:
Did your family talk about the Soviet Union.
Umbrasas:
Family too. I lived in a village. My parents were not sent to Siberia for the simple
reason, we had enough to be sent to Siberia, 50 hectares, but they put some of that land to other
people and some escaped. My father’s sister was sent to Siberia and her daughter was sent twice
to Siberia. I had relatives, not in my family, but who were sent and knew about these things.
Vogeler:
Did your family talk about Baltic States? When you heard this stuff in school, did
it make sense or was it confusing because you heard something from your family or from books
or …?
Umbrasas:
Yes it started to confuse me of course because you are getting.. You know, I like
to write poetry. I did not become a poet, I don’t know why but I like to read books and write
something. My first verses when I was eight years or nine years were about fighting Leningrad
because it was said that it was so terrible during that time during the war. Leningrad, now St.
Petersburg, fought against the Fascists. I caught this from the surrounding. Practical propaganda.
My sister told me to stop. I jumped on the tables somewhere, and starting to make international
and all. On TV, the Russians with Canada played croquet. I was eight or nine years. Later I
started to think, what is going on. I was very young and started to listen, about nine or eleven.
Afterwards I started to learn.
Vogeler:
Did you get information from other sources?
Umbrasas:
Yes, other sources. Relatives. People, like my sister-in law, she was sent to
Siberia twice and the second time, she was 17 or 19. The first time with her parents. She wrote
some letters to the boy she loved and that was a sentence, ‘When Lithuania will be free we will
meet on the tower’. She was sent to Siberia again for sending such letters. So she got seven years,
and it was a child’s punishment because normally you would get 20 or 25 years. When she
returned she knew a lot of people from this exile. I met with these people later, and they had
libraries and had some knowledge.
Vogeler:
How old were you when you met with them?
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Umbrasas:
Maybe 13 or 15. At a time, when I started to think about things, about the
meaning of life and such things, I started to have interest, to understand what is going on in this
country. 14, 15 years at most. I had better position than many people my age – boys and girls in
the village - . For that reason, I am still living, it is hard to say.
I went to the city and learned what others had done living collective lives and finished
their lives very early. I had a chance to get information and understanding what was going on. My
interest was growing. Around me, a lot of people who did not have these chances. People finished
life not very well. They wished to build their life in another way.
Vogeler:
Did you ever have a chance to visit places outside of Soviet control.
Umbrasas:
One time during Gorbachev’s time, it was Perestroika. I worked in the museum,
the open air museum. My field was technology before our national movement and independence.
Very big museum and I worked there. I went to Poland with a delegation to visit a museum there.
It was Perestroika. I remember the director of the museum, he wrote some paper and what we did
– official. For other countries it was impossible to go, you had to cooperate with the secret police.
But with the socialist countries, it was sometimes possible. Rare, maybe Hungary, to Poland, to
the Czech Republic.
Vogeler:
Did anyone mention something about the Soviet Union or Lithuania?
Umbrasas:
Lithuania was mentioned as a Soviet republic. It was understood as part of
Soviet Union. It was not a Lithuanian state or separate something. Like economical with some
autonomy.
Vogeler:
Did you at one point think that Lithuania was part of the USSR?
Umbrasas:
The fact was that it was part of the USSR. Practically, at that time I knew it was
an occupied country and incorporated into the Soviet Union. From another side, you knew it was
part of the Soviet side and from another point of view, you knew it was occupied. But official of
course.
Vogeler:
Did you think that the Soviet Union was going to stay throughout your life?
Umbrasas:
Very interesting question. We had lots of discussion during the period of
Perestroika. We had friends in Russia and knew the situation at that time and we saw the situation
started to become better, easier. Of course, all control still existed. For instance, I worked in the
open-air museum, a special museum. The Soviets liked to show that that they had Soviet Union
respect with all nations. Formally, they had such places, where culture was represented. But, at
the same time, there was strong control, if a man is coming to special event, a man is coming and
if he is getting permission, which is okay, but sometimes he would like to visit secretly with
relatives without control of the KGB. So he is coming, but services had met people, people
informing, and the man is enjoying the Lithuanian culture and men are waiting on the other side.
So that was very strong control, about any poetry and all the time. In Soviet Gorbachev time, this
perestroika, it came a little easier and people became more brave and started to develop certain
things.
At that time, I would tell to you certain things, and there is no need to write this
somewhere. But the same man, Mart Laar who later became the youngest prime minister in
Europe, we were friends at that time, we were students, we had some relations, University. I
remember in 1986 or in 1987 or somewhere before we started the national movement. I was an
historian and we taught on the subject you asked me. “Do you expect that we will see the
Independence Estonian thing?” [Response] “It is not possible, maybe our children or
grandchildren.”
Vogeler:
Really? When was this?
Umbrasas:
In 1986 or 1987. Now when Mart Laar gave interview to some newspaper. I
expect, “Estonia, it will happen in our time. He had such expectations.” Of course maybe in our
own house. This was so strong he did not expect, and not expecting that, after five years he
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became president of Estonia, after that conversation. We had a wish but really it was difficult. But
understanding the perestroika thing.
Vogeler:
In 1986 this happened. When did you learn that Lithuania was occupied? Or
when did the term start to be in use?
Umbrasas:
I think that, I cant tell you my age but after conversations, stories with my
relatives who returned from Siberia and were able to tell me something. I can remember only
some signs and tell you. It was maybe in 1970, lets say, it was in eighth class or maybe 1972,
people started to celebrate secretly national feasts. It was standard in the University, a little bit,
respecting all cultures. Young people went to the villages and collected songs and started to sing
national songs which were not permitted as such and in some circumstances forbidden. You are
developing nationalism. I remember my relatives took me to such celebrations – in nature – and I
was very young. I was 13 or 14. I remember this evening very well. We stood near the fire and
the song, and songs, patriarchal song and I remember something started to surround us. After that
I heard people talking with KGB and the communists about how to be. I remember very well,
can’t remember if it was provocation. Somebody shot from these lights, yellow, green and red. I
remembered the conversation. They surrounded, late night and morning was coming – I
remember the conversation in the circle. Some cars – they took with the cars to take people
somewhere. Conversation, someone explaining, ‘What you are doing. You don’t have permission
for this celebration, etc’. I am listening to what we are doing. We are singing, dancing near the
fire our national celebration. I remember very well what he told: “You are singing and dancing
but if someone were to tell, that Lithuania will be free.” And I remember very well the response
from a man from the circle. “You mean Lithuania is not free now? You cannot explain in English.
It was proclaimed that it was very free, so this very good response. You are talking like it is free,
and that is okay. After that, I remember how we escaped. We started to run, we tried to take
people to their cars, we started to run and found a boat. We crossed in the boat to the bus and to
the train. These events educated me much more than official school.
When I returned to school I started to talk to school friends, and I had problems of course
because really…. Not all of them had secrets to my tricks. But this education was better.
Vogeler:
When you learned Lithuania was occupied, what did you do?
Umbrasas:
After school, after this event, I put a double cross on my table. This is a
Lithuanian symbol. The teacher was not surprised but was frightened. So, she asked me to do
something, and I said, NO. Then she asked my friend to do something from the table, and I put
here the double cross. Like young boys protesting, and I started to make protests.
Vogeler:
Did it change the way you saw the Soviet Union, and the way you saw it changed
yourself?
Umbrasas:
You know this project for changing the situation maybe came later, after
different thinking. Then I entered University and it was much later. The first time I didn’t
understand, I did not begin to study at the University. I did not join the Young Communist
League, and I joined; I had to learn to so I couldn’t study without this. In the University I joined
with people who, liked I told you, who went to villages who were interested in history and started
to think about programs, but it was later – University time, not school time. In school time, there
was reading but not more serious activities.
Vogeler:
Did the number of people who saw Lithuania occupied, did it decrease, increase
or stay the same?
Umbrasas:
I am sorry. I do not understand.
Vogeler:
Did the number of people who saw Lithuania occupied…
Umbrasas:
At that time?
Vogeler:
At that time or over the whole time, did it stay the same or did it increase or
decrease?
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Umbrasas:
Too many people did not like to think what happened before Second World War.
Afterwards of course, when we had lots of information, with books, more people had an
understanding of what happened.
Vogeler:
So it came after independence?
Umbrasas:
Yes, we started with independence movement in 1988 we had full people, Baltic
people who understand. But you know, here we had 100,000. Maybe in the Baltic, 300,000.
Maybe a million totally. But we had population 3.1 million. Majority of the people did not
understand the situation or they did not care and just wanted to live a normal life. This isn’t so
bad, because they adapted to the system. They got some…it was different.
Vogeler:
Not too many people?
Umbrasas:
Not too many people. What we had was a cultural movement, Lithuanian to
develop culture it was easier a little bit. Not a big potential, not too many people opened these
events. Other people lived with the system.
Vogeler:
Did people who saw Lithuania who saw it occupied, did they talk with people
who did not see it as occupied? Okay, did some people think Lithuania was the same as Georgia,
as Ukraine or as Azerbaijan?
Umbrasas:
It’s not for me to say, but I think the majority of people thought that maybe they
had sentiments about Lithuania, they had relatives in the Second World War but you know it was
in the past. The majority of people living in this period were not thinking about the state of the
future or in the past; no, they were just doing their work. Life was like this in Soviet period. They
understood their sentiments, yes, in the most important periods, like 1988 and 1989 in the
revolution and after proclaiming the independence. And many Lithuanians… it declined but in
the most important periods. In the usual life, not too many people. Priests and other would
practically spend time in Siberia and all this time tried to convince people. The Catholics was a
base of resistance. So we tried to do this. It was dangerous; all of them surrounded by the
majority – the KGB people – and it was not easy to educate people.
Vogeler:
So some people tried to educate all people. When you understood that the Soviet
Union was occupying, did you talk with other people?
Umbrasas:
In school time, I tried to talk to other people, but with experience of shooting,
and being surrounded by KGB but I really, how to say, felt a wall around me. I had experience in
it. For instance, I tried to convince my best friend who was chairman of collective farm. This
farm was strong enough. His father traveled to capitalist countries, like Canada. Countries gave to
his son, Beatles, gifts and we listened together. For him life was different. He did not understand.
‘What is wrong with the system?”. Why did you talk about independence. He was my friend but
he grew up in an entirely different family. It was impossible to convince him, to talk with him on
this subject.
Later of course, students and elder people were trying to find people who were trying to
think in the same way. I found more people who were thinking the same way.
Vogeler:
So there were political groups who were trying to end the occupation and did you
participate?
Umbrasas:
We had political groups, we had people who signed memorandums, etc. I knew
these people but I sincerely have to say that my understanding was a cultural fight. He was
thinking after that will be autonomy and cultural in the villages would stand strongly and that
independence would come. I worked in national culture, with different secret meetings, trying to
understand our culture, to help our national identity. I thought later decisions, political decisions
in the most appropriate time would come. I had interest in these sorts of people. We organized
special meetings, but they were not political activities for instance to sign memorandums. But I
knew such people who printed forbidden literature, etc and I knew such people.
Vogeler:
Which groups did you find most effective, the ones that were cultural?
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Umbrasas:
Yes I found those to be, the cultural ones to form national identity, to educating
ourselves.
Vogeler:
When looking back, do you still feel the ones that were good were the ones that
focused on culture?
Umbrasas:
Good question. I have to be sincere and still in our life and I cant see the factor
of such people. How to say to you? After we got independence, we got totally new people, not the
people who were dissidents, not the people who participated in cultural activates, and there were
other people. It was good but from some extent it was bad. I knew some very vivid persons in
Soviet times who became members of parliament or who reached level of chairman or foreign
relations committee or ambassador for some period. That is all. They did not dictate or build…
other people came.
Looking from that side, I think that was not good. I would like that more people who
really knew their nation, identity problems, have some cultural thinking would participate in state
life. Still I am still thinking in the same way. The people who participated in political fights, they
also did not get some positions, main positions in their country but they did the important jobs,
the memorandums, the catholic church but gave results. In nation life, now we have independent
state we cannot solve problems. If we had people who had some other thinking and who would
involve themselves in state life that would be positive.
Vogeler:
You did a good job of explaining. It is a complex thing, these people who helped
to change political and cultural change were not the people who were in power through time.
Even if it had been effective back then, the results nowadays may not reflect the effectiveness.
Great job.
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes in the
Baltic states?
Umbrasas:
Yes I think so. Of course, all just some countries had occupation and recognized
that it was legal and then changed their opinions. A lot of countries did not recognize the
occupation of Lithuania. A lot of people worked on that direction. In the United states we had our
ambassadors and this was important. I can say the best countries they are very brave after second
world war. We applied to the Western countries. I remember my parents, not books, who told me
how the guerrillas who sat in the forest who tried to listen for Voice of America. ‘Lets stay a little
bit more. We have to survive.” This was also, from one side. We really got big support from other
side.
Vogeler:
Did people from Lithuania who were living in other countries, did they know?
Umbrasas:
That was difficult all the relations from other countries, a little bit from different
channels. They tried to help, to take some books here, they could not give their bigger support,
and it was difficult there. The White House, Congress organized different events, in the United
States. But these countries, it was difficult.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you knew that the Soviet occupation would end? Do
you remember a moment, when the Soviet Union is going to leave, they cannot control Lithuania
any more?
Umbrasas:
I participated in this national movement in 1988, when we started, like national
front in Estonia and practically in 1989, it was 16th of February, we had our special meeting, and
then we will go for independence. Before that it was a mixture of different people – official and
non-official – we had a middle way, had a lot of other organizations, like Link for Freedom, who
from the beginning of 1987 and 1988, started to make requests for independence. But Sajūdis
kept the more middle way. In Lithuania the Sajūdis took the most power. More radical groups,
like citizen groups, more similar for legal freedom here. So they got some positions, Prime
Minister, we got some place in parliament. This was the 4th movement in the Baltic countries.
We had some conversations, and we talked about sovereignty but not about
independence. We had a lot of discussions, some tried to prove that it was not the same, but we
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tried to get sovereignty not in union. Independence was too strong for us in 1988. Sajūdis
proclaimed independence.
Vogeler:
Lets turn to discussing independence. Is that when you saw that the Soviet Union
had to leave, that they could not control Lithuania anymore?
Umbrasas:
Yes, it was practical to proclaim that we would go for independence. It means
that Soviet army would have to be withdrawn. But it would also say in 1988 and 1989 nobody
talked about it, but I think we were practically one of the first countries where the Soviet army
was withdrawn.
Vogeler:
In 1986, you saw, ‘probably not in your lifetime,’ but in 1989 you saw that they
had to go. In three years?
Umbrasas:
We had to see it publically, to see it as a movement.
Vogeler:
For you, for you personally.
Umbrasas:
For me personally? I always thought that really they had to go, but I did not
know. But personally, it was personal. It was all in the context of the State. I confessed sincerely
to myself, I am not a man who knows how to pass through this period – from a totalitarian system
- from that state system to a free market economy. I was not educated, I did not know how to do
this. I could not say, ‘I will lead you to another way.’ It was difficult for me as a person, so really
I participated in that. I got a suggestion to go to Supreme Council and represented a regional
group in the parliament, and I got suggested to go to Supreme Council in state parliament, but I
rejected the proposal because I did not know how to do this. I saw that other people did not know
how to do this and thought maybe I should go and try to do something. So that was one thing.
Other things, I was an independent man, I have to confess, what I didn’t know how to be. I was a
man, I wished Lithuania would be rebuilt on ethical boundaries. What does it mean?
What we have now, it is a collective farm boundary, and Stalin did this. This is Lithuania.
These collective farms of this side, it was not state boundaries. We had peace treaty with Russians
in 1920 and put boundaries. They had us occupied, and we returned here only surroundings of…
and later Stalin put some villages on Lithuania side.
If you were starting to rebuild a state you started thinking about this. It was thought about
in 1918. What is Lithuania and how to start. We had different projects. For instance we had a
peace conference with boundaries and the Russian side, Polish. We had fights with Poland, far
away, Leningrad. I had interest of mine in Lithuania, does it belong to the Germans? Lets discuss,
the Russians were occupiers. A lot of these things. I worked on that, and not on slogans. What is
Lithuania. What is it that was my subject?
Vogeler:
When the Sajūdis took the idea of independence that was public but also for you
the realization that the Soviet Union was going to leave.
Umbrasas:
The state had to leave, if you want to be independent like a state, just not
autonomous.
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, you worked on this land issue. Yes? Or did you or how
did you participate?
Umbrasas:
When we before we proclaimed independence, but I couldn’t influence our
negotiation delegation with Russia. They didn’t like to raise this question because it was Helsinki,
(muffled), what does it mean to raise the bar that way? You see in Europe now, it really varied
from another side. But from another side Latvians, Estonians only now finished the question.
With respect towards them, they have normal treaties with Russia because they too make bases on
this 1920. And treaties and after that you go forward, Estonians went forward or Latvians from
the beginning lets have the bases after the, legally we will have continuation. Our people start to
agree with these borders and that is all. Legally, and more respectfully, Russians will never return
any land they occupied... after many years maybe they would say we did something on legal and
tried to do something.
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Vogeler:
What was the process for dealing with this land issue, for re-establishing this
state and territory with Lithuania?
Umbrasas:
My main attempts were with Sajūdis with a group of people to try to convince
Sajūdis leaders, and they would influence all the other processes in the negotiations. But I said we
lost, we did not win, and people took priorities.
Vogeler:
With Latvia they just had this land issue, in fact I have copies….
Umbrasas:
Yes, more 15 or 16 years after independence.
Vogeler:
You felt that how Latvia and Estonia dealt with the territory of the state that was
more effective than the way that Lithuania did, or was it?
Umbrasas:
I have sympathies toward Latvia and Estonia. Is it more effective of not? I cannot
exactly say but we didn’t plan to let the Russians not to mention all the things, and agree all their
suggestions. I have to think of what we won. We won some piece, maybe, that our bodyguards
here, but as a state people, Estonians and Latvians worked better. It is my understanding.
Vogeler:
Really?
Umbrasas:
Yes I think so.
Vogeler:
As a territory?
Umbrasas:
I have sympathies. They lost after 17 years, all these negotiations, they are forced
to agree with the Russia side but they did a lot of things and it is still…
Vogeler:
With Lithuania, it is still being worked out?
Umbrasas:
Yah. Any practical politician maybe say, we didn’t learn nothing in 17 years but
in future the steps will reflect. I am more have sympathies but it is difficult to explain.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. Okay did the ending of the occupation affect issues related culture,
language or ethnicity and how were those dealt with?
Umbrasas:
From one side, we met new challenges which were open with us. So nice, you
know. We started to go, to went for work, what we really slowly to grow sometimes in secret
circles, somewhere, and we cant understand our society. What are the main values, how is a
culture developing. From one side there is freedom, and opportunities for chances that we didn’t
have and so on…incomparable, lots of books, we have all opportunities and chances what to do
what we like. Sometimes you are president, you are want freedom, but if you are free you just
enjoy it after that.
That of course, I am satisfied that we have freedom to develop our culture and so on.
Vogeler:
Were there some policies that worked better for culture, language and ethnicity
than others or did they all work?
Umbrasas:
Some policies do not work better. We still have some problems in the schools,
with education, national identity, cultural things, we still have a way, and it is difficult to do all
these things. Not too many people worked underground thinking about the future and preparing
for the freedom. The same people, with same results, with same understanding as you know the
president, the former president still many people they are from other system… they not, we cant
[have] big results in ten years, twenty, thirty years if we still have freedom, we will develop all
these things.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation, affect real estate,
affect land and property? How did Independence, yes…
Umbrasas:
We did not have private property in Soviet times.
Vogeler:
Did you know anyone who had a land claim, anyone that got, received land or
lost land because of independence?
Umbrasas:
The majority of the people who had the land before WW2, or like my parents, of
some percentage in big cities, is still not returned. It is a difficult question, it is not well done all
these things, 97 percent of land is returned. People got their land, sometimes it was difficult
situation, cause there were buildings but there was land returned and compensation. My parents,
the land was returned. We had only small piece of land that was given not as property to have for
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some time, and in the village people can plant something, to have a garden, not too big. It
belonged to the state.
Vogeler:
Some of those land issues are still being dealt with today?
Umbrasas:
Yes, Still.
Vogeler:
It’s a hard one. How the ending of the occupation affect the economy, and what
was done?
Umbrasas:
As the economy as I told you before, I did not know how to go from a state
economy to a market economy. Privatization, all these processes and we passed through that.
Vogeler:
There was that period after independence the economy went down and then there
were changes. What were the changes that worked, what helped?
Umbrasas:
I think many things helped, especially connections with Western institutions,
different institutions. I am not now; we are perfect with institutions, some understanding with
affairs, with European Union, the World Bank. We tried to develop the monetary system, all
these things. Slowly the economy was put another way, and this was terrible, difficult process,
like Chicago in 1912, different process. During this time people took what didn’t belong to them,
losses were not finished or perfect, still not. This was difficult.
Vogeler:
That was from 1992, I was just wondering….
Umbrasas:
Ya, practically after the proclaiming, the process started. Independence started on
11 March 1990 the processes started, the collapse of collective farms, privatization of big
companies, land returned, starting new banks, etc. We had to do this from ZERO. We started to
build independent institutions. Parliament was Soviet Supreme Council (muffled), now we were
able to do something in another system.
Vogeler:
This is the last question. Was there a moment which led you to believe that
Lithuania was free again? That, were free, completely independent? And when was that moment?
And how did you feel.
Umbrasas:
In my young years you mean?
Vogeler:
Well was there a time when you thought, ‘We are done, the USSR is gone,” you
know? Lithuania is finally free.
Umbrasas:
Ah! That moment!
Vogeler:
Yes.
Umbrasas:
You know, I remember very well important moments in the Baltic Way were
there was something of Sajūdis movement, and we will celebrate 20 years of movement and we
will invite you. I remember how independence was proclaimed. Sincerely, I do not know if it
went away. Philosophical response, I feel so penetrated by that. I like Russians, I had friends in
Soviet times, what I am talking about is a different way. Sometimes I felt as it was an
independent country, but was it really so? The same style of bureaucracy what we got, the same
thinking, not totally of course. Did we leave us? Not at all, yet, and I cant say my heart that is
okay, we are really a state, and well done! No, not in the sense.
Vogeler:
You are not the only person to have said this.
Umbrasas:
Oh really?
Vogeler:
Yes, when I was in Latvia, Tapāns, he is adviser to the President in Latvia, he
said, ‘When one generation has gone by, and it hasn’t yet, and the new generation comes up, and
they are able to do what they want without thinking about that, then that will be the time.’ So, it is
not just you. Even Stankevicius said the same thing, I saw him this morning – it is not a weird
way of thinking even though some things have taken place, there is still more to affect people.
Umbrasas:
Sometimes I think I am becoming old, and as an old person I am not satisfied
with all that is around me. From my younger years, I remember such things as Independence or
statehood or national cultural and values, and we had respect and we felt ideal. And the situation,
sometimes you think the dream is not over yet.
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Vogeler:
That is the last question; do you have a question or something you want to ask
me that I did not cover?
Umbrasas:
Only thanks. Thanks that you have a big interest in this. Because I hope that your
work will be finished, and that it will be valuable, that you will write something important and
that it will be useful for many people. So thank you for coming, and let’s go get coffee.
THE END
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DAINIUS ŽALIMAS
Vogeler:
(Didn’t hear question, tape went on)
Prof. Žalimas: In school because I have to say, I was talking in school during Soviet occupation,
only last two years, where already we get declared independence, I think in 1991. So we were
taught very simple things.
(Tape went off, new tape)
Vogeler:
In school, you were taught very simple things?
Prof. Žalimas: Quite simple, simple, of course and not all about Soviet Union’s relationship to
the Baltic States but rather Russian relationship to the Baltic states, because of the Soviet Union,
despite its different name, has always been understood as synonymous to Russian empire and
different names. In school we were taught it was very progressive to unite Russian and Russia is
not like something… through… through way to civilization, to free them, especially to freedom
of working people. The Soviet Union relationship, we had been taught during independence in
1918-1940, Lithuania was ruled by wrong people, bourgeois, who despised, who were not paying
attention to the interest of Lithuanian working people, not friendly to Soviet Russia. It was a very
big mistake, we were taught. Independence was big mistake, if to say, we can say this. It was also
taught in 1940, it was not occupation, and it was Soviet revolution in Lithuania. With the help of
Soviet Union, and friendly States.
Vogeler:
So this was in the textbook?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, this was in. Working people apprised, probably not good in English.
Working people uprize against rules and expressed very will to unite with the Soviet Union,
because they feel friendly, very afraid of German aggression, they need someone to defend
against Nazi regime. Our national government was shown as friends to Nazi regime, therefore the
Soviet Union helped people to uprise against wrong rulers and to install Soviet power.
Vogeler:
When you learned this, what did you think?
Prof. Žalimas: I was very happy because I can’t say about probably most of the people, but most
of my friends in school, we didn’t believe. Some probably did. It depends upon our fathers, on
our family. My father was a worker. Some people did believe but it was a minority, but that is
why we succeeded in 1988.
Vogeler:
When you were going to school and heard this stuff…
Prof. Žalimas: When I was told this at home, I was told it was BS, and I of course taught not to
speak about that because if you spoke about it loudly, you would be arrested, something wrong,
you would be enlisted in special registers of KGB and you would not be allowed to have a career.
Even though, for some people, stories were even worse, that some of them were forcibly removed
to, they were taken as mentally ill, the people who talked.
Vogeler:
The media told you the same thing?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, but no one believed them. Nobody with common sense believed them.
Vogeler:
Beside your family, and we went through questions 1-3, besides your family did
you learn about the relationship about the Soviet Union and the Baltic States from other sources?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, my main source was family, very free, of course it was illegal, it is better to
speak with you, now you are under US occupation, but our main source was America, American
Voice.
Vogeler:
Voice of America.
Prof. Žalimas: And, people from lips to lips to extract knowledge at what time you can hear
American voice in Lithuanian. It was our main source, to hear about our history, what impressed
me, because with history and Lithuania and diplomatic representation with the US…it was
maintained of our occupation. I remember when I was listening to our ambassador to
Washington, telling about Lithuania. It was alternative source, it was also underground press, and
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speaking about me personally I did not hear this underground press. But it existed. Everyone
knew it existed, it was more or less religious aspect. It was paper underground was called, ‘the
Chronicle for Lithuanian church’ and it was devoted mainly to the freedom of religion.
Vogeler:
Oh yes, from the 1970’s.
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, from the 1970’s. What I remember probably, is Lithuanian Catholic Church
but most of it, a large part, repressions against Catholics, but nevertheless a lot of material.
Vogeler:
Did you ever get a chance to visit places outside of Soviet control?
Prof. Žalimas: No, and I was not allowed to go to Yugoslavia. I was not allowed. Probably my
family was somewhere under on a list, not to be trusted. My father was, how to say, a war and he
got nothing to lose. Under the Soviet rule, everyone should be employed and you cannot dismiss
war. In that sense, he was free to do anything because they… He taught me it was BS what I was
taught in school. I think probably the KGB, I do not know about that…. It is of course my fault
but I never had a chance to get access to KGB. That was the reason I was not probably even
allowed to go to Yugoslavia.
We had very good field football here (muffled). You know probably Zalgiris, Green
Forest, very nationalistic, very national name, Lithuanian translation of Grunwald took place in
1410. In 1410 in the middle ages, common Lithuanian and Polish army and won against the
crusaders.
Vogeler:
The tutors, the Teutonic crusaders?
Prof. Žalimas: In Prussia, nowadays Green Belt is in Poland. To form, to form a (muffled
11:30). Always the symbol of national pride and our best football and basketball, they had this
name. I was a fan of (jargas…). During Soviet time to go to football, it means something, not
only to be a fan of football, it means to experience the disappointment with the current state of
affairs. We had a slogan, "Russians go out (from Lithuania)"; its not about nationality but against
occupants. The slogan said we will be free. The people who gathered in the stadium more or less,
how to say, in such a way, we could express themselves of what they were thinking about Soviet
Rule.
My trip to Yugoslavia was planned mainly for the reason that Zalgiris needed to, was
going to play in Yugoslavia, I cant remember if it was the Red Star, from Belgrade I believe, in
1988 and I was not allowed to go. Zalgiris was also playing in Sweden, and I was not allowed to
go anywhere. I could travel throughout the Soviet Union, so I was in Ukraine, in Russia, a lot of
towns in Russia, of course it is not about the topic of our interview. Ten years I am prohibited
from visiting Russia because I am now visiting Chechnya. For that reason I am persona nongratis.
Vogeler:
When were you planning on going to that football game?
Prof. Žalimas: It was in 1988. In the beginning of the revival. Anyway, KGB was still
controlling movements, you had to fill out a lot of questionnaires, who is your mother, father and
grandfather, and a lot of you get to write and afterwards I was refused.
Vogeler:
That one time, did you believe that Lithuania was part of USSR?
Prof. Žalimas: What do you mean?
Vogeler:
Question # 6.
Prof. Žalimas: What do you mean, actually it was a part, I was taught by my parents it was
occupied, and I believed that Lithuania was different from USSR. It was not a surprise but even
the Russians treated us differently, they called Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania like small vest
everything was different from rest of Soviet Union.
Vogeler:
It goes back to that Lenin Quote: A window unto Europe. Yes. So did you accept
the Soviet Union would remain in Lithuania throughout your lifetime?
Prof. Žalimas: You know I kind of had an intuition that it would not last a long time. I don’t
know why but somewhere, that the Soviet Union would go out. I cannot explain, only in 1988 it
seemed to become true. Starting, I think from 1985, then I was only, twelve at that time, I was
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visiting, we had very good tradition of songs festival same as in Estonia and Latvia. In festival, it
was an arrangement you could express your feelings indirectly. What impressed me in 1985, I
remember a lot of in tolerated songs because people cant think everything. From that time, it was
not forever that Soviet Union would remain there.
Vogeler:
Is it like in Estonia, you would have 25–30 thousand people.
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, it is the same.
Vogeler:
Wow, wow. Is there a…
Prof. Žalimas: To get to Vingis park.
Vogeler:
In Estonia, they have a great big giant stage.
Prof. Žalimas: Here too. We have a same stage in Vingis park and I do not know who made a
copy of who, but it is the same, almost exactly. In Estonia town, I know that.
Vogeler:
You were saying that it was from your parents that you learned Lithuania was
occupied?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes. My parents were frankly speaking were quite afraid at that time, of course,
there were in 1970’s and 1980’s there were no more repressive actions in Lithuania but the
intelligence system, the surveillance system was made by KGB and they were very informed.
They knew who talked to whom. You could not trust between speaking between ourselves. You
are from KGB, we didn’t know. I would characterize that time as atmosphere as constant fear.
Probably the KGB would know what you were thinking.
Vogeler:
Did they use the term occupation, when your parents talked about….
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, they used it. They also told me about the gorillas (partisans) from 19441953.
Vogeler:
When they told you about the occupation of Lithuania, did it change your view of
the Soviets, or the world, or change your view…
Prof. Žalimas: Even if they haven’t told me about that, I would have the same imagination about
the Soviets. Even if they hadn’t talked to me, I think I would have same impression from my own
experience. Each day you are taught Russian language, it was compulsory. Each day you are
listening to the duty to be grateful for the liberation, for great brother. Russians were taught like,
Great Brother, will show you our right way. Each day when you are living, because I had been
living in such district in which most people were Russians. I think when from more than 100
people were from one, we were only ten or fifteen including ours. In living in such atmosphere,
there were no clashes, no violence, there were just difficult remarks from Russians. We do not
need your language, you have stupid language.
When you are growing up in such an atmosphere, it is inevitable you would become antiRussian, not against nationalism but against the state and its policies. Of course when my parents
told me the truth, it only strengthened my personal feelings. But even if they hadn’t, I would feel
the same I think.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that
Lithuania was occupied, did it increase, remain the same, or decrease?
Prof. Žalimas: That is difficult to say, I think it was the same. Lithuanian people had understood
what had happened in 1940. In school, I remember meeting my classmates and talking to them. I
had the impression most of them shared the same opinion. Only a minority was typically
processed people. Speaking about people increased or decreased, it is difficult. I spent in school
only ten years. My occupation was finished so I cannot draw a conclusion. When our process of
national revival in 1988, the numbers were increased.
Vogeler:
So it increased. So did some people believe that Lithuania and Latvia and Estonia
were not different from the other Soviet republics like Ukraine, Georgia or Azerbaijan?
Prof. Žalimas: I don’t know, the people who fought in Estonia are the same. I do not remember
simply because, I told you before, the Russians said there was something different. I remember by
way from my experience when I was a fan of Zalgris when we went to Moscow because we were
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playing with Moscow teams. At the beginning in 1988, I remember the slogans, they let
us…Fascists…. All the time we were the Lithuanians and Estonia’s, they had sensation we were
enemies (unclear…. 25:08)
Vogeler:
Really, as enemies.
Prof. Žalimas: Really, really they see us as the same.
Vogeler:
Is that people from Russia or people from other places?
Prof. Žalimas: How you say, it was impression with the republic, it was in Russian. It was not,
The Russians were (muffled) country. It is for these people. Not in Ukraine. In Ukraine we were
met very friendly. In Georgia as well. In Russia my first impression when I went to Moscow in
the station, when power train arrived, we met by a few thousand people, fans of someone. But
they were crying loudly, “Fascist, fascist, we will beat you.” We had beatings on streets, and in
other towns. Mainly we were treated as fascists, as friends of Germans. You can imagine, it is
from, it is not scientific, from personal experience.
Vogeler:
What political groups were actively trying to end the occupation?
Prof. Žalimas: You mean in Lithuania? Unfortunately I was very young to participate in
political activities but what I can say. Near… (Muffled, telephone, people outside) The first
political group I found out, Lithuanian Freedom League and these people were professional
dissidents. Unfortunately.
Vogeler:
What year did you hear about them?
Prof. Žalimas: I heard about them from American Voice, the radio. I think it was in 1987 when
it started. First meeting protesting on the 23 August 1987. They were true dissidents, they had
been dissidents all the time, devoted all their life, repressed a lot of times, spent a lot of time in
jail. They were real dissidents. In 1987 I knew about them and my father used to go to their
meetings, but he did not allow me to do that. No one was sure what would be the finish, who
know? My father went to (muffled) national song in English. The anthem was prohibited at the
time, the first group.
Because they had been real dissidents, this group was not very big because you can
imagine after more than 40 years of occupation, there was not many people who were so brave to
risk all their lives, namely fighting for the result which is not guaranteed. Next year in 1988, this
Sajūdis movement was started. It was started Soviet intelligence who had not been professional
dissidents, but they felt they could do that. Sajūdis became popular movement and almost all the
people you mentioned. If you are asking where I participated in the activities in Sajūdis, I can say
yes because I participated in those meetings. But I tried to also to make contacts with former
dissidents, I had former contact but there was nothing much I could do because I was only 17. In
1990, when Lithuania declared to the restoration of independence…
We remember he was talking about Russian aggression. It became a career and
something would happen. We had been waiting for Russian armed attack. I was still 17, but I
decided to join the Lithuanian armed forces. At the beginning of 1991. During or after January
14th – you know about that – during this night I also spent at the TV tower, and I was there.
Afterwards I decided to join the armed forces but I was not yet 18, I was not allowed, I was too
young, not an adult yet.
I joined the paramilitary organization, called the Riflemen Union. It gets tradition from
first independence of 1919. I joined because they allowed for younger people to participate, from
[age] 15, I don’t remember the age. I spent a few weeks on duty in the parliament [during the
events in January 1991]. We got a sport rifle for two people and we get to share in case of attack.
No serious weapons. I personally spent a few weeks there at the Parliament building just to guard
the members of the parliament. Afterwards when Lithuania, after coup in Moscow, the Soviets
they retrieved their forces from TV tower. When I started my studies at the faculty in 1991, here
so far afterwards, no. You are asking about political groups, I think that is all. Later I joined a
political party, and now I suspended my membership…. Not so important. Anyway I joined
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armed forces and that is the reason my personal experience, was the reason I chose mainly that
theme of my participation – restoration of independence. I think I was always more or less to be
involved in that.
Vogeler:
Because of the situation.
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, and that is why for instance, now I am also working in Ministry of Defense,
armed forces. My military careers from January to August of 1991.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment during that period that the Soviet occupation of Lithuania
would end, that the Soviet government and military would leave. #11.
Prof. Žalimas: Was there a moment that is a difficult. You know when we started the movement
for independence, we had to believe it would happen but no one was sure when. Such a quick end
of the Soviet armed forces, what to say, more or less a surprise for us. We succeeded to that in a
few years. We always believed that the occupation would end. You cannot fight without belief
and if you do not have belief you would stop.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment where you thought, they cannot control us anymore?
Prof. Žalimas: This decisive moment, I think, was on 13th of January when they occupied the
TV building but they did not dare to attack Parliament. You can’t compel them to repeat and
afterwards most people, at least, started to feel free. Even we could not do anything by using
force. It was the 14th of January and a couple of months later when they were joining the
Lithuanian military forces. We believed that despite we had no military training and no weapons
aside from sport rifles, that was not serious, we would win. Looking back, it was like something
stupid. The decisive moment was in January, the Soviet did not dare to attack parliament. Even
they understood in a few months everything will be finished and not in a favorable manner.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what factors did you know that the Soviet’s could no longer
control the Baltic States? Last part of #11.
Prof. Žalimas: I do not think that I can add to what Mr. Zingeris said to you. When the Soviet
government started perestroika, the processes of the Soviet Union, we believed that it could lead
to such a concept. I think what the…Soviet government…
Vogeler:
Was it because of Perestroika or was it because the breakup of the Soviet Union.
Could it have happened separately? Could Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia re-assert their
sovereignty separate from that?
Prof. Žalimas: No, it was impossible because all the time they were coordinating our activities
and all he time we learned from each other so…. and we exchanged information.
Vogeler:
You mean within Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia or with Georgia also?
Prof. Žalimas: No, Georgia less. We also cooperated with national movements, with Ukraine,
Azerbaijani, but because our free States, and we had the same fate, and we compared in same
manner, and almost on same date. We almost by history we were compelled to be together. For
instance, Sajūdis, started by example by Estonian Popular Front and later Estonia and Latvia
followed Lithuania example on restoration for independence example. Not everything was
identical between Latvia and Lithuania and Estonia. Lithuania decided to restore its independence
on 11 March 1990, without a transitional period, and we had such problems and minority Russian
language who was against independence therefore we could do that immediately and by way we
were requested. Latvians and Estonians chose more carefully, they started from transitional
period but was leading to nothing more and again they declared their independence in 1990
because the Soviet Union was not willing to make any concessions to Latvia and Estonia, because
they declared transitional period. More or less, we were together and we were coordinating and
the Soviet government led them to such a conclusion. I can mention a few factors:
It was a surprise for the Soviet government…if anyone mentioned it to you. That just a
few months before the restoration, Gorbachev came personally here trying to persuade Lithuanian
people not to declare restoration of independence.
Vogeler:
Was this after November of 1989?
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Prof. Žalimas: No, he visited Lithuania in January 1990, a few months before Lithuanian
independence, before its declaration. He failed. What I have read from his memories, how much
can you trust. In this place I think you can. He was fully sure he would succeed in persuading our
people not to leave the Soviet Union, to live together. He was almost sure, people trusted in him
as a Soviet leader but when he came here. He was facing a lot of surprises, disappointed him. He
saw the true situation, the people would not hear about him, they saw him as leader as foreign
power… we go free from Soviet Union. I think January 1990, Gorbachev started to realize that it
was impossible to keep Lithuania, except by force. He felt here from what most of the people that
wanted independence and do not want to hear about compromised status and so on.
This was the first decisive moment. The second decisive moment was in January but we
have already talked about that.
Vogeler:
Was it mostly internal factors or did pressure from other countries, did that..?
Prof. Žalimas: I think it was both, internal factors and external pressures from other countries.
What can I mention the first factor was outside pressure and his sense I would like to mention two
particular Russian positions. It was very good, and it was an accident and at that time it was good
for our independence. There was an interest in Lithuanian leadership and interest in Russian
leadership, not Soviet led by Yeltsin. Yeltsin wanted more power, wanted to be more influential.
Was fighting against the same leadership when Russia supported us, democratic Russia
leadership and when they recognized our independence in July 1991, the Soviet Union was faced
with inescapable situation to recognize our independence as well. In August all the foreign
countries recognized our independence. Russia was the 60th country to recognize; it was
compelled. Before 59 countries did this.
In February 1991, Lithuania, was recognized by Iceland and Denmark and started from
August 24th and 25th, and the presence of Soviet troops. Sweden opened its embassy, first
foreign embassy with worrying about the Soviet reaction. From August 25th, ten states per day
recognizing Lithuanian independence. In September, we were waiting from the Soviet Union,
they could not wait any more. We were disappointed. The Soviet Union recognized on 6th of
September.
Vogeler:
Do you think that, and this question isn’t on here, by all those recognitions of the
Lithuanian government in 1991, do you think that could have forced, that was it significant into
forcing the Soviet Union to recognize the Lithuanian government?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, of course. If I would be in place of Soviet government and they saw 59
countries recognized, for governments it was impossible to stop, and especially to use force.
Vogeler:
Of all these factors, the situation in the Soviet Union, the social movement, these
international factors, do you think they were all equal or were some more important factors than
others?
Prof. Žalimas: It depends upon from which angle. Almost all of them were more or less equal.
You can separate from each other. It was a coincidence of favorable factors. If you took one
factor, like a popular movement without democratic Russia or international support, I do not
believe it would have succeeded in that way. Look at Chechnya. Now they are alone, and I know
perfectly, and I was there in 1997 for election. These people 95% were for independence, but they
can do nothing. Of course history that we have been occupied and our annexation was not
recognized was also very important. These factors were important to our situation. If now they
are a lot of disputes of Georgia, Ukraine. Our situation was different, we were occupied.
Of course, you cannot take one factor and say it was more important. Without
international support it was not be possible to raise this issue, to mobilize international popular
support from January, it played a more important protesting against Soviet tanks here in January.
Look to Chechnya. It is almost genocide but no one is reacting. I could not say if one factor was
more decisive than the others.
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Vogeler:
That was a good analysis there. As the occupation ended, did you participate in
the reestablishment of the Lithuanian government?
Prof. Žalimas: Me personally, I didn’t, because I only mentioned I joined the armed forces.
Nothing more because I was studying in the university in 1990 and 1991.
Vogeler:
Did you vote?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, starting from 1992. Because in 1991, it was no elections and it was a
referendum to support independence, but in February I was not adult yet. Only May I was 18.
Starting form 1992, I started to vote in elections. In 1992, it was a referendum on our constitution
and of course I voted for our constitution. In 1992, also a referendum on withdrawal on Russian
troops and reparations for damage and of course I voted FOR. From 1992, actually speaking,
frankly speaking I still more or less, I remain the support of Landsbergis’s party. I voted, I don’t
like to say like that, the best party…it is not one person party, but Landsbergis was the leader of
the party. But for the party was the most anti-communist. So, I was voting for them. I started to
work in the government after I graduated from the University and Lithuania is still yet has a
shortage of specialists in international law. As mentioned in Soviet time, we had not studied
international law because if you studied international law, you would access prohibited
knowledge… what a state is…. So we started prepare international law from 1992 and 1993. I
was among the first of specialists in international law. I was invited to Ministry of Defense in
1997. From 1997, a short break and had been working in the Ministry of Defense as advisor to
minister.
Of course I did a lot of jobs. I was working in negotiations regarding admission to
NATO, I wrote military cooperation things, Russia and including also among the investigators.
Two or three years ago, 2005 or 2006, I don’t remember. Russian military plane crashed here, and
I was an investigator. I was involved in governmental activities. Sometimes disappoint me,
because we were not so radical like in Georgia now or in Latvia or Estonia.
I am working in Ministry of Defense, could not exist during the Soviet occupation, same
as Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Really these are two leading ministries. Young people who have
not suffered bureaucracy legacy, they know what is here. Beginning of new knowledge, new
experience without looking to the past. We have a lot of problems in the ministries who had been
transformed by previous ministers to this republic during the Soviet era. The people are the same,
they are changing because the younger generation is coming. There are still a lot of Soviet
persons. I am disappointed, last year I had to prove, even to the court, the Soviet citizenship
should not be treated as null as voided with regard to us. The Soviet have not right to impose their
citizenship on us. The ministry of interior does not think so. All the men are still working there. I
succeeded to prove that, one hour of military office, coming from Afghanistan and he found out
that his passport is no longer valid because he is a Russian citizen.
Our Ministry of Interior, they just accepted a point of view and did protest. Yes it is true,
we have been Soviet citizens. I defended him and returned his passport, his Lithuanian passport
but we had to go through judicial proceedings.
Vogeler:
Let me get this straight. He was trying to get into where, he was trying….
Prof. Žalimas: He had been in the armed forces for 15 years, but he came here from Russian
armed forces because Soviet times. Lithuanians were recruited in Soviet armed forces. So he was
a former Soviet officer. It does not matter how he served in Lithuanian armed forces. Once
Russian embassy sent us a letter, informing us that they still are treating him as a Russian citizen
in 1991, he was still in Soviet Union, and got his nationality, and each citizen has right to Soviet
citizenship. (Legally we cannot be treated as former Soviet citizens because he soviet Union had
no right to imposes its citizenship on us as inhabitants of the occupied territory.)
Vogeler:
And he has no dual citizenship?
Prof. Žalimas: No. But very simply, properly it was a matter of provocation, I was not so
familiar in intelligence when they did this deliberately to check our reaction or was it accidental.
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But it was provocative statement after 15 years. At the same time, they informed us that he had no
Russian passport, no reparation, no Russia from 1991. He was a citizen. Despite, our ministry of
interior and which Soviet old fashioned are dominated, they decide to proclaim his passport as no
longer valid. We had to go through judicial proceedings but of course when you are thinking – 18
years after independence – still affairs who are not loyal who have been thinking, we had been
Soviet citizens, and I was disappointed but I believe after elections they would do something.
They do not deserve to occupy this position.
Vogeler:
So this an example of the next question: did the ending of the occupation affect
issues relating to language, ethnicity or culture and how were those addressed?
Prof. Žalimas: It is a dominant position here, language. Nation-state. Because I mentioned to
you during Soviet time it was not compulsive to know Lithuanian but it was for Russia. Almost
all Russia living here know Lithuanian except older people and they still are Soviet people.
Younger generations of Russians know Lithuanian. Ending the occupation helped to revive
Lithuanian language and maintain. That is no… and the same for culture and ethnicity. All these
issues, after status of independence, conducted language policy, cultural policy. It is natural for
any country, if you are living in Latvia you should know Latvian, you should know state
language. These issues were addressed. We still have Polish schools, Russian schools. People
know in Lithuania, if you do not know Lithuanian, you have no career.
Education in the high school, it is only provided in Lithuanian language. Even the old
problem we have separate forces, in English… Learning language. If you do not know
Lithuanian, you cannot be accepted to any higher school. Secondary education can be provided in
Russian, Polish. University. We call it secondary, before University. We have Polish and Russian.
In Latvia and Estonia, they had separate classes in Russian language, and I can’t
understand them. If we only have only 10 percent Russian.
Vogeler:
Different circumstances.
Prof. Žalimas: Yes Soviet colonization.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate? Did
you or anyone you knew have a land claim?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, after the occupation we started the process which is not finished yet. The
Estonians and Latvians are more successful in this. Because the laws, of the restitution laws they
have been changed so many times, in such a complicated manner and even now the process is not
finished yet. We started the restitution process, and its possible to restore your property rights if
removal that belonged to you oar family still existed. If it got destroyed under conflict or by the
Soviet authorities, it is impossible to get restitution but then you can be compensated. It is not
finished yet. For instance, me personally, my father-in-law grew up in, he have no parents, he
grown up in an orphanage, in certain circumstances. My parents of my mother got ten hectares of
land which is… and our property was restored last year.
Vogeler:
Only last year?
Prof. Žalimas: Yes, only last year, and we are still waiting for three hectares it is still pending.
Vogeler:
Were people living on that land?
Prof. Žalimas: No, how can you say it was agricultural land. So no one was living on it. My
uncle still living there. So, he has property rights were restored, and now we need to divide
between ourselves, this land.
Vogeler:
Is it tenancy in common, still has to be worked out?
Prof. Žalimas: Now we only need to divide between ourselves, and I think we will succeed in
this. Who knows. For a lot of people the process has not ended and I think it will take two years
more. The average form was complicated in comparison with Latvia and Estonia and led to huge
corruption. If you have conflicting laws, civil servants have a lot of freedom to interpret. We
have a lot of corruption stories when land is not returned but this same land is privatized by the
same men who is deciding the matters. In Estonia and Latvia, they did this better because they
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concentrated on the restitution process and not to make other reform. They instituted their
property rights to the land, which is not to say it was in same places as it was. It was complicated;
restitution process we had agricultural reform. In accordance to agricultural reform everyone was
entitled to get 3 hectares. Very difficult to separate the same land could belong to separate people.
One more thing which was bad. You can also have to move your (muffled lots of people).
For instance, if my parents get one land in one district, if according to my wishes, it could restore
my property rights in a different district. Now it is very difficult to settle this issue and therefore
we are under very pending. And what about Estonians, simple restitutions, after they instituted
property rights then they started something else. When implemented, everyone got choice.
Vogeler:
Just explaining that is so important. As far as your remember how did ending the
occupation affect the economy?
Prof. Žalimas: The economy? Very difficult process and it affects our economy still. A lot of
people that they thought they should do nothing. Everything will be decided for them and the
state should help them, allowances. It was a Soviet economy. Soviet economy. Everything was
planned, there was no market. All prices were regulated by the state as well as all incomes,
salaries, pensions, allowances, other, I don’t know. Everything was regulated by the state.
Everyone had to be employed. Everything, everyone had been provided with accommodations,
flats, other property, and cars in a centralized manner. You could not buy that. You get to go to
the registration and after some years and you will get flat, provided with a car after some years –
Soviet made cars. Even know you can’t see Soviet car. You can see them sometimes. The people,
they get a certain idea about themselves. There was a Party apparatus which was provided by
everything and they got better flats. Everything was regulated, when the occupation ended, it
ended.
The people felt free, but the people had no imagination on what to do. It was a difficult
time, high unemployment, salaries were very little, prices increased, and we introduced the free
market. The transitional period it was finished, still a lot of people who are disappointed about
that. The state is no longer showing you what to do, what job to select and even speaking with
students… This year we had conversation with students who have to choose occupation. All of
them are law students, starting with third law they have to choose – labor law, international law,
European Law – and many are asking… if we choose, what will be our opportunities to find jobs?
I felt a lot of them were disappointed with my answer. ‘ You know all of you will have equal
opportunities to find your job, it depends on you, no one will show you what to do.” These
mentalities are still in Lithuania.
I didn’t live so much in Soviet times, and I was a schoolboy and student and after
graduating from the University I was free to write a dissertation, and it was okay for me. I will
try to do by myself. It was quite a shock to elderly people to find themselves in such a situation,
nobody is caring about you. You should decide yourself whether to stay in same job or choose in
another which is probably better. This generation, they have a different kind of mentality but it
was disappointing to some. Probably it was difficult for new market economists or from
transitional states…. One bad thing but a lot of people from this younger generation who have not
experienced the occupation or do not remember, they were young, they sometimes are becoming
more oriented towards money rather than values. The balance...previous the balance we don’t
need money, we get to be independent at any price, but we have Soviet market, the Soviet
market…and now we have shifted to an extreme point. A lot of young people they see only
money and no values. They do everything for money, and that also is wrong. It is difficult for. I
believe it will become more balanced.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Lithuania was free again? And
when was this moment, where were you and how did it make you feel?
Prof. Žalimas: I cannot mention one day because a lot of events to say one event that one was
more important than another it is difficult to say that. I can say that Lithuanian and the restoration
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on the 11th of March. Personally from that day, I believed my country is free and am free to do
anything that is in the interest of the country. The next day, it was Sunday and the next day was
Monday, and I went to school, and I felt free. It was a market transitional period, you still get
Russian classes. When I entered Russian language, you know, I entered Russian class and they
saw Lenin, he is still on the wall, a picture of Lenin. I immediately took it off. It was a big
scandal, they couldn’t believe it. He dared to do that. Anyway, I took it, and he was no longer in
the room from that day. At that time I knew my country was free. The second moment was after
the August coup and I saw Russian army had been vacating from the occupied buildings of radio
stations and radio tower and I was observing that. I thought, ‘We are free.’ These were two
decisive moments.
Vogeler:
These were such clear memories. That is all the questions. Are their questions
you would like to ask me or add something I did not ask?
Prof. Žalimas: Interviews for you are for you not for me. You know, this matter of interest. I
cannot ask you. It is a paradox. If not, please understand me correctly. If not for the United States,
and Lithuania is very grateful for the United States, first of all for maintaining recognition. If not
for the US, the recognition policy would have failed because it was strong. Lithuanians are very
pro-American. I am asking you, but what can you personally feel like this. The US is an
occupying owner in your own country and it is a different experience. If we see the US as a
symbol of freedom, how do you feel yourself in one of the most American countries.
Vogeler:
Lithuania should be pro-America because the US has helped out. Some people
said that it could have helped more but basically the Stimson Doctrine of non-recognition was
helpful. It was not because of the acts of Americans at that time, there are some aspects. When
Hawai‘i, it took place in late 1800’s and a lot of people didn’t know. We have a report from 1988
from the Reagan administration and it said, “It was unclear from what powers of the constitution
were utilized in annexing Hawai‘i and could not be used as a proper method of annexation in the
future.” From 1988, people were starting to think these things out. The US is not all good or all
bad, it is somewhere in-between. When I was here doing an interview the other day, I was talking
about Kaho‘olawe: the US has bombed that island for 50 years. They dumped every kind of bomb
on that island since before WWII. They bombed it so much, they broke the island. You have to
bring fresh water on that island because they broke the water table underneath.
That is just one example of many things that the US has done in Hawai‘i that has not
benefited the people of Hawai‘i. Here in Lithuania, the US has helped and could have done
earlier, the Bush administration could have done. The Reagan administration, their policies
helped out here. It makes sense to be pro-American. It is not as though I am anti-American. I was
born in California, so I would have dual citizenship.
Prof. Žalimas: It is different from our situation. You can see that the US is a more or less a
functioning democracy. The Soviet Union except from the period of 1988-1995, it is not a
democracy. It is of course…it would be unimaginable that was done in the Soviet Union, that it
could happen in the United States. I think Hawai‘i would choose its independence, the process of
separation would be peaceful, not like here.
Vogeler:
The US, and I am not sure if it is the article, I was talking with the reporter’s
name, what was her name (Kativa), most Hawaiians do not live in Hawai‘i, not that they do not
want to live in Hawai‘i…they live in Vegas or California or Washington….they just cant afford
to live in Hawai‘i.
Prof. Žalimas: The reason, there was no immigration, except forced immigration. During
occupation, Lithuanians had not gone to any other region of Soviet Union except for deportation.
Mass deportations to Siberia. In America, there is no Siberia except Alaska. (Laughter)
Vogeler:
The US does not do that, except economically.
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Prof. Žalimas: Yes of course, economically. Economically here it is always, was a stronger
region. The people they could afford to live here. We suffered from similarity thing, from the socalled colonization, the Russian speaking people coming here to constructions of various
enterprises. Especially Latvia and Estonia suffered from that, it was a problem. Pre-War only 5%
but after war it was 10%. A lot of things were occupied by Jews. If you know the history, you can
always be multinational. We have Jewish churches, Catholic churches and a lot of people were
competing for the capital. The Lithuanian state was great… (Muffled). Because of its
multinational character, the Russians were claiming it was theirs. Poland occupied Vilnius from
1920 -1929. Business was always…. When you visit tomorrow you can see Lithuanian town, in
1918 when independence was destroyed, it was dominated by Polish. Now you will not be able to
see any Russians. Government was always nationalist centered.
Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, it was always multinational and multiethnic.
Prof. Žalimas: Same as here. It has been Lithuanian the surroundings, even some towns, they
also have different names. During polish occupation, there were surroundings had been
colonized. Not even colonized. These people (Polish, pro-Soviets), they had been against the
independence. They had been for claiming Soviet autonomy and trying to do something like
Moldova in Georgia. But they failed of course. Today there hadn’t been proposed. Poland
supported, they supported the Soviet government.
THE END
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EMANUELIS ZINGERIS
Interview: Kūhiō Vogeler and Zingeris.
Because of time constraints only a few questions were asked.
Zingeris:
How did you come to the idea of doing a, make a business or review of Baltic
independence?
Vogeler:
I looked through every country in the world, got on my computer, started with
the CIA website, started there, went to the State Department website, everything I could find to
find the history of countries, going through every country in the world, going through 192
countries, like that, and looked like for places that were occupied that were over 25 years, like
that and the only countries I could find were Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia.
Zingeris:
Let’s start from zero questions, if that is possible.
Vogeler:
Was there a point back in the late eighties or early nineties or maybe in seventies
that the Soviet Union had to leave?
Zingeris:
I grew up in the communist era. My father and mother, they were born in the
temporary capital of independence. In the family who had pre-war roots in Lithuania so what
does it mean to free? The Soviet Russian rules were caricature. We never recognized in fifty
years the Soviet powers, the foreigners. For you it would be like Chinese occupation.
Vogeler:
The United States occupation.
Zingeris:
Former rule was official rule and in this case never we believed that this regime
would be forever and it was artificial and temporary for us. They were parading their forces and
their regime, their militia and their communist imposters. Everything was not ours.
Vogeler:
Was there a time that you realized that the Soviet Union was going to leave?
Zingeris:
Before the war, it was before military resistance. Yes, our elites, they went to the
forest to fight with military forces to fight with Soviet. They killed partisans in ’65, twenty years
after the Second World War. The Ronald Reagan politics lets say declared politics on military
competition at start of wars. This has been the so-called problem on military competition in spite
in the space was.… They had a gut feeling Ronald Reagan was going to be a break. He was going
to do tough politics. Every politics was good. We received a signal that it was possible, his action
would finish the Soviet Union. In this case, there just received a signal that the tough politics was
possible. It was Ronald Reagan time. And we liked him.
Vogeler:
So was this in the late eighties?
Zingeris:
Yes, it was in Perestroika it was an opportunity for us to say goodbye. We were
very strong for them to go out. The Ukrainians and Georgians and Kazaks and republics, they are
still in the Union of Independent States with the Russians. Lithuania used the first open window
from captivity.
Vogeler:
What was the transition, did you participate in the change of the government, did
you participate in reestablishing the….
Vogeler:
This, and I was part of the independent democratic movement, member of the
council of society’s movement. On June 7, 1988 I opened a huge art exhibition about Jewish art
in Lithuania. It was prohibited from Soviet rule to do that, but it was the first opportunity. Mr.
Chipeitis and Nafitas (don’t know names) they came to me and made this exhibition and made
their first declaration about cooperation among Lithuanian minorities (ethnic) to fight for
independence, the restoration of independence. My support was to give the zero option to ethnic
minority in Lithuania and to make a declaration for every guy who is staying in Lithuania has
right to citizenship.
Vogeler:
Yes, that is an interesting suggestion. In Latvia and Estonia it is different.
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Zingeris:
They have problems with new Russian inhabitants who came with Moscow
politics and were populated Soviet inhabitants but with a measure of colonization. In Lithuania, it
did not happen for several reasons.
Vogeler:
Wow, so you were the guy that came up with the suggestion, extending it to
anyone. Was there a time that you came to believe that Lithuania was free, that everything was
done?
Zingeris:
No, we don’t feel free. We were not accepting the ideology, but we were
poisoned by slavery for five decades, enough time to make [us] partly slaves. We were not
recognizing the reality and we were fighting against them, the reality. We are still not so good
with British or French or Germans or Swedes but still we were fifty years of competition, every
day forced to see their TV channels, their ideology, Orwellian, Kafka. We wanted to liberate our
society from Soviet mentality; we still have huge symbols of Soviet, people still trying to receive
their orders from above.
It’s hard to create a personal society. In this country they took away property and houses.
From farmers, the pictures of the grandfathers, faces. They were separated from their private
property from late fifties and sixties. In Poland they not touched by these politics but in Lithuania
they used annihilation of property and by this measure they touched the bottom of Lithuanian
soil. They were put in little camps, lose their integrity and dignity. Now there is a restoration of
collective dignity. They put them on collective farms. They tried to make from them like animals.
Took their private decisions, from the church.
As an example, there was a lady and then I have to finish my interview. Her name was
Christina, sitting next to me; I was in the 3rd grade with her. Every month someone came from
communist authorities, a sports guy, came to our class who is attending the church. Lithuanians
are a very catholic church. In this case everyone was attending the church but the rule was not to
say that, to keep it hidden from the authorities. Once she raised her hand and the teacher wrote in
her red book, “I am going to church.” He was telling all the children in the class. The guy told the
whole class, “See children you have a girl who is different from you. And she is asking me to
write down a red cross, and your class, and in the future it will be down in the competition. You
should make clear with this girl that she is guilty, and you want to redress your ethics, and you
will be punished if measures are not taken to correct this.”
So she was beaten during the break. She was terrorized and after that she was put in
special school for handicapped schools in 1964 and 1965 and it was good time, not Stalin time.
That was everyday life if you were a visible personality they would put you down. It was a type
of terror. They would terrorize, annihilating your soul. My mother spent four years in German
concentration camp facing the gas chambers. Here it was not Nazi but Soviet type terror and
actually in 1989. People need recovery from this. Eighteen years is not enough. Like the bible,
Moses, you need forty years in the desert to create a new generation.
Vogeler:
It’s not completely free, even yet.
Zingeris:
It’s a free country, it’s technically free. For a Russian anti-European agreement,
visible foreign policy, free to say a lot of things that are unhappy to hear, based in free view.
Technically we are free. The mentality, the Soviet mentality is still going on in this society. All
elites grew up in Lithuania were either killed or immigrated to Chicago. Partly there were
soldiers. Everything was annihilated after the Germans and Soviet occupation and after such
incredible time, you can imagine in Hawai‘i, all teachers, students, customs officers will be killed
and one of the people, lets say, there are no leaders.
After those years, there was fear, after fifty years they are trying to control themselves.
Before you were free if you told anything, you were put out of the society. I just visited a family,
Turkmenistan, every block you have a golden statue, and he is going together with son. Golden
idols from current society and people try to smile but they are not free, they are captive by their
fear, they are not open. In this case, they tried to install here a Soviet society. Now is a time of
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recovery of this nation. This whole possible but now you have Lithuania free, a free society, but
we need to have improved our mentality and now we are on same track with western nations who
have 50 years of time. During evenings, the Finnish they were right to fight in the beginning with
the Russians. They had over one million people and they defend their mentality, escaping this
slavery. In this case, before the war, Finland was Baltic, not Scandinavian.
Okay so therefore I would like to say to you goodbye and thank you very much.
THE END
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MOANIKEALA AKAKA
Vogeler:
A few folks have had questions.
Akaka: There are some assumptions here, and I just need some clarification here. Like the 10th
and 11th questions - was there a time when you thought the occupation would end, that the US
government and military will leave. All this stuff is foregoing conclusions.
Vogeler:
It is because they are the same questions I asked them [in the Baltic States]. It is
in the past tense. So in.
Akaka: I know that.
Vogeler:
So in keeping the questions the same, by the answers I get here, it will give me
an indication of where Hawai‘i is at and whether Hawai‘i is going down the same course as they
went down. They are phrased in the past tense, some of the questions they [interview subjects in
Hawai‘i] can answer in the past tense and then there are some that you say “Oh no, that has not
happened yet.” This will tell me where things are at with Hawai‘i. Or if someone says, I do not
agree with that, it tells me that Hawai‘i is going down a different course. And things like that. A
few people have asked about that.
Akaka: I know it is just.... I want to explain I can understand that.
Vogeler:
I did not want to change the phrase of the questions because then I would
determine what questions are appropriate and what questions are not appropriate. I did not want
to do this. Whereas if I leave it to the person to say “Oh wait, this has not happened yet, this one
does not apply.” Then they will be making that clarification.
Akaka: If anything comes up, I will raise it. Okay. I think we can start. I will ask questions as we
go along.
Vogeler:
These are questions that start a conversation, not end it. So these background
questions.
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Akaka:
Edwina Moanikeala Akaka. I live in Hilo, Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
And we are cousins.
Akaka: It is true; your wonderful mother is my favorite aunt.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Akaka: July 4, 1944.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Akaka: I was born in Honolulu, Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
What nationality are your parents?
Akaka: My mother is Native Hawaiian. My father is not.
Vogeler:
Where do you work?
Akaka: I am a community organizer and have been doing this for 40 years. I work for justice for
the land and consider myself a protector of the aina for the people.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school, and what is your highest academic degree?
Akaka: I attended Kamehameha Schools before my family moved to California in 1957. And I
went to college in San Francisco as well as the university of Hawai‘i. I do not have a degree but
others have gotten masters and Ph.D.s from the work that I have done for the past 40 years.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for what country?
Akaka: No, the only military I have served is for the Army of Justice for the Hawaiian People
and the Aina.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Akaka: A little Hawaiian and English.
Vogeler:
What ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Akaka: Native Hawaiian.
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Vogeler:
The actual questions here. In school, what were you taught about the US
relationship to Hawai‘i?
Akaka: When my family moved to northern California when I was in the middle of my 8th grade
year, I was 13. In the 8th grade, at Fairfield Elementary School. There were several paragraphs in
the civics book that was attributed to what happened to our Hawaiian Nation. When I had raised
the question to my teacher about the illegal overthrow that my father had, that I had learned from
my father, they denigrated, they said it was wrong.
Vogeler:
When was this?
Akaka: This was in 1958.
Vogeler:
Really and your dad knew about the illegal overthrow back then.
Akaka: Yes, it is because his father, his grandfather was an immigrant to Hawai‘i from China and
moved to Waipi‘o Valley where he had the first rice mill. He became a citizen of the Hawaiian
nation and on the stairs of the ‘IolaniPalace, he cried with he Hawaiians because he felt it was the
beginning of the end. He was a citizen of the Hawaiian nation. [Unclear] He was heartbroken, he
ended up taking his 14 year old bride back to China. I met someone up at the lookout at Waipi‘o
Valley, whose ancestor had helped take the paddle wheel up at the rice mill, in Chinese they
would take their booty or whatever wealth back to China. This fellow had helped transport the
paddle wheel down from the bottom of Waipi‘o Valley to the top so they could take it to the boat
landing in Hilo, so it could be sent back to China. He had gone back with his 14-year bride who I
met. She was in her seventies and came back after decades and decades of living in China. What
was ironic, my stepfather had friend who worked in the archives, they could not prove she was
from here. She was Hawaiian Chinese but she looked Chinese and had lived in China for 60
years. This friend of my father’s who happened to find a marriage certificate in the archives that
said, this man, my grandfather and his bride who was 14 years old to prove that she was from
here. Instead of having a visa, she was able to prove it and come back home.
Vogeler:
Wow.
Akaka: I met her, she was in here seventies.
Vogeler:
Wow. Was your dad for statehood?
Akaka: No. He had worked in, when Pearl Harbor, when it was bombed, he had worked in
electronics and radio, he was in civil service at Hickam. It was either join the military or ...he was
involved in radio, flight simulator. he worked in civil service. When we started to move, his
whole thing with the military is that it was our country, right or wrong. However he had raised us
with the idea that an injustice had been done to the Hawaiian people. when I am reading the
history books in California and those few paragraphs about what had happened to our Hawaiian
Nation, with the overthrow, I pointed out that this was a contradiction.
Vogeler:
So you knew about the overthrow?
Akaka: Of course, he had raised us to think. His father had become a citizen of the Hawaiian
Nation, had been distraught about the overthrow and had gone back to China with a broken heart.
Vogeler:
This is actually the first time in any of these interviews that people had pointed
out back in the fifties that people knew about the overthrow.
Akaka: So despite the fact that I was 15 years in 1959 when it became a state, it was then—it was
a situation of taxation without representation. It was a situation of not being able to vote for our
own president or governor. We were a territory.
Vogeler:
Was it just your dad or were there other people that knew?
Akaka: There were other people that knew. This is what I had been raised. My father had taught
us to raise questions. As an example and this is a total aside, but my father was, when he was a
young man, his brother was much younger, and his Japanese friend. You go to school then at 13
you go to work. Well he ended up working in Kaua‘i on the plantation to keep these two kids in
school. To the extent that my uncle got a Ph.D. and the other one, who was a caddy at the golf
course. He ended up getting his PhD too. So these two kids, what ended up happening was my
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father, for a short period of time, had gone to work at the plantation. When he was told...they took
him to the voting booth, remember this was the Republican era in the 40’s. They took the boat
and vote in the election booth they told him you know what side your bread and butter is on. Just
like in the south where they gave him five pounds of sugar.
The plantation lunas were telling these guys what side to vote on. My father had this
instinct about him, and I think it was because of my grandfather because he was so concerned
about the overthrow. What they told him to do, he did the opposite. He voted democrat. My
parents were very influential in starting the Democratic Party. My father questioned authority
because of that experience that he had at the sugar plantation. knowing his forefathers had been
concerned with the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy. He worked at the plantation for a very
short period of time and the idea was to keep these kids in school.
He raised us to question authority.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the US
and Hawaii?
Akaka: We left here in 1957. I really was not...I did not get back until I was in my early 20’s. I
was in the mainland between 1957 and the late 1960’s. As far as the media was concerned, I was
only exposed to the media up there. Except for the fact that statehood was good because it had
been taxation without representation. That is what my father...of course it made sense, no
representation, we could not even vote for our own governor, much less the president. It was
considered a good thing. There was no choice - do you want to be part of the US - yes or no. We
had never been given that choice.
Vogeler:
When you did hear about this stuff, what did you think?
Akaka: When I was in the 8th grade, I knew it was wrong. I told them it was wrong. My father
said... we were illegally overthrow. It was like the Queen...oh you know. It was wrong, it was an
illegal overthrow. What was in the history books at the time, in the 8th grade history books. It
was not true. That stuck with me, the fact that the history book we had was a distortion of what
really transpired. They made it sound like it was a natural transaction...I was in the 8th grade at
the time. Like it was something we should be hip hip hooray.
Vogeler:
Growing up do you have memories of your family talking about the relationship
between the US and Hawaii?
Akaka: Oh yes. No question about it. I had been raised with the idea, this....grandfather, great
grandfather, whose son had been sent to China for 16 years. My father’s father. That how he was
heartbroken and was in the stairs of the ‘Iolani Palace and cried with the Hawaiians. This Chinese
who had a store in Waipi‘o Valley and a rice mill. He was distraught. He felt it was the beginning
of the end and left Hawai‘i heartbroken. Went back to China because of what had happened to the
Hawaiian people and the nation.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the US and Hawai‘i
from other sources?
Akaka: There were no other sources.
Vogeler:
Any friends, friends of the family.
Akaka: I say no sources as far as written about. But no. Meeting Jennie Wilson when we were
kids, they had the peacocks by the Catholic Church by the Mall. She was a family. I had gone
over there with my mother. Auntie Jenny was named after her. She was a family friend.
Vogeler:
So you talked with her?
Akaka: As a kid. Her husband was already dead.
Vogeler:
Wow. How old was she?
Akaka: She was an old lady. She was...she had a bunch of peacocks all over. This was in the
early 50’s.
Vogeler:
She was in her 70’s
Akaka: She was in her eighties.
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Vogeler:
So she remembered it.
Akaka: She had been a dancer, but I had not realized it. She had been a dancer in Kalākaua’s
court?
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit any places outside of US control?
Akaka: After we started the Movement for Hawaiian Justice in Kalama Valley in 1970. After
our...we lost that struggle. Being naive once the facts were known, we would get justice. Not
knowing it would take a lifetime and take a poverty vow as well. I cannot think of anything better
to do than to work for justice and our people. What was your question? I am sorry.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control?
Akaka: Yes, sorry. Right. As I told you I was in Asia when Nixon got re-elected. I may never go
back to that country. If people were to be so foolish as to elect him by 50 states. It was 1972, I
was at Katmandu, Nepal and was at a party, at a gathering. There were people from all over the
world who were on the road and out of their countries. They were disturbed about..... this is 1972.
I was at a party and this fellow was from Scandinavia, Europe, and he started downgrading
America and me. I said, “Wait a minute, do not cal me an American. I am a Hawaiian and my
country was taken over by America. Do not call me an American.” And I set him straight. It was
in 1972. We got in this big fight. America took over my country, we were recognized by over 20
nations throughout the world. Do not call me an America. This is the Vietnam War, people were
pissed off. Look we may be the 50th state but we got stolen. And he understood that in no
uncertain times by the time I got through with him.
Vogeler:
He said the wrong thing to the wrong person. That is great. At one time, did you
believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part of the US.
Akaka: I was always aware that we were taken over.
Vogeler:
But do you believe that Hawai‘i was the 50th state?
Akaka: That is pretty, that is a stupid question so far as we like it or not, we are occupied
territory, we were forced to become a part of the US, but that does not mean much to me. We are
definitely an occupied territory.
Vogeler:
Do you think that Hawai‘i will remain as part of the US throughout your
lifetime?
Akaka: I do not like being asked that question, to be honest with you. I have devoted my life to
working for justice for my people and ‘āina. What was the question again?
Vogeler:
The question and you were saying that the question is - you did not like the
question. Did you or do you believe that the US will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Akaka: I hate to be a naysayer, considering I have devoted an entire life towards making things
better for our people and our land and idealistically speaking, I would like us to become an
independent nation like Switzerland but unfortunately America is not about to let it happen. I hate
to verbalize this, it is a defeatist attitude. Pragmatically speaking, wishful thinking however, the
ideal thing is to get back our independence. Unfortunately from a just pragmatic… I don’t think
America is about to let us go unless it falls apart. We are too strategically located….. This belly
of the monster we are in, they won’t allow it, I do not think it is going to happen. I hate to even
verbalize it. I have devoted my life trying to make things better for our people. Pragmatically
speaking, I don’t think it will happen.
Some of these other people, they could be closet Americans. Having been on the front
lines. I have probably been arrested more than anyone else here. For the past 40 years, I do pick
and choose my battles. Unfortunately, it is really difficult for me to say this. I do not like the
question.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? Or is Hawai‘i occupied? Do you
believe it is occupied?
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Akaka: There is no question that Hawai‘i is occupied. We are strangers in our own homeland.
Our language was made illegal. In our local newspaper, there was an article about the language. I
wrote a statement that our language was made illegal. Ken Conklin wrote an article contradicting
me saying it wasn’t illegal. It was against the law that you couldn’t speak Hawaiian in the
schools. It was illegal to use Hawaiian in legal documents. You couldn’t use it legally. That
meant our language was illegal. These apologists, these distorters, distortions of our history that
had transpired before and after 1893 that claimed we were just like everybody else in spite of the
fact that our nation was illegally overthrown. It is a difficult situation.
Vogeler:
When do you first remember anyone using the term ‘occupation’ or ‘occupied’ or
anything like that?
Akaka: As I was raised by my stepfather. His ancestor, my stepfather identified so much with
being Hawaiian, he kept the Hawaiian name that was given to him when his Chinese forefather
stepped off the boat. He maintained that Hawaiian name in spite of the fact that the rest of his
family went back to being Leong’s. He identified and raised us to identify with the fact that a
disservice was done to our Hawaiian nation.
Vogeler:
What I am getting at....Nowadays people used the term occupation. Did people
always use the term occupation or did that come about at some point?
Akaka: It is a matter of semantics. When we started the movement in Kalama Valley, it was no
question that it was a Hawaiian nation that was seized by America. Even at that time when my
stepfather was saying, ‘my father right or wrong’. Of course, he was an employee of the US
Government. There was a contradiction within him but he knew better. His forefather had been a
citizen of the Hawaiian Nation and he knew something that a disservice was done to the Hawaiian
people and nation. I was raised to know we were occupied.
Vogeler:
How did this information make you feel or make you look at the US differently,
or the world or yourself or any of those things?
Akaka: Well in the 8th grade, in school in California and my classmate and living in California
where we were a minority as Hawaiians called me a Gook. It was obvious we were an occupied
territory in California. When we moved to California in the 8th grade, we were a minority in
someone’s else’s land and taken away from my own homeland where we had been for 1000
years.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who knew Hawai‘i was occupied,
did it increase, remain the same or decrease?
Akaka: When we started the Hawaiian Movement for Justice in Kalama Valley, it was the
beginning of the locals and Hawaiians looking around and questioning the situation in Hawai‘i
and looking at whether it was really in the best interest of the native peoples of this land. It was
the beginning of a modern day movement for justice. At that time, it was thought we Hawaiians
were supposed to dance the hula, play the ukulele and be satisfied with our plight in our
homeland. When I came back from the mainland in my early 20’s and I could see that our family,
our immediate family, my siblings, myself but our ohana, looking around in Hawai‘i in the late
60’s and began to see that our families had been working class. We were not impoverished as
Hawaiians - the Mossman’s, our cousins, our siblings, we had decent homes and coming back in
the late 60’s and looking at Hawai‘i and the plight of the Hawaiian people I could see we had
been better off than a lot of people were here, as we made our transition back to Hawai‘i.
I could see there were deep social problems. A call came out over the radio that anyone
concerned about the justice of the Hawaiian people should come to this meeting at the university.
A handful showed up.
Vogeler:
From then, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i was occupied,
did it increase from the 70’s?
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Akaka: No doubt about it. From Kalama Valley, here we were for three weeks. There was a call,
we had occupied Kalama Valley, Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians. When we called for this
occupation - we said, people come down to Kalama Valley so people brought food, whatever, all
nationalities. Remember this is the beginning, they are not quite sure what was going on. We
were coordinating this and hundreds of people showed up at the valley. But most of those people
were not local. The dynamic. When we told people we were occupying the valley, people brought
food in, their tents in. At 5:00 in the afternoon, there was a deadline, people had to be in the
valley. I am tubing around, we are seeing the local people movement and most of them were nonHawaiians. This was in the 70’s and people had moved from the mainland, concerned about the
environment and about native rights.
They started AIM in the 1970’s - the American Indian Movement. Kalama Valley, there
were people with an awareness of what was going on. The press was there and all of a sudden I
went Ah! I started putting my brown ‘ōkole all around because the cameras were going. We are
calling this a local peoples movement and hundreds of people there and most of them non-local. I
was so busy putting by brown, just standing there, it was the beginning, and the cameras were
eating this up and the TV stations. All these people who were aware enough, they experienced
what was going on in the mainland. For local people it was only the beginning. We were there to
protect these pig farmers, these locals living on the land, including Hawaiians, pig farms - in a
way they wanted to extend Hawai‘i Kai on. That night, midnight, the police, at 11:00, it was a
tearjerker. We had to ask people that had tromped in with food - to this day... we had to ask
people who were there in support of us, we had to ask them to come home.
Vogeler:
Since that time, the number of people who understood Hawai‘i to be occupied, it
has grown?
Akaka: Of course it has. That was a renaissance. As a result of what happened in Kalama Valley,
Merrie Monarch was way down, participation in canoe races was way down. We started a
renaissance. It was a cultural, language as well, renaissance in Hawai‘i. Kalama Valley was a
stimulus for language immersion programs, for everything.
Now shortly after Kalama, you had to sign up in January to go to Merrie Monarch in April. And
forget if you were from the Big Island. People here got the tickets. And the canoe races,
thousands of people gathered for the canoe races.
On every island, all nationalities, everyone wants to identify with being Hawaiian. It
began to be native, there was a cultural renaissance and language renaissance as a result of the
movement in Kalama Valley. Whereas before it was negative to be Hawaiian,
the more Hollywood, fair skinned you were. To be Hawaiian was not a positive, it was a negative.
That movement for justice started an identity renaissance.
Vogeler:
Do some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different from the other states?
Akaka: People, those newcomers. They think they think, and whenever I meet someone, this is
not anywhere, USA, that we have unique history and culture. It is important for people to
understand what has transpired if they want to fit in. it is important to be sensitive, that this is not
anywhere USA. We have a unique culture and history of our own. It is in their best interest to
understand that.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Akaka: Well, I guess there are more than a few. There are groups out there, there is a number of
groups - Bumpy’s group - that reintroduced nation. Number 1, I was involved started a group
called Ka Lāhui, a nation within a nation. Some of these, we had an election of people throughout
the islands. Part of my concern with some of these groups is the capabilities of some of these
ministers…. I have some qualms.
Vogeler:
There are Bumpy guys.
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Akaka: And Henry Noa. There is Bumpy, Akahi. Peggy Ha‘o Ross. When we closed the Hilo
Airport in 1978, the landlords came to collect the rent. Peggy Ha‘o Ross, she showed up the night
before, we had this woman who was mother of five kids, she was the spokesperson when we
closed it on Labor Day, 1978. So she held this press conference, she shot her mouth about how
we were going to close the airport. the Sunday before, the day before, her brother who worked for
Pan American Airlines and he flew to the big island. He had to talk this woman out of going on
the Hilo runway. So she comes over at 11:00 and she tells us she is not going. Peggy Ha‘o Ross
says, “Show up tomorrow and brings a sheet.” All of a sudden at the airport, there are all these
people with sheets, and there were ladies in waiting.
Vogeler:
She was working on ending the occupation back then?
Akaka: We were closing down the Hilo Airport runway because of the landlords and the rent.
The airport had not been, not been paying for the airport. They were expanding the airport. in the
70’s they expanded the airport. They kicked the kupuna off Koukaku homestead land abutting the
airport, their gardens of 40 years to make way for this airport. in 1970, the community association
sued and nothing happened until 1978. We are going to close down this airport unless we get
some rent for this airport. This woman, she says bring a sheet. Thank god I did not bring a sheet.
Here we were at the back part of the airport. Larry Mehau is there…. we went to the back, we
were going to break open a gate and get to the runway that way without going through the airport.
From Keohaka (sp) School. Brenda Lee says she was not going to go. Peggy Ha‘o Ross says to
show up with a sheet. So, people put the sheets on, marched to the back of the runway. she was
right next to me, arm in arm. She said Jesus Christ was going to break down this gate. I am next
to her, 50 Hawaiians, 300 of us there, 200 of us actually there. She said Jesus Christ is going to
break down the gate. But it was not Jesus Christ who broke down the gate, there were 100 of us
Hawaiians who broke down the gate. Wow, Jesus Christ... people capitalized on the situation. We
broke down the gate, the police were wonderful. They had this barbwire, as soon as we busted the
gate, they came towards us and then came off to the side. Some of the cops held down the
barbwire for the guys who were barefoot so they would not step on it.
The cops were cool. We just took off, kept on going for the runway which was where the
National Guard were. Erica was 3 years old. Belsky was there with the kids, she was the youngest
kid that was there. I was in the front to make sure no one got hurt and everyone that was with us
knew - peace and aloha. If you see anyone getting a little antsy, stop them. Peggy Ross said it was
God that broke down the gate. When we got to the runway, they had these National Guards, later
on I saw photographs of rifles raised.
Vogeler:
She was trying to end the occupation?
Akaka: No she was there to collect the rent. We were there because we wanted rent from the
airlines to the airport. That was all part of.
Vogeler:
So these folks that were trying to end the occupation, when were they most
active?
Akaka: These issues, whether it be Hilo Airport or Kahana, they are all related to the occupation.
We are there because we are an occupied territory, we are there because our land was stolen.
Vogeler:
There was Bumpy, Henry.
Akaka: Yes, but they were Johnny come lately - all of those groups.
Vogeler:
So all of these groups have been trying to end the occupation.
Akaka: Started to spring up.
Vogeler:
When were they active, when did they start - in the eighties, in the nineties?
Akaka: Yes, okay. All of them. I have this question. These symbols of political change. If
Hawai‘i is similar to those with prolonged occupation, the development of language to offer
insights into the power transition of US occupation. What are you talking about language? Are
you talking about our mother tongue.
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Vogeler:
What it is the first Hawaiian dictionary that uses the term sovereignty is Mary
Pukui’s dictionary in 1950.
Akaka: What did she call it?
Vogeler:
She named it “ea” as sovereignty. But every other Hawaiian dictionary defines
“ea” as breadth, as life. None of them define it as sovereignty.
Akaka: Haole is not breadth.
Vogeler:
What it is I looked back at these terms – noho koa ‘ana and noho ‘aupuni from
the 1890’s and noho koa ‘ana would be military occupation and noho ‘aupuni would be
occupying government. With Ae—you know the saying “Ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono”
(01.34). The term that they translated as sovereignty in 1843
Akaka: When Kamehameha made that statement.
Vogeler:
The term that they corresponded as “ea” is “ke ali‘i ‘ana”. Ke ali‘i ‘ana, which is
alii to the verb to rule or to govern... “ke…ana” making that into the nown.: it would be
sovereignty. by 1865, people are using “ea” for sovereignty. What it seems like the term ea means
sovereignty because he made that statement. It did not mean sovereignty at the time he made the
statement but because he made the statement.
Akaka: The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness.
Vogeler:
And because he made that statement that came to mean sovereignty. I found a
thing from Kamakaua in 1865 where he takes “Ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono” (02.50 MA 3)...
and then he says “Ua mau ke aupuni o ka aina i ka pono” and then says “E mau ke ea o ka aina i
ka pono” .... and with each different version of that... He used to part of the legislature, but with
each one he describes different attributes of what it is to be an Independent State, a country. It
shows that he understands the richness of the language and its applicability and it shows how that
term Ea, the meaning of it deepened. So that is what I am talking about the language. I look at
these Hawaiian terms and see how they change.
Akaka: The evolution. That is what you are referring to the language. That is important. Of
course, that phrase, it is not only the state motto, its intrinsic meaning.
Vogeler:
I am looking at how these... were there words...what were the words that
Hawaiians used to describe occupation and that is where the Ka Noho Koa ‘Ana comes in. There
is an interesting reference in the Hawaiian language newspaper where they are looking at the
forces.
Akaka: The website...translating.
Vogeler:
In 1895, they are talking about the Dole guys and his buddies and the troops they
have, they gave them opium to keep them going.
Akaka: Who did this?
Vogeler:
This is what they say - to continue Ka Noho Koa ‘Ana. The military rule, or
military occupation is what they are referring to at that time. They gave the opium to the soldiers
that were under Dole. That is what this article is referring to.
Akaka: They gave opium to the American soldiers?
Vogeler:
Well in 1895, it was called a Republic of Hawai‘i. It is the soldiers working for
the Republic of Hawai‘i. That is what the article refers to.
Akaka: That’s when John Down (sp) did a play of Lili‘u and this is in the 70’s. In it mentioned, it
was a one-woman play being depicted. Part of it, the lines that were relating to the opium that was
brought here for the Chinese. She had said the opium could come in. She was saying ‘you
brought them here’, the plantation brought the Pākēs (Chinese) here and while they were
chastising her for making it legal, she legalized it, for these people that they brought here as
immigrants to work our country. Well you brought them here. That is interesting that the
newspaper they mention whomever it was - Americans or whatever.
Vogeler:
With these questions, we were at question #10. Number #9, what were the
political groups actively trying to end the occupation. And there has been a whole bunch of stuff
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that has been going on since the 70’s and all the groups that exist now, are built upon which was
going on in the past. I think I was at the point about which of these groups were effective, any of
them, any of the groups been effective at what they have been doing?
Akaka: Bumpy did get some land, so that is some, effectiveness. He did get the Waihe‘e
administration to. So that has been some effectiveness there. I am not necessarily a fan about any
of these, everyone has their ego trips and whatever. When Bumpy was first starting out, Levi, one
of his boys who could not even read or write said, ‘Give me a credit card’ and I don’t even have a
credit card. I was a trustee, like that. They were able to con certain people into giving them
whatever. I am not necessarily a true believer in any of these.
Vogeler:
Have any groups been effective?
Akaka: You are talking about these independence groups. There has been an attempt, Hui Pū, to
get everyone, each of these, everyone has these ego trips. No one wants to get together. At least
for these independence groups, we will try to get them under one umbrella but nobody could get
them to meet. There is this one wahine from Pupukea, called Ah Sing (sp). We called a couple of
years ago, we camped at Waianae, and the idea was to get Bumpy. He was the only one who
showed up for ½ hour. Henry Noa, none of those. Hui Pū we had a meeting. Henry Noa came
one time with booze on his breadth, and he had this little kid with him. He really did not have
anything of substance. I have not been…the idea was to get these guys together, the wahine
showed up, she was there. I had never seen her before or heard of her.
You have these different alleged groups. Everyone, someone taking over the palace is
great.
Vogeler:
Was that effective?
Akaka: Yes, we took over the palace first, two years ago.
Vogeler:
In 1992 they did it.
Akaka: What do you mean 1992?
Vogeler:
You know, in 1992, you had the….
Akaka: With Bumpy. The thing is we were there. We were…. If Erica was a teenager then and
documenting the whole thing. The idea was we were supposed to stay overnight, and they weren’t
going to let it happen. We got as far as the stairs of the palace. We had a thing two years ago. We
were having….this wahine was with the…you mean like… what did these people think we were
going to do in the stairs of the palace?
Vogeler:
This was in 1992?
Akaka: No, this was several years ago, we had a press conference there. They were getting
futless. It is our palace, we can be on the stairs?
Vogeler:
So, was that effective?
Akaka: Well it was effective. We snuck into the palace two years ago. That was the first time
people who weren’t supposed to be in the palace, were in the palace. And we had it for ½ day
until we were ready to go. The cops were cool. This last time the people complained the policies
did not do anything. One of these guys said, “When I retire from the DNLR”, I am going to join
you guys.’. Just like when we closed down the Hilo National Airport, the guy from the National
Guard as well as the guy from Kohala, they will never go against the Hawaiians. The police were
throwing down their helmets, getting tears, and joining us in prayer. That is the kind of thing you
want to have happen.
We are in a situation we are dealing with our own people. The police, like the Kalama
Valley. The police, the fire department. We were zeroing in. We were asking them, ‘what are you
here for, to protect the Bishop Estate?’ Hawaiian pig farmers. So they are kicking Hawaiians off
the land so they could build a subdivision that most people could not afford to live in.
Vogeler:
So as far as getting together, that hasn’t happened but there has been, so I am
getting this right, there have been, whether it is taking over the palace or whatever…
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Akaka: Oh yes, it has helped raised the consciousness and that has been about.. all about
education. Like Kalama Valley, they were nuts, they danced the hula, played the ‘ukulele, we are
the entertainment in Hawai‘i. What are these Hawaiians doing? What do you mean there are
problems? This was all about raising consciousness that led up to these movements. A lot of these
people were uneducated, like Bumpy’s gang, and Henry Noa’s game. Old man in his 80’s with 35
years as a Marine. I mean, he is independence all the way. He was in the Marines his whole adult
life. For so many of our people, that is another one, occupation. Not everyone is lucky like you to
get a PhD, or not everyone is lucky to get a college education. So, the military has been an option,
and that is why you have so many military guys. Like my friend Robbie, her father was a
Sergeant Major in the Vietnam War or Korean War, the Second World War. He was in all these
wars. For many of our men, there are few options when you get out of high school. There are so
few options to see the world, so they join the military.
We have many military. In Vietnam they wanted to be next to a pineapple, because like a
friend they will protect you. So they wanted to be next to a Hawaiian Pineapple cause he will
look out. This whole thing about military and occupation, very limited options for me, so they
end up being career military. This whole thing about occupation, military has been a part of it.
You look, those who have not been lucky to go to college, they go to the military, few options.
You either work the plantations or go to the military and if you are lucky enough to get a higher
education. So there have been so few. When we were at Kalama Valley, there was only 1% of
Hawaiians at the University. 1½ percent, wasn’t that the percentage at the time. I took an ethnic
studies class, which at the time.. was at the Kalama Valley. That was and again at the time 1½%
at the time.
This so called occupation, what it has done to a certain extent, when there are so few
options for men, not women but men but to join the occupying force. After they get out of the
military, these are the guys who are gung ho. When I analyze the situation, they are the strong
supporters of, whether it is the Stryker Brigade…. Talk about occupation. 25% of this island is
occupied by the military. As part of this occupation, our (unclear) have to have the military. To
this day… two days ago in the newspaper, they have all these munitions they dumped off in
Waianae or wherever, since the Second World War. They are festering there, Mustard Gas or
whatever. Occupation is knowing more than you are occupied, but it is militarization and military
control and the brainwashing as a result of, amongst our own, we have super patriots because that
is all they have ever know. You go into the military, get your 20, you got whatever. But you are
still gung ho because you hate to admit what you have been doing all your life, since high school,
is to maintain the occupying force. Even Skippy played music at Babe’s luau (sp) that is our boys.
Went to Vietnam, came back. When we started Kaho‘olawe Ohana, I mean these guys
are Vets. Skippy used to say, they are over in Vietnam, killing people who look like us, people of
color, in a country like ours. They come back from Vietnam and these are brothers. They are all
vets. So these guys go off to fight, this is our generation. The generation before us, they are super
military, only open like my son-in-law, Cheyenne. His mother was a single parent, he was 17
years old. He is off to the middle east. To this day, I have a friend, she goes to the schools to
counter the recruiters that are there to get the local kids, to this day. Get these local kids. All in
the name of occupation and it has been happening for generations.
It has been knowledge by some of us, but some of them have no alternative and not
realized it. All of their lives, they back up, even after they retired. We run after these guys in the
hearings. We are countering them for the Stryker Brigade and for militarization of Mauna Kea.
That is part of the whole dilemma.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. As far as you remember, did pressure from other countries cause
changes within Hawaii?
Akaka: No. Did pressure from other countries..
Vogeler:
Cause changes to Hawaii?
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Akaka: No, no. We are an R&R station. Hawai‘i, no matter where you go, at least there is this
mystical fantasy in peoples eyes. Just like this guy, the other day. I sell Belsky’s prints to keep us
afloat so I can do the community work. Oh, it is named after our family… what the hell.. Before
America stole us, I have to entertain myself while I am peddling to the tourists, you know. This
one guy, would you rather it be the Chinese. We were recognized by 20 nations. This mentality,
of Americans is visiting here like any people… Wait a minute, we are not anywhere USA, and we
are Polynesia.
Vogeler:
Right. Was there a moment when you thought the US occupation of Hawai‘i
would end, that the government and military will leave?
Akaka: I hate to…what was the question again? I have to answer these distasteful..
Vogeler:
I know. These are the same questions I asked over there. Was there a moment
when the US occupation would end, that the US government and military would leave?
Akaka: Not yet. You put us in an awkward situation when you ask that question?
Vogeler:
Yes. So what would it take, what factors would have to be..
Akaka: The US would have to fall apart. With Russia, you thought there was a chance. I hate to
bring it up. We are so strategically located. Like Kekuni, when he tried to entrap me that one time
at Ala Moana Park.
Vogeler:
Is there anything that can be done. There are important things, like you
mentioned education earlier. Are there other important factors that would cause that change. You
mentioned education, perhaps the US falling apart, are there other factors that would effect that
change?
Akaka: That would help independence into being?
Vogeler:
Yes. What is needed? If that point has not come yet, where it is clear the US is
going to leave, what is needed to bring it about?
Akaka: Other than the United States falling apart. But it is also. People are brainwashed. You
have people with the social security, I say to this old man Sam Kalea (sp). I say about the United
States Government, what if they tried to pull his retirement. They would not dare. He earned that
money. He was in the belly of the monster for all these years. He talks about independence. I love
him, you know.
Vogeler:
You were saying the US would fall apart.
Akaka: Even my son-in-law says, if we fall apart, you can just…. First of all, you have to have
sustainability. 80% of our food is brought in from somewhere else. We are so dependent
upon…we need more self-sufficiency before we can think along those lines. We need to grow our
own food. There are people who are attempting to become more self-sustaining. My son-in-law,
he is working with, he is working in environmental science, to get a hold of Hawaiian homestead
in the boondocks. The idea is to have a sustainable community. You have to get people that you
can live with. You have to have people with same…we are talking about people living off the
grid. This is difficult in this day and age. My daughter does not want to live even 15 miles from
out of town. Understandable. They have a great house. The commute was too far when you have
a baby and you are trying to work in town. Just basic things… the kid has to have a nap so you
have to be out of town by noon. It is driving my daughter nuts – she is trying to work, go to
school and maintain a family… you know. They finally, several months, they have a home in
town. He wants to move to Mauna Kea where they can start a sustainable.
We have to make these islands sustainable before you can even think about…
Vogeler:
So education, the US falling apart, self-sufficiency.
Akaka: Yes. Sustainable community. This concrete with over 1 million people and 25% of this
island controlled by the military. I mean like during the cold war, we had 70% of the world’s
population targeted by hidden munitions from Lualualei (sp). In three minutes you could have a
plane up there and on its way to Russia. You can’t… Talk about getting independence. It is not
only the United States and being strategically located but you have to feed these people. Look at
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these skyscrapers, people are living. If you are seriously thinking about, you have to feed the
population. Cutting yourself off from the US and having nation to nation with DC, you have got
to…you know. Before you talk about pie in the sky.
Vogeler:
Could we do it?
Akaka: You mean bust down the concrete in this landscape?
Vogeler:
I mean could we run that? Is it doable to?
Akaka: Like Bumpy’s gang, and I don’t even know… Akahi the First (sp) and his gang in Maui
and that wahine. They call themselves King or Queen or whatever but besides themselves. There
are people, they have gone back and taken the 1840 constitution. We are talking about people
who are not educated. They have been given the documents. They are trying to get back the
family land. They are not educated, and I am not saying this condescendingly.
Vogeler:
Ya, sure.
Akaka: The situation. I know that Levi (sp), he was one of Bumpy’s right arms and he could not
even read or write. Scarlett who one of her boyfriends, was one of these guys when my mother
was still alive. She was standing at Kings Landing. This was after the deep end. He was in the
embassy, one of Bumpy’s guys and that was her boyfriend. And she was at Kings Landing and
my mother was, she did not last very long.
Vogeler:
There are resources, there are personnel resources, whether that is education or
leadership that needs to be…
Akaka: Beefed up. I mean we have some good people, some really bright people like Ikaka
Hussey. We have those that are independence oriented that have some background and
understanding and intelligence. We do have some.. this Kealii, his wife is Japanese, he was in the
film.
Vogeler:
Kealii Collier? I think I know. We were in Kanalu’s class together.
Akaka: He is a graduate student. And we have been trying to get together.. like Bumpy. We have
been trying to get people together in one area so we could start hashing out some of these things,
some fragmented different nations into one solid… But the only one who showed up was Bumpy
and that was for ½ hour. And that wahine, first time I met her. There needs to be more… I hate to
hear… Hawaiians need to get together. But some people live by their pocketbooks, others live by
ego and others are led by are taking care of these problems for our people.
I would like to see people, including Bumpy’s gang… I mean what are these groups,
these different nations, what are they doing to help our people to get out of their situation. Like
Sam who shows up and says, ‘we are an independent nation.’
Vogeler:
Sam..
Akaka: Keali‘i. This 80-year ex-Marine as an example. It is a difficult situation. We are an
island, our whole value system of Aloha ‘Āina, which was when the whole Monarchy was being
overthrown, it was a password to get into different meetings. Those who were concerned about,
they had this aloha ‘āina quilt. It was this secret password to get into, during the monarchy, was
to get into meetings of loyalists to the nation. It is….because we have been, no question about it.
They tried to counter…and like even Bumpy. Belsky (sp) and I went over to… in 2001, just
before September, that year, we went cross-country by train. That is when they had an economic
development meeting in Hawai‘i. I would have been here in Honolulu if I had not been going
across country.
But like Bumpy, good old Bumpy, Mr. Independence, he was in collusion with federal
government folks. He was meeting with them. I mean what the fuck to do you call that? Mr.
Independence…those are the guys who have us in economic bondage, and here he sucking up to
those fuckers? What do you call that Mr. Independence? He is full of shit. On his own people in
order to get a favored position for himself in order to get an economic position for himself, for
this whole… you remember when that happened. They had tanks ready to get. I do not know how
many millions of dollars they spent to get squat tanks, tanks. They had a bunch of stuff they
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bought that they could have saved for Hawaiians later on. But Bumpy was in there sucking their
nuts. Bumpy, Mr. Independence. That is the kind of credibility Bumpy has.
Vogeler:
So these are the same questions that were asked in the Baltic States. As the
occupation ended…
Akaka: What number are we on?
Vogeler:
#12. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-established of the
independent Hawaiian Government?
Akaka: First of all, this ending of the occupation, started in Kalama Valley, lets get things
straight. Since then, that has helped raise the consciousness of what is going on here in these
islands. Before that everyone was a good American. Before that people were not admitting or
realizing that things were not hunky dory (sp), you know. Before that consciousness raising in
Kalama Valley, and we had people supporting that have been, um… well like the Kelly’s. They
were involved when the unions… Marion and John Kelly, they were out there with the pickets.
They were all involved with the Smith Act. They were all involved when the unions were
organizing and they were called communists. They were progressive people. When we started
Kalama Valley, John Kelly is driving me out of the valley…those people… oh well. I do not
know if I asked him if he were a communist, he was involved in the Smith Act. These people who
were progressive, who helped start the Union movement in Hawai‘i. Like Gaslo (sp) Arakaki, one
of the people who Belsky (sp) has on his poster. They wrote about the unionism in Hawai‘i and
were part of the Smith Act. Arakaki said, when we showed the Kaho‘olawe film, he said when he
was growing up, and he was part of the Union renaissance he says it was either join the military
or organize. So he organized for the Union. You had Jack Hall, all these people who worked for
the common man. I met this old lady, through this man I almost married. This old Puerto Rican
woman who was married to this Filipino, she was in her eighties, I mean they were making 30
cents and hour, working 12 hour days in the unions to get a decent wage. That is why Belsky’s
mural is a history of the Union from pre-contact. It is people like this.
John Kelly who helped support us when we started the movement in Kalama Valley.
They knew it was a renaissance, and they knew it was important for them. They were always
there to help support whether it was helping to print the first print from Kalama Valley, it was all
because they knew for things to move in Hawai‘i, Hawaiian people had to get involved. That was
Kalama Valley was, a renaissance, where people were looking around in Hawai‘i and going back
to how we got into the situation I the first place. These independence movements that came forth.
It was all part of an awakening.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Akaka: What?
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to…
Akaka: You know..
Vogeler:
These are the same questions…
Akaka: I know, I know.
Vogeler:
So would the ending of the occupation affect issues relating language, culture or
ethnicity?
Akaka: Are you saying that when America leaves here?
Vogeler:
If that were to happen, would that affect language, culture or ethnicity?
Akaka: Of course it would. There is a… we have our ceded lands. We stopped last legislative
session, we stopped OHA from making a couple of old hotels in Hilo and collided with oil
refinery. That was going to be our dowry for the ceded lands. That is what we were going to be
left with. There has been, as pointed out in the statement, there has been no survey on the ceded
lands. Lilikala, I should really ask her what happened. Because she did state, her students did
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start, the word I am looking for is not audit…you know where the ceded lands are. They were
paid money by OHA to do that and I am wondering why it stopped. Because obviously it did
stop, you know. How come they never finished that job. They were supposed to survey those
ceded lands but it was never done.
Vogeler:
That goes along with the next thing. How did the ending of the occupation affect
real estate?
Akaka: Oh hell yeah. I mean there is 1.8 million, 1.6, 1.4 million, 1.8 million acres of ceded
lands of which 200,000 acres are Hawaiian Homestead lands. It was the crappy land. That was
200,000 acres. 1.6 million of the ceded lands left for our people to live on. That is what we need,
you know. Drive along the coastline, along Waianae, and all the homeless people. A lot of those
people are working people, and they can’t even afford to live in their own homeland. We should
have large tracks of land for people to live on.
Like Kahana. All of a sudden, last March and it is interesting, it was in this last
legislature we started questioning this ceded land deal OHA is doing with the state. And we
ended up killing the bill. As a result OHA is going to, as a result in March, you have the Attorney
General saying, ‘Oh no, we cant have these people leasing out any more land.’ They are starting
to curtail even the use of our ceded lands. Kahana is a beautiful example. Those families in
Kahana. Laura Thielen’s mother who was our attorney on Kaho‘olawe and was on of our first
attorney’s saying, you know…we will give them another week, but they have to leave….wait
until I see Laura Thielen… she has pretty, you are not a leaf off the old tree. Your mother was
helping us with Kaho‘olawe and now you are kicking us off the land. Oh no, no. We are not
going to let them stay there until we work this out. I mean, you want to bet?
We had Clayton joining in and Hanabusa who wants to be Governor. I said, listen you
help us kill this bill and we will help you be Governor. And the bill was killed. She—the
Senate—I she had designated the Senators who would be part of the conference committee and
they never happened… anyway.
Vogeler:
Would the ending of the occupation affect the economy?
Akaka: The ending of the occupation, of course. The ending of the occupation, would mean that
there would be Hawaiian lands opened up to Hawaiian people. The idea of real estate, they would
have parcels of land that people could live on instead of living on the beach. It would change a lot
of things with the occupation.
Vogeler:
It is heartbreaking some of these things. Was there a moment that led you to
believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Akaka: I really have difficulty with this line of questioning. I know that is what you did over
there. We are talking apples and oranges every time I look at these…. It is hard to reconcile.
Vogeler:
Is it because there has not been a moment when you felt that way? Do you think
there will be a moment when you think, Hawai‘i is free?
Akaka: If it happens, it is all good and well if it happens. But I mean, like your argument, it is a
difficult situation because you are comparing apples and oranges. We still have a ways to go.
Vogeler:
So, you don’t think the comparison fits?
Akaka: I mean. And like Belsky said, these countries, for hundreds of years, have been having
that problem with whatever neighbor they had. Lithuania… they have had that problem for
hundreds of years. I do not see… I cannot see how you can… America falls apart, and we can
start talking. I have difficulty comparing that situation with this situation. I know you are looking
for variables that might help this come to be. Your hypothesizing. It is being in the here and now
and having been part for the last 40 years, in this….I really have…give me the question again.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again? Or do
you think that is going to happen? A moment where you go – Hawai‘i is free again?
Akaka: I sure would hope so.
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Vogeler:
But you brought up a good point when you brought up the comparison
that…even though I am doing this research, I am not assuming these comparisons fit. That is why
I am asking these questions. So you bring up a good thing. Are there any questions you would
like to ask me or is there something you would like to tell me that was not covered in this
interview?
Akaka: Is there a movement when you thought the US government would leave, that the US
military…. Well that is what we are trying to do..de-militarization of these islands, we are doing
something about it. We are putting our asses on the line. American Friends Service committee.
We are working towards those goals, the de-militarization of Hawai‘i. Like you know, I mean
like… that is crucial. First things first.
Vogeler:
By addressing these things that will help to bring about other change? These
things have to be addressed first – like de-militarization?
Akaka: Oh hell yeah. You can’t even begin to look at. The military influence on these islands,
these munitions that need to be cleaned up. I mean after 60 years they are going to do something
about it. They are going to see the mustard gas that they left 60 years ago. You do not know what
the hell is leaking, what it has done to our people the last 60 years, eating the fish that has been
swimming around those things.
You have to have de-militarization. You have to have more agricultural self-sufficiency,
to feed the people. None of these things can occur, unless these other things are in motion as well.
Part of the problem is that you have 25% of the population on the main island, 25 percent
controlled by the military. You talk about the pie in the sky. It is just a horrible situation. People
have to get off their asses to do something about it.
Vogeler:
You bring out some really good things. Each interview I point out one or two
things that have been brought out. One, this is the first interview of any of these that someone has
shown, that someone from way back when remembered 1893 and shared that information with
their kids. Uncle Buzzy, Pōkā…there has not been anyone who has pointed that out.
Akaka: Pōkā was a Vietnam Vet.
Vogeler:
So they show that link. The other thing is that you pointed out how hard it is for
people to get together. You talk about education, you talk about self-sufficiency, and you talk
about the military. These are all issues about getting people together and going to find a common
goal.
Akaka: And people being bought off. I mean people like [Uncle Mel] Kalahiki, like his brother.
Vogeler:
You mean Uncle Mel?
Akaka: Yes, this is window dressing….a lot of people are window dressing. I am telling you the
truth. They are on the periphery, make like they are doing something, but they are waiting on the
sidelines and waiting for someone else to do it. Including what is her name, with the
camera…Lynette. I know she has a PhD. She is documenting what the rest of us are doing in the
front lines. She says what she is doing is independence but it is bullshit. I mean, you know, and
Kalihki…his brother when we were in Kalama Valley. Oh ya, he took them down to Merchant
Street. That is where the big money is, the attorneys. They go collect money for being Hawaiian
and keeping the rest of us down.
You have some self-interest in some of these situations. Unfortunately I wish it were not
the case.
Vogeler:
You are not the only person to bring that up.
Akaka: Good.
Vogeler:
As I have talked with people, that is something that has come up…education,
several of these have come up.
Akaka: Pōkā and those guys…I mean when I was a trustee, those guys were against
development. where they have fancy restaurant and hotels.
Vogeler:
You mean Kapolei?
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Akaka: Yes, where they have upscale hotels.
Vogeler:
By Barbers point?
Akaka: Right there. It is on the way to Waianae. The Campbell Estate land. Those guys, Eric
Enos and Pōkā and his wife. They were all against the development. And then they were part of
the development. And they started driving around in fancy cars and dressing nice. They sold out
to the development so that the development could go through. Some of these people end up
selling our people, making such concessions. The traffic was so bad before when you went out to
Waianae and Nanakuli and now it is just worse, bumper-to-bumper. These guys were against it.
All of a sudden, they come to the OHA office with their Japanese Roshi trying to sell OHA on
how great this development was. And then I wrote my column in the OHA newspaper, which I
have as a trustee as a right to do. I am pointing out that and Hayden got so pissed off he went to
my minister and strong armed him to giving him a front page article to counter what this trustee
had said about how they sold out. You know Pōkā is supposed to be a sovereignty leader, and
they sold out Waianae and started driving around in fancy cars, the wife started dressing in fancy
clothes. They come to the OHA office and saying this development is good after fighting for
years. Including Eric Enos who is supposed to be another leader. He was in the Nohea Film.
There are those who end up making compromises, selling us down the drain. I am not
God Strike Me Dead if I am wrong. These people, they end up selling us down the drain and they
are looked at as leaders in the community when really they have been sell outs taking us down
this path while they are supposed to be sovereignty leaders. That is just an example. It is tough.
Vogeler:
There is so many good things you have brought up. It shows the complexity of a
number of things.
Akaka: The variables. It shows the need for self-sufficiency if these lands are going to open up so
we can be in community. We have to talk about feeding over a million people.
Vogeler:
Uncle Buzzy brings this up.
Akaka: Because he is a fisherman. He is an old friend of my fathers. You can go ahead and ask
him.
Vogeler:
It was good talking with him.
Akaka: Since I was a small kid.
Vogeler:
This has been great. And very useful. We got it covered.
THE END
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PROFESSOR FRANCIS BOYLE
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Boyle:
Francis Boyle.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Boyle:
Champaign, Illinois
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Boyle:
Chicago, IL
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Boyle:
1950.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Boyle:
US.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Boyle:
I am a professor of Law at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Boyle:
I have a bachelor’s degree from the University of Chicago, Doctor of Law from
Harvard Law School, and a Ph.D. in political Science specializing in international relations from
Harvard.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Boyle:
No.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Boyle:
My French is kind of rusty and my Latin is rusty. English.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Boyle:
Irish-American.
Vogeler:
I have read a few of the things that you have written over the years. One of them,
I am trying to get a copy of, from 1994.
Boyle:
The speech I gave at Mabel Smith Hall advising the Kānaka Maoli they had a
right to establish their own independent state. You can find it on the website on the Nation of
Hawai‘i. That was later published with footnotes at the St. Thomas Law Review.
Vogeler:
That was what I was looking for. Thank you. The version with the footnotes.
Volume 7, I am writing that down.
Boyle:
The actual text you can find on the Nation of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
I just wanted to get the version with the footnotes because it will be so handy.
Those were the introductory questions as far as the background but these are the questions as far
as the dissertation goes. In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to
Hawai‘i?
Boyle:
Actually, I had already studied this as part of my dissertation at Harvard and had
studied the theft of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i by the United States. I was familiar in a general
sense with what had happened, the US government illegally overthrew the Kingdom and then
stole Hawai‘i. I was familiar before I got involved in the issue itself.
Vogeler:
So that was part of your doctorate degree or as part of getting…
Boyle:
Actually, back in high school I had done a detailed study of - I had written a
paper on the history of US imperialism from the Spanish American War into, I guess, the 1920’s.
I studied what was done to Hawaiian. I was familiar with the situation. I did not study it in great
detail but I knew enough to figure out it was stolen.
Vogeler:
That paper is online, yes?
Boyle:
The high school paper? No. It later became my book, if you read it. Foundations
of World Order which was part of my doctoral dissertation at Harvard. There is a section on the
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overthrow of Hawai‘i. The genesis of that book went back to the high school paper. In the
forward, I thank my high school teacher for having me study this imperial era of American
Foreign Policy. I thank my high school. I think it was in 1967.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.)
Boyle:
What the media still tells you today, that Hawai‘i is still a part of the United
States, that it is the 50th state and all that propaganda.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Boyle:
No, I really don’t.
Vogeler:
These are the same exact questions I asked in the Baltic States so that is why they
are phrased the way they are. Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i from any other sources?
Boyle:
No I had, in the preparation of the…this was an advanced placement history
course and the paper was a year long paper. I made a very detailed study of the history of
American imperialism starting in the Spanish American War in 1898. The overthrow of the
Kingdom was in 1893 but the US used the Spanish American War as a pretext to annex Hawai‘i
in 1898. I was not familiar with what had happened. I studied more since that time but certainly
not familiar with all the details as I became when I was retained by the Hawaiian Sovereignty
Advisory Commission 1993 to give an opinion on the right of the Kānaka Maoli to set up their
own independent state.
Vogeler:
Who was that history professor that got you going on this?
Boyle:
His name is in my book. John Mohan. I think he is now retired in my book
because that book sparked my interest in the history of American Imperialism. That paper, I
guess, the impetus for that was President Johnson’s illegal invasion of the Dominican Republic in
1964. That sparked my interest in studying the history of American imperialism going back to the
Spanish American War and in the course of that looked into what had happened to the Kingdom
of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Great. You were doing this so long ago. Did you ever visit places outside of US
control? And did these visits, did they lend any insight into the relationship between Hawai‘i and
the US?
Boyle:
The first time I was in Hawai‘i was in 1991, but that was on an antiwar court
martial at Kaneohe Bay for a marine corporal who was the first resister to go 401. What really
did force me to spend a lot more detail was when in 1991, the American Indian movement set up
an international tribunal to prosecute the US government for genocide, for inflicting crimes
against indigenous peoples in North America. And they asked me to serve as the prosecutor in
light of the 500th anniversary of Columbus.
As a result of that, the American Indian Movement invited the Kānaka Maoli to send a
delegation to the tribunal and it was under the chairmanship of my friend, Dr. Kekuni Blaisdell,
and so I did argue before the tribunal, that the united states government had inflicted genocide
upon the Kānaka Maoli and the tribunal agreed with me unanimously on that. That was the start
of my personal as opposed to my academic involvement in Hawai‘i.
In 1993… that was October of 1992 and then a year later the Hawaiian Sovereignty
Advisory Commission, one of the commissioners, Bumpy Kanahele, contacted me and asked if I
would be willing to come out and give an opinion on the right of the Kānaka Maoli to establish an
independent state. I agreed to do that so the next time I went to Hawai‘i, specifically to deal with
the Native Hawaiian situation. I set aside a week because I asked Mr. Kanahele that I wanted to
go out to the different islands and meet his people all around. To see how they lived, to talk with
them and evaluate their situation. I really had no direct personal experience prior to that trip. You
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can see the Nation of Hawai‘i website or just Google under my name you can see the Affidavit
that I submitted on Kanahele’s case detailing these events and my first visit to Hawai‘i and that
nature.
Vogeler:
Thank you. I have come across some of the things Googling you, but I have
not…I did not scroll down enough to find that one.
Boyle:
It was the Affidavit in the Kanahele case. It is comprehensive as of 1994 or so,
the beginning of my involvement, but it does not cover my work with Dr. Blaisdell and his
people.
Vogeler:
Thank you.
Boyle:
By the way, you are asking the question on the Baltics, I grew up on the south
side of Chicago and was fully aware of the tragic plight of the Lithuanians since so many people
living on the South side were Lithuanian. In fact, my aunt was Lithuanian. In 1991, when
President Landsbergis declared independence and President Gorbachev had paints (?) on the
Parliament, I did volunteer my services to Landsbergis free of charge. I had never been to
Lithuania but the south side of Chicago was like a little Lithuania, and I had known what had
been done to them as well as Latvia and Estonia.
Vogeler:
Did you go out there?
Boyle: No, not at that time. I worked through their ambassador in the United states, starting
though January 1991 through their independence. And then what happened, Landsbergis decided
not to run again. Ambassador Stasys Lozaraitis ran, I guess this was in 1992. He lost and the
people voted into power the communist. I have not had any contact with the Lithuanian
Government since then. I did do a great deal of legal work for them pro bono during that time.
Vogeler:
Did you know Bill Hough?
Boyle:
Who?
Vogeler:
Bill Hough was another international law scholar that was helping him out.
Boyle: No, I was working with Lozoraitis, and then he conveyed my work directly to
Landsbergis.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that the Hawaiian islands were part of the US?
Boyle:
Well, certainly, as a kid growing up I believed that it was the 50th state of the
union as of 1959. But once I had started to study the situation in high school, I realized that the
United States had stolen the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, destroyed the Kingdom, stole its land, inflicted
near genocidal conditions on its people.
Vogeler:
That was in high school.
Boyle:
It was part of the study I did on US imperialism.
Vogeler:
At that time, did you think that the US would remain in Hawai‘i throughout your
lifetime.
Boyle:
I cannot say I really thought of it one way or the other because I was not actively
involved in the Hawaiian sovereignty movement. I just chalked it up to another example of US
imperialism like the invasion of the Dominican Republic or the Bay of Pigs Invasion in Cuba that
I had seen. I did not know how long it would last. Or the theft of Puerto Rico. I also got work
down in Puerto Rico with the Puerto Ricans to help them. So how long it lasted, I had not thought
about one way or another. But it was clearly stolen.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. When did learn that Hawai‘i was occupied or do you believe that
Hawai‘i is occupied right now?
Boyle:
Sure it’s occupied. Since 1893, it has been under the illegal, colonial, belligerent
occupation of the United States since then. I did not study the laws of war until I went to Harvard
Law School. My teacher, Richard R. Baxter, was an expert on the laws of war so began to study
in 1974 and studied the laws of war, belligerent occupation and things of that nature.
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Vogeler:
Was it then that you realized that Hawai‘i was occupied or when did you realize
this?
Boyle:
I really organized my thoughts on Hawai‘i when the Hawaiian Sovereignty
Advisory Commission invited me to come out there and give them this public lecture. I am a
lawyer, I work on problems as they come to me. It was only then when I was invited to give the
public lecture and to spend morning privately answering the questions of the commissioner that I
began to formally turn my area of expertise, international law, laws of war and things of that
nature, to the situation in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
So, what was your first reaction when you started doing your research and you
were ready to come out to Hawai‘i and you realized that ‘hey, Hawai‘i is occupied, this is a
belligerent occupation, violating the laws of war?’
Boyle:
You can read all that in the lecture in the Mabel Smith Hall. There it is, spelling
out the consequences for the Native Hawaiians, where they stood?
Vogeler:
What was your reaction? Did your views of the world change, or of the US or
understanding of yourself, did any of that change?
Boyle:
One reason Mr. Kanahele retained me, or the Hawaiian Sovereignty Advisory
Commission, is that I had worked with the Palestinians in setting up the Palestinian state. Because
of that experience, they wanted my position on the what, if any right, did the Hawaiians have to
do the same thing. I had been through this type of situation with the Palestinians, it was nothing
new. Nothing surprised me about the US government. I had been studying the American Foreign
Policy back to the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. Having lived through that and threatened with
extermination I had concentrated my attention.
The Cuban Missile Crisis, there was already the Bay of Pigs, the Vietnam War, the US
invasion of the Dominican Republic…nothing surprised me.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease?
Boyle:
Well, certainly after my lecture the people in the audience, and the audience was
pretty packed…the people in Hawai‘i began to understand these issues. I presented a formal legal
opinion as to their situation. To the best of my knowledge, it was the first time an international
lawyer had gone out and done that. As I said, I was retained formally by the Hawaiian
Sovereignty Advisory Commission which was set up by the State of Hawai‘i. They paid my
expenses and a modest honorarium. And the check was signed by Governor Waihe‘e, a Native
Hawaiian himself. I made a Xerox of that check. I thought it was pretty cosmic to be invited by
the State of Hawai‘i to find out why Native Hawaiians had the right to take Hawai‘i back and set
up their own state.
Vogeler:
Did some people believe that Hawai‘i was no different than the other states in the
US?
Boyle:
Sure. When I got out there, Mr. Kanahele’s and his group, Ohana..his
organization. You had the Trask sisters and their organization and Dr. Blaisdell. Already Native
Hawaiians did not believe that Hawai‘i should be part of the United States. But they did not have
the legal training that I had to articulate those arguments. Again that is why I was retained by the
Native Hawaiian Sovereignty Advisory Commission of the State of Hawai‘i to come out there
and give that opinion which was in the lecture. It is online, they have a transcript. If you hit Mr.
Kanahele’s web site, it is on there.
Vogeler:
I went to the web site, I must have missed it. Just so I have this clearly, your
contention is that Hawai‘i Sovereignty is still intact.
Boyle:
Yes, and if you are interested you can try the website Kingdom of Hawai‘i,
Keanu Sai… and the papers we filed with the US Supreme Court in 1998 on the 100th anniversary
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of the illegal annexation asking for the restoration of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i. The legal
arguments are on there.
Vogeler:
That is the Writ of Mandamus.
Boyle:
No, he did a Writ of Mandamus: that was his. What else can we do here. I
changed that a formal complaint submitted under the original jurisdiction clause of the United
States Constitution permitting the foreign sovereign here, the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, to sue the
US. I was not involved in his separate issue. But we did do the other one together. You will see
the bill of complaint that I drafted with the US Supreme Court that I filed with the US Supreme
Court. The arguments in favor of the continuing existence of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
That is great, thanks. Those people who think that Hawai‘i is the 50th state, did
you have conversations with those types of folks?
Boyle:
Yes, every time I am out in Hawai‘i. It is the same type of people in the former
Soviet Union who believe that Lithuania was part of the Soviet Union. Lithuanians never saw it
that way. In the work I did for President Landsbergis, I went back and read all the treaties with
the Republic of Lithuania with the Soviet Union. If you read these treaties, it is clear that
Lithuania never signed any treaty giving up its independent existence as a state and was always
careful to preserve its existence as the Republic of Lithuania even under the most brutal
occupation possibly imagined under Stalin and Molotov. The Soviet Union shipped 200,000
Lithuanians off to Siberia and never to emerge again. Outright genocide.
They are roughly analogous. So sure, the Soviet Union insisted for years that Lithuania
was part of the Soviet Union. No one accepted that. Everyone knew Lithuania was independent
starting with 1919 and was illegally annexed, conquered by Stalin in 1939. The haoles out in
Hawai‘i was like the Stalinists. I was over in the Soviet Union in 1989 and arguing Lithuania as
well. I got some Soviet lawyers to agree with me, finally, when Gorbachev admitted that there
was a secret protocol to the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact carving up Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia and
Poland between Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia. I argue that point in the Soviet union in 1989
when I was invited over there once.
Vogeler:
You can‘t see me right now but there is a big smile on my face because you are
the first person who has, in doing these interviews, participated in both in the capacity of
international law and you understand the context, and that is refreshing. The next question here:
what political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Boyle:
You have Kanahele’s group, you have the Nation of Hawai‘i, Kekuni Blaisdell,
Mililani Trask. Those are the groups that I worked with primarily over the years, and there are
differences of opinion. There are other groups as well. I have been back to Hawai‘i twice, since
then, and travelled around and met many of the organizations, groups, individuals, and kupunas.
They are all over Hawai‘i. You have to go out there and find them and talk to them. The ones that
I worked with closed with are Kanahele, the Trask sisters and Kekuni.
Vogeler:
And you mentioned the argument with the Supreme Court with Keanu Sai and
those folks.
Boyle:
Yes, I worked with Keanu Sai and he is going back to school, I guess. I worked
with him as well. He still gets involved but is not as actively involved as he used to be. He still
speaks out.
Vogeler:
He is finishing up his dissertation.
Boyle:
He started to get a Ph.D, and has somewhat retreated from activist work. But
before he decided to get his degree, he was in the vanguard. I have great respect for him as well.
Vogeler:
Do you believe these groups; any of these groups have been effective?
Boyle:
Sure they have been effective. They have all been effective. They have turned
around the debate in Hawai‘i. You talk with any Hawaiian and they say they are entitled to
sovereignty and they are all entitled to their land back. For fifteen years I have been involved with
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this movement myself. You have to understand that this tragedy was inflicted by the US in 1893,
115 years ago, and it is not going to be solved tomorrow. Look at Lithuania. In 1939 the Molotov
pact and the illegal invasion and annexation of Lithuania and it was not until 1991 that
Landsbergis proclaimed independence and in 1992 the Soviet Union collapsed and Lithuania was
free. We are talking about 50 plus years for Lithuania. It is a long process.
If you look at it historically, it took that many years from 1939 -1992 for Lithuania. It
took 1893 until I do not know when for Hawai‘i. Eventually it will happen. For the same reason.
The point is this, under international law, in the absence of sovereignty, it is a people living on
their own land and asserting their own rights and that is what the native Hawaiians are doing as
we speak. This is what happened in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia and it happened in Palestine,
and I believe it will happen in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within Hawai‘i?
Boyle:
Before the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, there were large numbers of
other countries that had diplomatic relations with Hawai‘i, nations with the Kingdom of Hawai‘i.
I know Sai and several people are trying to reestablish diplomatic relations or at least relations
with some of those things. I am not personally involved with that. I have contacted a few of them
one way or another. It is obviously political because they do not want to irritate the US.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. A very good point. I have talked with a few folks who have
mentioned work that has been done outside of Hawai‘i. It is difficult. Was there a moment when
you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end, that the US government and military
will leave?
Boyle:
Just based on my experience with Lithuania, I think it is mostly analogous. I
know after Gorbachev sent the tanks to storm the parliament, it was a desperate situation. We
were not sure what was going to happen. And working on the worst case possible scenarios that
you can think of. Out of nowhere, the Soviet Union collapsed and Lithuania was free. I told this
story repeatedly in Hawai‘i, if Lithuania can resume its independence, Hawai‘i can too. It is the
way historical forces are working. We will have to see what happens.
I can’t predict the future, but I have worked with the Palestinians on the creation of their
state. Today they are recognized, the state of Palestine, 127 other states, they have a de-facto
relations from most of Europe. They have all the rights of UN member states except the right to
vote. The only thing keeping Palestine out of the UN is the threat of the US veto to get in. They
were actually: Palestine as a state, was invited to attend, by the International Court of Justice, in
their proceedings on the advisory committee to serving Israel Apartheid war. They proclaimed
their state, in November 15, 1998. I was the legal advisor, and did all the legal work on that
project. All the same processes are at work here.
Vogeler:
So there has not been a moment where you realized that the US is definitely
going to leave, but you are saying it is analogous to what took place in the Baltic States and what
took place in Palestine. But there wasn’t …
Boyle:
Just last week President Omer said that we are going to have to leave the West
Bank in Jerusalem. It is inevitable and everyone knows that. It will take time because the
overthrow was 1893 and it is now 2008, and I can’t say how long it will take. The Native
Hawaiians are not going anywhere, and they are not giving up.
Vogeler:
Very good. As far as you know, what factors changed so that the US government
could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Boyle:
It is the non-consent and the non-position of the native Hawaiians themselves.
That will make it clear. It is really for them to do it for themselves. I am only an advisor and gave
them representation. They have to do these themselves and there are leaders there. We have gone
through them, and I don’t mean to exclude others that I met and have a lot of respect for. I am not
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in charge of the timetable, they are. It will be up to them to decide and to let the US know that it
is time for them to go home. One thing I have pointed out and if you read my Mabel Smith
lecture is that they really needed to study Gandhi in India and his technique, true force, which I
argued in 1993, was similar to Aloha in Hawai‘i. Applying aloha, I felt the Native Hawaiians, I
felt the Hawaiians could throw the US out of Hawai‘i, similar to how Gandhi threw the British
Empire out of the Indian subcontinent.
Again, they have to decide this for themselves. I give advice and what they do is up to
them.
Vogeler:
That is so interesting because my masters was in religious studies, studying
Gandhi. So to make sure I have this clear as to what factors would have to change – once
Hawaiians decide the US should leave, that is the primary force, or is it education or anything
else.
Boyle:
It is all these factors together. Are you in Hawai‘i now?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Boyle:
You have to take a tour of Mr. Kanehele’s village in Waimanalo and see what he
and his people are doing in terms of building their state from the ground up. That is what they are
doing. They are educating their people, reviving language and culture. And they are making their
state that is all part and parcel of the same phenomena.
Vogeler:
This question is unique because you can answer it in two ways. You helped out
in the Baltic States as well. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment
of the independent Baltic or Hawai‘i government?
Boyle:
As I said I did large numbers of position papers for the Republic of Lithuania on
these types of issues. From shortly after Landsbergis proclaimed independence until the collapse
of the Soviet Union. I have a file here – the attorney-client thing. I have many files dealing with
the many problems that would confront them. As I said, the people voted the former communists
back in power afterwards, I never heard back from the Republic of Lithuania. I have had no
further contact since then.
Vogeler:
Like I said, I met with Landsbergis, and he is working with the EU now. But he
is busy, very busy. He does not seem to have slowed down at all.
Boyle: Is he in the European Parliament now?
Vogeler:
Yes, he is Lithuania representative, or is he is at-large. But he is working with the
European Parliament now.
Boyle:
I worked closely with the Lithuanian Ambassador to the US and he had
Landsbergis ear… since then he has died but have not had contact since then.
Vogeler:
I have a few more questions here. You are so unique because you helped out with
both. Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or ethnicity?
You can answer that whether...
Boyle:
Yes, those are serious issues. I did do a memorandum for the Republic of
Lithuania. Clearly, they did a better job in protecting the basic human rights of the ethnic Russian
population and the Lithuanians as opposed to the Latvians or Estonians. Of course they are the
population; Russians populations were higher because of the genocide and the colonialism. But it
is a serious problem. You have to respect the basic human rights of the ethnic Russian population
of Lithuania, and they have tried. There have been diplomatic communications back and forth,
but I do not think there have been Lithuania and Russia today. Second, you do not want to irritate
Russia to give them a pretext. I did do work on these matters.
If you look at the Nation of Hawai‘i website, Mr Kanahele did ask me to do a draft of the
constitution for Hawai‘i. And trying to figure out the deal with the white people who might
remain in a restored Kingdom. You might want to look at that. I have had to deal with these kinds
of issues of the Palestinians; I was the advisor for the Palestinians to the Middle East negotiations
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from 1991-1993 and had to deal with those types of issues including Jewish settlers remaining in
the Palestinian state. I have dealt with these issues and elsewhere.
Vogeler:
Coming back from the Baltic States, especially Latvia, there are five dissertations
there are five dissertations, just dealing the fact of citizenship. It is so complex.
Boyle:
It is a difficult issue, but my issue, Lithuania has been more progressive, and it
has not been such a big issue like in Latvia and Estonia.
Vogeler:
Estonia has its troubles too.
Boyle:
Lithuania has not to the same extent.
Vogeler:
When I went over there they said for us not to do what they did. For instance, in
Latvia, they said do not do what we did for citizenship. And this goes into the next question….
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Boyle:
I have not worked on that issue in Lithuania. I did not do a memorandum for
them on suing Russia and the Soviet Union at the world court on their compensation claims for
the occupation. Lithuania has not done it. I have dealt with that issue with Mr. Kanahele. It is a
draft constitution, how we decided to handle that. You can look at it there. I do not know what to
say. Once the former communists were elected into power, I was dropped like a hot potato. I was
not getting paid for Landsbergis, so it did not bother me.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the
economy?
Boyle:
In Lithuania?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Boyle:
I think they are doing okay today, aren’t they?
Vogeler:
Yes, I was surprised when I went over there that when you go and do the
calculations and the exchange rate and looked at bananas and when you work out all the
differences, they cost about 89 cents a pound over there, which is what it would cost over here. I
mean if you do the conversion I was surprised.
Boyle: (muffled – basically did not have any contact after the communist election in 1992)
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i or the Baltic States was
free again?
Boyle:
It was clear with the collapse of the Soviet Union; it was a miracle from heaven.
Here we were fighting to keep Lithuania alive and all of a sudden the Soviet Union collapsed.
They were free, it was clear.
Vogeler:
How did you feel?
Boyle:
It was great, wonderful. It was remarkable to see… I actually have a little
photograph here in my office. We had a rally here on nation’s day for Latvia, Estonia and
Lithuania in 1991. I was speaking at the rally there, with the flags. It was a wonderful experience,
I was aware of what happened at a young age, had studied their history. Having grown up on the
south side of Chicago fully aware.
Vogeler:
In Hawai‘i, have you experienced anything like that?
Boyle:
After coming, after my Mabel Smith lecture, if you see the affidavit I submitted
for Mr. Kanahele, you can see that he and his people, the Ohana Council, proclaimed
independence. And they are moving in that direction. Keanu Sai is moving that direction. Dr.
Blaisdell is moving in that direction. The Trask sisters, they have another approach, but still are
moving to establish sovereignty as they see it. I am encouraged, but I can’t predict the future. You
can see the Baltics, the Palestinians: they were moving in the same direction. When I first started
working with the Palestinians, no one believed they were going to have their state. But now
everyone believes they will have their state, eventually.
Vogeler:
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there something that
you would like to tell me that was not covered in this interview?
Boyle:
No, not really. I would be interested in reading your dissertation when it is done.
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Vogeler:
Thank you. The information you provided and the fact that you worked in the
Baltic States and in Hawai‘i is just great. It is a real person who has worked in both issues dealing
with international law.
Boyle:
And this dissertation is going to be submitted where?
Vogeler:
It is at the University of Hawai‘i, and I should be done at the end of this year. I
finished two chapters and have three more to right. The first chapter is going to be last. I am just
compiling the interviews I did in the Baltic States and the interviews I did here and
checking…going back with what you are saying. I am going back to check the circumstances to
see how they lined up. Other people have brought up the similarities with the Baltic States before.
Boyle:
Hawaiian independence, this is not a case of cessesion. The Soviet Union never
had title to Lithuania in the first place. It is not like the American South like in the civil war.
Hawai‘i is not seceding from the United States. The United States has to pick up and go home as
did the Soviet Union picked up and left Lithuania.
Vogeler:
I am interviewing all kinds of folks; I have interviewed Jon van dyke, and
William Burgess. Even through I am making this comparison, there are some differences. Back
then there were two super powers, now there is just one.
Boyle: It looks like the United States might be collapsing as well.
Vogeler:
And the USSR is not the same as the US. Even though I am making this
comparison, I am trying to hold back any judgments that way until I am able to take all this
information in and understand fully. So far these interviews have gone great and in the Baltic
States. What I have seen so far, there is a great deal of information they shared that might be
applicable to Hawai‘i.
Boyle:
That is for sure. Who is your dissertation chair?
Vogeler:
Dr. Chadwick.
Boyle:
I am not familiar with him.
Vogeler:
It is an odd thing going on in Hawai‘i. You actually have some Hawaiians that
are not favorable to looking at Hawai‘i in terms of international law.
Boyle:
What can you do? Most of them do. I have been all over the islands and have
watched repeatedly, the kupuna, on all the islands. Most pretty much agree with the analysis that I
bring to bear.
Vogeler:
They view Hawai‘i as being colonized, these topics of international law, and
some Hawaiian academics they feel this discussion of international law goes contrary to
Hawaiian values.
Boyle:
I do not know why. The Kingdom of Hawai‘i and participated in the system of
international law as it existed from the creation of the Kingdom to the overthrow. They had
diplomatic relations all over the world, and treaties. I do not see how this was inconsistent with
what they were doing before 1893.
Vogeler:
Absolutely. But as I said, these interviews are going well. I should be finishing
up the dissertation at the end of the year. I am looking forward to the end, to see how everything
lines up.
Boyle:
Well send me a copy, and I will read it. I would be very interested to see what
you had to say.
Vogeler:
Thank you so much. And so, I will go double-check the Nation of Hawai‘i to get
your talk and will follow up with the footnotes.
Boyle:
One other point, the Supreme Court in Hawai‘i just rendered a decision on the
Native Hawaiian Apology Resolution and they agreed, and it came down this year, with what I
had to say in 1993.
Vogeler:
I will take a look at that.
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Boyle:
Of course, the State of Hawai‘i has now appealed hoping that the US. Supreme
Court will overturn the Hawai‘i State Supreme Court. Well okay. But the significant point is that
they pretty much agreed with what I was saying in 1993 about the meaning and significance of
the resolution.
Vogeler:
I will go and do that. That is what I am doing, is going back to the interviews and
as people mentioned particular articles or particular events, I do the research and follow up so I
can make sure I understand the context here.
Boyle:
Okay. I do think you would want to talk to Kanahele, The Trask Sisters, Kekuni
and Mr. Kanehele.
Vogeler:
I have called Mililani and I have sent the questions to Uncle Kekuni Blaisdell and
am supposed to follow up with him today or tomorrow. I talked with Pōkā Laenui already. It is all
going great. If there is anything you can think of or any article…you have my email address.
Boyle:
And tell me when it is done, I would like to read it.
Vogeler:
Thank you so much.
THE END
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WILLIAM BURGESS
Vogeler: Thank you so much for inviting me here. I know it takes a lot of time. Let us go through
the questions, here.
Vogeler: What is your name?
Burgess: William Burgess.
Vogeler: Where do you live (what city)?
Burgess: I live in Honolulu
Vogeler: When were you born?
Burgess: 1929
Vogeler: Where were you born?
Burgess: Greensboro, North Carolina.
Vogeler: Of what nationality are your parents?
Burgess: They were both citizens of the US.
Vogeler: Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Burgess: I am a retired attorney, I work out of my home now. My occupation is I am doing pro
bono legal work. I reactivated my license but I am not in private practice.
Vogeler: Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And what was
the area of study, if any.
Burgess: My highest degree is a bachelor of law, now they call it a JD. I graduated in 1953 from
the University of Virginia, School of Law.
Vogeler: Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country? Yes, I served in the
military of the United States, in the US Marine Corp. I was a legal advisor and also a fighter pilot.
Vogeler:
Were you like a JAG?
Burgess:
Well the Marine Corp does not have a JAG department. I did a lot of court
martial. I defended a hundred general courts. I graduated in 1953 and served in the Marine corp.
for five years. During those five years, after I finished basic school, I was a legal officer and did
quite a bit of legal work. Then I went to pilot school and became a fighter pilot. I came to Hawai‘i
as a pilot assigned to the marine corp fighter squad. I got here in 1956. I have been here longer
than most people.
Vogeler: What languages do you speak? I speak English and can speak Spanish a little bit, not
fluent in Spanish.
Burgess: Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? Irish and English.
Vogeler:
Here are the real questions. In school, what were you taught about the US
relationship to Hawai‘i and did this come from a textbook, a teacher or someone else?
Burgess:
I cannot remember anything being taught about Hawai‘i. It was not a curriculum
subject and certainly not in elementary school. In geography, I do not remember any reference to
Hawai‘i. In high school, everyone knew stories about faraway tropical islands and beautiful
dancing girls, and palm trees. All the young men I knew when I grew up in New York. Everyone
heard stories about… I had the impression that the missionaries came to Hawai‘i and did well.
Vogeler:
There is a lot of new research that many missionaries came and helped out. It is
not a black and white as history has presented it. There was William Richards who did good
things. Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the US and
Hawai‘i? Newspapers, TV, radio?
Burgess:
When I was growing up, there was no TV, I was in high school. I was born in
1929, that was before WWII, and TV did not come around until well after that. The impression I
had of Hawai‘i was that it was a beautiful place, it was in possession of the US, it was a territory
of the US and it was a place I wanted to go to sometime.
Vogeler:
Did you see, Here from Eternity or something that you got images from?
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Burgess:
Actually, I did see that film and I think Blue Hawai ‘i and there were other
movies as I remember that Hawai‘i as a setting but I do not remember them.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the US and Hawai‘i?
Burgess:
No, I do not.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the US and Hawai‘i
from any other sources.
Burgess:
I cannot really remember. After I had graduated from school and went into the
Marine Corp. when you are an officer of the Marine Corp and they ask you what your first choice
of would be. Most people I knew put their first choice as the Marine Station in Kaneohe.
Vogeler:
Just for the view. Did any friends talk about Hawai‘i or anything like that? Just
thinking.
Burgess:
I think so, I do not remember, it was a beautiful place, I heard that about the
missionaries. As a young man, I was on the side of the dancing girls and not on the missionaries.
It was just a beautiful image in my mind. That is a place I wanted to go, not to live but just to visit
it.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control and if you did, where did you go?
How old were you?
Burgess:
During high school, in this one summer, a couple of my friends and I went to
Vermont to work in a summer camp. After we finished there, and before we went back to school,
we took a detour and went up to Canada. That was the first time, I was out of the jurisdiction of
the US. That would have been my second or third year in high school. I was about 15 or 16.
Vogeler:
On that trip or any other trips, were their any insights into Hawai‘i or the
relationship between Hawai‘i and the US.
Burgess:
I cannot remember anything about Hawai‘i coming up.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part of the US?
Burgess:
I think it was part of it, was the first time I can remember. Hawai‘i was a territory
all my life until the statehood.
Vogeler:
Currently, do you still believe that Hawai‘i is part of the US?
Burgess:
Absolutely.
Vogeler:
Do you accept that Hawai‘i will remain part of the US throughout your lifetime?
Burgess:
Sure, I do.
Vogeler:
You still do. This question: the way the question is phrased, ‘when did you learn
that Hawai‘i was occupied.” Maybe I should ask – Do you believe that Hawai‘i is occupied?
Burgess:
Hawai‘i is not occupied, it is a territory of the United States. It has sought
annexation, first of all, before annexation, Hawai‘i and the US had been sort of joined together
voluntarily for the mutual benefit. There were New England ships that traded with China. It
happened they would stop, they would come around South America and come up around the west
coast of North America. They would pick up first from the trappers and they would then take
those first to china where they would trade them for goods. It happened that the Hawaiian Islands
were on the trade route. Hawai‘i became a convenient stopover for the ships. It was mutually
beneficial for the Ali’i of Hawai‘i and the common people of Hawai‘i.
At first, it was this private trader, businessmen, ships that were traded. It helped the
Hawaiians. It was not a matter of coercion or conquest, it was mutually beneficial trading ring. It
opened Hawai‘i to the world and the benefits of trading…Hawaiians like it because they picked
up the benefits of trading.
Vogeler:
And this information about Hawai‘i and how it became part of the US, how did
you get this information?
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Burgess:
I got it from history books, from reading, after I came to Hawai‘i in 1956. I got it
from observation. I was here before statehood, so I knew that everybody in Hawai‘i was hoping
for statehood. I became familiar with statehood and the quest for statehood. It went back to the
first year or so after annexation. The first territorial legislature of the territory of Hawai‘i, which
was dominated by people of Hawaiian ancestry. The first resolutions to pass, were resolutions to
make Hawai‘i as state, to become a state of the US. The delegates who were elected to the
territory were mostly of Hawaiian ancestry. There was Robert Wilcox as a delegate and then
Prince Kūhiō. He was a champion of statehood, seeking statehood. That is true of Huston (sp) and
other delegates after that. It was a long quest for statehood led by people of Hawaiian ancestry.
Vogeler:
Have you ever heard anyone before me talk about this idea of occupation, talk
about Hawai‘i as occupied?
Burgess:
Oh, yes.
Vogeler:
When you heard that, what was your reaction? Did it make sense or was
it….sometimes in talking with people and bringing up the idea of occupation it seems you are
talking about space aliens. You heard about that idea, do you remember who you heard that idea
from?
Burgess:
There have been people talking about that, I do not think it was. It did not start
after statehood. At statehood there was jubilation including the Hawaiians in particular. They had
the right to vote for a president. We did not have the right to vote for president when we were a
territory. I did not have the right to. And we did not have a voting delegate in congress. We did
not have senators and representatives in congress. Our judges were appointed by the Senate and
now by our own state legislature. The territory had some benefits but it was not as good as it
should have been.
The first talk, I can remember, where people were really saying that Hawai‘i was not
really part of the United States. It impressed me as an absurd statement. There was a hearing up at
the Friends Meeting Place in Manoa. One of the speakers was Thurston Twigg Smith and the
other one was the activist – I will think of it in a minute. This was a guy, he had been in the army,
been an artillery officer. Keanu Sai. And that was the first time I saw him. It was a packed
meeting. I tried to figure out what the logic was. You know Keanu Sai as articulate. But he
impressed as articulate but as having a flaw, a disconnect between his thinking where he said that
Hawai‘i was not part, it became part of the US without a treaty, just by a resolution and therefore
it never happened. It was a nullity. It impressed me as absurd. There is nothing that said that the
US, if it wants to acquire territory, if the government, territory, wants to be annexed by the US,
offers to be annexed by the US, it is not mandatory that it be done by treaty. There is nothing in
the constitution that requires it be done by a treaty. The treaty of annexation proposed by the
Republic of Hawai‘i in 1897 offered to cede all the public lands of the Territory of Hawai‘i, I
mean by the Republic of Hawai‘i, which had been called Crown lands of the Kingdom. It was
passed by two-thirds of ratification, of the Senate of the Republic of Hawai‘i, the proposed Treaty
of annexation. The next year, the Government accepted it by the Newlands Resolution and
accepted the offer of the Republic of Hawai‘i to become part of the United States. The Newlands
resolution called the Annexation Act was approved by two-thirds of the Senate and by two-thirds
of the Representatives. It was signed by the President.
That became an effective, binding document which made Hawai‘i a territory of the
Untied States. That was confirmed in cases before the US Supreme Court. The problem with
Keanu Sai is he simply wants to go back and re-write history and say that it did not happen. But
you cannot do that, you cannot change history as much as you want to.
Vogeler:
Is he the only person who has said this, is this the main proponent, were there
other ones?
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Burgess:
No, he is the first one to propose that idea. There have been lots of other ones
since then, especially after the Apology Resolution in 1993.
Vogeler:
When he said this, what did you think? What went through your head, what did
you feel?
Burgess:
I thought he was not all there.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the world change, of the US change or the view of yourself
change?
Burgess:
No.
Vogeler:
As far as you knew, did the number of people who knew who thought Hawai‘i
was occupied increase, remain the same or decrease?
Burgess:
From the time of Keanu Sai?
Vogeler:
Or before. Do you think that nowadays, do you think that some people believe
that Hawai‘i is occupied or no? Or not that many.
Burgess:
I am sure there are some, they believe it. I will accept they will believe it. I do
not believe it. I am sure some people sincerely believe it.
Vogeler:
Is it the same number of folks, four, or do you think the number has increased or
decreased?
Burgess:
I think it has probably increased given all the taxpayer-sponsored propaganda
that has put out by OHA over the years?
Vogeler:
Has OHA put out stuff that Hawai‘i has been occupied?
Burgess:
Some of the stuff. I do not think that OHA officially calls it occupied. But the
idea that OHA spends millions of dollars to advance, as if there has been some injustices in the
past that need to be atoned for. They call it an occupation, I do not know but it is not inconsistent
with OHA’s message.
Vogeler:
You get all kinds of different groups, you get those folks who went to the palace.
Nothing against those folks, but they went to the Palace, and they did not even know where the
throne room was. So you see what I am saying. I am just trying to get…those groups who talk
about occupation, I am trying to be as clear as I can. Has OHA talked about occupation or other
groups, have they increased or decreased. Just your perceptions.
Burgess:
There are a bunch of people who claim to be the rightful heirs to the throne. And
they have varying names and ideas. I have not tried to catalog them. But there are probably five
or a lot more.
Vogeler:
Do you think there has more… it gets tricky here because there have been more
groups. Are there more groups that have advocated for the idea that Hawai‘i is occupied. There
have been more groups that have been claiming to be their heir of Kamehameha or whatever. But
are more of those groups claiming that Hawai‘i is occupied?
Burgess:
I do not know about using the word occupied. There is this idea of a separatist,
there are people in Hawai‘i who want to have the military go home, have haoles go home,
everyone that is not Hawaiian to go home. Or if they stay in Hawai‘i, they are subjugated to the
primary duty to serve Hawaiians.
Vogeler:
Are the people who talk about occupation, are they within that larger category
there?
Burgess:
Probably but I cannot categorize that.
Vogeler:
I am just trying to understand because perceptions can reflect how something is
presented but not necessarily the distinctions. I am trying to understand better. Some of these
folks are [making noise] and they can drown out some of the particulars. Do some people believe
that Hawai‘i is no different from the United States – like Georgia or California.
Burgess:
I would not put it that way. Hawai‘i is different.
Vogeler:
In a sense, that Hawai‘i is the 50th state.
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Burgess:
It is subject to the Constitution and that is one of the benefits of the US. Every
individual has the benefit and the protection of being a citizen of the US and that is very valuable.
People die for it.
Vogeler:
Yes it is. As far as you know, what have the people who have talked about
occupation said to the people who think is Hawai‘i is the 50th state? Have you ever had
conversations that have talked about similar things…is there any communication?
Burgess:
There has been communication. I have appeared on panels in which people
expressed the opposite sides. I have talked to them about it.
Vogeler:
Opposite sides, do you have names of those people?
Burgess:
Well when the American Bar Association came, they had a meeting out here and
they had a panel on the Akaka Bill with the Hawaiian Sovereignty people. And Bill Meheula was
there and Melody McKenzie was there and some people on the opposite side. I talked to Hayden
Burgess about it. I have talked briefly about it with your cousin, Boyd Mossman, and I think very
highly of him. There does not seem to be any common ground. I think there is some possibility of
getting to some global settlement so we can all get on the same wavelength but right now, it is not
the time for it to happen. Right now, the Hawaiian movement has the support of the entire
political establishment. Much of the business establishment, the media, academia and a vast array
of bureaucrats whose purpose is for Hawaiians to stay in a status. It is not possible to have a
discussion on a global settlement.
Vogeler:
Do you see some people who talk about a global settlement and things like that
as basically the same as those people who talk about occupation. Are their other people besides
Keanu who talk about it?
Burgess:
Yes, there is a de-militarization group and occupation, I do not know if they use
that word, but that the military should get out of there. Keanu is not the only one.
Vogeler:
There is a fellow from de-militarized…are there any other folks?
Burgess:
There is a large body of people, like other human beings, if there is something in
it for them, they will wait and see. They do not object to it.
Vogeler:
Do you think there are any… so what political groups have been actively trying
to end the occupation, as far as they see it?
Burgess:
You are focusing only on occupation and I cannot say that it is an aim of
everybody. But the proponents of the Akaka Bill, that is one of the long-term consequences of it.
Senator Akaka has said he will leave it up to his grandchildren to decide if they want to seek
complete independence from the United States. In a way, that is including occupation too.
Vogeler:
The occupation guys are a smaller group. There are other groups who are doing
similar things? I do not want to put words into your mouth.
Burgess:
The thing that unites all of the activist groups that speak to this of Hawaiian
rights, that Hawaiians are entitled simply because of their ancestry, more entitled than other
citizens of Hawai‘i. It takes all forms. But the end result it could be occupation or other
consequences.
Vogeler:
Were you active in any of these groups in some way or another?
Burgess:
I have been actively opposing the Hawaiian sovereignty movement. And all of its
ramifications for ten years now. I have been. My wife and I have a name for our group – not a
formal group but it is Aloha for All.
Vogeler:
Do you see these people talking about the occupation or the Akaka Bill or any of
these things, do you see them as talking about ethnic issues or talking about international issues
or US legal issues. I am trying to see if there any sort of differentiation there.
Burgess:
They cover all those categories. The ethnic issues, all practically, the people who
are advocating for special privileges for Native Hawaiians disclaim it is not racial. And yet they
claim special status on one thing and that is having one drop of Hawaiian blood. They see it is a
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legal claim, for one thing, the 1993 Apology Bill, is a confession of guilt. Therefore, the guilty
people have to give us back our land and government.
Vogeler:
Here is a tricky question. Do all of these groups raise ethnic issues, are some of
those issues not talking about that. Does Pōkā talk about ethnic issues? Does Keanu Sai?
Burgess:
No, I generally think they proclaim they are not racist. But their demands are for
the benefit of people who have Hawaiian ancestry.
Vogeler:
Even with Pōkā and Keanu.
Burgess:
Pōkā Laenui has said that non-Hawaiians would have rights in the new
government. When you get down what kind of rights they are, they are subordinate to the
Hawaiians. It is a secondary right.
Vogeler:
What about Kekuni Blaisdell?
Burgess:
Blaisdell is talking about special treatment because of ancestry. He is not saying
this is for everybody.
Vogeler:
What about Keanu Sai?
Burgess:
What he is thinking is giving special benefits because of ancestry.
Vogeler:
Have any of these groups been effective. Has your group been effective? Have
any of the groups talking about ethnic things or ones talking about…in these groups that have
sprung up, which ones have been effective, in your understanding?
Burgess:
The most effective person is Dan Inouye because of his powerful influence in
Congress, he has brought millions to Hawai‘i, earmarked one way or another for Native
Hawaiians – health, housing… this is what he has gotten federal assistance for. At the state level,
the whole political establishment giving large amounts of money to OHA or Hawaiian Homes for
the benefit, only, of Hawaiians. Is it effective? Certainly, someone is effective. As of 2003 or
2005 and it came out to roughly a billion dollars that had gone from the State of Hawai‘i to OHA
or Hawaiian Homes or together. At least a billion dollars has gone from the State treasury
earmarked for Hawaiians.
Vogeler:
So Dan Inouye has been effective?
Burgess:
He has brought in enormous amounts of money.
Vogeler:
Has your organization, the stuff you have done, has it helped one way or another?
Burgess:
I think we have built up a large base of support and increased awareness.
Certainly, a large group of people, most people of citizens that are saying it has gone too far. We
have altered public perception. We have been effective in alerting congress of the dangers of the
Akaka Bill. That bill has been knocked around since the summer of 2000.
Vogeler:
Any court cases been effective?
Burgess:
Rice vs. Cayetano has been around since the year 2000. That was not my case,
that was the landmark that held classification of Native Hawaiian was a racial classification
thereby they violate the 15th amendment. Our same suit was filed later that year. After the Rice
case, the state of Hawai‘i, everybody gets to vote for the OHA trustees but that does not mean
that non-Hawaiians can run for the office of trustees. We prevailed and filed an injunction, and
before that year, 2000, the Federal Court had joined the Elections office which allowed nonHawaiians to run for office.
That was the first case that was the success. Since then we have had lawsuits that have
been stalled. Arakaki vs. Lingle was put in a holding pattern for five years. That was a case in
which basically we [unclear] get to the merits of the case, it was on standing ground. I cannot say
that has been effective. Though because it was pending, it may have had some impact.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes in
Hawai‘i?
Burgess:
You mean about Hawaiian entitlements?
Vogeler:
About Hawai‘i? About independence, occupation, any of those things?
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Burgess:
What other countries did or threaten to do played a role in annexation. I am sure
it did.
Vogeler:
In what sense?
Burgess:
The Japanese. They had become really a world…they came onto the world stage.
It had been isolated until about the middle of the 19th century. Admiral Perry came into the harbor
and opened Japan to the world. Within a short period, the Nation of Japan had become a world
power. Their history interplayed with Hawai‘i’s history and US history.
Vogeler:
This information on Japan, where can I find information?
Burgess:
Kuykendall. It is in there. Wendell Marumoto (sp) is writing about the Japanese
in Hawai‘I, and I think he is going to try to publish it by the end of this year.
Vogeler:
So the relationship with Japan had an effect on what took place in 1898.
Burgess:
Yes it did.
Vogeler:
Were there other examples of countries that had an effect on Hawai‘i?
Burgess:
Great Britain of course. They were a power in the Pacific. In 1776, the US broke
away from England and declared independence and started its formation of separate nation, and it
was competing with Great Britain for the pacific.
Vogeler:
Anything recent?
Burgess:
No, I do not think so.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment you saw that the US occupation would end, that the US
government and military would leave? From what you were saying, there is not an occupation in
Hawai‘i. Do you feel this is a pertinent question.
Burgess:
I do not think it is a realistic possibility. The Soviet Union did break up. The
Akaka Bill, to my astonishment, it has a lot of people supporting it and that is the first step in the
breakup of the United States. It would create a separate class and that class would have political
power, that individuals have and that is the right to form their own government. That is a
potential break up, of not only this state, but every other state.
Vogeler:
Of the Akaka Bill?
Burgess:
Yes.
Vogeler:
In terms of the people who are talking about the occupation, do you see that as
the less of a concern as far as the US, or is the same as the Akaka Bill or the same?
Burgess:
I do not think the people who are talking about the occupation are large in
number or are very effective. The dangerous are the ones who see the Akaka Bill as simply giving
the same equity to native Hawaiians as Native Americans and native Alaskans. That is the
danger, it is not the people talking about occupation, most of the public, no matter what their
political viewpoints, are a large group. They are a small fringe group. The dangerous part is the
ones that have a vested interest in keeping things the way they are. They do not see the
consequences of that, which is the danger.
Vogeler:
Why have those groups been effective? Or is it not necessarily more effective but
more vocal. I do not want to characterize it for you.
Burgess:
Which groups?
Vogeler:
We are talking about the folks who are talking about occupation and then we are
talking about the folks talking about native Hawaiian rights. The native Hawaiian rights folks;
they are more dangerous than the occupation folks are. Do you think…why would you say? You
are saying these folks are more dangerous than the fringe groups. Why? Would you say they are
more known?
Burgess:
They connect into a large group of people in the American political world that
believe in minority rights and entitlements based on past injustices. I know it ties in with the
democratic party has traditionally represented the underprivileged, the downtrodden, the victims
of injustice and they have used that, I think, as a, cynically, as a means of staying in power and
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continuing to keep people in a state of dependency. There is a large group in America,
somewhere around 50% that subscribes to that general concept. It is the people who are fringe to
shoehorn native Hawaiians into that category and to that support group. They are the ones who
have the greatest possibility of success.
Vogeler:
It comes to mind, is there anything….different groups, talking about Hawaiian
rights and you are talking about separate status and so forth and then these different groups
talking about occupation right? Is there anything about these folks who are talking about
Hawaiian rights – is there anything they might say or does, that might have you say, ‘you have a
point there?’
Burgess:
Yes, there are some things they could say.
Vogeler:
Anything in particular? I do not want to put you on the spot or anything.
Burgess:
I think that Native Hawaiians – 50% or more – they were promised in the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1921, 200 thousand acres set aside as Hawaiian homelands
for their benefit. The US promised it. Pretty much, that promise has not been kept. I think, right
or wrong, constitutional or non-constitutional, a lot of people, I say a lot – there is not
many…over 50%. My wife is not, her mother is.
Vogeler:
I am not, my mother was three quarters.
Burgess:
They have a legitimate grievance. I think that could be, if that was the end of it, if
we put this other threatened violence and all the potential tragic and dangerous stuff, if we could
set aside all that…
Vogeler:
The threatened violence, so some of these groups have threatened violence?
Burgess:
Yes, the violence has been getting worse and worse.
Vogeler:
To you, or just generally.
Burgess:
Not to me but to others. There is a lot more incidence of racial violence in
Hawai‘i than there used to be.
Vogeler:
Pertaining to that or just general racial violence?
Burgess:
Hawaiians against non-Hawaiians.
Vogeler:
That is very important information that I need to take into consideration. These
folks, who are talking about occupation, are there anything they can say or do, that you can say,
‘they have a point.’
Burgess:
The occupation people? Well I guess any argument; there is some truth in that
point of view. I did help found the neighborhood justice center – you have to talk, accept that
people believe what they argue. I am sure that we could talk. But the occupation people, it would
be a stretch to think…they are generally so far out, it is hard to imagine…you can talk in a
friendly way. But to work out any rational thing with them….it would be hard to imagine.
Vogeler:
And that would be people like Pōkā or Kekuni Blaisdell or Keanu Sai? I know all
them.
Burgess:
Kekuni is a very intelligent man. I do not know.
Vogeler:
I am not trying to put you on the spot here. Because the question was talking
about a moment when the realization came that, the US government would leave and
everything…that question was not quite pertinent so I was just trying to see if there was
something, to address some aspect of that. You think there may be some sort of common
ground….some of these questions that were asked in the Baltic States, respond to it in terms of
how you feel.
Question #12, as the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of the
independent Hawaiian government?
Burgess:
Well no, I have not. First of all, there is no occupation and there are people that
talk about re-establishing a Hawaiian government. I have been opposing the Akaka Bill that
would do something like that.
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Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to culture, language or
ethnicity?
Burgess:
Well, disregarding that there is no occupation, I do not have any argument with
studying Hawaiian language or culture or ethnicity and as far as I know everyone is perfectly
entitled to do that right now. But that is not the issue. There is no question; I would fight to
defend the rights of Hawaiians to study their own language. Culture is a lot more – it is a vague
word and could include the culture, which cuts off people’s head. Hawaiian culture, for example,
one of the features was infanticide; they would kill babies just to keep the bloodlines pure. I
would not defend anyone’s right to do that.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, how did ending the occupation affect real estate?
Burgess:
I think violence has the potential harm to affect real estate and the economy. The
Akaka Bill, for example, would be dreadful.
Vogeler:
These folks that have talked about violence, do you know of any of those folks?
If you do not want to say, this is okay.
Burgess:
It is the incidents in the park. The person who had just come here, he was going
to be a graduate student at UH, he went out to Makaha one night and some big person did not like
him and he punched him. He died. The incident at Waikele Shopping Center. Did you hear about
that? It was about a year ago. A minor fender bender at the mall. The 15-year old kid was sitting
in the car that was scratched, the car parking brushed against his car. And started getting out of
the car and screaming ‘you….haoles’. The guy that was in the car was an Iraq veteran who was
back and his wife and his 4 month old baby. He came over and started kicking the car (the 15
year old). The wife got out of the car, little petit woman and tells the 15 year to stop doing it. The
mother comes out of the mall, sees her son in this altercation, and thinks her son is being attacked
by this woman and so she jumps on top of her, the Hawaiian lady. The husband gets out of this
car to stop it. The father of the 15 year old comes out with two ice cream cones, he punches the
veteran in the throat and the guy falls down on the concrete and convulsing. Then the 15 year old
comes over and kicks him in the head, kicks out a tooth, fractures a bone. Finally, somebody calls
the police and they come. They were calling him a fucking haole.
Vogeler:
I have friends, Hawaiian friends in the military, who just came back from Iraq
and they have to go again. It is things like that, to me, my personal opinion, whatever is going on.
That does not help anybody.
Burgess:
Incidents like that are getting more frequent.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, how did the ending of the occupation affect the economy?
Burgess:
Disregarding the fact that there is no occupation, I still think that these things a
real impact on Hawai‘i’s economy. The threatened violence. For example, on the telescope,
Mauna Kea is the best place in the world to observe the heavens. And yet the activists are
claiming that they have…that is a sacred place and therefore they have a right to exclude the
telescopes and to charge them. They have held things out; they have contributed to the idea of the
abandonment of the 30 meter telescope that has been proposed. It is a problem. It is directly going
to affect the economy of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Again, these are the same questions as in the Baltic States…was there a moment
that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Burgess:
Hawai‘i has been freer since annexation and freer after statehood. And more
freedom that is held by Polynesians anywhere in the world. Hawaiians, under the Kapu system,
ordinary Hawaiians had no sovereignty, they had no rights really. Their property, where they
lived, they could be evicted by the Ali’i…
Vogeler:
But you can agree from 1843, that Hawai‘i had sovereignty?
Burgess:
1843?
Vogeler:
You agree that when Hawai‘i, in the 1800’s, was a separate country.
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Burgess:
Yes, it was a separate country, which is not disputed.
Vogeler:
During the Hawaiian Kingdom era, the freedoms were the same or less than the
US.
Burgess:
They were less than the freedoms of the citizens of the US at that time.
Vogeler:
Hawai‘i is freer now? Am I getting that right?
Burgess:
The ordinary Hawaiian has more freedom and more opportunity for prosperity
and actually more prosperity than they had during the years of the Kingdom.
Vogeler:
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me or something you want to
tell me that was not covered in this interview? What I do want to say, this was great information,
important information because you showed a number of things. You showed how really
convoluted some of this stuff is. It is hard to distinguish these things; I very much appreciated
your candor and sincerity when you are talking about laws and language. When you were talking
about information that you would go, ‘You have a point there…’ Besides that, is there something
you would like to ask me or something that you would like to tell me that was not covered?
Burgess:
I gave you my own version of history and annexation and it was a voluntary
thing, more like a happy marriage, a successful marriage, and then rape of conquest.
Vogeler:
Or kidnapping?
Burgess:
A successful marriage is not always smooth but you have ups and downs but
generally, it has been a good one. Produced a lot of children and a lot of good for Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Over in McKinley, they have that statue which says the Treaty of Annexation. I
wonder why it does not say, joint resolution.
Burgess:
It says treaty of annexation?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Burgess:
It was a treaty of annexation from the Republic. But when the US accepted it, it
was by the joint resolution, which is referred to the annexation act.
Vogeler:
Is there someone else I should talk to? What you are pointing out is how, if I go
to talk to Pōkā or Kekuni, they’re not going to know how regular old people see it; they are going
to see it as activists. What I want to do, I want to say, is ask if this is even possible, is this what
everybody thinks? If you talk to an activist they will say, ‘Everybody thinks like that and exactly
like I do.’ That is not how it works. If there is, anyone you can think of that would be good to
speak to. My cousin is not in this week. Does he have an office on Maui?
Burgess:
Yes.
Vogeler:
I should try to call his office on Maui.
Burgess:
As a trustee of OHA, he has an office here too.
Vogeler:
So I should try to call his office on Maui and figure out a way to set up
something here. I know that my perspective, I know these Hawaiians, they are in the military.
You got Hawaiians who are in the military. It is regular people, doing regular things... that is
where most people are coming from. You showed me that there are people on all sides, but they
are all good people, wanting to do good, but seeing things differently. Sometimes this group or
that group can be out there but people can talk.
Burgess:
Who do you have that is on my side?
Vogeler:
To be honest, no one yet. I called Thurston Twigg Smith, sent him the questions
and left messages. Even if there is someone that might be in-between. First of all, it is boring to
talk to everyone who sees everything the same way. But really not everyone sees everything the
same way, slightly different perspectives. What you want to do is to go at it from all different
perspectives and sides. What you are talking about the freedom thing, it is a good point and it is
not a straightforward one to address.
Do we really have it that bad?
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Burgess:
Sometimes if you tell people, if you tell your kids they are entitled, you do them
a disservice because they spend their life thinking they are entitled. They do not bust their butts
like the other kids.
Vogeler:
The lady I was talking to from Lithuania and talking about how Hawai‘i was
occupied, she said, ‘Hawai‘i is occupied, like right now?’ (Laughter). That is a valid way to see
things; it is not right or wrong. When I talked to people in the Baltic States and they said, ‘Huh?’
I talked to them for about 15 minutes and pointed out things like Kaho‘olawe… some of them
were international law folks and you have to be specific. Even the General. The General was from
here, he served here at Scofield. He was the general who took over for Estonia. He knew Hawai‘i
real well.
Burgess:
He did a tour of duty here?
Vogeler:
Yes, I think he was here for three years, and maybe for ten years. He is the guy
who took over when the Russians left. He took over the Estonian forces. He had a good
perspective on these things. I start to explain the particulars and sometimes you get into the
international law. It is not cut and dry one way or another. It is not the good guys and the bad
guys. It is regular old people, being regular old people, and it is complicated. This is the way I see
it.
As far as you know, is there someone on your side, I would love to know. It is really just
regular people. If you know of anyone…
Burgess:
Well I will call Thurston Twigg Smith. He generally does not like to be
interviewed… he would be really articulate. He wrote a book.
Vogeler:
Do Facts really matter? I worked at Costco and that book sold a lot. Like I said
to you, I do not want to make anyone look bad. This is complex and I have not met one person
who is not a good person who is not doing good things. This is complex.
Burgess:
Have you met Ken Conklin?
Vogeler:
No but he was at a presentation I went to, that I gave. I would like to Ken
Conklin but would rather talk to Thurston Twigg-Smith and feel that he is articulate. I talked to
ken Conklin at this presentation before I went out to the Baltic States, and he talked with me and
told me to read his book – Hawai‘i Apartheid. I said that I was looking at occupation and not
ethnic. He said to me, ‘Really deep down aren’t you talking about ethnic stuff.” I am not talking
about ethnic stuff. I am trying to understand this occupation….I cannot make this assumption that
it is an appropriate comparison. I have to look at the information, and what was said when I went
out there. There are a number of things that are different. It was the USSR. The USSR is not the
United States, it is different. You had two hegemonic powers; you had specifics in details that
were different. In terms of looking at their history, it is a close enough example that I would look
into this. It would be unfair to everybody to say that I was absolutely right, and everyone is
absolutely wrong. It is not fair to anyone.
But if Ken Conklin wanted to do an interview, okay. It is just my impression that
Thurston Twigg Smith is more articulate. When I talked to him [Conklin], I thought to myself
that I never discussed ethnicity or race or anything like that. In fact, I pointed out how those
groups goofed. For instance, in the Baltic States, it was a big deal. When I went over to the Baltic
sates, they said do not get caught up in this. I do not think it is appropriate. Whether the
comparison between the Baltic States in terms of occupation is appropriate or not, it has nothing
to do with ethnicity. You can be French, Chinese or still be a Hawaiian subject. Or however, you
do it.
That is my feeling. If you send him an email. Are there questions?
Burgess:
If you please read this, look at my website and consider this.
Vogeler:
And what happens in these interviews and someone says something. I will look it
up. I have had some people in interviews, one of the interviews that I did the other day and I had
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to look up. They said people had to swear allegiance to the US to get land during the territory. As
far as the information I came across, it did not happen. I went and looked at 1925 and 1915
compilation of the law to have land transferred over from the Republic or Kingdom of Hawai‘i.
What it said was it said, ‘aliens.’ If you look at the Organic Act of 1900, anyone who was in
Hawai‘i prior to 1895 or who was a citizen of the Republic of Hawai‘i, they automatically carried
over as citizens. So it was only aliens that had to do that oath thing. This is what I do. It is due
diligence. In that case, I said, ‘nah.’
Thank you.
Burgess:
I will send Twigg a note, but he has a lot on his agenda.
Vogeler:
I sent the questions to his secretary.
THE END
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BARON CHING, MD
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Ching:
Baron Ching
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Ching:
In Honolulu, HI
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Ching:
May 10, 1952.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Ching:
In Hawai‘i, occupied Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents? Perceived or Real?
Ching:
They perceived to be American Citizens. But I found out, after a little bit of
research that we are Hawaiian nationals, both sides.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Ching:
(Private practice as medical doctor.)
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Ching:
I have a private practice in Kukini Plaza. I am also the medical director for the
primary care clinic at Ke Ola Mamo, at the Native Hawaiian Health Systems, O‘ahu branch. I
worked in private practice for 25 years. In the medical director’s position for a year and a half.
How far do you want to go back in school? I went to John Burns School of Medicine at UH,
Mānoa with a MD degree. I went to Roosevelt high school.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Ching:
No.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Ching:
I do ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i. I speak Hawaiian and pidgin.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Ching:
Pākē, 100% Pākē.
Vogeler:
In school, what were you taught about the United States relationship to Hawai‘i
and did this information come from a textbook or some other source?
Ching:
In school, they never taught us anything, it was a matter of reciting the dates, and
reciting all this overthrow, provisional government, territorial government. They said it happened,
they did not say how it happened. It was the textbooks also. They did not explain how it
happened. As I recall, they mentioned it was the sugar guys, not much else.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (For example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.)
Ching:
I remember Statehood day. I remember it was in elementary school. I remember
that we were right next to Central Union. There was a Hawaiian family that ran that school. I
remember the bells rang. They said it was a happy day. It took me years later [to realize] that it
was not a happy day. There were people who were distressed by the whole thing.
Vogeler:
So, there were not people who were happy about statehood?
Ching:
Yes, I find out now that there were a few people who were not. They were home
mourning. No one ever mentioned that. It was brought out in a positive light; it was never brought
out that there were alternatives that could happen. It was just brought out that this was the way it
is. Period.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the US and Hawai‘i?
Ching:
Yes, I still do. Yes, we still have them now. I have always been aware of the
situation and did some research, and we have gone through tremendous arguments. I think my
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mom sort of knows that she is a Hawaiian national, but they were growing up in that generation
that we are all Americans, all good Americans. It was the Second War generation that we could
do no wrong. What happened was that we got in some pretty disagreements. The surprising thing,
what really strikes me is that when Noenoe found the petitions, and they were on exhibit at the
Bishop Museum, I went down there to see if I could find my father’s is half of the family and
could not find anything. My mom said, did you see your grandfather’s name? I did not see it, did
not see a Ching. She said, ‘it was my side, my grandfather?’ You recognized the name, I said. But
when we were driving out, I could not go back. But she knew he had signed the petitions.
But again, she is from that generation, and it is like, America can do not wrong. Even
though of course, she sees what is going on and knows it is wrong.
Vogeler:
In your family, there was nothing specific, just that America is good, and Hawai‘i
is part of the US?
Ching:
It is accepted, it was and it will be like that forever.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship of the US to Hawai‘i from any
other sources?
Ching:
You know, I always knew there was something fishy. I always knew Hawaiians
got the raw end of the deal. I did not know the specifics. One day, it was the Kingdom of Hawai‘i,
it is independently run by the Hawaiians, and the next day you wake up, and it is a territory of
Hawai‘i. That does not sound right. I knew it was kind of wrong, intuitively I knew it was not
right. What happened I tried to get involved with all of this.
Vogeler:
When?
Ching:
I was in junior high. That was the deal with the ALOHA Association. I asked
what I can do to help out. They asked if I was Hawaiian, and I said No. they said, well we do not
need your help. That is what they said. What happened, when I went to school, in Oregon, and
that was a year after Wounded Knee and Peltier. Over there they are fairly aware of what
happened with Native Americans, it is the same kind of thing. These guys came over and took
everything over and killed off all the Native Americans. I am thinking, Heh, the same thing
happened in Hawai‘i, exactly the same thing. It was formulated, it took form out of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Was it organizations, or friends or something else that you learned about the
relationship?
Ching:
Not really, I came from a middle class, very conservative background. My father
was in the military, he worked as an air force mechanic. He served in the military.
Vogeler:
Did you visit other places outside of US control?
Ching:
I have been to Mexico, and I have been to Canada?
Vogeler:
In visiting those places, did you learn anything about the relationship between the
US and Hawai‘i?
Ching:
Not really.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part of the US?
Ching:
Actually yes. I did realize believe that.
Vogeler:
How old were you when you thought this?
Ching:
Actually, I saw, came to that conclusion that it was not, in college days, in my
twenties.
Vogeler:
At that time, in college, you thought Hawai‘i is not a part of the US and they are
not leaving. Did you think the US was going to stay throughout your lifetime?
Ching:
At that time yes, a turning point was when I put two and two together. Studying
the US Constitution is part of the curriculum, in school, in high school. One clause that always
stuck with me was the constitution and treaties thereof, they constitute of the supreme law of the
lands. Then you find out that the US had a treaty of friendship with Hawai‘i and you thought,
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WOW, that has the same status as the constitution, and it was never abrogated. The issue
becomes if that is the case, how is the US here, then?
Vogeler:
When was that, in college?
Ching:
I do not know, college was or a long time ago.
Vogeler:
Yes, I know so just a guess.
Ching:
It must have been in 1972 or 1973. What is the legal basis for this, what could the
basis for this be?
Vogeler:
So this was in the seventies? When did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Ching:
The thing is Kekuni has this thing about colonized, about de-colonization. And
the same thing with Ka Lāhui, de-colonized. Colonized. What really happen was that it was an
armed invasion. This goes back to the nineties.
Vogeler:
Do you remember when you or other folks used the term occupation.
Ching:
For for some time now. I love Kekuni, he was my mentor. He was about
decolonization, Kanaka Maoli rights. Then I started realizing maybe I do have something to do in
this. It was my rights taken away too. My country too. It was my destiny too that was changed. It
was not only the Hawaiians. We have a stake in this country. Kanaka Maoli rights, colonization.
It was early in the nineties, it wasn’t really colonization, and it was a prolonged militarized
occupation.
Vogeler:
So in the nineties, people were starting to use that term?
Ching:
The big 93 overthrow, we fired up posters in 95, and one of the posters was deoccupy Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Do you have any of those posters?
Ching:
Yes, we have the posters.
Vogeler:
Can I see it?
Ching:
It is not here now, it is at my place. But it says De-occupy Hawai‘i, it was an
independent nation since 1843. We made the posters in 1995.
Vogeler:
Do you remember anyone in the eighties that were using the term occupation?
Ching:
No, because no one looked at it that way. We never understood.
Vogeler:
In the seventies?
Ching:
No, in the seventies, it was like Ka Lāhui, and it was de-colonize.
Vogeler:
In 1995, do you remember where that word de-occupation came from? Who
came up with the idea for the poster?
Ching:
We went to the Peoples Fund. We were kicking the idea around.
Vogeler:
I talked with Lynnette. Why was it phrased that way?
Ching:
Because that is, what it was.
Vogeler:
I know, but was there somebody that said Hawai‘i was occupied, not colonized?
Ching:
We were kicking that idea for a while.
Vogeler:
How long a while?
Ching:
For years.
Vogeler:
92, 93?
Ching:
Maybe after the overthrow, the centennial.
Vogeler:
Who was it that was kicking the idea around?
Ching:
We all were.
Vogeler:
Who was it?
Ching:
It was me, Lynnette, James. Who else hangs out? Pōkā.
Vogeler:
Pōkā was kicking the idea around?
Ching:
I think so too, you know. We would go to Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea and Kekuni would put
up his de-colonize and then people the Pae ‘Āina…people wanted to relist the territories that need
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to be decolonized. My line of thinking was that we did not need to be decolonized, we were a
country that needs to be restored.
Vogeler:
You were saying this idea kicking was around. This is interesting. Do you
remember anyone saying it was not decolonized, it was occupied.
Ching:
Truthfully, I think it was me.
Vogeler:
What was it that you found or that brought that out? Did anyone guide you
toward it?
Ching:
Again, Kekuni with his decolonize. Again, they were trying to list of states that
were occupied, colonized that need to be de-colonized. I thought, wait, logically we do not need
to be decolonized, we need our country restored. We need to be de-occupied.
Vogeler:
So, did you say this to Uncle Kekuni back in 93?
Ching:
I do not know if he remembers it, but I did mention it to him.
Vogeler:
You have any pictures, of that poster.
Ching:
You have to ask Lynnette. She takes pictures of everything.
Vogeler:
I will email Lynnette. I want to go to get the timeline straight.
Ching:
It was in 95’ because that is when we had posters for the first time.
Vogeler:
I will go and send her an email tonight.
Ching:
The “de-occupy Hawai‘i” and “Hawai‘i, and an Independent State since 1843.”
Vogeler:
Cool. Do you remember, this is tricky to remember, do your remember where it
was or who you were with, the moment that you realized that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Ching:
I think I was sitting round thinking about it.
Vogeler:
Do you remember the first people you told?
Ching:
It might have been Lynnette folks.
Vogeler:
Do you remember reading it in a book.
Ching:
No, it was this whole thing about going to the UN and going back on the list of
countries.
Vogeler:
Do you remember any texts you read that led you to this conclusion?
Ching:
Again, no. It was just this. Wait this cannot be right. It has to be de-occupation.
Hawai‘i is occupied by a hostile military force.
Vogeler:
Do you remember, there was this article about the Secret Debate. Did you ever
read that article in the Star Bulletin?
Ching:
Is that the one that was written in 1893 and was declassified until 1960
something?
Vogeler:
It was classified in 1998. No? Did you ever read the Blount testimonies?
Ching:
You mean the Blount report?
Vogeler:
The testimonies in two volumes?
Ching:
No, I did read the Cleveland’s address?
Vogeler:
Do you remember something specifically that put this together. Sorry for these
specific questions, but I am trying to connect the dots.
Ching:
No, it has always been the Pōkā and Kekuni to put it on the list of territories.
Again, something did not sound right about it. Hawai‘i was never was a colony, willingly. It
always bothered me, something is not right. It was no text, things were just not right.
Vogeler:
I am trying to…
Ching:
I would talk to Lynnette that it was not right. We are occupied.
Vogeler:
If you think, of whatever it was…
Ching:
No, I think it was a lot of talk, you know how you kick things around. I think that
is what it was.
Vogeler:
Do you remember, how you felt, realizing this information that Hawai‘i was
occupied.
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Ching:
How I felt?
Vogeler:
How you felt at the time.
Ching:
It was a revelation. I never realized up until that point but there is a lot of
censorship and oppression. You look at the American flag and what do you see, a nation proud. I
see that at this time, as an imperial power, this nation kills people, what they have been doing
since inception has been really awful stuff. It has never been what they proclaim it to be in civics
class.
Vogeler:
When you found this out, did your view of the world change, or your view of the
US?
Ching:
Extremely. I remember in civics class, in high school, the US is a great nation.
All these European countries and Africa, all these funny little wavy provincial or state boundary
lines. But in the US, it is a state boundry; lines are a straight line because we do not have tribes
here, we are all a one nation. You have all these straight lines here [in the US] because you killed
all the natives, there are no tribes left. If you really did what you were drawn up boundaries as
they are supposed to be, there would not be straight lines. This is genocide. We grew up in the era
of cowboys and Indians, and we gave it no thought. I am a cowboy, and you are the Indian. Bang.
It is like you are killing gophers. And all of a sudden, I thought these are people, they are just
defending their homes, defending their lives. They are defending their resources. This is
genocide.
Vogeler:
Did the understanding of yourself change?
Ching:
Yes. A lot of things happened. In discussing this with my friends and colleagues,
everyone thinks I am a nut case, you know. Before 1993, telling people that we have to have
sovereignty, something stinks, and we have to correct this. The people would say, you want
sovereignty you have to go back to wearing loincloths and working in a taro patch, this is not for
me. They were not afraid, they just dismissed this. Once 1993 rolls around and everyone is asking
what is happening. I think people are more aware. People talking sovereignty, and they do not say
you are talking about wearing la oincloth and having spears. They are asking you: are going to
kick the military out. What are you going to do? Right now, those guys they grabbed everything,
they cleaned out the public resources…now people realize, something rotten happened. Now I do
not seem such a nut case by advocating sovereignty, but now I am pursuing advocating
independence. And so I could just, and say, a now the mainstream is pushing nation-within-anation and they will be happy which they understand and are happy with. But I am by pushing
independence, but I am on the fringe again.
Vogeler:
And you have been pursuing this since then?
Ching:
Ever since I felt this was wrong.
Vogeler:
Wow. As far as you know, the number of people who knew Hawai‘i was
occupied, did it increase, remain the same or decrease?
Ching:
I think it is going up exponentially.
Vogeler:
Why do you believe this happened?
Ching:
Truthfully, I think it was the sovereignty activists. A lot of people say we are
counterproductive, with all the demonstrations and things like that. I would like to think that we
are the Black Panthers of our time, you have to have people on the edge tip of the sphere spear
head to prod change.
Vogeler:
This may be tricky. Is there a distinction between sovereignty activists and
people who understand that Hawai‘i is occupied?
Ching:
Yes. I think that pretty much sovereignty activists understands that Hawai‘i is
occupied. But not everyone who understands that is willing to do take action.
Vogeler:
By your estimation, when did those sovereignty activists come to believe that
Hawai‘i is occupied.
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Ching:
I think it has been gradual, since the 90’s. I think that Kekuni is finally coming
around, he finally understands, but it was only two or three years ago. It was because we brought
this issue up with him. It was always de-colonized so he is starting to understand. So it has been a
gradual thing. The issue has not been was not occupation vs. colonization, it is that was always
occupation. But the issue now is what is the exact status – is it occupation or colonization. And
some people have not made that transition. Ka Lāhui has not made that transition. There are
elements at UH that have not made that transition.
Vogeler:
Do some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different from other states?
Ching:
Of course. We have a sizable proportion population that are entirely clueless. I
mean looking at Keanu’s stats. In 1890, there were only 1928 Americans in that census. And by
1950, 200,000 Hawaiians and ½ million haoles. And it had something to do with was mostly due
to the military. And to this day, the guys in the military are completely clueless.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the occupation say to
the people who believed that Hawai‘i is one of the states of the United States.
Ching:
What did we?
Vogeler:
Some people believe that Hawai‘i is the 50th state. What did those people who
believe that Hawai‘i is occupied say to those folks who…
Ching:
Some of the biggest resistance came from the WW II generation. In the doctor’s
lounge, we used to have tremendous arguments about this. It is like I was castigated, exiled to the
lunatic fringe, all this kind of conversations stopped at the lounge. You try to do it. You try to
explain the situation to people. Some are not receptive. And when people are spouting off, this is
a great country, and that kind of stuff, and sorry I say, I beg to disagree. It gets got hot at times.
What gets interesting, over the past five years or so, my position has been vindicated. I think my
positions, on the Bush administration, war crimes, violation of civil liberties, all of that kind of
stuff, the Iraq war, now they talk to me. It has been tough, what I have been associated with was
relegated to the lunatic fringe.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been trying to end the occupation?
Ching:
What political groups?
Vogeler:
Have been trying to end the occupation.
Ching:
We can go all the way back. We can go back to Hui Kalai‘āina, Hui Aloha ‘Āina
who merged with the Democratic Party. The Democrats where heavy into initially understanding
that, but they have lost sight of who they are. The democrats have been infiltrated by folks who
are clueless.
Vogeler:
Do you have any examples of Hui Aloha ‘Āina or Hui Kalai‘āina trying to end
the occupation?
Ching:
Wilcox was the first elected representative to the US congress? Kūhiō the
second.
Vogeler:
Did they protest, if they were the representative, did they protest?
Ching:
Yes, it is like. My understanding that in the teens, the US published a sedition
law and that is why Hui Kalai‘āina went underground.
Vogeler:
Do you know where I can get this?
Ching:
That is my understanding that is why they merged with the Democratic Party.
Vogeler:
What about anything more recent than that?
Ching:
Kekuni and Pōkā actually revived the Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea (sp) back in the seventies.
Vogeler:
What about Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea?
Ching:
No one really celebrated, no one really knew about Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea until several
years after that? That must be…
Vogeler:
The nineties?
Ching:
Eighties or nineties.
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Vogeler:
So Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea (unclear) but when do you remember the groups that were
actively trying to end the occupation?
Ching:
That remains to be seen. In terms of the first modern stuff, things evolve, it was
not revolutionary, and it was evolutionary. There was the Kaho‘olawe thing, PKO, and then there
was the Kalama Valley, Save our Surf, all these things evolved. Kaho‘olawe was not a deoccupation thing,
Vogeler:
When was the de-occuaption thing?
Ching:
It was back in the eighties at the Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea thing. In the beginning, start… it
was strictly an observation. We lowered the British flag and raised the Hawaiian flag. Kekuni
insisted that we have to use an American flag, we had to lower the American Flag and put up the
Hawaiian flag. It was the first time that I know of, that we had a direct challenge to the American
occupation.
Vogeler:
There was a challenge there, or was it de-occupation or was it to de-colonize or
was it to deal with land rights?
Ching:
It was a political. It depends on your perspective. Kekuni’s perspective was to
decolonize. My perspective was to get the US out. It is time for the US to go home.
Vogeler:
Do you remember any organizations, specifically to end the occupation. Let us
go at this the other way, are there any groups now trying to end the occupation and what are they?
Ching:
I think most of the Kingdoms, all the independence groups. I do not know about
Ka Lāhui.
Vogeler:
Were there groups that existed in the eighties and nineties trying to end the
occupation.
Ching:
Yes, believe it or not, our group was Sacred Times, Sacred Places.
Vogeler:
And that was to end the occupation.
Ching:
The purpose of Sacred Times/Sacred Places was to observe the holidays,
preserve the ceremonies collective memory of and important places of independent Hawai‘i with
the thought that a country cannot die until you forget the important holidays and sacred places.
Our purpose, ostensibly was to preserve those dates and observations and places. As a sub object,
most of the people at the table were pro-independent.
Vogeler:
I have two questions. Is there a difference between organizations trying to gain
independence and organizations trying to end the occupation?
Ching:
I think right now the goals of both of these things are intertwined. You cannot
have independence until you end the occupation, and you cannot end the occupation until you
have independence. It is a matter of semantics.
Vogeler:
Following up on that, were there groups which were trying to end the occupation
and with that in mind, is there a difference between those who are trying to get independence and
those trying to end the occupation? Or are they just effective?
Ching:
I think it is an evolutionary process and not a revolutionary process. I think that
we have pretty much the same goal, marching the same parallel. Everyone took a little piece of it.
I would like to think that the organizations I am hanging out with, are playing their part.
Vogeler:
Which organizations?
Ching:
Sacred Times/Sacred Places, Living Nation. What else? You know everyone
does their part, and it was not a revolutionary thing. You see the Hawaiian flag on the front page
and people ask what this is about. It spurs people to think about the process. It is involving more
people. In 1998, the Hawaiian flag raising process ceremony at the ‘IolaniPalace? It brought out a
lot of Kupunas. Kumu hula, who otherwise would not have participated with a sovereignty
demonstration.
Vogeler:
What groups have been most effective at trying to end the occupation?
Ching:
The other thing, it has like happened in phases. The first phase, everyone had to
come to the realization that there was a substantial wrong.
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Vogeler:
When did this happen?
Ching:
I think it was there all along. But it was held by a substantial minority. Next
phase was noisy demonstrations.
Vogeler:
That was in the late eighties.
Ching:
The noisy demonstrations. We were always on the front page. And people
bringing burning American flags. I would compare that phase would be like the Black Panthers.
Sometimes you have to hit someone on the head with a 2 by 4 and let them know this is what
happened. Not that I am advocating violence but you have to get their attention that was their goal
so they could think about things. Before no one even thought about it.
Vogeler:
So this was the second phase.
Ching:
Second phase. The third phase which is happening now, is all these guys, they
are PhDs, lawyers. Aand leaders in the community.
Vogeler:
And what phase is this?
Ching:
This is the third phase where things are going to happen. I think so.
Vogeler:
The first phase was gaining information.
Ching:
Awareness.
Vogeler:
The first phase was gaining awareness. The second phase was noisy
demonstrations and the third phase is…
Ching:
Taking action. The period where we are living in now is taking action. The time
is over for noisy demonstrations because the community knows that there is something wrong and
things have to change.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries, cause changes in
Hawai‘i. If so how?
Ching:
Of course. We were always influenced by outside places. Look at Japan, when
they bought out the land bubble, coinciding with the American land bubble and the bubble
popped in the eighties. We have always been influenced.
Vogeler:
Did people from other countries help Hawai‘i to end the occupation?
Ching:
I think that people living in Hawai‘i are so busy staying alive, times are a lot
tougher here than in other places. A lot of the most vocal and well informed folks in the
independence movement had to go to school in the United States. People just assume that this is
the way things are and that you have to go to the US and the Hawai‘i is not like the US. The way
people think is different, and opportunities are different. I hate to say this, but the missionaries
scooped up everything. We are scooping up the crumbs here but there is more opportunity there,
which is why I think half the Hawaiian population is there.
I think that actually, the overseas Hawaiians, sometimes their perspective is broader than
the folks over here.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you thought that the US occupation would end, that
the US government and military would leave?
Ching:
Yes. Actually was. I do not know exactly when it was. It is 2008. For several
years now, I have come to the conclusion it is inevitable. The US must leave. It must be for about
five years now. Before that, it is always a pipe wish, which it might not happen in my lifetime…
now I can put a timetable on it.
Vogeler:
Do you remember five years ago? When and where and why was that
significant?
Ching:
Because we were reading about these issues with social security and Medicare
and the crisis that is coming. Realizing that the US as an empire is going to implode.
Vogeler:
So you think the US is going to implode and that is what is going to allow for
Hawai‘i’s independence.
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Ching:
Yes. It was the issue that we are going to kick the US military out, and we do not
have sufficient power to do that. It will be a combination of things. It will be like the British
Empire. Why did the British Empire give up the crown jewel? India, why? Do you think it was a
half naked Mahatma Gandhi who shamed them into leaving? No, they were running out of
money. If you look at the British track record, if they could have afforded 10 million bullets and
they would have mowed the Indians down with their machine guns. But they did not. They did
not have money for 10 million bullets. I think that is going to happen in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
So you had this realization, five years ago. Here is the trick. As far as you know,
what factors, if you had that realization that Hawai‘i can no longer be controlled by the US, what
were the factors that changed so the US government could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Ching:
Just what I said, the US is going to implode.
Vogeler:
But you had this realization. Five years ago. What were the factors that changed
prior to that. If the us can no longer control Hawai‘i and they had to leave, what were the factors
that led to that?
Ching:
Looking at the budget figures and history.
Vogeler:
I see.
Ching:
The US is going bankrupt, it is already bankrupt. The same thing happened to the
British Empire, they assumed they could just borrow money and they could not.
Vogeler:
So it was a budget matter?
Ching:
It is a combination of things. It will be economic reasons and they want to leave,
we will have to tell them we no longer want them. I think Keanu was is onto something, to a very
important point. He thinks they will bail leave on the basis of international law, and I do not
think, so am not so sanguine.
Vogeler:
So you have economics, is international law a factor?
Ching:
I think that will be one of the factors.
Vogeler:
Economics, international law. Any other wedges.
Ching:
And the fact that we do not want them here.
Vogeler:
So in terms of a…who is the we?
Ching:
I think Hawaiian nationals.
Vogeler:
You have Hawaiian nationals. You have economics. You have international law.
Are there any other factors?
Ching:
Those are the main three. I think Hawai‘i will implode.
Vogeler:
Are there any other factors?
Ching:
Not offhand.
Vogeler:
Okay, okay. Great. Some of these questions are the same as the Baltic States. As
the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of the independent Hawai‘i
government?
Ching:
I think we are beginning the process now. Working for the Native Hawaiian
Health System and learning how this whole process works. When the government does turn over
we will not be lost, we will not be dependent on American diplomats burocrats to run things. We
are at the beginning now.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation, affect issues relating to language, culture and
ethnicity?
Ching:
It is hard to say, we are not at the ending yet. Projecting as to what the ending is,
of course it is. I think we will have to go back to speaking ‘Ōlelo Makuahine.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Ching:
I think there will be a tremendous bust.
Vogeler:
These sound as they are in the future. As far as you remember, how did the
ending of the occupation affect the economy?
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Ching:
If we are looking at projections, what will happen is we will have to step back.
Looking at America’s economy, 5% percent of the world’s population, using consuming 25% of
the world’s resources, this is clearly not sustainable. And we are, America is living beyond our
their means. I think Hawai‘i will be in a very vulnerable situation because we cannot feed
ourselves. But when Cook stumbled here, there were over 1 million people living here and they
were sustaining themselves.
Vogeler:
That is like Uncle Buzzy and talking about that number and looking at statistics
that shows that it takes 12 acres to sustain one person. He was looking at the acres, at 4.1 million
acres. He was guessing to what Cook had was the 300,000. Even in terms of sustainability today,
even if it is less than 12 acres today, the whole sustainability idea, it is tricky.
Ching:
Yes. It is. The point we are trying to make, we will have to reassess, and it will
not look so bad in the taro patch. Right now, there is a stigma attached, but I am thinking that it is
not the way it is, this has to be.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i is free again?
Ching:
I think, truthfully, freedom is in your mind. I know that they still have the guns, I
know if you write a letter addressed to Kamuela, American occupied Hawai‘i, in Occupied
America, the US postal service will not deliver it. To me this is important because that says
something, it is rubbing someone the wrong way. The US postal service understands that. If they
deliver it, they will know it was delivered to American Occupied Hawai‘i. But I think just on the
basis of that, knowing that, I am free. They may force me to pay their income taxes, but I am free
because I know it is happening.
Vogeler:
Are there any questions you would like to ask me or tell me something that was
not covered in the interview?
Ching:
We covered plenty, thank you.
Vogeler:
Thank you, this was so interesting. If you can email Lynette in so far as that
picture…
Ching:
I am sure she had pictures.
Vogeler:
And if you know of how to find that thing as far as, what was that, Hui Aloha
‘Āina – not the merger thing but the anti-sedition laws.
Ching:
I think you just have to look. They passed laws. That was my understanding, you
could not advocate independence anymore.
Vogeler:
If you know of anything else. I will look for those anti sedition laws. That is
important because that shows the timeline, it shows how things went down.
Ching:
I think Wilcox died in 1913, 1903, or something like that. Shortly after that the
Hui Aloha ‘Āina merged with the Democratic Party.
Vogeler:
Great stuff. Just really good stuff. Also is there anyone that you can think of that
should be interviewed. You know how to get in touch with Soli. I left a message in Dan Akaka’s
office and have called OHA. I am trying to get in touch with my cousin. So if there is anyone you
can think of.
Ching:
If you ask me it is going to be biased.
Vogeler:
The thing is I am trying to get people from different places. I am not trying to get
the same ideas. I want to ask people who know things about Hawaiian history.
THE END
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JENNIFER MAYLING CHOCK
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Chock:
Jennifer Mayling Chock
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Chock:
Kaneohe
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Chock:
Honolulu
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Chock:
1968
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Chock:
My mother is Chinese and my father is Chinese-Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Chock:
I work at Bishop Museum and have been here for 5 ½ years. The work I do is
grant administration, Federal Grants and also Lobbying at the Federal level. Bishop Museum
receives state and federal funding. I oversee all of it but we have someone who does the State and
County and I oversee specifically the Federal side. We work on strategy together. I go to
Washington DC about once a year and lived there for four years. I still have a lot of friends and
contacts.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Chock:
I graduated from Kamehameha Schools. My highest degree is a law degree from
Richardson School of Law. Area of Study is law.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Chock:
No.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Chock:
English, I have taken French but I would not claim to speak it anymore.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Chock:
Chinese Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to Hawai‘i?
Did this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you think?
Chock:
That is such a strange question to ask. It was not like it was ever taught. It was
just something that was assumed. Throughout elementary and even high school there was no
question, but for geographical – yes, Hawai‘i is a state like California or whatever.
Vogeler:
You don’t remember anything from a textbook or anything like that?
Chock:
No it was part of social studies, maybe, American history. It is such a simple
concept, and I can’t understand why you ask the question.
Vogeler:
In the Baltic states, I would ask this question, and they would go on for about an
hour and a half. Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i?
Chock:
Even though we are a 50th state, there is still sort of exoticness or differentness
about Hawai‘i. Not that the media is doing it consciously but media gravitates to what is different
or unusual. That is just the nature of it. If they would look at ho-hum stuff, it would not be news. I
think because we are different, not to say that there is a typical US, I think they focus on things
that make us different – geography, weather, populace, those type of things.
Vogeler:
The media or TV would say that Hawai‘i is the 50th state, but paint it as different.
Chock:
Yes but in a desirable way, not in a way… idealistic almost to the point of
caricature.
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Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i? How old were you? What was said? How
did this make you feel?
Chock:
No.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i from any other sources?
Chock:
I think the earliest you start learning about it, in terms of the United States and
Hawai‘i not being a state was in the 7th Grade, and again in 9th Grade you start talking about the
overthrow. In elementary school you learn about the Kings and the Queens, you learned about
Kamehameha. They do not talk about the overthrow, but all of a sudden it is part of the United
States. It is presented as history in the past, the way Washington is covered, much in the past.
When you talk about the relationship between the United States and Hawai‘I, I would say
the relationship itself I did not know about until high school.
Vogeler:
They talked about it in high school, in Kamehameha Schools?
Chock:
They talked about it in school, but it was not in, like I am sure the discussion
today, was a long time ago. Today I am sure the discussion is different than it was when I was
there. For example, the overthrow was covered, but there was not….we did not talk about it from
the Hawaiian point of view. It was talked about like, “Isn’t it great that we are a state today.”
These were all good things; these are the things that brought uses here today. They never talked
about what you think people are thinking. You never got into the social aspects, how it impacted
education, the prison rates, and all the negative statistics that Hawaiians are top in their
categories. I did not learn that until law school. You start thinking about more than it was just in a
history book, but that it was someone’s life at that point. And what is the impact and how has it
reverberated forward.
It wasn’t until graduate school when you get older that you start to think about those
things. My career path that took me to the Indian Affairs Committee. There were a lot of parallels
– tribes, what happens in Hawai‘i, how displacement of the land has affect culture and all aspects
of things.
Vogeler:
Did any friends talk about this? In 1993 did you go to the reenactment of the
overthrow, go to any demonstrations.
Chock:
No. It seemed like back then at least, it was part of my youthfulness. I did not pay
attention to that sort of thing. In 1993 I was just getting out of law school so it was more a
theoretical like understanding, understanding it from an intellectual point of view. I did not come
from a family who talked about that sort of thing. We did not talk about it all. What we talked
about was how we needed to get good grades in school so we could become economically
sustainable and support yourself, have a family. Typical is what a parent is trying to do to help a
child become an independent human being as opposed to talking about. We never talked politics
or economics. It was not a big picture type of thing, more like what a family is supposed to do.
Vogeler:
And your friends did not talk about that sort of thing?
Chock:
No. It was not until law school, you educate yourself and you start to understand
on a different level.
Vogeler:
You say you start to understand this stuff in law school. What happened in law
school?
Chock:
Just taking classes, there was a Native Hawaiian rights class. Again it was like
taking something from an intellectual standpoint to really understanding how [it affects] people’s
lives. Our families were not impacted, but there were probably many families who were impacted
who still carry the wounds, who still feel a great tragedy happened. In my family, it was not part
of our experience so it was not something that they talked about. I am sure even in high school
there were kids who were raised who had that sense perhaps. It is hard to say. I was raised in the
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eighties. High school was from 1982-1986 so it is hard. Mililani Trask was the face of
sovereignty from a governance standpoint. A lot of people thought she was loud and obnoxious
and a lot of people tried to distance themselves from her. She was a radical. You look back today,
and you don’t think its radicalism, it is more like mainstream... There are certainly people like the
Kaho‘olawe group and the Polynesian Voyaging Society who are approaching almost like a
reconciliation from a governance standpoint. Mililani Trask was it for her time, and considered
radical for her time, and now you look at this nation within a nation that they were talking about.
A lot of people think it does not go far enough. It is interesting that as more people become more
comfortable and more educated. What they want is more.
International sovereignty is what a lot of people want now; people are [not] comfortable
with this nation within a nation model that 20 years ago was considered pretty out there.
Vogeler:
Mililani and Nainoa, I have contacted them, and they are supposed to get back to
me this week, and hopefully I can interview them as well.
Chock:
I don’t know if I answered the question well enough.
Vogeler:
It was fine. Next question. Did you ever visit places outside of US control?
Chock:
Sure. International travel.
Vogeler:
In visiting any of those places, did they ever talk about Hawai‘i and the US?
Chock:
I think for the most part people think…I think, for the most part, people
understand Hawai‘i may be a part of the US but they don’t consider us to be part of the US. They
say, “Oh you are Hawaiian.” It is very different, as opposed to a typical American, and of course
we don’t look like what they see. Anytime they find out that you are from Hawai‘i the tenor of
the conversation is much more… they have that glamorous image…what is it like, how is the
weather, the people are so nice, and so on. Sometimes people are nice, sometimes the weather is
nice.
Vogeler:
I remember in Lithuania someone, at the place I was staying, which was run by a
brother and sister, and their parents owned the place. One day the brother says, “Is it true that
Hawai‘i people really wear those beautiful, colorful shirts?” It was so serious. So people treated
and looked at Hawai‘i as somehow different?
Chock:
Yes but in a good way. The last time I was travelling out of country was probably
Thailand, a long time ago, 1998. Thailand and Hawai‘i are very similar in that they are very
tropical and so like Egypt, we visited the year before, and they loved Americans…and when they
found out we were from Hawai‘i that was even better than being American. It is very interesting
how we call ourselves the United States and everyone calls us America.
Vogeler:
In any of those visits, did they ever talk about the relationship between Hawai‘i
and the US and any specific way or just more just a general.
Chock: More as a general – different yet…they understand you are part of the same country, but
there is a great distance.
Vogeler:
So on question number 7 – and the questions are very similar as in the Baltic
States but the wording here - when did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? Maybe I need to
rephrase that to say “Have you ever heard of the term occupation, and do you see Hawai‘i as
occupied or not, if so, how did you come about hearing about that?”
Chock:
I certainly think that in one time in the history of Hawai‘i, we were occupied in
that occupation sense, and that was after the overthrow and in the days of the republic. That
seems really clear to be an occupation. After that, when we became a US territory, I know some
people would feel that we are occupied. It is kind of hard not to feel that way because how
Hawai‘i became a state from a territory is very unusual.
Vogeler:
There are two things that I am hearing – that people may feel a particular way but
then…first of all…when did you first remember the term “occupied” being used?
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Chock:
It was until I was doing law school research. Both from the rights class and doing
my research.
Vogeler:
For this article, this article is pretty good. It was a good article, how did you get it
in your head to write this thing.
Chock:
There was another article written by two other people, and I think I footnote early
on. They talked about it from an international standpoint, how Hawai‘i became part of the US
looked suspicious from an international standpoint. By all accounts, from all the research I did,
the world was going through a transition, and when you can acquire territory by force and we
were in that transition period. And then we were taken over by a country that was gaining power.
The US, Great Britain, they would have said, “No, we are being taken over.” But because we
were taken over by a country that had some footing and growing in its dominance, I do not know
if anyone would come to our defense. Which is why I asked, you know, somebody should do
research on how other countries reacted.
So we were going through this period in world history it seems to me…
Vogeler:
In the late 1800’s?
Chock:
Late 1800’s. Where we are going through this transition acquiring property,
acquiring territory through military power is unacceptable. We are on the cusp of that. The
military comes in, does not fire a shot, which I know is controversial, and then all of a sudden we
get taken over. They offered us up to the United States, and they said, “No thanks. We do not
want to take part of it.” Through the course of time, in change of administrations, it all gets
massaged over. And the next thing you know Hawai‘i becomes a US territory. But just this idea
that the world no longer accepts this through diplomatic relations acquiring territory was really
interesting. When you read….the US in a sense is being a hypocrite because they had said you
cannot do this, and yet they accept a territory that was taken, overthrown through military force.
They did not do it, well sort of, but they reaped the benefits of someone else doing the dirty work.
A couple decades down the line.
Vogeler:
The article that you refer to, is that the first time you heard about this idea of
occupation, that other article? Or did you hear about it before that?
Chock:
I probably never heard about it in those terms before.
Vogeler:
In your article, you mentioned the idea of occupation but then you talk about
native Hawaiian rights and so forth. So, I was curious in that the article you reference there. If it
talked about occupation or anyone at that time talking about occupation.
Chock:
I do not remember anyone raising it in those terms. They talked about the
Marines unloading, and they talked about the republic that was developed. It was never in terms
of occupation. Up until that point I think everyone, not everyone, history treated that as legitimate
forms of new government that came into Hawai‘i. The other side, from the people who were not
happy, their terminology would have been occupied. While I recognize it, there is government
that was not originally there – the monarchy. From that standpoint of what I heard, from an
intellectual historical schoolbook, they did not describe it as occupation. It was only a new
government that was in place.
Vogeler:
Nowadays, do you feel the people use the term “occupation”?
Chock:
Certain groups of people.
Vogeler:
I am just trying to get an idea of when that term came into usage. When do you
remember it coming into usage? Was it in the 90’s…do you remember anyone coming up with
that term or using it in any specific way?
Chock:
No, I am sure it has been raised many times before. I think what you are looking
for is when it became acceptable for large groups of people to embrace it as truth.
Vogeler:
I do not even think it is acceptable now.
Chock:
I think in certain groups, circles, it would be. A lot of circles it is still not. In
some groups in the Hawaiian communities, again it goes back to 20 years ago, when Mililani
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Trask was this huge radical. Nowadays she is pretty like….. But the international sovereignty
movement, there are definitely people pushing that envelope. I think those people who believe
that and support that will call it an occupation. A lot of people who oppose military training in the
Mākua Valley will call it an occupation.
Vogeler:
Do you remember any folks who were using that term? Or do you remember
from a book or?
Chock:
I probably did not get exposed to that level of thought or belief system until I was
at the Indian Affairs Committee, and that was 1999 through 2002. Because a lot of issues we
talked about had to do with the Native Hawaiian Recognition Act and trying to develop that
relationship the way Indian tribes have with the Federal Government. And also the Reconciliation
which followed the Apology Resolution. I think the term occupation has been used but did not
become widely used probably until post Apology Resolution when people said “Aha, the federal
government has admitted to playing a role, and they were mistaken in playing that role.” And
then that kind of puts into… from an official standpoint that everything that happened post
overthrow until where we are today, some people would say, is the occupation. Everything else is
illegitimate.
Vogeler:
Now, those people who talk about occupation or believe in occupation, do you
remember any of them, what did you think about those folks?
Chock:
They seemed angry, bitter.
Vogeler:
If you do not want to say any names, this is okay; do you remember anyone who
espoused that idea?
Chock:
I do not remember any individuals. But the term occupation, when it was first
raised when, if you viewed a certain way and all of a sudden someone is challenging you, in the
exact opposite direction, the initial reaction is “What are you talking about?”
Vogeler:
Did you have that when you were going through your research?
Chock:
No, I was not really working with individuals. I think the term “occupation”
comes up, when I have heard it used, comes up in a very emotional way as opposed to what you
will find in a book. They would appear to talk about the aspects that would appear to be
occupation, but they never call it an occupation. It has been more from the emotional reaction to
people like in opposition in terms of the Recognition bill or during the Reconciliation process,
venting what they think everything, every wrong that has happened since the overthrow since the
federal officials came to town.
Vogeler:
And there is that idea of occupation in terms of the military being around and
then there are the legal terms of international law and so forth. For you, do you see Hawai‘i as
being occupied or not?
Chock:
Personally, no, I do not see it as being occupied. Although with the number of
people from outside moving here and bringing in different ideas, bringing up the price of homes, I
would not call it an occupation, but it certainly feels like almost like a social-economic….
Vogeler:
There is the social economic aspect, but the legal aspect too.
Chock:
From a legal aspect, I do not think it is an occupation. From a military standpoint
I do not think of it as an occupation, but I can certainly see why people think differently. And
then the social economic, I have not gotten to that point but when I see the prices of homes going
up, the number of cars on the freeways, it is getting ridiculously crowded here. It does feel like an
occupation of sorts, but from you say a social economics.
Vogeler:
But not in a legal sense.
Chock:
Not in a legal sense.
Vogeler:
And so, when you, I know we are tying to get specifics. When you first heard of
the word occupation, what was your first reaction? I think you were just saying that…
Chock:
Really angry, it is hard to get factual information from someone who is really
angry because I think you have to…it takes a special person, and I do not think I am that person,
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to decipher a personal attack, and then really get past that and say – what is the meat of the
message – because it is very hard when you are being called a sell out and my name would be on
the book of treasons because my family was selling out. Trying to get past people like that
because we wanted the input and hear what they had to say. But when people are attacking you
and attacking your boss who is doing this – to accuse him of…
Vogeler:
You were in Senator Akaka’s office…
Chock:
Senator Inouye’s office. They would accuse him of conspiring with business and
all these other things. Certainly there is a history of conspiracy, but having been a staff member
and sitting in on congressional meetings where all four would be there…. They would talk very
frankly about what they hoped for the bill. Staff was there unless they meet with us and say one
thing and then go behind closed doors and say another thing – what we really meant…. You can
tell people, I have sat through these meetings, and they will call you stupid or naïve or sell out or
brainwashed. We can’t even agree on some basic facts to start off with so it is kind of hard to
continue discussion and dialogue.
You do not really have that opportunity to talk to them about… you want to be reassuring
– this bill is being done for altruistic reasons – they want to achieve and you can say what they
are trying to achieve is wrong, but you cannot question their motives.
Vogeler:
When you heard this idea of occupation, when people brought it up, did your
view of the world, or the view of yourself change?
Chock:
Not really, it just made me realize because going to Kamehameha schools, we
never talked about these issues in that way, it really surprised me when it got up to the federal
level, how many angry people there were. I knew there were angry people in the world, over
healthcare, education, too many people who were Hawaiian that were in prison. I could
understand that, but anger at which they talked about the loss of the kingdom, that came as a
surprise to me. It was still really affected people in that way, that surprised me, because my
family never talked about it. If you had talked about this your whole life, the kingdom got
screwed and that is why things are so crappy now. If you had been told that your whole life, you
will have a real reaction when a bill comes out that says, let’s continue to work with the Federal
Government.
Vogeler:
At that time, what was your job?
Chock:
I was a staff attorney, and it depended on the hearings we did here, we did all the
logistical work.
Vogeler:
I was there too, but I was not one who…..
Chock:
People screaming…they were sell outs. Over at the Imin Center.
Vogeler:
Oh that was the Eat West Center.
Chock:
There were a lot of charged up people in the room. What was hard to accept is
that they were yelling at these individual people whom I knew - good guys – who were trying to
do the right things. There was now a face, they were being attacked personally. I kept trying to
say that they were blowing a great opportunity to craft something; you will never get back what
you have, at least right now. Here is an opportunity with two guys who want to help. Why not
take advantage of that and work with them. In 20 years, 50 years or 100 years when the US is no
longer a dominant player, revisit the issue. Why not take baby steps. Why say it is all or nothing.
I do not understand that, I am not that way. It is like take the small steps. Some people
would say why accept crumbs when we can have a seven course meal. But here were very few
people in the administration who were willing to get yelled at fir six days – they visited all the
islands – and still go back and fight to get that draft out and say what needs to take place. I can
attest, those two guys are great, and we are still good friends to this day. That was hard to accept
that people could not forget for a moment, their emotion and separate it – and say this is what I
would need to do to feel better about reconciliation.
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Vogeler:
What I am hearing is that when people feel, brought up, the idea of occupation
because it was so vocal and harsh, it may have affected your view of the world or perhaps of
yourself or even Hawaiians because there was not much getting through, not much ability to
discuss it.
Chock:
Yes, it is almost like you have to agree with certain basic facts in order to have a
discussion, and if you are coming from a standpoint that we will work with the Federal
Government, we can get federal programs, we can get education, housing, healthcare…it may
help, maybe not repair, to make things a little easier. Whereas some people you are an occupier
and why should we accept anything form you. You cannot move forward from there. In my
experience, people who use the occupation terms tended to be very determined that that was the
only…
Vogeler:
Were some of them legalistic or were some people just RRRR….
Chock:
No, there were some people who studied international law, the irregularities from
international law and US law, some of which I did not quite understand. Some people did not
understated international law. How country laws are trumped by state law, how state laws are
trumped by federal laws and regulations. I think they believed international law trumped federal
law as opposed to international law, as it is practiced today, is all about a country agreeing to a
code of conduct. Maybe today they will agree with it, and tomorrow they won’t. There is very
little enforcement unless you have invaded a country, and then there is NATO or a joint force
approach like what happened in Iraq.
I think a lot of them came away very frustrated, international law says A, B, C, D and
therefore…. When you look at it …it looks that way…but what are you going to do if, for
example, the US does not agree to be under the jurisdiction of the World Court, in this case.
Vogeler:
I am hearing two things. One is that international law, according to these folks;
that says, A, B,C, D Hawai‘i is occupied. But at the same time, you are saying that you have
different jurisdictions, and the US, what I am wondering, in the sense that they are saying ABC or
D, that Hawai‘i is occupied, is that sound? Or is it not sound?
Chock:
I think it is sound on a certain level. I have not studied occupation in the legal
sense, but certainly if you go with the idea, following the logical reasoning, if you steal a book
from someone and you give it away and 10, 15 years has passed. Just because it has changed
hands it does not lose the fact that it was originally stolen. The idea of an illegal overthrow taking
place in 1893 and even through our status as a Republic, Territory or State…it changes in name
for those people in international law. They would say, the original sins, so to speak……and in
that sense, when you follow that reasoning, in international law, I can see why people are
asserting occupation.
Vogeler:
But as far as the US is agreeing to the World Court or the US is agreeing to
follow through with that, is it another matter. Am I getting that right?
Chock:
Yes, that is exactly right.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease?
Chock:
I am betting that it has increased because I think the sovereignty movement,
when I was in the Indian Affairs Committee, it seemed like there were a handful of groups
asserting, or seeking, international sovereignty. Nowadays, it seems like every time I turn around,
a new group, a group I have never heard of, and faces I have never heard of…
Vogeler:
Like those folks at the palace…
Chock:
Like those folks at the palace. It is a new group, usually I have heard of them –
Bumpy’s group, Kekuni Blaisdell’s group, Haunani and Mililani’s groups which have revamped
themselves – these are the ones I recognize. There were a couple outspoken during the
recognition hearings from Kaua‘i and I remember what their T-Shirts look like. A lot of different
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groups, the most recent one came from Maui which I thought was strange because I had never
heard people from Maui going up in arms about these things.
Vogeler:
And the one from Kaua‘i, do you remember the name?
Chock:
I think it was the… it always struck me as funny because they took a picture of
the Queen and then put her in handcuffs.
Vogeler:
I remember that one.
Chock:
You remember that one? And they put it on the back of t-shirts. How do they put
her in handcuffs? It was ten years ago, almost. The graphics were not up to snuff. But by now,
they have come up with a better logo.
Vogeler:
So you are saying by now the number who have talked about occupation has
increased.
Chock:
It seems so; it seems like every other day a new group is coming forward. And
public charter schools are talking about occupation, some that do talk about that.
Vogeler:
Why do you think it has increased?
Chock:
I think more people are becoming educated, from the international law
perspective, what happened in international law. From that, the idea that if it was illegal then
anything happening now in the federal or local, including the military, is not legal. So they are
occupying us because they are not supposed to be there. This is a logical step that a lot more folks
are taking on. As that message is getting out, like the Mililani Trask of 20 years ago. It has
become a lot more palatable, a lot more acceptable because a lot more people are talking about it.
Vogeler:
Is it the idea that Hawai‘i is occupied, and the US will not buy into that, or is it
just the idea that Hawai‘i is not occupied?
Chock:
I think it is both. I think it depends on what group of people you are talking
about.
Vogeler:
For you, Hawai‘i is not occupied, or that Hawai‘i is occupied, but the US will not
buy into that.
Chock:
I do not think we are occupied, I understand on an intellectual level the other
side.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who talked about occupation, say to
those who saw Hawai‘i and the US as the same? Like California. More specifically, do some
people believe that Hawai‘i is not different than other states? Or do you believe that Hawai‘i is no
different than California or New York or whatever?
Chock:
I definitely think we are different in terms of how we became part of the United
States. It is very muddy. And at some point, like I said, when US is no longer a world power, I
have no doubt that it will be revisited. Just like with the Indian tribes, the nations, some of them,
they will work within the Federal System because that is the system they have. But when times
change, when power shifts, when other international countries are more sympathetic to the plight
of indigenous people as their role has been in the US, that may change. It may very be that the US
will change into a Kuwait, somebody else may be a world power, and they will exert
military/political/economic pressure to effectuate changes relating to Native Hawaiians and
American Indians.
Vogeler:
But Hawai‘i is the 50th state.
Chock:
Yes.
Vogeler:
As you know, what did the people, who talked about occupation, say to those
who saw Hawai‘i as the 50th State?
Chock:
I do not think that they really have that dialogue with people.
Vogeler:
I think that is a good point.
Chock:
Maybe, if challenged, because I have seen those challenges, on the fourth of July.
Vogeler:
This year?
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Chock:
Yes, I can’t remember when it was, maybe it was on Statehood Day and I think it
was this year. There was a demonstration objective, for them was a very black day, and then you
have people who believe that Statehood was the best thing since sliced bread. And, I remember
Sam Slom being there. He was wearing an Uncle Sam Star Spangled red, white and blue hat and
it had a little the Uncle Sam white bear and there was a woman dressed as the Statue of Liberty,
Barbara Hanamoto. They were clashing with the Native Hawaiians and so again it was like you
can have a dialogue. But it is not a dialogue when people are screaming at each other. One side
feels very strongly that it was the worst thing in their history, and then the other side, the best
thing in their history. It is one of those situations. I was thinking, how stupid for those prostatehood people to go on ‘Iolani Palace and demonstrate that it was so great we are a state when
they know well there is a population that feels very differently. It felt very disrespectful, almost
like they went there to pick a fight. The media was there.
Vogeler:
Yes maybe they were called. Something might happen.
Chock:
Yes. That is one time when people could have tried to have a dialogue or at least
yelled their different positions. Maybe people who do believe in the occupation try to convince
other Hawaiians “You are not understanding the big picture, you only have part of the story.”
And try to convince them to see the world as they see it. That, I think, is the only discussion that I
would think. If it happens, I would think it is not a very public discussion.
Vogeler:
Do you think it is possible to have that discussion?
Chock:
Yes, I think it is. I think that what you have to remember, a lot of native
Hawaiians of a certain age, a younger age, they are growing up in a different environment. They
are seeing a lot of empowered Hawaiians, a lot of Hawaiians in political office, lawyers, doctors,
more than there were 20 or 30 years ago. And I think we have been able, certain Hawaiians have
been able to be successful. But there are a lot of Hawaiians still struggling at a certain level, and
they are looking for answers. They are saying, ‘I work hard, I work 60 hours a week. How come I
can’t be them, what is holding me back?”
A lot of times, for people who support this international sovereignty belief system come
in, it is a way for people who are struggling, and have hope. If the federal government, if the State
was not here, maybe your life would be better. It is the whole idea of what any political candidate
[would say]: if you follow me I will be able to improve your life. For the group who are in the
position of struggling every day, and they are not quite sure why they struggle when they work
hard, they are good people, why is it that they can’t get ahead.
Vogeler:
This is something that people hold out as…
Chock:
As an answer or hope or something.
Vogeler:
Very good, very good.
Chock:
A friend of mine said, and I have to agree with this…when you look at the people
who were initially coming forward in the international sovereignty model, they already had
decided – you are the ambassador of France, you are the minister of finance – they had given a lot
of different people, early newcomers to their movement, titles to positions. You would talk to
these people and they would know very much about finance, and yet they were called the
Minister of Finance. And it almost seemed it was a desire on this groups, this groups desire, to
flip the economic social class – class struggle they were engaged with. Like, if you come onboard
with us, you can be that powerful person you never have been able to be but can now.
Vogeler:
I see.
Chock:
And now, the ironic thing, if indeed, if Hawai‘i became internationally sovereign,
would those people necessarily end up being the Minister of Finance, or the Head of the
Kingdom, or whatever. Probably not. It is one thing to be there early on, but people tend to
gravitate towards its true leaders, to experience, someone who is charismatic. Even though
temporarily, you may flip the social structure so that the people on the bottom are now on the top.
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Eventually, it is human nature; you want to follow people who have a lot of competence and
experience, and that sort of thing.
I thought that was a real interesting theory she had floated past me. I had never really
thought about it before.
Vogeler:
Have you ever talked with Kau‘i about this stuff?
Chock:
Not really.
Vogeler:
She just knows so much. What political groups have been actively trying to end
the occupation, and when were these groups most active? Did you ever participate with any of
them?
Chock:
I do not know of any groups specifically. I think a lot of different groups go to
the World Court and file complaints to try to bring justice.
Vogeler:
Do you remember any of these groups.
Chock:
I think. I remember two or three years ago, one of the groups had filed…I want to
say it was Keanu Sai’s group and they had gone to The Hague, but they made Kingdom of
Hawai‘i passports and were not allowed out of the airport. And they got turned around.
Vogeler:
They had the case.
Chock:
But the individuals who filed were not able to be in the courtroom, and they were
turned around. I remember reading that in the newspaper. The case went forward but the
individuals who wanted to be in the courtroom to hear what was going on, they could not get out
of customs because they did not want to use their US Passports. That was…they went that whole
way and spent the money and then to get turned round and had to turn back.... They are being
principled, and I can respect that.
Vogeler:
Kau‘i would know because she was there.
Chock:
The case did go forward, but I think it got dismissed because the Untied States
refused to be under the jurisdiction of the Court for that case.
Vogeler:
The US did not show up.
Chock:
And that was international law.
Vogeler:
Since then, there have been some articles written on it and stuff. So, that is the
only group you can think of?
Chock:
I think people try to end the occupation, the physical occupation in their own
way. The people who demonstrate in Mākua Valley. They are trying to restrict how much training
can take place there. In that case, I think they are trying to end the physical occupation as opposed
to the legal.
Vogeler:
Would you consider the folks who go down to the palace, those guys, are they
trying to end the occupation or Uncle Kekuni or Pōkā?
Chock:
No, I do not think they are trying to end it. For most of them, the ones who
stormed the palace, I think it is more about educating and trying to get a groundswell. The group
who were trying to take over the palace, I do not know what they were trying to do. Seriously,
when you think about it. The palace is from the Kalākaua line, not the Kamehameha line. So if
you want to say you the rightful heir, draw from that line. I was talking to my husband about this,
and you talk about the seat of power that was from Maui wasn’t it. Nāhi‘ena‘ena’s mother came
from Maui, and she had the highest mana. Kamehameha wanted to be with her because of it.
When you think about the seat of power that is Maui, they shouldn’t have had to go anyplace...
Vogeler:
You are thinking about this so clearly.
Chock:
Why would you go to the palace. For Kalākawa and Lili‘uokalani, not to be
disrespectful to them, but the real power was through the (?) line. Maui is where the mana is, if
you want to say you are the cheese, you go to Maui.
Vogeler:
Any of these groups, whether you are talking about Keanu Sai, or any of these
groups who are trying to end the occupation, or groups trying to end the sovereignty stuff, are any
of them effective?
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Chock:
I guess it depends on what their end game is. In the ultimate end game of ending
the occupation, no I do not think any of them have been effective. But in terms of trying to get
this idea of occupation to be more acceptable in the same way that nation within a nation was
considered so out there…it is all about educating people and getting them to think and look at a
situation differently. Are they being effective? Yes, I think so. There are a few charter schools
like Hālau Lokahi, they seem to talk about political protests, a lot about occupation. They are
very anti-Akaka Recognition Bill so you are educating a whole new generation. Hawaiians and
non-Hawaiians about this looking at history differently.
Vogeler:
Very good. Are the folks that are talking about the Akaka Bill, have they been
effective?
Chock:
I think so. When the Akaka Bill first came forward, a large majority of
Hawaiians thought that this concept of Nation-Within-A-Nation was like, in the days of Mililani
Trask, that is so radical and out there. When they started their campaign, using Native American
and Native Alaskan Tribes as examples, then they saw it was beneficial. It was getting a seat at
the table, talking to the Governor, instead of Senator Hee or Representative Ching. You don’t
have to go through normal channels, lobbying … but you would have a seat at the table. Say
okay, before you go, you have to check with the Native Hawaiian Government.
Vogeler:
Have they been effective or have they been…the Akaka Bills been more…or the
folks talking about the occupation…
Chock:
I think the Akaka Bill has been more successful because this idea of occupation
has been really hard thing for people to follow. It requires you to say that something has been
going on right in front of my face, and I did not realize. A lot of people do not want to believe
that they are not bright enough to observe it. So it requires people to take a hard look at how they
were raised, why didn’t their parents talk about this. It makes them question a lot of the
framework that you were brought up with.
The Akaka Bill, not only does it have a lot of people and money, like OHA, but you have
a lot of people who are well respected, supporting it like Nanoa Thompson.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within Hawai‘i?
Chock:
No, I don’t think so.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i
will end, that the US government and military will leave?
Chock:
Yes, someday that will happen. I cannot pinpoint when I thought that. But when
you look at world history, there have been great empires, Chinese Dynasties, Roman Empire,
Ottoman Empire…there is just a natural cycle of things and sometimes countries, they are on top,
and sometimes they are on the bottom. When they are on top, some things are in their favor.
When they are on the bottom a lot of things work against them. The US is such a young country –
200 plus years – some of these empires thousands of years. At some point, things will change.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what factors would have to change so that the US could no
longer control Hawai‘i? What led you to that realization, what caused it?
Chock:
I was talking to native friends, to Native Alaskan friends about their patience.
When they talk about planning for their future, they talk about seven generations. I think
Hawaiians are still two generations when we think about what we want to do. When we talk to
those other indigenous peoples, they are willing to be patient and it may not happen in their
lifetime and its disappointing. But in seven generations, one of their descendants is going to be
the beneficiary of the groundwork they laid. Circumstances will change. I think it will be under
economic pressure. Look at this thing we are in – the economic downturn – The US is managing
to sink the rest of the world. We are so interconnected with technology and all. Military might.
The US, the first Iraq war, we kicked butt and got out of there. We were still considered a world
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power. Now we have stretched ourselves so think – we have all these merging countries like
North Korea, Iran – ready to kick our butt if we sneeze the wrong way.
Things in time do change, and it is a very natural cycle of things. It is only a matter of
time that the US will not be a world power as it is today. When it is not a world power, you get
pushed around like we try to push China around on human rights. Someday, they might be the
world power and say, ‘Fix your indigenous peoples problem. Give back Hawai‘i and the
reservations and make them all independent countries. And see how you like it.’
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the
independent Hawai‘i government?
Chock:
No.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Chock:
Since I didn’t believe in the occupation.
Vogeler:
Sure. As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real
estate?
Chock:
No impact.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the
economy?
Chock:
No impact.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Chock:
I guess since I have never thought we were occupied, it does not matter.
Vogeler:
It is so interesting the way people have answered this question #16. A lot of,
some people say, we are more free than we have ever been. Are there any questions that you
would like to ask me? Or is there something that you would like to tell me that was not covered in
this interview?
Chock:
No, I think we have had a full discussion. I think I meandered enough.
Vogeler:
No you did so much, you gave such important information. Very important. Your
assessment as to how people are expressing these concepts. That dialogue idea you were saying is
not happening, how you are explaining…it is a hard thing to swallow…whether or not it’s the
truth or anything…it is a hard thing to swallow. But you stated so concisely which is great. Thank
you. What I do is to type this stuff up and then I send it as an attachment. You can read it, make
whatever changes you want, make corrections. The way I see it, and that is why the interviews
have gone so well. They see it from different perspectives, but it is only people being people, you
know. And nobody is 100% right or 100% wrong. Everyone is just in between.
It is neat, I think it is neat. The interviews have gone great.
Chock:
Will the interviews be part of your appendix?
Vogeler:
Yes. I have a giant, fat. you know. But I have to include them.
Chock:
At some point are you going to have the whole Ph.D. and your thesis online so I
can download it? I would be curious to read..
Vogeler:
Once it is done? Yes, the university puts it on its online stuff. Once you finish
your dissertation, they do both. They put it online and then a hard copy they put at the university.
It cost me $50 for them to put it online. You have to pay, that is how it goes. I am hoping to have
everything done by this year [2008]. I have two chapters done, and three more to write. I need to
get through the interviews.
Chock:
What is your thesis?
Vogeler:
I am using the idea of historical institutionalism and so am using, I forget the
exact word. Historical institutionalism looks at broad changes and tries to find the tipping point,
the factors that makes changes. By looking at the changes in the Baltic States, by seeing if those
factors, if any of those factors, apply to Hawai‘i. By identifying the factors of the changes that
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took place over there, and then identifying the factors that are causing change, or not causing
change here, to see if some of those factors apply. We are looking at a trajectory…first of all, I
cannot assume that everything on the trajectory is going to line up. But if they do line up, see if
there is a trajectory for this kind of change. Maybe they end up here or over here. By that way, I
look at the Baltic States, if it lines up, then we can say, “Oh, these are things that happen down
the road.”
Chock:
And prepare for them.
Vogeler:
And prepare for them. That is the idea. There were three other countries and they
were able to reassert their sovereignty in different ways, and I can look at those factors. I figure if
there are maybe 15, maybe 6. I do not know until the end. One of the things that people have
brought up is the fact that the United States is good and the USSR is not good. Putting it ins
straight terms. Some people have said in these interviews, “So, Hawai‘i is occupied, the US is
good.” Even if Hawai‘i is occupied, people are doing better under the US than not being under
the US.
Some people have said ‘Okay so Hawai‘i is occupied.’ Big deal.
Chock:
What is the harm.
Vogeler:
Yes, what is the harm.
Chock:
I think that is why a lot of people will not ever move to the idea of occupation.
Because, like you say, they say it is not a bad experience. Could things be better? Of course.
Vogeler:
It is something to consider. It has been brought up in the Baltic States, and it has
been brought up here. Over the Baltic States, the USSR killed tens of thousands of people.
Someone from Lithuania, before I went to the Baltic States. They said “Oh, Hawai‘i is occupied,
like right now?”
I cannot assume that things will line up. I am doing this comparison, but I cannot assume
one thing or another.
Chock:
Their response is so interesting. It makes you wonder, at what point do people,
this goes to the idea of not only ending occupation but civil war. If you assume that it is not
occupation, but you are part of the country, and you decide you don’t want to be part of this
country anymore… what is the tipping point, to use your language, I can’t stand whatever
situation we are in now.
Vogeler:
I do not look at it as one tipping point. I look at it as if you are turning around the
corner. At one point, you are going north, another point you are going west. Right? But there is
not a particular part where you immediately turn. I am looking at the process. It is also how you
define occupation. I have heard many definitions in these interviews as to how people define it.
It has been great. They have all been great and your interview, all the other ones,
fascinating stuff. A lot of things that are completely new to me. When you were talking about the
hearings in 1999 and how people were so [unclear]. And sill are.. I knew it but did not have it
from the perspective that you had. It was so unfortunate, some of that stuff.
Chock:
What really, when we did the Recognition hearings, Senator Akaka had just had
hip surgery. Normally, when we do field hearings, we go to the different islands.
Vogeler:
He had to cancel some of them.
Chock:
He had to cancel almost all of them. He could only sit for brief periods of time
because it was so painful. What happened was that some people felt so, that this issue was so
important, they flew in. There were some people from Kaua‘i who had flown in. They sat up in
front with their signs, and they would, I do not know what they thought, that they thought it was a
roller derby or something, the way they were screaming and yelling. Normally a hearing,
especially in DC, there are no signs, no demonstrations. There is a decorum associated with it.
You can be disagreeable when it is your term, but not to other witnesses.
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I remember this little old lady came up, she was in a wheelchair and she was had to bring
her oxygen up there. All she wanted to say was “This bill, if you are telling me this bill means my
grandchildren will have healthcare, that they will have a chance at higher education. If it means
that we will be able to have a house, then I am for it.” That is all she came to say. She was very
old and clearly not in good health. She had forced someone to drive her down there. These young
men from Kaua‘i who were sitting in front just called her a sell out. My Indian friends who were
on the committee…it had been their 3rd or 4th time coming to Hawai‘i doing these hearings, they
said, “Wow, we did not know your culture was so disrespectful to your elders.” And I said, “Do
not take this to be a reflection of our cultural values because it isn’t.” If I was somehow sitting on
the fence and trying to decide if I was going to support this bill or not, just the fact that there were
people, with a certain mindset, who would be so disrespectful of elders, I would go in the exact
opposite direction than them. They did not seem to understand this. The way they were behaving
was so disconnected from their own culture that anyone who would be thinking, “What
sovereignty group should I join?” They are not going to want to join the one that yelled at
someone’s tutu. It was really eye opening that people could be so nasty to strangers just because
they have a view point that was different from her own.
The people I had a lot of respect for were those people who did oppose the bill but could
be civil about it. And explain their reasons. You can respect that. You can say, “Thank you ,that
helps us.” We can either change the bill or maybe we won’t come to a meeting ground. But we
can have a discussion and it can be respectful. You can feel like you had a chance to express your
voice to what you have wanted to say to someone. We have a chance to say we heard from
someone who did not support the bill.
Vogeler:
It is unfortunate. And in meeting with folks… I met with William Burgess.
Chock:
Oooh…
Vogeler:
He is a very nice man.
Chock:
I heard he was a very nice man.
Vogeler:
He invited me over to his house. His wife made some chocolate macadamia
mochi. We talked and everything. He was very cordial. He brought up ideas that are important.
The way he explained things, he is not the only person who sees things the way he does. There
are other people out there, which was so useful. Like I had said, these interviews are going great.
THE END
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PROFESSOR LYNETTE CRUZ
Vogeler:
In school, what were you taught about the US relationship to Hawai‘i?
Cruz:
Not much, Hawai‘i was the 50th state.
Vogeler:
And did this information come from a textbook or another source? What did you
think about this information? How did you feel about this information?
Cruz:
I got it from books and from teachers. I never questioned it. History was my
worst subject because none of it was relevant to me. I simply could not relate. Therefore, I did not
pay attention. What did I think about the information, about Hawai‘i being the 50th state?
Something that did not concern me, I never thought about it. Ever. I just accepted it as a fact, I
never questioned it.
Vogeler:
How did you feel at the time, any feelings?
Cruz:
Elementary school and third grade, I know I tried out for the school chorus. I had
to sing the star spangled banner and all those patriotic songs. I never thought about what I was
singing but whether or not I was in key. The whole thing around the Pledge of Allegiance, it was
just like a normal thing, a normal thing to do.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the US
and Hawai‘i? Newspapers, television? Do you remember any of these sources and how old you
were? What did you think about this information?
Cruz:
My parents and grandparents wrote many letters and I always wondered what TH
meant. TH meant the Territory of Hawai‘i. TH was put a lot on the letters written. I never thought
about that either. I think I grew up as a non-questioning person. What happened around me is
what happened. I never thought about it. I used to be teased about being a Hawaiian. And I could
never understand what that was about. I went to Thomas Jefferson elementary school. And
Thomas Jefferson was the President of the United States. And I thought that I was supposed to be
honored to go to a school named after a President, which some of the other schools are not. And
the school was the beginning of the Ala Wai. Most of the students were coming from the Waikiki
area. It used to be near where the Waikiki Elementary School was but then they moved Waikiki
school to where Diamond Head was. The schools used to be side by side.
Vogeler:
Where is Thomas Jefferson School?
Cruz:
In the Waikiki area by the Library. Across the Ala Wai. Behind that, you see the
Waikiki Elementary. They moved the other school. Our student body was Haole or Orientals.
Oriental was a term that everybody used, no one said Asian back then. It was a new term. It was
not politically correct to say Oriental and maybe it was a little bit derogatory. I do not remember.
Everyone I grew up, my neighbors…. Japanese, Chinese, Filipino…and there, I grew up in
Kapahulu and there were no Haole people living over there. But Waikiki side, closer to the Zoo,
all those big apartments, most haole students. They did not seem to be discriminatory. But the
Asians, Orientals then…were. It was hard. In elementary school, I remember when I went to
Kaimuki Intermediate and then Kaimuki High School and there were very few white people at
those schools. Oriental people were discriminatory against Hawaiians. Really. I did not
understand what that was about.
Territory of Hawai‘i, I do not think we celebrated statehood. In fact, I think I was in the
8th grade or 9th grade at Kaimuki Intermediate School in 1959, when statehood was signed into
law. I think we were given ½ day off or something. Big celebration at school, everyone was
happy. None of that stuff was about me. My mother, however, was a good American, and
probably is to this day, kept saying things like ‘we will not be second class citizens anymore.’ I
did not know what that meant because I did not know there were any second-class citizens. That
is what I remember, so unimportant in my life, I had to think back a lot.
Vogeler:
Do you remember seeing things on TV and things like that?
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Cruz:
Yes, there was news on TV and newspapers, and being in statehood. While I may
have seen it, I did not retain much of it, in terms of what an article retained specifically.
Vogeler:
Do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship between
the US and Hawai‘i?
Cruz:
Never.
Vogeler:
How old were you and how did it make you feel?
Cruz:
Interestingly, my grandparents spoke Hawaiian but not to us. That is everyone’s
study. My parents spoke Hawaiian to my grandparents but not to us. If they had any political
leanings it was not, they never spoke in front of us. Most of us, people my age, were disconnected
from the physical climate of the times, if there was one. Mind your own business; speak when
you are spoken to. It was like we had a separate life. The parents and the grandparents were the
same. And the aunties and uncles, what they did was entirely separate was what the cousins did.
Vogeler:
It is funny because asking these questions in the Baltic States…people have
thought about things they had not thought about for a long time. Was it a taboo topic?
Cruz:
I do not think so, it was not about that. I do not recall us ever having a celebration
about it. I would not think anyone had a discussion. We had a TV, not everyone had a TV. It was
a working class block, and all the kids used to come over to watch TV but I do not recall any
political discussion or even, very often, watching the news. Part of the fact, when my grandfather
came home, the TV belonged to him. Whatever we were watching had to be stopped, and he
watched what he watched which tended to be boring and everybody left. They just left.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship of the US and Hawai‘i from any
other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? How old were you and how did
it make you feel?
Cruz:
School. Since we never heard any of this information, we got information what
we got in school. Jefferson school, I recall…barely the essentials and we thought a lot about how
George Washington, what he had to do with us. No one can relate to a cherry tree. It seemed
disconnected and nothing I could relate to. It was something I just filed away in the back of my
head for future reference. That was my kid time growing up. I heard about American history,
which became our history. No one talked about Hawaiian history. We did not have Hawaiian
history. Ever. Not in elementary school, middle school or high school. No one ever talked about
Hawaiian history. Never. We had history, we had American history, we had American problems,
and you looked at the formation of the US, the battles, and the wars, and the memorization of
names and dates, and many trivia. They were dismissed immediately but it did not have anything
to do with us.
I was indoctrinated with American history my whole life and that sort of sets the tone to,
for myself, in later years, where I learned a different history, which was all good.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control?
Cruz:
No.
Vogeler:
When was this, how old were you, what did you learn about the US and the
relationship with Hawai‘i?
Cruz:
I never went anywhere. I never went anywhere. I stayed home the whole time.
We did not do the neighbor islands. My family was not wealthy. Even though we had cousins
coming to O‘ahu and living with us. They went to Kamehameha Schools and we were the family
that lived here, so we hosted them all the time. I personally never traveled anywhere until I was
an adult.
Vogeler:
As an adult, did you go anywhere outside of US control?
Cruz:
No. In fact. When I began to understand that there were places on this island that
I did not have access to, that is when I realized how controlled we were. Those places are
controlled by the military.
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Vogeler:
So, at one time, did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part of the US?
Did you accept the fact that the US would remain in the Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime? And
how old were you when you thought the US would remain?
Cruz:
I always thought the life I was born into was normal. This is the way it is, it will
always be. I thought that throughout my whole life. Keanu talks about how people are asleep. I
was asleep. I just accepted what there was and made the best of it.
I took a class from Haunani-Kay Trask at UH-Manoa and this was like, I do not
know…1985. She talked about the history of the missionaries in Hawai‘i, Bingham in particular.
The missionary expansion into Hawai‘i was purposeful and that the things that happened upon
coming here, was done on purpose. I had never heard this. I knew that there were all kinds of
things that happened in Hawai‘i and white people were in control of everything, the property and
had most of the big houses. Hawaiians did not. Hawaiians were poor, unemployed. Not homeless
yet because they did not have anything like that back then. It was not until much later, I did
accept that, that is the way it was. Was there something wrong with us, and that was why we were
having such a hard time.
I actually asked Haunani in class – I remember saying this and thought that everyone in
class thought I was stupid. I said, are you saying that the things that were taken away from us,
that belonged to us before, this was done purposely? And she said, that is exactly what I am
saying. I was shocked.
Vogeler:
But even at that time, did you think Hawai‘i was part of the US?
Cruz:
Yes, that was 1985. And even then, this woman is crazy. What she did
interesting, was give us documents to read.
(Interruption – son comes in)
Vogeler:
Even during the time of Haunani-Kay?
Cruz:
Yes, I could not believe it. And then I started to read more and more. The more I
realized that she gave us the tip of the iceberg. There was so much there. I also witnessed some
stuff too. There were some Haole’s in the class, some Japanese. She made it clear that she did not
favor having Hawaiians in the class. I was kind of shocked because I had not seen anyone behave
that way, not in the University.
Vogeler:
What did you think?
Cruz:
I was shocked. For one thing, I did not know if it was legal or not. I had not had a
teacher that actually that discriminated among the students. I had thought up to this point, that we
were all the same, we are all the same, the same chance for opportunity, the same chance to learn.
You might say, that taking that class from her, woke me up. Just a little. I became critical of
everything thereafter I was reading. I was reading up to that point, primary documents. We were
reading someone else’s text. Having opportunities to read, I think they were pages in journals and
things like that. It made me realize that the kind of education I receive dup until that time was
insufficient and biased because there needed to be a version of history that everyone could be in
alignment with. Ever since then I have become critical of everything else I had read.
Vogeler:
When did you learn the Hawaiian Islands were occupied?
Cruz:
I guess in 1997 or so. I met…
Vogeler:
Where did this happen? How did you get this information and what was your first
reaction?
Cruz:
I have to give you background information so you can understand where I am
coming from. In 1995, I started to work at Earth Justice Legal Defense Fund. I took a position
with them. James worked at the Palace in the nighttime, and I worked in the daytime. So when I
go home, he would be coming in. I picked up the car. Everyday, I would walk across the street to
the Palace, got the car from James and went home.
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One day I was walking across the ground and met Keanu and Kau’i and they were sitting
on the bench. I sat down and talked to them. Keanu shared with me a story. I am not sure why he
shared that story, but that story changed my life.
Vogeler:
Just so, I have it right. That is the tree, the Banyan tree or the one in the front.
Cruz:
The one that has a bench on it?
Vogeler:
The one by the bandstand?
Cruz:
Yes. I sat there under the tree with them. He told me a story about the Ka‘ai. I
thought WOW, and walked away from there and wondering why he gave me that. I did not know
them well. I am not sure how I met them in the first place. I remember now, I had heard on the
radio, a talk show, when I was working that day. It was Don Lewis interviewing on the Perfect
Title Company. And they were doing these free seminars. I thought it was fascinating. I called up
everyone I knew and we went together. There was a large crowd of people and…
Vogeler:
This was before you saw Keanu.
Cruz:
It changed the way I thought about everything. One of the things that were shown
on the presentation was a document of land title transfer where the king’s name was crossed off,
and Stanford Dole’s name was put in the place. That cannot be real I thought. They gave example
after example of those kinds of documents I was looking at primary documents and drew my own
conclusion. After that, I changed my mind on how information should be delivered. If you want
to make a point, you did not have to talk people into it, but just give them things to read.
I remember talking to James and saying that we have to find out more. So I meet them
under the tree, remember talking to them, and mention to them that James worked in the palace,
he worked in the basement. That interested them.
Vogeler:
This was in 1995.
Cruz:
Yes, in 1996 maybe. And then I started arranging all public forums where they
could speak about the issue. A couple at the UH and downtown. Keanu would come or Don
would come and there was a packed house. It was all new information. And then… now I am
going back some more, I am just remembering things. I used to go to Kekuni’s Thrusday
gatherings. It used to be at the Hawaiian Studies, not Hawaiian Studies – Ethnic Studies resource
room. It was a very small room. You would be lucky to fit 10 or 12 people. Keanu came and Don
Lewis, and it was the first time I had seen them. They did a presentation on the Hawaiian
Kingdom.
Vogeler:
This was 1995, 1996?
Cruz:
It was the early part of 1995. They did this presentation and they got pretty much
trashed by everyone at the table. I remember, everyone thought they were being capitalist pigs.
They brought a little book, which was neat. They explained how the land titles work. Everyone
got really angry, and so they left. It was the first time I had seen either one of them.
So we went, a year or two years. We were leaning more about what Keanu was sharing
with us. And every time we see him, or go to a presentation, more and more is added. And then
we become aware, this is after the land title, that the history is giving is starting to broaden and is
now looking at the history of the Hawaiian Kingdom as opposed to looking at the history of land
titles. And then I run into Tuti, and she is dropping hints and the changes that will come about as
this research comes out. We did not understand what she was talking about. We began to
understand that there is a history of Hawai‘i we never knew. I think I was not the only one. There
was a bunch of us. We began to track what was being said. And then we did our own research to
see what jives and what does not.
Vogeler:
Along these lines, when you first heard about this stuff, what did you think, how
did you feel?
Cruz:
I can tell you, and I can tell you how James felt although you can ask him
yourself. He said, “I cannot believe that we never knew that Kau‘ikeaouli, that he loved the
people, that he took care to protect the people by including land title transfer, land titles subject to
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the right of native tenants. And so he cried. He was so overwhelmed. We were beginning to find
things out about our Ali‘i that we never knew before. Everything we knew before, we had heard
up until then, was pretty superficial. You list the king by time, and you do not know about them.
You knew who their kids were, when they were born and when they died. They never did
anything.
Vogeler:
When you started to hear this information and use the term occupation…
Cruz:
No.
Vogeler:
And do you remember people, or when do you remember people using the term,
“occupation”?
Cruz:
So the big tension, a lot of tension around what Keanu was saying. People were
already talking about colonization. Kekuni folks…the term down, and they did not like and they
still do not like using one term instead of the other so now they use both. I am trying to
see…where we were…
Vogeler:
When was the first time you remember someone using the term occupation. Was
it just Keanu or was there some other point when you heard other people use it?
Cruz:
Around 1997, we were planning for the anti-annexation thing in 1998. I
remember Keanu saying it was not a good idea to look at anti-anything, if you want to make a
political statement – what we have to celebrate. He was part of our planning committee, which
was huge. We had been planning at the OHA offices. Pōkā, along with Mel, were the co-chairs of
the anti-annexation, which changed to ‘We are who We were’, or celebration of our nation. He
brought it up, and a video was made on ‘We are who we were.’ Keanu did a presentation on the
history of the Hawaiian Kingdom and that was 1997, and that was when I heard the term,
occupation. It was the first time I had heard it and we did not know even what that meant. By
1998 the video had been completed, we got funding from Kamehameha schools and Kame (sp)
asked us if we could pick up the tab for airing it on mainstream television, on Channel 2 I think.
At primetime, this would cost us thousands of dollars. But we had the money, and we said, let us
do it!
In that video, it is very clear about what the history was and is. Shortly after, other people
began to say occupation. I had, I think it was Keanu, Kanalu. Thurston Twigg Smith was at the
Quaker House. We had a public forum, and I remember Keanu put his arm around Thurston
Twigg smith and said something like, ‘My fellow Hawaiian” because Twigg Smith was an actual
Hawaiian and was a Hawaiian National. It was very interesting. Sometime thereafter, some of the
independence activist types were talking about the fact that Hawai‘i was never a colony therefore;
it could never have been colonized. That is as far as it went. That is to say, they did not give
enough background information for others to understand. Back then, even know, if you want to
change how people want to view history, it is not enough to remove something but to put
something in its place so you can have discussion.
They did not use the term…they did not say occupation. They said colonize, they did not
put the other word in its place. A little while later, Pōkā, on his radio show, and his public forums
begins to use the word occupation. I asked him why we are using that word. He said because we
are occupied. I asked him, when did we get occupied? I am trying to figure out when he changed
his mind. He never was specific. There is tension between Pōkā and Keanu in terms of how they
do history.
We did something like…I forget what it is called. Historic Overview of Hawaiian
History. I audiotaped it, if you ever want to hear it. It was Keanu and Pōkā. And they talked about
occupation and a couple of other people who were in the forefront of the Hawaiian sovereignty
movement. Four or five people commenting on history. And how they understood history.
Vogeler:
Did this realization about occupation, did it change how you viewed the world?
Cruz:
Absolutely.
Vogeler:
Or how you viewed the US or even the view of yourself?
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Cruz:
Absolutely. By 1997 or by 1998 or 1999, already I am trying to figure out how I
can use this information in my teaching. I was teaching occasionally as a lecturer. And then in…
and then Keanu and people go to The Hague. All the information they had thus far…we are active
in email. Keanu is active online. When people had a question, he would respond and that would
go out to every list around. For us the best way to get information out. If you want to get
people…lots of people saved those emails. I have emails from the last ten years.
Vogeler:
May I see them?
Cruz:
But the files are huge.
Vogeler:
It is not like I want to see every one…
Cruz:
But you would have to look at them that are for later. I saved them all, I thought
they were relevant. I am sort of the archivist. I want to see how things move from this to this to
this… kind of like maybe what you are doing but maybe broader. I look at people who come into
the discussion, who were not in the discussion before. Occupation becomes a term, used more and
more.
Skippy came out with their album, Aloha Quest. They had Big Island Conspiracy and
talked about de-colonizing the mind.
Vogeler:
(singing)
Cruz:
In the process of talking about decolonizing the mind, it gets taken out of the
decolonization process that Kekuni talks a lot about. One of the things I noticed is that there was
no other term for them to use. So you know, lacking a term, you put the one that makes sense.
Something happened. People tell me, you are going to tell me we were not colonized. And there
was no response to that; there was no word to describe what happened. So we used both.
Vogeler:
How was it that the term occupation changed your view of the US or...
Cruz:
When we [they] came back from The Hague, luckily he made that little video.
There must have been a thousand instant experts: what happened, what did not happen? Right
away that time, I stopped having opinions; I stopped commenting because it was irrelevant. I just
started collecting other people’s comments. That was the change. The change was I did not know
enough to talk. And as soon as you know that, you stop talking and start listening. What I do is
provide someone with something I experienced. That is it. you cannot…that is my… that would
be attached to some of the information. I realized there was so much stuff coming back at me, and
just to step back and listen. I wish others were doing it but everyone and their mother has an
opinion.
I wanted to talk about Pōkā, who I like a lot, and he is my friend. But sometimes I cannot
have a discussion with him. Something happens to him when he feels, he turns into an attorney
and by that, I mean…he cuts me from the discussion. We cannot have a discussion when he
moves it into only a legal framework. I am not up to it. There is no way to refute because I do not
know what he is talking about. What I want him to do is to refute the stuff that Keanu was talking
about, but it is not mine. I have not been able to have him do this, except once, online, and I did
save it. He said, if the Kingdom still exists, where is it? And he asked this question, and it went
out to a lot of people. ‘and prove it.’ I have nothing to say, I cannot prove it.
Vogeler:
If you have understood the discourse, having to do with this, it does not quite
make sense.
Cruz:
He knew it, and I knew it. But no one is going to call anyone else on it. What
would be the point. Everyone is walking a fine line. But what would be the point of criticizing
them? We all have access to the same information. And if you choose not to see it…. want to
stick your nose in it.
Vogeler:
This leads into the next questions, and there are a few parts to it. As far as you
know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is occupied increase, remain the
same, or decrease? Why do you believe this happened? Do some people believe that Hawai‘i is
not different from other states in the United States? For example, Georgia or California? As far as
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you know, what did people who talked about occupation say to those people who thought Hawai‘i
was the same as one of the states of the US?
Cruz:
The understanding of occupation, however superficial, is increasing
tremendously from my point of view.
Vogeler:
Increasing, as of when?
Cruz:
After he [Keanu] came back from The Hague. The other thing that is going on,
prior to this information, this research, this uncovering, I can make an assessment of what were
their in terms of the movement. You have a lot of people, in Ka Lāhui, a lot of people who
support what they were trying to do in terms of creating a government. After he comes back and
after the petitions that Noenoe brought back, people began to change their point of view.
Kalāhui’s membership shrank tremendously. And would ask them, what happened. And they
would answer that there was so much more going on than what is going on in that organization.
They are not addressing these issues. If our kupuna did not support it, why are we? The basic kind
of argument that has been brought forth. It is illegal.
There were a few tense moments between Puhipau and Joan online because of this idea
of the overthrow and whether or not an overthrow did occur? I only had Keanu’s documents to
look at and I emailed them back to them. I said it could not have happened because there is
evidence that the Queen continued to have interaction with the State Department. If she was
doing that, it did not happen. I felt insecure in order to support my defense, but nevertheless…
Vogeler:
It is complicated.
Cruz:
Yes. And so in order.. just in order to preserve all my relationships with all these
people, I never pushed it. I Put it out there, and if people want to believe it, they can. Things have
changed. We had created the video in 1993 which was so good, and which answered so many
questions about our questions. It is good and I use it. I believe that people are more aware of the
difference between colonization and occupation, at this time than ever before. And that the
number is growing. One of the reasons is that people like me, teach it.
Vogeler:
Are there are still some people who think Hawai‘i is the same as Georgia and
California?
Cruz:
Yes.
Vogeler:
And what are the conversations like with those folks? Have you seen some of
those flip?
Cruz:
The conversations I have with some people who I think are good Americans.
There are a bunch of good Americans who are not necessarily right Americans. Among ourselves,
we have a tendency to information dump. When I think someone is receptive to hearing, I need to
knock it off. I have so much information I want to share, and it overwhelms them, and they turn
off. Information dump, I think, is a malaise that we share that other people do not have.
I will start with my family. Most of whomdo not want to hear it. Seriously, they do not
want to hear it. But it does not mean we do not give it to them anyway, in little doses. We wait to
have an experience and they say, ‘We know what you are saying now.’ I think of my son, Brian,
who, I think, has been privy (we live here together) to more information than he ever wanted.
Now he has taken the initiative to go Google some of the stuff and read it himself. We continue to
work with Keanu and publicize what he is doing. I think our job is to get people on that road, and
the rest is theirs, and we do not have to do anymore. It is up to them. There is something
compelling about the information that we know what is truthful and that is the thing that will
move people forward not us pleading with them to go forward.
Vogeler:
Good point. What political groups where actively, or have been actively trying to
end the occupation. When where they most active? Did you participate in these groups? Why or
why not? Did you participate in these groups? And why do you believe these groups have been
effective?
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Cruz:
The idea of trying to end the occupation that it does not describe what people are
tying to do. I think that what they are trying to do is to raise consciousness that we are occupied.
If you want to end occupation, AFSC, it would be demilitarization. They want to end occupation.
Because they are looking at specifically the US militarization but from our point of view, it is
much broader than that, it is in your head, and, in addition to being on your land, but it is in your
head. But getting rid of the idea of it is a little different and more important. Working to end
occupation and to determine that in your head you have been occupied in your head and ought to
move beyond it.
Vogeler:
Have some groups been successful in raising awareness?
Cruz:
I think so. AFSC, early on had a Hawaiian sovereignty subcommittee and
Noenoe was chair of that for a while. And all we did was education outreach, raise consciousness,
talk about presentation, let Keanu speak to whomever. The Living Nation because Mel is fully
aware of that, and has done his own research. Bringing people together or making opportunities
for people to come together no matter what their perspective is. So that they can be raise
consciousness about everything that is going on.
Vogeler:
What are some examples of when it did or when it did not?
Cruz:
We have done a few marches, here and there. Those have worked to give people
a sense that ancestral connections still exist. Not only legal connections but spiritually. That is
always good. In 1998, we had this big march and rally from Ala Moana to ‘Iolani Palace.
KC:
I was there.
Cruz:
You were there. And some people had booths there, had petitions displayed and
then you get a history and opportunity to ask questions about the petitions that people have never
heard of before. The Center for Hawaiian Studies made copies of all of them and had them on
display. For some people that were the first time they had heard about it. They did not know
anything at all.
Vogeler:
Those were examples of it being effective?
Cruz:
Effective.
Vogeler:
But that is in terms of education not in terms of ending the occupation.
Cruz:
No.
Vogeler:
Have there been any groups that have been focused on ending the occupation?
Cruz:
Aside from those who focus on de-militarization? I do not know, I am not sure.
Ending the occupation has not been the primary focus except the acting Kingdom, which is
focused on ending the occupation. I do not know what they are doing. I think they are looking at
consolidating protest efforts so that they are protesting but you are not sure what they want. Do
they want this development to stop or do they want this thing to stop. How are those related to
ending the occupation? Those things have not been made clear. No one comes out with a
statement.
Vogeler:
That is the sort of thing I am trying to get at. I am trying to figure out where are
things at.
Cruz:
You might say, that one of the weaknesses, the primary weakness is that very few
organizations that are supporting independence have a plan. It is day by day. I do not see a
strategic plan coming forth from anyone except for the plan that is on the Kingdom of Hawai‘i
website. It is a simple plan and not hidden. It is clear. We are going to do this and this. I like this.
We have a club. We have a Civic Club called Keleimaileali‘i.
Vogeler:
I pay my dues.
Cruz:
Kemahalihi is formed to support the community and our primary work is doing a
play, a drama, an event that happened in 1897.
Vogeler:
Along with that, why did you decide to do the play?
Cruz:
Well, it was a lark, you know. We were driving along one day, we, Didi and I,
were driving up to Palehua, the Campbell Estate up there. We were going to meet with one of the
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Campbell heirs and had the article. I saw this article from the Hawaiian Patriotic League. And we
read it, and I remember saying that someone should make a play and Didi, within a week had
drafted a script and we decided to do the play as a gift to the Queen. And we did it on September
2nd on her birthday in 2001. We did not have anything before, just a play, 20 minutes and two
performances. It was standing room only. We were shocked that so many people came and were
moved by it. We did it a couple more times and thereafter we understood that people did not
understand enough what we were trying to portray. We asked Keanu to come with us to do
context. He started doing it thereafter.
A couple of times we have not used him. We have tried not to depend on the same cast
and crew because it has a life of its own. It does not matter who does it, just that the information
has to be correct. So we had other people standing in for.
Vogeler:
I did.
Cruz:
Yes, you did and people loved it. We think that part of…how can I say this…I do
not say this to the club…the play is to illustrate the information that he gives. But the information
that he gives is what we are for because he cannot get funded. We can. Our play is art and culture,
drama, media. We can get funded and take it around with us. It is the information we get out. It is
in two parts. It is a head and gut thing. And the comments we have over the years is exactly that.
Vogeler:
There are some changes that have taken place. Some cast members have come in,
some have left.
Cruz:
Many. Every part.
Vogeler:
I know years ago, Noenoe used to help out with the play and she does not
anymore.
Cruz:
When she was there, it was really effective. What we found, is whether she is
there or not, it is still effective. And whether Keanu does it, or you do it, it is still effective.
Vogeler:
Is that an example of something that has worked?
Cruz:
Worked and works.
Vogeler:
So do you do it once or twice a month?
Cruz:
Oh no, we started doing it once or twice a year. This year, for some reason, we
have had more invitations to do it than we can handle. We have done it ten times this year, so
about once a month. We just came back from San Francisco and we did it three times there and I
thought it was.. the performance, the first one there was only about 25 people, and I did not have
enough people to do the audience part. But it is funny, I tried to get Hawaiians to do the Hawaiian
part, but it does not matter. Haoles do the part and it is the same.
What does that tell us? That your particular understanding of what it means to be a
Hawaiian is not essential for the thing to work. Other people who are sympathetic can do it. The
power is still there. The second one, we had about 80 people and that was good. A couple of
Hawaiians. The third one, in Ukiah of all places, we had about 150 people and many Hawaiians.
They did better publicity and it was real big. They drove far, I forget how big California is. They
drove far. And then they did not want to leave. And we had to push them out the door because the
staff had to leave, and it was 10:30 already at night.
Vogeler:
Some of these questions you may not be able to answer and that is how it goes.
These questions are the same ones that were asked in the Baltic States. As far as you remember,
did pressure from other countries cause changes within Hawai‘i? If so, how did this occur? Did
people from Hawai‘i, living in other countries, help to end the occupation? If so then, how did
they help?
Cruz:
It has not happened yet. In my head, it is happening. So when I am thinking
about other countries, it is the United States. And that is another country. Yes. I think the more
people who have been exposed to this information, they come to us and ask us how they can help.
And so, the other thing has to do with the US abroad and I do not know if you know this but he
has been traveling to other places, like Venezuela. Not only him but a bunch of people traveling
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abroad acting as emissaries from the Hawaiian Kingdom and soliciting help from all these other
countries.
Vogeler:
Next thing I know you are going to tell me someone is going to the Baltic States?
Cruz:
Well, we have not heard.
Vogeler:
But there are people going abroad.
Cruz:
They are getting favorable comments.
Vogeler:
Is it helping?
Cruz:
I do not know if it is helping. For me it is a little scary. “Who are you?” would be
my question and what are you saying. What are you saying to these other countries. Mostly I
wanted to focus on the United States is making, I think, a lot more enemies than before. Just from
things I hear, I think are, I should not say that…Leon and those people are opening an embassy in
New York. For us, what does that mean? And who are you speaking for? So you have an embassy
in New York and this represents the Hawaiian Kingdom.
Vogeler:
Leon who?
Cruz:
Siu. I think that there is a little bit of concern on my part. And then other groups,
(unclear) they have been going to the Pacific islands and are tying to consolidate, get some
support for the Hawaiian Kingdom in the event we have a chance to move it forward. I anticipate
there needs to be a larger discussion among us at some point, because everyone cannot be doing
this and saying what they are saying. The most recent example is Mehealani (sp) and they were
occupying the Palace Grounds. The media was all over. They got more hits from anyone ever,
and their stuff got carried all over the world.
Vogeler:
I heard about it in the Baltic’s.
Cruz:
What does it mean? I am back to the place and what does it mean. Is it good or
bad? Are they doing damage? Are people going to think we are crazy? I do not know. I do not
know what the plan is.
Vogeler:
Next question, was there a moment when you thought the US occupation of
Hawai‘i would end, that the US government and military would leave? Where was this moment,
when was this moment when you had this realization, who was there? What were you doing? Did
you have that?
Cruz:
Yes I did.
Vogeler:
Right now, you would say that moment has happened for you?
Cruz:
Yes, it happened to me, last year. It was fairly recent. I was listening to
something, I forget. You know a couple of years ago, I did a series of interviews. The OHA
people were having a support Akaka Bill at the Palace. A Rally and press conference. There were
a couple of hundred people there. Right next to them was the Hui Pū guys who were having a
smaller rally. I went around and interviewed everybody and asked them, ‘What does Hawai‘i
have to offer the world.” I went to this side, and then the other side. People were just milling
around. I just asked everybody. At first, they did not want to talk to me until I asked them the
question.
Vogeler:
May I see it?
Cruz:
Yes you can, in fact it is unedited. It is just tapes. I remember Collette and she
did not… and then I asked her the question and said she will answer that. I even interviewed
Senator Akaka, and his aides gave him the camera to interview. Everyone but Bumpy said the
same thing. Bumpy said a really negative thing. He said, ‘We do not have anything to offer the
world. We do not have our shit together.’ But everyone else said, we have Aloha for each other
and this land. Everyone said a variation of that except for Bumpy. I was collecting the data, and if
we got a real big gathering to look at what Hawai‘i have to offer the world. We can use it and
make a small video. I have not used it since then, but I have it. It was good, it was then that I
realized, that is all we got, it is going to shift, we have something to offer, and we have something
for you, even the US.
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Vogeler:
So you think at this moment, the US has to leave?
Cruz:
Not only that…
Vogeler:
That they cannot control Hawai‘i.
Cruz:
They cannot control us, but they do not want to control us.
Vogeler:
From your perception, it has gotten to the point where the US cannot keep
control of Hawai‘i.
Cruz:
There is such a thing as Empire being too big. We are small that can be dealt
with. I think it would be attractive to them, to be an ally that is something that they do not have.
What is interesting not everyone I talked to was local. Some of them were tourists. I interviewed
them and they said the same thing.
Vogeler:
I would love to see that.
Cruz:
Hawai‘i is aloha, it is a wonderful place to be. Everyone is friendly and kind.
Vogeler:
How soon do you think it will happen, that the US leaves?
Cruz:
I think it depends on the world situation. At one point it will we be too much
trouble. Next year. Let us just say that Obama becomes president, and he is committed to signing
the Akaka Bill into law if it comes up again. People are feeling like it is a bad thing, so they are
gearing up to protest. Legally it matters, but socially and culturally, it does not matter. I think we
are of more value outside than inside. The protests will never ever end. And the more people
outside of the US that hear about our situation, the worse it will be for the United States. They
cannot ignore us.
Vogeler:
At that point, there has been an international understanding, or is it only internal
to the Hawaiian community?
Cruz:
I think it is an external thing. I think countries cannot help it. For example, you
are not only gathering information, you are giving information and people have to deal with that.
Vogeler:
It is like the Russia Today thing.
Cruz:
Then Niklaus is going abroad. he has the same information and telling somebody.
There are so many individual emissaries, we do not know about. We have friends. Individually,
we are all emissaries, when we go anywhere and tell something. As a teacher, I am not the only
one doing this. We make it a point to structure our own presentations so that all of our students
have the same information. I can tell you, I do not know how many schools Keanu was going to
and talking to but I can track them over time. I can track them because they continue to back to
me, or to find out what else they can do because they can see change is coming. They just do not
want to be left out.
Vogeler:
If there is that point, the realization that the US has to leave, that tipping point.
So, what were the factors that changed that the US government could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Cruz:
Externally, I would say China. I think that our assessment cannot always be
internal. That is to say, there are forces going on that are going on, that we do not even know
about, that are beyond our control. The things we know about here that is minuscule, small
potatoes, irrelevant to global processes. The push is, I think, to come from outside the United
States. All I know we can be played by others. Hawaiian kingdom, Hawai‘i the country, Hawai‘i
the nation, may have value to country outside the US, and we could be played. What could we do
for ourselves here. I am going with Keanu? It is a lot better if people knew what is going on here
and how to participate?
Vogeler:
So is it that education, is that one of the big factors. What were the big factors
that led to that change, whether it was for you or whether it was change for the situation?
Cruz:
It is hard to participate if you do not know what is going on.
Vogeler:
Would you say education is a factor or…
Cruz:
I would say it is a primary factor.
Vogeler:
Are there other factors as well?
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Cruz:
Yes, but those are not exactly measurable.
Vogeler:
It does not matter whether they are measurable, it just is if they…
Cruz:
Most of our work is not people or lawful, it is a term I use. The stuff we do
borders on spiritual reconnection, that is all I am going to say, I cannot think of another way to
explain it. It goes by feel. And it goes by timing. What is the right time to give this information
out? Or how much do we give? What do people need to hear that they did not see before and so
can support? Education is way up there. The second part is reconnection, hence the question,
what does Hawai‘i have to offer the world?
What does it mean when you say, we have aloha? What does it mean? What does it mean
to malama ‘āina. We have environmental concerns to care for the land. From my point of view, it
is my way of saying that we care for all things, all things have life. And that is what we have to
offer the world. It is something messing around in the dialogue – about power, about
development. That has not been included. And we do not really talk about it but show it in the
play. So Keanu delivers one portion and we deliver the other portion. I think when we were up
there, he was addressing all the Americans in the audience. I think everyone was an American.
He said, we do not hate the US, it is not about that. Yes, there were crimes committed and they
are done. The question is, where do we go from here? I would have added – and, how do you do
the right thing? It is that, how do we do the right thing and how do we encourage people to do the
right thing. For yourself? You have to do it for yourself because if you do, it will get better for
yourself and better for me.
Vogeler:
It is amazing, when I was in the Baltic States, they had a saying from Lithuania.
The saying was – for your freedom and for ours. It was a saying to the Soviets, an old saying that
came from the late 1800’s. But they were saying it to them – if you believe in freedom, you will
allow us to have our freedom. The same thing.
Like I said, you might not be able to answer all these questions. As the occupation ended,
did you participate in the reestablishmet of the independent Hawaiian Government?
Cruz:
I would love to.
Vogeler:
If you have, what did you do….
Cruz:
What I would do I pretty much what we have been doing. Put peoples fear to rest.
Continue to raise consciousness about history so people understand why we are here today. Credit
where credit is due. The US has been very successful in bringing people into line, you might say
by its educational system. Look at myself. Up to a certain point, I thought I was the same as
everybody else. I might want to consider how to have a national educational system and people
are born everyday, and coming here everyday, and we have to do that as quickly as we can.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues of language, culture and ethnicity?
But the occupation has not ended here.
Cruz:
But it will. Systemically, all of these things probably will stay the same. Within
that system, a lot of things will come through. I think it will be a long process.
Vogeler:
As far as this next question: how do you remember the ending of the occupation
affect real estate? It has not ended yet.
Cruz:
But it will. I think it will affect it greatly.
Vogeler:
Question 15 here: How did the ending of the occupation affect the economy?
Cruz:
That might be the driving thing, the economy. I think, I was just telling Keanu
that I read Joseph Nagabe’s (sp) biography. When he went to San Francisco, he went there
primarily to learn how they do their business, how he went to visit the Mint and the Banks and
things like that. I think he was trying to get an idea on how Hawai‘i might move into the next
century, to participate at that level. I am not saying it is a good thing, I am a social justice
advocate too. So, I am not into the continued creation of classes, we have them, but I think it
never hurts to know. Everyone should know as much as they want to know and they can choose
to do whatever after.
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Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i will be free again?
Cruz:
I am lucky, I am in a place that I can see changes happening. Like my students.
Once they get it, they cannot not [un] get it. They cannot deny it. You know, the idea is to put it
out.
Vogeler:
Those are basically the questions I have or is there something you would like to
tell me that was not in the interview?
Cruz:
How many people are you interviewing?
Vogeler:
The same number that was in the Baltic States?
Cruz:
So you are making a comparison on what people say here and what people say
there?
Vogeler:
Same questions. That is why some of these questions do not make sense?
Cruz:
It is something for us to look at in retrospect? After the change?
Vogeler:
And to find out what questions people can answer and what they cannot answer.
This will tell me where we are at.
Cruz:
I think it would have been good to include something like….do you know what
the military guys say to Keanu. How do you see the transition? That would have been a good
question to ask. Not that I have answers. But the lack of planning for our transition is
problematic. I do not know if Keanu has a plan for a transition but until it is our plan, it is
Keanu’s plan. I think there ought to be something.
Vogeler:
I think that is why I mentioned those topics for research. I think what is going to
happen is, the best I can tell from the information from the Baltic States. You are going to need
several people who know in clear details, specific topics. There is going to be Keanu’s idea and
someone else’s idea, etc. by having people focus on these things, that will help both broaden the
knowledge but add to the complexity. That is what is in the Baltic’s. The thing is I am doing is
the exact same questions that I asked there. The difference is they had everything in hindsight,
and we are not there yet.
But that is a great thing to add there. I think people may bring that out.
Cruz:
Just as you said, it is a complex topic. Because I think right now they are hung up
on Now. That is where I am, right. Once I accepted the fact that it is going to end, I moved on to
the next part. It is really hard to find people to have that dialogue with.
Vogeler:
Who should I interview?
Cruz:
Pōkā, you definitely need to interview him. James, he would have different
responses than I do. He is not a teacher, he does all kinds of things. Bren Williams, Kai‘opua
Fyfe. Ehu Cardwell. Are you only interviewing Hawaiians?
Vogeler:
No.
Cruz:
Ehu Cardwell.
Vogeler:
In fact, I would not be against interviewing Ken Conklin because I am not trying
to make it a one-side thing. In fact, while I was in Latvia, one of the guys that I got the most
information from, was this Russian-Latvian. His father was born in Latvia and his mother was
born in Latvia but after the occupation began so, he had a unique perspective. It is not only an
ethnic Hawaiian subject in either of those. There are people who are not originally from here.
Cruz:
Interview Kaleikoa. He is an inspiration to me.
Vogeler:
Kuleikoa.
Cruz:
Do you know Toni Lee. She used to be the president of the Association of
Hawaiian Civic Clubs? But we interviewed her for another project and she talked about
statehood? I will send you her email address. James interviewed her and she talked about the fact
that her parents did not support statehood. That there was a lot of anguish in her families. She
worked for the military until she retired.
Vogeler:
That would be great, this is not an anti-American thing either. So Tony Lee? If
you have, her email address, and you might want to mention to her.
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Cruz:
I will. I will send her an email and send a copy to you and ask her if she …
Vogeler:
What I did is I changed everything from the Baltic States, but notice there were
some ‘the’s’ before Hawai‘i that should not be there. I will tidy this up and you can forward the
questions to her. I am not trying to trick anyone. So Tony Lee and then Pōkā…anyone else.
Cruz:
Tons.
Vogeler:
Only 20. I am trying to get 20 folks, different perspectives and I am also trying to
get people inside the government.
Cruz:
People who would remember statehood?
Vogeler:
Absolutely, that is why Toni Lee would be great especially if she is talking about
her parents.
Cruz:
Claire Pruet. She is Great. Their family supported the Queen, the guns that were
brought in, the guns were buried in the front yard. Fascinating.
Vogeler:
Did the queen know about the guns.
Cruz:
She did not say. But it came down in their genealogy, that story. Good stories.
Also, like…what is his name…. Charlie Rose. That other guy at Chaminade, high up there. Henry
Gomes.
Vogeler:
Henry Gomes.
Cruz:
Yes. If you wanted to go to the neighbor islands, I could help you. If you are
trying to get some people from government, why don’t you interview the kind’…Mina Morita, I
do not know how old she is but..
Vogeler:
Maybe Baron.
Cruz:
After you get home and make your list. Anybody you do not have contact names
for, I can get them for you?
Vogeler:
What about Bumpy?
Cruz:
You can interview Bumpy.
Vogeler:
What about Henry Noa?
Cruz:
Yes Henry Noa.
Vogeler:
There has to be people on the Big Island. What about Skippy? Any of these folks.
I have most of their emails. If you can think of anyone. If you can think of your list of top eight,
top eight, send it to me. I will do two interviews each week. Then at the end of ten weeks.
Cruz:
Oko Helemono (sp). He grew up in Palolo Valley. Interesting guy.
Vogeler:
I am trying to get people from all different perspectives, but people who have
been…
Cruz:
John Waihe‘e. He probably has a lot of time on his hands.
Vogeler:
You think?
Cruz:
He has so much to share, he was the Governor. You might want to interview
Thurston Twigg Smith too.
Vogeler:
I will interview him. Do you have his emails.
Cruz:
I do not think I have it now but he might be in the phonebook.
Vogeler:
He would be a great one to interview because that time, you were talking about,
when he was at the…
Cruz:
Keanu has humor, he is funny.
Vogeler:
It was both. I would interview Thurston Twigg Smith. I do not know how to
contact him.
Cruz:
This is my fourth computer, after all the…
Vogeler:
If you have… that is why gmail is great. They hold everything.
Cruz:
Oh they do?
Vogeler:
You never have to delete.
Cruz:
I have a gmail address though, but I never use it.
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Vogeler:
You can forward all the ones to gmail but it never deletes. It just gets bigger and
bigger. Anything else.
Cruz:
No.
Vogeler:
Thank you very much. I will stop this thing.
THE END
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KAI‘OPUA FYFE
Fyfe:
The ones that I did not get into were more past versus current but it is not an
issue for me. I understood what you were doing.
Vogeler:
What’s your name:
Fyfe:
Kai‘opua Fyfe.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Fyfe:
Lihue, Kaua‘i.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Fyfe:
November 20, 1942.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Fyfe:
Alameda, CA.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Fyfe:
My mother is 3/4 Hawaiian and ¼ German. My father is Scottish/Irish.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Fyfe:
For profession I work anywhere in the US and its ‘possessions’. I have done this
work for the past 20 years. I contract with an engineering consortium that provides post disaster
and technical assistance to federal emergence management, public assistance programs. I also
work at Koani Foundation. The rest of my time is spent there. As far as where I work, anywhere
in the world it takes me. I have been doing that for the past eight years. I am a director with the
Foundation. What I do. Originally we started out with the mission with educating broadly on
Hawai‘i’s history with the objective of obtaining independence. But most specifically, I have
been working at the UN level to bring about whatever change we can there, with the various
committees. We also participate in the Permanent Indigenous Forum and then in Geneva with the
Human Rights Forum, CERD committee specifically. Pretty much my focus as the Koani
Foundation we support many of the activist groups with media because Ehu is a media expert so
we share that talent with the other activist groups. It is a big element. Ehu heads up that, I do
some interviews, but am pretty immersed with the UN stuff.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Fyfe:
California, Morocco, Massachusetts and Hawai‘i are where I have attended
school. My highest degree is high school. I did not get a degree and went a couple of different
directions. The areas of study were pre-law, architecture and community based development. In
Morocco between 1957-1959, I was raised in a military family and we were stationed there for a
couple of years.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Fyfe:
No.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Fyfe:
English, some Hawaiian, French, Moroccan-Arabic.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Fyfe:
Hawaiian. I identify with that. If I were living in Scotland or Ireland, I would
identify myself with Scot or Irish. There is quite a lot of history in my father’s family. Previous
problems in Scotland. If I had been spending in Ireland or Scotland instead of Hawai‘i, the
answer would have been Scot or Irish. But I am full on Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the United States relationship to Hawai‘i?
Fyfe:
Nothing at all. Not a thing.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.)
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Fyfe:
Let me back up, there was a tag, how did you feel at the time. Regarding
Hawai‘i, I knew we were different, our family who came over, and we were different. As far as
the politics and history of Hawai‘i, I did not know anything about it at the time. One thing I did
know at the time was the US oppression of Native Americans because I had personal
relationships with schoolmates from the different places we lived. One of them was the Means
family, Russell Means from the American Indian Movement. I was close to those folks. I had
inklings of the skullduggery from early on, but not about Hawai‘i. Not much.
Vogeler:
Very insightful. Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship
between the United States and Hawai‘i? (For example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.)
Fyfe:
Not much at all. When we were in Morocco, when Hawai‘i statehood was
declared and we heard about that over there. It was in the military newspaper and the military
broadcasting system. So we heard about it over there and I was 16 at the time, living in Morocco.
It was not a big deal. My parents talked very briefly about it but they did not make a big deal.
And that is really, during the early time, the only thing that came up in that regard.
Vogeler:
Growing up, you were just mentioning your family so they did not really discuss
it or they did sometimes discuss the relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Fyfe:
No. My father was a career US Navy, and was first generation from Scotland
Ireland and we thought we were Americans. It was not until later, until 1988, when I got exposed
to that history at all, and it wasn’t through any educational institution or media or anything. It was
through when we came to some Ohana reunions to Hawai‘i Island and I talked with some of my
older cousins.
Vogeler:
When was this?
Fyfe:
In 1988. We formed a kind of informal reunion, Ohana structure, and so I started
coming back for those reunions. One of the exercise we went through in the 1988 reunion was
looking at some of the lands we lost track of, the Ohana lands, and we thought how maybe we
could secure them for the future of the Ohana so we started talking about the dispossession of the
land and the history around that and got a big shock about our history and the overthrow of the
monarchy at that time.
Also found out at that time, some of our family had been party to the dispossession and
had signed off. Some of the land we thought we could save was already gone. Same story that
every Ohana got. Still are looking at family homestead lands, burials and other significant sights.
In addition to the Koani stuff, I work on some of the Wahipana on Hawai‘i Island, and it is about
regaining some of those sacred sites and everything that goes with those.
Vogeler:
Yes. I just saw Keala’s video over at the HIFF and that was a powerful
documentary.
Fyfe:
I have not seen it yet, but I think some of it was on Kaua‘i, on the north shore
regarding the iwi. I was out there when some of it was going on and some of that. But and that is
something which will bring out positive change, hopefully, the way the iwi are protected. It will
come to some good.
Vogeler:
Some of these take time and whatever. Growing up, did you learn about the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i from other sources? Any friends, did anyone
ever talk about this?
Fyfe:
I am still on question #3. I am doing the math here. I think I was 45 years old
when I really got exposed to this and it said how did this make you feel? You questioned how any
of this information made me feel. After the 1988 Ohana reunion, it motivated me to return to
Hawai‘i in 1990 and start a new life there. It motivated me to pick up and relocate there.
Vogeler:
What you learned from the family reunions there?
Fyfe:
Yes.
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Vogeler:
Number #4, about learning from any other sources, was it necessary or was it
enough to hear it from your family to bring you here?
Fyfe:
That was it. Nothing else that impacted me in growing up. As far as how old I
was when the lights started going on, I was 45 years old. So #4 is a spinoff of what I learned from
Question #3. But there were not really any other sources that were motivating me until I got back
to Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Did you visit other places outside of US control? You mentioned Morocco. As
far as visiting these other places, did they give you any insight into the relationship between the
untied states and Hawai‘i?
Fyfe:
No, not Hawai‘i. I saw a lot of other things going on. Overseas, we were in
Morocco, Tangiers, and all the Mediterranean cities so we got around. But I did not learn
anything about the US and Hawai‘i over there except for that one statehood announcement. But I
did see some of what happened to the Native Americans. In Morocco, I saw what happened to
Morocco as a colony and some of the fallout with the tribes in the outlining areas of Morocco. I
was getting a feel for it, even though I didn’t realize it, for what colonialism, you know
imperialism was.
Vogeler:
In that way, it gave you insight into the US but not the relationship between the
US and Hawai‘i.
Fyfe:
No, not until I came back to Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Number #6 here. At one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part
of the US, or do you still believe that?
Fyfe:
I did not really give it any thought because I was pretty much brought up in a
family that was military, and we thought we were Americans. I can recall living in Hawai‘i after
WWII when I was a kid and during WW II. We were in military housing, and everything we did
was connected to the military complex. And we had family and so forth but it was second nature,
and that was the only situation I knew.
Vogeler:
It was not a matter of thinking that Hawai‘i is going to remain a part of the US. It
was just that Hawai‘i was part of the US.
Fyfe:
Nothing else occurred to me at that time.
Vogeler:
Right now, at this moment, do you believe that Hawai‘i is part of the US?
Fyfe:
No I do not. Only in the occupied element.
Vogeler:
Did you at one time accept that the US will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your
lifetime?
Fyfe:
I did not give it any thought; it was given until I started to learn the history.
Vogeler:
Now, do you think that Hawai‘i is going to stay through your life?
Fyfe:
I hope not. I am working so that is not the case.
Vogeler:
I think I phrased that wrong. Do you believe that the US will stay? Your answer
was that you hope not. Do you remember when that changed, when you saw it differently?
Fyfe:
It was after I returned to Hawai‘i, in 1990. That is when I started to get the
background. Prior I had no information on it at all. We were living all over the world so I did not
have any reason to even give it any thought other than the fact that this statehood thing had
happened. At that time I was a teenager and was distracted with other things.
Vogeler:
There are a lot of people I did interviews with, and they were here in Hawai‘i.
They say the same thing, it never came up, never had to think about it.
Fyfe:
It was coercive assimilation, you know. It had a lot to do… a lot of Hawaiians
had to work in assimilation and they just became part of the mainstream. It is typical for
immigrants to the US or any other country, and they want to be part of what is going on now, so it
is denial.
Vogeler:
People getting by.
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Fyfe:
Whatever it takes for people to get from one day to the next.
Vogeler:
The question is #7, when did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? Some people
have asked me to rephrase that to ‘do you believe that Hawai‘i is occupied?
Fyfe:
It was after 1999.
Vogeler:
So you believe that Hawai‘i is occupied, and it was after 1990, that things
changed for you?
Fyfe:
It was after 1999, that I had enough information to start to make that
determination. Until then I did not even realize what the situation in Hawai‘i was. In terms of the
complexity of the status was, it was not until I got back home and started immersing myself in the
study of the culture, the history, our genealogy.
Vogeler:
Do you remember when you first heard about the idea of occupation, or you first
had this insight.
Fyfe:
First it was the recognition of the historical pact of the illegal overthrow and then
you get into the complexities of occupation versus colonization and all that. That started with our
involvement in the Hui Na‘auao project. While we were out there educating the community on
the project, we were educating ourselves, that was the start of the lights brightening up about,
what our history was about but about the technicalities of what was involved and how it
transpired.
Vogeler:
Yes. I ask these specific questions because I am trying to put these things in a
timeline. Do you remember at the time of the Hui Na‘auao, were there people who used the term
occupation or used international law and things like that or do you remember anything specific
that way?
Fyfe:
We had started the discussion, the discussion started evolving at that point but I
really didn’t really think of…until after the Apology Resolution came out and we started looking
at the different types of the relationships and how Hawai‘i fit in that context. After 1990 into
1991, 1992 and 1993. The discussion on occupation started heating up after that.
Vogeler:
Do you remember, if it was at a meeting or do you remember getting together
with folks, or was it, were there any specific folks that talked about it, any books that it came
from?
Fyfe:
It seemed primarily like emails discussions or discussions at meetings in O‘ahu,
some of them were follow-ups. Some were when we had the Native Hawaiian Convention, and
we started refining… the lines started being drawn between those who were for independence,
but then we were discussing if they considered us to be colonized or occupied. There was a period
of time.
Vogeler:
Do you remember who were talking about….. Well, there were two different
groups there. Who were the folks who were talking about independence and who were the folks
talking about occupation or were they the same people?
Fyfe:
All the ones who were talking about occupation were mentors of the
independence groups.
Vogeler:
Who were the occupation guys?
Fyfe:
I am trying to think. A lot of the studying I did, I started developing some of this
on my own. I was talking with several of the old timers. (name muffled 28.20.5). and he had a
problem, he did not have a problem, we had discussions about colonialism vs. occupation. At that
time, some of our discussions were colonized and what was the difference. It was not until later
there are differences from an international perspective. When I try to think about who was
discussing occupation it just seemed to come about and more people bought into it. It was a
function of us talking amongst ourselves. No single name comes up.
Vogeler:
Were there any books or anything? Did it come about through emails?
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Fyfe:
A lot of email and discussions of meetings and face-to-face. I can’t cite any
particular books at all. One thing I know, is once I got involved in the UN level and started
writing interventions and so forth and one of the things I insisted on was that any time we talked
about colonialism, that we insert occupation, talking about various countries, if we were running
an intervention on the Pacific caucus. Everyone on the United Nations level identifies with
colonialism. But they do not like the word occupation. About six or seven years ago, I started
injecting the word occupation and there… just to get it in there.
Vogeler:
So there are two questions I have here. You were saying that during the meeting
of the sovereignty, elections committee that it came out. I am trying to figure out when that
happened. It was 1996 through…
Fyfe:
It was after the Sovereign Elections Council, it was Native Hawaiian Convention.
Vogeler:
So that would be in 1996, 1997, 1998.
Fyfe:
Right around there.
Vogeler:
With the UN guys, that was 1998, or 1999 that you were saying it was brought
up?
Fyfe:
I am trying to think about that. As far as the UN is concerned and occupation, I
initiated that with my interventions at the UN and that is only going back six or seven years ago.
Vogeler:
That would be 2000, 2001.
Fyfe:
Yes.
Vogeler:
You were saying they were resistant when you brought it up?
Fyfe:
At that level, there is no consideration for occupation within the UN structure, in
the Human Rights Council. They have a niche for colonies and colonialism and how they deal
with it. But they don’t want to talk about occupation. Occupation triggers a whole lot of other
issues and requirements. We have been pushing that occupation, the situation in Geneva, and it is
a tough sell because there is no niche for them to relate. The occupation of a recognized country,
the nation of Hawai‘i, and the Hawaiian Monarchy, really screws things up in the UN. We have
already gone through the colonization as being delisted. They want to see it remain. When you
talk about occupation….the other thing at the UN level, there is a place for indigenous people:
you can talk about people and rights. When you talk about Hawai‘i and indigenous rights for
those who are indigenous. When you talk about occupation, an established recognized state, you
know. So we actually have a double barrel approach, but it’s a hard sell on the occupation side.
Relating to that the other countries have to recognize the US has operated illegally, and they are
coming around to that. It is a hard see… it takes a long time to work in that direction.
Vogeler:
Just out of curiosity, did anyone mention the Baltic States?
Fyfe:
There have been discussions about that. But normally when we get in, we wind
up talking about, responding to US periodic reports in various committees and so… the most
recent one. Usually we were reacting. As NGO’s, we can only react to the committee on items we
have from periodic reports that are submitted. When the US is required and finally does submit a
report conforming with a certain treaty and convention and then we have an opportunity to
provide a minority report and say we do not agree with that. That is what we have done for the
past several years. We can see this as an opportunity and then present our perspective to whatever
treaty body and UN committee, and they get a choice of either taking up the issues with the US or
disregarding them. Amazingly, we have had success in the International Convention on Civil and
Political Rights which the US violated in the CERD committee. Various countries that picked up
our cause and questioned and challenged the US on behalf of the committee. We continue to spin
off that. We are getting off base.
Vogeler:
Actually it is right on base. But I know I asked a lot of questions to get the
details. As far as learning this information in terms of Hawai‘i being occupied, how did you feel
when you learned it, did your view of the world change, your view of the US or the view of
yourself?
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Fyfe:
The first reaction from everybody is anger. First of all you get mad as hell when
you realize what happened and it is still going on. The ramifications we live under every day.
And then the fact that it does not seem to upset other people. That is my first reaction is the anger.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the world change, your view of the US or the view of yourself?
Fyfe:
You are asking a question on how it feels to learn about this information? I was
determined to help to do whatever I can to reverse the wrong. That is why I came back to
Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
What a clear way of expressing it. I don’t know of anyone in these interviews
[that expressed it] as clearly as that way.
Fyfe:
In answer to your question, did my view of the world change? Yes. Did my view
of the US change? Yes. But it had been evolving over time, and I did not quite know why. This is
going back to my early exposure to other situations, other than Hawaiian, native Americans, other
oppressed governments. The pieces of the puzzle had become more clear. Returning to Hawai‘i
made me realize I had a place, a family and ancestors and my ancestors had a place in history,
and I had a place in history. The understanding of myself changed drastically.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood Hawai‘i to be
occupied, did in increase, remain the same or decrease?
Fyfe:
I think it defiantly increased. With the discussions, and different interactions we
have had, everyone understands the importance of clearly understanding what our situation is to
be. And, there has been such tremendous communication, especially in the last couple of years, it
has definitely increased.
Vogeler:
Did or do some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different from other states in
the United States?
Fyfe:
Generally speaking, sure. Everybody who was or is uninformed could have that
an understanding of that believe.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who talked about occupation of Hawai‘i
say to the people who saw Hawai‘i and the other states as the same?
Fyfe:
I think I did and I think most of us who are talking on this issue, I think we
educated ourselves about the complexity of the situation and then educated others as to what…
the facts in history were. That is how we dealt with it.
Vogeler:
In those conversations, what did people say on both sides? Were they…what
were the reactions…. I am trying to get an idea of how these interactions took place?
Fyfe:
Well, on the Koani Foundation, we have been dedicated to spreading the word,
educating broadly. A great deal of effort has been spent opposing the Akaka Bill over the past
several years. Reaching out to continental US votes, outside of Hawai‘i. When we go to NY, we
hold seminars and presentations. A lot of people are willing to hear about injustices. We have to
tell the facts, we don’t have to make anything up. People are outraged. The real challenge is how
to do it as briefly as possibly and not get bogged down. Providing enough information, but
without getting bogged down in details so that eyes glaze over. People generally are good and
when they hear about injustices, they are outraged. Talking about our cause and getting peoples
support has been easy to do so.
Vogeler:
You have a good point there. what political groups have been actively trying to
end the occupation, and when were these groups the most active?
Fyfe:
I think now with those that are most active…when I look at the groups I have to
start thinking…. Within the independence…..of course we have the…. We have the
independence, and we have those that are otherwise in our community. Some of the ones up until
several years ago were pushing for independence, some of those have huli a little bit in order to
continue receiving federal funding.
Vogeler:
Really? How did the huli and when was that?
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Fyfe:
I think it was when the Feds started taking seriously the efforts, and they started
cracking down on the groups that were receiving federal funding. And in order to continue to
receive funding, there have been some who have hulied. If you look at who was supporting the
Akaka Bill, there were a lot of people who previously objected to it. When the pressure came
down and the threat of losing the funding was shaken out of them, there was a turn.
Vogeler:
Do you know the names of these groups?
Fyfe:
I will speak very frankly. Pōkā, he was rabidly anti US and pro independence and
a couple of years ago we were having a discussion, when was it…it was in Missouri and we were
having a phone conversation between myself, Ehu, and who else, somebody else and it was the
Akaka Bill, on the opposition of the Akaka Bill, and we called Pōkā about something, and at that
time he told us he was not entirely opposed to the Akaka Bill. There are programs at UH, where
people have been involved with that and people have been supporting the Akaka Bill in the last
couple of years. As far as I am concerned, it is anti-independence, but I know where their heart is.
But in order to protect the project funding. There has been a switch there.
I have to think of the groups that are trying to end the Hawai‘i occupation. The Koani
Foundation is. I think Kekuni’s group. I think most everyone there is anti-occupation, and I do
not think they are into de-colonization as they used to be. I think they have come around too.
(muffled 46.47). Bumpy, Keanu Sai, Henry Noa. I think Keleimaileali‘i is definitely restoring the
Kingdom of Hawai‘i. Hawai‘i Independence and DMZ Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Any other groups?
Fyfe:
I think there probably are, but they don’t come to mind at this time. While we are
talking about occupation…
Vogeler:
You have actually given the longest list of any of the folks that I have asked. And
it is a specific list. Some people in these interviews, they include the independence guys, but you
are giving a specific list on the occupation guys. So did you participate in any of these groups?
Fyfe:
Well the Koani Foundation. I have worked collaboratively with some of the
others. Some more than others. Probably the biggest difference between those that I worked
closely with and those that I didn’t, is, my thought is, that we have to, we need to unify with our
mana and our resources. A couple of the groups are not so into collaborating or unifying, they are
into themselves. I think that is the biggest difference. Some of us accept the benefits to unifying,
we need a critical mass. It is not a one man show or a one group show, it will take as many of us
as possible.
Vogeler:
These groups that have been more active, it is a current thing or is a past
thing…were they more active before or is it more active now?
Fyfe:
It think over a period of time, there are periods of high energy and activity and
then there are some lows and some highs. I think overall, now generally speaking, that these are
pretty active.
Vogeler:
This activity, as far as occupation, mostly nowadays, around the year 2000, or the
nineties.
Fyfe:
I think the concept and the reality of the status of being occupied is more defined
now than it has ever been. It is a universally accepted fact, we are probably at the height of it
now. As far as the awareness and the energy to end the occupation.
Vogeler:
Have any of these groups been effective, and why do you think they have or
haven’t?
Fyfe:
I think all of them have been effective. It is obvious we have not achieved it, but
I think to the extent that some of them have achieved a good level of organization. Some of them
have been more readily recognizable to the people in the street. I think they have all achieved
degrees of success, and what they are working at, but we have not achieved the end of
occupation.
Vogeler:
That is as clear assessment as anything.
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Fyfe:
But as far as to stress that has come about self education, broad education, and
increase, of what I really appreciate now is a greater willingness to collaborate across the groups.
I see more of us becoming aligned.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries, cause changes
within Hawai‘i? For instance, did stuff at the UN or anything, do it…were there other countries
that have caused pressure or has there been any pressure and has it made a difference?
Fyfe:
As far as the UN is concerned, there are four countries that have come out as a
result of our interventions and shadow reports and so forth who were attracted to our case, our
backup material and the legitimacy of our statements. The first one was at the International
Convention on Civil and Political Rights. I mean, there were thousands of complaints or shadow
reports filed against the US at that session. The chances of getting your issues on the floor as
rated by the Committee members was really way out there. the odds are way off. What we put
together was enough to interest the delegates from Switzerland and from Ireland who challenged
the US. The US claimed that as far as civil and political rights, there were not issues against
within any of the groups that the US was dealing with. And we said that they were wrong. And
they were placed in historical documents as far as what had transpired on the issue of colonization
being delisted and so forth. We had those two countries who challenged the US on our behalf.
When we went before the CERD and that is harder. That is the Committee on the Elimination of
Racism and Discrimination, we essentially presented the same argument, a little differently to
match the mandates of their treaty. When the US time came up when the report came up. It gave
us an opportunity. This was last year. The Russian Federation and Romania both picked up
questions of ours and challenged the US. Unfortunate, it was kind of sideways approach because
we had some people in Switzerland who were lobbying for us. We did not go through the CERD
committee. We approached different states individually. When the Russian Federation and
Romania picked it up and challenged the US on the floor, it did not have the backing of the entire
CERD committee. It had gone before the CERD committee, but they did not want to open the can
of worms.
So, the problem that happened, the fact we got our challenges on the floor was
outrageous. People could not believe that the challenges were voiced. Before the end of the
session, which last about two weeks? And they receive periodic reports for whoever is in the
barrel that they receive on various states. And they have a compilation of the happenings and it
had been sanitized out. When this has all transpiring and we got our questions on the floor and I
communicated to a couple of people back in Hawai‘i – one was Mililani and one was Bumpy and
told them what had happened on the floor. I did want to put out until we found out what survived,
the final report. We kept it under our hat. It had gotten sanitized out of the final report.
This is more of the reasoning why we cant communicate, moment by moment, blow by
blow accounting because you do not know what is coming up. If you report things too early, you
can actually threaten success so.
Vogeler:
Has this international stuff, whether its pressure from other countries, has it
helped?
Fyfe:
I think it has helped. Essentially we have four countries that are willing to side
with us on issues. This is major. We still have to continue to move forward but the same thing
that is happening while we are doing these things… the esteem of the US is in the dumpster. I do
not know if you have gone to any of the UN treaty body hearings. But it has been unbelievable,
the first time I heard it, it was unbelievable to hear the way these other states and the world
challenge and call to task whatever violations have taken place under that particular treaty. You
talk about talking turkey, they just lay it out there. I could not believe what I am hearing. It is like
the US carries a big stick and has a big military but people, generally, a lot of States are not
threatened by that anymore. Some are getting funding, they will side with the US no matter what.
More and more States in the UN that are fed up more and more with the US violations,
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indigenous violations. To me there is a big change globally and to me we are increasing support
by what we are doing. All we are doing is sharing the truth.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that you believe the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end, that
the US government and military will leave?
Fyfe:
I think I have been convinced of it ever since I become informed enough to
understand the history and how bad the wrongs were. I have been convinced for several years that
it is going to happen. I cannot tie it to any individual action. I do not think that anything will
happen that suddenly switching on a light in the room and everything is bright. I think it is a
matter of long haul, cumulative. I do not think the US is going to pull out tomorrow anymore than
they will do it in Iraq. It will be more of a cumulative thing. A specific time, I cannot say that.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what factors changed so that the US could no longer control
Hawai‘i. Or are there factors that still need to change so that the US can no longer control
Hawai‘i? Number 11.
Fyfe:
I think it will be a combination of the US and the world, the declining status of
the US in the world. At that same time, it will be a factor on how much we empower ourselves on
the independence side. You are talking about when was this moment? It has been a period of
time. None of this stuff, I have been able to nail down a particular event and activity. We have not
any big demonstrations or acts of violence or civil disobedience like when the British, Black
Sunday, when the British opened up on all the Irish. We have not had any of that yet. Although I
have to say some of the actions on Kaua‘i regarding the iwi over there, it is starting to approach
that kind of resistance. I think that kind of stuff will increase.
Vogeler:
You were talking about empowerment here in Hawai‘i. What factors are
necessary to empower the people of Hawai‘i to cause this change?
Fyfe:
I think what will enable us to continue. Every time we get a little victory, every
time we knock a little chink in the armor. It will be cumulative, it will take a number of little
victories. People are not going to continue… with all the energy and resources it takes for
something like this…if you do not have some small victories or some indications that you can
prevail, it is hard to stay involved. I was talking with Lynette one time, a couple of days ago, and
we were talking about the energy it takes and she said, ‘how can we do this? And I said we are
kind of like junkies and we fight the battle and everyone in a while you will get a little wind, a
little success, and this will be your fix that will be good for a couple of months, and then you
work towards your next one. And they are increasing now. And what we need to have more
people experiencing that little fix, the victory, with more people. In view of all the other stuff in
the world with the US, and I think with their declining and our momentum is increasing, we are
going to pass somehow.
Vogeler:
Increasing since when?
Fyfe:
Well, I can look back, we have been going to Washington DC for seven or eight
years, it seems like, to oppose the Akaka Bill. I am not saying because of our efforts alone it has
not passed. But the point is, it has not passed. So I think we can say, we started to say the
turnaround the inability of Inouye and Akaka to slam through the Bill, there was an indication
there was a weakness there. It meant we can survive as our opposition prevails. Things could turn
around tomorrow. But our recent history of the last several years, we could claim we were
successful in preventing the Akaka Bill from passing. To me, these are wins.
Vogeler:
Has this increased from the nineties or 2000?
Fyfe:
I think it started out in 2000 and coming forward. There is another, it is when
McCain moved the Akaka Bill from the Indian Affairs Committee on the floor. It was voted on
down there. That was a significant moment.
Vogeler:
So these are the same questions as the Baltic States. As the occupation ended, did
you participate in the re-establishment of the independent Hawaiian Government?
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Fyfe:
For Hawai‘i, I would have to say, that those of us who are working hard in our
different areas of activism, of participating in the establishment, of the re-establishment of the
Hawaiian government. I think we are participating now towards that end.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation, affect issues relating to language, culture and
ethnicity?
Fyfe:
I think within the process that is going on now, all of those are being impacted.
Look at the immersion schools, the charter schools, the young people who are in the
demonstrations and so forth. All of whom who are now fluent in the language, practicing the
culture, I think it is a function of…it is like the canoe projects that started up but this one is
political.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Fyfe:
I think that will be interesting as time goes on. I think there is a lot to untangle. I
am thinking that what is going to happen that where there is blatant dispossession[s] or where
land has been transferred illegally, that will have to be looked at. Even if the crime was
generations,[or] even decades ago. That will all have to be figured out. I think the issue of Crown
Lands, of Ceded Lands, I think those will have to revert back to the property of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, the Hawaiian Nation, whatever form it is in. There will be close looks at the legality of
the transfer of properties during this occupation.
Vogeler:
Very good. As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect
the economy?
Fyfe:
I think what will happen with that is we probably won’t be able to depend on
federal funding. But I think what we will be able to do, is to make ourselves self sustaining and
there are efforts in that direction. I think it will be tough for a while but it will end up being a
good exercise. I think we will have self-sustaining as any other State in the World. I think we
have the energy and the resources to do that.
Vogeler:
That is a cool assessment, no one has ever put it that way. Was there a moment
that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Fyfe:
Well, you know what our bumper sticker reads – Free Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
So, not yet, I guess.
Fyfe:
I mean the reality of a free Hawai‘i already exists for those who believe it. I
believe we already have a Free Hawai‘i, we just have to do some tweaking here.
Vogeler:
What a cool way of looking at it. Is there something you would like to ask me or
tell me something that was not covered in this interview?
Fyfe:
No, I think in the context of what you are trying to achieve, these are good
parameters. The only question, I would be very interested to see what happens at the end of this
project. If you are going to transcribe it and shoot it back to me, if you don’t mind me taking
some liberties and clarifying some things, and adding some stuff, I would like to do that.
Vogeler:
That is fine. The points you brought up with the UN and your clarity at seeing the
difference between the independence guys and the occupation guys, a lot of people have gotten
those twisted together so it has been helpful to show the difference there. Also when you were
talking about how things have gone at the UN, the reaction within the indigenous groups at the
UN, it shows that there is some movement there.
Fyfe:
When you look at the success at the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, that was a great achievement for most of the indigenous groups but it is one that doesn’t
particularly help Hawai‘i because of our different national status. But there is movement and
alignment of indigenous people, a lot of it is rough…all you have to look at Bolivia and you can
see what they are going through. But there is a forward movement, there is more…it is kind of
like the world looking at itself, the melting pot aspect…I have been thinking for decades, there is
a reverse trend that people want to get back to their own roots, their own identity, their own
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ethnicity and celebrate them. This is happening at the same time we are trying to be a part of it
from the Hawai‘i perspective.
Vogeler:
And there have been different aspects to that. Well, this has been great. So I will
type these up and send them back to you. Give me a bit of time, I have a few interviews to go
through. This has been so helpful because it brings back that wider dynamic there. Right now, I
have to go because I am supposed to interview someone in one minute.
THE END
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KU‘UMEALOHA GOMES
Gomes:
It was very interesting while I was doing it, in the context of this interview, what
this area meant.
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Gomes:
Ku‘umealoha Gomes but my real name is Lenore Ku‘umealoha Gomes. I
dropped the Lenore, which my American name is given to me. When I became more conscious of
whom I am, I dropped it because I do not consider me American.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Gomes:
Currently, I live on O‘ahu in the city of Honolulu.
Vogeler:
Are your folks from O‘ahu?
Gomes:
My dad is from Kau‘i. My dad is Portuguese and has passed away for a number
of years. His parents came from Portugal and he was born in Hawai‘i. My grandparents, when
they came, over. Our family name is Marks but when they came over the Marks name had
reached its quota so they switched to Gomes. That is what happened.
Vogeler:
Who set the quota?
Gomes:
It is a quota from immigration, for people leaving. That is the story. Marks is my
grandfather’s name and Gomes is my grandmother’s name.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Gomes:
1945.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Gomes:
I was born on O‘ahu. My mother is Hawaiian and was born here. I was born in
Pu‘unui (sp). They call it Lāie, but Pu‘unui is the area, the district. I was born in St. Francis
hospital.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Gomes: My parents are American. My father is American but my mother never said she was
American. She always said she was Kanaka.
Vogeler:
What about statehood?
Gomes: My mother never celebrated statehood. My mother celebrated Hawaiian holidays. When
she died, my mother died two years ago. I started reflecting on her and growing up in the time, I
was interacting with her. My mother said she was never American but she was kanaka. She was
very firm about that. On American holidays, she would say ‘shah’ and go like that. She never said
anything. She would do nonverbal kind of things. When it came to the Queen’s birthday, she
would cook and be all happy and invited friends over.
Vogeler:
What year was she born?
Gomes:
My mother was born in 1929.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
You work at the university.
Gomes:
Yes. My mother also is from the Big Island – Kona. She came from an area that
the state (unclear). That was my mother. I have been working at the university since 1994.
Kua‘ana Student Services. In the office of Student Equity, Excellence and Diversity.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Gomes:
I graduated from high school. My degree is in public health and masters. My
focus was on community health and organizing.
Vogeler:
Like the system, you developed for Alu Like.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Gomes:
I have never served the military, in fact I have been banned from all military
resolutions. I have a lifetime ban.
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Vogeler:
I had a one-year ban. Was that from a protest or something?
Gomes:
It was weird because I was doing parenting class in Lualualei. As a facilitator I
noticed that the group was having a hard time jelling and even though it was the middle of the
session, halfway, and so I told my co-facilitator that something was going on because the group
should have coalesced more. We have to get them to share more in order for you to talk about
certain issues, and strategies of parenting. I think it had to do with I am Hawaiian and told her I
had to put it out there. So I came in and said, the group should be a lot closer and am wondering
what is going on. I said, I wonder if part of the reason is because I am part Hawaiian. And that
was it. The whole room erupted and the women said, ‘ When we come here, all the families have
to go to Fort Derussy and one of the things they said was not to trust Hawaiian people. They do
not like you, they will rape you, beat your kids up, do not interact with them.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Gomes:
1980. Pōkā Laenui became my attorney. They just went to pieces over this thing,
some of them started crying and were wondering what I was going to do to them. That was when
I started talking to them about my purpose here is to do the thing I told you, the parenting classes.
I said that I was sorry that they heard that but that it was not true. Lualualei is above Nanakuli.
They were told to stay away from the beaches, do not go to the stores in the community, all that
kind of stuff. I started to talking about the Massey case and what happened and perhaps that this
is where some of the stuff comes from. You talk about the attitude of our people, towards your
people. It could come from that, it was a popular case, and you should read about it. I said,
oftentimes the military is looked upon with suspicion. Right now, the bombing of Kaho‘olawe is
going on, the Midpac exercises, I explained that. I said, you know it is common knowledge that
the US exploded the atom bomb in the middle of the ocean and it killed many people.
At that point, a woman stood up, and she was in uniform. She said, ‘You have five
minutes to get off this base. You are conducting subversive activities right now. And if you do
not leave, you will be arrested. This is what we have been waiting to hear. We knew you would
be propagandizing us. I was, I said that this stuff is public information and I am trying to address
these people’s fears and trying to dispel them by explaining some history. She said she was
leaving to call the MP’s. The commander’s office will be called immediately, she said. I had to
calm the women down and they were crying and we really appreciate you being here, we have
learned a lot from you. One woman who was ready to give birth said, ‘I am glad for people like
you, because I know my child will be safe in this world.’ And then another woman stood up and
said there might be problems between her and her husband because, ‘I will not believe everything
he tells me.’ So I left the base, I had to leave. I left before I was escorted out. The first thing I
went to the beach, stood there, and looked at the ocean. I had tears in my eyes and asked, ‘What
happened?’.
Here I am this tiny little person and this huge institution got upset because I was speaking
some truth. It took me about an hour and finally got back to my office at Pearl City at the mental
health center. When I got off the elevator, everyone dropped what they were doing and watched
me walk. I knew that something must have happened. My boss stormed in and said, ‘What did
you do? The governor got called, the mayor got called, the head of the DOH got called. What did
you do?’ I looked at her and said, ‘Nothing, I was doing my job.’ She told me I could get fired.’ I
looked at her and said, ‘Are you telling me I am going to get fired?’ and she said she did not
know yet. She stormed out the door, and I immediately called John Witeck who was the union,
involved in the activist movement. John said he would get somebody right away. They sent a
union person over the next day. That day the union person said he would be there the next day.
Then they called my boss and put her in her place right away.
The news just spread around the mental health center. And then this Doctor Andy Allen
(sp), who was the head of the Center of Hawaiian Mental Health, he was a psychiatrist. He came
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to see me a couple of days later and said, ‘I want you at my clinic, I love troublemakers.’ And I
switched over.
Vogeler:
It goes and shows the attitudes.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Gomes:
I speak English with some Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Gomes:
I am Hawaiian Portuguese.
Vogeler:
Remember with all these questions, you do not have to answer all the questions,
just the ones you are familiar with. In school, what were you taught about the US relationship to
Hawai‘i? Did this information come from textbooks or some other source?
Gomes: In school, I remember as early as 4th grade, from when you go to school from
kindergarten on you have to Pledge Allegiance to the Flag even as a kindergartner, you can
hardly understand the words. They are all jumbled up but you are swinging this flag. In first
grade, I remember some of the information, and it was sugarcane and pineapple history. And
plantation managers and everyone was white. All the bosses were white and the workers were
brown. And that is what you learned. I was raised in two plantations, one in Kaua‘i and one in
Waipahu. My grandfather was a Luna in the sugar plantation so he had the biggest house in the
camp. But he was not part of the mangers, he was a Luna. You had all these ethnic enclaves. It
was putting that living experience early on when I was little. I lived on the Kekaha plantation
from when I was about three years old and then in the 4 th grade it was easy to understand the
whole plantation thing because I actually lived it.
In the 3rd grade in elementary school in Waipahu, all the third graders in Waipahu were
invited to the manager’s house to sing and dance and you got cookies. There were all these white
ladies in hats and gloves and sitting around in little tables. And here you were the entertainment.
When I think about, I always get sick and want to vomit. It was so strange. But at that time, we
did not think it was strange to go to the manager’s house. We grew up thinking that is how it was.
That was my father. My parents were divorced when I was five. So that was my father and my
stepmother who was Filipino. She always came from a plantation town in Kaua‘i, and they were
married and moved to Waipahu. They came from the plantation and accepted that.
My mother on the other hand, the whole family was Hawaiian and they were fisher
people and water people and not from the plantation and they just poohpoohed the whole thing. I
grew up with this class. On one hand growing up as being part of this machine, the other is you
are not and you never will be.
That was until I left home after high school. When I was about 21, I dropped the English
name and used the Hawaiian name. Everything about me was Hawaiian. My father called me a
communist. And I said to him, ‘If everything about me is living Hawaiian and that is communist,
I am a communist.’
Vogeler:
In school, when this information was presented, how did you feel?
Gomes:
It was interesting because as a kid you go along with it. But you do not quite fit
in and I never fit in. I never felt good about any of it. I felt like I wanted to be Japanese. At one
time, I fantasized about changing my name to a Japanese name because it was like who I was, I
was not a part of it.
Vogeler:
Did you learn anything about the media or newspapers that told you about the
relationship of Hawai‘i to the US?
Gomes:
I lived at a time when Hawai‘i became a state. And that whole thing about
statehood. As a kid I was feeling scared. Everyone was celebrating and I was scared. I did not
understand what was happening. As a kid, you do not understand the political dynamics. But I
remember as a kid feeling scared that something was happening that was not right and I could not
explain it. That is what I know, that I can recall. I wanted to run away and hide.
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Vogeler:
Run away from home or from Hawai‘i?
Gomes:
Just run away from home and hide. People were celebrating. Here is the thing I
felt, and it was so weird. I started having dreams about Hitler, I was in this car, and it was being
driven in a parade. He was here, I was sitting here in the car, and he was holding me down and
waving to everyone. I used to get up and be sweating. And this was the time people were
celebrating statehood. I could not understand why I was having that dream. And then later on in
life, looking back, I felt there was something so wrong with it, I just could not explain it. It
reminded me of stuff I was hearing on the radio very little, about Hitler, I was equating it with
statehood and Hitler, and that it was very bad.
In school, it was good to be American.
Vogeler:
Did your family ever talk about…
Gomes:
My father was American.
Vogeler:
Did he ever talk about the relationship between Hawai‘i and the US?
Gomes:
Not really.
Vogeler:
Did anyone ever talk about it?
Gomes:
Not really.
Vogeler:
Did you ever hear about it from any other sources – friends or anywhere else?
Gomes:
I had a teacher, and I am trying to recall his name, it was in high school. He was
Japanese, but I think he was not from Hawai‘i. Mainland Japanese accent. He was my American
history teacher, and he would allow us to challenge things American. He was the one that
introduced the Bolshevik revolution to us, and I was taken by it. I was moved by the workers
revolution piece, and he encouraged me to read about things, to find out about things here
America was doing: what it was not supposed to be doing. He was the first person in my life who
ever encouraged me to do this. I was fifteen then, and my father was a contractor, small business
contractor, building fences. Jobs for the military and private residences. I took it upon myself to
interview his workers to see if they were being treated right, fair wages. Was there anywhere
where working conditions could be improved and things like that.
I did a two-week interview on each of them without the knowledge of my father. When
they were doing payroll, and it was payday. I said to him, ‘Before you do the payroll, I have some
things to talk to you about.’ I was fifteen and he looked at me and asked what I was talking about.
I had my little tablet with me, and I told him I interviewed all the workers and there are some
things I have to tell you because you are going to have to increase their pay. And he said, ‘What?’
and I said he would have to increase their pay. I said for instance, when they come [home] late
and its after sundown and its far away, they need to be paid extra hours, like time and a half. And
if it is raining and it is in the back of the truck, which is hazardous pay. You need to increase their
health care benefits. He was like ‘Get away from me.’ And I said no I was not going to. They
need a pay raise, they have not had one in awhile.
Vogeler:
Did he do it?
Gomes:
He told my mother to ‘Get this girl away from me.’ I stood my ground and he
was getting angry. I looked at him and said, ‘What is the difference from me telling you this now
and you telling grandpa way back when I was three years old and sitting on your lap, and you
guys were trying to get wages and health care for the plantation workers. What is the difference?’
He stopped and stared at me and tears started running down. He gave the guys a little pay raise.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit anywhere outside of US control. Where did you go, when was
this, how old were you. In this trip, did you learn about anything about the relationship between
Hawai‘i and the US?
Gomes:
It was not until I was an adult and went to Asteroid. What happened I got sick
when I was there. I was able to experience their health care system and got to understand and how
it was a socialized medicine environment. That is what started me on my career in public health. I
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understand. I saw the difference in the health care systems. One that covers the people all the
time. And the other, where the wealthy gets the best health care. Others get less health care or no
health care. Also the difference in the political systems. In Aerteora, you have many different
political parties. In American, you only have two, which is only one. In Aeteroa, all the multiple
parties represent all the people. In America where you have a one party system, many people are
left out.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Gomes:
It was in 1984, I think.
Vogeler:
Did they say anything more specifically about Hawai‘i?
Gomes:
We talked a lot about Hawai‘i and about Hawai‘i is really independent. We did
not have the language at the time. I did not use colonization at the time, I used independence.
Around that time, I went to, in 1985, I went to Vanuatu, as a Hawai‘i representative, one of seven
people in a Nuclear Free Pacific conference in Vanuatu. There were… I was the only one from
Hawai‘i. I had a good friend from Aotearoa. She was very political and traveled in Cuba, met
Fidel Castro. She went to Vanuatu and knew the Prime Minister. She and I were very close so I
was invited to dinner at Walter Linney’s (house). He was the first Prime Minister when Vanuatu
got their independence. They got their independence, I think, in 1983. They used to be ruled by a
condominium government, both by France and British. I remember sitting at the table, eight of us.
Sitting at the table with Akaka Evans from Aeteoroa, L. Tipu from New Caledonia, person from
the Philippines, somebody from Australia. At the course of the conversation and Walter Linney
looked at me, which took me by surprise. They were talking about their independence, and they
were talking about the independence of New Caledonia and were talking about how the
Philippines need to get away from America. He looked down the table, and he pointed out to me
and said, “Ku’u, you live in Hawai‘i, and he said your country is independent, your country is not
American.’ He said you are going to have to work very hard because your country is not going to
let go of it.” And he said until everyone understands that it is your own country.
Vogeler:
Was this some sort of insight or intuition he was having?
Gomes:
No, he knew. It was like he was speaking from a place of knowledge, and I was
naïve and I looked at him like I was shocked. Because of the conversation and the level of
conversation, I knew he was not talking about a nation with a nation kind of thing. He was talking
about your country is independent. He made another reference. Your country is independent and
he said something like. I said something like our country was stolen from us. He said, your
country was never stolen, it was independent. Your country was independent, the Americans have
to get out. The military has to get out. The world knows your country is independent.
I think there was someone from Libya who said it was independent.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that Hawaiian Islands were part of the US? Did you
accept that the US will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime? How old were you when you
thought the United States would remain?
Gomes:
I think there was a time in my life when I was younger when I thought….it was
like, we are America. I think I was in the 3rd grade, 4th or maybe even 6th grade when you are
being conditioned with the flag and stuff. I thought we were part of America and stuff. Nothing
else is a reality, you are a part of America.
Vogeler:
Did you think the US would always stay?
Gomes:
Yes, I always thought that.
Vogeler:
What about now?
Gomes:
Oh, no. now it is like this is not America. America is here illegally, America is
occupying Hawai‘i and America…, and we need to figure out for America to get that it needs to
leave.
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Vogeler:
This dovetails right in there. When did you learn that Hawai‘i is occupied? When
did this occur and how did you gain this information?
Gomes:
I think it was first from Walter Linney. That was the first thing that opened up
my mind and thought there was something here. I did not know where to start, I started to read
about Linney and how he started. He was an Anglican priest. I was reading about things outside
the American context, Fidel Castro. All these countries that were independent. New Caledonia,
Vanuatu. How countries got their independence. I had a lot of literature that was very different
and started to collect from the Pacific Resources Center. And I was gulping up all their stuff from
the pacific. I have it written down here.
It was not until Keanu’s stuff was coming out. I think the first time I went to any
presentation was in the early 90’s. It was here on campus. I did not follow his thing about Perfect
Title. I heard bits and pieces from people but purposely was not reading the papers. I did not like
what I was hearing, and I did not want to be colored by that stuff. I do not know if that is the right
thing, but I want to find out for myself. This is the kind of person I am. I stayed away from that, I
went to meetings house – Kekuni’s house… and he would make comments, and I did not say
anything. I said to myself that someday I would meet Keanu Sai, and I would ask him myself.
And I will get the answer myself.
He was giving a presentation in someone’s class. At that time, he was talking about
Kamehameha and the will. Bernice Pauahi’s Will. I remember he had it on this projector, the old
projector. I was listening to it, and I sat up in my seat and started looking at the document and
thought that he made a lot of sense. He was answering my questions. I started paying attention
and talked to Keanu after that and told him I liked what he said and that it made sense. I started
following. It was then I started when Keanu did a presentation. I saw it develop over time and it
got better and better and better.
Vogeler:
When you first heard this information, how did you feel?
Gomes:
I felt excited. I felt excited. There was another one he gave, another presentation,
and I cannot remember, Kūhiō, where it was. I remember when he started talking about Hawai‘i
in a different way and not colonization. I remember walking around that day and crying. I
remember just walking and crying. And the crying was because for the first time in my life, I
thought someone was speaking truth about who we were. I felt like this shield I was carrying
around, started to crack and break away. I remember walking around campus and saw myself
walking taller and taller. I recall that a friend of mine from Nigeria, saying to me years earlier:
why is it that you Hawaiian people walk with your head down? As I watch you with your head
down. This is your country. You should be walking proudly. And this is what Keanu was saying
that this is our country, not just our land, and our country. Before that, I never used to stand
during the American National Anthem. I thought that I could not stand for the American National
Anthem but I could stand as a Hawaiian citizen and stand proudly representing my country. I
stand because I am standing as a Hawaiian national. I respect your national anthem. It is very
different than standing in protest.
Keanu’s presentation not only caused a paradigm shift in my head but it made huge shifts
in which I am as a person.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the people who understood that Hawai‘i was occupied,
did it increase, decrease or remain the same?
Gomes:
It has increased over time. It has increased significantly.
Vogeler:
Why do you believe this has happened?
Gomes:
I think a lot of it is the work has Keanu has done. What it has done, it is not about
personality. Keanu’s work is the history, the real history of Hawai‘i. You are not following a
personality. Keanu does not perpetuate a cult. He cannot. You can have a cult for the document. It
is not him at all, it is the knowledge, the history, the things that make people hungry and want
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more. That is what he is showing and how people can delve into more information. Before
Keanu, people used to go to the archives to do genealogy research. When Keanu started to present
information, people started going to the archives to look for documents and to uncover more.
That kind of stuff and not just in Hawai‘i newspapers but further than that.
Vogeler:
Did some people think that Hawai‘i is no different from the United States – like
Georgia or California?
Gomes:
Yes, I think so. There were many people, still are.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who knew about the occupation, say to
those people who saw Hawai‘i as one of the states as the United States?
Gomes:
Sometimes it is easy to talk to people like that and sometimes it is not. But I think
that…. I think its continuing to make little comments here and there. Sometimes people will turn
away from you for whatever reason. They have their self-imposed fears or whatever. I do not
know how to explain it. What I did sometimes is refer people to the Hawaiian Journal site and
say, if you go to this site, you can get more information. Sometimes I will go to a party, not only
Hawaiians, just my other friends that I really trust and somebody will say…and they will
apologize first and ask if they mind if they ask me this. They will ask me about why they stormed
the palace. And I will say, here is my insight about this. And I will talk about occupation history,
and they will say that it was interesting, and they never heard it before. I will say – well go to this
site. I will write it down for them. This is the information that will be surfacing more and more.
And that is basically how to do it. Some people are there and some people are not there yet.
Vogeler:
What political groups are trying to actively end the occupation, and when these
groups were most active? Did you participate?
Gomes:
I do not think there are any groups. I think the only group that is addressing
international law and the occupation of Hawai‘i is the Hawaiian Society for Law and Politics on
campus. The other groups are not as astute in terms of their understanding. They have bits and
pieces but many of them are far from it. Even sometimes, they will use occupation and in that,
same sentence use colonization. It is convoluted still. I think the work that Keanu is doing, that
you are doing…once the information gets out there, people will get out there.
Vogeler:
Do you believe these political groups have been effective?
Gomes:
No.
Vogeler:
Like HSLP or other groups?
Gomes:
I think HSLP has been effective. It is effective: it is graduating people with PhDs.
it is sending people to Latvia and Estonia. Its information has been published in books that will be
used in history classes that will be read by other people, even in the US government and around
the world. I think that Kekuni Blaisdell’s group, I think some of them had been placeholders, like
a doorstop and have not advanced further. But they have served a purpose in being placeholders.
Vogeler:
What about like OHA and these folks at the palace?
Gomes:
OHA is a state agency.
Vogeler:
What about these folks at the palace?
Gomes:
I think that they are a bunch of confused people. It is kind of lumping the
proletariat.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within Hawai‘i and if so how? And when did this occur?
Gomes:
You mean in terms of the status quo?
Vogeler:
Helping out in terms of ending the occupation.
Gomes:
We have not ended the occupation yet, it is still going on. I do not know if there
has been pressure.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you understood that the US occupation will end, that
the US government will leave and when was this moment?
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Gomes:
I was sitting in the office when Keanu told me. He was telling me about, it was
last year. He was telling me, about nine months, about the article in the US Constitution and he
was explaining how Kamehameha should really fight their case. That is when I realized that it
will be a matter of time. I may see it in my lifetime, I may see the beginnings in my lifetime.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what were the factors that changed so that the US
government could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Gomes:
I think…if any factors changed as much… I think that what is happening is that
there is more exposure about the occupation, that the US is occupying Hawai‘i. The more
exposure that information gets, the less the US can hide it. It is kind of, like there is a crack in the
wall, another crack in the wall. The cracks are all over the place and it will shatter, kind of like
this window, and it will fall.
Vogeler:
The main factor is education?
Gomes:
Yes.
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment in the new
government?
Gomes:
It has not happened yet.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues related to language, ethnicity and
culture?
Gomes:
We are not there yet.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember…
Gomes:
Those questions were for those people that you interviewed?
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation of the economy?
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again? Are there any questions
you would like to ask me? Is there something you would like to tell me that was not covered?
Gomes:
I would like to know how those people answered those first, the folks from
Latvia and etc. They could answer those parts.
Vogeler:
They could answer those parts. Those were some of the most interesting
questions because. The ones on language and culture…the ones on real estate. For instance on
real estate in Lithuania, they said do not do what we did. They explained how they blew it.
Because of the way they tried to deal with the real estate issues, they were still unresolved 20
years later. It led to cronyism, and it led to kickbacks and stuff like that. Same with language in
culture. In Latvia, in terms of citizenship and stuff, these are things to consider. They have noncitizens. They have people who are not Russian and not Latvian. They have to prove their
Russian status or take a test to be Latvian. And they do neither. So they are non-citizens.
Gomes:
And there is no accountability?
Vogeler:
They are one quarter of the population in Latvia. They are non-citizens. Estonia
and Lithuania dealt with it differently. So they told me to straighten up how to deal with these
things. And with the economy, theirs was a command economy. Also another question, are there
other people that you think that we should talk to. I know you mentioned Annelle Amoral, but I
do not know how to get in touch with her.
Gomes:
Let me give you her number.
Vogeler:
People in the Baltic States, like some of the questions were bringing up memories
and so forth, people said the same thing. Some of the questions no one asked them and had not
thought about these questions for 20 or 30 years. They brought up memories. It is so interesting
how you were talking about, how you realized the US was going to leave – it was about a year
ago.
Gomes:
There is a way, and it is happening. Slowly, slowly it is happening. I wish I had a
little crack at the bottom, so I could watch it grow. Okay.
Vogeler:
Okay that is great. Is there anything that you wanted to cover?
Gomes:
No.
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Vogeler:
It was also fascinating how you brought up that other people, in other places
knew. I wonder if that is going to… I wonder if that is going to come up again with Uncle Buzzy.
Gomes:
It is really fascinating because you have people in the international arena who
know, you know. And who is that guy. His last name is Kealoha. And a number of years ago, I
remember this, it was in ethnic studies, and his last name is Kealoha and he talked about…he
talked about…he came back from someplace and he and someone else had talked to was talking
to the head of state of Libya.
Vogeler:
Gaddafi?
Gomes:
Yes and he said, ‘We are ready to support you when you want it because Hawai‘i
is independent.’ The international community knows.
Vogeler:
Do you think it is just education?
Gomes:
Yes, I think it is education. It is not just education. I think that it is education in a
general sense, in exposure. I think you have to know where you have to have people willing to be
out there. People who are willing to carry that torch and will do so. You have to have
somebody…you, like Keanu…. You have to have the person or persons who will continue to do
this work and not give up. It is their lifetime passion and they have a tremendous sense of what is
right and what is wrong, and they are driven by that. That sense of history. What keeps you
going?
Vogeler:
I am thinking, why now?
Gomes:
What keeps you going?
Vogeler:
It is my mom and all that stuff. That is the section I am working on. There is this
information, this history that needs to be presented. Uncle Tommy…we got to where we are at
because of that. It is all those things. I am trying to figure out – why now? Why is there
something different now. Why not 1970’s?
Gomes:
When I went to Kaho‘olawe about two years ago, we had students in biology,
botany, architecture, astronomy. I had not been to the island in years. I used to be involved with
the PKO, and the core group, the group that made strategy. At the time we went, we went in the
70’s. We were activists, we were ready to get out there, and we can carry signs and get nuts and
that sort of stuff, and do the occupation. We write articles; we make banners; we make flyers. We
support those who are willing to put themselves on the line. We cook. This time when I went with
the kids, I saw the young people who are willing to be there…they have the same passion but are
doing it differently. They are doing the research and writing and publishing. They are articulating
it and talking about it. They are doing it differently. Things have changed, but we were here as
activists doing things at this level. But these kids are going here to go here (visual non-verbal).
They are digging deeper to find out the root of things.
It is more forceful. It makes more sense, you are able to articulate it better, and it has a
lasting power. People can hold it in their hands, they can understand it. It can be justified,
clarified and it is based on history. You cannot refute it because it is all there. You can
substantiate it in so many ways. Like Keanu said, it is a box of Kleenex. No matter how you turn
it around, it is a box of Kleenex. Before people said, no it is not a box of Kleenex. And some
people would say – what Kleenex? Now there is no way to get around it.
Vogeler:
I am going to call Auntie Annelle, and if there is someone else, you can think of
to interview or whatever. I will call her. If you have her email I can send the questions too. You
said, ‘Keep on going, and do not give up.’ That is the same thing Kanalu said a week or two ago.
When James saw my mom at the palace after she died. She said the same thing – do not give up.
That is something.
Gomes:
It is the same thing for Keanu. It is the same thing with his grandmother.
Vogeler:
And it was the same thing. He saw his grandmother in a dream so that is. There is
something there. You cannot discount it, it is something. Maybe the question, why now, is part of
it. We will see. THE END
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TRUSTEE WALTER HEEN
Vogeler:
We have the interview, I type it up, I send it back to you, and you can make
corrections or changes you want. I sent the questions as an email attachment. These are the exact
same questions I asked in the Baltic States, so if one of the questions you say, “I don’t know if
that really fits” that is okay, that is the purpose of this, to be able, it’s a complex topic, and it is
something that people have different views. It is not to guide anyone toward anything; it is just to
understand better what event, even if this comparison fits. If it is okay, can we start these
questions here?
Heen:
Sure.
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Heen:
Walter Heen
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Heen:
In Honolulu.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Heen:
I was born on April 17, 1928
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Heen:
Honolulu.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Heen:
My father was ½ Hawaiian and ½ Chinese. My mother was 75% Hawaiian and
25% Irish.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Heen:
I am a trustee at the Office of Hawaiian Affairs. I have been a trustee since
November of 2006. I am a trustee.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any?
Heen:
I graduated in Roosevelt High School. I am a product of a segregated school
system. My highest degree was a Jurist Doctor from Georgetown Law. The area of study was
law. I graduated from UH with a BA Degree in Economics.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Heen:
I have not served in the US military. I was in the National Guard.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Heen:
I speak English.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Heen:
Hawaiian. Although I do consider myself Chinese and Irish. They are all in there.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to Hawai‘i?
Heen:
Essentially, we were not taught anything. Except in very general terms, that we
were a territory of the United States. The tendency on the part of any teachers or instructors was
to gloss over how that relationship came about. In essence, we led to believe that the action in
1898 was not an overthrow; they did not mention the overthrow. They described it as a
revolution, in my recollection. In those days, there was one course in Hawaiian history, and there
was a textbook, and I did not take the course. I cannot tell what was in the textbook but I can
guess that it was not near the information we have today in textbooks.
I wondered at the time why we were not being taught in Hawaiian history but we were
taught United States history but I accepted it. After all we were a part of the United States.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (For example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do you
remember the name of any of these sources?
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Heen:
Essentially the same thing that I mentioned in the previous section, that there was
a territorial relationship between us and the united states and how that came about was the actions
of the so called revolution. We did not question the information because nobody was doing any
in-depth research that has been done in the last twenty years or so. So, we did not question. I did
not even think about it.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Heen:
Growing up I do remember my parents being distressed by the fact that we were
no longer, after 1898 that we were no longer an independent nation or country and they did, my
mother did anyway, inform us that two of my uncles, Mike and Frank Harvey, were very active in
trying to defend the queen and were on lists of suspects put out by the provisional government to
be arrested in case of an uprising. We knew that something happened but there was no real
discussion about it.
Vogeler:
When statehood came, were they supportive of statehood?
Heen:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Did you… were there any folks that were not or were most folks supportive of
statehood?
Heen:
It is kind of like you accepted the fact that it was going to happen. Frankly,
almost have facetiously; I would have preferred going independent. What I thought that what we
could do was get our independence declared and the US would surrender, and we would get
foreign aid.
Vogeler:
Back then? Really?
Heen:
Kind of wild but…
Vogeler:
That is a pretty good strategy. But your family did not talk about it much.
Heen:
Not really. My family was much assimilated. My father’s siblings all graduated
from Punahou and so, as I said, we were assimilated into that western culture at that time. So, we
kind of learned to roll with the punches and maintain our feet and figured as individuals, or as an
individual family, we could get along no matter what happens.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i from any other sources?
Heen:
No.
Vogeler:
Friends or anybody?
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control?
Heen:
When?
Vogeler:
Growing up?
Heen:
No.
Vogeler:
At one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US?
Heen:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Do you still believe that?
Heen:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Do you accept that the United States will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your
lifetime?
Heen:
I accept it. I do not know if I like it, but I accept it as a practical fact.
Vogeler:
Sure. The question here is when you learned that Hawai‘i is occupied but more
specifically, do you believe that Hawai‘i is occupied or have you ever heard of it. Did you hear of
the notion? I know that there are some court cases that have mentioned that.
Heen:
I think that the term ‘occupied’ is called up in the context of international law
and that is my own view. Given the practicalities of the existence, or the sphere of our influence
within the United States, it was not viewed by any of us as an occupation as it is defined now by
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people like Pōkā, Keanu Sai and Henry and those people. It was not until they started expounding
their theories, which I find to be very valid, it was not until then, that we began to think about the
fact that there is an occupation.
Vogeler:
How long ago do you remember that being talked about. I asked because I was
talking with Pōkā and he referred me to some cases in 1978.
Heen:
I was going to say that my first exposure to that theory, whatever you want to call
it, was through Pōkā. I have to say that started in the mid 1980’s. Maybe close to 1990- or around
there.
Vogeler:
Pōkā, in his interview, he mentions some stuff and followed up on it. Actually
just before I met with Trustee Mossman, I went down to Circuit Court and found the case. It says,
1978, it was the Pulawa Case and he says.
Heen:
That was the US District Court.
Vogeler:
Yes. And it says something about foreign occupation, I have it in my bag. It was
1978, and I was so surprised. 1978. I was also talking to Uncle Buzzy, and he was mentioning
similar things. Now you were saying that they have valid ideas…
Heen:
I think their theories are valid, are correct. The problem I see that there is no
forum to help us change it. You know. We can either knock our heads against the wall or accept
it, and try to change it.
Vogeler:
Is there any way, I know there have been cases that have been brought up. Is
there some way to bring it up in court. I know they brought it up in the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, as well but is there anyway to bring these things up?
Heen:
You can bring it up, but whether or not you will be successful is the next
question. In the US Court you will never be successful as far as I can tell.
Vogeler:
Even if they point to the international things, the international court or whatever?
Heen:
I think one precept of international law is international law or another country’s
interpretation of law cannot be made to apply to law in my country.
Vogeler:
I see. So like things as what is it, 12B-1, and some people have mentioned that.
Heen:
Not unless the United States has decided it is going to accept it.
Vogeler:
On the one hand, just so I understand this, the folks that are talking about
occupation have clear theory, but that does not necessarily change the circumstances. In terms of
the US, so the theory is correct as far as occupation, but the US is still controlling Hawai‘i.
Heen:
And the US will just refuse to accept the theory.
Vogeler:
Even if by international law Hawai‘i is occupied and not part of the US, it does
not necessarily mean that the US is going to accept that international legal idea.
Heen:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Your speaking on this is clear. When did you first hear about this idea? You were
saying that with Pōkā and that you two had this conversation in the eighties?
Heen:
It was in the early eighties.
Vogeler:
So, what did you think? What was your reaction?
Heen:
My first reaction was that I was skeptical and needed more time to think more
about it, and talk to people about it. I think later on, I became more accepting of the theory from
the writings and lectures of Keanu Sai.
Vogeler:
When was that? Five years ago, ten years ago?
Heen:
It might have been eight or ten years ago.
Vogeler:
How did you feel to hear this stuff, did it seem wacko, did it make you feel….
Was it…..
Heen:
I do not think it was wacko. I thought his research and his intellectual question of
the situation was valid. I agreed with his conclusion that the sovereignty as it existed in 1893
continued and was never destroyed.
Vogeler:
And continues to this day?
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Heen:
Yes. That is accepting his theory. How do you put that into practical terms, how
do you use that to overturn the situation, is an entire different story?
Vogeler:
Did your view of the world change, or the United States?
Heen:
I saw this back of the… (muffled)
Vogeler:
When I met with Trustee Mossman, this was the piece of paper I was using and
he mentioned Jenny Chock as someone I should talk to.
Heen:
I made a note of it because she was my law clerk, she was the best I had.
Vogeler:
Did you view of the world change, or the view of the US, or yourself from what
you heard from Pōkā or Keanu Sai?
Heen:
I do not know if my view of the US changed because I had already developed a
viewpoint, in terms of international relations, and actions in the world, on the world stage, the US
was in many instances was most, if not all, wrong. They were imperialistic, heavy handed, and
always wanted to be the world’s policeman. And it is worse. That viewpoint still prevailed, and I
still have it. But the next question is: What are we going to do about it?
One thing we can do is elect Obama because…that is a different subject altogether. I have a
feeling, having read his book that America’s foreign policy decisions and determinations and
statements are going to be considerably different if he is elected than they are today. I think out of
any presidential candidate that has ever run, throughout American history, I think he is the only
one that can truly feel how a minority person feels. And that includes all the other nations of the
world.
Vogeler:
And that is his popularity.
Heen:
And it may get him shot too.
Vogeler:
Your view of the US did not change?
Heen:
My view of the US changed. My view is that we were wrong in so many
instances but the practically of how you change that is a political question, it is not strictly a legal
question. You can’t go to the US court and say you are going to change. No, you have to do that
through politics.
Vogeler:
You have to work with the powers that be.
Heen:
Or become a power.
Vogeler:
Did your understanding of yourself change?
Heen:
I do not think so. I have always considered myself something of a rebel, but have
I considered myself under some control so that thoughts with respect to a more active means of
attaining that goal are tempered by the fact that it is impractical.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease?
Heen:
Oh it has increased.
Vogeler:
When would you say that increase took place?
Heen:
I think about the time that Keanu Sai and Henry Noa, about the time their
theories were made known to the public, than they had been before.
Vogeler:
Would that be around the nineties or around?
Heen:
I think around mid nineties.
Vogeler:
Why do you believe, just from your perspective, why do you think it’s increased?
Heen:
It could be others, but those are the two that stand out in my mind. I think
because the younger generation finds their statements, their theories and what they advocate to be
more to their liking than the previous generations.
Vogeler:
So it is mainly the young people?
Heen:
I think so.
Vogeler:
Do some people or no people think that Hawai‘i is no different than any of the
other states in the United States?
Heen:
Yes.
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Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did people talk about occupation say to people who
thought was Hawai‘i was part of the Untied States?
Heen:
They yelled at them and called them stupid.
Vogeler:
Was that… any specific example?
Heen:
What I mean in discussions regarding sovereignty, the overthrow, the occupation
and all of this mixed up in a ball a wax… the discussions between those who believe in
occupation and had their own ideas about how we can overcome that will not brook any argument
from the other side. Any temporizing argument is shouted down.
Vogeler:
There are several groups, or are there several groups…are some more vocal than
others?
Heen:
I could not name you any offhand but sure there are some that are more vocal.
Some that have changed that are not so vocal as they were before. Like Ka Lāhui. They were far
more vocal twenty years ago than they are now.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, have they changed their views?
Heen:
Not as far as I know, but they have changed their leadership.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Heen:
I am not sure what you mean by actively trying to end the occupation. I think two
groups that occupied the palace groups could be classified are trying to end the occupation. I
think Bumpy’s group is one of those. I cannot think of any others.
Vogeler:
Does Henry Noa have a group?
Heen:
Yes, he does, but I cannot remember the name of it. And there are degrees and
degrees of activity. I do not see that his group is a highly, does not have a high profile as some of
the others?
Vogeler:
Does Keanu Sai have a group, do you know?
Heen:
I do not know, I do not think.
Vogeler:
Anyone else, Pōkā, does he have a group?
Heen:
Pōkā has a group. He is one of those who have tempered over the years. For
instance, he now supports the Akaka Bill, and he did not before. He has come more towards the
middle…. I do not know if you call it more to the right or left but somewhat more down. I do not
want to say mainstream. I think he understands what I am thinking and that is you have to do
what you can do to get something now rather than shooting for the universe that you are not going
to get.
Vogeler:
It is like a Steven Martin joke…to get to any greater goal you have to have
smaller goals along the way. As he says, ‘My current small goal is to become master of the
universe.”
Heen:
I do not know if you know Kehau Watson. She put it very aptly, in the hearings
were held in our attempts to settle the back debt rents, due to OHA. She said, ‘I will accept every
little bit, by every little bit by every little bit because in the end we will get it all.
Vogeler:
These groups, some of them are talking about occupation, some of them are
talking about the AKAKA Bill and some are talking about neither of those. I asked you when
some of these groups were talking about occupation and you touched on that. But also which ones
were most effective?
Heen:
I am not sure what you mean by effective. If you mean effective in terms of
opening up the issues to greater public discussion, Pōkā’s group is one. Ka Lāhui is another one. I
am not sure that Ka Lāhui’s focus was occupation in nature. They wanted to establish as a
government, but I do not recall them basing that on the fact that the occupation was illegal.
Vogeler:
These folks that went to the palace. You were saying these were a group that was
talking about occupation. Were they effective?
Heen:
No.
Vogeler:
You mentioned Pōkā, were there other groups that were effective?
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Heen:
You mean effective by bringing the issue to light. Obviously they are not
effective in terms of meeting the objective. In terms of bringing the issue to light, as I said, Pōkā
is, to me, is first and foremost. And Ka Lāhui. But there are also a lot of little groups that perhaps
formed around an issue that would then branch out to embrace the illegal occupation. One of
them was the Native Hawaiian Advisory Corporation, H. Martin, Lynette Cruz’s group…
Vogeler:
She has the Hawaiian Civic Club, but then she has…
Heen:
Her own little…
Vogeler:
The Ahupua’a Alliance.
Heen:
I think that is it.
Vogeler:
And she also does something with Living Nation and Uncle Mel. That has been
effective, I am not trying to put words into your mouth, I am trying to…
Heen:
I think if you were going to ask if they have been effective spokespersons in
terms of bringing the issues to light I would say yes. When you say ‘effective’, I say to myself
effective in attaining their goal, no, none of them have.
Vogeler:
Have you participated in any of these groups?
Heen:
Not really. I was an advisor and did some legal work for the Native Hawaiian
Advisory Council but I am a member of the Civic Club.
Vogeler:
These groups, why were they effective, and why were they not effective?
Heen:
You keep coming back to the word effective.
Vogeler:
I am not trying to define it, I am just trying to…
Heen:
I have to define it because if you say effective in terms of attaining the goal, then
none of them have.
Vogeler:
Right. If that is the definition, then how come?
Heen:
Because you cannot overcome the power of the United States Government. They
are there, you come up against that wall, and they are going to knock you down. Figuratively and
literally.
Vogeler:
But they have been able to raise awareness.
Heen:
Yes.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within Hawai‘i?
Heen:
No. I had an interesting conversation once with an international law professor.
And we talked about this issue. He said perhaps if Russia, if we were still in the cold war and they
were still a world power, they might be able to embarrass the United States into giving us power,
sovereignty back. He said perhaps down the road, China will.
Vogeler:
When was that, and who was that?
Heen:
I do not remember his name; at the time we were bringing a lot of these
international law professors into town for lectures and so forth. That had to be around 1996 or so.
I cannot remember.
Vogeler:
That is okay; it is interesting. It reminds me of some of the stuff in the Baltic
States. Was there a moment when you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end,
that the US government and military will leave?
Heen:
No.
Vogeler:
Some of these questions come from the Baltic States so some of them may not
pertain. As a follow up to that question, what factors would need to change so that the US
Government could not control Hawai‘i?
Heen:
I guess the concept of geopolitics where the US would say to the world, we no
longer have to depend on the islands of Hawai‘i to protect our shores, to enlarge our sphere of
influence or imperialism – therefore we are willing to give them back our sovereignty.
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Vogeler:
Great. That is exactly it. As I said these are the same questions as the Baltic
States. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent
Hawai‘i government?
Heen:
It has not happened yet?
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Heen:
Let us see. Perhaps the question should be ‘If the ending of the occupation should
occur, were their issues…..’. Yes I think so. Such issues would arise. What issues would we use?
Hawaiian, English and a combination – Pidgin. And certainly, the level of awareness of the
culture would be increased. Ethnicity, perhaps. I cannot really say. I think there would be
attempts by native Hawaiians to be the sole governing population but could that be accomplished
given the number of mixed marriages we have in our community.
Vogeler:
International law and human rights laws affect that. If the, to phrase it your
way…if the ending of the occupation were to end, how would the ending affect, or would the
ending affect real estate?
Heen:
That would depend on… a lot of that would depend on the process that would
entail from transferring from American occupancy to an independent nation. What kind of
bargaining would be made. For instance, the military bases. If those military bases would be
turned over to the control of the new government, you would have more land available, real estate
prices. I am not sure if real estate prices would ever go down, but they would be stabilized for a
little while. Those kinds of things could happen.
Vogeler:
If the ending of the occupation would end, would the ending affect the economy?
Heen:
Sure. Sure.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Heen:
No.
Vogeler:
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there something that
you would like to tell me that was not covered in this interview?
Heen:
No. I would like to ask you, what you intend to do with your doctorate.
Vogeler:
I am one of these ‘Oiwi Fellowship scholars so I need to finish by the end of the
year. I am primarily focused on getting this done. I have two chapters done and have to write
another three. I would like teach but, at the university, some of this information is…. People are
both interested, especially with this comparison of Hawai‘i with the Baltic States, but at the same
time, some professors are hesitant to accept this. My committee is fine, but I would like to teach
eventually, but my main goal at this point is making sure its done. So far its going great, it is
wonderful. What took place in the Baltic States….if you Google my name Kūhiō Vogeler, you
will see a little blurb in Russia Today that they did on my visit to the Baltic States. I did not even
go to Russia. What is so interesting is the phrasing. What it says is so interesting. Kūhiō Vogeler,
a scholar from Hawai‘i, 43 years old is visiting the Baltic States because Hawai‘i has been
occupied for over 100 years. And some people in the Baltic States believe the Baltic States were
occupied too.
What I found was interesting is that I never went to Russia but they are putting this in.
Heen:
What it shows to me is that it gives credence to what a visiting law professor told
me. If Russia was still a world power, it may embarrass the US to…
Vogeler:
One of the things I have to account for, is the difference between having two
hegemonic powers and having a single hegemonic power, how does it change the dynamic in how
this plays out. Some of the things with the Baltic States line up very clearly. Some of them are
just different, and I have to be able to gauge is if those differences make it completely different or
whether they make a difference in strategy or difference. My current goal is just being able to
finish this.
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One thing I have been asking people, and that is how I got Jenny Chock…is there anyone
you can think of that can be a good person to interview?
Heen:
You say you have done Pōkā and Keanu Sai and Lynnette?
Vogeler:
Yes.
THE END
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TRUSTEE THOMAS KA‘AUWAI KAULUKUKUI, JR.
Vogeler:
What’s your name:
Kaulukukui:
Thomas Ka‘auwai Kaulukukui, Jr.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Kaulukukui:
Kailua
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Kaulukukui:
Honolulu
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Kaulukukui:
November 11, 1945
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Kaulukukui:
My father is half Hawaiian, ¼ Chinese and ¼ Caucasian. My mother is
essentially pure Chinese.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Kaulukukui:
I currently work at the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust. I am the Chairman of the
Board and the Managing Trustee. I have been with the Trust since 1998.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Kaulukukui:
I attended Aina Haina Elementary school until the 4th grade. For the 5th and 6th
grade, I attended Koko Head Elementary School. In 7th & 8th grades I attended ‘Iolani School.
In the 10th, 11th and 12th grades, I attended Kamehameha School. I received BS in health,
physical education, and recreation from Michigan State University in 1967. I worked on a
Masters degree between 1970 and 1971. I then went to UH Richardson School of Law in 1974
and graduated in 1977. I have a Juris Doctor Degree.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Kaulukukui:
I served in the military of the United States in the the United States Army from
1968 and 1970.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Kaulukukui:
I speak English and a little bit of Hawaiian.
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Kaulukukui:
I am Hawaiian, Chinese and Caucasian.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the United States relationship to Hawai‘i?
Kaulukukui:
I was taught that Hawaiian became a territory of the US. I was taught first of all
that Hawai‘i was an independent nation that had trade relations with the United States. Also that
Hawai‘i became a territory under the US at some time and in 1959, when I was 14, Hawai‘i
became the 50th state.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.)
Kaulukukui:
The same, nothing different from what I said.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Kaulukukui:
Almost no discussion that was focused on the relationship per se. There was an
assumption that there was a relationship and that the relationship was political, whatever was
happening at that time. I do remember, in 1959, my Hawaiian grandmother was very unhappy
about it. She had been unhappy about Hawai‘i loss of its own sovereignty. When it became a
state, in 1959, I remember she was unhappy. It appeared to her that some event had happened
which was negative, it was not good for Hawai‘i. I assume now that Hawai‘i had lost its
sovereignty.
Vogeler:
But she never talked about it?
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Kaulukukui:
She never talked about it. Except when Hawai‘i became a state and everyone was
celebrating, she was not happy.
Vogeler:
There have been people who have expressed something similar, but not exactly
the same. Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the US from other sources?
Kaulukukui:
School. Basically, history course, I can’t remember what was said, nothing
memorable about it.
Vogeler:
Any friends or anything?
Kaulukukui:
No.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit any places outside of US control?
Kaulukukui:
At what point of time?
Vogeler:
When you were growing up or during that period.
Kaulukukui:
Outside of US control? No I had never travelled to any place that you would call
foreign.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US or do
you believe that now?
Kaulukukui:
I believe that at some point I came to understand that--- the Hawaiian Islands
were part of the United States. As a territory. Having been born in 1945, Hawai‘i was a territory
until 1959.
Vogeler:
Sure. Do you accept or do you feel that Hawai‘i will remain part of the US
throughout your lifetime?
Kaulukukui:
Yes.
Vogeler:
The 7th question and these are written in the past tense. The question is when did
you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? But the better question is ‘Do you believe that Hawai‘i is
occupied?
Kaulukukui:
No I do not believe that Hawai‘i is “occupied.” I think that Hawai‘i is part of the
US. I understand history better now, and that Hawai‘i was occupied at one time. I believe Hawai‘i
has been colonized and politically assimilated in the United States of America. I think that
political, strategic and military realities being what they are, we are going to remain part of the
United States of America, notwithstanding efforts to regain sovereignty, political sovereignty. I
am a realist, I suppose.
Vogeler:
Have you ever heard some people talk about this idea of occupation or anything
like that?
Kaulukukui:
Often.
Vogeler:
What did you think when they talked about it? Who was it, and what did you
think?
Kaulukukui:
People are entitled to their opinion. “Occupied” is subject to definition. Another
country comes in, and does Hawai‘i lose its sovereignty? Yes. And therefore based upon the
YES, those who wished to characterize the current situation as an occupation, have a logical
reason for doing so. I do not have any reason to tell people they are wrong.
Vogeler:
It is logical, does it make sense, or those people out there?
Kaulukukui:
I think it is logical to some. The political reality is that we had a sovereign
country that was taken over. And what follows logically from that --- if one believes that is what
happened, and if one believes that is not right --- then it follows that everything that happens after
that, in terms of logic. It supports the notion of occupation. I can understand people believing in
the point that the U.S. usurpation of Hawaiian Sovereignty--- an established and recognized
sovereignty---was wrong and that it therefore follows that the exertion of power over Hawai‘i by
the US is wrong.
That may be the case, but I am a realist. Those things happen. And unless the Hawaiians
organize an army and there is a counter revolution that throws the U.S. 25th Infantry Division and
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the Hickam Airforce Base off Hawai‘i and unless we, the Hawaiians, are able to reassert our
political and military sovereignty through force of arms, , then unfortunately what happened,
happened. I do not think it is inconsistent to believe that what happened was wrong and that in a
perfect world we would not be the 50th state. I am leaving aside whether it’s a good idea, e.g.,
whether we have the ability to protect ourselves if we were sovereign. But my point is I can
understand the logic of it because I think the logic makes sense. However, that is not where we
are.
Vogeler:
When do you first remember people talking about this occupation?
Kaulukukui:
Probably not until about 25 years ago. My parents never talked. Everyone
assumed we were part of the Untied States.
Vogeler:
Do you know when this came about, this..?
Kaulukukui:
It probably came about during the time when the early Hawaiian sovereignty
groups arose and began to clamor about the relationship with the US. I am trying to remember
when that would happen, sometime in the seventies, about 30 years ago.
Vogeler:
Did they use the term occupation?
Kaulukukui:
I cannot remember whether they used that term; they used the term soveiergty.
Vogeler:
I am trying to understand when that term came into usage.
Kaulukukui:
I can’t remember when the term “occupation” came about. About 30 years ago
the use of the term “sovereignty” came about and apart from the use of the particular term –
“occupation” – the term “sovereignty movement” and discussion of such would be have to
include an unlawful presence of the US, and you could call that occupation.
Vogeler:
When you first heard of this idea, ‘occupation’ did it changes your perspective of
the US, the world or yourself?
Kaulukukui:
I don’t know if it changed my perception of the United States of America. I think
many of us who were Hawaiian began to wonder about this history and maybe the most telling
effect for many of us who were not involved in that movement was to go back and study our
history and that is what some of us have been doing for the last 30 years.
Vogeler:
You have been checking into things as far as the history?
Kaulukukui:
Because we were not taught that history.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i was
occupied; did it increase, remain the same, or decrease?
Kaulukukui:
Again, occupied is not a term heard very often. My guess is that as people
understood their history more, they understood better, is my guess, that sovereignty of Hawai‘i
was usurped. I don’t know if they had the idea of occupation in their mind.
Vogeler:
As far as that understanding of the history, it has increased?
Kaulukukui:
As far as I know, it has. I am only judging from the people I know.
Vogeler:
Why do you believe that it has increased?
Kaulukukui:
Because there is more discussion about it, there is more media coverage about it.
Because there seems to be an increase in the number of people who are talking about it. There
seems to be a definable movement regarding achieving some sort of sovereignty to some degree.
Because the Akaka Bill has been introduced which is some sort of sovereignty? Because the US
has made a resolution that has apologized for usurping the sovereignty of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Do some people believe that Hawai‘i is not different from other states of the
United States?
Kaulukukui:
I think most people do.
Vogeler:
As far as those conversations between the people who talk about occupation and
folks who talk about Hawai‘i being the 50th state, what goes on in those conversations?
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Kaulukukui:
From what I have observed between the two groups – between the people who
say Hawai‘i is and should be part of the US, and the people who say Hawai‘i should be
sovereign?
Vogeler:
Yes
Kaulukukui:
I suppose what goes on is a whole range of conversations, between people who
want to argue with each other and disagree. With people who say, ‘I understand your position, but
we are where we are.’
Vogeler:
Those conversations do go on, and they are taken up in a whole range of ways?
Kaulukukui:
Yes, I think so.
Vogeler:
That is interesting, there is different reactions, different answers to that one.
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Kaulukukui:
I do not know of any political groups who have been actively trying to end the
occupation. I cannot tell you…if you say political groups. If you define political groups as more
than one person, who has an opinion about whether the US should not be involved with us
anymore, there are probably a number of groups. I cannot tell you because I am not involved with
any of them. But there are people who are involved in those movements who could tell you which
identifiable groups there are. I just hear the clamor from different people.
Vogeler:
There is wide range of ideas going on out there?
Kaulukukui:
There are people, for example, who on one end, we should have, complete
political sovereignty and the US should leave. And we go back to the King and Queen. The other
end of the spectrum are probably people who say…they are the people who oppose the Akaka
Bill and who say we are Americans, and it is terrific to be American and if the US did not take us
over, someone would have taken us over anyway. We should be happy were part of the US and
quit crying.
Vogeler:
Yes, actually that is what some people have said in some of these interviews. In
that wide range of things, have any of these groups been effective in putting forth one idea or
another idea? Or is it, in the panoply of ideas, is it just equal, have certain ideas caught on more
than others?
Kaulukukui:
It would be my nature that everyone has an equal amount of influence. I could
not identify a group who has put forth a particular idea which has particular support. I could not
do that. In the last 30 years or so, most of us have become aware that, first of all, there is a
history, and second there is a group of Hawaiians who want political action that would restore
self-determination in some way to the Hawaiians as a people.
Some want political sovereignty, some want to have more say in the politics which affect
Hawai‘i. Some want Hawai‘i to receive reparations though it is unclear what it would be. Some
are happy they (the U.S.) apologized and life goes on.
Vogeler:
Out of all these different ideas, have some gained more traction?
Kaulukukui:
I cannot say that any particular idea has gained more traction than others. It is
point of discussion.
Vogeler:
Have any of them been effective in bringing about change?
Kaulukukui:
Some of them have been effective, such as having a bill in Congress. It seems to
be pointed to a nation within a nation status. There is nothing in it that says Hawai‘i will be a
separate nation.
Vogeler:
In that sense, that particular avenue has gained enough support?
Kaulukukui:
That particular avenue has gained enough support from political representatives
to have gained the form of a bill. As with any other idea, I do not see people united on that issue,
some oppose it.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries, cause changes
within Hawai‘i?
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Kaulukukui:
I cannot recall any instance where I would say pressure from other countries
caused changes in Hawai‘i?
Vogeler:
Was there a moment where you understood that US occupation of Hawai‘i would
end, that the US government and military would leave? Do you think the US is going to stay here
forever?
Kaulukukui:
There was never a moment in the past where I understood such a thing. I do not
see any moment occurring in the future where that would happen. Ever.
Vogeler:
Do you think there would be any factors that would bring about something like
that?
Kaulukukui:
No. If only for a military strategy reasons. The U.S. annexed us about the same
time as Philippines and Puerto Rico. And one of the reasons it is important to the U.S. for
Hawai‘i to be part of the Union is military strategy. We are in the middle of the ocean. Can you
imagine if the United States allowed us to be sovereign and we were taken over by North Korea?
It ---independence ---is not happening.
Vogeler:
Another thing that has been brought up in these interviews is that there is that US
military stays, but there is more autonomy, there is more governmental control by Hawaiians.
This is something folks have brought up, which is something in between.
Kaulukukui:
I see that as being highly unlikely. I do not think the U.S. will give up political
control of Hawai‘i and still think they are going to have the military. If I were running the U.S. --which I am glad I am not right now ---the last thing the US would want to do right now, is to
dilute its political relationship with Hawai‘i on the fiction that they would be able to maintain a
military relationship with Hawai‘i. What you will end up with is civil unrest in Hawai‘i and rather
than fighting people you need to fight; you will be fighting a battle in Hawai‘i. That cannot
happen. Strategically unsound.
Vogeler:
These are the same questions as in the Baltic States. As the occupation ended did
you participate in the establishment of the independent Hawaiian government?
Kaulukukui:
No.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation, affect issues related to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Kaulukukui:
Well since the occupation has not ended….
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Kaulukukui:
No effect.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the ending
of the economy?
Kaulukukui:
No effect because it has not ended.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Kaulukukui:
No, if “free” means independent and sovereign. That moment has not occurred.
And I do not expect it to happen. And I do not lament the fact that it has not happened. I do not
think it will happen. It does not mean that Hawai‘i is not free as any other state in the Union. In
the US constitution, which purports to support states rights, in matters of federal concern, states
are free.
Vogeler:
There have been other people that have been saying that with Hawai‘i being a
State, that actually, Hawaiians have been freer than in the past. Also people have been saying that
with the Akaka Bill, it has brought out more rights for Hawaiians.
Are there any questions you would like to ask me or tell me that were not covered in this
interview?
Kaulukukui:
The only statement, which I have made before, is this. If the people of Hawai‘i,
Hawaiians as a people, were successful in obtaining some sort of political sovereignty, I think any
success or advancement of the people would be contingent on what I call “personal sovereignty.”
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This is the ability of each Hawaiian or Hawaiian family to be able to sustain themselves, to be
useful members of society, to have jobs, to educate their own children, and to have a sense that
they can take care of themselves. Without that, political sovereignty alone will not uplift the
Hawaiian people unless they have a sense they have their own personal kuleana (responsibility) to
advance their family, to advance education for their own people, to advance job opportunity. All
of those things. Those things are not going to happen as result of political sovereignty. Political
status does not result in the uplifting of a sovereign nation unless the people take personal
responsibility to uplift themselves.
Vogeler:
Kuleana in that sense, is more of a personal kuleana rather than….
Kaulukukui:
I think sovereignty starts “inside out,” within each person. It does not start the
other way around ---outside in. Some seem to think that when political sovereignty is achieved
we will have no problems anymore. You would still have the same problems that Hawaiians now
have. Anyone who studies Hawaiians will tell you that. The “statistical” Hawaiian, if there was
such a Hawaiian, is that the bottom of most statistics one would want to be the top of, and at the
top of every statistic that one would want to be at the bottom of.
Vogeler:
Are those personal attributes or attributes of the political system?
Kaulukukui:
It starts with personal attributes, not attributes of the political system. We
Hawaiians are not the worst statistically because of the political system. We have to take the
personal responsibility, each Hawaiian family taking the personal responsibility. Because the
political system does not suppress us from fulfilling our personal responsibility. It did not
suppress me. I was not born rich, but through hard work I have fulfilled my personal, familial,
and social reponsibilities.
Vogeler:
In terms of this kuleana, being able to assert that kuleana is a personal endeavor
and that would change health, incarceration and those statistics?
Kaulukukui:
That is my opinion. And my opinion not only comes from being part Hawaiian
and working my way through the current political system, but I have been a schoolteacher, and I
know a bit of about education. I have been a judge and a lawyer so I understand Hawaiians and
the law. I have been a Hawaiian Homes Commissioner, so I understand about Hawaiians and
housing. I have been the Community Affairs Director for the Queens Health Systems and my job
was to work on health in communities so I understand something about the health of Hawaiians. I
am now the Chairman of the Queen Liliuokalani Trust, which helps orphan and destitute
Hawaiian children and families so I have come to understand something about Hawaiians and
family and other social problems. I think I have an unusually broad view of Hawaiians in the
current social and political system in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
So a very interesting views of the problems. I am wondering if this does. Is this
political discussion beside the point? Is the political discussion a distraction from this personal
perspective or is there basically the idea of talking about occupation, does it do anything in terms
of the personal responsibility?
Kaulukukui:
I cannot say that the idea of talking about the occupation ---by the way that’s a
good question; I like it --- I cannot say that the question of talking about occupation or
sovereignty is irrelevant. I did not say it was irrelevant. It is not irrelevant in terms of the
increased sense of self and the importance of being able to make decisions that affect us. That is
relevant. To the extent that the discussion of sovereignty or freedom from occupation is a lifeline
which causes some to believe they have no responsibilities of their own, the discussion creates a
false illusion. It’s possible that for some the hope is that someone else will feed them once they
are aboard the great canoe of sovereignty. That they won’t have to swim for themselves, to fish
for themselves. I do not agree with that, and I think that a discussion of issues based upon this
assumption creates a sense of entitlement and a unreal dream of the ideal world.
It is also a distraction; it is not the word I would use. But it is. If Hawaiians are to be
better as a people in Hawai‘i, at least they have to be compatible with others in Hawai‘i. They are
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only 20% of the population in terms of ethnicity. The hue and cry by some is that Hawaiians have
been wronged, therefore, if we become politically sovereign, everything will be okay.
Vogeler:
Are there groups?
Kaulukukui:
I am sure there are. Some seem to have the impression that if we get political
sovereignty then everything will be “alright.” I do not agree. The politics are not going to change
unless we change. Some who are not Hawaiians have negative feelings about the sovereignty
issue not only because of the fear that it (sovereignty) would take something from them, but also
because they don’t believe that by changing the political system, the Hawaiians’problems are
going to go away. If I were outside looking in, I would say, it is not changing the system that is
the problem, it is we who have to change.
Vogeler:
There are two things I am seeing here. Is one there is this context that what is the
political legal situation of Hawai‘i, the place. Then there is how people are using this political and
legal context to advance these ideas and how people are utilizing these ideas and that really
people need to pull themselves up. What I am wondering is that you have the political and legal
context and you have the idea that people are taking the personal responsibility or kuleana…how
does one relate to the other. One is defining the context of what is going on and one is defining is
how people need to take their own responsibility. You were saying that it is not beside the
point…do these relate? To take the personal responsibility, do they have to address that or is that
completely separate?
Kaulukukui:
I think they relate because I think the attempt to change the political system is a
broader picture. But my point is that if you are successful in having legislation that increases the
ability for Hawaiians to make better decisions for themselves within the context of the US. It will
not necessarily mean that the plight of all Hawaiians will be better. It is not irrelevant. One would
like to see a healthy, educated populace with strong family values, with the Hawaiians not in jail,
not sick, who don’t have birth defects, who are not homeless. That is the Hawaiian nation one
would want to see, with people who are exerting their self determination as a result of the
political system.
Vogeler:
That can be done within the American system?
Kaulukukui:
I have no doubt that it can be done. I am proof of that. I grew up in a time before
this discussion took place in a Hawaiian family. My dad was one of 15 kids. I saw my own family
getting educated, working and doing all the things we are talking about within the current
political system.
Vogeler:
So to do all those things, you can address it within the system or you can address
it within the---for lack of better way---the Hawaiian system, one does not exclude the other?
Kaulukukui:
Yes, as a matter of fact, my belief is that the Hawaiian people, before America
ever came, were addressing it themselves. Ancient Hawaiians did it before Captain Cooks’ ships
ever came. They were self sufficient and healthy. Captain Cook’s doctors came and found they
were so healthy they did not even have tooth decay. Strong, fit physically, making their own way
in the world without the help of the US system or anyplace else. Healthy, self sufficient,
intelligent.
Vogeler:
Did that carry through the 1800’s, through the Hawaiian Kingdom era?
Kaulukukui:
There was a time when the Hawaiian population began to decline. Illness had
something to do with it. A lot of things happened. I think the people were sovereign not only in
their own political system, pre-contact but they were personally responsibility because they took
kuleana for their own families health, education, welfare, social well being.
Vogeler:
So is it a particularly individual thing or is there something that can be done to
help promote…here is Liliuokalani Trust…is there something that can be done, whether through
Kamehameha Schools or whatever. Is there something that can be done to change those
attributes?
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Kaulukukui:
Yes I think there is. It is education, mainly. We are thinking that there is a
community-wide effort that needs to be made through education. 20 or 30 something years ago,
people started an education program to cut down on smoking. Everybody smoked when I grew
up. Who would of thought you could do that – cut down on smoking? It took 25 years to change
health habits through education. Some of us think that we have to do more work family by
family and individual by individual. We have the media, and the media has been used for antismoking campaigns and safe sex and all of those other things. Maybe we need to go into the
homes of Hawaiians through the media and instill pride and possibilities based upon the
knowledge of who our people were. And try to change attitudes in that regard. Maybe if we did
that, who cares if we have political sovereignty because we will have a form of it through our
own action of changing ourselves.. Because then perhaps Governor would be Hawaiian, the Chief
Justice would be Hawaiian, the legislators would be Hawaiian, and the administrators would be
Hawaiian. We would have de facto sovereignty then.
Vogeler:
You would have people with such a high caliber of character; they would be able
to fill those positions.
Kaulukukui:
And that is how the political system works now. One could have two attitudes.
One could say, “I am Hawaiian, and they took away my taro fields and they took away, and the
US colonized us and occupied us and they owe me. Therefore we need to be a sovereign people
because then things will change.” That is one view. Another second view is to accept that the
political system will not change in any significant way. If we become a nation-within-a-nation,
we will still have to work within the political system. So we need to follow the law of nature,
which is quite clear. When one animal or group comes in and occupies the domain of the other,
the native animal that has been colonized and occupied has a few choices. First of all it can die, if
it can’t handle the change. Secondly, it can move. Thirdly, it can fight. If it wins, it’s sovereign
again. And if it loses, it dies, moves or takes the fourth option, which is to assimilate and adapt.
When it assimilates and adapts, it must learn to live in its land with the newcomers. As part of
this, one can assimilate so well that it eventuially controls and dominates the system.
This is a bloodless counter-revolution. The key is to regain leadership of the native
habitat. What I don’t find to be consistent with the law of nature is for the natives to ask and
expect the colonizers to take care of them and to gratuitously hand back the native habitat they
have usurped. The law of nature does not work that way. And that won’t happen in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
There is the law of nature and there is people bring up international law and
things like that. Is there a difference?
Kaulukukui:
I think every man-made law is subject to basic natural law. If I try to take
something from you, and it will result in harm to you or your family or even death, no matter how
nice a guy you are, nature will make you fight. You can have the law, but if I grab you by the
neck and start choking you, I can predict that your hand will come to my wrist and try to take it
off. When I say law of nature, I also mean human nature. Everything we do follows under those
laws. That is my mana‘o anyway. That is what happens to another animal comes into your
territory or into your home. Lets make it simple. I can pretty well predict what you will do if I
come into your home uninvited. Neither you nor I need to consult a law book to know how we
will act.
Vogeler:
So all these other things like international law and US law, they fall under that
rubric.
Kaulukukui:
Yes, they follow under that rubric. When the law departs from these fundamental
notions, it does not survive long because people don’t follow it. They don’t stand up to scrutiny
very long. A U.S. Supreme Court justice once wrote, ‘The life of the Law lies not in logic, but in
experience.’ Another way of saying this is that ‘what makes sense, makes sense, no matter what
your logic says.
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But the point I want to make about this is that to we ---as Hawaiians, as Alaskan Natives,
as American Natives as North America --- we cannot expect that those who came in to occupy us
or colonize us, are going to take care of us. That violates the law of nature. When they came to
our land, they wanted what we had. So it is totally illogical to me---it is unnatural to me ---for us
Hawaiians to say to the United States, to the Congress, “Ttake care of us.” This is why I go back
to the individual sovereignty issue. We have to take care of ourselves.
Do you think that in ancient times , when Kamehameha conquered an area of the Big
Island that the residentrs of that area said, “Now that you have conquered us you have the
obligation to care for us---grow taro for us and feed us, go fish for us and feed us.
Vogeler:
Does this discussion of occupation, does it distract people from taking on that
personal responsibility.
Vogeler:
I think it distracts some. In my humble opinion, some of the people who have the
least and who have done the least to help themselves cling to this as a panacea that will solve all
the problems. It is an attractive argument--- that someone is going to declare Hawai‘i is
sovereign and that problems will go away. We have the chance to change the system if we are
educated. And then afterward, when one of us is the Governor, Hawaiians are in Congress and are
judges and the legislators and all that, if we wish we can declare a law, change the constitution to
require that every male has to wear a loincloth and nothing else. And that will be the law of the
land unless it is declared illegal.
When and if we achieve that sort of control over our own destiny as a people, we are
sovereign. For all intents and purposes we are sovereign.
Vogeler:
So you do not necessarily need the other political stuff, that assertion.
Kaulukukui:
I don’t feel the need for it because I am sovereign.
Vogeler:
Good point. Even when I went to the Baltic States, people expressed similar
ideas from their perspectives.
Kaulukukui:
You bring it down to the person. I teach and practice martial arts. I have been
involved with it for 40 years. Lua, Tae Kwon Do , Aikido. My whole life, I have done it. And one
of the things you teach and learn is in terms of protection, is personal defense, a sort of personal
sovereignty. You find that people get into fights, and they argue and they try to get the other
person to respect them, when they are insecure. That is when it happens. When you are secure
and have your own personal sovereignty and skill in personal defense, when you can take care of
yourself, you do not care what other people say about you. I do not care if you want to declare me
a sovereign person or not. Your opinion does not matter. I know who I am. And I do not need to
fight you and have someone pass a law to say that you must respect me. In training for personal
defense, I have achieved the personal success I believe I need to be secure. I understand my
values; I can protect and provide for myself. Your opinion is irrelevant to me.
Vogeler:
It extends outwards. If you take care of these things and these other political
arguments are not as pressing.
Kaulukukui:
They are not as pressing. That does not mean that those in the political arena
might not help with the broader view of the structure, or the management of resources. We have a
legal structure; there is a way to do that. You probably would have fewer problems to worry
about that if the Supreme Court was Hawaiian. They issue the opinions.
Vogeler:
Of the Hawai‘i State Supreme Court?
Kaulukukui:
No, the U.S. Supreme Court. If it was comprised of Hawaiians, We don’t need to
worry about Congress. We are lucky we have Daniel Inouye. He is a senior Senator, and he was
raised by Hawaiians. He is Hawaiian at heart. If the president of the US was Hawaiian, if the
Supreme Court was composed of Hawaiians, the president was Hawaiian, one could pass laws
about sovereignty and you would have nothing to worry about.
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Vogeler:
This is so interesting, and this is the first interview that has done this, to
completely change the idea of sovereignty or kuleana. It has come up before but more as a
personal struggle more than as an idea of political change.
Kaulukukui:
I spend a lot of time with young people, and I believe that it is time well spent to
deal with the personal responsibility issue. I am getting older, I am getting to be a kupuna (elder),
and I am Hawaiian and on these issues I have standing to have an opinion and to comment on
these issues.. Some of these ideas that I raise, I would not have ever thought about when I was
younger because maybe I was too young to offer an opinion, in the community. But at this stage
of my life, one of the things is important for me is to raise the issues that are provocative to
provoke discussion.
Vogeler:
You bring up very good points.
Kaulukukui:
I am quite often talking to Hawaiians and I say to them. I was a Hawaiian Homes
commissioner in the nineties. And I got in it. The Hawaiian homes have a lot of good work, but
there are lots of people who are unhappy because they have been waiting a long time to get their
homesteads. And I understand why they are unhappy. I had a discussion once during a break in a
meeting with a young man who… he was unhappy with the fact that he had not gotten his
homestead and he had to wait so long. I said I understand – waiting 15 years for an award of a
homestead can make you impatient. And he said, ‘You know what, Prince Kūhiō passed the law
that formed the Hawaiian Homes Commission and you guys got kuleana, you guys supposed to
take care of us, to get us a home and you aren’t doing it.’ That is us, the commissioners. I do not
know what possessed me, what made me do it but I told him that I was not responsible for you. If
you have hua, this is the Hawaiian word for eggs – I said, if you have hua, it is your responsibility
to take care of your family.
It is true that the Hawaiian Homes Commission, the Hawaiian Homes Department
provides homes for Hawaiians that is the mission. But it has always been the case that providing
for the family has been a man’s. And forget if you are Hawaiian. If you are a man, it is your
responsibility to provide for people. If you don’t have a home, it is not my fault, you don’t have
any hua. My family has a home, and I do not have a homestead. Do not sit around and say we
didn’t take care of you. It is not the responsibility of the…it has never been the responsibility of
any culture, for a commission to take care of your home. It is not the primary responsibility of
Kamehameha Schools to educate Hawaiians. It is your responsibility. It is not the responsibility
of Queen Liliuokalani trust to solve the problems of orphans and destitute children in your family.
That is your family’s responsibility. It does not equate that just because the Queen left her funds
and her lands for that purpose that you are absolved of the responsibility that you should act like a
man and do what you are supposed to do.
Most of these are for people who cannot take care of themselves. Not for you. The
Queen left the money for children. King Lunalilo left it for elders. Notice nobody left it for the
entire people and said, they cannot take care of themselves; we have to take care of them.
Without the trust, you got to take care of the elders, the children, your housing and your
education. That is your responsibility. I am not responsible for you.
Vogeler:
As far as this discussion when it comes to occupation, we need to take care our
own responsibility and our own kuleana to provide any change, whether personal or systemic.
Kaulukukui:
There is no change that will be useful unless that change happens within the
person first. I go point. The US can declare today that Hawai‘i is sovereign, and state, “we, the
U.S. are leaving.” Then we have to do our own defense, levy our own taxes, etc. Where is our
food going to come from?
Vogeler:
It is very complex.
Kaulukukui:
It is very complex. But is not complex if the Hawaiian nation, if there is a nation,
if the entire nation was self sufficient. No problem. Leave and we can take over. Our Hawaiian
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Army will occupy Schofield Barracks. You don’t need the U.S. judges anymore. Thank you for
the very nice courthouse.
Vogeler:
There is a lot that needs to be done. If that were to take place, a lot would have to
be done in between. Whether it takes place or not.
Kaulukukui:
Whether it takes place or not. We have to do it no matter what happens. We have
to rehabilitate ourselves no matter what happens. We have to get out of the entitlement mindset.
Vogeler:
Thank you, this has been great. Completely different from the other interviews I
have done.
Kaulukukui:
I can’t imagine why it would be. But then again, you have your ideas, and you
think it is so simple.
Vogeler:
No it is great. Because it shows it. No one has made…people have talked about
kuleana but no one has made that connection between personal responsibility and responsibility
as a larger group.
Kaulukukui:
That is my view.
Vogeler:
It is great, it is important to consider.
Kaulukukui:
I think it is important, and I think it is a message that can only be delivered to
Hawaiians by Hawaiians. To deliver it you have to be direct, be provocative, saying, “The U.S. is
not responsible for us, nor is the government of Hawai‘i responsible for us. The state Department
of Human Services is not responsible for us. We are responsible for ourselves. If you cannot, in
your own land, adapt you should become extinct.
Vogeler:
That puts a lot of weight onto each individual to do the best they can.
Kaulukukui:
That was our Hawaiian values. That is who we once were. We only need to
become who we were. That is all.
THE END
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JERE KRISCHEL
(The first portion of this interview was submitted via email. The second portion was conducted in
person.)
Jere Krischel’s Written Response Via Email.
A. What’s your name?
Jere Krischel.
B. Where do you live (what city)?
La Canada Flintridge, California.
C. When were you born?
July 12, 1973
D. Where were you born?
Kapi‘olani Hospital, Honolulu, Hawaii.
E. Of what nationality are your parents?
American.
F. Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Kaiser Permanente. 12 years. Information Technology.
G. Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And what was the
area of study, if any? Playmate on Keeamoku, Punahou School (K-11), University of Southern
California, Hawaii Pacific College, Leeward Community College. Bachelors in Computer
Engineering/Computer Science from USC.
H. Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
No.
I. What languages do you speak?
American English, pidgin, and a smattering of Japanese, Mandarin and
Spanish.
J. Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example, Hawaiian,
American, French, Chinese, Sāmoan, Japanese, etc.)
Human, American, Hawaiian, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Spanish, German,
Irish, French, African-American, Russian, Lebanese, Jewish, Native
American.
QUESTIONS:
1) In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to Hawai‘i? Did
this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you think
about this information? How did you feel at the time?
I was pretty much taught that the United States had overthrown Hawaii and annexed it. This was
in the textbooks, discussions and the exercises done in class. It served to give some academic
credence to some typical attitudes observed during childhood, with a disdain of haoles and a
respect for locals, but it wasn’t encumbered with the virulent anti-U.S. sentiment typical of
sovereignty activists today. It was a strange dichotomy presented, at once proud of being a State
of the Union, but at the same time angry at the white man for making it so. As a hapa-haole, it
served to alienate me further from my haole side, presenting me with a degree of shame I felt I
was being made responsible for. Further confusing the picture was the fact that the school I
attended was a missionary school, so while we were surrounded with celebrations of notable
haoles (prominent buildings named after Wilcox, Castle, Bishop, Cook, Dillingham, etc.), we
were also confronted with a historical narrative that painted haoles as oppressors and exploiters. I
had no reason to question the history presented, so I never really did until much later in life. Most
of the Hawaiian history we were taught was mythic in style, with no real depth of explanation –
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for example, Kamehameha the Great was praised for throwing people over the Pali in a children’s
song, but nobody ever thought to question whether or not such a massacre was all that
praiseworthy, or whether or not his victims had valid claims against him. The adults hearing the
song might’ve interpreted it in some tongue-in-cheek manner, but as a child, you simply accepted
what you were told, and never bothered to question things any deeper.
2) Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do you remember the name of
any of these sources? How old you were? What did you think about this information?
The media constantly portrayed Hawaii as some exotic destination, caricatured with grass shacks
and hula skirts. Everything from Bugs Bunny cartoons, to hokey Brady Bunch episodes about bad
luck tikis seemed to scream out that Hawaii was simply a tourist’s view of Waikiki. Growing up
in Kaneohe, Red Hill, Makakilo and Wahiawa, the complete disconnect the media had from
reality served to impress upon me even more of a disdain of haoles, particularly the stupid ones
from the mainland. Peppo’s Pidgin to Da Max was iconic in this regard, with a cartoon that
started with a haole couple in tourist dress asking,
“Are you real Hawaiians?” and the local boy screaming back, “Why, bodda you??” These kinds
of messages, and these kinds of attitudes were constant, from as far back in my childhood as I can
remember, till the day I left for college. I think the big chip I carried on my shoulder to the
mainland was that Hawaii was an integral part of the United States, and just as American as any
other place, if not more so. For all the praising of “melting pots” by mainlanders, it seemed that
only Hawaii had really gotten the message. And for all the caricatures of Hawaii portrayed in the
media, when I got to the mainland, besides the lack of beautiful weather, mountains, and pidgin
English, it was pretty much the same thing, with minor differences like Mexicans in low-riders
instead of Filipinos, or Denny’s instead of Zippy’s. The idea that a vast swath of mainland haoles
had no idea how American Hawaii was seemed simultaneously an insult and a challenge.
3) Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? How old were you? What was said? How did this make you feel?
Both my parents were born and raised in Hawaii, from fairly patriotic backgrounds – their parents
had voted for Statehood, fought in WWII, and clearly identified as proud Americans. It was
simply assumed that Hawaii WAS the United States, so no real discussion about a two-party
relationship was even conceived. That being said, the same disdain for haoles, especially
mainland haoles who thought Hawaii wasn’t part of America, was a constant source of jokes and
bewilderment. My reaction to the media portrayal of Hawaii was certainly strengthened if not
significantly influenced by my parents’ attitudes. Several particularly memorable stories from my
father, who sailed with the Hokulea from Hawaii to Tahiti on their 2 ½ year voyage, although not
specifically regarding political relationships did touch upon some of the racism experienced by
non-native Hawaiians, and the conflict within the native Hawaiian community over whether or
not to identify primarily by ethnicity.
One story he told was about Pinky Thompson, Nainoa Thompson’s dad. In a meeting of the
Polynesian Voyaging Society (an organization with an unfortunate history of racism that led to
Eddie Aikau’s death), Pinky Thompson made it very clear to everyone in the room that his vision
for the PVS was not one of ethnic separatism, declaring that “I am an American first, Hawaiian
second.” Although not very well appreciated by many of the people in the room who had been
indoctrinated with a victimhood mentality regarding their ethnicity, his status as a respected elder
forced them to lay aside their prejudices at least for the moment.
Another particularly iconic story was that of my father’s setting foot on the Hokule‘a during the
voyage to Tahiti. He was part of the crew of the Dorcas, theescort vessel to the Hokule‘a. After
the first Hokule‘a voyage, which included non-native Hawaiians as crew, an uproar in the
victimhood community demanded that the crew be only native Hawaiian, and they replaced
experienced sailors with racially correct paddlers for the next voyage. This voyage ended in
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tragedy, with the Hokule‘a capsizing and Eddie Aikau lost at sea when he attempted to swim for
help. The escort vessel was instituted as a safety measure, and although racism was directly to
blame for the failed voyage, a de facto racebased policy still remained as a primary goal of those
interested in ethnic separatism. My father, 100% Portuguese with a family history in the islands
that reaches back to the 1880s, was challenged by crew members on the Hokulea for not being
native Hawaiian when he set foot on the voyaging canoe. It was Nainoa Thompson this time who
stood up to defend my father, making it clear that in his eyes, regardless of bloodline, my father
was definitely Hawaiian enough to be welcome on board. The grumbling crewmembers dropped
their reservations, but their initial reactions were a harbinger of ethnic identity politics yet to
come in Hawaii.
4) Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i from
any other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? What did you learn? How
old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
Other than school, home and the media, there really wasn’t any other input into my understanding
into the relationship between the United States and Hawaii. There was no obvious dissent from
the views presented in school and echoed at home – that Hawaii was an integral part of the United
States, but haoles were still to blame for the actions of their ancestors.
5) Did you ever visit places outside of US control? Where did you go? When was this? How old
were you? What did you learn there about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i?
As an adult, I have visited Mexico, Japan, Italy and Britain. In Mexico, I didn’t speak the
language, so had no conversations other than ordering food and asking directions. In Japan, they
are well aware of the status of Hawaii as the 50th state of the United States. In Italy and Britain,
as in the mainland United States, Hawaii was simply an exotic destination with no particular
political importance other than being bombed by the Japanese in WWII.
6) At one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US? Did you accept that
the United States will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime? How old were you when you
thought that the United States would remain?
I have always known that the Hawaiian Islands are an integral part of the United States, and
always known that I am an American by birth and upbringing. Not only do I accept the fact that
Hawaii will remain an integral part of the United States throughout my lifetime, but I am
dedicated to the proposition that it should remain so for as long as there is a single breath willing
to speak for equality, aloha, freedom and the American way. Hawaii is not only the United States,
it is the very best of the United States, a place where people from all over the world have joined
together to form a society that exhibits the greatest virtues of the American dream.
7) When did you learn that Hawai‘i is occupied? Where did this occur? How did you gain this
information? What was your first reaction? How did you feel to learn this information? Did your
view of the world change? Did your view of the US change? Did your understanding of yourself
change?
My first inkling that there was anyone who disputed the annexation and statehood of Hawaii was
on the USENET newsgroup alt.culture.hawaii in the early 90’s. Along with a militant vegan
going by the name “Jai Maharaj”, there were several native Hawaiian sovereignty proponents,
and one man declaring himself the Emperor of China. I regarded such positions as silly, absurd,
and certainly ones that would never gain any sort of mainstream credence. Over the past 15 years
though, with the passage of the horribly twisted Apology Resolution PL103-150, the close calls
with the Akaka Bill, and the appeasement of criminals such as Bumpy Kanahele and Keanu Sai, I
have been mortified that such distorted views have managed to gain attention and traction. I have
been deeply saddened by the realization that for my entire lifetime, there has been a small
minority who has made a concerted effort to develop a victimhood culture among native
Hawaiians, and to twist the history of my homeland in order to promote race-based privilege and
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concentrate power in the hands of a neo-ali’i class. I’ve always imagined in my head that to be
native Hawaiian was to be beyond moral reproach, to have something deep and spiritual to teach
us all. To see the precepts of aloha and the aloha spirit twisted and abused by those who would
establish distinctions between cousins solely on the basis of race has been heartbreaking.
Learning that there were those who believed that I, with a family history over 4 generations and
100 years in Hawaii, and family of all races, creeds, colors, ethnicities and religions known to
man, should be considered a second class citizen in my own homeland has deeply wounded my
sense of propriety and fairness. Of all the places in the world, I believed Hawaii was one where
race simply didn’t matter – I now realize that such a state of affairs is not something that can be
taken for granted, and that in order to preserve the ideals of aloha and equality as espoused in the
very first 1840 constitution of the Hawaiian Kingdom, that all people are ‘of one blood’, one must
be willing to speak truth to power and fight for the rights of all.
8) As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is occupied
increase, remain the same, or decrease? Why do you believe this happened? Did some people
believe that Hawai‘i is no different than the states of the United States? (for example, Georgia,
California, New York, etc.) As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the
occupation of Hawai‘i say to those who saw Hawai‘i and the states of the United States as the
same? And vise versa?
I believe that many people have been fooled into believing that Hawaii is under foreign
occupation. This is exacerbated by the domination of the Hawaiian Studies program at the
University of Hawaii Manoa by radical racial separatists, and a liberal media that will never
question any sort of oppressed minority narrative. Although most people know that Hawaii is a
legitimate State of the Union, and that it is governed by its own citizenry and not a federally
appointed government, there is a very vocal minority who have managed to step into the
limelight. Typically, when those who believe that Hawaii is occupied try to talk to those who
know that it is not, they claim historical oppression, disparate demographic statistics, a hatred of
the military and the haole, and a sense of entitlement. When those who know that Hawaii is not
occupied try to talk to those who have been convinced it is, they demand equality as per the 14th
and 15th amendment, cite historical contradictions in the narrative of victimhood, and challenge
the utility and morality of treating people differently on the basis of race or ethnicity. Most of
these conversations fall on deaf ears, because a believer in the occupation narrative cannot accept
any sort of contradiction or evidence contrary to their beliefs, and those challenging the
occupation narrative are simply seen as crypto-racists. A question I often ask people when
arguing with them is this – what evidence would change your mind? It is almost a truism to say
that those who believe Hawaii is occupied have no such threshold of evidence they will accept.
9) What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation? When were these
groups the most active? Did you participate in these groups? Why, or why not? Do you believe
that these groups have been effective? Why, or why not?
There have been a variety of pretenders to the throne seeking power under the occupation
narrative, from Keanu Sai and his Perfect Title scam, to Bumpy Kanahele and his felonies, to
Mahealani Asing who recently declared herself queen on the basis of a notarized paper from the
State of Hawaii. I have not participated in any of these groups, not only because I am
diametrically opposed to their goals, but also because as a person without the proper bloodline, I
would be excluded from anything but second class citizenship participation. These groups have
been effective insofar as they have provided their leaders with a loyal following and some degree
of material wealth through their fraud, but their primary success has been in giving OHA a radical
foil upon which to present their own position on race-based privileges in a more “moderate” light.
Whether or not OHA can keep radical separatists under control and still preserve race-based
programs and the power of the Trustees as neo-ali’i is yet to be determined.
10) As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes within Hawai‘i?
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If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from Hawai‘i living in other countries help Hawai‘i
to end the US occupation? If so, how did they help? And when did this occur?
The only visible pressure from foreign nations during my lifetime on Hawaii has been economic
and unintentional, with our fortunes in the islands determined by agriculture and tourism,
especially from Japan. There is no nation on the earth that takes the view that Hawaii is not a part
of the United States, and this has been true since the universal international recognition of the
Republic of Hawaii in 1894 and subsequent voluntary annexation in 1898.
11) Was there a moment when you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end, that
the US government and military will leave? When was this moment? Where were you when you
had this realization? Who was there? What were you doing? Why was this moment significant?
As far as you know, what factors changed so that the US government could no longer control
Hawai‘i?
Since the State of Hawaii runs itself, and is under the control of its own citizenry, who all have
rights to vote, serve on juries, run for elected office and work for the government, the very idea
that somehow that government could be dissolved and reconstituted into a race-based government
is beyond imagination. Although it is quite possible that the radical sovereignty groups could
become violent and evolve into home-grown terrorists, and do damage to both civilian and
government infrastructure in Hawaii, the idea that they could radically change our system of
government without the consent of the people is laughable.
That being said, I do see a future where it is possible that race-based privileges reach an apex
with the Akaka Bill passed, a Kau Inoa government formed, and a drastic redistribution of wealth
from the State of Hawaii to the new tribal leaders appointed to the Akaka Tribe. Eventually, such
legislation will surely be deemed unconstitutional, and steps will have to be taken to undo the
damage done. How our society reconciles itself and heals after such a divisive period, pitting
brother against brother and cousin against cousin, will be a true test of the spirit of aloha. It is
possible that some great leader will rise up, and make clear to all one-drop native Hawaiians that
race-based privilege has no place in a society that values the precepts of aloha and equality, but it
is also possible that after such a race-based experiment fails, they will be embittered and possibly
violent against those whom they believe thwarted their race-based utopia.
12) As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent
Hawai‘i government? If so, what did you do? When was this? Do you remember anything about
the process for reestablishing the independent governments? As you remember it, what happened
first, second, third, etc.? How did you feel at this time? During this process, what was effective?
What would you have changed?
Obviously, since Hawaii is not, and has never been under occupation since the Paulet Affair in
the 1800s, it’s difficult to answer this question. If there was an establishment of a race-based
government in Hawaii, I would fight it with all my heart and soul.
13) Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or ethnicity? If so,
how were these issues addressed? What do you believe was effective? What was not?
If the race-based separatists manage to begin the Akaka Experiment, I believe that it will further
stigmatize haoles, and that within the Akaka Tribe there will be strife as people are judged by
their blood quantum, with one-drop native Hawaiians being looked down upon by those with
more “purity”. Ancient Hawaiian culture will be used as a cultural weapon against the exuberant
assimilation practiced by Kamehameha the Great, Kaahumanu, Kamehameha III, Kalākaua,
Liliuokalani, Kuhio, etc, and children who in the past would have enjoyed learning how to pound
poi, or dance hula, will find themselves excluded on the basis of race.
14) As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate? Did you or
anyone you know have a land claim? When did you get the claim? What was the process for
obtaining the land? Did anyone loose land? If so, why? Was anything implemented to resolve
land disputes? Do you believe it was effective? Why, or why not?
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A race-based government in Hawaii would almost certainly reduce investment, lower real estate
prices, destroy a great portion of tax revenue, and serve as a unwarranted redistribution of lands
to the Akaka Tribal leaders and their favored hangers-on. I have no doubt that the primary goal of
the Akaka Tribal leadership would be to consolidate as many financial gains as possible for
themselves before it is eventually ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of the United
States.
15) As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the economy? Was
anything implemented to address the economic changes? When? What do you believe was
effective? What was not?
There is no doubt that the establishment of a race-based government in Hawaii will severely
hamper the economy, destroy jobs, enrich casino interests and politicians, and further traumatize
the public school system and other public services. Any form of apartheid will cause such
economic turmoil, and we can only hope that the damage done is only temporary.
16) Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again? When was this
moment? Where were you? Who was there? How did this make you feel?
The price of freedom is eternal vigilance, and I believe we are at a moment in time where things
will either get much worse, or much better. When all people, of all races and ethnicities, are
treated equally under the law in Hawaii, we will be free. Rice v. Cayetano was a start, but there is
much work to be done. If we’re lucky, the next Con-con will amend the charter of OHA to be
inclusive of anyone, regardless of bloodline, and use its resources for the betterment of all
Hawaiians. If we are able to channel the resources which have been dedicated to race-based
programs, and instead make them race-neutral, it is quite possible that the cultural values, history,
language and spirit of Ancient and Modern Hawaii will surge not only within our own homeland,
but become powerful enough to cross the oceans to other nations, spreading the philosophy of
equality and aloha for all. When the shaka sign, hula and the word “aloha” become as universal as
the suit and tie, and everyone in the world is Hawaiian, it will be a much better place than it is
today.
17) Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there something that you would
like to tell me that was not covered in this interview? I guess the only question I would have is
this – if you do believe Hawaii is under belligerent U.S. occupation, what would change your
mind? A specific historical document? A ruling by the Supreme Court of the United States? A
ruling by the ICJ?
I think that that would be an interesting question for you to pose in future
interviews, if possible.
Lastly, thank you for your patience on reading through my answers! I tried to be as succinct as
possible, but very often one idea naturally led to another that I JUST COULDN’T RESIST
INCLUDING.
JERE KRISCHEL’S FOLLOW-UP , IN-PERSON INTERVIEW
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Krischel:
Where do you live (what city)?
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Krischel:
In Hawai‘i. Then went to California. I was born here. My friends moved to CT
for a couple of years. My brother was born there and then my parents got divorced and moved
back here.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Krischel:
Kaiser Permanente, Information Technology. That is my day job. I have played
in rock and roll bands for fun and have been paid. The blogging I do on the side, the discussion
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boards, on the Honolulu Advertiser section. It has been a hobby of mine for four years. I started
arguing with people on the discussion board about the overthrow. Reading about it, the Blount
Report online but the Morgan (sp) Report never got finished because I guess there was a flood at
UH Manoa and so the computer systems were wiped out and never got around to finishing the
project.
So I am arguing with these people back and forth and the Morgan Report said this and
reading Twigg Smith’s book on ‘Does Hawaiian Sovereignty Matter.’ So I am arguing with these
people. I wish I had a primary source and not just argue on someone’s quote but on someone’s
actual text. I managed to get a hold of Ken Conklin on email and he got me in touch with
Thurston Twigg Smith on email. Site unseen, this guy, sends me a 108 year book, the actual
printed copy of the Morgan Report. That is what got me started. It is online now. Did an OCR for
every single page. Got some commentary, spell checked everything. That was my introduction
into; I would not call it an obsession of mine but certainly a hobby of mine, now.
Vogeler:
I was just asking, Kahapui (sp), who I just interviewed, he does resource
management for floods and stuff, that is his job. But besides his job, he does a lot of other things.
Sometimes a person’s official job does not capture what they do.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Krischel:
I started Kindergarten and Punahou and went there up until the 11th grade at
which point, I went on an early admissions to USC. So I skipped my senior year and went to
college and never looked back. I finished up a double major there and have been living on the
mainland ever since. I had taken computer courses in the summer at Leeward Community college
when I was 12 years old. My dad begged the lady to let me audit a course at night school so I did
that. I was 13. I took a Pasqual course at Hawai‘i pacific college. It ended up being something I
was really good at and it turned out to be an education and a career. I have always been into
computers.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Vogeler:
Over here, with what ethnicity, you have human, Hawaiian, Japanese and all
these things and if this is your family, it is like my family. I do not have the Chinese and Filipino
but I have Scottish, German, French, Dutch and I do have some Italian. 1/32 Italian and 1/32
Spanish and you know, I think I am more Scottish than Hawaiian.
Krischel:
They had this wonderful travelling exhibit called Hapa, and they had all these
pictures of mixed people. There were quite a few of them, trying to list their ethnicities and they
were saying I am not half of this and a quarter of this and a quarter of that. When I listed
everything down, I think what I was trying to say, is that I am a person of this world. When my
daughter was born and they asked for us to put down what the race of the baby was. I said human.
Vogeler:
They do this for census.
Krischel:
And I said human and they said I could not say that. I worked for Kaiser and I
said wait hold on, I want to talk to your supervisor. I complained right up the chain, until finally
they presented me this book of regulations and policies. It says in there, that race, it cannot be
something facetious such as human. And I was sitting there; I am being 100% sincere, here.
There is not facetious about that here. I was left was ‘declined to state’ rather than trying to
pigeonhole my daughter’s ethnicity that would fit into a census role. I think that is one of the
things that drives me, is this entire idea of race being an entire illusion. I have done Wikipedia on
sovereignty stuff but also the race and intelligence page where I have heard a lot of stuff on both
sides of the issue whether race really exists or whether intelligence is correlated to it. When it
comes down to scientific data, we are all the same.
Vogeler:
Is it culture?
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Krischel:
Well culture can certainly be… if the question is culture then I am an American.
Getting a little more detailed. I am actually Hawaiian cause I am from Hawai‘i, getting more
detailed I am Wahiawa kin’ (sp).
Vogeler:
No, for instance talking about my friend he is Chinese, in that sense, you are
mentioned in something.
Krischel:
Those labels we use all the time, part of the language, part of what we have, as a
descriptor it is easy to do that for someone like my friend who is 100% Chinese and has been for
generations. Much more difficult for those who is Hawaiian-Scottish? In Hawai‘i we use the
general term, Hapa, for someone who is mixed, or local or whatever.
Vogeler:
I just want to understand, because you have a good point here. I just want to
understand that if someone who goes back generations and generations they are obviously
Chinese but if they are more mixed, then it is harder to define or?
Krischel:
Yes, I think, when it comes down to it, any definition of race or ethnicity for that
matter is arbitrary. How we define it today might be different as to how we define it tomorrow.
Different places might define it differently. You can go to places in South America where there
are different gradations of how white or black you are. Different gradations count as different
ethnicity, separate caste. I find it very difficult to label myself. I have been mistaken for Hispanic,
Asian pacific islander… I guess maybe because I am the kind of person there are no people who
look like me, other than my brother. The whole race and ethnicity thing is a difficult question to
answer. The truth is the complexity of who we are comes down to not only what our bloodline is,
but where we grew up, the people we grew up with, the culture we were exposed to. It becomes
shorthand and I did not mean to be sarcastic but what it represents to me is the hierarchy of
identification.
Vogeler:
It makes sense. When I first came to Hawai‘i, there were people who thought I
just picked that name. I found out years later, they purposely treated me bad, because they
thought I picked that name. It is just my name, I did not pick it. The questions here…. The ones
where you talked about school, you talked about a lot of the stuff, you talked about some of your
experiences in school, as growing up and the media. You talked about pebbles and pidgin to the
max (sp) and are you real Hawaiians. Why bother you? You talked about this big chip that you
had, then you talked about the melting pot.
What I will do when I send it to you, I will include this and whatever we talked about. I
am going through this so it makes sense when we go and send it to you. Memories of your family.
Some of these were great. Memorable stories. Like your dad sailing with the Hokuleia (sp). So
that was great. So your dad does not necessarily see. Does he see things the same way as you do.
Krischel:
Now that I have sort of jumped head first into this whole Hawaiian Sovereignty
thing, we disagree on some very basic points. I think he still believes that the Native Hawaiians
deserve some special treatment based solely on their race. And he was born and raised a local boy
in Hawai‘i. He went to Farrington. He made his way out by joining the navy at 17. His
upbringing is very local. He is Portuguese, theoretically Caucasian. But anyone calling him a
haole is fighting words for him. He really does not like it.
Vogeler:
He has done stuff.
Krischel:
My father is very proud of me, he greatly appreciates my convictions on it. I do
not think he is anything but supportive and has been part of the reason why I feel so strongly
about this. I can see someone like him, just because he does not have the bloodline but by any
stretch of the imagination, he is born and bred Hawai‘i. I went to Punahou so I got kind of
‘haolified’ through my education. My dad, he was solid local Hawaiian and to think he could
possibly be treated as less than anyone else on these islands. That is really painful to think about.
Vogeler:
I think it is silly that there…I have a friend, Steve, who is not from Hawai‘i and
also historically William Richards, Justice Lee, you were mentioning Gibson. They have done
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whatever they have done because they believe. In thinking about that, in terms of way back then,
people not by the blood who were not by the blood Hawaiians but were Hawaiians. That was like
American. You can be Chinese American, you are American. Is that the same sort of thing you
are talking about?
Krischel:
Absolutely. When you think about Hawai‘i, everybody came from somewhere
else, even the ancient Hawaiians who came from the Marquises or Tahiti. Everybody who got to
this little speck of rock came from somewhere else. They travelled a long way; this is not an easy
place to get to. The miracle of that, getting past the Tahitian invasion of Marquises, the denuding
of the sandalwood forests by the alii or the diseases that came. It all came out, they came together
here. No one had any choices here when it came to getting along. You are an island. It represents
a wonderful collection of people, they had their rough spots but they came together. You hear talk
in the United States, they had such a melting pot but that is when they had Japan town and Korea
town and this and that. Within 10 miles, you can go to all these places.
But here you get that on one place. You have the poi from here, the kalua pig. We live
that dream, here in Hawai‘i, and that is a noble ideal.
Vogeler:
Is it something about Hawai‘i that made that happen or could have it happen in
Montana?
Krischel:
That is a very good question. Part of it has to be the isolation. Of being
somewhere where you have no choice to get along. I am an agnostic but at the same time I think
there is a spiritual component. I feel connected here, and yet there is no explanation for it. I am
just another human on the planet on a spinning rock. There is something spiritual about Hawai‘i
that makes it a special place, the beacon for everyone to take a look at. What frightens me is that
something that special could get destroyed by reverting to blood tribalism. For me, that is what I
feel when I am here. It is infused with a spiritually that I can’t explain or it can’t be rationalized.
At the same time it gives me strength and a conviction to fight for that kind of thing, whether I
am in California or here or anywhere in the world. Living by what I have learned and felt here is
very important.
Vogeler:
That spiritual feeling in California?
Krischel:
That is something I bring there. I am growing roots in California, no doubt about
it. It might be something as silly as a biological clock and biorhythms and it might match to that
particular longitude. It is maybe as simple as that. I have roots in California and have spent more
time there than in Hawai‘i. But I guess I can put it like this: California still has a long way to go
before it becomes a place like Hawai‘i, before you have the same kind of mixtures and
amalgamation. It is almost like looking at something like different stages of growth. It may have
flowered, with all the multiculturalism growth. California is still getting there, it is moving. There
is one point where they had deeded lands, where you could not sell to certain races. And they kept
everything all segregated. It was called deeded trusts where you would say: I will sell this to you
but you have to promise not to sell it to any black people. They actually had this in California.
You could not marry someone of a different race. There is a whole history there.
Vogeler:
If it happened in Hawai‘i...
Krischel:
You would have a whole lot of single white men.
Vogeler:
Especially when you are all mixed up.
Krischel:
I see California; I have my wife there, a great boss and a great job. I have friends
there; it is a great place to live. I sort of see myself as an Ambassador from a place that has it all
figured out, to a place that is still learning. I keep seeing things get better but I think it really only
happens with people who are willing to fight for those kinds of ideas.
Vogeler:
I can see from what you are saying here, you have so much Aloha for here and
for the folks here. Growing up, the question, did you learn about it from other sources. You pretty
much answered that. And then places outside of the US…oh year I liked how you had the
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mandarin and stuff like that. That was so cool. You visited Mexico, did not speak the language,
they were aware that Hawai‘i was the 50th state.
So the next question here, at one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part
of the US. And you said yes, I always believed that Hawai‘i was part of the US, that I am
American by birth and by upbringing. And that not only do I accept that Hawai‘i is an integral
part of the US throughout my lifetime but I am dedicated to the proposition that it should remain
as long as there is a breadth to speak for Aloha, equality and the American way.
But you also express the same idea that it exhibits a very good aspect of the US.
Krischel:
One of the things that we sang in school actually teaches you all 50 states in
alphabetical order. The song is called ‘Nifty Fifty’ and you sing in grade school. Depending on
what state you are in, after you sang your cool, unprejudiced opinion, you sing, ‘Hawai‘i is the
best’ and the other states do it. I remember singing that song, it was like maybe 4th or 5th grade,
and it meant something. Sure it was cheesy propaganda, but yes, I think Hawai‘i is the best. And I
am sure someone who lives in South Dakota, they sing it. When it comes to where America
should go and should be, Hawai‘i has exhibited such a wonderful example. It represents the
future. When you take a look at the mainland US, in a couple of generations you will have a
majority Hispanic population or other. People have to get used to the idea, you will not be able to
identify people by simple racial categorization. People will have to get used to the idea you will
not be able to say, ‘only this is American or that is American.’ The entire strength of this nation
was built on immigration, people coming from somewhere else, you know, be it across the Bering
Strait, thousands and thousands of years ago to the last Micronesian that just got off the jet to
Tacoma Washington. It has been a different place. If you were to compare our immigration
policies to any other policies to anywhere in the world, it is amazing, it is open and embracing
that the US has been for generations.
I think there is causality because we have taken what the world has to offer and what the
world has done and made that part of a fabric of our society. That is why we left old Europe
behind, and have enjoyed a renaissance of culture and power. It is because we have been that
way. Hawai‘i represents a microcosm ideal of that.
Vogeler:
Taken from that, what did Hawai‘i add? If Hawai‘i is the best of that, what did
Hawai‘i add?
Krischel:
When it comes to Hawai‘i specifically, you have to think about when the
different political changes happen. In 1989, you have annexation, post WWII, you have
statehood. Retired 442 (?) the Japanese bravery in WWII, turned the tide from Anti Asian
sentiments. Even among people in Hawai‘i, there was anti Asian sentiment, not to the exclusion
of the anti Chinese exclusion act on the mainland.
Vogeler:
You mean during the territory time?
Krischel:
Even before the territory time. Asians were considered a sub-class. We wanted
them to come over here, slave labor for a while and then get out. The idea that they would stay
here for keeps or in any real seat of power was almost completely unheard of. The struggle we
went through to get to the point where it was not something solely race bases, where it was not
something that there would be different pay scales in labor market, plantation, based on ethnic
background. That story arch coming from different things, and putting. It is what is on the coins –
from many one – that ideal has worked here. It must be protected and preserved and must
continue to fight for it because I think there are forces in the world that would undo that kind of
thing.
When it comes down to it, compared to any other place in the mainland or world, Hawai‘i
has done a wonderful job in bringing together cultures that otherwise would have never met, had
never mixed.
Vogeler:
Like us.
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Krischel:
I think you bring up a wonderful point there. It is something where. We can give
lip service to diversity. For some people, it means you will have the token Spanish guy, the token
Asian guy, the token Hispanic guy, white guy and women. All the commercials so everyone can
see them. That is diversity in image. Hawai‘i has diversity in fact. We walk the walk. Pidgin
English itself, it is not a language that any one person invented.
Vogeler:
Like in the back in the Kingdom days, in the 1800’s, many people from many
places back then.
Krischel:
Exactly, when you compare say Hawai‘i to Fiji. Fiji held on to their monarchy,
their kingdom and did not experience any sort of Americanism like we did in Hawai‘i. Their
leadership held on to the old sort of traditional ways. The leadership in Hawai‘i, Kamehameha the
Great, he had a haole brother or son-in-law and together with Don Marin (sp) from Spain
managed to unify the islands into a single place. The kingdom. From the very moment, the
Kamehameha Dynasty, these guys were absolute visionaries because what they saw was that the
way they were going to compete the world they had never seen, was to spread out into it.
People talk about assimilation like something disappears. You can have the kind of
assimilation where everything disappears. But you can have another kind of assimilation where
you can infect everyone like a virus with your values, your spirituality as you move out to the
world. You may not be the pure kernel; it is that kind of embrace of that kind of progress that
Kamehameha really excelled in. They did bad things, pushing people over the Pali, not very nice
or police. When it came to embracing change of a society…you know.
Kaahumanu (sp), the first feminist in the Hawaiian Islands, who destroyed the kapu
system. Amazing that someone had the bravery to do something like that. As an island nation, we
are lucky that happened.
Vogeler:
This idea of occupation, what did you think when you first heard about that?
Krischel:
I first read about it on the newsgroups, bulletin boards.
Vogeler:
What groups?
Krischel:
This newsgroup Alt-Culture Hawai‘i. On the UseNet, the old newsgroup. These
people would talk about how to take back the land, the King of Hawai‘i, the Emperor of China.
Vogeler:
Like the guys who took over the Palace.
Krischel:
Exactly. I laughed. I thought for sure, I would go to these guys, made fun of them
on line. I thought it was a joke. I had no idea, no clue, through patience and perseverance that
they would swing the pendulum over to the other side, to really considering them as having a
point.
Vogeler:
The folks on that…have you heard other folks who talk about occupation?
Krischel:
Since then, that was the first inkling of it back then. Since then, like in the
Honolulu Advertiser, discussion boards, Hawaiian Kingdom with Scott, a lively discussion. It
seemed like a period of 7-10 years where I thought it was a complete joke.
Vogeler:
When did you say…the date?
Krischel:
Back in 1992, 1993.
Vogeler:
So back then they were using the term occupation?
Krischel:
Belligerent occupation.
Vogeler:
They used the term belligerent occupation?
Krischel:
Sure. Sure. You could probably check on Google groups.
Vogeler:
I am trying to put these things in a timeline because I am trying to put together a
timeline of when did this term occupation come about. Some people are saying ‘that people
always talked about being occupied.’ And then I will say, ‘did you read about this in the book?”
and they say, I do not know.
Krischel:
The earliest I remember was 1992, 1993 when I heard people talking about it on
the newsgroups.
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Vogeler:
And that is when you heard about it?
Krischel:
On the newsgroups, how we have been occupied, I am the rightful old King of
Hawai‘i, around the time of the Apology Resolution that got passed in 1993, on the 100th
anniversary. I would have to imagine, I am certain, it was not the first time it was said, but
certainly it was pressing in a way I was not aware of. There was this moment of coming up to the
100th anniversary, this symbolic moment of here is where the Queen was overthrown that
culminated in political action. Two hours of debate in the Senate, a house vote with no debate.
The Apology Resolution was just in there, no debate about it. The Congress critters thought well.
All white guilt, I will vote for it. That happened and now of a sudden you have Francis Boyle
talking about it was serious. He falls flat that on the legislative constructions, that the whereas
clauses have no binding fact.
There is a little bit of that was misinterpreted. Even the Supreme Court and they are
looking at a case with respect to the Apology Resolution. Even if they were to say, ‘Oh no, this
does not count, you cannot rewrite history’, even if that were to happen, that small bit of
legitimatization was enough to gather a lot of support around it.
Vogeler:
Those blogs mentioned occupation and then this thing happens in 1993, and
those folks on the blog, they think they are Kamehameha or whatever...
Krischel:
I fell off and lost track of things until 2001, 2002. I had not heard about the
Resolution when it happened and did not pay attention. It was not until the Akaka Bill, it’s been 7
years since it was introduced. When it started coming up, that is when I jumped back into the
discussion boards, and started arguing with people – about why we should be doing this – I think
that I came back into the discussion in 2003.
Vogeler:
Was it the same guys talking about occupation or different guys?
Krischel:
It was probably different guys. It had expanded; some of the people were the
same people. Keanu Sai, for ages and ages. Kekuni Blaisdell for ages and ages, nice guys, not that
he ever posted on the newsgroups. There was a cast of characters that solidified in the decade that
had some claim to the throne.
Vogeler:
The guys that were on the USENETS, they were…
Krischel:
Mostly anonymous posters.
Vogeler:
They were not the same guys…
Krischel:
Not that I know of.
Vogeler:
So, did Keanu Sai or Kekuni Blaisdell...or were there any other folks? Did they
come along later in the 90’s?
Krischel:
My awareness of them peaked with the Akaka Bill. For me it seemed like.
Vogeler:
You mean 2000. Your awareness of Keanu Sai or Kekuni…was there anyone
else?
Krischel:
Um, let’s see. The problem I have is that I have done research on some of these
folks and the people I have now but I know… I am not sure when…
Vogeler:
They were not in that initial group who claimed to be Kamehameha or whatever.
Krischel:
The research I have done goes back to the 1970’s and the Aloha…Aboriginal
lands for something or something and that was Troy Maxwell (sp). And then of course you had
Alu Like and OHA that happened in 1978. I was here but I was a child and it did not enter the
consciousness at all. The only thing I remember from that period, looking back, I remember my
dad had this t-shirt that had OPA, Office of Portuguese Affairs, and Branch Manager. It had a
Portuguese guy in this Plumeria Tree, lying back and sleeping. Now that I look back, that is a
parody of OHA.
The actual sovereignty movement has a history that goes back to 1970’s with the Alaskan
Claims Settlement Act. You have had different people hear about it and decide it was a good idea.
And then, competing factions taking it on from there.
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Vogeler:
I am wondering about two things: The guys that were on the USENET and I
think you had answered it that they were not the same guys as Uncle Kekuni guys and Keanu Sai.
The guys who were talking about the occupation, came later?
Krischel:
Yes.
Vogeler:
The other thing I am wondering, which is why I wanted to do follow up
questions, just to distinguish these things. There were the folks talking about occupation, the folks
talking about independence and the folks talking about the Akaka Bill. Are they the same people?
Krischel:
Actually, that is the real amusing thing. The guys talking about the Akaka Bill
are the OHA folks from 1978 who got OHA made, they rose to positions of power, since then
there have been lawsuits – Rice vs. Cayetano… they serve to protect the race based provisions
they have established. The thing is what they have done; they have established some academic
literature to make it look like there is a credible part to their claims.
Vogeler:
And the academic literature would be?
Krischel:
The academic literature would be, for example, works by Haunani Trask, who
have written these books, they have a lot of books since the 1970’s that have bolstered their
argument as to why they should keep OHA, why we need to fight equal protection lawsuits.
Vogeler:
Those are the OHA folks?
Krischel:
The thing is when they created all the academic literature for that purpose; they
had a fine line to walk. They wanted to justify their existence, but they do not want to justify
independence. What happens, they put together this literature. Other people, who are willing to
take these claims to logical conclusion and say wait a moment…
Vogeler:
Who are these groups?
Krischel:
For instance, the Hawaiian Kingdom groups. The Kingdom of Hawai‘i, Keanu
Sai and the Perfect Title stuff.
Vogeler:
So.
Krischel:
If you really believe the stuff that came out in the Academic Journal literature
and took at it face value and that the US Government actually overthrew our government and
actually made it illegal to speak Hawaiian. Did this and that. There is the logical conclusion that
there has been this great miscarriage of justice. Somebody who actually believes that will take it
to its logical conclusion of independence.
Vogeler:
And it is hard because there are these different groups but does that make sense?
Krischel:
I think it is rational. I think if I actually read the Academic literature that was
very pro-native victimhood, if I actually believed that, I would go, that is not fair, and we need to
fix that. The way we fix that, is to go back to where we were before.
Vogeler:
So, there is the OHA which was bolstered by academic stuff. The independence
guys would be Uncle Kekuni?
Krischel:
Sure.
Vogeler:
And so it would be Uncle Kekuni, any others?
Krischel:
How many other kings do we have? There would be Bumpy Kanahele. There
was this one guy who was convicted of real estate fraud – James Akahanui (sp).
Vogeler:
Was that the guy who was over at the palace recently? Keanu Sai was.
Krischel:
No, it was not Keanu Sai. This guy was convicted of real estate fraud on the
mainland and served his prison term here. He was actually sending like letters to Governors, by
the way I can make reparations to Hawai‘i because I am the king. Please let me go to Hawai‘i and
I will pay you back and that kind of stuff.
Vogeler:
Keanu Sai was convicted of attempted theft of land.
Krischel:
That was a perfect title kind of thing. He also did the Larson vs. Sai, where they
went to the Permanent Court of Arbitration where they paid these guys 30 Thousand to arbitrate
between them and decided.
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Vogeler:
We will get to that. With the independence guys, it was Uncle Kekuni and you
were saying that, I do not know who that was…
Krischel:
Maybe he calls himself Akahanui (sp). Maybe I am wrong on that. They also
have reinstated.org. The reinstated Kingdom of Hawai‘i. There were 5 or 6 of them that I can
remember offhand.
Vogeler:
And these guys who are talking about the independence. Are they the same guys
talking about the occupation?
Krischel:
Oh ya. I think the occupation.
Vogeler:
And so the occupation guys were the...
Krischel:
They were the same as the independence guys.
Vogeler:
So Uncle Kekuni and so Keanu Sai would be the independence guys.
Krischel:
And the occupation.
Vogeler:
So they are the same group?
Krischel:
Yes. At least that is my understanding. The occupation narrative is what justifies
the reinstatement of the old Kingdom Government.
Vogeler:
And what is the occupation narrative?
Krischel:
The occupation narrative is a long time ago; the rightful Queen was overthrown
by the US. The troops landed and she was overthrown and the US took over and has been
building military bases here, and bombing Kaho‘olawe. That the power was taken away from the
Hawaiians and given to the Haoles. And then there is military occupation and you can look any
which way and there is occupation.
Vogeler:
So it is military occupation. So it is focusing on 1893, or 1898?
Krischel:
It focuses on 1893 and blurs the line. Essentially, the occupation narrative
focuses on 1893 and up until April when Blount (sp) actually recalled the troops. It focuses on
that period and ignores the 1895 counter revolution that happened that was put down. It ignores
the Republic of Hawai‘i. All of that is seen as the puppet shadow government that had no real
significance. The anniversary of 1893 was an important anniversary. 1898 came and went.
Vogeler:
So the focus is on 1893 and not necessarily 1898.
Krischel:
Absolutely.
Vogeler:
So 1898 came and went. Is that important?
Krischel:
The real important dates… 1893 is very important; there is no doubt about it. The
other important date is July 4, 1894 where the declaration of the Republic of Hawai‘i and the
subsequent recognition of everybody that had relations with the Kingdom of Hawai‘i. The thing
to notice, the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, did not end on January 7, 1893. The monarchy might have
ended. But there was the Provisional Kingdom of Hawai‘i up until they declared the Republic of
Hawai‘i in 1894. There is no doubt that the people in power wanted to stay in power and make
sure that everything that happened was supposed to happen. It was not an island wide plebiscite,
no democracy involved other than wealthy landowning people who controlled things.
1894 is a very important date. The survival of the Republic of Hawai‘i under a very
antagonistic US administration. Grover Cleveland and Willis, and Gresham (sp). Gresham really
did not like what happened. The Republic of Hawai‘i survived an insurgency, at worst, funded
by, at best, allowed to happen by the United States with Robert Wilcox taking up arms.
Those are really important dates. The other important dates, 1900 and the Organic Act.
Robert Wilcox had gone to lobby for specific actions on the Organic Act, so that people could
have the right to vote, and Native Hawaiians the right to vote. The white ruling oligarchy did not
want that, of course.
Vogeler:
Was there anything in between and 1895 and 1990 that was important?
Krischel:
I think some of the things that would be important would be just the fact they
survived the Cleveland.
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Vogeler:
So, if the narrative is talking about 1893 and that is their…you were saying they
blew past 1898. If they are focusing on this, are there other aspects that should be stressed?
Krischel:
For example, besides the survival of the Republic of Hawai‘i under the adverse
work of the US, that undercuts that it is a puppet regime. If it was a puppet regime, and when
Grover Cleveland said, give back Hawai‘i to the Queen, they would have said, ‘Okay.’ That
undercuts the puppet regime. The other one that is fairly important but obscure is… there was
diplomatic correspondence with the US to get permission to build an underwater cable line with
the British. It was assumed on all sides, the British, the Americans and Hawaiians, there were
treaties still in effect, responsible as the Hawaiian Kingdom became the Republic of Hawai‘i, that
those treaties were still valid and enforceable. And so there was a moment where the Hawaiian
government asked permission from the US government to ask for dispensation for the work with
the British. The international cooperation was there highlights something that was lost. That does
not smell like a puppet regime, that is an independent regime.
Vogeler:
You have gradations of puppet regimes.
Krischel:
That is true.
Vogeler:
Like, uh, South Korea, you know what I mean. So that is far as that aspect. When
you say that they focus on 1893, and they blow past 1898, is there something, because you were
talking about 1895, are there other events that are important?
Krischel:
They compress the timeline between 1893 and 1898, one of the things that they
do emphasize strongly is the petitions that were actually, in 1897 and 1898, and those were
rediscovered by NoeNoe Silva.
Vogeler:
I know her very well. I came under the indigenous politics program and she was
my advisor. Now I am doing international relations and comparative politics.
Krischel:
She rediscovered those and that was quite a find. That happened during that
period of 1893 and 1898.
Vogeler:
Why do you say they were significant?
Krischel:
They say they are significant because the way they count them, essentially,
represent a 110% of the population says they did not want annexation. But there have been
several analysis. There was an analysis made of the petition, that say most of the signatures are
forged, and more importantly, as a history, petitions were a tool that were used fairly regularly in
Hawai‘i that don’t necessarily mean the same things to us today. There are two interesting things
that are important to them. One that it represents the fact that there was some resistance. And that
is important in the occupation narrative that there was some resistance to it. The other interesting
fact, the fact that anything like that could happen under occupation, to have an opinion and
disagree. During the Republic of Hawai‘i, Hawai‘i was a state in transition. It was still deciding
where and how to go, when. I think like you said the story become complex.
Vogeler:
Do they say anything about the result of those petitions?
Krischel:
I believe the result of the petitions they were submitted to the US Government,
thrown into the archives and forgotten.
Vogeler:
Did they submit?
Krischel:
They submitted them to Congress because Congress was actually debating the
Newlands resolution (sp), which was going to annex Hawai‘i to the US. They talk about how the
Newlands resolution was just a resolution and not a treaty and therefore not legally binding.
Vogeler:
Is that sound, does it make sense?
Krischel:
What is really interesting if you look at Larson vs. Sai, when he went to the
Permanent Court of Arbitration? One of the president of the council was talking to the lawyer and
he was saying, this happened and that happened, and therefore it was illegal and actually. What
he said, was wait a moment, just because something might have a consititional defect under
American Law, does not make it invalid under international law. So, I think that the problem with
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attacking the Newlands Resolution besides the Texas counterpart, is the fact, even if the
American courts messed up and the American political machine did not do it the right way
according to their internal laws, let us say there was a law on the book that says, ‘Thou shall not
have territory added under the Union that has any colored people. Let’s say that they ignored that
but there was that law. But they did it anyway. And everybody in Hawai‘i started voting and
acting like they were American citizens and everybody in the world who talked to them, treated
them like they were American citizens. At a certain point, the reality on the ground matters.
Vogeler:
You have a good point and want to take away two aspects of that. One aspect is
saying that 100 years have gone by and people believe this to be so and that matters. The other
aspect, is the Joint Resolution…there are these people who say, even if the Joint Resolution is not
a valid means of merger, 100 years have gone by.
Krischel:
I mean something different. Let me be clear. What I mean is that 100 years have
gone by and that makes it okay, even after a single day went by, just because there might have
been a constitutional defect in what the US did, the Republic of Hawai‘i, did everything right,
they did their constitution, their thing and everything was cool. And the entire international
community recognized that as legally binding. Let’s say that the US wanted to cut Hawai‘i off
right now, and stop putting military into it and stop putting having taxes and wanted to forcibly
remove Hawai‘i from the Union. Let’s say there was this huge racist movement on the mainland
to get rid of Hawai‘i. That would not be legal by international law. Even there was a
constitutional defect in the Newlands Resolution, Hawai‘i played its part, and it consummated its
view with the US. Everyone treated it as if it were proper and right from the moment it happened.
The day after the Newlands Resolution, France did not say, I was not going to do this treaty with
the US that was only with the Republic of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Okay, so that is fine with that part of it, cause we are getting to these fine details
and not too many people know the fine details. The other part of it, as far as the Newlands
Resolution, did the resolution merge Hawai‘i with the US?
Krischel:
Absolutely. Whether or not somebody could fine standing (sp) in American
Court and sue whoever they are going to sue whoever they are going to sue to get this adjudicated
by the US Supreme Court to say whether it was unconditional or not, that is another question
entirely. If there was a problem with the resolution and I decided I was going to bring a suit
against the US for doing something illegal, that would all go up to the Supreme Court and they
would decide. Regardless of the other interpretations about it, regardless of how many
international law experts testified this was right and that was wrong… if the highest court in the
land of the US decides that, even though our constitution says that technically you need a treaty,
this resolution counts, it is constitution and we are fine with that. And even if the Justice
Department of the US says, that we are not sure what the constitution basis is, if the US Supreme
Court says, it is true.
One of the challenges of the occupation narrative theory.
Vogeler:
Let me just interject here, you have done a very good job of showing and talking
about the people with the Akaka Bill and the Independence stuff, and then going through the
particulars of the occupation stuff, so thank you. What were you going to say?
Krischel:
What I was about to say was that the occupation narrative asserts that we have
ten experts that say this was not unconstitutional. We have law experts here; we have the US
Justice Department, all these politicians, and experts.
Vogeler:
What was the US Justice Department?
Krischel:
There was a US Justice Department memo, I think it was under the Clinton
Administration where they mentioned in some sidebar, we are uncertain under what
Constitutional clause, this resolution, this annexation actually happened, under where it became
legal. And this is fine. The problem is, under the occupation narrative, there is no adjudication, no
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agreement as to who gets to decide who is right. Under the judiciary, we have a system, at least in
the United States, where we have prosecution, defense, they argue, they decide. In the United
States, the Supreme Court decides and it is settled. The problem with the occupation narrative, it
cannot sustain itself if the question is settled.
So, if any of these people truly believe that the resolution was illegal and try to adjudicate
this, they will have to admit that the person who adjudicates this is the US Supreme Court. As
they take it up to the courts and it goes to the Supreme Court and the Supreme Court says, “It’s
fine.” Then the occupation narrative crumbles and the Supreme Court and nothing more can be
said declare the Newlands Resolution constitutional explicitly.
The occupation narrative depends on ambiguity. It depends on ambiguity on the
interpretation of ‘what did the Newlands Resolution mean or what didn’t it mean. Was it legal or
was it illegal? Anyone can have an opinion on that. I can have an opinion, you can have an
opinion. But underneath our system of law, and international law in general, you have to have
someone who is going to adjudicate. You have to have a process where someone gives their
argument, another gives their argument and then someone decides. I think of all the things…for
example if the US Congress passed a treaty today and they got a 99% agreement from everybody.
And it says, we agree to annex Hawai‘i, posthumously 100 years after. If they did that today,
made it perfectly legal, dotted the ‘I’s, and crossed the ‘T’s, the occupation narrative could not
accept that. There would still be, something would have to be said to maintain the occupation
narrative. That does not count because it is the occupiers. Even when you do that, you still assert
there is no other authority that can adjudicate other than your own feelings. That is one of things,
have argued a lot on the board, this is where I learn the history of my homeland that I would have
never learned before. But when you ask them, what kind of evidence hat would make it right,
how can we fix this in a way that maybe you don’t want it to be fixed, you want independence.
But what if I found an alternate way to fix it, would that be okay?
Vogeler:
What would be the alternative way?
Krischel:
The alternative would be – if you say the Newlands Resolution was illegal, we
put a new resolution for the treaty today and the US Senate and House voted on it today, the
President signs it today, is that okay, now we are legal, is that okay? For them, that would not be
okay, the goal is not to solve the problem, the goal is for their own ends. This means that the
problem has to remain ambiguous or at least be solved in their favor. So it is really hard when you
get into a discussion, and you believe in one thing, I believe in another thing – who gets to
adjudicate this, who gets to decide between us.
Vogeler:
The reason I am asking all kinds of folks, I am asking John Van Dyke, Francis
Boyle and Judge Heen and asking Boyd Mossman and Keanu Sai…everyone is giving me
different ideas. It is just a matter of people have different ideas or is there an answer?
Krischel:
I think peoples ideas differ because of their goals. And the particular difficulty
with this situation, you do not have parties that have a common understanding of how this would
be adjudicated.
Vogeler:
Some people say that Hawai‘i is part of the US and some people say that Hawai‘i
is not part of the US. And, depending on who I ask in these interviews, I get different answers.
So, is it a matter of opinion, or is it a matter of law, or logic.
Krischel:
You have two issues there. In so far as people believe that the Hawai‘i is part of
the US, at the very least, you have a de facto status. And a compelling argument on the side that
Hawai‘i is part of the US and legally so. On the other side, you have the opinion that it is not
dejour (sp) even if it is defacto. However, because there is no agreement as to where this could
be adjudicated, it is left to be opinion bound. If anybody really wanted to adjudicate it, it would
have been done already.
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Vogeler:
So if enough people believe that Hawai‘i was not part of the US, then it would
not be part of the US, if it is an opinion thing?
Krischel:
If you manage to get the entire population of Hawai‘i to agree that it was not part
of the US, it is called succession, it has happened before, and it will happen in the future.
Vogeler:
What I am saying, if you have enough people to believe that, people would then
believe there was a merger with the US, see what I am saying. It would be not a matter of
successes ion.
Krischel:
You have two audiences here. You have the local Hawai‘i here and lets say you
convince them there was no merger. The problem is that unless you can convince the rest of the
US, some 280 million people, one side will say this is succession and the other side will say no,
we never succeeded. And not only that you don’t only have the US population, you have the
world population which recognizes the republic of Hawai‘i, and you have to convince them and
you have to convince them to stop shipping to Hawai‘i, the lanes, because we are an independent
country and you have to negotiate with us. And then some countries will say, wait, I have already
have this free trade agreement with America.
Vogeler:
I am just asking these questions because you bring out some good points. In
talking with people everyone says different things. I am trying to figure out, what is the deal. If
everyone in the US, believes that Hawai‘i was never part of the US, is that it?
Krischel:
They would have to go through some political theatre to make it happen, I guess.
But yes, it is the case that…
Vogeler:
What are you saying is perceptions.
Krischel:
It is the case, if perception is reality, for example the perception that a low fat
diet and exercise is a good way to lose weight. And people behave and act like that. Even if it is
not true, that it gets them fat and gives them diabetes or heart disease, if they believe it is true,
then it is their reality. It may be a contradictory reality, it may fly in the face of what is presented
in front of them. I do not doubt the validity of people to delude themselves.
Vogeler:
You have a very good point. Sorry for spending so much time, but there are few
people that I can ask these specific things and get specific answers. There are so many details and
you know it with such clarity so I was able to ask those things.
Krischel:
Scott Crawford is great. I am on his board and there is a guy, Steve Laudig, there
too.
Vogeler:
Steve Laudig? He is a friend of mine.
Krischel:
What is really interested, Steve Laudig would bring up this UN resolution and I
would go and look it up, that is what happened after statehood, that is what happened after the
UN took you off the list of self governing territories. That does not count. A lot of the details I
learned is thanks to the arguments that people have on the other side who have these ideas, that
have them at their fingertips but they have never treated it with any sort of skepticism. I have read
what they said, looked into what they have asserted and looked at it with a skeptical eye.
Vogeler:
That is good. You are keeping those folks in check. That is a good and fair thing
to do.
Krischel:
Thank you. I think that when it came down to how this gets settled, between me
and Scott, me and Steve, me and everybody, the real problem is there is no answer from the
occupation narrative as to who adjudicates it. In fact, I am more cynical. The occupation is strong
only if there is an occupation narrative. If somehow Hawai‘i was released from the US and an
independent government came up, I think a lot of people who enjoy a modicum of influence of
power and influence over people, would lose that. If Keanu Sai got his way and an independent
kingdom together, the people who might be in charge of that would be the guys who funded OHA
and things so he might be aced out and no longer have a compelling narrative for people who
believed in him, so that he can have some modicum of influence.
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The occupation narrative depends on its perpetuation. Nobody really wants this to be
concluded. Nobody wants to solve this problem and move forward. What they want is to continue
the narrative so that they can have more power and influence in the structure that exists today.
I think that OHA sort of represents that sort of retrograde movement. What they are
trying to do is to manage their occupation narrative so they can justify their race based programs
and the AKAKA Bill.
Vogeler:
So OHA talks about occupation?
Krischel:
If I remember, the way OHA talks about it, the US occupied the Hawaiian
Islands during the overthrow. At that point they gloss over the fact that it was a territory before it
became a state. And they assume that the state of Hawai‘i is okay but because of this wrong that
was done back then, the way to remedy that wrong is to give us race based privileges.
Vogeler:
As a side note, sorry for all these questions. The folks who are talking about
occupation, Scott or Steve, those folks are talking race based too?
Krischel:
It is interesting. There are two flavors. The OHA folks assume that the Kingdom
of Hawai‘i was only for Hawaiians. That is what the wrote into the Apology Resolution. They
intend to create a database, not of people who might have relatives who were in the Hawaiian
Kingdom but only people of the proper bloodline. The different independence groups have
different takes on this. Some of them are fairly blatant that you cannot be a part of this unless you
are of a Native bloodline.
Vogeler:
And who would that be?
Krischel:
Um, Reinstated. Org. I believe their little constitution starts off with, We the
Kanaka people..” I think they did that in 1999. Other people like Scott Crawford takes it the
conclusion that it has to back to the Kingdom days. What they do is something very creative.
They actually either 1) give Hawaiians greater rights.
Vogeler:
Wait, this is the OHA guy?
Krischel:
No, this is the independence guy. The independence, in the constitutions they
have written, they either give Hawaiians certain privileges, either seats in the legislature,
Vogeler:
That would be, the ones who give the Hawaiians the special privileges, that
would be the re-instated guys?
Krischel:
I think the reinstated guys does not have a class for non Native Hawaiians but
here are other ones, the constitutes they have put out, have second class citizens for non native
Hawaiians, where you can actually be a part of our government, only Native Hawaiians could be
judges.
Vogeler:
Are those Bumpy guys.
Krischel:
I would have to look that up. I think Keanu Sai says it’s all about the Kingdom
and not about race. All of them.
Vogeler:
Almost all of them, or all of them?
Krischel:
I am going to say this: all of them depend on defining their citizenship and
constituency to ensure there is a native Hawaiian supermajority in control. What I mean by that
specifically is that if they put the line in the sand in 1893, they consider everybody who was not
related to someone in the Kingdom, everybody born after 1893 and on does not get citizenship in
the new Hawaiian government.
Vogeler:
Is it because they see Hawaiians as better or nationals?
Krischel:
Hawai‘i was always the kind of place where they had jure soli (sp), where if you
were born here you had citizenship. In fact, the Hawaiian kingdom said specifically if you were
born here you had all the rights of every native Hawaiian, you were just the same. I think the
reason why its done, the occupation narrative depends on the victimhood status for native
Hawaiians so it represents an inversion of power, we want to change the power and the way we
do this is the people who were oppressed, we put them on top. In order to put them on top, if for
example, if Keanu says, we are an independent nation, we should not be a part of the United
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States, if he had to address everyone who had been born here or lived here in the last 100 years,
he would be addressing the current state of Hawai‘i. And he cannot get everyone to agree to
secede. If you narrow your focus to one small group of people, maybe I can get that small group
of people to agree so I can have influence and power.
So I think that when it comes down to the different sovereignty groups, even though
those that admit that the Kingdom was multiracial, define their citizenry that makes sure that the
Native Hawaiians are dominant. At the very most, they declare second-class citizenship for those
people who are not Native Hawaiian.
That is a redemption and justice narrative, right. You are going to be a second-class
citizen, but that is okay because these people are deserving of reparation. Or in the case of, even
if there is second-class citizenship, we will make sure there is a dominance of Native Hawaiians
because I have convinced them they are right. I can convince that small group and this gives me
legitimacy.
If Keanu Sai were to go to the legislature and say, I am occupying the building because if
have three thousands people behind me and they say I am in charge. They would laugh. He would
have to have three quarters of a million to convince before he could take that step and walk in the
halls of legislature. If he is taking a smaller group, 250, 000 native Hawaiians, and if he could
convince 10% of them, that is a lot, that is better than the .00001 point fraction of the whole
population of Hawai‘i. That is my cynical take on that.
Vogeler:
You are asking good questions, it is not as if you have not looked into this. Doing
these interviews, there are different ideas, from a different perspective. Question #8, as far as you
know, did the people who understood that Hawai‘i was occupied, did it increase, remain the
same, or increase? And you said that it has increased because of the narrative. But being more
specific, we were talking about these three different groups, in your answer here you were talking
about OHA, and as a i remember you were talking about how these ideas have been presented.
You have OHA, they are saying one thing, and the independence occupation folks are saying
something else. Did the narrative of these occupation start to believe it?
Krischel:
Yes it did.
Vogeler:
But it is not the OHA folks?
Krischel:
I think what happens, you have a large organization like OHA that has a lot of
money and influence and they throw more justifications to more people. And out of these people
who are exposed, some who believe the OHA line, some who don’t believe it and then some who
take it to the extreme to the logical conclusion and head for independence groups. In 1950, no one
talked about occupation. I would imagine in 1950, no one even imagined.
Vogeler:
So that distribution of those ideas from OHA, has been even?
Krischel:
I would not say even. I still believe the people who go to the extreme are small
minority.
Vogeler:
So they are the same folks who have increased in terms of comparison
Krischel:
I think they all have increased in number.
Vogeler:
In terms of increase, have these folks, the independence occupation folks
increased or is the broad spectrum or…
Krischel:
I think it is a broad spectrum increasing at the same time. One of this that plays
into this is the entire indigenous peoples movement. I am talking about worldwide, the UN
Declaration of Indigenous Peoples Rights. When you are talking about the indigenous peoples all
over the world, I think that the only story they get is from the extreme versions of the occupation
narrative. There are some OHA folks to touch base, a lot of the real occupation narrative folk,
they have gotten more exposure worldwide, especially within indigenous peoples organization.
There is a dissemination of people outside the US because what I would consider disinformation
but there is visibility but it has increased more for the occupation narrative than it has for the
OHA narrative.
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Vogeler:
Internationally?
Krischel:
Yes.
Vogeler:
But in Hawai‘i they have increased at the same time.
Krischel:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Some people say they see Hawai‘i is the 50th state and you are one of the people
who see Hawai‘i as the 50th state?
Krischel:
Yes.
Vogeler:
So, you have had conversations with folks who say Hawai‘i is occupied. What do
you say.
Krischel:
Generally, I guess it ends up like a child’s argument where one person says is,
then is not. That being said, I have to give credit to Scott Crawford. He was someone I argued
with a lot but is actually very open to have civil discussions. I have had civil discussions about
the narrative. I think a lot of it goes around – what about this, what about that, what about this –
when it all comes down to it, there is a larger question above our disagreements – who can
possibly decide and if we cant agree who can decide, we are at an impasse, if you cant make a
decision – this is why we have judicial process – a jury of my peers, etc. essentially you have a is
not, is too. That being said, as much as I have learned what I think are the flaws in the occupation
narrative, I have also learned a lot about some of the exploitation that occurred in the Hawaiian
islands. And I am not just talking about the Massie Case but I am talking about riots where
Filipino workers were massacred. I had no idea the Japanese were paid less than the Hawaiians
back in the plantation days. I had no idea that Twigg Smith was an anti Asian racist.
Vogeler:
Loren Thurston.
Krischel:
Yes. I had no idea that was true. So, it is something where I have learned the
color of the history of the islands.
Vogeler:
They have been very fruitful for me. In fact I would, was honored with a
luncheon by the Grassroots Institutes folk, came out to Hawai‘i and had my family and everyone
was saying how great I was. At the end I said, there are others to be thankful with – all those
people I argued with, all those people who believed the stories, have gotten me to learn about the
history of my homeland. If it was not for them, I would not be here. I am thankful for all the nasty
arguments I have had with these guys, I have learned so much more than I could possibly
imagine. I am jealous of you, I would to be doing this Hawaiian Studies stuff and get my Ph.D.
that is so much fun.
That is my dream goal after I retire.
Vogeler:
It is good having a job. We covered a bunch of stuff of what political groups who
are trying to end the occupation and you talked about those. In terms of how effective they were,
you talked about word is getting out there. As far as…is anything really happening?
Krischel:
So the Akaka Bill faltered two years ago. Essentially it has not been dealt with
sense. That was really the apex of what was going on there. I think the occupation guys and they
have their story, nothing much happens. You have little skirmishes there, and power is exerted
and something stops – a burial site is found and things are stopped, or something stops because it
disrespects Pele, you know. Some telescope is stopped. These skirmishes happen, and besides the
money OHA has spent trying to get this database going and the Akaka Bill faltering, nothing
much is happening. You have more visibility like the occupation of the ‘Iolanipalace but could
not find the throne. For the most part, the people in Hawai‘i, register to vote, they use American
currency and have US passports, we still go to public schools. Has much changed? Probably not.
Maybe a few more million here, spent on this guy or given to that guy but as of yet, it has not
come to a head. There are some scenarios where things could go. There are some frightening
thoughts whether people could be radical enough to cause property and physical damage to other
people. There are fears that the Akaka Bill could have a dire economic impact if it gets passed.
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But for the most part, Hawai‘i is still Hawai‘i, people are still people and that has not
changed. When you get deep into it, you can feel there are no hope and all this bad stuff
happening and are worried. If you step back and see the average guy walking down the street, oil
may say, this is not so bad.
I think that we face some challenges in Hawai‘i. I think they can be solved but I am not
sure what the next chapter is.
Vogeler:
I am not either. I am doing this research comparing Hawai‘i to the Baltic States
and seeing how the information lines up but am not assuming what took place in the Baltic states
will take place in Hawai‘i. Even though these questions were written in the past tense, I asked
them in the Baltic States first. And, but I am also not going to assume. As some people have
pointed out in the interviews – the US is not the same as the USSR. So even though I am doing
this comparison of not making an assumption. None of these interviews, I do not know if there is
an IT, no one has expressed it in making a comparison. I do not know what the outcome is going
to be. I am going to take the information from here and the Baltic States and looking at the
comparisons to see if there is some validity. But I cannot assume that, it is not fair.
Krischel:
You have chosen an interesting project. I am 100% refreshed that you are coming
to this with an open mind, that is amazingly rare, I think.
Vogeler:
In some cases it is my cousins, they are both completely different sides. My
cousin Boyd Mossman who says – even if Hawai‘i is occupied, so what?
Krischel:
I mean Boyd Mossman, he is a patriot, and he fought.
Vogeler:
And then my other cousin (sp), sees it the other way. It is not tidy and I am not
trying to guide it one way or another. Does this line up? A lot of these you answered and covering
that one question in detail, you answered these. In Question 16, you focused on freedom and the
price of vigilance. On most of these you focused on OHA and the Akaka Bill.
Krischel:
I see that as a more dire threat.
Vogeler:
You mean the OHA folks.
Krischel:
Yes, the independence groups they serve as a foil for OHA. If they did not exist,
OHA would look extremist. At an advisory panel, they put me on one side, three OHA guys in
the middle and Kekuni on the other side. Kekuni looks like he is one side, I look like I am on the
other side and OHA looks like they are just right.
Vogeler:
Actually, the way I see it, you and Kekuni have more in common than the OHA
folks.
Krischel:
It was so wonderful meeting him. He came up to me and said – You kanaka –
and I said that I was born here but not after 1978. And he said, you look kanaka. He took pictures
of me, he is so friendly. He knew my name and he said – oh you are Jere Krischel. It was great
meeting him. It was great meeting everyone even though I disagreed with him or her.
Vogeler:
Sometimes people talk rrr in my face but as people talk about these things, there
is this opening up, people being people.
Krischel:
There is this CONCON coming up and I would love to see OHA amend it and
one way only, there should be no discrimination for employment or contracts. All the programs
they have for small businesses and education, just open it up to everybody. Wonderful things we
can do, but for everybody. With that one stroke, maybe people in power don’t get as much
people, maybe the people who get served it dilutes a little more. If we focus on the people who
really need help rather than focus on whether they have a tribal card or not, to get their benefits,
we will all be better off. I am hopeful for the future. For the occupation narrative and
independence folks, unless we agree on a judge and a jury, that will never happen. But the Akaka
Bill could pass. They could get that passed and signed by a President. Even if it gets deemed as
unconstitutional, you could have a period of years where you could have a raced based
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government in Hawai‘i doing all sorts of things that may or may not be good for everybody.
Hawai‘i politics is messed up anyway.
Vogeler:
I will send the information to you. It was so great to talk to you in detail because
a lot of folks. For instance, I do not bring anything up unless someone else brings it up. For
instance when I talked with John Van Dyke, there are some things he never brought up. Are there
any questions you have for me or something you would like to tell me that was not covered in this
interview?
Krischel:
I think I appreciate you doing this, you are doing a great job of raising issues.
You are an excellent example of the best I believe that exists in the world. I really do. Thank you
very much and taking the time to spend time with me.
Vogeler:
This is great. Everyone breaks this down differently. The way you break it down
with the details, because a lot of the people do not know those details, you break it down to the
details, you say there is a certain point, it is tricky. Only those people who know the details can
get to that point. Some people who I have interviewed just say – oh it is just that way. Some
people, I have asked them it is one way or another, they say it is this way. And when I ask them if
there is any indication why it is this way, they just say it is. Like you were saying, having these
conversations with Scott and other folks, you have a chance for interactions and it is beneficial.
Krischel:
I don’t think Steve Laudig likes me but I think Scott likes me. But it has been
very beneficial to me because I have learned so much more about the land that I come from that it
has been, I feel nothing but grateful for this.
Vogeler:
I meet with my cousin, Moanikeala, I raise some of the questions, they are good
questions. Whatever happens, these good questions have to be raised somehow.
Krischel:
Thank you very much.
THE END
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PŌKĀ LAENUI (HAYDEN F. BURGESS)
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Laenui:
Pōkā Laenui (Hayden F. Burgess)
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Laenui:
Wai‘anae, Hawai‘i
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Laenui:
5/5/46
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Laenui:
Honolulu, Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Laenui:
Both Hawai‘i Born, Mother of Chinese ethnicity, Father of Hawaiian/Caucasian
ethnicity. Hawaiian nationality.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Laenui: I am employed at Hale Na‘au Pono, (Wai‘anae Coast Community Mental Health Center)
Have been employed here for 11 years as the Executive Director.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any?
Laenui: Attended public elementary, intermediate, high schools in Wai‘anae, University of
Hawai‘i and obtained by Bachelors degree in Political Science followed by a Juris Doctorate
degree.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Laenui: Served in the U.S. Air Force.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Laenui: English.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example,
Hawaiian, American, French, Chinese, Sāmoan, Japanese, etc.)
Laenui: Hawaiian, Chinese, Caucasian.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to Hawai‘i?
Did this information come from a textbook or some other source? What did you think about this
information? How did you feel at the time?
Laenui: Taught that the U.S. was the legitimate ruler of Hawai‘i. This information came from
text books, but more from teachers, students, and all others associated with the school system. At
the time, I did not question the information. Today, I know it is all bunk.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) Do you
remember the name of any of these sources? How old you were? What did you think about this
information?
Laenui: The media, including all the examples named, were unified in the belief that the U.S. had
legitimate control over Hawai‘i. It’s not a matter of knowing their names, all of the media carried
this message. This message has been carried on from the earliest time of my memory and up to
the present time. The information is wrong.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i? How old were you? What was said? How
did this make you feel?
Laenui: My family never addressed this topic in discussion until I raised it while I was serving in
the U.S. military. This was approximately the age of 24.
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Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i from any other sources? Who was involved in presenting this information? What did you
learn? How old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
Laenui: I learned of the U.S. involvement in the overthrow of Hawai‘i from my independent
reading while in the Air Force. I read the writing of Lili‘uokalani, James Blount, and Grover
Cleveland.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control? Where did you go? When was
this? How old were you? What did you learn there about the relationship between the United
States and Hawai‘i?
Laenui: I have visited places in Western Europe (Switzerland, France, Germany, Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Finland, and several others), Central Europe (Turkey), Asia (Korea,
Philippines, Japan, China, Taiwan, Thailand, Burma), Pacific Islands (Guam, Samoa, Vanuatu,
Fiji,). Generally, all travels were during the 1980s and 1990s. I was in my 40s to early 50s. I
learned very little about the relationship between the U.S. and Hawai‘i from those places.
Vogeler:
At one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US?
Laenui: At all times prior to my reading Lili‘uokalani’s book in 1971.
Vogeler:
Did you accept that the United States will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your
lifetime?
Laenui: No.
Vogeler:
How old were you when you thought that the United States would remain?
Laenui: Never thought about it.
Vogeler:
Would you want to take a guess as to how old you were—about? Was it in the
60s, 70s, or 80s?
Laenui: I read Lili‘uokalani’s book when I was approximately 25 years old.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that Hawai‘i is occupied?
Laenui: In 1971.
Vogeler:
Where did this occur?
Laenui: Honolulu, Wai‘anae, Hickam Air Force Base.
Vogeler:
Do you remember why it was at that moment that you realized Hawai‘i was
occupied?
Laenui: I came to that understand upon reflection and having recently read two books,
Lili‘uokalani’s Hawai‘i’s Story and Lawrence Fuchs’ Hawai‘i Pono.
Vogeler:
Did someone say anything? Why then? Was this when you started using the term
“occupation” to describe Hawai‘i’s political context?
Laenui: Don’t know when I began using the term “occupation” but it may have been at about this
time.
Vogeler:
How did you gain this information?
Laenui: Independent research. Reading those books referred to earlier.
Vogeler:
Why did you begin this research? Where did you conduct this research? Did
anyone help with this research? Were you guided in any way?
Laenui: I did this “research” out of curiosity and having nothing else to do for a lunch hour. I
decided to spend some time in the Hickam AF Base Library, happened upon the book by chance,
and once began reading it, never stopped my learning of Hawai‘i’s history.
Vogeler:
What was your first reaction?
Laenui: Anger.
Vogeler:
How did you feel to learn this information?
Laenui: Don’t understand this question.
Vogeler:
Did this information surprise you? Was it new information?
Laenui: The information was new information.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the world change?
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Laenui: No.
Vogeler:
If you were angry, did this effect your view of the world?
Laenui: No.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the US change?
Laenui: Yes .
Vogeler:
How did it change? What changed?
Laenui: I had seen the U.S. in a different light previously, not fully appreciating its appetite for
territory and its colonial conduct.
Vogeler:
Did your understanding of yourself change?
Laenui: No.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is
occupied increase, remain the same, or decrease?
Laenui: Since my awareness, it has increased.
Vogeler:
Was this increase steady, or were here periods when things changed quickly?
Laenui: The changes occurred in spurts and generally around certain public events. First, it was
the case of the trial of Wilford Pulawa whom I represented in the Circuit Court in 1977. We used
his case to attract attention and turn the issue of guilt of the “Reputed Underworld Leader” of
Hawai‘i to a question of the illegality of the U.S. in Hawai‘i. We challenged the jurisdiction of
U.S. laws over Hawaiian nationals in this highly public trial which lasted for approximately three
months. Following this case, I also challenged the Federal courts’ jurisdiction over myself. This
brought to the attention of folks at Sand Island who were on the verge of eviction as squatters and
“beach people” rather than the current term “homeless.” Their trial was also very public.
Following their trial, I represented the folks at Mākua beach, and again raised the jurisdiction
question over Hawaiian nationals. This is how we were able to educate the general public. As
this was occurring, we were also spending time in the schools, both at the university levels as
well as in the public intermediate and high schools of Hawai‘i and writing articles and doing
interviews.
Vogeler:
Why do you believe this happened?
Laenui: Education, activism.
Vogeler:
Are there specific examples of education or activism that have helped? Did some
people believe that Hawai‘i is no different than the states of the United States? (for example,
Georgia, California, New York, etc.)
Laenui: Of course, still do.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the occupation of
Hawai‘i say to those who saw Hawai‘i and the states of the United States as the same? And vice
versa?
Laenui: Please see my writings, especially the dialogues found at www.opihi.com/sovereignty.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Numerous, beginning with the Sovereignty for Hawai‘i Committee in 1980.
Vogeler:
When were these groups the most active?
Laenui: Early 1980s to present.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in these groups?
Laenui: Yes.
Vogeler:
Which groups did you participate in?
Laenui: The Sovereignty for Hawai‘i Committee morphed into the Institute for the Advancement
of Hawaiian Affairs, most active in the 1980s and 1990s. Its main activity was document writing,
many of which are on the Web Site www.opihi.com/sovereignty. I was the principle organizer
and author of most of these documents. The organization was as well, the principle organizer of
many activities including the Sovereignty Day Rallies during these years.
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I also organized and continue to lead the Hawaiian National Broadcast Corporation which has
been responsible for radio, newsprint, and television programming for the general public. This
organization continues to operate up to the present day, producing T.V. and radio shows.
Hui Na‘auao: I participated in the organizing of this organization which was initially created for
the purpose of education of the population. I served as an officer of the organization and was
active especially during its formative years.
Sovereignty Advisory Council: I was appointed by the State Legislature to serve on this
organization in approximately 1991 to advise the Legislature of the issues of Hawaiian
Sovereignty. I participated in the drafting of its final report to the legislature.
Hawaiian Sovereignty Advisory Council: I was appointed to this council by the Governor John
Waihe‘e after being nominated. I participated in the drafting of the final report to the Legislature.
Hawaiian Sovereignty Elections Commission: I was appointed to this commission following the
work of the council above. This election commission was charged with the election to elect
delegates to a Hawaiian Convention.
Hā Hawai‘i. I participated in developing the charter for this not-for-profit organization, which
was intended to support the Native Hawaiian Convention.
Native Hawaiian Convention: I was elected by the residents of Lualualeo Valley to be a delegate
to the Native Hawaiian Convention, aka. Aha Hawai‘i ‘Ō‘iwi. I currently serve as the
Chairperson on that body.
Vogeler:
Why, or why not? Do you believe that these groups have been effective?
Laenui: Yes.
Vogeler:
Why, or why not?
Laenui: It has been through these activisms that the attitudes in Hawai‘i have changed.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what specifically has caused this change?
Laenui: Too many specifics to list at this time.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within Hawai‘i?
Laenui: No.
Vogeler:
If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from Hawai‘i living in other
countries help Hawai‘i to end the US occupation?
Laenui: Not yet.
Vogeler:
If so, how did they help? And when did this occur? Was there a moment when
you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end, that the US government and military
will leave?
Laenui: Yes.
Vogeler:
When was this moment?
Laenui: When I made a commitment to participate in bringing this about, circa 1971.
Vogeler:
Why was this the moment?
Vogeler:
Don’t know.
Vogeler:
What caused that realization?
Laenui: Don’t know.
Vogeler:
Where were you when you had this realization?
Laenui: This was a gradual realization being in many places in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Any specifics?
Laenui: No.
Vogeler:
Who was there? What were you doing? Why was this moment significant? As far
as you know, what factors changed so that the US government could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Laenui: Have not yet revealed themselves.
Vogeler:
Were there any specific factors that caused you or others to have the realization
that the US must leave? Why hasn’t the US left yet? Is there something that the US is doing that
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is keeping it here? Is there something that Hawaiians are doing to keep the US here? Are there
other factors that have not been considered?
Laenui: Kūhiō, sorry but I’m not able to answer these questions at this time. I would recommend
that you go to my web site and review some of the documents written on the subject, especially in
the early dialogues written in the late ‘70s or ‘80s.
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the
independent Hawai‘i government? If so, what did you do? When was this? Do you remember
anything about the process for reestablishing the independent governments? As you remember it,
what happened first, second, third, etc.? How did you feel at this time? During this process, what
was effective? What would you have changed?
Laenui: This question is premature.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity? If so, how were these issues addressed? What do you believe was effective? What was
not?
Laenui: This question is premature.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Did you or anyone you know have a land claim? When did you get the claim? What was the
process for obtaining the land? Did anyone loose land? If so, why? Was anything implemented to
resolve land disputes? Do you believe it was effective? Why, or why not?
Laenui: This question is premature.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the
economy? Was anything implemented to address the economic changes? When? What do you
believe was effective? What was not?
Laenui: Premature
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again? When
was this moment? Where were you? Who was there? How did this make you feel?
Laenui: Premature
Vogeler:
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there something that
you would like to tell me that was not covered in this interview?
Laenui: No.
THE END
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JOAN LANDER AND PUHIPAU
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Puhipau:
Abraham Ahmad. I am Hawaiian-Palestinian. But I go by the name of Puhipau. I
did that to make it easy for people to understand our struggle. They would relate Abraham
Ahmad to the Middle East, and I would be talking about things related to Hawai‘i. So I changed
my name to Puhipau back in the 1980’s right after we got evicted from Sand Island.
Joan:
My name is Joan Lander.
Vogeler:
Where do you live?
Puhipau:
Right now we live near Na‘alehu on Hawai‘i Island. South Point area. It is in the
district of Ka‘u. Our postal address is Na‘alehu.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Puhipau:
I was born in Hilo in October, 1937.
Lander:
I was born in Cumberland, Maryland in 1947.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Puhipau:
My mother was Hawaiian and my father was Palestinian.
Lander:
My parents are United States citizens.
Vogeler:
Where do both of you work? And how long have you been there? And what do
you do?
Lander:
We have been doing video production since 1982. We started out in Honolulu
and then moved to Hawai‘i island in 1995.
Vogeler:
And you did Act of War – The Overthrow of the Hawaiian Nation, Hui Na‘auao,
The Tribunal, Stolen Waters, Kaho‘olawe Aloha ‘Āina.
Puhipau:
92 programs.
Vogeler:
92 programs. And a lot of awards. Where have you attend schools and what was
the highest academic degree…
Puhipau:
I attended school in Hawai‘i, in Pearl City for elementary and then to Waialae
Elementary, to Lincoln Elementary, Kamehameha Schools from grade 7-12. I went to the
University of Oregon in Eugene, where I spent a year. My area of study was trying to get my
head together, and I was young and not ready for the college scene. I was wanting to leave
Hawai‘i primarily. I had a football scholarship to go to Oregon. Our family at the time was
strapped. We were on welfare, living in public housing. I spent only one year in Oregon. Then I
went to southern California where I went into the Merchant Marine and started shipping out. I
spent 10 years in the Merchant Marine, and spent another three years in San Pedro. I graduated
from Kamehameha in 1955 and then spent 1956 at the University of Oregon and then the rest of
the time I was in southern California, until 1969. And then I came back home in 1969. I came
with three boys and a wife. My sons and grandchildren are all here. My grandchildren were able
to be brought up in Hawai‘i. My boys were born in San Pedro but raised here. They surf and fish,
and they are an integral part of our community.
Joan:
I went to various primary and secondary schools in Maryland, Ohio and Indiana.
In college I got a BA in English.
Vogeler:
Curiosity. How did you get going on the video thing?
Lander:
When Puhipau was evicted from Sand Island, there was a video crew called
Windward Video that was documenting it. After they finished shooting, they came into the
facility that I was part of, Videololo (sp), to do the editing. I was letting them come in late at
night to edit because they did not have a budget. One day they brought in Puhipau to record a
voice over narration, and that is how I met him. Puhipau saw the power of this video that was
made, called The Sand Island Story. The program had screened at the United Nations and was
shown on PBS, nationwide in the U.S. Puhipau was looking to do more of this kind of video and I
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had been looking to do more documenting of Hawaiian issues but did not feel I had the right to,
as an outsider. Working with Puhipau, or actually working for him — I really considered myself
working for him —I wanted to help him get out the stories that were important to him. We started
working together in 1982.
Vogeler:
Have either of you served in the military? If so, for what country?
Puhipau:
ROTC. That is the closest. Thank God I was blessed to have my children at an
early age. That deferred me from the military. When I was 21, I had three boys, all born in
November a year apart.
Lander:
No military service.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Puhipau:
I speak pidgin, Hawaiian a little bit, little bit Spanish and English.
Lander:
I speak mostly English, with a smattering of French and Italian and Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
What ethnicity do you consider yourself a member?
Puhipau:
I consider myself a Hawaiian. That is it.
Lander:
Italian on one side, English on the other.
Vogeler:
Those are just the background questions, same as in the Baltic States. The one on
ethnicity was interesting in how that was answered. So these are the exact same questions and
that is why they are phrased in the past tense.
In school, what were you taught about the United States relationship to Hawai‘i?
Puhipau:
We were taught the Pledge of Allegiance. I can remember from kindergarten. I
was born in 1937 and four years later, Pearl Harbor was attacked. During World War II I was
going to school at Pearl City Elementary. My dad went into business providing services to the
military. It was ironic that, being of Palestinian descent, he got money from American forces to
send back to his homeland to buy the weapons to fight the Jews that the Americans were
supporting.
All Palestinians were that way. He latched on to the military because there was a steady
flow of money.
I was taught to love America and that we were part of this wonderful country. I didn’t
learn anything about who we were until 1979 when the Hawaiian political renaissance was
beginning.
Lander:
I do not remember hearing anything all through school and college about
Hawai‘i, believe it or not. My only introduction to anything Hawaiian was when I learned to play
piano. I got a music book and saw a song, Aloha ‘Oe, and it listed Queen Lili‘uokalani as the
author and composer. And that was my first introduction to anything Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i?
Puhipau:
The media constantly led the public like sheep, like they still do today. It was no
different. The media was owned by the people who were ripping the resources from Hawai‘i. We
know the media is an arm of the multinationals, today we know that. Back then I was a child
being raised on nothing but the glorification of the American myth.
Vogeler:
Not necessarily, do you remember any specific sources, or anything like that?
Puhipau:
Only in the classroom.
Vogeler:
In school, when you were hearing these things, what did you think about it?
Puhipau:
We accepted what they fed us, that we were part of the United States. We were
taught to love America right or wrong. When you’re a child, you eat it up like a sponge. That is
why we try to teach the children our history through our educational videos.
Vogeler:
That is interesting, when asked you about how the media ... and now you are
making...
Puhipau:
We are the media.
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Lander:
You were away when statehood happened? You were in California?
Puhipau:
Yes.
Lander:
Do you remember reading about it?
Puhipau:
I was in the Merchant Marine so I was in a ship coming back and forth.
Statehood was passed off as something that would elevate Hawaiians from being second-class
citizens. The idea of not being first class. All you have to do is vote for Statehood and you will be
first class. People bought into that bullshit, not really understanding the total picture. The total
picture was only understood by a few.
Vogeler:
Were there some people who were not for statehood at that time?
Puhipau:
Yes, now that I have grown, I’ve learned about them. I did not hear it too much
back then. The only people who talked about that was my mother and her sister. They were in the
same age group, in their 50s and 60s, when statehood happened. My auntie was more educated
than my mother. She knew about the political things that were happening, was more attuned. My
mother was busy raising children. She was a single parent. She took care of a whole bunch of us.
Her focus was on us. My auntie was against statehood and my mother was kind of for statehood.
Vogeler:
Why was she against statehood?
Puhipau:
Because she was in tune with the overthrow. She knew about it. Keanu Sai is
related to us. A lot of that information he got was from my cousin that he may have got from my
auntie.
Vogeler:
And your cousin is...
Puhipau:
LaBatte.
Vogeler:
LaBatte.
Puhipau:
Keanu told me. He told me about my cousin, how he educated them as children,
Keanu and his cousins, Kau‘i and Umi.
Vogeler:
So interesting to hear what happened at Statehood. I have heard different
reactions. So, Joan...
Lander:
I would have been in late grade school when statehood was declared. And I don't
remember much except we were told there were two new states of the Union, Alaska and
Hawai‘i. I was going to say Arthur Godfrey, that was my link to Hawai‘i. My mom used to listen
to him on the radio every day, and he would sing these hapa-haole songs. That was my only
connection to anything approaching an awareness of Hawai‘i. It suddenly became very popular to
throw lu‘au parties. I remember seeing movies of the fifties where people wore lei at cocktail
parties. I have a photo of us kids wearing lei that my parents brought home from a party. More
and more people started visiting Hawai‘i; that was the beginning of mass tourism. Statehood
opened up the floodgates. It was not so much learning it from the news media as from the
entertainment media.
Puhipau:
What statehood did was lock in the security for investors from around the world.
Investors who had money could come to the 50th state because the guns are here to protect their
interests.
Vogeler:
Very interesting. This goes along with what you are saying. Growing up do you
have any memories of your family discussing the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i.
[unclear]
Vogeler:
So, growing up did you learn about the relationship between the United States
and Hawai‘i from other sources?
Puhipau:
No. I mean everything was geared away from our history in our lives. TV was
snow white. American families, everyone was white and everyone was trying to emulate the
white lifestyle. It is amazing how powerful television was, how powerful an influence it can be on
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a people. That is why we do what we do, why we make television programs. We need to fill the
void.
Vogeler:
Did you hear about the relationship from any other sources?
Lander:
Just Arthur Godfrey. He did not talk much about the relationship.
Vogeler:
Sure. Did you ever visit any other places outside US control?
Puhipau:
I did, being in the Merchant Marine. I was 18 years old and a graduate of the
Kamehameha Schools who brought us up to be the best Americans possible. I was brought up in a
Christian atmosphere, and the atmosphere was in glorification of the US military, glorifying the
whole system. God Bless America, and fuck the rest of the world. This was the attitude we were
being fed, subconsciously.
Vogeler:
In the Merchant Marines, in your travels, did you learn anything about Hawai‘i
that was different?
Puhipau:
I spent a lot of time in South America, traveling in the South American countries.
I am 18 years old. I am not politically in tune with nothing but life and experiences, and I am
going to different countries. I am not seeing very much. I am on a merchant ship that goes to a
port where you are let loose in an area that’s just for the seamen. It is not an area for the rest of
the population. It is skid row. Here in Hawai‘i where do you go? You go to Hotel Street. The idea
of seeing the world through the portholes is bullshit because all you see is a whorehouse and a
bar. And then you get drunk and you get on ship to another port. So I did not really get to become
aware of how these countries were being run until later, when I saw the cargo we were taking
down and bringing back. The cargo going down was generally things like ice boxes, stoves and
tractors. What was brought back from some of these countries was ore and they ran these
conveyor belts from the mountain to the ship. They were ripping off the actual soil from these
countries like Guatemala, like they do today. Who are these companies? Who are these
multinationals?
Vogeler:
So did it give you any insight into Hawai‘i?
Lander:
You have told me a few times that you were invited by local families. Tell them
how they treated you as a Hawaiian.
Puhipau:
When I traveled in the Merchant Marine, the difference between myself and
others on the ship was that I was a Hawaiian. When I told local people that I was a Hawaiian, I
would be singled out from the rest of the crew. They would take me to their homes and introduce
me to their families and give me special treatment because I was a Hawaiian. At the time I
thought, “How did I get to be so special?” Today I find out that we knew the world was round
before anybody. Our kupuna was there. If you know the world was round 2000 years ago, you
were there. You snuck in and out without them knowing. Our kupuna knew how to do many
things that we do not know how to do today. It is there, and it will come out that you can
transport your spirit and do things like that.
Vogeler:
That has been brought out before, similar ideas on how Hawaiians are treated and
how Americans are treated.
Puhipau:
People today, they no like go any place in the world and tell people they are from
America. Especially if they come from here. They say they’re from Hawai‘i. Hawai‘i is a magic
word.
Vogeler:
[to Landers] Did you ever travel about?
Lander:
Not much when I was young, aside from an occasional trip to the Canadian side
of Niagara Falls. Not until I was out of college did I travel the world
Vogeler:
Did it ever give you any insight into Hawai‘i or anything? That is okay. These
are the same questions I asked in the Baltic States. In the Baltic States, it was ‘have you ever been
outside the USSR control? The answer is different because the circumstances are different. Did
you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US?
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Puhipau:
Yes, I did. We are still under their thumb. They occupy our home. They say they
have adopted us whether we like it or not. They treat us like we are one of them. If we do not pay
our taxes, for instance, if we do not get our drivers license, if we do not pay their fees, we are
prosecuted under their laws.
Vogeler:
So you did think at one time that Hawai‘i was part of the US?
Puhipau:
Yes.
Vogeler:
[to Landers] And did you think it was part of the US?
Lander:
Yes, we were taught that it was a state of the union.
Vogeler:
Did you accept that the US would remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Puhipau:
I have learned that from my experience in 1979 when the state of Hawai‘i
attacked us at a garbage dump that we were using as a place to live. It was not only me, there
were a couple of hundred others there when the State came in to evict us. We were brought up to
believe, under the American system, that you will have your day in court to explain yourself
before a jury of your peers to decide if you were wrong. That is what we thought after we were
arrested at Sand Island. We jumped through the hoops, going from the District Court to the State
Court to the Supreme Court. And that took a year. But the charges against us were flip-flopped in
the Legislature by sleight of hand. They changed our charges from a misdemeanor to a petty
misdemeanor. That took away our rights to a jury trial. This law passed in the Legislature, and
they applied it to us, even though we were evicted before the law was passed.
Vogeler:
Right now, do you think that the US is going to remain in Hawai‘i throughout
your lifetime?
Puhipau:
I haven’t too much time left. I have known others who are much younger than I
am who feel that way, that the US will leave Hawai‘i, be thrown out of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Do you think that Hawai‘i is going to be thrown out in your lifetime?
Lander:
I do not only think about it. I hope and pray that the United States will leave
Hawai‘i and end the occupation of Hawai‘i. Like Puhipau, I am getting along in age. How long is
it going to take? But on the other hand, things can reach a critical mass, like Lithuania, like East
and West Berlin. Things can happen fast when a critical mass of awareness is reached.
Vogeler:
At one point, you thought that yes, the US would stay. But now you are kind of
like well, things can happen, they can change. Am I getting that right?
Puhipau:
Well I will tell you. Information has been revealed, truths have been revealed,
like the Kū’ē petitions that came to light in 1998. They were hidden for 100 years. Now we have
that information to back up our convictions, not only factual convictions but moral and spiritual
convictions. We know what is true.
Vogeler:
When did you lean that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Puhipau:
For me I learned that recently in 1980 when I read Hawai‘i’s Story by Hawai‘i’s
Queen and began to understand the history.
Lander:
When I helped edit The Sand Island Story, in 1982.
Vogeler:
Did they use that term occupation back then? When did that start coming about?
Lander:
A lot later, yeah. Pōkā Laenui.
Puhipau:
Keanu Sai, right?
Lander:
Actually we have Kekuni Blaisdell on tape from 1991 or 1992, Sovereign
Sunday. In one of his speeches he used the word ‘occupation.’ I am trying to remember if anyone
had used that term before that. Like Louis Agard, we were reading his research. Or whether Pōkā
had ever used that term. I do not know. Definitely around the 90’s was when that term began to
be used more often.
Vogeler:
Just so I get this clear. I have interviewed Uncle Buzzy [Agard], I have
interviewed Pōkā and have talked with Uncle Kekuni. I am trying to track down these time
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periods. So back then, were there any other folks besides Uncle Buzzy, Pōkā and Uncle Kekuni
that were describing this in terms of occupation?
Puhipau:
In a time frame, the late 60’s. The RCP.
Vogeler:
What is the RCP?
Puhipau:
The Revolutionary Communist Party. A lot of Hawaiians were a part of that. The
seeds were planted. People were influenced by the Black Panther movement. They were learning
from the writings of Mao, the writings of Lenin. The writings of Gandhi.
Vogeler:
The idea of occupation came about, you were mentioning that what Uncle
Kekuni said about Sovereignty Sunday in 1991 or 1992 and so how did you folks feel, what was
your feeling about occupation when you heard...
Lander:
Well, it was kind of an evolving political awareness. You did not identify it as
occupation until you started learning the history. You knew it was a theft, and it was a theft of the
government, of land. But Keanu Sai was the one who really drove home the understanding that
the independent Hawaiian Kingdom is still under occupation today.
Puhipau:
If not occupation, it was colonialism, that was the other argument that was used.
Vogeler:
Do you remember when there was the shift from colonialism to occupation?
Lander:
From Keanu’s presentations in 1997.
Puhipau:
Within the last 15 years.
Lander:
We videotaped Keanu when he came over to the Big Island for a five-hour
presentation. And I have to say for the record, in my mind it was a huliau. We had done all this
research over the years, producing many programs about Hawaiian history, Act of War, The
Tribunal. For a while I thought we were in one of those revolving circles, where we were doing
the same program over and over. But never before had we presented the history the way Keanu
did.
Vogeler:
And what did you think when you first heard it?
Lander:
It was like the sky opening up because I thought, “How simple can you get?”
Sovereignty is not based on public opinion. It is based on law. And to me that clinches it. Not
only that, there is no need to reinvent the wheel as far as figuring out how to structure the new
Hawaiian government. You already have the standard operating procedures, as Keanu says, in the
constitution of the Hawaiian Kingdom. You just take it up and make the changes to it by
constitutional conventions. How simple. I thought that, in my naïve way, once all the people in
the sovereignty movement came to this realization, there would be general agreement about the
path to sovereignty. But there was disagreement.
Vogeler:
So, what did you think when you heard about this occupation idea, whether it
was from Pōkā, or Uncle Kekuni or Keanu?
Puhipau:
You know, I felt like Joan. You lay the facts out, and the facts substantiate the
law and the law determines how you behave. The picture became much clearer.
Lander:
To me it was like we no longer had to make television programs to sway public
opinion one way or another. You take it to the courts, to heads of state and to international courts.
Amazingly enough, it has been the top courts that have made key decisions about sovereignty and
land title. Like the British Columbia Supreme Court deciding all the land in the province was
aboriginal title. The Australian Supreme Court saying that Australia was not terra nullius when
the British came. Keanu used this metaphor of a honu. In 1893, it was only 14 people who
marched down to the government buildings to take over the government, right? Granted, the US
troops were backing them up across the street, but it only took a few people to flip the honu on its
back. Keanu said it would only take a few people to huli that honu back over. What I think he
meant was that you can work to convince a few key people in the legal and international arena,
instead of having to convince the masses.
Vogeler:
When you heard this, did your view of the world change, or of the US or the
view of yourself?
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Puhipau:
For me, it felt a lot better. I felt good about the information. It made my body feel
better.
Vogeler:
You had heard the term occupation before, or the term before but was it, what
was the difference?
Lander:
To me it was the reality that the Kingdom exists. That is what did it for me. You
do not have to fight to win it back; it has always been there. You just need to win back the
recognition. You change from being a victim to asserting an identity. Instead of appealing to
people on a moral basis, you say, “Hey, follow the law.” I could see it as a paradigm shift for the
sovereignty movement. It actually was the subtitle of a video we co-produced with the Hawaiian
Patriotic League: We Are Who We Were - From Resistance to Affirmation. Not to say we no
longer need to resist. But if you affirm something, it is a lot more positive than to constantly be
fighting against something. Right? Affirm that the Kingdom exists and let your actions flow from
that.
Tomorrow we are going to show a video at the Hawai‘i International Film Festival, a little twominute video sample of our work. And at the end the credits will say: ”Na Maka o ka ‘Āina Documenting the Kingdom for 30 Years.” So we are constantly trying to instill in people’s minds
the consciousness that the Kingdom exists. It is such a positive way to bring about a change of
consciousness. I will tell you that in this day and age, with everything tanking, the economies
going down, everyone knows that decentralization is the way we are going to survive. The ships
may stop coming, who knows? You have to be ready. So why not have an independent selfsufficient country that can deal with its resources and the rest of the world on its own terms?
Vogeler:
That was in 1998 when you did We Are Who We Were?
Lander:
Yes.
Vogeler:
So you started doing the research for that the year before?
Lander:
Well actually, Keanu Sai, Kau‘i Goodhue and ‘Umi Sai wrote the script, and we
produced it together. We had met them all in 1997 when Keanu came over to Hilo and did a fivehour workshop on the legal basis for the Hawaiian Kingdom.
Vogeler:
Great. As far as you know, did the number of people who understood Hawai‘i
was occupied, did it increase, remain the same or decrease?
Puhipau:
It has increased.
Vogeler:
It has increased, since when?
Lander:
I think when Keanu started doing his presentations. Before that, we had produced
The Tribunal documenting Kekuni Blaisdell’s convening of an international panel of jurists to
hear charges against the US and state of Hawai‘i. And what came out of that was a
recommendation to go through the United Nations Committee on Decolonization. It took Keanu
to make me realize the difference between being colonized and being an occupied independent
state.
Vogeler:
As far as that change, that increase, why did it happen. You said it was Keanu
but.
Puhipau:
It was education. You just get the information out there. It was a short piece - We
Are Who We Were, 15 minutes long. What it claimed was that the annexation of Hawai‘i is a
myth. So people watching would get the message in 15 minutes that the Kingdom exists. Keanu
had a network throughout all the islands. He had gone from place to place with his workshops. He
had a team, an extended network, that the information reached. They passed out a lot of copies of
the video and broadcast it on KHON television. We still distribute the program and it still gets
seen. A lot of stuff that got into the heads of people about our history was done by Na Maka o ka
‘Āina. We put the stuff on television and people watch.
Vogeler:
Do you see it as an education?
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Lander:
Yes, it is very important. We are hearing from people that some of the kids
coming up through the school system, in some cases, are aware of this stuff because they saw the
videos in class, and maybe their teachers taught the right stuff. Today many people are aware of
this history. I think what the problem is, even among the decision makers, the people who are
involved in the federal/state system, there is realization of the history, their mentality is that they
know the truth, but they say, “Do you really think America is going to let Hawai‘i go?”
Vogeler:
Do you believe that some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different from any
other state in the United States?
Lander:
In Hawai‘i?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Puhipau:
That Hawai‘i is no different?
Vogeler:
Yes, that Hawai‘i is the 50th state, do you think some people think that?
Puhipau:
When you say people, most of the folks here in Hawai‘i consider themselves
Americans. I would say a vast majority in Hawai‘i look at Hawai‘i as a state.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what do the people who talk about occupation say to those
people who think that Hawai‘i is the 50th State?
Puhipau:
We have an argument, we disagree.
Vogeler:
So you have had conversations with folks?
Lander:
Plenty.
Puhipau:
And the conversations, I do not like to get into those conversations unless I am
dealing with a classroom situation where I am in control. I have no time to waste. It’s hard to go
through that process of trying to change someone’s mindset. His mind is already set. He has got
his bills, his house, his life. He may think what I am doing is wonderful. But he cannot join in
because he is trying to live his life. He is busy doing his own thing. We come across this thing
over and over. That’s why we go to the kids with our videos.
Vogeler:
Have you had conversations like that too?
Lander:
Yes, with my own family and friends. Pretty much it seems that the American
public is divided down the middle. You are going to have some people who believe in manifest
destiny, and then you have people who realize all the negatives of their history, what they did to
the Indians, slavery. They will agree with you about Hawai‘i being taken illegally. But what they
say after that is, how are you ever going to change things? America will never let it go. There’s
too much military force. There would be a civil war before they would let it go. Which is a good
opening because then you can tell them we were never part of the Union so it is not a matter of
secession
I talk to people and some of them can get really upset. But if you just stick to the basics,
the law, the annexation that never happened, the fact that annexation was not legal according to
their own Constitution, you can sometimes reach people with that argument. And then you ask
them, how would you feel if the same thing happened to your country? You say it’s Manifest
Destiny. You get this from a lot of people: historically, nations have always taken over other
nations. It is just the natural course of events. So I say, then if it happens to you, you would be
OK with that? If America was invaded by Canada or China, it would be okay?
Vogeler:
And what do they say?
Lander:
They usually change the subject.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been trying to end the occupation? Have there been
any groups who have been trying to end the occupation?
Lander:
I only know of Keanu who is making a formalized effort on the part of the
Hawaiian Kingdom in the international arena, and he is not really a group. Other groups have
been going to the United Nations for decades. But every time there is an issue about desecrated
ancestral burials, or about the Akaka Bill or ceded lands or development of Mauna Kea or the
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Superferry, the underlying issue of occupation increasingly comes to the surface in the public
dialog.
Vogeler:
Have you folks noticed a time period when it was there, when folks were always
talking about occupation?
Lander:
In a way they did. They just did not call it occupation.
Puhipau:
They called it stolen lands.
Vogeler:
But they bring out this idea of occupation now in all those other forms.
Puhipau:
Where they used to say stolen lands, it has been replaced by illegal occupation.
Vogeler:
Okay. So, of these groups, so you were talking about Keanu being the primary
focus of this term occupation. But even in including these other groups, when were these other
groups active?
Lander:
I should backtrack. Peggy Ross, even back then in the sixties and seventies, was
going to the United Nations representing Hawai‘i. I should not say it began with Keanu. Mililani
was forming Ka Lāhui Hawai‘i in the ‘80’s, and her focus in the international arena has been on
Hawaiians’ rights as indigenous peoples.
Vogeler:
In the 80’s he [Pōkā Laenui] was the president of the World Council of
Indigenous peoples. These folks have been doing this a long time. Were they doing this as part of
the occupation idea, or does it get fuzzy?
Lander:
We once saw Hayden Burgess, Pōkā Laenui, down in the South Pacific, in
Vanuatu, telling a roomful of international journalists the whole history of Hawai‘i. He made it
clear it was an illegal act against an established independent state. That was in 1983.
Vogeler:
Some of them are expressing the same ideas but not the same terms.
Lander:
And after the Sand Island arrests, Pōkā said he would only represent Puhipau as
his attorney if Puhipau refused to recognize US citizenship.
Puhipau:
We had to give up our US Citizenship or he would not defend us. I used to cry
when we sang God Bless America. When I got evicted from Sand Island, and I started learning
our history, no more tears.
Vogeler:
Good points on how some of these ideas were brought up back then. And he did
the non-jurisdiction with you folks. Do you happen to have, and I have looked up some of the
cases, do you have the non-jurisdiction on the Sand Island. If you have it. I have some of the
others. I would like to reference it but can reference it, from the interviews.
Lander:
Pōkā represented the Mākua folks in 1983 when they were evicted from Mākua.
Everyone took the sovereignty stand: the court had no jurisdiction. When we were in the
courtroom and they said, “All rise,” everyone remained seated.
Vogeler:
And that is the one when he had to submit that long brief.
Lander:
Pōkā spoke for two hours on the history of the overthrow. And the judge allowed
it.
Vogeler:
That is the one I see has been referred to from the 1990s. If you folks happen to
have that too.
Lander:
I made notes. There should be transcripts.
Vogeler:
I am trying to track down these transcripts. Were any of these groups that were
trying to end the occupation, any of them effective?
Lander:
We will find out. I think it is all part of a process.
Puhipau:
Until we collect the taxes. We are still occupied until that happens. You know,
we beat the Navy, stopped them from bombing Kaho‘olawe. They have been beaten before. The
Vietnamese kicked them out of Vietnam. Now the Iraqis are kicking them out of Iraq. They are
stationed here. This is their home base.
Vogeler:
And there have been some things with Kaho‘olawe
Lander:
According to the state, Kaho‘olawe is supposed to be given over to some future
Hawaiian governing entity.
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Vogeler:
So it is not. You are saying the occupation is still here but there are little.
Lander:
Pukas in the wall. We will not know the effect of all this until independence
happens. And then in hindsight we will be able to say this made an impact, that made an impact.
Puhipau:
The Apology Bill, that did not come about from thin air. It was because of the
efforts of all those who have been struggling for independence. Water did not just return to
Waiahole streams, it was because of the struggle of the people. Same with the taro growers in
Maui.
Vogeler:
Some of the youth folks are participating.
Puhipau:
And how it is done, there are laws. You organize with this information, organize
a force where you can huli the turtle back.
Lander:
And we should make the point with the Apology Bill that it does say that the
Hawaiian people never relinquished their sovereignty through their government or monarchy. In
other words, the resolution recognized the Kingdom and the fact there was no sovereignty
relinquished. All these things are adding to the critical mass that is brewing.
Vogeler:
All of these things whether its talking about Waiahole or whether it is talking
about...
Lander:
Mauna Kea.
Vogeler:
Mauna Kea or whether its talking about Sand Island, we are little pieces of sand
that add up.
Lander:
People are so tired of fighting different battles, of putting out this fire and that
fire. Right now there are EIS hearings taking place on three different issues. We are being
constantly forced into their arena, having to fight on their terms. Everyone is getting tired of that.
There has got to be a more strategic way to fix this. People are starting to see de-occupation as a
way to win all the smaller tactical battles.
Vogeler:
That was a very good assessment.
Lander:
Thank you.
Vogeler:
No really, it was good. As far as you know, did pressure from other countries,
cause changes within Hawai‘i, if so, how?
Puhipau:
The stopping of the bombing of Kaho‘olawe was very interesting, how that was
done. The Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana sent their people to Japan to talk to the Diet to get them to
stop the bombing. Hawaiians asked for the Japanese ships to stop bombing Kaho‘olawe because
it was against their culture. They went to the New Zealand Navy and the Australian Navy and
those countries resisted U.S. pressure to continue bombing. These countries helped pave the way
for the US to stop bombing Kaho‘olawe.
Vogeler:
Any other examples?
Lander:
Libya. The Government of Libya invited the Hawaiian people to a big conference
back in the 80’s. They recognized there was pilikia going on.
Vogeler:
And when was this?
Puhipau:
Late 1980’s.
Lander:
It was Skippy Ioane.
Puhipau:
And Peter Kealoha.
Vogeler:
I am trying to remember, when was it when he [Kawaipuna] passed away?
Lander:
1992.
Vogeler:
And what about Uncle Tommy? When was it that Uncle Tommy died?
Lander:
It was after we moved to Ka’ū. About 1998 or 99.
Vogeler:
I am just trying to remember. Kanalu just passed, and I am just thinking about
these things.
Lander:
Other countries, Venezuela has contacted us for programming for their TV
channels. And we have been hearing that Cuba has been making some contacts in Hawai‘i and in
the Pacific.
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Lander:
Saddam Hussein, I think, said “When you give up Hawai‘i, we will give up
Kuwait.”
Puhipau:
I think even Hugo Chavez has mentioned it too.
Vogeler:
Have these things helped?
Puhipau:
You’ll have to ask the people who say, ‘Okay, okay, we give up.”
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i
would end, that the US Government and military will leave?
Puhipau:
When it no longer can afford to be here.
Vogeler:
It has not happened yet?
Puhipau:
That is right. They are still here, they are in our face. They are talking about the
Stryker vehicle to control crowds. And they are preparing for the violence that will be triggered
by the collapse of the American economy. People will be stealing from the stores and killing each
other and going against the government, trying to get rid of all these guys who got us in the
position. These guys are looking to the military for support? Who are these guys? That is the big
question: who is the military for, when they say they are protecting American interests. What
Americans are they protecting? Exxon? General Electric, General Motors? Yes, that is who the
military protects, those interests, not the interests of the people.
Vogeler:
Joan, have you had a moment where you realized that the US...?
Lander:
Yes, only because of the rightness of it and the fact that Hawai‘i is so special.
The Hawaiian culture is recognized around the world. Like Puhipau says, it is like a magic
passport. So Hawai‘i has a lot of friends worldwide. It’s a big battle, but I keep thinking you
never know what is going to happen, what world events could cause a shift in alignments
Vogeler:
Have you ever had a moment where you thought, ‘the US is going to leave, I can
see it?”
Lander:
I do. I see it, but I do not know when, and I do not see how. But I think the
kupuna, the ancestors, are having a big effect. Look at the Akaka Bill, how many times it has
come up in Congress, but for one reason or another — September 11th, or this or that, votes
always seem to get postponed. Someone is working in another realm to help Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
What were the factors that led to that realization that Hawai‘i was going to leave.
What has led you to believe that?
Puhipau:
For me, it is simple. No more free lunches. They have been using the Kingdom
lands forever. The landlord has arrived.
Vogeler:
What are the factors that have caused that change, or what are the factors that
will cause that change?
Puhipau:
It takes information, packaged so you can feed the public.
Vogeler:
What is it? Education?
Lander:
Education.
Vogeler:
Public education? Is it media?
Puhipau:
All of it. When you talk about educating the masses, right, you use mass
education techniques. YouTube, the radio. You use television. You have a team and spread out
and do some serious education, and package the material so even the little ones can understand it.
Vogeler:
So, is it the education part of it?
Lander:
It is only part of it. It has to be a perfect storm of things happening. I think that
this economic collapse is one part of the perfect storm. Peak oil is another part of the perfect
storm. We will be forced to be more decentralized, grow our own food and energy. And this will
make for a more independent Hawai‘i, more because of geographic location than anything else.
Vogeler:
Is there anything that, flipping it around, is there anything that Hawaiians are
doing that is allowing the US to be here? I do not know if I am phrasing this right. I am trying, is
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it just by the perfect storm or is there something going on here that is ... keeping it from
happening
Puhipau:
It is genocide, brah. That is what the whole move by America is about. To wipe
us out. Once they wipe us out, they have no more problems with the land.
Vogeler:
Is there anything that people are doing here that is allowing them to..
Lander:
They are recognizing the US legitimacy. They are not refusing to be a part of it.
By not resisting they are keeping the US here.
Vogeler:
There needs to be a critical mass to understanding, or would it need to be a
critical mass of demonstrations, or would it need to be a critical mass in terms of...
Puhipau:
Organizing.
Vogeler:
Organizing?
Puhipau:
Organizing. Organizing amongst ourselves so that in fact we do have a coalition
or federation of the movement people together moving as one force and then laying out the law
and enforcing the law.
Vogeler:
As far as you are thinking individually, what would bring that about, that
organization?
Puhipau:
That is the magic question. Nobody knows, otherwise we would not be here. But
the idea is to keep trying. And if you stop trying, you will not find out. What is it that we must
find?
Vogeler:
So far in these interviews, no one has come out and said it as specifically as that.
No one has pointed out that it is not only education but organization and things like that. No one
has been as specific, that is why I am bringing it up, the question, because it makes sense. What is
there that would bring about that organization?
Puhipau:
I tell you what I really believe, that it is the strength of our cultural ties to our
kupuna from a spiritual level, that belief system. There is a law of attraction, universal laws that
pertain to all of us that, as we lift our consciousness to a certain level, a level of complete
understanding and knowing, I think that is when we will get there.
Vogeler:
Anything you wanted to add?
Lander:
No.
Vogeler:
I have asked these questions in the Baltic States. As the occupation ended, did
your participate in the reestablishment of the Hawai‘i government?
Puhipau:
For Na Maka o ka ‘Āina, we have been participating since we began our
existence. We have professed loud and clear that what our work is all about is to establish and reestablish ourselves as the Hawaiian Kingdom in the family of nations. Media is how we chose to
fly and whatever contributions we can do in the future, we have already done. Our library, our
archive stands as a witness to the world of who we are and where we came from and where we
are going.
Lander:
Even the programs we produced 15 or 20 years ago are still being seen in
classrooms, not only in Hawai‘i but in schools and colleges in the United States and around the
world. Who knows what consciousness may be forming from that?
Vogeler:
Great. So did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language,
culture or ethnicity?
Puhipau:
For sure. Our language is now back in place. We are working towards that and
moving faster than ever. Our culture. I watch kids today, families, the guys in their 20’s and 30’s,
and they are pounding poi. They are making their stones and their boards and they are planting
their taro. The whole process. We did not see that in the last ten years. Now we are seeing it.
‘Awa. Now our people are drinking ‘awa. The youngsters growing up, they do not want to waste
their brain on alcohol. They know the value of their brain.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation, affect real estate?
Now these are in past tense so...
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Lander:
It will all be challenged. But in British Columbia when the Supreme Court
declared all of the land aboriginal title, the government also at the same time declared a
moratorium on land transactions for one or two years. They knew it was an explosive issue and
they didn't want everyone to start getting their shotguns down from the shelf. So they said, let’s
just cool it and figure out how we will work this all out. I think we can do this in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Anything you want to add?
Puhipau:
No.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, and I know that is when you are answering this is being
asked in the past tense and you are in the future... but ... as far as you remember, how did the
ending of the occupation affect the economy?
Puhipau:
We started to get a bigger piece of the pie. Now we own the hotels, we own our
own planes, and the tourist business is ours.
Vogeler:
You mean now or what will be?
Puhipau:
Well, you are talking about after we get our independence. It will be. There is
nothing wrong with business, nothing wrong if it is yours.
Lander:
When you say it is yours, it is not like the Sheraton Hawai‘i is going to be taken
away from the company who owns the hotel. The tax revenues will simply go to the Kingdom
and not go thousands of miles away to Washington, DC. The revenues will go to the Kingdom
and the Kingdom will regulate who does business and how they do business.
Puhipau:
You know the fallacy of the tourist business. Look at the tourist industry, how
they supposedly help Hawaiians. You guys got all this tourist money. Yeah right. Look at Japan,
they get all these people coming. And they have coupons that they buy before they come, so their
money never leaves Japan. They buy coupons for all the places they are going to visit here, and
those places are owned by Japanese companies. There’s nothing in tourism for us but higher
prices. Real estate goes up. If it is our jurisdiction, we can benefit from the income that comes out
of these properties and we can regulate tourism so it isn’t harmful
Vogeler:
Sure. Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Lander:
What will that moment be, in other words.
Vogeler:
What will that moment be?
Puhipau:
That moment to me is when our flag is flying in its right position, for one thing.
When you see the flag flying at the top of the pole, you know you have arrived. I wanted to do a
short commercial of this Hawaiian walking down a long hall and he got one pad in the back of the
malo. And when he reaches his destination, he pulls out his pad and says, “Oh, good morning,
Mr. So and So, here to collect our rent. He writes out a receipt. The guy with the malo gives out
the receipt and gives it to the joker who is renting.” When we start collecting the rent we have
arrived.
Vogeler:
Are there any questions you would like to ask me or something you would like to
tell me that was not covered in this interview.
Lander:
I am just eager to hear what everyone else has to say.
Vogeler:
Oh ya, I could not tell you beforehand.
Lander:
Whatever you publish, or whatever you come out with, I am really looking
forward to reading it.
Vogeler:
There is nothing secret. The interviews have been going great.
Lander:
But they have not been distributed yet.
Vogeler:
We are going to type them up, and you can go through them, and if I got a name
wrong....
Lander:
Sometimes we might have misspoke or something.
Vogeler:
And some of that is going on in the Baltic States. They mentioned a current
politician or something like this. Is there anything else. I have done it with everyone else, and
point out. The interview here you are talking about the organization, one of the things you
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brought out is how this ending of the occupation is not something that began at the particular
time, and ended. This whole thing has been the ending of the occupation which has not been
brought out. A number of things you have said that has been valuable. With William Burgess, we
had a wonderful time. He brought me over to his house and he talked about all this stuff. He was
quite candid. My understanding of his perspective is the US is good, and he grew up being part of
the US and that people are lucky to be part of the US. Now as far as the specifics as far as
Hawaiian history, that is another matter. As far as where he is coming from, that is where he is
coming from. His viewpoints were just as valid as everyone else's viewpoints. If you grow up
loving the US, that is not a bad thing. One of the things he brought up for me to look at, and it
was also brought up in the Baltic States, especially from the Baltic States perspective is they are
pro-US. A woman from Lithuania who is here, she said, “Hawai‘i is occupied, like right now?” In
comparison to what was happening over there, when he is talking about the US, he has a good
point. There are people in Hawai‘i who share the same perspective. Even when Keahi, I don't
know her last name, she is in Hawaiian studies, tall thin, part Egyptian, no Lebanese, I am not too
sure. How she was saying, her mom was saying. Her mom is a lawyer and is Hawaiian and she
was saying that the US is good to people. We are talking about Hawai‘i and making this
comparison you have to address this, the perception because that there are people who feel this
way.
Puhipau:
In what way?
Vogeler:
There are people who are Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian and who believe the US is
a good force in the world.
Puhipau:
Even in violation of international law?
Vogeler:
In terms of bringing up the idea of the US being good, not bringing up the idea of
international law.
Lander:
Or the statistics of the Hawaiians being on the bottom?
Puhipau:
Or the broken treaties with all the Native Americans?
Lander:
Or the slavery?
Vogeler:
They are not bringing up that.
Lander:
Or Pinochet and supporting dictators all over the world?
Puhipau:
Why?
Vogeler:
That is their perspective.
Vogeler:
As you were saying this before, there are people who believe that and that is not
wrong. What I am saying, from their perspective. I am the interviewer and I collect all the
information. I collect all the information, I cannot assume that the outcome is going to be one
way or another. I have to collect all the information, look at all the historical data, and look at the
data from the Baltic States. I cannot assume… the necessary…, what the, I cannot assume the
outcome is going to be one way or another. It is not fair as I am the person who is putting this
dissertation together. At the same time, putting these interviews together, I have gained ... there
have been a whole bunch of insights. Anything else? That is why interviewing William Burgess
was...we had a great time, the information he gave… that was so valuable. He is not the only
person who feels that way.
Lander:
Of course.
Vogeler:
So if he is presenting this comparing Hawai‘i and the Baltic States, if it is an apt
comparison, it has to be addressed.
Lander:
Regarding the educational arena, as much as we feel we are doing good with
distributing our programs to teachers, the truth is that the curriculum in the schools is not teaching
the history. They might be touching on it more than they used to, but they are not teaching it from
a viewpoint of the occupation. Until students at McKinley High School are taken to the statue of
McKinley and shown that treaty of annexation in his hands, a treaty that never existed, until you
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have that kind of education happening in the schools, you will continue to have generations of
people who think Hawai‘i is a part of the US. You have to know why there is no Cleveland High
School but just McKinley High School. The history is written by the victors, that is a huge part of
it.
THE END
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ANTOINETTE L. LEE
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Lee:
Antoinette L. Lee
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Lee:
Pearl City, Hawai‘I, in Pacific Palisades
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Lee:
October 14, 1941.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Lee:
Honolulu.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Lee:
My father was French-Portuguese. My mother was Hawaiian, Chinese, French,
and Dutch.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Lee:
I am retired from the federal government. I worked for the US Navy. I retired in
Intelligence, as Chief of Security Personnel, Personnel Security for Joint Intelligence Center. I
retired almost four years ago and have been very active in the Association of Hawaiian Civic
Clubs. My whole life practically. But I am also a kupuna in the classroom for Manana Elementary
- through pre-school through 6th grade. I do a lot of volunteer work in the community. I am the
immediate past president of the Association of Hawaiian Civic Clubs, which is a national
association. The new president is Leimomi Khan (sp). Tijona (sp) was a president prior
to…Leimomi Khan is president in fact we are going to convention, and having new elections. I
was president and before her, Charles Rose was president and Auntie Jol was before him.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Lee:
I attended. My high school was Kamehameha. My class was 1959. I did attend
college, which they called Church College of Hawai‘i, which is BYU of Hawai‘i. I only attended
one year.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Lee:
No. I worked there but as a civilian.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Lee:
English.
Lee:
I find people are becoming more bi-lingual than when we were growing up. Of
course, when we were growing up, English was the primary language, Hawaiian language was
suppressed because they wanted us to learn English and do it well. I went to Kamehameha and we
did not learn the Hawaiian language, never had much Hawaiian history, and it was much
suppressed while I was growing up. English was the only language. Our kupuna felt that we
should able to speak English so that we could compete in the world and do it well.
Vogeler:
That is like my mother’s generation, my generation many people do not have
Hawaiian first names.
Lee:
Exactly, I do not even have a Hawaiian name. Ironically, I have an older brother
who has a Hawaiian name, and a younger brother who has a Hawaiian name. I was the only one
who did not have a Hawaiian name. We had all English names.
Vogeler:
Uncle Buzzy was talking about the same thing. He does not have a Hawaiian
name either.
Lee:
I have a Hawaiian bracelet but the Hawaiian name on it is my grandmother’s.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Lee:
Hawaiian.
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Vogeler:
Those are the background questions. Here are the real questions. In school, what
were you taught about the relationship of the US to Hawai‘i?
Lee:
This was taught there was a friendly relationship between the US and Hawai‘i. I
never grew up with any thoughts of animosity between the two. Ever. We were always taught we
were American. I never had a problem with thtat, I never felt I was ever denied or suppressed as
far as history or anything. At Kamehameha, they are missionary oriented, all of that is what we
were taught. That became a way of life for us. I never, until all of the seventies or eighties, until
people came out and spoke out against the US, and talked about seceding from the union and
forming a nation. In fact, that did not predominantly happen aggressively until the nineties in
Hawai‘i. From my generation, it was a very disturbing thing. I did not feel it because I did not
understand it or did not know. As I grew to know and understand, I thought we were lucky; we
had the best of both worlds. We are Hawaiian, we are American, and we can have both. Most
people do not have that option. I think, in reading history, a lot of it could have done it better.
When you grow up and you look at the cowboys, Indians, and what the wars went
through and how indigenous people were the losers. We fall into that category. Did we realize it
then? No, we did not. What have we done since to improve that as a people? Lots happened, and
lots of it was our fault. We gave a lot. We were giving people. Hawaiians would give their shirt
off their back, we were trusting. We were a trusting people. That is not a bad thing. What went on
in this history, the overthrow was unfortunate, and it happened. I think we should be entitled to a
lot more because of that. It is up to us to get that.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i?
Lee:
Growing up, to me there was not much that discussion. I remember when we
became a state; I was a senior in high school... And what people say today is full of fanfare,
excitement, and a happy time. I do not remember it as a happy time. My family, we were not for
becoming a state, because we were getting many benefits as a territory. Technically, in my
understanding, the US was better off with us as a territory than we becoming a state. To me, I
think. We could not vote for President, but do we make a difference? Not really. That is decided
before our votes are even counted. The votes would never call the leadership. It is a way to
exercise your vote but…we never voted for our governors. But some of their governors were
better than the ones we had. The ones appointed by the United States.
In the first gas crisis, the country was giving Hawai‘i gas, they had no idea we were
connected to the US. Giving us oil coming into Hawai‘i, and we were shipping it to the mainland.
They were boycotting the US; they did not know we were connected. Until some big mouth on
the mainland who said – why are you giving them gas? And then we were cut off.
Vogeler:
Who thought we were not part of the US?
Lee:
I guess it was the Far East. They were shipping us oil, they did not know we were
part of the US. We had been a state since 1959. So go figure. We are so disconnected. How many
people in the world know? How many people in the US know we are a state? In the backwoods?
Some have no clue. We were able to be an ally for that. Until some NY person – why do you give
oil to Hawai‘i? I think we were getting a lot more benefits as a territory. When we became a state,
it became a different thing.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have memories of your family discussing the relationship
between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Lee:
Not really. My whole family was and is proud to be American. We would never
say we would want to deny us our citizenship to the US. Like I said, we have the best of both
worlds. If we did not become part of the US, and if we stayed as we were, much of what we are
able to do, would never have happen. Look at our history. We would never be able to, if we were
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a monarchy, a lot of what is happening today would not happen. We would be dead. We would be
killed.
Some people say today, I want to go back to the old days; I want to go back to a
monarchy. Mililani Trasks of the world and all those others – they would not be able to be
saying…you would be charged with treason for what you do. That is not how the Hawaiians
were. You were either an ali'i or you were a maka‘āinana. There was no middle class that I was
taught. So many people, there would not be a happy people.
Vogeler:
Your family was for statehood or not?
Lee:
No, we thought we would be better off not being a state. It was not because we
wanted a disconnect between ourselves and the US. We think we got more benefits as a territory.
Vogeler:
So, it was no connection with the overthrow or anything?
Lee:
No.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship of Hawai‘i and the United
States from other sources?
Lee:
No. Not really, what very little we got out of Kamehameha [Schools] was very
little. None of it was discussed growing up, not in my circles anyway.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of United States control?
Lee:
I have but only as an adult. I have been to Japan, Hong Kong, and Macau,
Thailand. I have been to Mexico. And when I go to those places, I never feel safe. Now. Whether
it is because of my background in intelligence that might be it. Even in Mexico, in Empanada, I
never felt safe as a US citizen, or as a person. I have always felt safe going anywhere in the US
and living in Hawai‘i as being safe, going into other countries I do not feel safe and it could be
the background I worked in.
Vogeler:
Did visiting those places give you any insight or tell you anything about the
relationship of the US to Hawai‘i?
Lee:
No.
Vogeler:
These are the same questions that I asked in the Baltic States, and they were
talking about the USSR. At one time, or now, did you or do you believe that the Hawaiian Islands
are part of the US?
Lee:
I have always felt that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US.
Vogeler:
Even now?
Lee:
Even now, yes.
Vogeler:
Do you, or did you believe, that the US will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your
lifetime?
Lee:
Yes.
Vogeler:
You accept that now?
Lee:
I accept that. Strategically, because of my background, if the US leaves, someone
else will be here in heartbeat. Strategically, we are a key to the safety of this whole region. Even
WESTPAC… if it were not the United States, it would be someone else.
Vogeler:
Along those lines, I had this discussion with William Burgess: even if there was
some sort of autonomy, and then there could perhaps be a base here. The distinction, do you mean
in terms of the US being here, do you mean the US being in Pearl Harbor or that the US should be
in control of Hawai‘i? See what I mean? There is one strategic thing, and governmental.
Lee:
I think that, number one, we would have the US here in Pearl Harbor and other
bases we have here. I do not feel they control us; I do not get that feeling. I think that we are a
people and that we do have our autonomy. The sad part is not with them being here. The sad part
that I am saddened by the fact that we in Congress are not recognized as a people. That is
disappointing, especially being an ally of this country, we have proven ourselves as an ally, not
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that we have to, but we did. Yet they do not give us the recognition as an indigenous people. They
owe us that; they need to make that correct.
The sad part, they are saying that, ---I have learned this by walking the halls of
Washington, and I know this as the former President of the Hawaiian Civic clubs---they are
saying they are afraid to make the same mistake as they did with the Indians. What does that
mean? That they gave the Indians too much? If you look at history they really did not give them
that much, nothing, you know what I mean. They put them on reservations, on the junkest land
there was.
They did that with Hawaiian Homestead. It is not prime slots, you have Nanakuli and
Waimanalo. The only prime spot you have is Papakolea.
Vogeler:
And that is because of Uncle Tommy’s grandfather.
Lee:
At that time, it was prime land. But, that is the only disappointing thing. If I think
the US makes right, they need to recognize us as a people. A hundred years from now, if we are
not recognized, it will be – there were these people called Hawaiians. They recognize indigenous
fish, indigenous birds and plants. We are an indigenous people and they do not recognize us. That
to me is the biggest concern. How to we fix that? We need to pass the Akaka Bill. Most of the
people you talk to are not for the Akaka Bill. Right?
Vogeler:
For different reasons.
Lee:
But you see, if we do not start somewhere, we are never going to get there. When
Prince Kūhiō founded the Hawaiian Homestead Act, it passed, but it has been changed, you know
how many times? It has been written about 300 times.
Vogeler:
I know some of those changes.
Lee:
In my head, learning from that, that while we do not all agree with the Akaka Bill
in its entirety, we need to get it in the door and on the table. And then we can roll our sleeves and
fix it. It will be many decades until we end up with what we want. But we have nothing to start
with. We are not even in the door, let alone be on the table. Many of these people do not
understand this. They do not trust. If we do not trust, how are we going to get there?
Vogeler:
Good point. There are also some folks that have spoken similarly. Justice Heen
and other folks. The quote was – you take what you can for now and build up from there.
Lee:
Yes, you get yourself on the ground floor and then you work yourself up. Right
now, we have nothing to work from.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? That is the question I had for the
Baltic States?
Lee:
When you are saying occupied, do you mean by the United States?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Lee:
Not knowing that. Whether I understood that we were overthrown. No. Never
heard of us being overthrown until I became an adult. Did it bother me? No. As you read, and I
do not profess to be a big historian. But from what I do read, a lot of that was our fault. We could
have been better, but I think it was tragic what our Queen did. I think our Queen was a brilliant
woman, she was very smart and she knew that if she did not give in to them, her people would be
massacred. She was very smart strategically about that. If she had not, we might not be having
this conversation today.
Was she treated wrongly? Of course, she was. That is what happens in history. That is
why we need to make that a lot to correct now. But what followed in history, much of what
happened in Hawai‘i, a lot of it is our own fault. We have to acknowledge that. It bothers me that
Hawaiians say it is always everyone else’s fault. Never do they come to the plate – you know
what we take responsibility for that. It is sad; it is not entirely their fault.
Vogeler:
You had people who were foreigners in the Hawaiian Kingdom who were helpful
and you had Hawaiians who were not. Even now, you have people who are Hawaiian and nonHawaiian….they are just people.
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Lee:
There are many non-Hawaiians who are more Hawaiians than Hawaiians. So
there was no difference then. The thing that bothers me is the people who are marching the flag,
the ones who want to take over the ‘IolaniPalace; [they] do not recognize the fact, that it was part
of our fault. It was the US fault, everyone else’s fault. Until you get to grips with that, I do not
know how you can fix that.
Vogeler:
Very good. This term – occupation – has that been used for a long period of
time?
Lee:
Not until recently, not in my lifetime.
Vogeler:
When? Do you remember when?
Lee:
Not until what they call the Renaissance Era of Hawai‘i, which was in the
nineties.
Vogeler:
Do you happen to remember when you first heard that? Did it make sense?
Lee:
A lot of it was when they did the march. The ‘Onipa’a in 1993. When all these,
what I call, the alaka‘i were marching, with chants, and flags upside down. I was embarrassed to
be a Hawaiian. I do not think our ancestors, or our Queen, would have acted that way. They were
very proper. They were schooled in Europe, they were grown-up, and they grew up being prim
and proper and Western. If you go to the ‘Iolani Palace, look at their dining room. When I looked
at that, I was like… wow. Very taken aback by all of that. It is no wonder we became what we
became. That is when it came to light for me, all these people were so angry. It is not my
generation, but the younger generation. They feel they had their identity stolen or something.
Vogeler:
When you heard of this idea of occupation, you were saying you heard it at that
time. Do you remember what you thought?
Lee:
Like I said, I was embarrassed to be a Hawaiian. I did not believe them. I still am
not on the same page with many of them. And you know what, you cannot change the past, you
have to live in the NOW. What are they doing to make it good, besides screaming and ranting and
take over at ‘Iolani Palace.
Vogeler:
Like those folks nowadays who don’t know where the throne room is?
Lee:
You know why they don’t know? Well, if there were living in the time of kanaka,
they would not be in the throne room anyway. Let alone in the palace. It is like Hawaiians. We
were taught to be educated. No Hawaiian name, no Hawaiian presence because our kupuna
wanted us to survive in the world that was coming. In the times that were coming. They wanted
us to be competitive. Prince Kūhiō founded the civic clubs because he had a problem when
looking around and saying – where were his people going to be able to speak in a forum to
discuss the issues of the day. We need to educate our Hawaiians so they will sit in the highest
seats in the lands to make the policies and laws. That is where our charge came from?
Vogeler:
In the Hawaiian civic clubs, have they ever discussed this idea of this occupation
idea?
Lee:
They are starting now, to speak on nationhood. That is about it.
Vogeler:
They have talked about nationhood, but have they talked about occupation?
Lee:
No. They may have some of those discussions in their nationhood discussions. I
think Lynette’s club is the most vocal. The play is good, and it brings the timeframe and history
out. And I liked the play.
Vogeler:
So you have seen the play?
Lee:
Lots of people have seen the play. When I was president, and I brought it to the
convention, and they had to do it. They have done it at every convention. And now they are
getting grants from OHA and taking it to California, San Francisco, LA. They showed it in
Alaska when we had our convention there. It is a good piece for our people to see that.
Vogeler:
And you mention that young person?
Lee:
That young person in your club. He is in law school, not an attorney. I don’t like
him. Ikaika Hussey.
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Vogeler:
Oh he is my cousin. What is it?
Lee:
I do not like him because, he is smart and good-looking boy but he is not
forthright. The first convention I had, he did not belong, but he wanted to because, see a lot of
these young people. The young people they never wanted to join the Civic Clubs, they always
thought we were a bunch of people that did social things, party and drank. That might have been a
long time ago but now the civic club movement is moving Hawaiians in a positive way. We have
earned the respect, even with the legislature. We go to convention every year to pass laws and
resolutions that become laws and bills and that is important for our people. We are working
towards making a difference. This is what Prince Kūhiō had envisioned in my mind. That was
important. We have done lots of things like the language school at the University of Hawai‘i that
came out of us. We knew language is important. If you don’t have language, you do not have a
culture. You need to have your language. All of us were suppressed, it was never offered. When I
was growing up you could go to Japanese school but no Hawaiian language school. No one ever
thought about it. Our kupuna never spoke it in our presence.
Now it is different. And the civic club made it happen. Now we brought it to the masters
level program at the UH Mānoa. And the Hilo campus brought it to the Doctoral process. But it
came out of us. It was a good thing. All the signage with all the diacritical markings came out of
us. Through attrition, through a resolution we made the city and county to make it correct. Place
Names. Our resolution passed so that the people on Hawaiian homestead, if their parents passed
away and they were only 25%, they could stay and own the house. Prior to this, when you are
50% died, you were gone.
Vogeler:
My mother was like that.
Lee:
Right. We could see that, it was almost 30 years ago. We could see it coming
down the pike. It took ten years to pass. Our own Hawaiian people fought us. They did not
understand. They thought we were lowing the percentage to get on Hawaiian homes and that was
not so. We are still, to be an initial, to be on Hawaiian Homes, you have to have half. To inherit
from your family, you only have to have 25%. So we did that too. That is just a few things. We
give 250 grand a year to scholarships. As Prince Kūhiō envisioned, we need to have them
educated, we need to put them in places where they are going to make a difference.
Ikaka Hussey is so much on a tangent of being such an angry person, or at least that is
how it seems. In terms of what has happened to us, I do not know how an effective leader he will
be. On the floor as I stood at the podium and watching him manipulating and passing out
paraphernalia with regards to what he was talking about. Not knowing the rules of engagement or
not even wanting to play at the rules of engagement. When we talked about the Akaka Bill, the
idea of it years ago when it first came out.
We thought when we went to convention – people changed, new people come in. Lets see
the tenor of our people now. Are they still interested in the Akaka Bill? Much discussion, and I
think that was your club’s first year. They were all against it. We have rules, when you are
passing out information it has to be approved. Not that we are trying to control what people are
looking at. But you do not use an organization to…and I was fair. He didn’t and OHA didn’t, and
we threw them out. OHA said, but ours is the good part. I said it does not matter – you have ruled
that the rules of convention will stand; you are not playing by the rules. It is gone.
We had much discussion for and against. Nine people at each mike. Give people three
minutes. It is a lot of time. He went to the press and said I was unfair. It was because he did not
win. We had fair discussion and took a vote and the vote was to support. That is why I am
disappointed in him. Not because he does not think the way I think. He is a smart boy, but he
would be a lot more effective if he were a lot more positive. Follow the rules of engagement. That
is what you learn in law school.
Vogeler:
When you heard of the idea of occupation, did your view of the world change,
your view of the US, or the view of yourself?
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Lee:
No, as you look at history and at the movies and all the stories they tell and
everything, the US has not been good to the people whom they go in and occupy. They really
haven’t and shame on them. You know, it did not affect my life. It did not. To me, this is why we
need to educate our people, why they need to be in places that are going to make the changes,
affect the change. You work it that way, you work the system. In the Civic Club, we learn you do
not buck the system, and you work the system and you get far more places, far more things done,
slowly, but done.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is
occupied, did it increase, remain the same or decrease?
Lee:
Of people knowing. I think it became much more, things were happening, so
much more out in the press. We are having marches and discussion and people voicing opinions.
Olelo, people watching in the comfort of their homes in their safety and not having to worry
about someone watching them and how they are reacting to it. Whether they are having
conversations in their family, I do not know. We have conversations in Civic Clubs – some of
them for, some for against.
Vogeler:
Do you think they are using the term occupation?
Lee:
I do not hear that.
Vogeler:
You do not hear the word occupation much?
Lee:
No, I do not hear that.
Vogeler:
Okay.
Lee:
I think it is understood that we are.
Vogeler:
Two things: you don’t hear that many people use the term occupation. But the
question is why you think it has increased? But you are saying that the use of the term –
occupation – has not increased but maybe the concept is something awry.
Lee:
More people are more vocal about the past. Whether it is factual or not, is
another story. You know how that story you tell someone something…
Vogeler:
Telephone...
Lee:
By the time you have said and gone to the 15th story, the story has changed. To
me, that is the same thing. People add on to things to make it seem more dramatic or a little bit
more effective.
Vogeler:
Are they more disgruntled, more animated.
Lee:
I think the younger generation coming out of University tends to do that. That is
why I have some problems with the university. To me, it is like brainwashing. When they
graduated from high school, they did not feel that way. When they went to UH-Manoa, Hawaiian
studies and now, they are disgruntled. Oh my, I have been cheated. It is a whole different thing.
The sad thing is when they go home and have the discussion; the discussion is going to be
different. If the kids are my kid’s age, there is going to be an argument at the table.
Vogeler:
Did some people think that Hawai‘i is no different from other states in the United
States?
Lee:
I do not think we put ourselves in the predicament that we are no different. We
are different from them for other reasons – we are an island. As far as being occupied, I do not
think people in Hawai‘i look at that. At least in my generation.
Vogeler:
Hawai‘i is the 50th State? As far as you know, what did people who talked about
the occupation say to those who saw Hawai‘i and the US as the same? Who saw Hawai‘i as one
of the states in the US?
Lee:
I do not know. To me I think the US is lucky to have us. Better us that someone
else.
Vogeler:
Do a lot of people say that Hawai‘i is not a state in the US?
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Lee:
A lot of people in the younger generation think of themselves not being
American. I have heard people say that. I have heard people say, I am a Hawaiian first. I hear
people say that they belong to our nation. I have heard people say they denounced their
citizenship to the US.
Vogeler:
What happens?
Lee:
It does not go anywhere in my circles but I say okay, that is your choice. I always
say to those people – how many are on welfare checks. You want the US to go away? What kind
of plan do you have? If they all went away and took their cookies with them? What are you going
to have to survive on? We are not prepared?
Vogeler:
Does anyone have a plan?
Lee:
No, that is the problem. They have a lot of things to say but they do not have a
plan, no money. They go every month to cash the checks. Social Security? I have a bone about
that because I am not able to collect my full amount because they say I make too much money on
my retirement.
Vogeler:
You put it in?
Lee:
That is right, I put it in. The Federal Government does not take out social
security. When I was working. Now I have a big bone but that is the law. The law has to be
changed. That is what our congressional [representatives] should be working on. That is not the
fault of us. Those are things we need to pay attention to. Is that what people are talking about?
No, they are too busy flying their flags upside down and taking over the Palace.
Vogeler:
So those folks who fly their flag upside down and take over the palace. You are
saying that, in general, those folks do not have a plan?
Lee:
No, I have not heard of one, have you?
Vogeler:
Not from those folks who took over the palace. Okay, so what political groups
have been actively trying to end the occupation and when were they most active?
Lee:
Like I was saying, during that Renaissance period where now its we need to be
our own nation. We have not decided what nation we are going to have. People that want to be a
nation, do not want to sign up for Kaui Inoa. They don’t believe in Kaui Noa. All it is a list for
people to check if they are Hawaiian, to say that they are Hawaiian so that someday, when and if,
that opportunity comes, and we need to get together, we will have a registry for people to go out
and vote. If you are not on the list, you should not be able to be vote.
Vogeler:
On the Kau Inoa, you have people ethnically Hawaiian and people who were part
of the Hawaiian Kingdom and were subjects or citizens but who might have been Chinese or
Japanese. Should they be added?
Lee:
There is talk that they should be included; we have not gotten there yet. It would
be the people of the place that will decide that. I am sure they would. Many of them are their
families. We are a multi-ethnic group, so few pure Hawaiians now that I am sure it will happen.
But is not on the table.
Vogeler:
Baron Ching, his great grandfather was Chinese, but he signed the petitions. He
should be…
Lee:
But they are working on it now. People cannot wait for it to happen; you have to
work for it. It does not happen by itself.
Vogeler:
When were these groups most active? I think you were saying the nineties or
now?
Lee:
I would say it started in the nineties. It is still going on, you can see it. Were you
at the Queen’s birthday? We had that and all of those others sitting in the corner drinking Kava.
At least they were not flying the flag upside down. They did not have those ugly slogans on
sheets.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in any of these groups trying to end the occupation?
Lee:
No.
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Vogeler:
Have any of these groups been effective?
Lee:
I do not think so. They have been noticed, effective, I do not think so.
Vogeler:
The Hawaiian Civic Clubs are not a group that is trying to end the occupation.
Lee:
No.
Vogeler:
And so why have they not or have been effective?
Lee:
Because they are not effective. If you want to affect change, you need to have a
plan. And if you coming to the table to scream, whine and cry about history but don’t have a plan
on where you want to go, who is going to listen to you?
Vogeler:
You have to have a plan. If one of these groups put together a clear, coherent
plan…
Lee:
That is what nationhood is going to do. In what form, we do not know yet. To
me, I do not know. We could have a nation within a nation that would be the best of both worlds.
Why, as we as a people, want to give up the good that we have. Just to be Hawaiian? All of us are
Hawaiian. Why give up the stuff we have. Growing up I learned Hawaiians were brilliant, led the
world in literacy. We were the first indigenous people in the world that were literate. Did you
know that? In the world? Do we today? No. Why is that? We need to grab that back. Hawaiians
were brilliant in their time – in technology and everything. They would not be in a lo‘i for the rest
of the millennium. They would think the best ways and the easiest because they were smart. They
would be on the moon; they would not be against that. Look how smart they were on taro.
Whether people believe it or not, they crossbred taro every single day because they were smart
because if they didn’t, they knew taro would not be our staple today. It would be dead. Do they
like that? No.
They were smart people, they were progressive.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes in
Hawai‘i? If so, how or when?
Lee:
The only thing that changed in Hawai‘i is they came in and bought out all our
land. But then again we are the dumb ones, we are letting them. We should have learned from
other countries. Did we learn? No. I remember growing up, if you were Asian, you could not own
a piece of property in Australia, not allowed to buy. That is changed. Look at us, look at what we
let happen. Our security. Who owns security here? The people from the Far East, the enemies in
terrorism own our security. Who is the US partnering with to do things cheaper but who don’t
like us? India, the Philippines, China. They are outsourcing into all these people. How stupid of
us.
People say we are safe, we are not safe strategically. We are far more advanced now,
technologically. What happened the last time we were crippled without our technology? We were
dead meat. We were worse off than when we had Moscow. That is what our people need to look
at it. We need to look at security, self-sustainability. Are we self-sustainable? No, if there is a
crisis we are dead. We don’t have enough food supply on this island.
What is Kamehameha doing about it? What is OHA doing about it? Instead of building
all these houses, we should be farming all this land now so that we can be self sustaining. That is
the kind of stuff that our people need to pay attention to. How can we be a nation if we cannot be
self sustaining.
Vogeler:
This is what people can do their dissertations on.
Lee:
It is exactly.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you realized that the US occupation will end, that the
US government and military will leave?
Lee:
No. And for our security, I hope not. However I do think we need to allow them
to have what they have. Case in point, Hawaiians are all up in arms about Kaho‘olawe back.
Why? Name me one good reason we need it back. What we should get back is Fort Shafter or
Fort DeRussey or Bellows. No they just want to talk about the places that have been desecrated.
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Who the hell is going to live there? Hawaiians did not want to live on Kaoolawe because there is
no water. Nothing can survive there, except goats. So why are we spinning our wheels for that?
You want to ask the government for things back? What about this prime stuff?
Vogeler:
So you think they would give up some of the prime stuff but that the US will
remain.
Lee:
They would be here and it would be good for us that they are here. But we are
not smart as a people. Again to me, why are fighting for Kaoolawe and not fighting for anything
here. They are fighting for Mākua Valley, you know. That is okay. Some of the stuff they are
fighting for…I do not know, but…it is hard to figure them out.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what factors would have to change so that the US
government could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Lee:
If I think, we decided what we would like to be when we become recognized as
an indigenous people, and when we decide what we are going to do. Are we going to be nationwithin-a-nation or what? If we can get on the same page.
Vogeler:
Just curious, how do you see the Hawaiian Civic Clubs fitting into this?
Lee:
I think because of all what we have done, all what we have achieved, we should
be the ones to take the lead.
Vogeler:
How many people in the Hawaiian Civic Clubs?
Lee:
Right now, only 3000. It is growing, and I think it should be 100,000. People
have not. We do a lot of good things, we fail, and we are the ones that know it. It is not a
Hawaiian trait to say ‘I’ and ‘we’. We do things quiet and effectively. However, in today’s world
it is not smart to do that. We need to entice people to come. The people right now who are joining
like the Ikaika Hussey’s of the world are saying – there is a group, I can get into that group and
have a voice.
Vogeler:
So if it is 3000 people, how do they get this legislation?
Lee:
We go to convention, we pass resolutions, and they go to legislation for action.
We can go there and say we speak for 3000 people. There is not one other group here. All these
people pay dues, we have lists and addresses. They are connected. What is that group that
Mililani Trask has? Ka Lāhui. There is no list.
Vogeler:
I do not even know what is happening with them.
Lee:
We say where your lists are. Do they pay you per person? They do not have a leg
to stand on. We do and have 90 years of existence. That is impressive. We can go to the
legislature with some clout.
Vogeler:
When did they start? 1918?
Lee:
1917. The Civic Club of Honolulu. That is the club that Judge Heen is from. He
was the president of that club, which we called the mother club.
Vogeler:
Do you see the Hawaiian Civic Clubs as instrumental for any kind of change? Or
is it Hawaiian Civic Clubs and whatever?
Lee:
It would be a partnership, like Homesteaders.
Vogeler:
Like homesteaders. Anyone else?
Lee:
Any Hawaiian organization that would like to come on board and be a partner.
Vogeler:
These are the same questions I asked in the Baltic States. As the occupation
ended, did you participate in…?
Lee:
But it never ended.
Vogeler:
Right, did the ending of the occupation affect issues of language, culture or
ethnicity?
Lee:
Does not fit. However, we have found out, through time, how important it is to
have language. The civic clubs did take the charge and take the lead to have an educational
system that gives degrees in Hawaiian language.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did ending the occupation affect real estate…?
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Lee:
No. Real estate will always be primary because we only have so much real estate.
What we need to do is not allow outside people to have it, what we should be done. All the people
walking around with signs and stuff, they need to pay attention to that.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, how did ending the occupation affect the economy?
Lee:
It does not fit.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i is free again?
Lee:
Hawai‘i is free again. We have always been free but to do what? We have never
been incarcerated except for maybe the Japanese, during the war. Now they became free. You
would have to ask that community. However, lucky them, they were paid off; we did not get a
dime. And what happened to us. They always said they we will get no money, we have no more
money to give and the Hawaiians say, we are only asking you that you recognize us as a people.
And they will not even do that. We cannot have gambling, it is a law, we cannot even go to Las
Vegas and have gambling there, it is prohibited. That is not…. Indians have gambling casinos on
their reservations; some of them have lost their shirts. Some of them are very rich.
I said okay, we could get our money together and buy a couple of casinos in Las Vegas.
Vogeler:
You cannot even do that.
Lee:
It is because of the makeup. There are too many people who are raking off that
here that will not allow it to happen. That is why you have to get all these people. We have to find
a way to get our young people to run for office, but they cannot because they cannot afford it.
They cannot pay a mortgage on that salary. What do they get – 30 thousand dollars a year to be a
legislator? How realistic is that. How are they going to do that? Pay a mortgage and pay for their
cars?
Vogeler:
So they need to be a legislator and something else.
Lee:
We need to think of a way that we can subsidize those salaries so we can tell
them – say you can be a legislator, and you can make 60 or 70 thousand a year. We cannot even
get the best and the brightest, they leave Hawai‘i for somewhere else. I even told OHA, you
cannot think of a way that you can subsidize these salaries. Figure out a way to make them legal.
They said it is not legal. Unless you are independently wealthy, you cannot run. Only the old
people can run because they are wealthy. It is not all that bad, but you want to foster the younger
generation.
Vogeler:
Are there any questions you want to ask me or tell me that were not covered in
this interview? One thing I wanted to say is the way you talked about these civic clubs and the
different way you talked about these organizations and the complexity of these organizations,
how important it is. It shows the dynamic of how change takes place.
Lee:
Were you here ten or eleven years ago?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Lee:
Were you here during the Kamehameha controversy?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Lee:
I led that group – Nā Pua.
Vogeler:
You were one of the five folks who wrote the…
Lee:
No, not the Broken Trust. I led Ke Alii Nā Pua. The march, all the make-up to
fire the trustees. I am told from that, that since that all happened, this has changed the way
Hawai‘i has done business in Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
In what way?
Lee:
I do not know, you will have to ask Judge Heen about that. He was one of my
mentors for that.
Vogeler:
I already interviewed him. Is there someone you feel I should interview, someone
who might be helpful.
Lee:
You want to do just Hawaiians though.
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Vogeler:
Not necessarily, I want to do people who have some knowledge of Hawaiian
history.
Lee:
You should talk Judge Heen.
Vogeler:
He also suggested I talk to Judge King.
Lee:
Yes. He might be able to give you that answer. I am not smart enough. In our
hearts and minds, as alumni, we were trying to get our school to be around for perpetuity. At the
rate they were going…. It was not all their fault. Some of it was the legislature’s fault because
they had not kept ½ the salaries on the leasehold conversion. They were allowed to get a set
percentage of all the sales from the land. That was set by the legislature. I, as their leader, never
held that against them. It was not their fault, it was the legislators fault. We capped their salaries
to 98 grand and they just got a raise. I do not know how true that is, but they are back getting 250
thousand. That is far less than what they were getting.
Vogeler:
I called Nainoa Thompson’s office to see if I could interview him. I do not know
if there are other trustees who I should interview.
Lee:
You should talk to retired chief of police, Keala. What is his first name. He was
one of the interim trustees. Keanu Sai is a person before his time. He is a younger person. A lot of
that he has come forward with is before his time. A lot of people are kind of mua (sp) about what
he said, but he brings he lot of merit, has done a lot of history about what has happened to
Hawai‘i. Whether it will be accepted, I do not know. There is a lot of credence to what he has
come up with.
Vogeler:
You have seen his presentations.
Lee:
Yes. But I need to sit through more. I think people should sit through his
presentations a lot of times, he has so much information. They need to digest it all. To figure it all
out.
Vogeler:
There is a lot there.
Lee:
I know his mother and father well. His parents were civic club people as well.
Vogeler:
Keanu is defending his dissertation on the 29th of this month. It is one of five
coming out. He has been doing this stuff a long time.
Lee:
He has gone through a lot doing it. His family has gone through a lot doing it.
You just have to keep going. And one good thing about Keanu is that he is mission oriented and
driven. He is not out there protesting that I can see. You know. To me that says a lot. He is not
going out there defending what he is doing.
Vogeler:
That is part of the reason I am doing my dissertation. To make sure, we have the
facts right. To make sure it fits. Maybe it does not. To make sure, see how firm a footing this
information has. To see what happens from there.
THE END
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BOYD MOSSMAN
Vogeler:
We will start with these background questions. What is your name?
Mossman:
Boyd Poki Mossman.
Vogeler:
And we are cousins. Where do you live, what city?
Mossman:
Pukalani, Maui.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Mossman:
May 22, 1943, in Honolulu.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents.
Mossman:
They were both part Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
Where do you work, how long have you worked there and what do you do?
Mossman:
I am presently a trustee of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs for the last six years. I
am a trustee.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school and what was the highest degree?
Mossman:
I have attended Kamehameha School for boys, US Air force Academy, George
Washington Law School and the area of study is law.
Vogeler:
You were saying you were in the US military?
Mossman:
Yes.
Vogeler:
And what languages do you speak?
Mossman:
Just English.
Vogeler:
In the Baltics, I would ask people what languages do they speak and they…
Mossman:
About five.
Vogeler:
About five, and none of them were English.
Mossman:
I was in Europe once and everyone there speaks…
Vogeler:
Everyone
Mossman:
Multiple languages.
Vogeler:
It was amazing that of the 20 interviews, 17 were done in English. Most of the
people did speak many languages but [for some] none of them were English. Of what ethnicity, if
any, do you consider yourself a member?
Mossman:
Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
Okay, that was just the background. In school what were you taught about the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Mossman:
I guess it depends on how far back in school you want to go and how late in
school you want to go. From kindergarten to law school graduation is 20 something years. But I
guess in general what I was taught about the US relationship to Hawai‘i, when I was younger we
were a territory of the US and later we were a state, one of the 50 states of the United States. I do
not know what more… I took American history and world history and got a pretty good idea what
the United States was, what Hawai‘i was and its history. Where the two came together in 1898, in
general, not in detail. As regards to the US itself, the information I got primarily was from school,
teachers, textbooks, lectures from different people and also from magazines and news broadcasts,
radio, television and theatre. It was a lot of information on the United States.
I was born in 1943 and was a post war baby but was born during the war, I was not a
baby boomer. But I got to see a little tiny in the brain of my father as a reserve police officer. I
remember his dark glasses and his uniform during the war, so I must have been two years old.
Other than that, the information I received about the United States, what did I think about it? I
never thought about it too much at the time, other than I was an American and that I was living in
the United States as a territory and then later on as a state as I told you.
That was fine with me. I understood the freedoms that came with the constitution of the
United States, and I had no problem with that. I understood the constitution, and if you go all the
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way through law school, I had constitutional law classes which made me appreciate the
constitution and its protection of all human beings.
How do you feel at this time? How did I feel? As I said, comfortable and satisfied that I
was living somewhere that was a part of the United States.
Vogeler:
You already covered what the media said as far as Hawai‘i as the United States.
Mossman:
Newspapers were my primary source of information that was going on in the
United States. The information regarding the United States and Hawai‘i was not very specific,
narrow area that really never, in my mind as I recollect that was addressed by anybody. Even in
school no one discussed the relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i. Because I guess,
during the time I grew up, the US and Hawai‘i were connected and they were part and parcel of
one package, in my mind. I belong to the United States, I belong to Hawai‘i, and it is the same
thing. My grandparents were legislators in the territorial legislature, and my father dabbled in
politics a little bit for the County Council. He ran for county council. Other than that, the media
was mostly in the movies. I remember watching the newscasts, the newsreels about World War II
all the time, and then the movies themselves, how the US fighting the war to preserve the
freedoms of people in many different countries. I appreciated that.
What did I think about the information? It was interesting and it was nothing that I
objected to or had a problem with.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have memories of your family discussing the relationship
between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Mossman:
No. I do not have any memories, it was not a topic of discussion during my
growing up years. It was not an issue, it was not a controversial topic in any way, shape or form.
Like I said, the most information I got of Hawai‘i’s relationship with the United States was in
school. That was the primary.
Vogeler:
Did you learn about the relationship between Hawai‘i and the United states from
other sources? From friends or people that you knew?
Mossman:
Any other sources besides the media and education, I cannot think of any other.
When I was growing up as a kid, I was involved in sports, in surfing, at the beach a lot. There
were a lot of tourists, tons of them, but I did not discuss the relationship. I was happy to be here,
they were happy to be here, and we had luaus for them, they paid, and they left happy.
Vogeler:
Did you ever get a chance to visit places outside of US control?
Mossman:
In my college years.
Vogeler:
When you did, what did you learn there about the relationship between the US
and Hawai‘i.
Mossman:
I did not learn anything about Hawai‘i in Europe. I went to Europe, northern
Europe primarily, and I visited seven or eight countries so I had a taste from West Berlin to
London, England and my impressions were over there, I would just as soon not to live over there:
it did not interest me. And in Paris, when were we there….in 67’, the thing that boggled my mind
was the military on the streets with their submachine guns, standing on every corner. I was
thinking, “Oh boy, what is with this place?” That was in Paris, France. The only other thing I
remember about Europe basically, I never drank before I went there. After I came back, I was
drinking, and that kind of bummed me out. The other thing was the loose morals, I mean Jeez,
and I had not grown up in that kind of environment.
Vogeler:
Sure, sure. But there wasn’t anything that you learned about Hawai‘i?
Mossman:
What I learned was that I was happy I was from Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands were part of the US?
Mossman:
I always believed that.
Vogeler:
Even now?
Mossman:
Yes.
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Vogeler:
Do you accept that the US will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Mossman:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Did you ever hear anyone talking about Hawai‘i being occupied? No, or…
Mossman:
Well in recent years that is been a rallying cry of the independence groups. But
this question, going back to the last question, did I accept that the US will remain in Hawai‘i? It
actually is, probably visa versa. Will Hawai‘i remain part of the United States during my
lifetime? I see it remaining part of the US, and that is a permanent fixture. The form of selfdetermination may change, and I hope it will change. I do not anticipate it being the same status
all my life: I anticipate there will be some change towards self-determination for Hawaiian
people.
Vogeler:
Like the Akaka Bill?
Mossman:
Yes.
Vogeler:
The status will change.
Mossman:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Did you ever hear of anyone talking about Hawai‘i being occupied?
Mossman:
The only time that being said, by more radical independent groups who claim
that Hawai‘i, the Hawaiian nation has never lost its sovereignty and therefore whoever claims to
govern Hawai‘i is illegitimate and therefore the occupation by an illegitimate governments is
something that needs to be addressed at the United Nations. I hear that on occasion by people
who argue and talk and so forth.
Vogeler:
Do you remember anyone in particular.
Mossman:
Skippy Ioane is a big proponent of that. I do believe that every independence
group would subscribe that Hawai‘i is an occupied nation. Their role in life is to free Hawai‘i to
return its nationhood, have its nationhood returned completely. I think every group that proclaims
independence would subscribe to that thought.
Vogeler:
When you heard people talk about the occupation, what did you think? Did it
make sense, did it not makes sense?
Mossman:
I am trying to put together a summit meeting of these independent groups and us
– us being the Office of Hawaiian Affairs. I am running into trouble with the office here. What
about this, what about that? Anyway, my thinking that all these groups think alike, these
independent groups and you can almost divide them into three, in my mind anyway. You can
divide them into the Kings and the Queens. They claim that the Nation belongs to them and only
them. Then you have the academics, the professors and the legal guys.
Vogeler:
Who would they be?
Mossman:
They would be at UH, the Center for Hawaiian Studies. Some attorneys, some
doctors, I call them the academic group. And then you have the individuals who are very vocal
who always, you read about them in the paper. They do not represent any group, they represent
themselves.
Vogeler:
Who would that be?
Mossman:
Well you see, as far as I know they may be with a group – Mililani Trask, Moani
Akaka from the big island. Keanu Sai. He claims to be from a group, but I think it is only him.
And other people that are very well known in the community in these sense that they have made
themselves known.
Vogeler:
Are they relaying a similar message?
Mossman:
The message is the same, but the source is different. I do not think that there is
anyone else outside those three groups that I mentioned. The groups that are not necessarily
saying they deserve to be recognized as the only governing body – there are some groups like
that, but I can’t lock them in with Kings and Queens. Very radical in a sense that they demand
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complete independence, demand removal of the military, of the United states, all these things that
I have come to appreciate, that a lot of people have come to appreciate here.
Vogeler:
So as far as this idea of occupation, did that change your view of anything?
Mossman:
Two reactions: These guys are nuts. The other reaction is that there is some
legitimate grounds to that thought. I agree that this, the Hawaiian nation, was illegally overthrown
and that it still exists today. I do not disagree with that. What I disagree with is the fact since now
that the US has been our government for over 100 years, and that we are now the 50th Star on the
US Flag, I do not agree we should abandon the United States. That is my thinking.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understand or feel that
Hawai‘i is occupied, did it increase remain the same or decrease?
Mossman:
The number of people?
Vogeler:
Do more people talk about occupation or less people or same numbers, same
groups?
Mossman:
Same old, same old.
Vogeler:
It has basically been the same for ten years, twenty years.
Mossman:
At least ten years. Groups come and go, and I can’t… It is hard to identify them a
lot. The noise continues. The writings on the internet, the comments at meetings. We go to a
meeting, I mean OHA, and we are going to be shouted down nine times out of ten.
Vogeler:
It is the same independence folks?
Mossman:
Well it depends how many years you go. When I started this job six years ago,
the people who were opposing the Akaka Bill, who are against the US, against occupation, these
people are still here today, more have come, but the main ones are still here and still leading.
Vogeler:
Would that be other groups or… Mililani Trask.
Mossman:
Mililani Trask, she changes her tune every now and then. Six years ago, she was
for the Ka Lāhui group, and they were for a nation within a nation. And now she is against the
Akaka Bill, which is for a nation within a nation. Some of these people change their stripes as
time goes on. By and large, guys like Bumpy Kanahele and Henry Noa and some of these queens
and kings, they still are there. They are hanging in there.
Vogeler:
There are some people who say that Hawai‘i is the 50th state and so as far as you
know what do people who think of Hawai‘i in terms of occupation say to those people who think
that Hawai‘i and the US is the same? Are there conversations between…
Mossman:
There are conversations every time there is a gathering in which anybody who is,
if it is a public gathering, and they will always recite the same verse and…well actually not all the
groups. I have noticed in these different groups, especially the Royalty ones, they each focus on a
particular document, whether it’s the constitution of 1864 or the constitution of 1893, or if it is a
law of the Nation, they focus on different documents to give them legitimacy. They will argue
their legitimacy through connection to that document and therefore justify their reason for being
recognized for the one and only group that should be governing Hawai‘i. They all come from
different angles but they have the same idea that Hawai‘i was taken unlawfully, it was stolen and
so give it back to us. It was stolen.
Any of the other guys who do not necessarily claim an actual legitimacy to the throne or
to the government, they are just Hui Pū, they just want the United States out. They agree in a
sense that occupancy is here and now, they must get rid of it. My response has always been, but
for the US taking us over, we might be independent, we might be okay. But there is a great
likelihood that Japan or China or someone that I do not like could come in here or could have
come in here. I am happy with the US, and when I tell them that, that I am honored to be a citizen
of the United States, it drives them crazy.
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Vogeler:
You have a good point. So is it that, so I understand, is it that the idea of
occupation is something that you disagree with, or is it that the US is good, that even if it is
occupied, it is fine. Or is it that…
Mossman:
The word occupation implies military might and control over somebody. That is
what I think of. I do not think of us as occupied anymore. Maybe we were at one time early on.
Anymore, we have over a million people who live here in Hawai‘i and Hawaiians make up about
20% of that. There are about 80% who have no real tie to our ancestry. They may have… some of
the 80% may be sympathetic to the 20%. But 80% of the people have had decided they want to
live here as American citizens. And even the 20% that are part Hawaiian, my estimate is that
there is a strong core of about 10% that will say we are occupied, and we want freedom, and we
want out of this. And maybe less of another core of 10% may say you are right. The remainder of
the 80% of the Hawaiians, and I take this from polls from OHA that have been taken over and
over again. The remainder of the 80% are like the 80% of the regular population who say they
don’t want to give up their American citizenship. We like it just as it is, and we are not going to
change.
When I hear people say we want this place back, I think, practically speaking, reasonably
speaking, logically speaking, and justifiably speaking, that cannot happen and will not happen. I
listen to them, I understand them, I sympathize with them, but I do not agree with them.
Vogeler: That answers it because we were talking about what people with two different sides talk
about in conversations. What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Mossman:
All of the above, all the ones that I talked about before. Hui Pū, Reinstated
Government of Hawai‘i, Hawaiian Kingdom, Nation of Hawai‘i, and I just do not know all of the
groups and all the names. There is a bunch. I don’t know whether Ka Lāhui is still around. They
kind of disappeared off the radar screen. One of the groups, I just do not know them. But I had a
list of them at one point. I asked one of them - do you have a list of groups? They came up with a
list, and I had not heard about half of them.
Vogeler:
Are most of these groups recent, have they been around a long time? When were
they most active?
Mossman:
Probably, the ones I just mentioned are the most active now. Mahelani Kalau
(sp), she is an active one, I cannot remember her Kingdom. She occupied the palace. The
Hawaiian Kingdom occupied the palace: they are active groups right now. When you talk about
groups, we probably have about a dozen that are active right now. The rest are from the past, or
on the fringe and not that active.
Vogeler:
Are there more groups now or more groups in the past that are trying to end the
occupation?
Mossman:
You know, I say that at meetings and so forth, people argue about occupation and
about ending the occupation, but you do not see it in the press. When it comes to the press, these
people are not saying it out loud, they may be saying it to argue for arguments sake, but frankly
speaking I am not seeing groups that specifically say they want to end the occupation. It is not a
common word that is used, or topic that is discussed in the media or in the public.
Vogeler:
Do you think any of these groups have been effective?
Mossman:
No, I do not think that any group has been effective at all. They keep pressing,
they keep insisting and keep arguing, and in that sense they have persevered, and they have
pushed their agenda but as to successfully increasing the interest or the support or the
understanding or even the history of occupation, that has not been accomplished at all.
Vogeler:
Do you think that any pressure from any countries has had any effect in Hawai‘i
or caused any changes?
Mossman:
Not that I know of. I know some groups have gone, and they all have their own
claims at the United Nations, and that the UN recognized them in some way or another. I do not
know how, but they claim they have international recognition. But that is more argument, it is just
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something that they claim, and we do not know why, or if any, why the United Nations would
give them recognition or anything like that.
Vogeler:
Like the idea, that the Hawaiian Kingdom was recognized as an independent
state that makes sense doesn’t it?
Mossman:
Absolutely.
Vogeler:
Has there ever been a moment that you understood, these are questions I asked in
the Baltic States— has there ever been a moment where you thought that the occupation of
Hawai‘i will end, that the US government and military will leave?
Mossman:
No. Frankly, to give you my point of view, as opposed to the Baltic States and
their situations. I know you are trying to compare the two, but in their case you had a communist,
dictatorial power take them over. In our case, it is not the same.
Vogeler:
You have a very good point. Like someone I met from Lithuania that lives here.
She said, ‘You mean Hawai‘i is occupied right now?”
Mossman:
Big difference.
Vogeler:
When I went over there and talked with these folks, they were thinking
Baywatch, Magnum P.I., and they thought, “Hawai‘i is occupied?” And “Do they really wear
those shirts? Those aloha shirts and whatever?” But I talked with some international law scholars,
and they understood it from that sense, and they understood Kaho‘olawe, and they understood the
impact of language and so forth. Once there was some discussion there, they understood the
context. But I agree with you – the US is not the USSR – and in that sense, it would be
inappropriate to cast the US in that light. The US, it is…not as bad.
Mossman:
Some of these independent groups would not agree with that. The US is just as
bad as the USSR.
Vogeler:
I have a hard time buying that. And I am the one that is making the comparison
as far as the occupation, but I have a hard time buying that. You go over there, and you had tens
of thousands of people who were killed. Certainly nothing like that happened here. As far as you
know, what factors would have to change so that the US could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Mossman:
The United States itself would have to come to the conclusion it should return
Hawai‘i to the Hawaiians. The likelihood is so remote, I only bring it up in response to your
question. Like I said 80% of the people here are not Hawaiian, they do not want to come under
Hawaiian rule. You would have 10% of the people, maximum 10% of the people, less than 10%
of the people, less than 5% ruling Hawai‘i with the thinking how Hawaiians should have been
treated since day one. It is just…anything in the world is possible. There could be a massive
change in the US government. They could be defeated by China, but nothing is going to be better
than the way we have it now. There is no other country that would treat us better. We cannot
possibly defend ourselves here, and we would have to have to connect with another country, and
that is not going to happen.
Vogeler:
When I was talking with Jon Van Dyke he was pointing out even if there was this
independence that would not necessarily mean that the US would not be at Pearl Harbor, so he
pointed out the distinction there.
Mossman:
Even if the United States were to consider that, it is not going to happen.
Vogeler:
So, some of these questions these are the same questions I asked in the Baltic
States. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment of the independent
government?
Mossman:
If it ever ended?
Vogeler:
If..
Mossman:
If it did, sure.
Vogeler:
Would the ending of the occupation affect issues of culture, ethnicity, and
language?
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Mossman:
I guess if you had a Hawaiian government in place of a US government, there
would be major changes.
Vogeler:
Would it affect real estate?
Mossman:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Would it affect the economy?
Mossman:
Undoubtedly.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment, do you believe there will be a moment where you will say,
“Hawai‘i is free again?”
Mossman:
Well I consider it free right now. I do not agree with the word, again.
Vogeler:
Good point. A few people have brought that up. Are there any questions you
would like to ask me or something that you would like to tell me that was not discussed in the
interview?
Mossman:
Not that I know of.
Vogeler:
I think you bring up a very good points, and you are not the only one who has
brought these up. That even if you talk about this idea of occupation, the US is not bad. In terms
of what you are saying about freedom, a lot of people like the way things are.
Mossman:
If we get the Akaka Bill through, and it gives us some process which we can get
some recognition, so that we can have a government, so that we can make some decisions on our
own, so that we can help our own people ourselves, rather than have the FEDS help them, there
will be some positive changes, but it would be in the context of the US Constitution and not
something from left field.
Vogeler:
With the Akaka Bill, that would be a way to help Hawaiians to have more
autonomy?
Mossman:
Absolutely, you talk about culture, you talk about language and traditions, you
talk about our identity, in and of itself, it will help to protect legally those things. Without it,
eventually the courts will have to rule and without it, we are cut off at the knees, we cannot
defend ourselves.
Vogeler:
The Akaka Bill, would it make more Hawaiians better off, will it make them
more independent, freer?
Mossman:
Yes to all those things, yes in the sense that it would give us a say in our own
futures, in our own way of life. We would be able to make decisions, which we cannot make
today. And we would be able to continue to make decisions which we are making today. It would
halt the assault against Hawaiians by individuals and groups that we are racist because we have
OHA, and Kamehameha Schools, because we give preference to Hawaiians over non-Hawaiians.
That assault comes every day in the courts and we keep trying to defend ourselves. And we can
do it up to a point. But if we don’t get legislation to protect us, we will have a difficult time
defending ourselves in court. And that is what worries me. I am happy if we can defend ourselves
in court and save what we have today, just today. Rather than lose everything we have. We would
lose our identity and we would because if we lost in court there would be no such thing as a group
of people known as Native Hawaiians because that would be a racial qualification, a racial
distinction. We could not be Native Hawaiians unquote so the Bill protects against something like
that happening.
Vogeler:
Something that was brought up in a couple of the interviews. Some people have
said that during the territory, people were less free, Hawaiians were less free. When statehood
came, Hawaiians were freer. I am wondering if the Akaka Bill would make Hawaiians more free.
Mossman:
I think it would be another step in that direction. Sometimes when I am talking to
these guys and they are yelling at me. I say, “Let us get this bill through.”
Vogeler:
Who is yelling at you?
Mossman:
It is audiences, a bunch of people, all these different groups, you come to any
meeting that we have in public. It reminds me of, sometimes when it gets really heated, and
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people…some of these people do not know how to argue, they have to yell. When they yell, they
get their friends to yell with them. It kind of reminds me of the brown shirts in Nazi Germany,
and they come in, and you can’t say anything, you can’t say a word. You can’t say a word – you
cannot say you are an American, I believe in the Constitution. When you say those words, Boy…
but in general, I have, because I am a Hawaiian, I have a kinship to Hawaiians. I try to understand
their hatred, their vile thinking and comments. I try to understand that they are unhappy in their
life, and I am trying to help them, that is why I am here.
I am trying to save what we have left today. I am trying to save it today in Congress and
in the courts. That is the only thing I can do right now. If I succeed, I do; if I don’t, I worry that
Hawaiians, as a people, maybe 25 years from now we will be remembered as a people. 50 years
from now, forget it. We are gone, assimilated into oblivion.
Vogeler:
Do you think the way they get all fired, or whatever, whether it is taking over the
palace, do you think, does it help their cause, does it take it from it?
Mossman:
It helps the cause for themselves, for their followers. Their followers like it. With
the public, it doesn’t. The taking over the palace… those two groups got a lot of heat from the
public and other Hawaiian organizations.
Vogeler:
It saddens me to hear about the high tempers. I am doing this research to see how
these things fit together. I am not trying to assume anything, I am looking at both interviews. At
the same time I am looking at the particulars in historical circumstance. I am looking at
international law, I am looking at these particulars…
Mossman:
You know what saddens me, is that internationally we were recognized by so
many nations in the world. And then the US came in and wiped us off the face of the earth as a
government. They said, ‘We are going to replace you, you are finished. Pau.” That is the sad
thing. But every sad, every bad situation, something good can come about. Over the years it has
proved to be okay. It is not so bad after all. To the point at least from the point of view from
myself, and I would say, the vast majority of citizens here, including the Hawaiians, we are proud
to be part of the Untied States. It is not something we detest or cannot stand, or we want to take
violent action against.
Vogeler:
It is one of these things that I have come up again and again when making the
comparison with the Baltic States—that the US is not the same as the USSR. There is the legal
aspect, that definition of what is an occupation and how that plays out, which is another thing. I
have had a great time meeting with people like you and going to the Baltic States and meeting
what is their George Washington, their …famous people over there. Everyone has been great.
One other question: Can you think of anyone else to interview?
Mossman:
Have you interviewed some of these independent guys?
Vogeler:
I have interviewed Lynnette Cruz, I have interviewed Uncle Buzzy Agard, Pōkā
Laenui, and Keanu Sai. They are all friends. I have interviewed William Burgess, Jon Van Dyke,
and Niklaus Schweizer, who is a professor but also with the Swiss Consul. That is all the
interviews I have done so far. I will do a total of 20. I am trying to get people who know the
topic, but see it from different perspectives.
Mossman:
You might try Tommy Kaulukukui at Lilu‘okalani Trust. He is a retired judge
too.
THE END
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PROFESSOR JON KAMAKAWIWO‘OLE OSORIO
Vogeler:
What’s your name?
Osorio:
Jonathan Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Osorio:
I live in Palolo, in Honolulu.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Osorio:
May 13, 1951
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Osorio:
Hilo, Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Osorio:
My father is Hawaiian-Portuguese, and my mother is Hawaiian-Chinese and
Japanese.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Osorio:
I have been working at the Center for Hawaiian Studies since 1992. Before that I
was an instructor at KCC, before that I was an itinerant musician and truck driver.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any? (Did not answer)
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Osorio:
No.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Osorio:
I speak Hawaiian and I speak English. I can read French.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Osorio:
Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to Hawai‘i?
Osorio:
It depends on the school. Certainly high school and before that…Hawai‘i was
part of the United States, it became the 50th State in 1959. Before that is was a territory and was
annexed by the US.
Vogeler:
They covered it as far as…
Osorio:
As far as I know there was never any need to indoctrinate us to whether it was
good or bad or if people wanted statehood. For people in my generation going through school, it
was just an understood thing. We were Americans, it was part of the package of being American.
There was no real other political affiliation that any of us considered or dreamed of or dared to
dream of. We were Americans. The real details of the takeover, of the annexation, they were not
that important.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.)
Osorio:
There was not much in the media, I can remember seeing the motion picture,
“Hawai‘i”, when I was in 7th or 8th grade. Had I read the book, then it would have examined
Hawai‘i sort of territorial year. That is part of that novel, the tensions that came from Hawai‘i and
the sense of unfairness. But the movie itself was not about that, it was the career of this
missionary, this judicious missionary, Hale. The kind of understanding, about Hawaiians that
explored it, had people like me at Kamehameha, which I was attending at that time. We have this
understanding that we had this really neat history and the missionary were probably idiots, but
this is where we are at now. It was just a question of being a different kind of American. That is
all.
Vogeler:
Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the
relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i?
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Osorio:
Not really. My dad was a politician in the early statehood years for the
Republican Party. What I do remember being discussed in my household where issues of
ethnicity. We were Hawaiians, and we should be proud of it. Japanese were untrustworthy and
potential enemies. Haoles were untrustworthy and arrogant and people you don’t put your full
trust in. you trust Hawaiians, you have obligations to nobody else. I remember very clearly in my
household.
Vogeler:
And did they talk about statehood?
Osorio:
My father voted for statehood, and my mother voted against it.
Vogeler:
Really? Your mom voted against it. Why did she vote against it?
Osorio:
It was not a good idea. I remember asking her, and she said it was not a good
idea. She said things were perfectly reasonable as a territory. My mother came from a different
kind of family, they were democrats and tended to be poorer Hawaiians, labor Hawaiians and my
father came from a different…
Vogeler:
So she thought territory status would be better?
Osorio:
Yes.
Vogeler:
There have been other people in these interviews who have expressed similar
things. Growing up did you learn about the relationship between the US and Hawai‘i from other
sources?
Osorio:
I learned a certain amount at Kamehameha from whose class was that? A
political science class and this guy, McNamara was teaching it. We were examining civil rights
issues. As a part of that class, I actually developed a critique of America’s control of Hawai‘i
based on some early research I did on the overthrow. The person who influenced that was my
older brother, who was away at Northwestern University College. We were both seniors then—
he at the University, and I at Kamehameha. He was telling me stuff… you know, we should look
at issues like sovereignty.
Vogeler:
What year?
Osorio:
1968, 1969.
Vogeler:
Did he say where he got those ideas from or did McNamara say where he got
those ideas from?
Osorio:
My brother was involved, he was a communications major at Northwestern and
he took a lot of political science classes. A lot of his friends were involved in protests,
demonstrations and stuff like that, in Chicago. My brother was one of those people who was
present at the Chicago Democratic Convention in 1968 along with tens of thousands of other
protestors. This is the kind of stuff they are soaking up, a critique of the United States, and its
power and its pretenses. Who the hell are these people to be ruling over us.
I have to say, outside of one or two classes at Kamehameha, the principle thrust of the
institution was to make us into good Americans.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control?
Osorio:
You mean as a young person or ever?
Vogeler:
At around that time, growing up…
Osorio:
No, I did not leave Hawai‘i until 1968 and then the first time I was out of
America or Hawai‘i was in 1970 when I went to Europe.
Vogeler:
When you went to Europe, did you get a different idea of…
Osorio:
I got a different idea of how people saw the US. Even though America was a
very popular country in Europe, I got a sense for the first time that American things were not the
center of the universe. You had an understanding. Lots of people live reasonable and ordinary
lives without American things.
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Vogeler:
(Laughter) How did they do it? All those people in France and Germany, how did
they do it? So, it showed you things about the US but not necessarily about the relationship of the
US and Hawai‘i?
Osorio:
Yes.
Vogeler:
So, at one time, did you believe or do you still believe that Hawai‘i is part of the
US?
Osorio:
At one time, I believed that Hawai‘i was part of the US. At one time, I saw
myself as a good American, as someone who was critical of American politics and economics and
control and that kind of thing. I do not believe it anymore.
Vogeler:
When did that shift take place?
Osorio:
Over years. Even when once I went to graduate school and focused on Hawaiian
history and even when I came into my teaching and was a firm believer in Hawaiian Sovereignty.
Even after prodded by people like Keanu to look at the history of the Kingdom and to look at the
distortion of the law that had taken place, as a result of America’s action in 1893 and 1898. Even
then, you know, I still, in my heart of hearts, thought of myself as American. Coming to the point,
where I don’t anymore, it was just a very gradual thing, and it was not like I woke up one
morning and said I don’t feel like an American anymore. It was just a different way of thinking
about myself and relating to other people.
Part of it is getting to the point of maturity, and I can feel this way without feeling anger
or fear or bitterness either. It is just what it is. If I get into a conversation and they get hostile, it
does not bother me.
Vogeler:
Good point. You are the first person that described it that way. Back then, did
you think that the US was going to stay in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Osorio:
Not in 1993, I thought we would have our own country for the next four or five
years. There seemed to be a lot of energy, certainly a lot of able people in leadership that I was
certain it was going to happen soon.
Vogeler:
It was somewhere in 1993. Was it somewhere around there that you started to see
things differently?
Osorio:
I would say that I started to see things differently in about 1988. Sort of moving
through, and you know, certainly by the time… my family went on a trip, a reunion with my
wife’s family. She is from Michigan and she has wonderful relatives, and we all met in California
in 2002, six years ago. We were staying at the Russian River and enjoying each others company.
We went out shopping for stuff. I realized that when I was younger I would see these things I
really wanted, I suddenly saw these things in shops as the most incredible bull shit. I was
thinking, how could have I ever have wanted to own stuff like this? I realized at that point that
some of things that represents America, like consumer items, that they had absolutely no hold
over me at all. I realized that I thought I am no longer thinking like an American any more. I
realized that none of this stuff matters to me. What mattered was the land, and the people who
lived there before…
Vogeler:
That was so vivid. When did you learn about this concept of occupation or when
did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied or do you think Hawai‘i is occupied?
Osorio:
I do, and I learned that from Keanu. I learned that in conversations we had to
together. This was while I was writing. I finished the dissertation, it was around 1996. I do not
think I started to write the book yet. That is when we started having the conversations.
Vogeler:
Was he the first person you heard then?
Osorio:
Yes. That was the first person. We basically, I basically come from that
generation that there is American imperialism and colonialism. You can measure all the different
effects including loss of language, conversion of Christianity, all of those things harmful. We
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were the people who suffered from this. The culmination of all these other colonial things, but the
notion of the Kingdom had a continued existence, we did not think about it.
Vogeler:
What did you think, way back in 1995, 1996, what did you think when you heard
this?
Osorio:
I thought it was full of crap. Kanalu told me about it first. When Kanalu told me,
I was at that point I was putting together a framework for this numbering. I finished my
dissertation, it was pretty much the same kind of analysis that you find with Haunani-Kay and
Lilikala. In fact it was looking at law as a colonial imposition; there is no mistaking that in my
mind. There is no mistaking, when you get down to it, is how I feel about it. Kanalu was telling
me, you know, that I may have the wrong take on it. You should at least listen to him. What is
wrong with listening? I sat down and heard Keanu’s evidence. It is not that it is irrefutable. It is
that he presents strong and compelling evidence for seeing the Kingdom and Law in a different
way than I had seen it.
Vogeler:
You saw Keanu’s presentation back then and...
Osorio:
He spent several hours with me. I came out of it realizing that there was more
than one way to look at our history. And I have looked at that way ever since. There are these
two, sort of different understandings, both of which come from Native Hawaiian perspectives.
Vogeler:
And what are those two understandings?
Osorio:
One of those understandings is that Hawaiian people were victimized, that is the
raw end of it. The other is that Hawaiians were active agents creating an institution even though it
came from a foreign source, but one that would serve them to protect their native nation. Those
are the two very different kinds of impulses. My problem is I don’t give a crap whether we were
active agents or not but ultimately when you look at government you are looking at something
that is coercive anyway. I don’t care if it was Hawaiian coercion or Haole coercion. I look at what
government does. And this is one of the things that our active agent’s people continue to
overlook. The Hawaiian government was coercive towards its own people. Regardless of its
justifications of that. You tell the history that unfolds.
Vogeler:
Very good point. When you first started hearing about this term, occupation, did
it change your perspective of the US, of the world, or even yourself?
Osorio:
To tell the truth, it made me feel better disposed for the United States because it
is a way of basically saying, it was the US State Department, these are the elements of the US
military, this is a weak president, a jingoist Congress. This is the reason why we are. It is not fault
of Americans at large, or Americans consumption or appetitive, that swallows everything in its
path. That is the way I saw it before. Every single missionary, every single representative of the
government, representative of trade, they are the evil influence on the purity, coming here and
affecting the purity of the people. Oddly enough, what Keanu’s analysis did was lift my
interpretations beyond race. And to place it where it should properly be. A history between the
institutions and the nations.
Vogeler:
Hearing this idea of occupation, I do not want to put words in your mouth, it
showed there was more to the US, that…
Osorio:
That the US was not the source of everything evil. That what we are basically
looking at is the conflict, if you like the competition between the two countries.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who saw Hawai‘i as occupied, did
it stay the same or did it increase…
Osorio:
I think more and more people are beginning to see that what we are dealing with
is occupation. I do not know whether they all come to that with the same kind of understanding
that I do or the same kind of perspective that I do. I think people come to that understanding
because there are…it makes a very simple argument for the restoration of independence, and I
think that attracts that a part of the Hawaiian community, a significant part of the Hawaiian
community. They want the United States to end all its apparatus, and to leave and get out.
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Vogeler:
When you say it has increased…
Osorio:
It certainly has increased among the students and graduate students.
Vogeler:
When did that increase take place?
Osorio:
I would say over the last five years.
Vogeler:
Over the last five years. And then, for you, these ideas were presented back in
1995. At that time it was new. Was it at that time that you accepted the idea of occupation or did
it come later?
Osorio:
I do not know how long it took me to accept that as a plausible theory. But again,
it is really important that people…I believe that what we are dealing with here is a colony. Unlike
Kamana Beamer, and his dissertation, I do not believe the colony starts in 1898. I believe the
colony is really much in place and alive, even when our Kingdom was fully alive and
independent. So we have that sort of essential discussion here. I think I didn’t answer the...
Vogeler:
You say there has been this increase in the last five years of how people look at
occupation and whatever and…
Osorio:
I have slowly come to understand that this is a theory I am perfectly comfortable
with. In what year was that… 2001, 2002… 2001? I wrote a chapter comparing Ka Lāhui and
Keanu…I think at that point, you can see how much I was leaning towards independence and
occupation.
Vogeler:
That is the one that is on the website?
Osorio:
Yes. It is at least that early. Part of this is talking me through it when I am as I am
writing this chapter, this article, sort of laying out the arguments so I can see clearly. A lot of it is
that because I still have strong attachment to the colonial theoretical construct, it is not easy to
bypass that. A lot of it is, here the arguments for… what I saw that it presents different
perspectives and points of view. What was really interesting to me is the reason why it is so
difficult to talk to and understand each other.
Vogeler:
That is well put. Do some people believe that Hawai‘i, as far as you can tell, do
some people believe that Hawai‘i is the 50th State, part of the United States?
Osorio:
You mean Hawaiians?
Vogeler:
Anybody.
Osorio:
Sure, a lot of people.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what are the people who talk about occupation say to those
folks who think Hawai‘i is the 50th state?
Osorio:
My feeling is that people who really believe Hawai‘i is occupied they don’t talk
to people. Honestly, I have lots of friends who are Americans. That is what they are. Most of
them know how I feel, and we don’t get into these kinds of discussions. We simply don’t talk
about it. And in my mind, things are real when you can see them as real. For a lot of my friends
and associates, Hawai‘i is the 50th state, and that is how they see it. It is really… it is pointless to
talk to them about it.
Vogeler:
Good point. What political groups have been actively trying to end the
occupation?
Osorio:
I think Hui Pū, even though basically it’s a conversational group. You know who
they are?
Vogeler:
They are the…
Osorio:
Hui Pū is a list serve of people who were put together… We put this together
about three years ago just as a conversation and sharing of ideas for people who oppose federal
recognition. People who are part of this list serve…I am surprised you have not heard of them.
Vogeler:
I will look them up. I have interviewed people like William Burgess and Jere
Krischel. Do they participate on that or no?
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Osorio:
No. If they are participating, they are lurking. They are dicks. We oppose Federal
recognition for good nationalist reasons. So do they, but they are Americans.
Vogeler:
I met with them and the interviews went well. They were helpful in presenting
that perspective.
Osorio:
I think they are pretty clear on what they think.
Vogeler:
Hui Pū has been a list serve that has been actively trying to end the occupation?
Osorio:
I just erased a whole bunch of them. It is this long conversation about all kinds of
stuff, so I don’t always finish reading their stuff.
Vogeler:
I can see… just to be able to see what people are thinking.
Osorio:
You know who Andre Perez is?
Vogeler:
No.
Osorio:
You can contact Kekuni.
Vogeler:
Okay, I am supposed to interview him soon. So Hui Pū is an organization that is
trying to end the occupation. Are their other groups that are tying to end the occupation?
Osorio:
I guess, Reinstated Kingdom I would imagine. Keanu, folks.
Vogeler:
Keanu and his cousins, or Keanu and the Acting Government or…
Osorio:
I am thinking… Keanu’s cousin is reinstated Kingdom. Keanu’s is substantially
different. I am saying Keanu, the Reinstated Kingdom, Hui Pū... If you talk to Kyle Kajihiro, I bet
you DMZ are interested in getting Hawai‘i unoccupied. In terms of organizations, there is a new
political party we are starting called MANA – Movement for Aloha No ka ‘Āina. I just hate that
name. But it is Ikaika Hussey’s brainchild, and we are devoted to independence.
Vogeler:
So it is a political party devoted to independence.
Osorio:
Hmm…other than that I do not know much else.
Vogeler:
And you are participating in establishing this political party?
Osorio:
I am.
Vogeler:
And these other organizations, have you participated with them, any of those
other organizations.
Osorio:
Not really with DMZ because they are having to go out to Waianae and that is
too far a drive. Hui Pū, I read through a lot of their stuff and from time to time I submit things.
But it is mostly a conversation. I show up when we are doing restoration day or whatever it is,
down in Thomas Square, or ‘Iolani Palace, and do my thing.
Vogeler:
Have these groups been effective?
Osorio:
By effective you mean getting the US out of Hawai‘i, obviously not. I would not
characterize it as a waste of time. I know what happens when you stop talking about something.
You basically give up hope and do not say those things – the US should leave. Once you stop
doing that, you are a dead. I am a great believer that even when you 12, 40 or 107 people meet at
Thomas Square and listen to music and talk and hear speeches, I think it is an important thing,
and it makes sure that this part of the movement does not die. Could it be more effective at
actually doing other things except reminding us of what the history is? Sure it is, we got people
getting evicted from Kahana Valley on Monday, all those folks are getting shoved off. We have a
State of Hawai‘i managing our ceded lands. It is insane to think that people have to put up with
those stupid telescopes on the mountain, but the state makes a $1 a year and the University of
Hawai‘i makes millions of dollars a year. But the State of Hawai‘i, coming into the ceded lands
trust, makes 62 dollars a year. However many telescopes. That is an instance. The fact that you
have to look at this sort of mismanagement and the banality of state politics that use our resources
gets a lot of us upset. Where was I going with this?
We wind up fighting all these battles is what we are doing. I would love to see a
movement that effectively dealt with the State, with the Estates, that effectively dealt with the
United States rather than where we are now.
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Vogeler:
Are some of these groups more effective than others, or is it even?
Osorio:
I would say we are evenly ineffective. You have the OHA that has hundreds of
millions of dollars, and it uses that money for advertising for Federal Recognition. And does not
build any constructive influence with the State of Hawai‘i or the US Government. You look at
what it could do, even if it is a small thing. You get a sense of what an incredible waste it is. You
look at Kamehameha Schools with its 300 plus thousand acres of land and multi-billion dollar
investment portfolio. The kinds of things it could have done, not just with education, but with
land management. Its land assets division is almost always beleaguered by its corporate holdings
division. Kamehameha continues to make its decisions based on money rather than really looking
at some kind of economic impact in the state of Hawai‘i.
You look at all these examples where leadership could be exerted. When you see the
dearth of leadership in critical areas, you have to throw your hands up.
Vogeler:
Good point. As far as you remember has pressure from other countries caused
changes within Hawai‘i?
Osorio:
As far as I remember, no. I mean, we would understand Great Britain only
threatened to raise a fuss over the annexation. Same with Japan. Once Japan was mollified, that
its nationals were being taken care of, they did not say anything about that. That is historic. There
has been one reference that I know of, on Hawai‘i’s status, and that was Saddam Hussein.
Vogeler:
That was in 1991.
Osorio:
And they killed him so I do not see that pressure from international sources have
made much difference to the United States. Now with the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples and a change of administration in Washington, we might see something different. But I
would not hold my breath. Obama is very very smart, and he would deal with the national
governments much better than Bush ever did. He will be much more cooperative, but a part of the
cooperation, among national folks, is to hold the line on indigenous folks
Vogeler:
You went to The Hague, did you see that as having an effect?
Osorio:
I do not see it as having an effect on the US or its presence or its insistence on its
right to be here. Sometimes, when we see the US, like those folks in 1999 or 2000, when they
sent those folks from Justice Department.
Vogeler:
With Daniel Inouye’s office?
Osorio:
Right. When they came here to hear testimony.
Vogeler:
I interviewed Jenny Chock, she was one of the people from Inouye’s office.
Osorio:
I thought that might have been a response to not only the Apology Resolution but
to the Rice vs. Cayetano thing and to The Hague thing, the timing would have been just about
right. Nothing came out of that. In fact, we find ourselves even more beleaguered today, so I am
getting tired.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you thought the US occupation would end, that the
US government and military would leave?
Osorio:
A moment when I understood?
Vogeler:
Yes, was there a moment when you thought the US occupation would end, that
the US government and military will leave. Did you ever go, “Wow, the US government has to
go, they can’t control Hawai‘i anymore, they will be gone”?
Osorio:
No, I have always been troubled with a realist understanding of the world. The
US is here because it wants to be here. It has the guns and the economic power, and it still has
political influence not just in the US and the world, but here it has that influence. I understand
what would be a legal solution, I understand what I would like, even, but the US is not going
anywhere.
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Vogeler:
What factors would you see that would have happen to have the US leave? Is
there anything that is being done here to keep the US here, or is there anything that can be done to
facilitate that change?
Osorio:
The United States, at some point, may no longer need Hawai‘i as a military base
or may no longer be able to sustain Hawai‘i as a military base. As long as Hawai‘i has a military
application to somebody, we should not think for a minute that we would necessarily be better off
with the United States leaving. It is hard to say, you know, where we are going, where the world
is going but it seems clear that no empire lasts forever. None ever has. The US will not and
something else will take its place. Hawai‘i’s position in all this – what we try to do here is to have
some kind of values, and understandings and knowledge and to keep them alive.
Vogeler:
So, as far as you see it, with the Soviet Union falling apart…what happened in
the Baltic States took place before that. But some people say that you needed the Soviet Union to
fall apart. Now, with Hawai‘i, do you need the US to fall apart for Hawai‘i to regain its
independence or can the US military stay here as a military outpost while the Hawai‘i’s
government is free or…
Osorio:
The US would have to fall apart because the US at this point cannot tolerate
secession. No matter how you would phrase it, Hawai‘i is not really seceding, I understand that.
But it is not how America sees it. They would not tolerate secession, but they may have to
experience one, or several. When you look at this election at the level of antipathy and the
divisions – the real Virginia and all that – you realize that some kind of raw emotional core of
America is being exposed. And they will be made even worse by these bad economic times. I
have absolutely no prediction as to what is going to happen in the next four years. Even though I
think Obama will win, I do not think the United States will resemble anything close to what it
was last year, in four years.
Vogeler:
And these are the same questions I asked in the Baltic States. As the occupation
ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent Hawaiian government?
Osorio:
If the occupation ended, I could not see myself as participating in leadership in
the independent government. That is for someone else to do.
Vogeler:
These questions are asked in the past tense, but they don’t have to be answered in
the past tense. Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Osorio:
I think the end of the occupation here can only come after there has been
extensive discussion on language, culture and ethnicity. The people who are here, regardless of
whether they will be citizens or not, have the opportunity to make their views, their needs and
preferences, especially their needs known. I do not consider myself an American, because I have
such a strong sense of being Hawaiian, of having a strong sense of pride and glorying in my own
history. The fact of the matter is I would not want to trade an American government for an
oppressive Hawaiian Government. I don’t care who it oppresses.
Vogeler:
Very good point, and there are other people who have expressed other ideas as
well. As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Osorio:
It is bound to be much better because I would think that one of the things that an
independent government would be able to do is to control its own borders and immigration to
Hawai‘i. It should be able to erect reasonable kinds of safeguards that allow us to pursue housing
our own people, supplying them with food, providing our own agriculture and still setting aside a
good amount of real estate for development and tourism and that kind of thing. I think of
economies of scale, how well it would be possible for us to do as long as we do not continue to be
dependent on our livelihoods on a country that is almost 3,000 miles away.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, or in the future, how would ending the occupation affect
the economy?
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Osorio:
Again, I think it would be a good one. I think a lot of things that Hawai‘i has to
offer, they don’t end with a new political entity in office. I have to be honest and suggest to you,
an independent Government would have to seriously consider the continued leasing of lands for
US military reasons. Because it is ultimately a safer political move than leaving us open for
someone else to take us. Having said that, to be able to control that relationship and to be able to
have, to be able to do this with long term leases, to be able to do this with long term controls in
place so that we don’t suffer from this, which would be an unalterable improvement over the
current situation. I think our people are smart enough to see that.
Vogeler:
That is an important point that other people have brought out. Was there a
moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Osorio:
I started to believe that Hawai‘i was free again when we created this new School
of Hawaiian Knowledge. It was not the thing itself. I was thinking of how we now have a school
very much under our control and guidance that teaches undergraduate that mentors graduates
students that can be real resources to public schools, charter schools, immersion schools. And I
realized that Hawaiians were doing this everywhere in the community – taro, the fishpond
management, immersion education, recovery of language. Hawaiians are going into planning and
into ways that we can start to mitigate the effects of economic abuse. You start to look at all these
things, and you think that we are already starting to behave like a sovereign country. It makes you
feel really hopeful until you realize they are going to go ahead and evict those families from
Kahana Valley, and there is not a damn thing we can do about it.
Vogeler:
There are these aspects of freedom and hope and yet, at the same time, there are
these other…
Osorio:
Yes. So you know, I realize that as much as I would like to think that where we
are is a pretty good place, it is not a pretty good place for all Hawaiians. What they are looking
for a government that is looking out for them, and we don’t have that.
Vogeler:
One of the things I am looking at, in putting together this dissertation, is I am
looking at the first class that was ever taught that talked about Hawai‘i’s occupation and talking
about Hawaiian laws. That was the class that Kanalu taught in 2006. In trying to put these things
together, and you were talking about putting together Hawaiian Studies and all that. The thing I
keep wondering is why did that class in 2006, why did it come about. Was it having something to
do with Hawaiian Studies and the freedom that you expressed. Or did it have something to do
with Kanalu? A number of people have had this information and Kanalu put this class together.
There is no one I can really ask, but it kind of ties in with the freedom that you were talking
about. But the question, why did that class happen at that time, was it something Kanalu brought
about or was it something that came about because it was time? I am asking because it was the
first class.
Osorio:
It was Kanalu. Once he became convinced that occupation theory was the way to
see things. It affects everything, the way you teach when you start looking at it through a different
kind of lens, how people were smart, how people were vital, and they have been dying by the
thousands, but by god they can figure out how to save the country. It is a so much more
compelling story than “Those fucking haoles.” So I definitely think it was 90% Kanalu. He
designed the course. This is what you call academic freedom. Kanalu pushed the course. He had
tenure. He could teach whatever he wanted. When he put the course together, he knew how to do
it. We professors get to teach what we want. We are very lucky in that respect.
The bigger question is why were there so many students in the class? What is happening
in Hawai‘i and in the University today, where there is more interest in this kind of analysis and
more willingness to sit through a whole semester of 2½ hour seminars to work that stuff through?
Kanalu did not come to this on his own. Even though this is very much Keanu’s origin, he needs
to know, especially since he has not published yet, that all kinds of people, are taking that idea
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and running with it. Pretty soon, there won’t be many people who will attach Keanu to this
theory, this idea, it will belong to way too many people. And this is what he wants, this is what he
should want, that an idea simply explodes and become normalized in people’s lives.
There are a couple of people that were not happy with what Kanalu was teaching. But I
was the Director [of Hawaiian Studies], and I was not one of them. And, nobody would have
dared to stop him from teaching something like this. No one would have dared.
Vogeler:
One thing I am looking at with these interviews and trying to put this stuff in a
historical timeframe, I am wondering: there are a whole bunch of people in the University, a
bunch of people all over the place that have heard about this stuff. You were saying that Kanalu
brought these things forward and pushed for this…why did it happen to be him, or did it just
happen to be him?
Osorio:
He honestly believed it. He had the time to put the curriculum together. And
frankly, the other departments, I am thinking political science. Noenoe could have taught a class
like this, but I don’t think she understands it. Kanalu grasped the theory as soon as it was uttered.
I do not know how much help or feedback he has given in helping Keanu to refine his theories,
but my guess is that it would be significant. In any case, it was exactly what he wanted to do. He
wanted people to see things a different way. I know a whole lot of folks came out of indigenous
politics. Graduate students who, having heard this stuff from Keanu firsthand, were real gung-ho
on this. I am still puzzled today as to why Keanu gets so much crap from that department. I am
puzzled. I do not get it. What about his scholarship are people not seeing? This is a different kind
of place here. To a certain extent, we are all a bunch of crackpots. I could not imagine anyone
raising any kind of public fuss about any course that any of us devised.
Vogeler:
That says something positive.
Osorio:
We are a free place here.
Vogeler:
I kept grappling with this thing and it kept rolling it in my head. Why did it
happen to be Kanalu? This was one of those things. So are there any questions you would like to
ask me or something you would like to tell me that was not covered in the interview?
Osorio:
No, I think I was rambling a bit so.
Vogeler:
No, you covered so much. What you showed how this transition of ideas it does
not go like this (click of a finger), but it is a process that people are working through. And the
other thing that you pointed out with the government is that just because it is not a US
government does not mean that it will be a better than… because there are tough questions there.
What you pointed out with the US military. If you are looking at it in terms of looking at our
responsibility – other people have said kuleana – then those are important considerations. Thank
you.
THE END
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DR. REVEREND KALEO PATTERSON
Patterson:
My name is Kaleo Patterson I live in makaha, born in Wahiawā, I was born on
August 3, 1954. My parents are haoli, Chinese, Hawaiians and Filipino and the Irish Scottish side.
I work in the United Church of Christ, serving Hawaiians churches over the last 25 years. I have
also worked at the University of Hawai‘i at the Matsunaga Institute and I also work at the School
of Social Work. We have been asked to set up a center for indigenous leadership and
peacemaking and we have been running, developing the indigenous peacemaking course, upper
division, and the ho‘oponopono course and last year it became a graduate course.
I attended the University of Hawai‘i, University of Alaska, University of New York,
University of Maine, the seminary in Chicago, the Chicago Theological Seminary. And Waianae
High School. My highest degree is a doctorate in ministry from the Chicago theological
Seminary, in ministry services.
No military, although my father was in the military and fought both the Korean and
Vietnam wars. I used to speak a little bit of German, a little bit Hawaiians and I identify myself as
Hawaiians, Kanaka Maoli, predominantly.
Vogeler:
Now that we did the background information, we will start off with these
questions. So, in school what were you taught about the relationship of the United States to
Hawai‘i?
Patterson:
It was vague, did some traveling when I was a kid and hardly paid any attention
to that as a kid. I don’t really remember too much about the relationship between the US and
Hawai‘i. It was mostly about US history and very little about Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship of the United
States and Hawai‘i?
Patterson:
My recollection, very vague, there was not anything intentional or nothing was
being, it was nothing, I remember being educated on US history.
Vogeler:
Do you have memories of your family discussing relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i?
Patterson:
Not really, my father was in the military, this was during the Korean War and a
lot of people, Hawaiians who were concerned about the war. WWII had ended, and then the
Korean War had kicked up, people were very American in those days.
Vogeler:
Growing up did you learn about the relationship between he United States and
Hawai‘i from other sources?
Patterson:
I think the media, I think I learned about the media. I was raised from the age
of—the oldest of the family—I was raised by my grandparents from both sides. You know,
actually from my grandparents, a little bit of talking about the old days.
Vogeler:
What did they say?
Patterson:
Oh my grandparents, the language, spoke Hawaiian, and they didn’t peak
anymore, they didn’t want to talk about it anymore. It was not talked about, don’t speak about it
anymore, it isn’t important. My grandparents, one of my grandmothers spoke fluent, we never
heard her speak Hawaiian until one of my nieces Punalohe (sp), and the little Hawaiians and one
day we were all sitting around and my grandmother spoke. It was one of the first times we heard
that.
Vogeler:
When was that?
Patterson:
Back in the eighties or something.
Vogeler:
Before that they didn’t speak Hawaiian. It was… they said do not worry about it.
Patterson:
There was not a big push to speak Hawaiians in those days because it was to get
an education, get a job, that kind of thing. That probably suppressed a lot of that stuff, what I
remember most is the military, the mention of family life, career, and my father was in the
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military, my uncle, off to the war, off training, my recollection was seeing them off in the military
context, Fort Derussey, seeing the images of the war on television, seeing the world at war.
Focusing on the safety of our family members at home period. There were large absences of our
family, the thing about being American; it was just a natural thing. I remember encountering
racism in the military communities. As a kid going to churches at Scofield barracks and attending
functions, other families that were from other parts of the US, the racism in Honolulu, the kids,
we were brown and most of the kids were white and actually that became a very disappointing
thing
My brother, we all did, we all wanted to be white in those days, to fit in.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Patterson:
It was during the Korean War, so in the fifties. In 1954, late fifties and sixties. It
was a common thing, the Hawaiians families had to fit in, and you did not fit in if you were not
white. The Hawaiians got together. I do remember, now that I think about it, my father telling us
stories about the Hawaiians in the military and the discrimination, the racism, he was served…he
was the first ranger batalion in Korea, and it was a battlefield assignment. He likes to tell this
story where the first group or rangers got in 1950 and he talks about how they were recruiting
among the new troops. He said how they were looking for men who wanted to join the rangers;
they had to go across the enemy lines. There were only two requirements: one was, well anyway.
Maybe he said there only had to be one requirement, and you had to be white. Something like
that. My father raised my hand and he says, “Am I white enough?” And the guy said, “Yes.”
My uncle, all these guys enlisted at the same time, a group of Hawaiians and rangers.
But, a lot of stories about racism. We lived in Kalihi after my grandparents, my grandparents
lived there. A lot of talk about the military and that kind of things.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US Control?
Patterson:
France, England, when I was a kid. I lived in Germany for three years.
Vogeler:
When you visited any of these places, did you get any information that had to do
with the US or Hawai‘i was there anything different as far as that goes?
Patterson:
Again, military environment is very pseudo multicultural kind of thing.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe that the Hawaiians Islands were part of the United
States?
Patterson:
I think the assumption was just to grow up and believe that we were part of the
United States but no understanding as to how it became part of the US.
Vogeler:
Do you still think that Hawai‘i is part of the US?
Patterson:
Well, I came to believe that Hawai‘i is, although the perception is there, in reality
it is not a part of the United States. That sentence is the right sentence.
Vogeler:
What would be a better way to phrase it?
Patterson:
So, today I realize that Hawai‘i has become a part of the US, in the sense that it
has been kidnapped, in 1992 we worked with to try to appraise the situation and that is the word
we came up with. We have been “held hostage” all these years. We are living a kidnapped
existence.
Vogeler:
Did you ever or do you still accept that the US will remain in Hawai‘i throughout
your lifetime?
Patterson:
My hope is that we will have some recognition, or measure of recognition, and
my hope is that, you know, our vision would be for, would be, I want to say absolute return to
justice.
Vogeler:
And what would that be?
Patterson:
That is the thing. We have to figure out. A lot of time has gone on. If we could
be... I think all things are possible and Hawai‘i being independent probably the best scenario, you
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have a nation where there is some control by some people who are called indigenous, of the land,
and there are controls on the lands and land ownership and you have other citizens of the country.
Vogeler:
Do you mean in the same way the Hawaiian Kingdom had those things, or in
another sense? All those things you were talking about were the laws of the Hawaiians Kingdom.
Or was it in the sense of how the Hawaiians Kingdom existed, or is it something different?
Patterson:
I think the laws would have to upgraded, made more relevant, how we evolved
on this earth, but the ethics, the global truth continues. But, you know, it would have to be a new
formula, a new equation for the control of the lands. It is different. The Kingdom, the māhele, the
laws of the kingdom you do not want to bring forward.
Vogeler:
The māhele is so complex. But so at this point, as far as whether the US is going
to stay, I don’t want to put words in your mouth. Will the US stay and Hawai‘i?… Or does it look
as though, or you hope that they won’t?
Patterson:
It looks like the US is pretty entrenched and digging in deeper. You know, I
mean, the economy is evolving, it is not evolving in a way that is more distant to the US and local
autonomy….the economy is evolving in ways that make us more dependent on American federal
monies, American industry and supply, food, all those things. Militarily, the militarization of
Hawaiians, the destabilization of the Asia-Pacific. The world is clutching to the United States.
People and families are using the military to get jobs, to get an education, to live out their hopes
and dreams and life. There is no real benefit, so to speak, to becoming an independent country
almost in today’s global society.
So until that gets to be a little bit clearer, I think people are caught up in the romanticism
of a free and independent.
Vogeler:
The question, what did you believe, do you believe that Hawai‘i is occupied or
do it see it differently or at one time did you believe that Hawai‘i was occupied? I am asking the
same questions I asked in the Baltic States.
Patterson:
I guess coming out of seminary, my realization that took place in the college in
Alaska and was involved in some work with tribes up there, I had an uncle that was part of the
ANSCA agreement, the flushing out, the formation of the corporations, or the corporation model
of self determination and I had an opportunity as a member of one of the churches in Fairbanks,
to represent one of the church of the smokes. I was able to visit the native peoples in the bush,
was able to understand their stake, the political realties, and from there in the 70’s I began to
understand that Hawai‘i had similar issues, that Alaska once was placed at, was managed and
controlled by tribes and people. The US came in and bought the land. In the 70’s when I was in
college and saw the history from different perspectives. If we go and look on someone else’s
mountain and then see what happened on our own mountain. And when I look back…
Vogeler:
So was it in the 70’s that you understood that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Patterson:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Did they use the term occupation, or the term colonization. When do you
remember using the term occupation?
Patterson:
Well I do not think that term, I am not sure that term was used. I remember flying
into the villages, the white man landing in on the plane. There are military bases in Alaska, too.
Just seeing how they responded to each other, this was our land.
Vogeler:
Do people use the term occupation, nowadays?
Patterson:
I cannot remember people using it back then.
Vogeler:
No, I mean do people use the term occupation now in Hawai‘i?
Patterson:
I think, for people, for some people occupation in Hawai‘i is the way it is
understood.
Vogeler:
Do you remember when people began using that term?
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Patterson:
After I went to Alaska, before I went to Alaska, I had a friend who went into the
military, my best friend went into the military and he got, his commanding officer went to prison,
went AWOL and caught him and went to prison. There was a whole activist movement that took
on his case, discrimination, he was being politicized. He was part of the RCP.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Patterson:
This was the 70’s, before I took off. So actually I knew about the….(muffled)
and so I used to visit him in prison. They had rallies, Hawaiians, two Hawaiians guys went
AWOL and didn’t want to fight, all that rhetoric, and “This is our land”. The US, the antiVietnam stuff came out. I can’t remember exactly what the issues were, but he went to prison,
and I went to Alaska. He went to Leavenworth. He spent, from Leavenworth, he stayed with me
in Alaska and through him I was beginning to get an education on the military, the US
government. He got a job, we lived together in a log cabin, and we spent a lot of time together
with the Indians, the anti-establishment folks, who lived on the river and mountains. He began
working in an Indian setting, as a counselor, I learned a lot about the alcoholism. And social ill’s
he was trying to share everything he learned, he was ahead of me. I was studying civil
engineering and working, just finding myself. He was much politicized. I came back, and we both
came back and worked in the construction industry for a number of years and then took off and
went to seminary.
When I went to seminary, it was very progressive. The anti-war, anti-nuke movement. I
was part of a clergy, Martin Luther King was part of this group. I did a lot of racism work in
Maine, anti-racism work. Indian issues again. It was really my educational process in Maine. You
had a lot of Indian, tribal sovereignty stuff going down. We learned from them, I was exposed to
a lot of federal recognition stuff.
Vogeler:
At that time, were they using the term occupation, that international law idea that
there, there is different concepts, different concept of decolonization being talked about?
Patterson:
I do not think it was that succinct, that clear.
Vogeler:
Did you remember when?
Patterson:
So when I came home, almost got arrested at the South African [embassy], I was
a peace intern in Washington DC, we did the anti-apartheid thing.
Vogeler:
What year was that?
Patterson:
It was in the eighties, 82 or something. We marched on the South African
embassy and had meetings with the ambassador and some of us got arrested and so that was my
own political association. Then when I came home, I went to Kaua‘i and my first hookup was
with my friend who went AWOL. He hooked up with me when I came back. When I came back, I
got ordained. He brought me to Honolulu and introduced me to Kekuni Blaisdell, and this was in
1985 or something like that. He was close to (muffled) so these guys educated me when I came
out of seminary – Kekuni, Liko Martin (sp) out of Kaua‘i, sang in my church and they sat me
down and drove me. All these came out, things like occupation.
My friend, his name was Peter Keamoku (sp) by that time he had already been a (unclear)
and the Philippines had …so he was way out there. He gave me, I had an awakening, there was an
experience I had with a tourist that made me go over the edge, and he brought me back down to
earth. This is when he went heavy into the history, and why I was angry. The first year I was in
Kaua‘i (muffled), someone had desecrated a heiau at the mouth of the Waialua River. He came to
see me at the church. Peter said, go see Kaleo, he will help. I went with Maka and we organized
an opposition, to the proposed expansion of the hotel and we won. We formed curatorship on
Kaua‘i and became the first president of the heiau at the mouth of the river. We actually received
that…there were five heiaus – we restored Pukinikini (Pōhaku Ho‘ohānau?) and took care of two
heiaus. That was my baptism by fire. I got into a lot of trouble because I was taking care of two
heiaus. But so that is how I got.
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Vogeler:
Do you remember a time, because I know there was a lot of... colonization and
then there was the concept of occupation, do they mean the same thing? Now do they generally
use the term occupation instead of colonization?
Patterson:
What I am hearing now, is that those terms are not accurate.
Vogeler:
Which terms?
Patterson:
Colonization and occupation. If you talk the guru of kingdom groups, there was
….. It would give you different definition of the laws of nations; we do not qualify to those
definitions in Hawai‘i. They would not say we are not a colonized nation. That is a legal status.
The colonizer, we are not occupied either.
Vogeler:
You can be occupied without being colonized, but they are separate…
Patterson:
I have heard different groups today and have heard those terms differently.
Vogeler:
In doing these interviews, these terms are confusing,
Patterson:
When you hear in one group, ‘overthrow’ and then in another group you hear
‘coup de etat’ or say you….. Or overthrow… coup de etat, overthrow and there are a couple of
ways to say it.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who used the word ‘occupied’ did
they increase, remain the same or decrease?
Patterson:
I do think there is a sense that we are occupied whether people are playing
around. I do think, an understanding the majority of activists that we are occupied in some sense.
Vogeler:
Was it always this way or have people come to some terms?
Patterson:
I think it has been that way at least on the level that…. That I have had highly
educated students like from Chaminade, women, who are supposed to be conciliatory, say that
they do not want to work with so and so, because she is white. We are doing team mentoring,
pairing two people together and I have had people tell me who Hawaiians were, but they are sorry
because “I can’t work with her because I was raised not to like white people.” I have…my
daughter went to the University of Michigan. And she has a good friend from Kamehameha
schools and was having trouble with her roommate because she does not like white people.
From a racial perspective, I think people have felt invaded, Hawaiians feel invaded.
When we study racism in Hawai‘i… every day when the Hawaiian wakes up and looks in the
mirror, they see a person, they see their lands being lost, something is being set back, the clock
set back, and that is the reality of the Hawaiians. That means there is awareness, something in this
land that should not be there.
We have not identified that. When we did a major workshop on racism called [unclear]
the Hawaiians, they have the values, they live by the values, and it was hard for a lot of
Hawaiians to get down on people who were not from Hawai‘i. There was a woman, who did a
study on—she had people focus on a room full of basketball players, throwing the basketball back
and forth. The group was asked to count the number of basketballs being thrown. In the middle of
that counting, they had someone dressed up as a gorilla walk across the floor. After the exercise,
they asked everybody, “What did they see?” and no one saw the gorilla walk across the floor.
They were focused on the counting. It has been like that in Hawai‘i, the colonization of
education, all of that has really affected the Hawaiians.
Vogeler:
Most of the independent groups, use the term occupation?
Patterson:
To give you an example of how independence groups…. 4 or 5 years ago, we did
this Native Hawaiians coalition process; it was a thing that came out of Kawanoa (sp). Most of
the Hawaiians groups were a part of that, I was a leader, it was a 2 ½ process, and at the end there
was a power struggle. We had the Hawaiians Civic club folks, societies on one side, the
independence groups on the other side, two very opposite sides. The independence groups were
very diverse, a lot of different… 2 ½ years, a lot of education back and forth. In the end, to make
a long story short, there was an election to take this coalition work, so people were nominated
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from the floor. Charlie Rose was nominated from the Hawaiians civic side and he was certain to
get it unless someone from the other side came up with a name.
They called me, because I was not at the meeting they knocked my name off. Then they
nominated a woman from the floor who was a secretary for the Kingdom. Kau‘i somebody or
other.
Vogeler:
Kau‘i.
Patterson:
So they nominated her, and she has not been that visible. But they nominated her.
She gets elected out of a roomful of 100 people. My point in all this, out of a room of 100
sovereignty groups, 51% voted on the independence side. On the other side were the conservative
Hawaiians. In the past when we first started, this coalition process, I would have thought it
wouldn’t have been that high though the numbers would have been 20 out of 100. But more than
50%. In that 2½-year process, people had become independent.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Patterson:
About four years ago.
Vogeler:
Was that Keanu Sai or am just trying to remember…
Patterson:
It was Dennis from the Kingdom of Hawai‘i. So they took over from that point
on that is when OHA pulled the money. The way I got involved was that OHA was going to start
a nation building process, but the folks from Hale Noa (Henry Noa?) wanted to stop them, right?
They asked me to mediate and intervene and got OHA together with folks – Annelle Amaral and
others (muffled), so I had three meetings with OHA to work out an agreement. OHA did not want
this thing. We finally agreed they would fund the process to include anyone who wanted to come.
And this process would try to agree on a nation building process. Everybody came. Skippy,
Maupi… you should write about this, we have all the records.
This was the largest coalition that was ever kept together this long, in three years. What
happened that we had the first meeting, wide open meeting. I became the convener, after I said
the prayer. We had breakout groups, it was a very tedious process, everyone on the soapbox. We
had to develop a methodology to control the meetings. After 2½ years, people settled in and were
able to hammer out a six phase process that would begin with forming a government, not a
government, an administrative committee, that would receive 12 million dollars and they would
run elections in all of the districts and delegates would convene a convention. You should write
about this, this was the process.
What happened was that OHA pulled the plug, they didn’t want to. We were at the point
of electing an administrative committee, and so I set up a committee to figure out how to do it and
said lets just have people submit names and everybody. Whoever is elected is the committee,
everyone elect the chair, the process we came up with allowed each island caucus to vote, the
Hawaiians civic clubs and OHA did not want that. And we had league of women voters would
run that. One reason we had the independence groups and all the votes.
Vogeler:
So why do you think that people, more people, had talked about independence
and occupation over the last few years?
Patterson:
I think the screen has been lifted. The more the talk has been going on in the 2½
years we did the discussions, the clarity that emerges after people talk about what they learned,
how they feel, their values…. A lot of the independence groups are more value-driven in their
understanding of sovereignty than practicalities. So if you have values coming at you, you are
going to shift a little.
Vogeler:
Basically, its value driven.
Patterson:
A lot of going to what is right, what is important, what is wrong, are we going to
condon this… I think that is a big part of it.
Vogeler:
Do some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different from states like California or
Georgia?
Patterson:
I think there are some people who do not understand that issue.
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Vogeler:
As far as you know, what do the people talk about the occupation of Hawai‘i say
to people who see Hawai‘i as one of the states as the United States?
Patterson:
What do the people?
Vogeler:
What do the people who talk about the occupation of Hawai‘i say to people who
see Hawai‘i as the 50th state? And visa versa. Is there communication back and forth?
Patterson:
The church work we did, the most common response to learning about the history
of Hawai‘i, the overthrow, the statistics, the response was “We did not know.” But why do you
want to leave us, are we not fine now, when we are taking about issues. That is a tough one. The
third thing that comes up is “What do you want?” Our response is what everyone wants, the
ability to speak our language, our lands, our culture, we want a future that is bright, hopeful and
isn’t that what you want, too? That is my response to them. Most Hawaiians will say, “We want
our land back.” We want to be independent and that is where it makes it hard for the other side to
continue participating in the discussion.
Vogeler:
How come?
Patterson:
Because it is political now. It is about becoming a new country. On the US side,
the person from Missouri will say, “You want to separate, tear the fabric. You want to break away
from who we have become.” When you put it in those frames, it is all about loyalty, something
we had come to an agreement about. But if loyalty has not resulted in the same benefits in the
quality, it is not based fully on meaning: that is a different story.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation and when
were they active? Did you participate in any of these groups?
Patterson:
Wow. You have these guys Kalani Ohelo, lihimu (sp), they had a group in the old
days that was Nuclear Free Pacific group. You had Hawaiians, there was a lot of education going
on. There was some leadership that came out of nuclear free movement that helped push the
Hawaiians into the arena, into the national arena and have them feel a little more enabled to come
out of the closet, so to speak. But Kingdom groups. What was the question again?
Vogeler:
The question was, what political groups have been actively trying to end the
occupation, and when were these groups most active, and did you participate in these groups?
Patterson:
End the occupation?
Vogeler:
Is that an odd way to put it?
Patterson:
Yes, when I hear it is like climbing the fence in front of tanks.
Vogeler:
Not necessarily.
Patterson:
That is what I think. All the stuff with kalapana, in my mind it was not effective
in ending the occupation. In the 90’s, I was tapped as a church leader to go on the international
scene so I spent time in Cuba, Puerto Rico to study the movement. They have assassinations and
power struggle. In fact, in the 90’s visiting Puerto Rico and there were submachine guns. So here
is Puerto Rico, the 49th commonwealth after Hawai‘i. There is an independence movement there.
I spent a lot of time studying that movement and learning from that. One year, I brought the
independence leaders to Hawai‘i and invited sovereignty groups to come. And the reason is, here
is a country that was annexed the same month as Hawai‘i, and it resisted statehood and continue
to do it, and here they are. I do not know if they are on the decolonization list, they might be at a
different level.
Vogeler:
They, at least they have a treaty, we do not have a treaty.
Patterson:
They have a treaty, we don’t have a treaty. On top of that they have guns, they
have violence, they have church, advocates, and the World Council on Churches is very active in
the independence movement. So here we have PR, very active, in Hawai‘i, we have aloha. You
asked the question about occupation. What was the question?
Vogeler:
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
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Patterson:
In Puerto Rico, in comparison, I would say zero. Seriously what we are doing is
we have letters and things like that, trying to end the occupation.
Vogeler:
In Puerto Rico, are they (muffled, too fast) much worse than Hawai‘i or no?
Patterson:
I am not sure, I think they have a much larger population, larger. 800.000 in
Chicago. When they march, they have a lot of people. We have 200, 300 thousand people. So are
we trying to end the occupation? No, I do not think so. I think we are talking about it.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in any of these groups that tried to end the occupation? But
you are saying there are not groups to end the occupation.
Patterson:
We have been…we fought the missiles. We climbed the fence, we walked over
the line, and this is the federal government, the military. Want to get rid of it? Is it militarization
or is it to end the occupation. You got to look, got to… The other example is the international
airport, 14 of us got arrested. We went down because they took money out of the coffers. I do not
know how… year before 911 and we wanted to jam that process and stop OHA. The global
settlement… they were… that came up again this year, and we wanted to torpedo them back in
1997.
Unless people are actively in the streets, we have style that try to end things like
occupations with lawyer and the court system, but it is not our court system, and when you look
at it like that, lawyers are making all this money so.
Vogeler:
Do you believe any of these groups have been effective?
Patterson:
You have Kaho‘olawe as a classic example, That is the style, you have to do
everything, not just, you really have to, if you look at Gandhi and Martin Luther King, you have
to look at the strategy and what is going to create that tension. And it is not going to happen in a
demonstration that does not push anything, if you are going to bring out a big number you have to
shut down something in order to get something, to get a boycott.
Vogeler:
What I am hearing…
Patterson:
It is just not that important right now, we haven’t gone that far.
Vogeler:
Ok. As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes
within Hawai‘i. Have other countries put pressure on, like the United States?
Patterson:
Was there any pressure from the US to do things that are not in sync…
Vogeler:
Like in the Baltic States, the United States put pressure on the USSR. So I am
asking the same question. Any pressure put on the US that comes from other countries to cause
changes?
Patterson:
I don’t……
Vogeler:
That is okay. Was there a moment when you understood that the occupation will
end, that the US government and military will leave? Have you had a moment like that or no?
Patterson:
(Pause). Two instances. One, when we were doing the missiles in Kaua‘i, multiyear thing, we went over twice and demonstrated and lobbied and got arrested, had an ahu
desecrated, and so we filed a hate crime report with Janet Reno and that went around. We did
lobbying in DC and by a fluke got the gags, the place that looks at financing and we went to
lobby them and we had scientists with us and the money that was spent on Kaua‘i. And the
money spent, they could be doing this in California or somewhere at ¼ the price so why? Why
are they shooting these missiles off Kaua‘i. And the conclusion was they just wanted to come to
Hawai‘i, man. It was a luxurious place. That cut the funding, it was supposed to be 44 missiles,
and there were only 3 launched. So we thought that was a… but it is creeping back.
The other opportunity was a small [unclear], when we were organizing Mākua, the
eviction at the early 90’s. when it first happened, there was a fire out of control, burned some
sites, residents had to be evacuated, several sites were burned and went down to talk to families
and asked them if they wanted compensation from the federal government. They answered it
would not do any good, they do this all the time, to start a fire across the road. I asked them if it
was okay if I tried. So I started a dialogue with Scofield and ended up making contact with the
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new supervisor for the claims. The guy is a Puerto Rican. He came down and asks to make a list
of everything that was damaged. And sure enough, some of these families got over $1000, lost
clothing, equipment. The guy came down and swam with some of the families. In those days we
had a lot of activity in Mākua. The government, we had guys that were supervisors, and we
wanted them to return the land to the Hawaiians. There were guys that were in the army with my
dad. They were helping the homeless. What happens with the military, those guys are still there,
the dialogue. The military rotates leadership. They have colonels and generals coming through
that are working on their merit badges and just adding up points to get promoted. So there is a
little window of opportunity in some places, but you have to take the right approach. The DEMIL campaign is very aggressive, very hard hitting, I know Kyle very well. You can go to the
fence to push them, classic civic disobedience, not calling people bad names.
Sometimes you get frustrated and start calling names. The other strategy. But the other
way is to get into an ongoing dialogue right now and to be on the inside, to just, instead of being
outside of a fence, you will not push the fence down, and scream. You will not push it down. Be
on the inside of the fence and have a dialogue, when you do that you have to be diplomatic. It is a
different style of demilitarizing and dealing with the occupation issue.
I have tried to maintain links with the military. I have a little military background and
have walked. I have been called for blessings at the base and get to talk to the soldiers there. My
views are very clear there. I think it is healthy to have, to try to develop relationships. Obama,
McCain did not meet any of these guys. Obama is trying to say that we have to get out there and
talk to people, not just calling names.
Vogeler:
Has there been a time for you realized that the US government and military will
leave Hawai‘i?
Patterson:
Just those two instances, they are small. But that is not dealing with the machine,
it’s with people in the machine. When you are talking about the machine, it is getting bigger,
meaner and…
Vogeler:
So what do you think, what factors would be necessary, what changes would be
necessary so that the US government could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Patterson:
I think the Hawaiians, Kamehameha Schools, OHA, they have to have some
heavy duty revenues coming in. they have to move into a direction where Hawaiians are
improving the vital statistics, but empower situations in Hawai‘i – economics, banking. It is one
thing to ask for political stuff, but it is another thing to get it through existing things that were in
place – through free enterprise, through political processes. To work the legislative arena, feelings
of Hawaiians, have to have major investments in tourism industry. We have very little businesses
that are owned by Hawaiians that have any power in Hawai‘i. Economic imbalances, who owns
the land, who owns the power.
Vogeler:
There are few Hawaiians with PhD’s in Hawai‘i, you being one of them, and
Ha‘aheo being another one. These are the same questions that I asked in the Baltic states. If they
do not apply, just say so. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment in
the Independent Hawai‘i.
Patterson:
As the occupation ended?
Vogeler:
As the occupation ended, did you participate in the re-establishment?
Patterson:
Of course, yes I did participate, nation building process. It really is a minefield
out there.
Vogeler:
A lot to do. Will the ending of the occupation affect such things as language,
culture or ethnicity?
Patterson:
I think so. So if there was no military in Hawai‘i, the occupation of the state
government?
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Vogeler:
If Hawai‘i was able to have the occupying power leave, like in the Baltic States,
it would be the United States, would you participate?
Patterson:
Would I participate and how would that be?
Vogeler:
Would it affect language, culture, real estate or the economy or any of those
things? These were all questions I asked in the Baltic states, because they are all now future
questions.
Patterson:
I think you would have more support and encouragement to develop the culture
but at the same time you would have greater incentive to be bi-cultural cause we need to… for the
world. I think there would be change. Yah.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment, or has there been a movement which led you to believe that
Hawai‘i is free again. Have you felt that way, or is it still something to come?
Patterson:
Whenever you feel like, I have been doing some rehabilitation work, for
recovery, to help them in the workforce, a lot of it entails genealogy, “Where is your mother or
father from?”, “Where is your place?”, “What is your…” A lot of these kids come out of families,
it is terrifying, they come into Honolulu, and they have anxiety. Occupation has a lot to do with it,
occupation, if they had some freedom. In the Waianae coast, most of the emergencies, a majority
of them are mental illness, domestic violence, poverty. To me there as indication, we are
oppressed, we are held captive, we are not free to live, and we are slaves to a system. I think, I do
not think there is the kind of freedom today that would be as healthy, that was the freedom we
would have if we had opportunity to work out our own lives, develop and move towards destiny
in this… People feel they do not have choices. Social security of jobs. It is not worth it go out and
work, especially with disability.
There are many signs we are not, we are really not free. Especially with homeland
security, controls at the airport, we are reminded all the time, this is not a safe world, we have to
be very careful, watch out for the axis of evil.
Vogeler:
Some people in these interviews, both Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians have said
that we are free, they said, that Hawaiians are freer now than they have ever been.
Patterson:
(pause). You have to do your inventory of freedoms. Free from all these. We are
not free from traffic, we have fear in the world. There are different kinds of… talk about freedom,
we talk about the burdens are different, the oppressive factors, the captivities. If anything we have
different contexts, you cant compare today to yesteryear to a different ballgame. Freedom.
Vogeler:
You have a good point, you have to view the inventory. Is there something you
want to ask me or tell me that was not in this inventory.
Patterson:
Yes, I was talking early about the Hawai‘i Restoration Project, and it is an
interesting project. You have a white man from 1893 telling America that what we did was wrong
and should not be here. And supporting the Queen. It was interesting this white mans statement
that holds him up as a hero, the patriot son of New Jersey, and New York, and they know very
little about his history of anti-imperialism. I am thinking that we really need to hear from the
voices of those who are Americans that understand the injustices we have gone through.
Cleveland, here is a president, they have networks and followings. He was probably not the only
guy who was supportive of the restoration of the Queen.
After McKinley takes office, history takes a track that controls the mindset of the rest of
America. If Cleveland had written the history after his term of office, if Cleveland had… if
people wrote books, if they had been involved the majority policies in those days, we would have
a different understanding. It did not turn out that way, but this history is still there. So I think
there is fair amount of work that has to be done to bring forth the voice of those who are not
Hawaiians. That is why we are constantly getting nowhere, getting..
Vogeler:
You mean non-Hawaiians?
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Patterson:
You have Inouye, you have Akaka, but you really need the voice of a president
Cleveland to come forward, if anything, to correct that history. The bias of history that came after
Cleveland. It would be an enormous cleansing of the history.
Vogeler:
That is a very important point that is coming out again and again in the
interviews and that you have to take into the account those non-Hawaiians who live here or in the
US. How do people who are not Hawaiians feel about this. Anything else?
Patterson:
Well I am not sure…
Vogeler:
No, I think its good, I think it shows all the complexities of these…
THE END
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DR. KEANU SAI
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Sai:
Keanu Sai.
Vogeler:
Where do you live, what city?
Sai:
Kahalu‘u, Kaneohe.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Sai:
I was born in Honolulu and raised in Kuli‘ou‘ou valley.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Sai:
July 13, 1964.
Vogeler:
What nationality are your parents.
Sai:
Hawaiian -American.
Vogeler:
Where do you work, how long have you worked there?
Sai:
I am a Ph.D candidate at the Department of Political Science, at the University of
Hawai‘i, Mānoa.
Vogeler:
What is the highest degree do you have? What is the area of the study in political
science?
Sai:
International Relations.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military and, if so, in what capacity?
Sai:
I served as a commissioned officer in the U.S. Army Reserves, field artillery in
the United States of America.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Sai:
English and some Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
What ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself?
Sai:
Native Hawaiian , aboriginal Hawaiian , Chinese, English, Scottish, Irish.
Vogeler:
That was just the background stuff, here are the real questions. In school what
were you taught about the United States relationship to Hawai‘i and did this information come
from the textbook or some other source? What did you think about this information, and what did
you feel at the time?
Sai:
Back in high school, back in high school and before it was a matter of, not that
we were taught we were part of the United States, it was that we assumed we were part of the
United States and history reflected that United States’ version of history.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i?
Sai:
Again it did not speak to a relationship; it was already assumed that it was a part
of the Untied States. It was not only until later that I discovered that Hawai‘i was not a part of the
United States.
Vogeler:
When you learned, did it have any affect; did you even think about it?
Sai:
When I began to understand what Hawai‘i was in the 19th century and how it
continued to exist as a sovereign state today then I began to look at the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
But not growing up, but later on?
Sai:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you have memories of your family discussing the relationship
between the United States and Hawai‘i?
Sai:
They did not discuss it.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i from other sources?
Sai:
No, again the relationship was not.
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Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of U.S. control?
Sai:
In the military I travelled to seven different posts in the United States, Korea, and
Japan.
Vogeler:
Were any of those places outside of U.S. control?
Sai:
It would not be outside US control: they were not part of the Untied States.
Vogeler:
In those places, did you learn anything different about Hawai‘i?
Sai:
No.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe the Hawaiian Islands are part of the U.S.? Did you
accept that the U.S. would remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Sai:
It was never an issue, it was always assumed that Hawai‘i would remain part of
the United States: it was a reflection of the history that we were taught.
Vogeler:
How old were you…
Sai:
When I realized differently?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Sai:
I began to question Hawai‘i being a part of the United States in 1984 by taking
classes at the University of Hawai‘i, but that relationship that we were speaking of was that
Hawai‘i was part of the United States, but that it was made a part of the United States by force. It
was not looking at the relationship; it was we are a part of the United States. That was my
introduction to the history that I did not know growing up.
Vogeler:
When did you realize that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Sai:
That I didn’t realize until… I would say around 1993, I began to use the word
occupation.
Vogeler:
Where were you, how did you get this information, what was your reaction? How
did...
Sai:
The understanding of this history came about through a promise I made to my
dying grandmother on her dying bed that I would promise to know my genealogy. I began to look
at my genealogy in the late 80’s and early 90’s and that is when I began to understand who these
people were by accessing the archival records in Honolulu.
Vogeler:
How did that lead you to believe that, the understanding that, Hawai‘i was
occupied?
Sai:
I began to look then, as Hawai‘i as a country of its own, I began to apply the
reasoning of occupation without necessarily understanding the full effect of occupation. That
term occupation did not come into play until later. At that point, I still understood that Hawai‘i
was still a country; I did not know how to reason that, I did not say occupation.
Vogeler:
That was in the late 80’s?
Sai:
Yes, in the late 80’s I was saying that Hawai‘i is a country. Hawai‘i was a
country of its own, I began to understand who my ancestors were who lived in that time, and it
made me appreciate the country through observation, through facts presented in the archives. It
was a step by step process for me coming to the realization that “Okay that is a country”, okay
this is America. And then I tried to figure out the relationship between the two. And that is when
the relationship became an issue, but I did not have the ability to actually reason that, I just saw
that as two separate things and then I started to delve into that relationship and question it.
Vogeler:
When was it that you got the term occupation, for you, became useful,
became…?
Sai:
I think that term became a realization for me, I would say, 1993.
Vogeler:
Do you remember when, what happened, did you go “AHA”?
Sai:
I think that what helped me realize it was an occupation was the Iraq engagement
of Kuwait in 1990 because it provided a framework for trying to interpret this type of relationship
I was trying to figure out at that time.
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Vogeler:
So there was this quote by Saddam Hussein, “I will get out of Kuwait, when the
Untied States gets out of Hawai‘I”. Did you hear that before?
Sai:
I actually heard it.
Vogeler:
Did you hear it before the idea of occupation clicked?
Sai:
Yes. I was like, “What is he talking about?” It hit me like as if something out of
left field. I did not understand what he meant. I found it intriguing that he mentioned Hawai‘i. In
that situation, and then from there you might say it started to develop it was an occupation. I
began to understand my role and my training as an officer in that era of occupation, and The
Hague Geneva conventions crystallized as time progressed. I could not make sense.
Vogeler:
Your training as an officer helped you to understand what these terms were and
apply them to Hawai‘i. When did you go for your training in the military?
Sai:
I was actually in Oklahoma when the Iraqi invasion. I wasn’t really saying, I was,
I knew Hawai‘i was a country but could not reason it in America, it was like something on the
side for me, during my research. Once I got home and started to delve more into it, then I began
to borrow knowledge I acquired from the military to help me explain that relationship I could not
do before. And that was occupation.
Vogeler:
When you had the realization, how did you feel?
Sai:
It made me… it forced me to make decisions that I had to deal with. One, I began
to question my nationality, whether I am an American or not in the military but I did not apply for
my resignation out of that system until 1993. That is when it turned into fruition and by 1994, I
was out.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the US change, or the world. or your place?
Sai:
At that time, I did not have any animosity of the US military; I was fine in the
military. It was just that it wasn’t, something was holding me back, I already had ten years in.
Eight years were obligatory, and two were voluntary, so there was no problem there. So I just
resigned before I could get a full retirement, so I would have to stay another ten years. It was my
decision to get out of the military, get out of the army, and really go forward with this type of
information, and try to figure it out. It became personal.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i was
occupied, did it increase, decrease, or stay the same?
Sai:
Say it again.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people understand that Hawai‘i was
occupied; did it increase, decrease, or stay the same?
Sai:
Decrease or increase from what point, though?
Vogeler:
In your experience?
Sai:
In my experience, when I understood it from what I know now? It definitely
increased.
Vogeler:
These are the same questions I asked in the Baltic States. In the Baltic States
some people said it stayed the same the whole time. Some of these don’t match up. Did some
people believe that Hawai‘i was no different than some state in the US?
Sai:
I think the biggest problem Hawai‘i had was the sovereignty movement and that
is what blurred the lines between military occupation as defined by the Hague Geneva
Conventions vs. the rights of indigenous peoples in the sovereignty movement, of the native
peoples in sovereignty. That was a problem that was there, I would say for the last twenty
something years. This realization that it was occupation was entirely different.
Vogeler:
Forty years.
Sai:
It was completely different than what they thought and what they were operating
on. I have seen the people change a lot faster than those who were in the sovereignty movement
because they have a vested interest in promoting their own ideas. But the ones that have changed
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got it through education, exposure, discussion. Those in the sovereignty movement, what I find
interesting, they try to be selective in terms of Hawai‘i’s occupation, so that they can maintain
their own view and still accommodate the ideas of occupation. You can’t say decolonization and
de-occupation at the same time. They do not understand that.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who talk about the occupation of
Hawai‘i say to the people who thought that Hawai‘i was a state in the US?
Sai:
That is outside the sovereignty movement, it had to be part of the ignorant people
which is what I used to be who assumed it was part of the United States. You are not going
against someone’s belief; you are going against an assumption where it never was an issue. So by
sharing Hawai‘i’s history and exposing it, and it forces people to rethink.
Vogeler:
What about the people who are in the ‘sovereignty movement’ who are trying to
detach from the US? What is your experience with those folks?
Sai:
They do not listen, I see it over and over again, and they just don’t listen.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been trying to end the occupation, when were those
groups active, did you participate in those groups? Why or why not? Do you believe they were
effective?
Sai:
There is a difference between ending the occupation and seceding from the
American union. The sovereignty movement is attempting to secede from the American union
and that is why they call it the independence movement. If we are talking about ending the
occupation, it is a different question.
Vogeler:
Are there groups now, trying to end the occupation?
Sai:
I would assume that the first group, that I was a part of that first group, trying to
end the occupation, that organization that was created was specifically tasked to end the
occupation. What I have seen since then from 1995, until today, people began to borrow these
terms and now it looks like everyone is trying to end the occupation.
Vogeler:
Are some of these groups more effective than others?
Sai:
No, because they are trying to appropriate terms that cannot fit on their basis of
political activism. It is another example of mish-mashing the terms. They are trying to keep it
within the framework of a sovereignty movement and cessation, which they try not to say but that
is what they are doing, and they appropriate the term occupation and de-occupation and then it
becomes very confusing. It would show that they are not politically active, but they are not a
threat, nothing will happen.
Vogeler:
Which groups are, in your view, which groups are most effective, and are there
groups that are not as effective.
Sai:
The group I work with is effective, everyone is not effective because of the
reason I just said. For us to have access to the World Court, the Security Council shows the
ability, not necessarily the effectiveness, but the ability to enter an arena, that we normally could
not enter.
Vogeler:
Are there groups, aside from the one you are involved with, which is, Hawaiian
Kingdom?
Sai:
Acting Government.
Vogeler:
Acting government of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Are there other groups that are
doing…
Sai:
No. They really are not. I am not being arrogant about it.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries, cause changes in
Hawai‘i, if so how? How did this occur?
Sai:
It hasn’t taken place yet. From our experience, it could have taken place with the
help of Rwanda and their offer to report the prolonged occupation at the General Assembly but
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we did not take this up because it was premature on our part, the way we viewed it. We have not
hit that level yet, of other states pressuring.
Vogeler:
Right. Did other people from Hawai‘i, living in other countries, help Hawai‘i to
end the US occupation; these are the same questions, and I asked the Baltic States.
Sai:
That would not necessarily apply here.
Vogeler:
So, was there a moment that you realized that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will
end, that the US government and military will leave? When was this moment?
Sai:
When I realized that Hawai‘i was occupied.
Vogeler:
So that moment has already happened for you.
Sai:
Yes, it is not a matter of…what I realize, when Hawai‘i was occupied, I
understood that Hawai‘i was still preserved as a sovereign state and the rules of international law
came into play that all occupations were provisional.
Vogeler:
So for you, that was when you realized, that the US can’t control Hawai‘i
anymore and eventually they would have to leave.
Sai:
Yes, at that point when I understood that Hawai‘i was occupied, I knew that the
Hawaiian Kingdom did not cease to exist, it still exists today. See prior to that I was believing in
the idea of a sovereignty movement moving toward Hawai‘i being a sovereign state. I realized
that Hawai‘i was already a sovereign state but occupied. All efforts should be dedicated toward
emphasizing the fact of “How do we end the occupation?” not “How do we achieve our
sovereignty?”.
Vogeler:
That was back in 1993?
Sai:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Do you remember what it was that made that. Do you remember your reaction or
anything about that time?
Sai:
It was when I resigned from my commission, it was during that time I said I was
going to fully understand the Hawaiian Kingdom ,and it was during that time I realized we were
an occupied state.
Vogeler:
That was for you personally when you realized. As far as you know. What factors
changed so that the United States could no longer control Hawai‘i?
Sai:
The major factor was education and knowledge. If Hawaiians, as I knew it then,
and as I know now, America does not control us legally, but politically through disinformation.
So in order to not let America control then we have to get educated and realize that we are being
controlled by our own ignorance. It is not a matter of reinventing the wheel or trying to get people
together to build a nation, the nation has already been set.
Vogeler:
Is that the primary factor or the only factor?
Sai:
That is the primary factor. Once you get that knowledge of what was going on,
and then you can come up with some specific courses of action that can engage that topic and
move towards exposing that Hawai‘i is an occupied state.
Vogeler:
Were there other factors that come to mind? No? And this is the same question as
the Baltic States, so you know. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the Hawaiian government?
Sai:
I participated in the re-establishment of the acting form of the government during
the occupation.
Vogeler:
You did, and you have been…..what did you do in that capacity?
Sai:
It was just to expose the…. And the Acting Government could be that provisional
organ of the Hawaiian State of sovereignty. It was a paper tiger, but we used that vehicle to
educate.
Vogeler:
To get the…Hague?
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Sai:
And The Hague and the Security Council were merely courses of action taken to
take it to the next level because of our status as a sovereign state. It wasn’t because of our
exposure, but because of the consequences of still being a sovereign state.
Vogeler:
Right, Right.
Sai:
But, we developed a course of action in those cases to further expose Hawai‘i as
an occupied state on another level.
Vogeler:
And it worked?
Sai:
Yes.
Vogeler:
So, as you remember it, what happened as first, second or third in establishing
this acting government?
Sai:
It was a realization that Hawaiian law that we are bound to Hawaiian law as an
occupied state. The question is, how you comply with that law, you know, after 100 years of
occupation. We decided to create a title company, general partner, a co-partnership firm, called a
Perfect Title Company, to serve as evidence of compliance with Hawaiian Kingdom law. After
we established that company, we then realized that we had to create a proxy or an acting
government to fill the shoes of the regulatory agency of the copartnerships in Hawaiian law,
which is an extension of the Interior Department. It was from there, we progressed to assuming
the role of government as an acting Council of Regency through the statute provided for
regulating general partnerships.
Vogeler:
Did the idea for the title company come first or the idea of the acting government
come first.
Sai:
The idea for the title company came first.
Vogeler:
Was the process, was it effective? Did it achieve what you wanted it to achieve?
Sai:
Yes. It did. It made us realize even more so how important knowledge is
regarding the law. And the steps taken because we did not have the luxury of asking a
government agency on what are the specific steps to insure compliance with Hawaiian law. It was
purely by consequence of knowing certain things at a particular time of knowing things. Like
walking in the dark one step at a time and making sure you don’t fall off the cliff.
Vogeler:
Trying to get through. So, and these are the same questions as the Baltic States.
Sai:
Let me go back to the title company. When we decided [to form] the title
company and to comply, but as we discussed it, we realized we also needed a government. The
first thing we started was compliance, but once we developed and created the partnership
agreements, it had to reflect the intent on our part that we are going to assume the role of an
acting government in order to ensure that our co-partnership would have legal standing under
Hawaiian law. The first thing we thought of was complying with the law, make the title company,
and then from there we realized we had to create an acting government. When we did that, then
these steps were done, not the steps, but when the partnership and agreement paperwork were
done in such a way that the acting government would be called a Hawaiian kingdom trust
company, Perfect Title would be a title company and their relationship would be defined by law.
It was a total package once we initiated it. But when we discussed it, the first step was
compliance. The second step was to create a title company and then we had to create an acting
government also.
Vogeler:
The reason I am laughing is because just with the interview with Lynette, is one
of the big things she said was that people need a plan and it seems like… She said, Keanu has a
plan. And now you are saying, “We did this first and did that…”
Sai:
The discussion we had was that the plan, we were planning it… when we created
these companies, it was a reflection of our plan. And from there, we moved forward.
Vogeler:
And from there once you had the acting government that is how you were able to
access The Hague and all of that. What would you have changed? Was there anything you would
have changed?
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Sai:
No. Everything worked out the way it should have worked out.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to issues of language,
culture or ethnicity?
Sai:
Again, the occupation has not ended yet.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Sai:
Hawai‘i, as an occupied state, affects real estate. That was what Perfect Title took
up in 1995.
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect the
economy?
Sai:
The economy will be affected by the ending of the occupation.
Vogeler:
Yes. Was there a moment that made you believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Sai:
When I realized that Hawai‘i was an occupied state, meaning that it exists
independent of the United States, but the occupation did not end yet.
Vogeler:
The same questions…. These are basically the same questions I asked the folks in
the Baltic States. The last one is. Are there any questions you would like to ask me or something
you would like to tell me that was not in the interview?
Sai:
No.
Vogeler:
Pretty straight forward. Is there anyone you could think of that would be a good
person to interview?
Sai:
(Muffled – Toni?)
Vogeler:
That is it. The whole thing.
THE END
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KAUI SAI-DUDOIT
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Sai-Dudoit:
Kau‘i Sai-Dudoit. Dudoit was the first consulate, French consulate, in Hawai‘i, in
1843.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Sai-Dudoit:
Kaneohe, Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Sai-Dudoit:
1963, November.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Sai-Dudoit:
Honolulu, O‘ahu.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Sai-Dudoit:
Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? What do you do there?
Sai-Dudoit:
I work at the Bishop Museum. I have worked there for six year and am the
project manager of the Ho‘olaupai: Hawaiian Language Newspaper Project. We gave up the
Sinclair office, it was a space issue. My job is to digitize the Hawaiian language newspapers,
there are a 125. I did not do Ulukau, but the window is our work. The host and all the windows
are different. We create word searchable tasks. We have not gone in chronological order. Because
Ka Nupepa Kuokoa [no diacriticals in the title], the longest running newspaper runs for 66 years,
so that is a constant. We have gone through the first 15 or 20 years.
Vogeler:
This has nothing to do with what we are doing but I am curious. As part of my
dissertation, the terms that were used by Hawaiians to describe occupation. I found “noho
aupuni” in 1895, that they used that. I also found “ka noho koa ‘ana” in 1894 and 1896 and they
refer to that.
Sai-Dudoit:
I do not know if it was used previous to that.
Vogeler:
I am just curious. The Noho Hewa. I never found any use of it.
Sai-Dudoit:
You never found it in the newspaper. Where did you find Noho Hewa?
Vogeler:
There’s the video.
Sai-Dudoit:
That is new. I just saw Noho Hewa the other day, but it was not about
occupation.
Vogeler:
They have the video
Sai-Dudoit:
That Keala Kelly is doing. Did you see it?
Vogeler:
No, it is coming out next Tuesday, I am going to see it. They interviewed Keanu.
Sai-Dudoit:
I think it is modern scholars take on it.
Vogeler:
That is what I was wondering because I looked for Noho Hewa all over the place
but I never saw it on occupation.
Sai-Dudoit:
I never have either, but I am going to write a note on that.
Vogeler:
I found the “noho aupuni” and “noho koa ‘ana”, those were the closest I found.
There is a reference in..
Sai-Dudoit:
And the second one you said?
Vogeler:
“Noho koa ‘ana”. Noho koa. Military occupation. The one, “noho aupuni”, that
comes in Kuokoa… What is the newspaper in 1895? Ke Aloha ‘Āina was Nawahī’s paper. But
Kuokoa was running also.
One of them is referring back to 1843, what took place in 1843 was “noho aupuni”. And
then the other one is referring to the provisional government as the “ka noho koa ‘ana” of
Hawai‘i. What was so interesting, it talks about how they are taking opium and taking it to keep
the soldiers going during that military occupation. That was a curiosity thing.
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Sai-Dudoit:
Just this morning, before all the chaos ensued in my house, I was transcribing an
article for 1846 on Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea and the events. It was tracking, I was excited because it was
almost a minute-by-minute tracking of how they printed in the newspaper by the people who
participated in it. It put all the places and people and where they went. This was cool.
Vogeler:
It would be interesting to see how they referred to it then.
Sai-Dudoit:
On what took place. That would have been more seizure than occupation.
Vogeler:
But, in retrospect, they used that “noho aupuni”, governmental rights.
Sai-Dudoit:
Noho Hewa would have been more appropriate then, what Paulet did but without
the understanding of what Pai‘ea had given to it.
Vogeler:
In another section, we go through the term “ea” and in 1843, they used “ke ali‘i
‘ana”, which means sovereignty. My thinking is that ea came to mean sovereignty because of that
quote.
Sai-Dudoit:
It is the first time it came up in that.
Vogeler:
It became sovereignty because of that, but people act like…
Sai-Dudoit:
It was not sovereignty like that before.
Vogeler:
You did not have…..sorry we are just gabbing. So you do the nūpepa. Where
have you attended school? What is the highest academic degree? And what was the area of study,
if any?
Sai-Dudoit:
I went to Kaiser high school, I did some college and futted around.
Vogeler:
How do you know so much about the Hawaiian language?
Sai-Dudoit:
Mostly my role as a mom. When your children began to enter school, I registered
them at Pūnana Leo and Pualani. It has been 18 years.
Vogeler:
That is so cool. You learned because of your kids. That is so cool.
Sai-Dudoit:
But I had to learn, so I could help them. They would come home, and it is a
terrible thing when a parent does not understand and you cannot help your baby do your
homework. So I had to stay in front of them.
Vogeler: Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Sai-Dudoit:
No, because my country has not called.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Sai-Dudoit:
Hawaiian and English.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? HawaiianChinese.
Vogeler:
In school, what were you taught about the United States relationship to Hawai‘i?
Sai-Dudoit:
Relationship to Hawai‘i. I was not taught the relationship to us except there was
not an us or them. We were them.
Vogeler:
Did you get this from a textbook or teachers?
Sai-Dudoit:
Textbook.
Vogeler:
What did you think?
Sai-Dudoit:
It pissed me off. They also taught us…when they taught us that history, it was a
very degrading history. We gave it away for nails, we were stupid, all the women wanted to have
sex. They would give Ni‘ihau away for a nail. I knew my grandparents, I knew my greatgrandparents, it did not compute. It pissed me off. My teacher is 8th grade was Mrs. Fujia (sp).
Niu Valley intermediate. I remember until this day. I often have wanted to go back and find her
and tell her how wrong she was. To tell her what is true. I did not know in 8th grade what was the
answer.
Vogeler:
Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the US
and Hawai‘i? Newspapers, etc.
Sai-Dudoit:
Nothing. Nothing. I grew up in the seventies and eighties so when I was growing
up it was Kaho‘olawe, the Sand Island evictions, Kahanu (sp) evictions, that were all going on in
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my latter teens. None of the PR was ever about Hawai‘i and the US. No one ever made that
connection, nobody made that differentiation.
Vogeler:
Nothing specifically, but you remember these events going on.
Sai-Dudoit:
I went and with some of them, I participated.
Vogeler:
Which ones?
Sai-Dudoit:
When Walter Ritte and George and Richard Sawyer were on Kaoolawe. They
were on the radio. For thirty-five days and nights, they occupied Kaho‘olawe. They stopped
Rimpac from bombing. Every morning Ron Jacobs was on the radio and there would be all this
discussion on what they were doing, how hundreds of thousands of dollars were being wasted
because those two people were on the island. And all these countries are here to bomb. They
cannot find them on this little island. But it took Ron Jacobs to say they are asking; the PKO was
asking everyone to go to the east side of the beach to light the fires so that the two guys would
know we were there to support them. And I used to go. Sandy Beach was on the East side of the
island. I live in Hawai‘i Kai. I met people, people I had never known before, and some of them
became lifelong friends. And nobody really knew what the issues were. Our parents definitely did
not know. And our grandparents used to say, “Shut up and go forward, and do not bother with
that.” But we went to find out. Did you grow up here?
Vogeler:
I grew up in California.
Sai-Dudoit:
Did you ever see any of this?
Vogeler:
No, in California. To be honest, my dad that said Hawaiians were cannibals. And
that was my dad.
Sai-Dudoit:
Did you get a drink?
Vogeler:
I am good, I had something earlier. Did your family talk about any of this?
Sai-Dudoit:
It was pretty much and us. There are five of us – four brothers and myself and my
mom. We never talked about the United States, it was very, what I know today and what I heard
then. They did not know it. There was no line between the two. It was within the United States
there are Hawaiians, and we have rights as Hawaiians in the states. So the question you are asking
me, it is a different question. They were talking about one whole. Part of…they never said nation.
I never heard it being called a nation until my twenties.
Vogeler:
Were people in your family okay about statehood?
Sai-Dudoit:
It was not necessarily okay, it just was. There was no consent, that is what it is,
that is the way it is.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the US and Hawai‘i
from other sources?
Sai-Dudoit:
Growing up, what is the time frame of growing up. I am still growing? On our
own, through our own resources.
Vogeler:
When you were in high school?
Sai-Dudoit:
Even after high school, I moved to Moloka‘i and worked for OHA. Actually, in
1978, in ConCon, they created OHA. OHA was created to help the Hawaiians. My mom was
contracted after it was created in 1979. She created a promotional campaign for OHA. So for the
next couple of years, my mom worked for OHA and her job was to get people to vote for OHA,
teach them about the purpose of Hawaiian Affairs and doing an educational campaign. My
mother did this OHA cultural concept, and all over the place we went on the road and did these
concerts. Auntie Genoa Keawe, the Makaha Sons went on the road, it was the best experience of
my life. In the middle of the concert, there was a three dimensional slide presentation that was put
on, put on by Tom Coffman and Associates, To Catch A Wave and a Nation Within. It was the
first time really, that Hawaiians saw it touched on the story. It starts in 1893, started with Lili‘u
and what happened to her and walking up through today and what Hawaiians have lost. It focused
more on what Hawaiians lost, and we need to re-establish the rights. It did not talk about
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nationhood. It was the first time that Hawaiians saw it laid out like that. It was from 1979 and
1981.
Vogeler:
Maybe they have it at Sinclair?
Sai-Dudoit:
Or maybe Tom Coffman has it.
Vogeler:
I should interview Tom Coffman.
Sai-Dudoit:
You should so interview Tom Coffman.
Vogeler:
How do I get a hold of him?
Sai-Dudoit:
I have his number.
Vogeler:
Oh, cool.
Sai-Dudoit:
It is -------- or ----. It is a very easy number. You can look in the phonebook
under tom Coffman Media. He is gone, and he said would be back in the beginning of November.
When do you have to finish this?
Vogeler:
I have to finish the dissertation by the end of the year.
Sai-Dudoit:
December 31?
Vogeler:
Pretty much. But I have three chapters. I need this data for the chapter I am
writing. It is actually for the next chapter I am writing. I am using this data for two things: one to
show these different points of view. The other part is to explain these concepts and these
interviews help because these people have had to actually live these concepts. And it is so much
easier to explain something when people… It is like the Baltic States, one of the people that I
interviewed… people who hung out in the forest hiding from the Soviets and since I interviewed
him, it was a way to lead into the topic.
Most of the data comes into the next chapter, but am using it to explain these concepts.
For example, some of the things from the eighties.
Sai-Dudoit:
Tom Coffman, as you know, wrote a book To Catch a Wave and the Nation
Within. How he has changed from writing these two books. He said if he knew what he knows
now, he would (muffled, lots of traffic)
Vogeler:
Would he have written the second one also?
Sai-Dudoit:
The second one he would have rewrite also because then we…I have known Tom
since I was 17. He worked on the project with my mom. When we started doing this, he came to
see me.
Vogeler:
He is gone right now?
Sai-Dudoit:
I saw him at a dinner, and he said he was leaving the next day and would come
back at the beginning of November because he wants me to work on another project so he wants
to get together. Maybe you can do him on the phone?
Vogeler:
We were talking about other sources, and you were talking about what happened
in the early eighties and that was the beginning of this stuff…..Did you ever visit any place
outside of US control?
Sai-Dudoit:
We went to Canada and Holland and Europe.
Vogeler:
In those visits, did it give you any insight into the relationship between the US
and Hawai‘i? These are the same exact questions as in the Baltic States. Some of these, went out
of Soviet Control, it was just another world.
Sai-Dudoit:
Canada we did not spend so much time in because it was passing through. But
when we were in Europe, when we landed in Holland, it is such a different world. Here and in the
US, this is America and shut up. Pretty much that is the mentality. When you are there, there is
different. We were there to represent the Hawaiian Kingdom at the World Court. The World
Court welcomed us, the staff came down. Went we went to the Peace Palace, we were there a
week early, and we went there to meet them. (muffled Phyllis?) came down the stairs, down this
huge imposing palace. And we were standing there like we were kua‘āinas. And we were trying
to act like we were okay. She came down the steps and called her staff and she turns to us, “It is
my honor to introduce you to the Consulate of the Hawaiian Kingdom.” When we came to the
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gate we did not have our passport, the Hawaiian Kingdom passport, and Alvin Kaoohoo (sp), he
had an American passport. The guard looks down and we were going – oh, he is going to look at
our passports – and he says, “There is an American passport here.” Their impression of
Americans is not so good.
Vogeler:
One thing I am wondering about—and this came up in another interview—a very
recent interview is that there is this idea you folks, you had trouble with passports and were not
able to get in?
Sai-Dudoit:
We had no problems with our passports. We were expecting problems but we had
none. I will show you my passport one day, it is stamped everywhere we went. My fellow
travelers were preparing for trouble and hoping for a little skirmish, but none came.
Vogeler:
So, the reaction over there was much different.
Sai-Dudoit:
Much different. It makes you tear up and cry. Outside the US, they understand
the US much better than the United States. They understand monarchies, they understand the way
it works, they understand constitutional law and who we are and why it is the way it is.
Vogeler:
It is an excellent example of being someplace outside of the US where you have
a different reaction.
Sai-Dudoit:
It is quite different, and you know when it was done. We were staying in a nice
hotel, and a lot of countries were represented there. In The Hague, it is the capital of Holland, the
Peace Palace, all these countries have embassies there. While we were there, there was a Russian
diplomat, Russian funeral, Japanese dignitaries, and Japanese delegation. There were flagpoles
out front, and whatever countries were there, they would raise the flag of that country. The US
had their flag, France, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United States – they were all there. When we
finished the case at the World Court, we had a function there and afterwards they raised our flag.
We asked if, we just finished our proceedings, and we asked because we had a function that night.
They raised our flag, they took down the American flag and they raised the Hawaiian flag.
Everyone from the reception, we ran outside and wanted to come. We teared up. The message for
us was so strong. And with these countries, of the other countries of the world – equal and even.
And they took down the American flag. It was very symbolic for us.
Vogeler:
At one time, did you believe the Hawaiian islands were part of the US?
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes, I must have because I did not know otherwise.
Vogeler:
Up until what time?
Sai-Dudoit:
Up until…did I know it or did I believe it?
Vogeler:
Believe.
Sai-Dudoit:
Believe probably it started waning in 1981. But my knowing definitely in 1990.
Vogeler:
Good distinction there. Did you accept that the United States will remain in
Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Sai-Dudoit:
Absolutely not.
Vogeler:
When you were a kid?
Sai-Dudoit:
When I was a kid, I accepted that. I do not know. I even thought… but it would
be no, in 1990 that changed.
Vogeler:
And that is where I am getting to next. When you were in high school, you
thought the US would be here the whole time?
Sai-Dudoit:
I never thought about it.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Sai-Dudoit:
I did not know it was called occupation, but in 1990 I knew it was illegal. It was
not right; they were not supposed to be here.
Vogeler:
In 1990, you knew it was not right. When do you remember the term, occupation,
coming about?
Sai-Dudoit:
The Supreme Court Decision was in 1997. 1996 or 1997. The occupation about
1998 or 1999 was when we discovered the term occupation. We were calling it illegal.
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Vogeler:
In 1990, you learned something was wrong.
Sai-Dudoit:
In 1990, we started on this path.
Vogeler:
How did you get there? Were you just…
Sai-Dudoit:
In 1990, is when I was pregnant with my third son. I have told you this story,
didn’t I?
Vogeler:
Yes, but tell me again.
Sai-Dudoit:
I was pregnant, and I lost (muffled, truck went by). Without another plan myself,
Keanu, my cousin Keanu, my cousin and my brother, we talked story and tried to figure out what
to do because I needed to give birth. We remember that when our grandmother told us that when
she gave birth at Kapi‘olani Hospital and they told her that she was Hawaiian she got a reduced
rate. The next day, Keanu and I spent a day, researching at the archives. We dug up the Articles
of Incorporation, everything about Kapi‘olani hospital. Keanu in the meantime was studying,
attending this Hawaiian law course thing on the Big Island.
Vogeler:
Who taught that?
Sai-Dudoit:
Fred Baker. He knew about laws and terminology and stuff. When we did our
research and pulled it together. For one thing, Kapi‘olani was built so that Hawaiian women
could come in and receive free medical care. They were the beneficiaries. Kapi‘olani was the
benefactor. Then when we started looking at the terminology and looking at the bigger picture,
and we realized that this was not even America. That is how we…
Vogeler:
First, you just looked at the medical.
Sai-Dudoit:
I just needed to give birth. My children have been through all of this.
Vogeler:
That is how it works with Hawaiian stuff. So you were just trying to track
down…
Sai-Dudoit:
I needed to give birth.
Vogeler:
Was there a process in 1990 specifically in terms of that insurance, that
particularly led to this further information. What happened in 1990, a whole bunch of information
or just trickle, trickle.
Sai-Dudoit:
We found this out. When I went into labor, went to Kapi‘olani and signed the
paper. When I got my first bill, I attached a piece of paper that I am a Native Hawaiian, a
beneficiary of the trust with my affidavit of my birth certificate saying…we were calling on the
trust. We sent it back in and did not hear back. We never got another bill. We did a credit check
six months later and nothing. There was no bill and they said that it was taken care of. We started
searching after that… we thought...if this was just Kapi‘olani Hospital, then what else is there.
We started digging up the country and asked how this worked. We got to the Māhele, the
constitutions and the whole. We put together the picture, we used to write a newspaper. We were
writing about Hawaiian rights, and we were in the middle of searching things out, and this
compounded it.
It was the springboard that made us look where perhaps we would not have looked.
Vogeler:
That is what I am wondering is how you were saying it was the springboard to
make you look at places you might not have. You start over here, with the insurance thing, how
do you get…
Sai-Dudoit:
It was not about the insurance. It was our Hawaiian right and our Hawaiian
queen. We started looking at authority and the Queen, the King, and the bayonet [constitution] of
the king and so the constitution of that. It got more interesting until we just looked at the whole
thing.
Vogeler:
It was you, Keanu and Jigi (sp). The three of you. And it just took you down that
path.
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes. There were other things. Guidance things.
Vogeler:
Everyone with family, certain guidance things that take place. But that is not
something to be discounted, those guidance things. I am trying to get back to this question
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occupied. It was something that took time. Before the thing happened with Kapi‘olani in terms of
guidance, those aspects, was there anything that happened before that?
Sai-Dudoit:
Before Kapi‘olani? We were already doing research. We grew up really close.
Just in the people were around us. There were Hawaiian issues. They were in the forefront. We
were reading up on things. Once I got to give birth, it set us on a narrower path looking at our
country, as a country. Before that, we were looking at it from Hawaiian rights, native rights. This
whole search. Within two years, by 1992, we were saying the only ones saying the Māhele is
good.
Vogeler:
The whole thing, the reason I was asking you about the guidance thing was
because I am looking through this stuff and talking with people. I am asking because in Hawai‘i,
in my research that is an important aspect that comes into these realizations somehow. That there
is…my mom passed away and a number of people have seen my mom since then. With Kanalu
passing, and what he told me was the exact thing that James, Lynnette’s James, that my mom said
to him when he saw her at the Palace after she had passed away. I do not want you to feel
uncomfortable.
No one has mentioned anything about that in these interviews, but at the same time,
something is there.
Sai-Dudoit:
That is a big part of our path, of everything we do is the…you can call it
whatever you want. All I know, the way we function, we have divine guidance that comes from
our kupuna. We have learned, over the years how to listen, when to listen because sometimes we
need to be pushed on a path. We have been pushed and prodded and cajoled, and we have
listened. We have gotten far because of that.
Vogeler:
Me, in looking at Hawai‘i and the Baltic States, not that there is nothing like that
in the Baltic States. But one thing I know from being here in Hawai‘i and having these
experiences and talking to people who have had these experiences – you cannot discount.
Sai-Dudoit:
You can’t discount it. but it is probably something that not always comes out in
conversation. Because, for me, a lot of stays: it is personal.
Vogeler:
What was your first reaction when you found out this stuff, so far as Kapi‘olani.
Sai-Dudoit:
Anger, you get pissed off. You can’t help it. I had a son before that, two before
that, and I paid in full and it cost me 2,500.
Vogeler:
It comes down to the dollar.
Sai-Dudoit:
It comes down to it. It is a crime. It is anger, and it turns to determination and
now you have a reason, a purpose, and a goal to get to. It gets down to this. We can’t be the only
ones who know this. We have to stand on mountaintops and scream this. We are going to look
like idiots. If you look at our next ten years, that is what we did. We went to everybody and
argued. No, we did not argue, what was important to us was to carry ourselves with the dignity
and respect of our kupuna and not to go half cocked. Like crazy people in the streets yelling Kū‘e
and lobbying . We never did any of that.
Vogeler:
Like sitting on the throne.
Sai-Dudoit:
And taking over the palace. we were not going to do any of those things. But we
were going to make distinct moves toward educating our people and our selves, and I have to say
we did not know our path. We could not see where it was heading but we had to keep searching
and keep the story straight, and we had to share it with as many people as we could. I think in
1895 and 1986 with Perfect Title. Before Perfect Title, we knew it was a kingdom. By 1994,
1993, 1992 and then we knew Kingdom and were quite well versed with the Kingdom and
moving already and were studying the fine details and were pulling in the international things to
tie it all up. We knew already this was the path. We didn’t know we were going to be the ones
doing the path but we knew that is where we should go.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the world change, or your view of the US toward.
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Sai-Dudoit:
It expanded, and it used to be just here. I was a Hawaiian in Hawai‘i and this was
my focus. It expanded but then it made the internal focus much stronger. To look at ourselves in
the world and how we connect with everywhere else but it makes here much stronger. How do we
fit in the whole big picture. Kind of like Kamehameha. In order to protect his very own, for him
was especially Hawai‘i island, he was smart enough and strategic enough to look outside to see
what there was there to protect. He made relations outside. It was pretty much how…but that is
what we ended up doing. We are smart after the fact. Brilliance comes much later.
Vogeler:
The specific idea of occupation even though you understood the Hawaiian
Kingdom, but the specific idea came much later in 1997.
Sai-Dudoit:
1997. Actual occupation. We knew our own country quite well by then, but we
did not know the term for what the US was doing. We said the word “illegal.”
Vogeler:
As far as you knew, the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i was
occupied, did it increase, remain the same or decrease?
Sai-Dudoit:
What is the time frame?
Vogeler:
Ever.
Sai-Dudoit:
It has increased.
Vogeler:
When did you notice it increasing? When did it start and when did it increase?
Sai-Dudoit:
We had a radio show, and we had a newspaper. It increased around us because…
nearest to us.
Vogeler:
When was this? If occupation happened around 1997 or 1998?
Sai-Dudoit:
1997. Out the door. It was not a long plan. Just go out there and show people.
Vogeler:
Did it increase fast or increase slowly?
Sai-Dudoit:
Slowly. Because you had to fight. What you asked before about when did I know
about occupation, about the separation of the US and Hawai‘i, I do not think anyone thought in
that terminology because from being part of the US there was indigenous rights and had to deal
with and still are, who are fighting for their rights – colonization, decolonization, UN Charter,
something, UN, less than. We are still fighting that. (muffled) and more in academics at UH, in
that light world, I have seen increase in knowledge on occupation and colonization. There are a
lot more publications in decolonization. A lot more people speaking about it.
Vogeler:
Did these concepts grow side by side?
Sai-Dudoit:
No, I think decolonization, native grass roots, native rights moved to the
colonizer. But more…is this all going to be part of your?
Vogeler:
You can go through this afterwards.
Sai-Dudoit:
The victim role, in playing the victim role, indigenous rights, the UN, all of it
falls into us as the victim. Which is easier. If you remove ourselves from the victim role, and to
say occupied, to say we are subjects, to say we are a nationality and staying on this side, and this
is taking responsibility for our roles in this. And this is hard for people. They want to just
remember what the grandmother said, what the grandfather said. They stopped speaking the
language, they had their land taken away. And they had the Palapala Nui and now they don’t,
which means it was stolen. You know, it is easier to stay in the victim roles, not better. Some
people are stuck in it, they do not know better. It is what they know. Then the responsibility part
of it, it is easier to blame someone else for it. for the last 20 years, while people have been the
victim, where you could have been… and independent walking in responsible for your own acts.
But to blame someone else for your actions.
Vogeler:
Like if you are in a wheelchair, but you no no no.
Sai-Dudoit:
I can’t stop. No.
Vogeler:
So there is this colonization concept and then there is the occupation concept, and
it increased. Did they increase at the same time or did…
Sai-Dudoit:
I say that there was a boom that exploded at one time.
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Vogeler:
With the occupation?
Sai-Dudoit:
With the occupation.
Vogeler:
And when did that boom happen.
Sai-Dudoit:
When Keanu was talking to everyone around the palace. In 2000, we did our
World Court case and the documents were there. We did a radio show before we went to The
Hague. I think in 2000 we did our radio show, we talked about occupation, we started seeing….
Jon Osorio talks about occupation, he wrote about occupation, didn’t he?
Vogeler:
In one of his articles.
Sai-Dudoit:
I have heard him say it since. And Haunani and now other people, I have spoken
to who know about occupation. I see it out there.
Vogeler:
So it increased since 1997 consistently.
Sai-Dudoit:
Consistently. Sure.
Vogeler:
Since 1997.
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes, it has increased. 2002 or 2003 is probably where… 2000. With the World
Court case. Even if you did not understand, you were talking about how stupid it was.
Vogeler:
Why do you think it increased?
Sai-Dudoit:
Because of the efforts that went into spreading the word.
Vogeler:
You mean you people.
Sai-Dudoit:
Laughter.
Vogeler:
Were there other folks?
Sai-Dudoit:
I don’t know, there could have been. There may have been, but we were trying
to.
Vogeler:
Did some people believe that Hawai‘i was no different from other states in the
United States?
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes and they still do today.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did people who talked about the occupation of Hawai‘i
say to those people who saw Hawai‘i and the States in the US as the same? What did the people
who talked about occupation say to those folks who thought Hawai‘i was a state?
Sai-Dudoit:
Prove it. Because it depends, are you going to talk to that person for hours or is it
just a passing comment? This is not a passing explanation. It is mostly I would say, prove it.
Vogeler:
What did they say?
Sai-Dudoit:
They (muffled) do not want to engage.
Vogeler:
What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Sai-Dudoit:
Hmmm. Political groups. What is a political group, would you define it?
Vogeler:
Whatever you think is political. You can name a name or a group or whatever,
these people at the palace.
Sai-Dudoit:
Did you hear them talk about occupation?
Vogeler:
No.
Sai-Dudoit:
Keanu guys.
Vogeler:
Anyone else.
Sai-Dudoit:
Outside.
Vogeler:
What do you mean outside?
Sai-Dudoit:
There have been things written, there are materials coming out now, outside of
Keanu now, that gives it depth that is more concrete.
Vogeler:
Keanu mā any others?
Sai-Dudoit:
The university, the Hawai‘i Society for Law and Politics. And whoever has
Keanu’s class.
Vogeler:
Anyone else?
Sai-Dudoit:
I do not know, you tell me. It would be nice if anyone…
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Vogeler:
What about Pōkā, what about…
Sai-Dudoit:
He talks about occupation, but I have not been around them really. Pōkā did
always talk about occupation. I am not sure of anyone else.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in any of these groups?
Sai-Dudoit:
Keanu mā.
Vogeler:
Why or why not?
Sai-Dudoit:
Did I participate?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Sai-Dudoit:
I think I started it.
Vogeler:
You are on your own.
Sai-Dudoit:
Why did I participate? I felt responsible.
Vogeler:
Do you believe these groups have been effective?
Sai-Dudoit:
Hmmm. Not all the groups.
Vogeler:
Not all the groups?
Sai-Dudoit:
Are you saying that do I believe all the groups from the Nations, are you saying
all these groups?
Vogeler:
Specifically, I am saying all the groups that are trying to end the occupation but.
You were just saying the Hawaiian Society for Law and Politics.
Sai-Dudoit:
If you are saying to actually end the occupation. It requires engagement to end it.
The only group engaged to end it is the acting Council of Regency. They are the only group that
has been engaged, active, and continues to engage the end the occupation.
Vogeler:
And the Hawaiian Society for Law and Politics.
Sai-Dudoit:
Is the education component of all of it, which is a very important process.
Vogeler:
Anyone else?
Sai-Dudoit:
There may be, but I do not know about it.
Vogeler:
In terms of that effectiveness, has the acting Council of Regency or any of these
groups been effective in what they are doing?
Sai-Dudoit:
I know that the Council of Regency got the World Court to understand the
concept of the Continuity of Hawaiian Sovereignty. That is important. And that is effective, it is a
funny way, human nature, but we knew that before we went thought that 2½ process. But once
the ruling came out, it gives validity to people back home. Silly but it did. Then there was the
United Nations Security Council. So all this brings validity to the onlookers.
Vogeler:
So this has been effective…
Sai-Dudoit:
The writings in the Law Journal. What we did with Perfect Title Company was
effective is what we were. If nothing else, it caused people to stop and look and pay attention and
become aware to the real issue as it affects land and title and how far the state will go to stop it
from happening.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did pressure from other countries cause changes within
Hawai‘i?
Sai-Dudoit:
What time frame?
Vogeler:
Ever.
Sai-Dudoit:
Ever? Ya I mean ever. With this current fight?
Vogeler:
Some people have termed it since the late-1800’s. some people have termed in
terms of more recent. Has pressure from other countries, caused changes within Hawai‘i?
Sai-Dudoit:
You mean pressure from outside the United States?
Vogeler:
Yes, pressure from outside of the United States.
Sai-Dudoit:
Can you say that again?
Vogeler:
Yes. As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries, cause
changes within Hawai‘i?
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Sai-Dudoit:
Yes. Because of what we are doing. The 1993 Apology Bill. There was a lot of
build up into it but your mom had a lot to do with it – the ‘Onipa‘a. The awareness that came
from the 1993 ‘Onipa‘a observance bought a lot of awareness to the overthrow. It brought a lot of
awareness, and it brought a lot of Hawaiians to the forefront of arguing and fighting. And that
was important. What it also did to that, a countermeasure to that, by the United States and of Bill
Clinton and the legislature, Congress in doing the Apology Act. That was to screw up the
movement, but that threw a bomb right in it. While we are fighting for independence and get what
is course, they threw this in the middle and waving a carrot, and we will give this. Do not look at
the stick, look at the carrot. That is what it has done.
Vogeler:
So did that affect other countries?
Sai-Dudoit:
The United States.
Vogeler:
The United States. The reason of this question is that these are the same
questions for the Baltic States. So in their case, the US and other countries came to their aid. In so
far as Hawai‘i have their been other countries.
Sai-Dudoit:
In 1843.
Vogeler:
Anything more recent?
Sai-Dudoit:
To our aid?
Vogeler:
Or have brought up concepts that have been uncomfortable for the US?
Sai-Dudoit:
In concepts, yes. Europe, Holland with the World Court. And James Crawford.
Vogeler:
No other countries specifically.
Sai-Dudoit:
Step forward. No.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment when you realized that the US occupation will end, that the
US government and military will leave?
Sai-Dudoit:
Was there a moment that I assume that it will happen? Yes.
Vogeler:
When was that?
Sai-Dudoit:
Back when we understood occupation and we… It will end or we will die trying
to make it end.
Vogeler:
So far, have you had a moment where you go, the US is going to leave. They
have to leave, not a determined moment, but a moment of they are going to be out of there.
Sai-Dudoit:
My point is not so much that their bodies have to leave. My point is that the
authority goes back into the authority of Hawaiian Kingdom. They might still be here but it will
be under our laws, under what is right.
Vogeler:
So that moment has already happened for you?
Sai-Dudoit:
The realization that they will leave?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes.
Vogeler:
When did it happen?
Sai-Dudoit:
When I dedicated my life to it.
Vogeler:
What caused that change? Was it 1990, 1996, and 1998. Was it at the World
Court?
Sai-Dudoit:
It was probably the moment the World Court took our case.
Vogeler:
Okay.
Sai-Dudoit:
That I really knew, that we were going to. That was the no turning back moment.
We used to stand in the mountains and yell at the cars. However, at that moment we started
standing at the world. I knew when they took our case, we were giddy, we were silly, and we
were exhilarated that we would bring our country to the world.
Vogeler:
What were the factors that led to that change so that the US government could no
longer control Hawai‘i?
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Sai-Dudoit:
What were the factors that made me believe it? It was our whole fight. Our briefs
were halfway up this whole column. And we had every legal thing. That was not the 40, they
gave us here. We had a legal right. There is no legal right that a US flag is flying above us.
Vogeler:
Why do you think the US is still here?
Sai-Dudoit:
Because they can be. Because of might. We have to fight what is right while they
are fighting with might.
Vogeler:
Is it a matter of realization, or what are those factor that will make the US leave?
Sai-Dudoit:
It is strategy really. We have to get them into a corner and that is what we have
been working on all these years. And push them into a corner. They do not want to engage with
us. We have been trying for years, and they know we will win, so we just have to get them to play
with us.
Vogeler:
To get them to come about, will it need a bunch of folks thinking the same way
or just a few folks?
Sai-Dudoit:
When the Bayonet happened. A couple of guys walked into the room with a
document, a pen, and guts. Not everyone will know when it happens, but they will find out later.
It will not take many people, but it will take some extreme maneuver, but it has to be peaceful.
We will not win a military battle.
Vogeler:
So it has to be clever and precise, but not necessarily a mass movement.
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes. Like I think about lately, if you look at analogies, and you look at
Kamehameha and how his campaign to unite Hawai‘i Island and all of Hawai‘i. He was smart
enough to know that he needed outside expertise to surround himself with. He gathered all the
resources, the equipment, the guns, the ships. When he went on his campaign, he was ready for
this and strategically stomped his way through this. He also made relations to King George, for
ceding. I mean not ceding, but putting Hawai‘i Island under his protection and then the ‘āina as a
whole. I think that the parallel with Kamehameha today, I think that today, Kamehameha schools
are probably the entity that will help do this. They have resources to be autonomous. They are
land rich, money rich, their legal resources, their ability to stand alone and independent. This one
case, this case they had filed, I do not know what this new one is called but the last one was Doe
vs. Kamehameha. And now they have another filing.
Vogeler:
It is like Jenny and Jack. It is Joshua and something Doe. Josh was a common
name here in Hawai‘i.
Sai-Dudoit:
And then smith or something. But ya and that will continue to fight.
Kamehameha [Schools], their very existence is under attack. It is interesting, it is symbolic of the
kingdom. If they are, they are the last remnants of the Kingdom, and they are still thriving today.
And they are powerful. I gave a presentation to them. They are strong enough to plan the
campaign.
Vogeler:
I want to interview Nainoa Thompson. He is busy this week.
Sai-Dudoit:
And Kamoa (sp), Corbin Kalama is another good one. His younger brother,
Kakai Kalama came with us to the World Court.
Vogeler:
You do not see it as a mass movement or anything like that?
Sai-Dudoit:
No. Do you?
Vogeler:
I am looking at how things took place with the Baltic States. And with the Baltic
States, they needed mass movements and that is what moved things along.
Sai-Dudoit:
Is this your opinion? Do you think it has to be mass movement in Hawai‘i?
Vogeler:
In the Baltic States, they had this mass movement, and from these mass
movements there was this spark that started. They were guided, the research, there are these
groups of intellectuals that guided these mass movements. The Baltic States, as far as I can see,
the mass movement was necessary. Hawai‘i I have to look at the factors that led to the changes
there and then look at the factors that are here. We cannot say that everything is exactly the same.
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Sai-Dudoit:
It is not. The difference is, I bet you, that in the Baltic State, they knew they were
occupied.
Vogeler:
Yes and no.
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes and no?
Vogeler:
For instance, in the Baltics, they had this saying – In Estonia, “The Russians
came into our country.” They knew that for a long time. Does that mean they knew they were
occupied?
Sai-Dudoit:
No. Here they most know that America came to our country.
Vogeler:
You do have a different time frame because you had people that lived through it.
With Hawai‘i, there is a different dynamic and a different population. The demographics are
different. While there were factors in the Baltic States, they may not be factors here, but it is
something to consider as that is how the changes took place there.
Sai-Dudoit:
I do not think it is going to be mass. And I do not think there needs to be. There
will be mass confusion.
Vogeler:
I do not know. At this point, I am gathering the info and trying to connect the
dots. However, at this point I do not know… it is an interesting aspect of the Baltic States that
needs to be considered when applying the information here. Another possibility is…
Sai-Dudoit:
But were they, overall, were the people in the Baltic States generally unhappy
with the government?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Sai-Dudoit:
Here they are not. They do not even know they are not American.
Vogeler:
In some of the interviews, people have said – okay, so Hawai‘i is occupied. But
the US is good. What is your point? It is not the same in that sense, it is not the same.
Sai-Dudoit:
My answer is to people who say that. If the government which you admire and
are loyal to, then you should fight to do this right. If the decision is to go under the United States
rule, lets do it legally. Lets annex Hawai‘i legally and do it right.
Vogeler:
Keanu’s presentation – people will say that the US is good. I am not saying that
the US is not good. Even if you think the US is the best country, to become part of the US, you
need to (muffled) with the appropriate people in the appropriate offices and put together a treaty
and then you can have it done.
Sai-Dudoit:
And then quell the uprisings that will continue to happen.
Vogeler:
That is what I talk to people about, but they do not have a bad point that the US is
saying that the US is good. They have a very good point and that is something that has to be
considered in making these comparisons. With Keanu’s dissertation coming out, his is the legal
basis. My research is more how does that affect the dynamics. The two are complimentary that
way.
As the occupation, did you participate in the re-establishment of the new independent
government?
Sai-Dudoit:
It did not end yet.
Vogeler:
But you participated in some way.
Sai-Dudoit:
Yes.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or
ethnicity?
Sai-Dudoit:
It has not ended. I can speak to the beginning of the occupation and how that
ends. Can I do that? The occupation of the US in Hawai‘i is definitely affected our language, our
culture, our ethnicity. They wrote these history books and our history is all wrong. So, part of our
problem is that our people did not know our history, and a people without a history, they are not.
They do not know our history so they do not know what to get angry about.
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I did a presentation on Monday. (muffled) was the Minister of the Department of Public
Information and in one of his speeches, in his report, he talks about the importance of language,
the ‘ōlelo, and how imperative it is to retain our language. But he says that if we have to pick
between Hawaiian and independence then we must pick independence. That is what is going to
keep the language going and strong. Just to look back at the history of our Hawaiian language and
why it is that 98% of our people do not speak our language is because of the United States.
Vogeler:
When I went to the Baltic States, one of the things they could not believe was
how dramatic the language has affected them. I had this weird conversation where I am doing a
presentation in language policy classes, taught by the language policy person in their parliament,
and I am explaining how Hawai‘i has been affected. They are just shaken. When you show on the
screen the six students that graduated from immersion schools, you see everyone in the
audience…
Sai-Dudoit:
Are you telling them why Hawaiians are sending their kids to immersion? Or are
you dealing with the (muffled)
Vogeler:
Oh yes, I go through all that. But that is one of the things, over there, they cannot
believe it. As one of my friends, who is a linguist and is Russian but teaches Japanese, he says –
the US: bad on language, good on people. The USSR, good on language, bad on people.
As far as you remember, how did the ending of the occupation affect real estate?
Sai-Dudoit:
(Silence)
Vogeler:
As far as you remember, how did ending the occupation affect the economy?
Sai-Dudoit:
I do not know.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Sai-Dudoit:
Not yet.
Vogeler:
Is there something you would like to ask me or something that you would like to
tell me that was not covered in this interview?
Sai-Dudoit:
I do not know.
Vogeler:
This was great, there were so many pukas that were not filled in. Even in
interviewing Keanu, and we talk all the time. It is like….. What you taught in school? All the
wrong things. When did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? 1990 or somewhere. It was done in
15 or 20 minutes.
Sai-Dudoit:
I have told him that the last six years – we have this plan (muffled). We can bang
our heads for 12 years before that trying to do the harebrain things we were doing. For the last six
years, I have been embroiled in the newspapers. To be totally lost in the newspapers, when I took
this job from the cops you want to arrest you. In taking this job, get away, hide behind in the
archives, and Keanu can get his PhD and we can go to plan X. But that is the furthest thing from
what has happened. Being here and being on the newspaper…Our kupuna had a real sense of
(muffled). One is me being here, and you know that story and me being here is interesting. But
being here and being in charge of the newspapers. I am almost single handedly responsible for
this repository, which is the purest form of our history, language and culture that exists. My job is
to get it out. We used to have to get the country part. It is to hear their plight why they were doing
it, their successes, their worries and successes. It feels heavier than before. I never thought it
could be heavier than the Kuleana (muffled) from the country. But the country is not breathing
(muffled). Now I have gotten the people and they are sitting on me and breathing. It is like “Oh
Boy.” It is worse, the responsibility gets heavier. I told Keanu that all I hear all the time is their
laments, their worries for what was taking place.
Vogeler:
That is one of the things that are hard to connect. In the Baltic States, you had
these folks, the Forest Brothers, who lived through the whole thing, but we do not have that. It is
a much longer time frame.
Sai-Dudoit:
This is what we have. Documents and their voice. There is a conscious effort
throughout the newspapers from the very beginning – to leave your stories here for the
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generations of…they say the 1890’s, the 1990’s. They were. Do this right so that future
generations will know. Stop editing the work or how will the next generation know what we did.
Everywhere you look there is a conscious effort, this is a national repository, write in…the
genealogies, the place names, what happened in the United States. What was going on (all
Hawaiian)? There was this big celebration being planned in 1893. It was going to be the 50 years
of independence. And there was the big celebration being planned. (All muffled – planes and
cars).
It is when you read it. Later in August is where they print two pages of all the things they
were going to do, but it is all diffused by what is going on in the country.
Vogeler:
Looking at the Baltic States and Hawai‘i because the time period is so much
greater.
Sai-Dudoit:
What is their time period?
Vogeler:
From 1940. They ended their occupation in 1990, 1991. They say 1991. That it
ended.
Sai-Dudoit:
From 1940 – 1991.
Vogeler:
Zalimas, he scolded me on that and said, no the occupation does not end the
moment that the troops leave, it ends when the authority is given back to the…
Sai-Dudoit:
He is right. 1991.
Vogeler:
He noticed that.
Sai-Dudoit:
And one day that will be our history and we will remember that.
Vogeler:
What it is, is it 1990 for Lithuania? But for Latvia and Estonia, it is 1991 or 1992.
You just have to look at it more specifically.
Sai-Dudoit:
And who you are talking to.
Vogeler:
It is great, when I was talking to Zalimas, it was in the Department of Defense.
We were meeting in the Ministry of Defense building talking about…
Sai-Dudoit:
If it ended in 1990, it is now 2008, they have had 17 years now. How is it now?
Are they independent?
Vogeler:
With Lithuania, they only have 85km to Russia. They are always thinking about
Russia. In Vilnius, the capital, that is not too far. They are always thinking about it. They are
doing fine.
Sai-Dudoit:
They are doing fine, they are running their country, and how is their economy? I
am interested to see how they work with transition?
Vogeler:
Is there anything else?
THE END
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PROFESSOR NIKLAUS SCHWEIZER
Vogeler:
What is your name?
Schweizer:
Niklaus Schweizer.
Vogeler:
Where do you live (what city)?
Schweizer:
Honolulu.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Schweizer:
Zurich.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Schweizer:
24th of August, 1939.
Vogeler:
Of what nationality are your parents?
Schweizer:
Swiss.
Vogeler:
Where do you work? How long have you worked there? And what do you do
there?
Schweizer:
I work at the University of Hawaii in Manoa since 1969. I am a professor
German. I teach a class in the Hawaiian language- "Europeans in the Pacific." I serve on people's
committees.
Vogeler:
Where have you attended school?
at is the highest academic degree? And
what was the area of study, if any.
Schweizer:
First in Zurich, then a year in St. Paul, Minnesota. Then in Zurich, then
University of California, Davis. Ph.D. English Literature.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military? If so, for which country?
Schweizer:
In the Swiss air force in radar. I was in radar.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Schweizer:
Swiss German, German, French, English, Tahitian, Hawaiian, a little Russian, a
little Spanish; we had a lot of Latin.
Vogeler:
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member?
Schweizer:
You would call it Caucasian.
Vogeler:
This question, for instance in the Baltic States, some people were saying they
were Russian-Latvians. As I said, these are the same questions I asked in the Baltic States. You
may have some thoughts about them. In school, what were you taught about the US relationship
to HawaiLli?
Schweizer:
Nothing, absolutely nothing.
Vogeler: Growing up, what did the media tell you about the US relationship to HawaiHi?
Schweizer:
I remember reading in the Swiss newspaper in 1959 that Hawaili had become a
state, fireworks and flowers, and I thought this was a great thing. It attested to the generosity of
the US to accord this high status to a group of islands in the middle of the Pacific.
Vogeler:
You read that in the newspaper? Growing up do you have any memories of your
family discussing the relationship of the US to Hawaii?
Schweizer:
No, we were much more concerned with the situation in Europe, with the Iron
Curtain. I was interested in the situation in the Pacific because I was a ham operator: I still am. I
got my license in 1956 and talked to Honolulu in 1956, to Tahiti and to New Zealand. So I had an
interest in the Pacific back then.
Vogeler:
Incidentally, because these are the same questions I asked in the Baltic states, do
you have any memories of your family talking about the Baltic States.
Schweizer:
We talked about the Soviet Union and Poland and the German Republic. The
Baltic states were off the radar screen.
Vogeler:
Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and
Hawai‘i from other sources?
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Schweizer:
No, I only talked with Hawaii on the radio and considered it a US territory and
then a state. I thought everything was the way it should be?
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control and if so, where did you go and
when was this?
Schweizer:
First of all, I was born outside. I went to European countries. When I came to
Hawai‘i, I also started visiting Tahiti and later the Cook Islands and the two Samoas. Well one is
outside of US control. And then the Philippines, and Japan and the Soviet Union several times.
Vogeler:
In any of these places, did you hear about anything about the relationship
between the US and Hawai‘i?
Schweizer:
Well, we discussed it in the Baltics, when it was part of the Soviet Union. The
first time I was in Estonia, was in 1984. Then of course, I immediately saw, there were some
similarities and we started to discuss it.
Vogeler:
We will get that into more detail. At one time, did you believe that the Hawaiian
Islands were part of the US?
Schweizer:
Of course. I also read the "National Geographic Magazine". There were articles
on Hawai‘i and also we had advertising for the "Lurline". I was always interested and also the
music and I heard "Hawai‘i Calls" from the American Forces in Munich. On Saturdays, we could
hear `Hawai‘i Calls".
Vogeler: Did you accept that the US would remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime?
Schweizer:
Yes, as I said, I thought it was a stroke of genius to make Hawai‘i the 50th State
in the middle of the Pacific, so far from America's Pacific shore.
Vogeler:
How old were you when you thought the US would remain?
Schweizer:
I guess ever since I got interested in Hawai‘i when I was 12 or 13 years of age.
Then came statehood in 1959. When I arrived here for the first time in 1965, I noticed some
differences between the other states and Hawai‘i. And then I began studying the whole thing,
because it intrigued me. When I arrived, they played what sounded like a German march. I came
by boat you see.
Vogeler:
In 1969, you arrived here?
Schweizer:
No, in 1965. I went to the University of California, Davis, to study there.
Vogeler:
So this is one of the questions I have for people who were around that time. Do
you remember in 1969, in the "Star Bulletin" about the secret debate?
Schweizer:
No. I came by ship, ironically the "President Cleveland". I had no idea, I had
taken on history classes in Zurich and we talked about the Spanish-American War and all of that.
President Cleveland was a president in the late 19th century, but a minor character and not very
interesting. What was interesting, when the boat came into the harbor, I heard the band play a
German march. I ran to the railings and looked down and there was a band in white uniforms. Of
course, it was not a German march, it was the Hilo March. I noticed the Germanic element. I
noticed the Palace, which was in a very bad state of affairs and run down and it was a sort of a
faded glory of the past, and the cubicles built on the lanais were terrible. I wondered why. Isn't
this the US? Why should there be a Royal Palace? And that is when I became interested and
started studying.
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Schweizer:
1965. When I arrived the first time. I came permanently in 1968 and went to
Punahou. There I noticed some things too. And then the University in 1969 and then I started my
research.
Vogeler:
When did you learn Hawai‘i was occupied?
Schweizer:
It was a long process. Pretty soon I noticed that something was not quite the way
things should be. There were a lot of vibes and feelings. I saw this at Punahou in the first few
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weeks. It was like the school I went to in Zurich, a church background, protestant. But there was
an added element that did not click. Something was not the way it should have been. Very early
in my career there I was impressed by the President of the Board of Regents, and it was Mr.
Thurston Twigg Smith.
Vogeler:
Thurston Twigg Smith was at Punahou?
Schweizer:
Yes, he was the chair of the board at Punahou, and he gave a tea to us new
teachers. I noticed certain vibrations.
Vogeler:
We were talking about when you learned that Hawai‘i was first occupied and you
were talking about when you got here and worked at Punahou, and there was a process.
Schweizer:
I noticed something was wrong, and when I started doing research, I always
wondered what happened here because they referred to the Queen as wonderful, and if she was so
wonderful, why did they overthrow her? And who overthrew her and why did they do it? It took
me a long time to figure out what happened here. This business of occupation, that goes back
only a few years. I did not realize this was the status. I thought the overthrow was illegal and
annexation was very strange but thought that it was part of a legal process.
Vogeler:
Just morally, wrong?
Schweizer:
Absolutely. How was it that the sons of the people, who came here to help, go
and overthrow the government, which they had helped fashion?
Vogeler:
In the sixties was when you started to look into this stuff. In the seventies, was
there any sort of realization of that, in the eighties?
Schweizer:
In the seventies, I met Pad Laenui, and he said that Hawaii was not in America.
Everybody laughed at first, when he said he was not an American Citizen but a citizen of the
Kingdom of Hawai‘i. And I thought - what is this? Then I met the royal family (muffled) in the
early eighties, and I introduced Pad to the Princess Po'omaikelani, and then we really got started
with lots of discussions - how, what and why? I learned a good deal from her.
Vogeler:
But people were not using the term occupation.
Schweizer:
No, but what I noticed was I thought that it was a semi-colony of the US. She
never accepted this and said, "We have never been a colony." And I said, "How?" And she said,
"We have always been in government." And I said, "Yes, but in a reduced role."
Vogeler:
When was this? In the eighties?
Schweizer:
Yes, we had many discussions with Po'omai as we called her. She was the
intellectual in the family. For instance, I had this question why Prince Kuhio had this idea of
cooperating with the early Territory, run after all by his enemies, and why he would go to
Washington, D.c. as a delegate. She said it was very simple - the two Princes - David
Kawananakoa and Kuhio got together after annexation and said - what should we do now? It was
a very bad situation and the highest elected post was delegate, and we have to run for this position
because Hawaiians are Royalists and Hawaiians will make up the majority, and they will vote in
one of us. One of us has to go with the Democrats and one has to go with the Republicans. It just
so happened that Kuhio was elected.
Vogeler:
That was her - David Kawananakoa.
Schweizer:
It was her grandfather.
Vogeler:
She probably talked with him. Was it in the eighties or nineties that people
started using this international law term?
Schweizer:
It was illegal what happened, but I did not realize that the status was that of an
extended military occupation. That came up very much later.
Vogeler:
When you went to the Baltic States in the eighties, was there, what were the
discussions like?
Schweizer:
I went to Estonia because of my research. I dealt with captains under the Russian
Flag who came to Hawai‘i. And they wrote their reports in German and Russian. They peaked my
interest because I teach German. I thought this was curious. Estonia was part of the Soviet Union
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but it was independent once and is it really Russian? That is why I went there in 1984. The
moment I arrived in Tallinn, I knew this was a completely different place from Russia. Vogeler:
When you arrived in Tallinn, you understood, at that time did you understood that the
Baltic States were occupied?
Schweizer:
Yes, I had a great advantage because as I was saying I was a ham operator. So
before I went there, I had a sabbatical, and I had a lot of time and was writing a historical novel in
Zurich. I lived at my mother's place, and I had my radio stations - one here in Hawai‘i and one
over there. Three days before I was going to Tallinn and then Leningrad and Moscow, I turned
my antenna to the northeast and heard a station calling me from the Soviet Union. I remember the
call-sign, it was UR2REE, Soviet. Then he said his name was Tiit. He did not sound very
Russian, and then he said he was in Estonia. And I told him I was going there, and he asked
when, and I said in a few days. And he said we have to meet. I asked him if he lived in Tallinn
and he said, no he lived some 200 km south of Tallinn but he would be there. And I would be in
the only hotel for tourists. And he said we would meet at 7:00p.m. in the evening and he would
bring his radio card (QSL). But I said the Swiss railroads had a problem issuing a ticket and I did
not know if I would arrive Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. And he said, it did not matter, he
would be there every day.
I arrived on Wednesday and there he was. And his wife. And he said something interesting and
said he was there yesterday and someone from the KGB was there and asked what are you doing
here? You are not waiting for some foreigner, are you? He said, of course not. They had been
listening to our radio contact. As inefficient as they were, they did not get us on wednesday. First,
we went to the old part of to, the beautiful section, and then we go to the Tallinn Radio Club. It is
in a military exclusion district. I said we better not go there, I do not want to get into trouble.
We went into his car, and we drove a certain distance, We passed a guardhouse and we were in
the military exclusion zone, and so I thought he knew what he was doing. We went to a farm and
he said I should show my radio card, which identified me as a Swiss amateur radio operator from
Hawai‘i. A group of young gentlemen were there - and you should have seen their reaction.
What? A Swiss-Hawai•ian ham?. And then they had their radio station and said make a call. I
thought we would all be sent to Siberia. But they said that those big bosses in Moscow are too
stupid. They'll never catch us. So I saw the spirit of the Estonians. 40 years of occupation,
undaunted.
Vogeler:
During that time, you understood the Baltic States were occupied?
Schweizer:
Yes, immediately, we discussed it. It was a huge prison.
Vogeler:
But was it understood that Hawai‘i was occupied?
Schweizer:
I told them that Hawaii was annexed in a very strange way and it was not the
will of the Queen or the Hawaiians, only a small group did it, the sons of the missionaries and a
few of their friends. But I thought legally speaking it was okay, it was just morally wrong, it
should not have happened.
Vogeler:
How did you finally learn that Hawaii was occupied?
Schweizer:
Through Keanu Sai, through Lorenz, through discussions with you. And of
course, what was very important, was the street theatre in 1993. You were in charge of security.
Vogeler:
I remember from the street theatre. You have to look at Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.
Schweizer:
The same situation. There the Soviets just marched in. Here I thought the
situation was more complicated but the end results were the same. But I did not know that
politically speaking the status is still that of a prolonged occupation. That came up three or four
years ago.
Vogeler:
That was talking with Keanu?
Schweizer:
Talking with Keanu and with others.
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Vogeler:
Do you remember other people talking about occupation or international law?
Schweizer:
Oh yes, international law. We said the Overthrow was wrong as far as
international law was concerned.
Vogeler:
Everyone always knew in terms of international law. But what I am wondering
is, what happened in between about knowing the stuff about international law and then there
seems to be a gap.
Schweizer:
Yes, there is a gap, it is a very long process and very complicated. How shall I
phrase it? I had never had seen the protocol of the secret meeting of the Senate in 1898 where all
of this comes to the fore. Many senators recognized the illegality.
Vogeler:
That was read much later?
Schweizer:
That I read much later, I think two years ago when I was writing my book, on
Pettigrew and others "twelve good haole". .
Vogeler:
On the subject of US Senator Pettigrew, I found out so much cool stuff from him.
Schweizer:
He makes it clear.
Vogeler:
The stuff I found out about torture that they did to Hawaiians came from
Pettigrew. He read it into the Congressional Record. When you found out that Hawaii was
occupied, what was your first reaction?
Schweizer:
By then, I was not surprised any more, because almost everything was wrong. I
remember, I edited the memoirs of Curtis Iaukea, ByRoyal Command. I was with Hui Hanai, one
year I was president of Hui Hanai and Agnes Conrad, the great archivist, was a member. And we
once discussed the manuscript because she read it, and she said there was a mistake there. She
said you state that Iaukea went with Sanford Dole to Washington to see to it there would be an
annexation treaty between Washington and Honolulu. She said that was wrong. She said there
was no treaty. And I said, doesn't this make the whole thing illegal? And she smiled and said,
"What is legal here anyway?"
Vogeler:
What year was this?
Schweizer:
It must have been sometimes in the eighties.
Vogeler:
Is she still around?
Schweizer:
Yes, she is wonderful. She is a wonderful lady.
Vogeler:
It would be great to talk with her.
Schweizer:
The book was published at the same time as my novel His Hawaiian Excellency,
and it came out, the first edition came out in, how time goes
1987 and so in the eighties, she
said it was illegal. There is nothing legal about it.
Vogeler:
When you found out that Hawai‘i was occupied, did your view of the world
change, or of the US?
Schweizer:
I was very sad, I was always fascinated by the US and it had done a lot of good
things. I thought, how is it possible?
Vogeler:
So it was more recent?
Schweizer:
Yes, nothing phases me any more.
Vogeler:
Back in the Eighties.
Schweizer:
Back in the eighties, I was shocked when she said that because I always thought
it was an annexation.
Vogeler:
Did your view of the US change?
Schweizer:
Not really, all powers make mistakes, you know.
Vogeler:
How about...did your understanding of yourself change?
Schweizer:
In a way yes. I am from Zurich. And Zurich is the city of the Reformation of
Ulrich Zwingly, and in a way everything starts there. Zwingli had a great influence on Calvin and
the reformation in Geneva, and the missionaries who came here were Calvinist.: The whole
situation starts in my hometown, with our Reformation, and Zwingli in fact was one of my
ancestors. I wondered what is this, why am I so fascinated with Hawaii, only to find out that what
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happened in Hawaii started in my hometown. This is really strange, and a point that very few
people mentioned. We talk about occupation, but what was the driving force? They say it was
the sugar planters. Certainly, they played a role, but a lot of sugar planters were against
annexation.
For instance, Paul Isenberg, he was biggest sugar planter at the time, the president of Heinrich
Hackfeld & Co. (later Amfac. Ltd.) the biggest of Big Five, and he was completely against
annexation. How can you say it was a function of sugar? Who led the overthrow and annexation?
They were lawyers and judges. Sanford Dole and Albert Judd. Even Thurston was a lawyer.
Where were the sugar planters? Some were against it, some were for it. It was Calvinism that was
the driving force.
Vogeler:
Did the number of people who thought Hawailii was occupied, did it increase,
decrease or stay the same?
Schweizer:
It increased. It was a very recent finding. You have the spearhead with the
Society, the Legal and Political Society, that is the think tank. Most Hawaiians do not know, but
the old Hawaiians knew very well. They made a tremendous effort to remain independent and
then they failed. No they did not fail, they did not fail, and they scored a tremendous success
because they created a situation whereby they did not allow the Senate to ratify the treaty. The
Hawaiian Annexation Treaty could not be ratified because of Hawaiian intervention. It was the
heyday of the Hawaiian effort to remain independent, and we do not emphasize it enough.
Vogeler:
Why do you believe that there is this increase? at was it that happened? You
mentioned HSLP, anything else?
Schweizer:
Research.
Vogeler:
Anything else?
Schweizer:
Well it all built up to a crescendo, all these efforts by more and more people led
to a realization to what the situation really is.
Vogeler:
What about the activists?
Schweizer:
Sure, the activists. You know the activists have a strong feeling in the na`au, but
they cannot tell us why.
Vogeler:
Do some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different from other states in the
United States? For instance, Georgia or California?
Schweizer:
Most people believe that.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what did the people who talked about occupation say to
those people who think that Hawai‘i is a state in the US.
Schweizer:
It is in a completely different category. It cannot be compared to the other states.
Vogeler:
Have you ever seen any conversations, or heard conversations, where people who
were talking about occupation stuff, were talking to people who think Hawaii is the 50th state?
Schweizer:
They are very careful. I do not want to ruffle any feathers, it is a very complex
situation. I have many friends who would hesitate to come out.
Vogeler:
People are just people, it was not their fault.
Schweizer:
We know whose fault it is, it was a very small group.
Vogeler:
at political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation?
Schweizer:
Certainly the one we just mentioned.
Vogeler:
Hawaiian Society of Law and Politics?
Schweizer:
Yes. There are many groups that want to change the status to become
independent, or autonomous. I mean there is the Akaka Bill, which allows for a certain autonomy.
Vogeler:
Are they trying to end the occupation?
Schweizer:
I do not think they even know that is what it is.
Vogeler:
Are there just a few groups or a bunch of groups?
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Schweizer:
It is still a small group of people who know the truth but it is growing naturally.
This is knowledge that will be extremely important in the future. The status does not have to
change, but the mindset has to be changed.
Vogeler:
Are there activists, people who have strong political stances that are advocating
the idea of de-occupation?
Schweizer:
It is just beginning, it has not yet reached the highest levels of government.
Again, because I think the biggest problem is "huikau". Many people are confused. I guess it is
very hard to unravel it all. For me it is easy, because I come from the outside. If you had been
born here and been told things that are not true, it must be hard to come to the realization of the
real situation. I can understand that.
Vogeler:
Did you participate in any of these groups?
Schweizer:
I have done a lot of research. In that sense, yes, but I do not do the barricades
that is not my role.
Vogeler:
As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes in
Hawaii?
Schweizer:
I do not think other nations are aware of the situation. The only one that was
against annexation was Japan and they sent a warship that went up and down in front of
Honolulu. The captain, by the way, was the one who won against the Russians in the Battle of
Tsutshima in 1905.
Vogeler:
I saw something in the New York times that Germany protested. And then in
Russia, they protested in a newspaper. Has there have been as far as you know, have counties...
Schweizer:
They have other problems.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i
would end, that the US government and military will leave?
Schweizer:
If there was no treaty. It goes back even farther. There was an agreement with
the Queen.
Vogeler:
It goes even further back?
Schweizer:
Yes, the whole thing starts December 18, 1893, when Willis, the envoy, the
plenipotentiary of President Cleveland, reaches an agreement with the Queen, that the Queen will
be restored, that she will get an amnesty to her opponents. Anything that follows that agreement...
is basically void.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment where you thought the US was going to leave?
Schweizer:
Well, I do not know how this whole thing will play out.
Vogeler:
We do not know. I guess there was no moment...
Schweizer:
I think some solution will come about, it has to come about. It cannot go on like
this.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what would be the factors that would cause that change?
Schweizer:
Education.
Vogeler:
There have been a number of people that have said the same exact thing.
Schweizer:
There cannot be anything else.
Vogeler:
These are the same things I asked in the Baltic States.
Schweizer:
Did they also say education?
Vogeler: In the Baltic States it is more complex because you have all of these things taking place.
To a certain extent, they said education. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the Independent Hawaii government?
Schweizer:
It has not happened.
Vogeler:
Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, ethnicity or
culture?
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Schweizer:
Of course, once Hawai‘i is independent, or when their independence is
recognized, I should say, there will be a tremendous flourishing of language, of culture. You can
see this in Estonia.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the ending of the occupation affect real estate? These are
all written in the past tense because...
Schweizer:
It will affect everyone, but I think it would be good for everyone and not just
Hawaiians. Let us make it clear, that the Hawaiian Kingdom was a multiethnic state. The majority
were Hawaiians, but there were Germans and other people who were citizens....Chinese,
Japanese.
Vogeler:
How did the ending of the occupation affect the economy? Again it is written the
past tense.
Schweizer:
I think the economy will flourish, and it will be good in every respect and good
for the US. Well, Cleveland suggested this in his writings and speeches.
Vogeler:
And this is what I asked in the Baltic States. Was there a moment that led you to
believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Schweizer:
The realization of the fact we do not have an annexation treaty. I was certain in
1984 that Estonia will become independent and I told my friends and they said WHAT? How so?
Only seven years later they were independent. That may not be the situation here, it is a much
longer process but I was right on Estonia.
Vogeler:
But you need that perspective. Is there any question you would like to ask me or
tell me that was not covered in the interview?
Schweizer:
No, I think it was pretty broad. What is important to realize is that it is good for
everybody. And it has to be done in such a way that is good for everybody. You cannot create
new injustices so that 100 years from now, people will get together and talk about the same
things, but in a different way. That has to be avoided. It can be done. I do not think it would be so
hard. To give an example of how things can turn out: The Principality of Liechtenstein, located
in-between Switzerland and Austria. It has the highest per capita income in the world. And it has
an open border with Switzerland. It is in the EU, economically, not politically. It shows how a
relatively small country can flourish. It is a monarchy on a democratic basis.
Vogeler:
Can you see why I put the questions the way that they are?
Schweizer:
Yes, I can understand.
Vogeler:
Because tomorrow I am doing an interview with Professor Van Dyke and he was
questioning the process of the questions. However, you can see the process in the Baltic States,
and how the questions progress to see where Hawai‘i is.
Schweizer:
The Baltic States have tremendous lessons to teach. I mean, again, it is so
strange...Zurich, then Hawaii and then I go to Estonia in 1984. at is this?
Vogeler:
I have a question. Someone just gave me a copy of it. It was just emailed to me,
while I was still here. In 1992, there was a resolution passed by the State and they said the US
broke international law with regard to Hawaii a long time ago. I was trying to find out how it
came about. We were doing the re-enactment together and I thought you would know.
Schweizer:
There was a resolution that one should examine Hawai'i's future with or without
the United States. That is what the resolution said. And that shook up a number of people.
Vogeler:
Do you know who was behind that?
Schweizer:
I do not know who was behind the resolution but of course, the State played a
major role in organizing the five days of `Onipa`a. I was on the Board at the Friends of the `Iolani
Palace and we planned one day, on the 14th, a ceremony on the 14th. I went on sabbatical and
when I came back, I was told everything had changed and that now it was five days. The Palace
has the 14th. The 13th was reserved for the introduction, and then there would be three more
days. I was asked to participate in the street theater because of my Germanic accent. I had to play
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a German planter, Widemann, who was against the annexation. It was wonderful. Your mom was
fabulous.
THE END
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PROFESSOR JON VAN DYKE
Vogeler:
When we talked on the phone, we talked about how the questions are, and you
had some concerns. Is that?
Van Dyke:
The questions, to some extent, when did you stop beating your wife… the
questions where you are making assumptions, are pre-conditions for the questions “When did you
learn Hawai‘i was occupied?” assumes that it is being occupied and that is a meaningful way to
characterize it. There are other ways to look at it.
Vogeler:
And that is what I wanted to bring out. I framed these questions when I went to
the Baltic States. These were written not even thinking about these…originally and these were
framed for the people of the Baltic States. What I have been doing with these, I have met with
people, this is a guideline, and if you found out, what you were bringing up, we would look at
that. I am not trying to make assumptions for people. I am trying to make this comparison. If it
does fit, and if these were the questions we are looking at, what were the changes that took place
in the Baltic States to end the occupation, and even if that applies to Hawai‘i, that is the reasoning
behind how the questions are phrased. It is completely appropriate to point that out. But I do not
want to. You were saying, “When you stopped beating your wife?” I do not want to make
assumptions for people, but these were the actual questions.
Van Dyke:
When you asked them there did you substitute the Soviet Union for the United
States?
Vogeler:
Those are the only changes I made. But what I think you are bringing out is
completely appropriate, and it is important to bring it out. It does not behoove me to guide anyone
in any particular direction. With that mind we can go in any direction. Is it okay if we go with the
background questions?
Vogeler: What is your name?
Van Dyke:
Jon Van Dyke.
Vogeler:
Where do you live?
Van Dyke:
I live in Honolulu.
Vogeler:
Where were you born?
Van Dyke:
Washington DC.
Vogeler:
When were you born?
Van Dyke:
1943.
Vogeler:
What nationality are your parents?
Van Dyke:
They are American.
Vogeler:
Like I said, these questions were put together in the Baltic States, so they have
different context here.
Vogeler:
Where do you work, how long have you worked there, and what do you do?
Van Dyke:
I work at the Richardson School of Law at the University of Hawai‘i, Mānoa. I
have worked here since 1976. I am a professor, and I teach international law, constitutional law,
and international human rights.
Vogeler:
Where did you attend school and obviously you are a professor.
Van Dyke:
I went to school at Yale University, went to law school at Harvard University and
earned a Jurist Doctor in Law.
Vogeler:
Have you ever served in the military and if so, for what country?
Van Dyke:
No, I have not.
Vogeler:
What languages do you speak?
Van Dyke:
I do not speak a language except for English.
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Vogeler:
When I was in the Baltic States, some of these folks were speaking five
languages, but none of them were English. Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a
member?
Van Dyke:
Caucasian.
Vogeler:
Here is the real questions here. When I first got here in Hawai‘i but they didn’t
think I was Hawaiian, and they thought I had just picked that name, Kūhiō.
In school what were you taught about the relationship of the United States to Hawai‘i?
Van Dyke:
I went to elementary and high school in Virginia in the fifties and of course a
long way from Hawai‘I, so I did not think too much about Hawai‘i. But it did come up because
Hawai‘i was seeking statehood. It was actually controversial if Hawai‘i should be a state because
Virginia, and the entire South was deeply segregated, and white people were in charge and lot of
people were second class citizens, excluded from many opportunities. Of course, people knew
people in Hawai‘i were largely non-white. So the white southerners were quite unenthusiastic
about Hawai‘i becoming a state. I lived in Northern Virginia and my father worked for the U.S.
government, and I guess we thought of ourselves as more enlightened and liberal. I remember as
a teenager being enthusiastically for statehood [in Hawai‘i] but the matter was controversial.
People in Hawai‘i do not always appreciate how difficult it was to get statehood, and that it was a
hard fought battle that was eventually won.
Vogeler:
It was not necessarily in textbooks that you learned this information, just
discussions on statehood?
Van Dyke:
I did not know really that much about Hawai‘i other than the fact the people were
largely non-white, and they wanted to become a state, that they had been a territory for a long
time. It seemed unfair that they were excluded from statehood. I took that position and entered
school discussions. That was an issue I was involved in.
Vogeler:
At that time, it was an admirable thing to do, it was intense. I studied the civil
rights movement. Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the
United States and Hawai‘i? Newspapers…
Van Dyke:
I do not recall much about the relationship except that it was a territory. Of
course I knew about territories, they could not vote. In Washington DC, people could not vote
either. We knew about territories. Certainly it seemed to me it was unfair, if Hawai‘i was going to
continue to be a part of the United States, it should be a state.
Vogeler:
Do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship between
the United States and Hawai‘i?
Van Dyke:
No.
Vogeler:
Did you learn about the relationship of the United States and Hawai‘i from any
other sources?
Van Dyke:
No. I did not learn except from the newspapers. I read the newspapers and the
statehood issue was in the newspapers.
Vogeler:
Did you ever visit places outside of US control?
Van Dyke:
I lived in Germany between the ages of 3-7. At 16, I moved to Turkey and went
to junior year of high school in Turkey and then my senior year of school in Beirut Lebanon.
Since then I have traveled in 60 some countries.
Vogeler:
In any of those places, did the subject of Hawai‘i, did it ever come up in those
places, or discussed?
Van Dyke:
I do not recall anything ever coming up.
Vogeler:
That is okay. Right now, the question is at what time did you believe that the
Hawaiian Islands are part of the United States. But I have to rephrase that – Right now, do you
believe the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US?
Van Dyke:
Yes.
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Vogeler:
Do you accept that the United States will remain in Hawai‘i during your lifetime?
Van Dyke:
I see countries breaking apart frequently, recently Czechlovakia became the
Czech Republic, Slovakia; the USSR broke up into 16 countries. Yugoslavia broke up into 5 or 6
different countries. So it is not that unusual. Singapore and Malaysia used to be one country, and
they broke apart. Quebec is wanting to leave Canada. So I am open to countries re-organizing
themselves. That’s if the people of Hawai‘i as a whole wanted to be independent from the Untied
States, I think the people of the United States would be open to talking about it. I think that the
idea that somehow we are forever wedded to the United States is not true. I do [not] think most of
the United States cares one way or the other.
Vogeler:
Do you believe that Hawai‘i is occupied right now?
Van Dyke:
No, I would not use the term occupied. Because Hawai‘i is a self governing
community. It votes for a president and members of congress. We have greater clout in the US
Congress than we logically should have. We have two senators and the State of California has
two senators. We have two out of 100 senators even though our population is one million out of
300 million. We are not only self-governing and able to participate in the US, and we have more
clout than we should have in a logical way. We vote for a president, we have four electoral votes,
which again is more than our population warrants. We do participate fully in US activities and
our legislators are effective in voting legislation and play and active role on the world stage. My
oldest son is working for Senator Akaka in Washington now. Senator Akaka has provided a lot of
leadership in some issues. He is on the banking committee, which is linked to this current crisis
we are having. He has been working hard on Veteran issues. Senator Inouye, of course, is
renowned as an effective legislator and our members of the House. We are self governing, we
went through a self-determination process which led to statehood. Some say it was flawed. Any
self determination process is going to be imperfect. The people voted overwhelmingly for
Statehood - 17 to 1. The support was substantial almost everywhere in the state with a couple of
exceptions.
Native Hawaiians were very active in the statehood movement. I have had some long
conversations with Judge Richardson about what it was like, and why they supported statehood,
and why he did. He explained that they wanted to be self-governing; they wanted to be able to
elect their leaders, and have judges from Hawai‘i. They picked the judges from Washington, and
what that effectively meant was that the rich people – Dillingham – they would call up the
President and say who they wanted. The common people in the islands were excluded from those
decisions. They wanted statehood.
Arthur K. Trask was on the statehood commission. David Trask, Sr., the father of the
current David Trask, he was sheriff for awhile. He was against statehood for awhile, and then he
turned around and supported it. Samuel Wilder King, he was part Hawaiian and was the head of
it. William Heen was very active in statehood. So the Hawaiian community was very active, they
had an agenda. They wanted to protect the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act. They wanted also
make it clear that the lands should not be glommed into the regular public lands. The Hawaiians
should benefit.
Vogeler:
You bring this up in your book and everything.
Van Dyke:
Yes. And this has been very well documented in the hearings and everything.
The Hawaiians had an agenda that they fought hard for, and it became a condition of statehood.
The people wanted statehood but they wanted it on specific terms. They wanted the Hawaiian
Homelands to be protected from a federal takeover. Statehood came as part of a package. The
Hawaiians benefited from that package, but there is still a long unfinished agenda to get
Hawaiians back on their feet.
Vogeler:
You pointed out something very important that Mr. Burgess also pointed out.
Relative to the territory, statehood, it was a step forward.
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Van Dyke:
Absolutely. As you know, Hawaiians have played a leadership role in the state.
John Waihe‘e was the governor. The Lt. Governor is Hawaiian. There was a time when the
Governor, the president of the Senate and the Speaker of the House were Hawaiians. I am upset
there is not a greater Hawaiian presence now in the legislature. I am somewhat bewildered as to
why, compared to a few years ago, the percentage is a lot lower. Also in the Judiciary we do not
have a single Hawaiian appellate judge right now, which I think is outrageous. So there are lots of
issues, lots of ways in which Hawaiians continue to be oppressed and continue to suffer. I have
been working hard to address some of those issues.
Vogeler:
Yes you have. Have you heard anyone in the last twenty, thirty, forty years,
anyone talks about this idea of occupation?
Van Dyke: Well certainly, I have talked to Keanu Sai at great length and read his material, and
we have been on panels together. I think he has played an important role in helping people to
understand the complexity of annexation, and he has helped me to understand things in the way
he has characterized things.
Vogeler:
Anyone besides him, like Pōkā or Uncle Buzzy or…?
Van Dyke:
Pōkā certainly a wonderful writer and thinker and have read him and heard him
speak many times. Uncle Buzzy I know, we tend to work on resource issues, and we have never
had any big long conversation.
Vogeler:
I talked with him and interviewed him. Talked with him about a lot of things he
uncovered in the seventies that relates to this idea of occupation. Were there any other folks?
When do you remember this whole idea of occupation coming about? Was it in the seventies, or
the sixties, or the fifties or the nineties?
Van Dyke:
I guess in my article that was published in the University of Hawai‘i Law Review
in 1996, Self determination for non-self governing peoples and indigenous peoples. To some
extent this was written because of discussions people were having about this. I thought it was
important to talk about the two different kinds of self determination we see. I found it useful to
compare Hawai‘i and Guam because they both have indigenous people and Hawai‘i was a
territory and Guam still is a territory. In Guam they have had a lot of difficulties with what selfdetermination means for them and what the Chamorro people have in Guam and what role they
would have in the self-determination process. So the position I developed, that I think is sound, is
that there are two types of self-determination. There is self-determination for self-governing
peoples and there is a separate type of self-determination for indigenous peoples. And the big
accomplishment of the United Nations since World War II is almost entirely to eliminate
colonization and promote self determination of occupied and colonized communities around the
world. When the United Nations was started there were only 50 nations and now there are 192.
So there are 140 some new countries that were colonies, and Hawai‘i was certainly a colony until
statehood as well. Guam is still a colony. I went to the United Nations not to long ago and they
have a map that shows the remaining colonies. Guam is featured as well as American Samoa as
colonies. They are scattered around. There is some unfinished business. But they do not put
Hawai‘i as a colony because Hawai‘i is self-governing.
The United Nations has three different ways to emerge from a colonized status. You can
become independent as the Philippines did, it was a US colony. Or you can be a freely associated
state as the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia or Palau. Or you can become
integrated into the mother country which is what Hawai‘i did. Pōkā and others say that Hawai‘i
was not given the choice of independence. And it is true that in 1959 [Hawai‘i] did not have
independence on the ballot, but there were not a lot of people calling for independence at that
time.
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Basically, the United Nations looking at this, responded to what they seem to want and
what the people seem to want, and this included the Hawaiian leadership, what they wanted, by
and large, they wanted statehood.
Vogeler:
Do you see these folks working toward self-determination or autonomy?Ddo you
see them as the same as the people who are saying that Hawai‘i was occupied? Do you see them
as one large group or two separate groups?
Van Dyke:
If I understand your question right there is a spectrum of approaches in the
Hawaiian community as to what should happen next. There are some people who favor what we
call a nation within a nation that would be modeled loosely on what Indian groups in North
America do. They have land, resources and autonomy. They have a direct relationship with the
government and loose relationships with the state. They can run courts, have police, build roads
and zones and exercise government authority, but they are still within US government authority
and subject to congressional laws that are deemed to apply to them.
We have some people that favor independence and want Hawai‘i to be restored as a
separate nation and join the Untied Nations.
Vogeler:
That would be Pōkā and Kekuni Blaisdell and so on. Do you see the folks that
are trying to establish Hawai‘i as an independent nation the same as the folks who are talking
about Hawai‘i in terms of being an occupied state?
Van Dyke:
Yes, I suppose so.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people that understood Hawai‘i is
occupied, or believes that Hawai‘i was occupied; did it increase, remain the same or decrease? Do
you think more people have used the term ‘occupied’? Has it stayed the same or changed since
the sixties, fifties or has it increased the number of people who have used the term? Has it gone
down or…?
Van Dyke:
Yes, I suppose it has increased. I think Keanu Sai deserves some credit for
spreading the ideal and convincing others that is the right way to characterize it. Certainly Pōkā
has been somewhat effective. I suppose it is rather a small number but it has increased.
Vogeler:
Has it increased over the last forty years, has it been….
Van Dyke:
It has increased over the last ten years.
Vogeler:
Then, do some people still see Hawai‘i as the same as any other state in the
United States?
Van Dyke:
Absolutely, yes.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what do the people say, who understand occupation, to those
who see Hawai‘i as one of the states of the United States?
Van Dyke:
They talk about the annexation, overthrow, the illegalities that have incurred and
the fact that Hawai‘i was once a recognized sovereign entity and that its sovereignty sort of
disappeared in a way that was wrong because of the outside force. Keanu, one of the points he
made and has given a lot of thought to that Hawai‘i was the last country to disappear against its
will. I am trying to think about whether that is true. There are other places you can talk about like
Tibet or Taiwan but in any event it is a provocative idea. I spend a lot of time talking in my
classes when it became illegal to acquire territory by force. You can make an argument there
were certainly people who thought it was illegal in the 1870’s and 1880’s and so on, but you
cannot really nail it down that it was illegal until you get to the League of Nations and the
Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928, the Nuremburg Charter.
Vogeler:
The Hague Resolutions or no?
Van Dyke:
The Hague Resolutions try to limit the scourge of war, the type of weapons you
can use. Even the League of Nations does not prohibit the use of force; it requires you to wait and
sort of…have a cooling off period and give notice that you will use force. The League of Nations
Charter is not explicit. It isn’t until 1928 that you get the Kellogg-Briand Pact that prohibits it.
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But you can go back and find in Latin America they were trying to promote this. Jenny
Chock did really interesting article twenty or thirty years ago on the illegality of Hawai‘i. It was a
lovely article because it goes into the historical material and it tries to argue in 1893 and 1898,
what the United States did to Hawai‘i was illegal. I am very sympathetic of that point of view.
And then what is particularly interested in 1993, the US Congress, the overthrow of the Kingdom
of Hawai‘i was illegal and was a violation of international Law. I keep wondering what exactly
they mean in saying that. Are they saying that it was illegal as we look back upon it today or are
they saying that it was illegal in 1893? We may not get a real answer to that question.
Vogeler:
My mom did the re-enactment and was involved in some of the things going on
at that time, whether there is a differentiation, I do not know. As far as you know, what political
groups have been actively trying to end the occupation? You can be as specific or as general as
you want.
Van Dyke:
Certainly Dr. Blaisdell, he has been working on this. When you refer to political
groups, I probably will do not very well because I am not sure what the names of those groups
are. I suppose the Hawaiian Society of Law and Politics I can mention. In any event Dr. Blaisdell
and Pōkā are among the many people who are involved in this.
Vogeler:
Have you ever participated in any way with any of these groups?
Van Dyke:
I have participated in discussions, panels and dialogues, most certainly.
Vogeler:
As far as you understand, were any of these groups effective? Not so much on
that side, what groups were most effective on this issue in terms of the goals?
Van Dyke:
I think Keanu Sai is very effective, almost charismatic fellow. He explains things
in a thoughtful and engaging way. He is effective, he gets people to think and re-think things.
Certainly Pōkā Laenui is a thoughtful and effective person. Dr. Blaisdell has energized many
young Hawaiians. I think one of the most effective things is that Dr. Blaisdell has gotten people
to use the word Kanaka Maoli. This gives people a lot of proud, refocus about who they are.
Vogeler:
Also he points out when you say, “I am going to the mainland’, he says, “Not
mainland, its America”.
Van Dyke:
I agree with him, I hate the term ‘mainland’. I use the term, ‘North America’
myself. I think mainland is a demeaning term and indicates we are just a little appendage and that
is not what we are.
Vogeler:
As far as question #10, as far as you know, did pressure from other countries,
cause changes in Hawai‘i?
Van Dyke:
What time period are we talking about?
Vogeler:
Recently?
Van Dyke:
There was a little opposition to annexation. Canada seemed to be concerned
about. Japan raised an issue because of the population here. The United States paid a sum to
Japan to allay their concerns. Britain did not raise much of a stink. There were people that are still
concerned that Britain did not compete more actively during that period. More recently, I do not
see many other countries that are taking interest in the status of Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Has there ever been a moment where you understand that the US occupation, or
that the US military or government will leave Hawai‘i?
Van Dyke:
The US acquired rights to Pearl Harbor during the period of 1870’s and 1880’s –
the reciprocity treaties. So, my own particular thought that if Hawai‘i were to become
independent or secede, there might well be a military presence here. That is, I do not think the
military presence is linked to independence from the United States. There are a lot of military
bases outside the US. My guess is that an independent Hawai‘i would see the economic
advantages of such a base would be worthwhile. I mean Hawai‘i’s economy is limited. They
might make that Faustian bargain and say, “We will let the military stay here because we need
some sort of resources, and hopefully they will leave us alone.” Part of the equation will be that
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they will defend us from other countries. The reality is that Hawai‘i is a prize, a most fantastic,
amazing archipelago. Its location is important. You know, in my book I stress what Tom Coffman
called the orgy of imperialist enslavement that was taking place in the Pacific. Around the world
but in the Pacific, Kamehameha III had these long fits of depression as he thought about what
might happen to Hawai‘i. People had to think about some way of dealing with that.
King Kalākaua, as we think back on it, he certainly was not perfect in all respects, but
was trying somehow to keep Hawai‘i independent. The reciprocity deals were pretty difficult, but
he thought he would protect more. Eventually they didn’t. The US passed a law, the McKinley
Tariff Law in the early 1890’s that basically eliminated the advantages of the reciprocity treaties.
People in Hawai‘i were so bewildered by this; they did not know what to do. There it was,
Hawai‘i broke its part of the deal, even after Hawai‘i had sold its soul. It was a tempestuous time,
Japan was emerging and fighting with its neighbors and took over Korea. The US basically let
Japan take over Korea, in exchange for allowing the US to take over the Philippines. That was the
reality of the gross power of politics going on.
Hawai‘i is a small place, what you can do. You try to find your way as best you can.
Vogeler:
You can. As far as the US leaving, what you pointed out, even if there is
independence it does not necessarily mean that the US military will leave.
Van Dyke:
And we still live in a dangerous world. We can imagine independent leaders in
Hawai‘i saying that we still need this military alliance with the Untied States – economic and
defense. I see this as a different issue.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, what factors would be needed for the US to leave? If you
don’t want to speak on that, that is okay too.
Van Dyke:
I am happy to speak on it. The Canadian Supreme Court issued an opinion in the
context of Quebec a few years ago. The French people, many of the people would like to secede
from Canada and form their own nation. They petitioned to the Canadian Supreme Court and
asked if they had a right to secede. The Canadian Supreme Court came up with a thoughtful
opinion. In a democracy, you cannot force to be in an arrangement they do not want to be in. The
essence of democracy is consent. Then they said, “But it would have to be more than 51% of the
people of Quebec. You would have to see a substantial number of the people of Quebec wanting
to do it – 2/3, let’s say, that might be the requisite number.” So then they say, “If you have this
substantial showing by the Quebec people that they want to leave Canada, then the Canadian
government would have a responsibility to meet with the Quebec people and talk about it.” The
Quebec people would not have the unilateral right to walk out. But they would have the right to
have an in-depth good faith discussion on the topic.
Then they went into some of the issues that would have to be talked about. It is not so
easy. You would have to talk about national debt, the National Parks, all kinds of national assets,
how you divide them up. In Quebec, if you look at the map, you see that Quebec a very big place.
The French people are down here in the south part of Quebec. But then you have this huge area
where first Nation people, they might want to leave Canada, they were not French. Would it be
part of Quebec, all of Quebec that would leave? How would you deal with the indigenous people
up there. In any event, you would have to talk all these things through. But you would have to
talk.
I tell my students, the same rules should apply here. If we really saw a substantial part of
Hawai‘i wanting to secede, become independent I think the rest of the world would have to talk. I
cannot image they would not. Most people in the 48 states do not know much about Hawai‘i and
don’t care about it. Why wouldn’t they? Not if there was an interest in separating.
The reality is that most people in Hawai‘i do not want to secede because for economic
reasons and patriotism – lots of different reasons. In any event, most people think it’s a positive
relationship, it’s not perfect but people in Hawai‘i benefit. If you certainly go around the Pacific,
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there is no question that Hawai‘i is more economically prosperous than the rest of the Pacific
Islands. For some people it is not that important. Some Hawaiians say, that is not important, we
just want our islands back. I can understand that.
But you have these other people who do care about their pocketbooks and probably do
not want to live the way that people live in other Pacific Islands. What are you going to do? They
have human rights as well. I always come back to, “Let’s work on indigenous rights” because the
Hawaiians have rights to land and autonomy and that is supported by international law and US
domestic law. And, it is doable. It would benefit the Hawaiians and everybody. You see that in
New Zealand, with the Maoris are really back on their feet and doing well, getting back their land
and controlling resources and fishing rights. And they are players. If there are economic decisions
to be made, the Maoris are at the table because they’re rich, many of them. The process isn’t
finished, it has been a long process to return land and resources but it is still going on. The tribes
in the central north island have made a big proposal for forest land and it looks like they are going
to sign off on that. So that is what we should be seeing here, the Hawaiians should get land and
resources. Let’s start with the Crown lands, that are a nice big chunk of land, very nice lands,
other important lands.
Vogeler:
Some of these questions, like I was saying, are the same questions I asked in the
Baltic States, so I will ask them and you can respond the way you want. As the occupation ended,
did you participate in the re-establishment of the independent Hawaiian government.
Van Dyke:
It has not happened yet.
Vogeler:
Question #13 relates to language and the ending of the occupation, but that has
not happened.
Van Dyke:
I would say on question #13, that the Hawaiian renaissance has been important,
that the Hawaiians have been reestablishing their culture, establishing their language. All of us
are trying to use the language more. In New Zealand the resuscitation of the language is very
important.
Vogeler:
Very important, even though it has not happened yet. As far as you know, how
the occupation affect real estate? You know the US is here, this is more of a futures question.
Van Dyke:
Yes but we have models. We can look to our Pacific Island neighbors and see, no
example is perfect. I think looking at Fiji, at New Caledonia, French Polynesia and New Zealand.
Vogeler:
If those are appropriate models. In Lithuania and Estonia, they also provided
information that way as well. As far as you know, how did the ending of the occupation affect the
economy? That has not happened.
Van Dyke:
How would it affect the economy? Obviously there are benefits that sort of the
free trade we have. I think having US law apply here, US courts here gives investors a sense of
security so we have more…..But we do have probably more investment here than you see in other
pacific islands. But we could imagine a strong and vibrant independent Hawai‘i that would also
attract tourists and investments. I do not think that would lead to economic disaster.
Vogeler:
Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again? Again
these were questions that were asked over there, but I mean… do you think Hawai‘i will be free
or is it free now?
Van Dyke:
Hawai‘i is self governing so in that sense we are free. We participate fully in the
political processes. Someone from Hawai‘i may become President which is amazing and
wonderful. Hawai‘i is free and you know before I mentioned we see countries break up. We see
countries come together. The European Union is a wonderful example of countries coming
together because they feel like they will benefit from this common interaction. I think that is an
important reason why Hawai‘i is still a part of the United States. I think this is a good thing.
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Vogeler:
That is one of the big differences between here and the Baltic States. It is not the
same. I am looking at the many different aspects. Are there any questions you would like to ask
me or tell me that were not covered in the interview?
Van Dyke:
No, not really, but I want to tell you I really appreciate you looking at my
writings and thoughts. I am honored that you took a look at my book.
Vogeler:
I think you raised a lot of important things – the aspect of freedom, the question
“Even if there is independence, will it bring more freedom”? You point out Keanu and cited Pōkā
and pointed out Uncle Kekuni Blasdeill that have been talking about different concepts, but
concepts of independence. These are all complex, there is no one simple answer. It is not only
important to get different perspectives, but different insightful perspectives. Thanks.
Van Dyke:
If I can be helpful, let me know.
Vogeler:
What I will do is type these up. It will probably take me a while, I have a few to
do and a friend is helping me type them up. I will email them to you and you can make whatever
changes you want to make. Thank you so much for your time and insights.
Van Dyke:
Thank you for your lovely gifts.
THE END
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MAHEALANI WENDT
(This interview occurredin two parts: first, Perez-Wendt emailed answers; second, we met and
discussed those answers.)
Emailed answers to interview questions:
Background:
What’s your name? Mahealani Perez-Wendt.
Where do you live (what city)? Honolulu, O‘ahu and Wailuanui, Maui
When were you born? January 15, 1947
Where were you born? Honolulu, Hawai‘i
Of what nationality are your parents? Mother: Hawaiian-Chinese; Father: Spanish
Where do you work? Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. How long have you worked there? 30
years. What do you do there? Executive Director, responsible for day-to-day operations.
Where have you attended school? Kamehameha Schools. What is the highest academic degree?
Graduate Certificate in Public Administration. And what was the area of study, if any?
Have you ever served in the military? No. If so, for which country?
What languages do you speak? English, some fluency in Hawaiian.
Of what ethnicity, if any, do you consider yourself a member? (for example, Hawaiian,
American, French, Chinese, Sāmoan, Japanese, etc.) Hawaiian & Spanish.
Questions:
1) In school what were you taught about the United States’ relationship to Hawai‘i? In
elementary (Royal) school, we celebrated statehood. In Social Studies classes in intermediate
(Central Intermediate) and high school (Kamehameha Schools), there may have been some
mention of the Hawaiian monarchs and Kingdom of Hawai‘i, but there definitely was no
explanation about the overthrow. Did this information come from a textbook or some other
source? Textbook. What did you think about this information? There was no information about
the overthrow and related events. How did you feel at the time? It didn't make an impression on
me one way or the other.
2) Growing up, what did the media tell you about the relationship between the United States
and Hawai‘i? (for example, newspapers, T.V., magazines, radio, etc.) I don't recall learning
anything about the Hawaii-U.S. political relationship from the media. Do you remember the name
of any of these sources? How old you were? What did you think about this information?
3) Growing up, do you have any memories of your family discussing the relationship between
the United States and Hawai‘i? No, never. We were very poor and that would have been a
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luxury. My single mom was preoccupied with survival issues. How old were you? What was
said? How did this make you feel?
4) Growing up, did you learn about the relationship between the United States and Hawai‘i
from any other sources? No, never. Who was involved in presenting this information? What did
you learn? How old were you? How did you feel learning this information?
5) Did you ever visit places outside of US control? No, never. Where did you go? When was
this? How old were you? What did you learn there about the relationship between the United
States and Hawai‘i?
6) At one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US? Yes Did you
accept that the United States will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your lifetime? Yes. How old
were you when you thought that the United States would remain? I'm somewhat discouraged
about the possibility of change in political status because I do not see the charismatic, committed,
disciplined leadership required to bring this about.
7) When did you learn that Hawai‘i is occupied? 1970. Where did this occur? In discussions
with newly-acquired activist friends. How did you gain this information? What was your first
reaction? Anger, outrage, hurt. How did you feel to learn this information? Did your view of the
world change? Yes. Did your view of the US change? Yes. Did your understanding of yourself
change? I realized our family's diminished circumstances (loss of lands, high mortality, other
dysfunctions) were in part attributable to historical social and political forces and events that had
created circumstances over which we had little control.
8) As far as you know, did the number of people who understood that Hawai‘i is occupied
increase, remain the same, or decrease? Increased. Why do you believe this happened? Because
of the efforts of sovereignty leaders like Kekuni Blaisdell, Haunani K. & Mililani Trask, Pōkā
Laenui, Bumpy Kanahele, Henry Noa and many others who have organized and committed
themselves to restoring a Hawaiian Nation. Did some people believe that Hawai‘i is no different
than the states of the United States? (for example, Georgia, California, New York, etc.) It's likely
that aside from its exoticism, Hawai‘i is considered by many U.S. citizens as no different from
other states. As far as you know, what did the people who talked about the occupation of Hawai‘i
say to those who saw Hawai‘i and the other states of the United States as the same? There have
been many inter-group discussions on this subject. Unfortunately, these groups have not
naturally coalesced except under contentious circumstances. So these discussions have not
necessarily been fruitful. Kanaka Maoli will say their political sovereignty and national lands
were illegally stolen. And vice versa? American citizens will say Hawaiians never owned any
land so nothing was taken; furthermore, it was necessary to usurp their political sovereignty for
their own good, as the native people were incapable of self-rule.
9) What political groups have been actively trying to end the occupation? The groups affiliated
with the leaders enumerated in paragraph 8, as well as other lesser known groups (those affiliated
with Mahealani Kahau, Akahi Nui, Auntie Peggy Ha‘o Ross, etc.) When were these groups the
most active? The groups have been most active coincident with culturally or politically
significant events, such as the anniversary of the overthrow. There was major buildup of activism
leading up to and immediately following the 100th anniversary of the 1893 overthrow. Activity
has subsided somewhat, but the people and the groups are substantially still there, still feel the
same way. Did you participate in these groups? I served on Hui Na‘auao, a sovereignty and selfdetermination community education project, the Hawaiian Sovereignty Elections Council, as well
as an elected delegate to the Native Hawaiian Convention. I have not participated as a member of
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any of the other groups. Why, or why not? I want to participate in a democratic process, and
most of the existing groups lack the broad constituent base that in my view would is required for
legitimacy. In addition, many of these groups include self-appointed leaders whose views I do
not share. Do you believe that these groups have been effective? Although these groups may not
have been successful in exercising certain attributes of political sovereignty or restoring national
lands to native people, they have been extremely effective in democratizing access to the truth of
our history, and proselytizing this truth internationally, invaluable to our forward progress. Why,
or why not?
10) As far as you can remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes within Hawai‘i?
No. If so, how? When did this occur? Did people from Hawai‘i living in other countries help
Hawai‘i to end the US occupation? Although there are representatives of foreign countries who
have been sympathetic to the nationalist cause, none of their countries, to my knowledge, have
made any difference to political relationship between the U.S. and America. If so, how did they
help? And when did this occur?
11) Was there a moment when you understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end, that
the US government and military will leave? When was this moment? Where were you when you
had this realization? Who was there? What were you doing? Why was this moment significant?
As far as you know, what factors changed so that the US government could no longer control
Hawai‘i? In my view, an end to U.S. occupation in Hawai‘i is a possibility, but it is a possibility
only in the remote future, a goal for future generations to continue to pursue.
12) As the occupation ended, did you participate in the reestablishment of the independent
Hawai‘i government? If so, what did you do? When was this? Do you remember anything about
the process for reestablishing the independent governments? As you remember it, what happened
first, second, third, etc.? How did you feel at this time? During this process, what was effective?
What would you have changed? My husband and I reside in a rural fishing and taro farming
village, Ke‘anae-Wailuanui, on the island of Maui. The families who reside there steward their
land and natural resources, engage in traditional subsistence fishing and farming as an everyday
way of life. This way of life protects their families and continues traditions for future
generations. It is a way of manifesting sovereignty over their family lands in spite of the U.S. and
state.
13) Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to language, culture or ethnicity? If so,
how were these issues addressed? What do you believe was effective? What was not? Hawai‘i is
colonized. There are traditional enclaves where natives continue to carry out their cultural
practices and have largely escaped these colonial influences. They practice sovereignty on the
ground, where they live. They regulate use of lands and access to resources within their
ahupua‘a. They speak their language, observe traditional protocols. These cultural preserves are
a strong foundation of a future politically free and independent sovereign Hawai‘i.
In-Person Interview:
Vogeler:
Most of these, with the background, most of them you answered. The one with
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. What does Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation do?
Wendt:
It is a public interest law firm with attorneys who represent Native Hawaiians in
substantive areas in Native Rights, typically cases that involved land, natural resources, and
traditional and customary practices. A full complimentary of attorneys, para-legals and legal
secretaries who focus in on that area of work.
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Vogeler:
How many attorneys do you have?
Wendt:
We have seven attorneys and four paralegals and the legal secretaries to support
that work.
Vogeler:
Do you do stuff like the Waikaloa, Waikāne, or land stuff, or a variety of stuff?
Wendt:
It is a wide variety of stuff, but the common thread is to identify the thing that
will ensure that Hawaiians can be Hawaiians in their homeland. We recognize ‘Āina for
Hawaiian identity: we fight for Hawaiians to stay on their lands. With respect to natural
resources, we are concerned with Hawaiians having access to water so that they can farm Taro,
have access to gathering places, so that they can continue to gather traditional foods, engage in
traditional cultural practices, protect and maintain spiritual sites, that sort of thing.
Vogeler:
You did the PASH stuff ?
Wendt:
Exactly.
Vogeler:
And One‘ula, when they had the shrines that were being bulldozed out there. I
think Kaleo Patterson was involve with that.
Wendt:
I am not sure we were involved with that. But we have a lot of cases that involve
sacred cultural sites.
Vogeler:
How many cases do you have at any given...?
Wendt:
We have about a 1000 clients, active clients at any given time.
Vogeler:
And most of those are land and access.
Wendt:
Half of these cases are quiet title cases. These are cases where large, private
commercial interests are typically developing lands they do not own. They file these losses to
clear title. Our clients are typically families who have inherited interests dating back to the origin
of titles, with the Māhele. They assist them by doing title searches, genealogy research, and doing
the translation of old documents, all of that. Research, that is about half of our casework. The
other half, we have a large number of cases representing Native beneficiaries to the public trusts
including Hawaiian homelands and ceded trusts. With Hawaiian homelands, Hawaiians are just
trying to get on the land so they can have a home and place to live. They want to farm and ranch
these lands. Our other cases are traditional and customary rights. These are cases where [we are]
typically fighting developers that are destroying sacred places, coastal sites, and traditional burial
places. Heiau.
Vogeler:
I know most of this stuff, but wanted to have it on tape so I can refer back to it.
And then, of one here, of what ethnicity do you consider yourself a member?
Wendt:
Hawaiian.
Vogeler:
You have Hawaiian and Spanish. You already did the background questions, and
I wanted to make sure I got it correctly here. So here are the real questions. The first question you
were saying that, at Royal Elementary School, they did not cover the relationship that much?
Wendt:
Not at all.
Vogeler:
As far as the media, you were saying you do not recall the media saying anything
about it.
Wendt:
I was young then too so was probably not aware.
Vogeler:
And then, your family did not talk about it?
Wendt:
No, I did not come from a family of academics or scholars or people who were
engaged in the political process. My father comes from a plantation family. My grandparents
came from Spain and worked the first sugar plantations in Hawai‘i, in Koloa, Kaua’i. My father
was a heavy equipment operator and did not get past the sixth grade so he was very preoccupied
with working with his hands, labor. He was a hunter fisherman. I did not hear discussions about
politics; it did not seem to interest them.
I would hear conversations that Haunani-Kay Trask would have around the table with her
family. Ours was a different kind of family.
Vogeler:
Really? Haunani Kay Trask with her family?
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Wendt:
Yes, typical conversations would be at such an elevated level of discourse—
political national and local. Issues, that sort of thing. They have lawyers, very learned people in
their family. We did not have those type of discussions in our family. That is not my background.
On my mother’s side, she was fairly well read, but I did not hear anything like that.
Vogeler:
You mentioned statehood somewhere in here.
Wendt:
I was in Royal School. In the sixth grade I think when statehood occurred.
Vogeler:
Do you remember anyone at that time who was not for statehood?
Wendt:
Then?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Wendt:
No.
Vogeler:
Because I remember in these interviews when I have talked with Toni Lee. She is
the only one who mentions that she remembered people who were not for statehood. Her parents.
But they were not for statehood, but they thought being a territory was better than being a state.
Which was expected? So you do not remember anyone?
Wendt:
No. What I remember about Royal School...there was no lead up to it. I
remember just one day. They let us out early, and we had an extended recess, and we got to go
out and play because it was statehood. I did not even know what statehood was.
Vogeler:
Oh good, we get to go out and play. It was not like a fire drill or anything like
this.
Wendt:
You know what my husband says? He grew up in Maui. He says at that time,
they are from a place where he lives, the parents were living in Ka Lāhui, close to the
fairgrounds. He says with statehood the whole community gathered and his parents had
disappeared but lived close by to the fairgrounds, kind of like a baseball field. The families were
all there and celebrating. The kids were at home. He went looking for his parents. He was in the
sixth grade. He went there, and he saw them. He saw them drinking beer and he said he could not
explain it, but he started crying. He said whatever was happening, he did not feel it was good. He
has told me that many times.
Vogeler:
So far, in these interviews, I have not come across anyone who said that they.
Toni Lee, she said that her folks did not want statehood because being a territory was better. But
so far I have not run across...Puhipau and Joan may have mentioned something.
Wendt:
I was surprised, he said he does not know why. He was in the distance, and he
was watching them, and he had this sad feeling and turned around and went home. I do not know
if it was because of the spectacle of his parents getting kind of festive, I don't know if it was that.
He has a different kind of early experience, he was beaten for speaking Hawaiian. I told my
husband that was interesting. Generationally, it was my mother who suffered that way, it was my
mother who had the nuns with the eraser who hit her in the face because of that. You are not to
speak Hawaiian. My husband says that his grandmother, his tutu, would teach him Hawaiian and
post it on the refrigerator door, the word, and he was really proud that he could speak. A teacher
in the school overheard him, and he was beaten for it.
Vogeler:
The teacher did?
Wendt:
Yes. And that it caused him to turn from someone who loved to learn to someone
who hated it. He got real rebellious. He has an interesting perspective. I am kind of digressing
here.
Vogeler:
No you are not, that is an interesting point. Oh, incidentally, Noho Hewa, that
won best documentary and remember its free for the other shows. Were there other places that
you learned about the relationship between the US and Hawai‘i? Here you said never.
And then, whether you visited outside US Control, you said no.
Wendt:
To this day, I have never visited a foreign country. I have not been to Aerotorea.
Vogeler:
Have you been to Canada?
Wendt:
No.
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Vogeler:
Here, at one time did you believe that the Hawaiian Islands are part of the US
and you said yes. Right now, do you believe that Hawai‘i is part of the US?
Wendt:
I do.
Vogeler:
Do you accept that the United States will remain in Hawai‘i throughout your
lifetime?
Wendt:
I do. I do not accept it, but I believe that it is...
Vogeler:
That is an important distinction. It is not that you are saying, “It is a good thing.”
But that it will probably be the ways things are.
It is so insightful that you are discouraged about the possibility of change politically. So
there is no charismatic, committed leadership to bring this about? So, was there at one time, was
there leadership that was useful?
Wendt:
Looking promising?
Vogeler:
Yes.
Wendt:
I have never thought so.
Vogeler:
When did you learn that Hawai‘i was occupied? You have here, 1970. When do
you remember the term occupation being used?
Wendt:
Probably not until much later when I met Dr. Kekuni. That is a mantra of his, we
are an occupied country, etc. That would not have been until perhaps maybe later in 1978 or so.
Maybe a little bit earlier. Maybe 1975. In the early 70’s, I was involved in the land struggles so
he…
Vogeler:
Was that Kalama Valley?
Wendt:
Kalama Valley. Then, I was introduced to the idea that. It was pretty radical, the
idea that my school was this landlord baron that was oppressing...
Vogeler:
You mean Kamehameha Schools?
Wendt:
Yes, that kind of really jolted me, I did not think of that. In high school, I had a
summer school experience that started me looking at the political systems, comparative
governments. I was exposed to ideas of socialism, and capitalism. We read Marx, Engels and the
Federalist Papers. We read a lot of the early documents. We were reading Sartre.
Vogeler:
This is when you went away to school?
Wendt:
No, this was in high school. We had a visiting professor from Berkeley who
came and did this summer thing. It was very intense. I do not think I have had a course like that in
college. So, we were reading these things. I got my first exposure to government, and to political
systems. But it was not until I got involved with the land eviction struggle that I started thinking
about it again. Class struggle, at the time I was a single parent, already. So I put my focus and
attention on what was in front of me. We were trying to keep these farmers from being evicted
and that is what I gave myself to. I was engaging with activists with experience further down the
road. At that time I met Moani.
Vogeler:
My cousin?
Wendt:
She was crazy, she still is kind of nuts. She was like the Angela Davis of
Hawai‘i. She had the big hair, and she was saying F this, and F that, and I was amazed. They are
still around doing good work. And I met Soli (sp). He was one of the first I met. And Pete
Thompson who is no longer, he is like a stockbroker now. I was kind of mentored by them and
hanging around these early activists and discussing not only the struggle with capitalism,
oppressive landlords. The analysis was in terms of socialism. There are some card-carrying
communists hanging out in the group. That was the discussion, from there, as a Hawaiian, I
started getting a sense of oppression in my homeland. I sort of came to it thinking in terms of
class struggle. I think what happened, I started looking at the subset of my own people, within the
context of, the framework of the larger struggle.
Vogeler:
In 1970, you knew something was wrong?
Wendt:
Big time.
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Vogeler:
But as far as the idea of occupation, how you were saying with Uncle Kekuni,
that came later.
Wendt:
That came later.
Vogeler:
Do you remember how it came up? Do you remember what you thought when
you first?
Wendt:
Not specifically. It was a toss up between him and Pōkā. Because Pōkā was…
my involvement with Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. I was aware of his cases with Nappy.
He would be raising these issues. Nappy is not a citizen.
Vogeler:
I found that case that he argues “Extended Foreign Occupation.”
Wendt:
It might have been Pōkā before Kekuni. I was working in the legal arena. In my
third year of undergrad, I was working as a legal aid as part of VISTA program, like a domestic
Peace Corp. We were assigned to attorneys but our work was in communities. I had this
supervising attorney, but my actual placement was in the community. The community that I was
assigned to was this Council of Hawaiian Organizations.
Vogeler:
And Uncle Buzzy. Was he talking about this at this time?
Wendt:
No. He was not, not in those early days.
Vogeler:
Later on, was he talking about it? Uncle Buzzy?
Wendt:
What I remember was this: his brother John was far more vocal with respect with
Hawaiian issues and Buzzy was in the background. After a number of years....his brother John is
Keoni’s dad. It was John Agard and Keoni has a brother named Andy. And John was out there
with all this stuff.
Vogeler:
With the Aloha Association and all that stuff.
Wendt:
And Buzzy was quiet. And it was later that Buzzy sort of...there was this duel
thing with John and Louie...they did stuff like prepare testimony for Congressional hearings. It
was like duality. John was the more prominent. It was sort of like Mel and Randy Kalehiki (sp).
Randy was the one who was in front doing all that stuff and Mel was in the background. It was
only after Randy passed that Mel sort of came into his own in the movement. So I look at them
similarly. This is my recollection.
Vogeler:
I spoke with Uncle Buzzy and know that there is—from the terminology that
Uncle Buzzy used and the way he described things—I know that he knows a lot because he talks
about prescriptive rights and he brought these things up. He pointed out that they did not know
this early on. When he had the accident in 1973, the plane accident. Was there anyone else who
you heard this idea of occupation from?
Wendt:
Now that we are going through this, I really want to say it was Pōkā. Pōkā is the
one...all I had to say has to do with the introduction to the legal thing. It started off with the legal
aid thing. They assigned me to the community and ended up doing it for two years. After I
graduated, I applied and was accepted to law school. I did not finish, I got pregnant and dropped
out.
The work with legal aid continued so because I was somewhat connected to legal and
lawyers, and I was aware of legal efforts on behalf of Hawaiians. Pōkā was one. I only lamented
that he was using that client...this client who enabled Pōkā to bring these issues to the forefront. I
did not feel that Nappy was the best one, I thought he was unsavory and did terrible things. His
political status should [not] excuse him from being held accountable for his crimes. When you
kill someone, you kill somebody, and it is wrong. You should not be excused because you are a
citizen of whatever nation. I did not like it. The conservative part of me.
Vogeler:
No, I think most people would understand that. When Pōkā brought up this idea
of occupation, or Uncle Kekuni guys or whatever, what did you think?
Wendt:
It gave me a new perspective.
Vogeler:
Did it make sense?
Wendt:
I do not know how long it was before I got really what that meant. That they did
not belong here. We belong here but not them. They are such a strong presence, the whole thing...
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I do not know exactly when, but I understand it today and understood it for quite a while. Mel and
I got to be very close, I was his right hand person. This organization, started Kū Like Kākou (sp),
commemorations at the palace. At some point along the line Kawaipuna had to leave the
organization, fell into disfavor. That was in 1978.
Vogeler:
I was trying to remember what year he passed...was it 1990...
Wendt:
I do not remember. In 90’s.
Vogeler:
I got here in 1991.
Wendt:
It was after then.
Vogeler:
I remember United Snakes of America.
Wendt:
He was hostile to OHA, he had the acronym for his organization, which was
UHA, and kin. It was the United Hawaiians United.
Vogeler:
Dan ain’t no way. So, in the 80’s was KOHO (Council of Hawaiian
Organizations).
Wendt:
I would say this idea of Hawai‘i as an occupied nation. I had heard it, Pōkā said
this. I cannot say when I really first got the [idea]....that we live amongst the enemy. It is kind of
like..how do colonized people live, it is a fearful existence. Let me relate this to charismatic
leadership. I honestly think it is not doable, we have talked ourselves out the possibility, but if
you are serious about turning off the occupier, you have to organize yourselves, get weapons and
kill them. That is what I believe. I have not heard that, I have not heard Hawaiians say that. I have
heard military people, veterans who know about warfare and weaponry talk amongst themselves,
but I have not seen it.
That is why I do not believe it is going to get done. We have bought into the idea that it is
not doable. In the same way they smash enemies of the country, they would smash us. I do not
see anybody willing to do that. I am not saying I would, or I wouldn't. I do not know, if someone
presented themselves, that was inspiring, who would not want to fight for their country.
Vogeler:
Is there a distinct difference between occupation and colonization? I know that
there..
Wendt:
Only in degree. I think colonization is more benign, but because of that it is more
insidious: it co-opts. I am not a scholar or anything, and I am sure there is a whole a lot of
literature about the dynamics of colonization. It is even more evil because it lulls you into a sense
that it is okay, when it is not okay.
Vogeler:
The only reason why I say that is, am asking when you look back at ALOHA
Association, you have two different ideas that are...
Wendt:
It takes awhile to evolve. Aloha Association is all about restitution and pay back
and we will take money for what you did. It is good they did not succeed. I think at the time they
were devastated. We were going to study it, then the study came out and it was all against
Hawaiians, you know. America had no role in the overthrow, people who did it on their own. The
awareness had to evolve, apparently. We are lucky it did not happen, and because they delayed in
giving us that small measure of justice, we are far more aware, and we will not settle for that.
Vogeler:
When you learned about this idea of occupation, and when these ideas took
place, the question is - did your awareness of the world change, the US and yourself change? You
answered yes and you were aware of your family’s diminished circumstances. Is there anything
you wanted to add? How did it change?
Wendt:
I grew up right there, I was born and raised on another island but my mother
brought us over - seven of us. She raised us alone. She lived right over there, where the trees are.
Vogeler:
By Punchbowl?
Wendt:
No right there where the trees are. By the fire station, that block. In the tenements
of downtown Honolulu.
Vogeler:
By Safeway.
Wendt:
That block. At that time, we were living, and I have told this story before, we
were living in a rooming house and typically lived in by these Filipino bachelors, who were
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retired plantation workers. But, that was all that many Hawaiians families could afford and that is
where my mother brought us. We were living in a tenement right over there. All of us. There
were two beds inside the room and we had a hot plate, community bathroom and showers. Most
of the families that lived there were just like us, all Hawaiians. I started at a young age; you get to
thinking that is what we have inherited, what we deserve and this is what it will be. When you are
older and get a sense of history and what happened, and the fact of landless Hawaiians and the
disenfranchised, you get a different perspective. When I talk about my families diminished
circumstance, not only mine but all the families living there. Very poor and very destitute and
treated very disrespectfully by the larger society, beggars in their own homeland.
Families who were well situated in Hawai‘i because they stole from Hawai‘i, they
benefited from Hawai‘i for decades, generations. You can see it, they have the big houses, and a
different life from the people they took from. I came to understand this, that those things from the
past make a big difference to your inheritance, to your...
Vogeler:
Some of that class struggle falls into how things turned out in Hawai‘i because of
the occupation.
Wendt:
I think they stole from the people. And so the people are poor, not all of them,
but many of them.
Vogeler:
As far as you know, did the number of people who believed that Hawai‘i was
occupied, did in increase, stay the same or decrease?
Wendt:
Since when?
Vogeler:
Since forever?
Wendt:
I think it has definitely increased. I think I credited ... by the way I want to tell
you, I tell his story to Himikulani (sp), how in these tenements, there was this group of drunkards,
we had all kinds of people there. Two were Hawaiians and the other one was Japanese, from
Japan, apparently went to Tokyo University, and I do not know what happened. Probably from
alcoholism. They used to sit in this circle, and bring their chairs in the hallway. One of them
named Sammy, was a Hawaiian and the other Millie who was Hawaiian. Sammy would sing on
the ‘ukulele and sing, ‘Fuck you, Fuck you and the United States.’
Vogeler:
Really.
Wendt:
Yup.
Vogeler:
That was when?
Wendt:
That was in 1955, 1956. Great animosity against the US. Maybe it was closer in
time to when his Kupuna telling him, this is what happened. It was common; that place had all
these characters, never heard bad words like that. But this guy caught my attention, and I never
forgot it. He specifically had a thing about the US. Every time they got together they would sing
that.
Vogeler:
So here you have Mililani, Pōkā, Uncle Kekuni, Haunani, Bumpy Kanahele, and
Henry Noa. Any others?
Wendt:
Sovereignty leaders?
Vogeler:
Sovereignty leaders.
Wendt:
I named the ones who I thought had some organization, political organization.
That is really important. The organizing...The most important part of organizing is knowledge,
and they all made it a big part to let people know the truth of the history.
Vogeler:
And then here you have “What did the people who talked about the occupation of
Hawai‘i say to those people who saw Hawai‘i as the 50th state or whatever?” You talked about
many of these inter-group discussions, but these groups have not naturally coalesced except under
contentious circumstances.
What are some of these groups that have got people together to talk about this?
Wendt:
League of Women Voters. On occasion, when we were with Hui Na‘auao, there
was a big effort to reach beyond the Native Hawaiians, and I personally gave a lot of
presentations. We would talk to the Rotary Club, Shriners and all of these.. The AGA, they would
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be sympathetic and supportive. There were other groups that would not have been interested or
inclined to listen to this message. When I say contentious, there have been times, like League of
Women Voters, when the rhetoric was flying and things were heating up, they stepped in and
created a forum to promote understanding between groups who were not listening to each other.
I cannot recall specifically, but in the past there were groups that stepped in and tried to
bring communities together.
Vogeler:
The number of people who have understood, felt or believed that Hawai‘i has
been occupied, if that has increased—you were saying it was increased—when has it increased.
Has it increased in the 70s, or did it increase steadily or a sudden increase or blip?
Wendt:
I do not know how these things work. There was a time when Ka Lāhui was
huge, and they claimed membership, they surpassed their core group. They claimed membership
at 50 thousand or 100 thousand. It was quite a few. Whether all the people who were supposed
members, whether they were informed about occupation as the core group was, they still created
a critical mass of baseline awareness, of the wrongful overthrow, of the misappropriation and that
sort of thing. Once that happens, there is broad awareness of the community. I think there is great
awareness, we are not an independent country today. you need to take a leap beyond aware and
do something.
Vogeler:
Do more people use the term occupation now?
Wendt:
I do not think so.
Vogeler:
About the same.
Wendt:
As far as using the word occupation, I do not use the word, it is not in my daily
vocabulary. It is not because I do not think it is occupied, it is a picture of perimeter with razor
wire around it, this is how I feel about Hawai‘i.
Vogeler:
Back in the 90’s did more people use the term occupation or is it the same? The
same folks use the term occupation that always used it.
Wendt:
The number of people increased, but I am not sure it has increased since the great
movement. I think it kind of peaked and it has plateaued.
Vogeler:
It peaked in the 90’s and then it plateaued?
Wendt:
I think so.
Vogeler:
So the awareness that came in the 90’s because of Hui Na‘auao (sp) and groups
like that?
Wendt:
I think all the groups I mentioned, they all deserve a lot of credit. In your
interviews, did someone mention Auntie Peggy and what she did.
Vogeler:
I have been trying to.... Joan and Puhipau mentioned Aunty Peggy. They were
saying in the 70s she was going to the UN.
Wendt:
You might want to look in the archives. Supposedly she filed a Declaration of
War.
Vogeler:
A Declaration of War.
Wendt:
She filed in the Bureau of Conveyances.
Vogeler:
So I just go to the Bureau of Conveyances and ask for Auntie Peggy Ross?
Wendt:
I don’t know but I am sure she filed there. At one time, I actually saw a hard
copy. You know, by the way, if you know of anything that we can do with all the stuff we have
accumulated over the years, let me know. I am serious, I have a lot of stuff. I do not know how to
do that.
Vogeler:
I will keep that mind. There is a lot of stuff.
Wendt:
Lynette has been talking about keeping a repository. Mel has a lot of stuff; Buzzy
has stuff.
Vogeler:
She did this Declaration of War in 1970?
Wendt:
Something like that.
Vogeler:
Wow. During the 90’s, I am trying to get this straight, during the 90’s there were
these ways to get people to.
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Wendt:
There was a great mobilization among Native Hawaiians around the idea of
America’s wrongful acts. The quantum increase in awareness of those historical events. Since
that time, because of this idea of critical mass, I would say every Hawaiian family, there is
someone who has knowledge about what happened. They will continue to talk about what they
know. The awareness grows. There is broad awareness of the community.
Vogeler:
And that happened during the 90’s?
Wendt:
I think there was a quantum forward movement in creating awareness in the
average person, and since that time, I have not seen broad education efforts on that magnitude.
But I think that in Hawai‘i today, most people are aware of the situation with the US, Hawai‘i’s
political relationships. What they choose to do about it is another story.
Vogeler:
On this question - what organizations - you have many listed here – Mahealani
[Kehau], Akahi Nui, Peggy Ross. Were Akahi Nui folks at the forum?
Wendt:
Yes.
Vogeler:
And you were talking about “Do you believe these groups have been effective?”
And then you say that these groups have not always been successful in displaying certain
attributes of political sovereignty or restoring, they have been extremely effective in
demonstrating to the truth of our history and prostelizying internationally invaluable to our
progress. And this has been, in these interviews, this has been covered in different ways. Why do
you think they have been effective in promoting ideas in certain ways and not in others? Am I
putting this the right way?
Wendt:
Talk is cheap that is why. It is easy to talk. It is hard to do.
Vogeler:
I was talking to Joan and Puhipau about this. Is there anything that we Hawaiians
or folks here in Hawai‘i or doing that, I do not know whether it is that keeping the US here? You
were mentioning the thing about guns. Is there anything...
Wendt:
Everything that we do. You are totally buying in the system. I cannot think of
one thing. Even about protecting Hawai‘i. What are we doing about challenging the multi-billion
budget for the Hawai‘i Visitors Industries? I do not see any protests going on. To me, that is
pretty obscene. I am thinking so much money that can be used for the betterment of the people
here. And to continue to feed an industry that is empty. It is very shallow, it is short-term
thinking. It is our biggest industry - the two biggest ones - the military purchases, you can see the
military news. Who gives a fuck? I do not think we have done enough. I see a lot of talk, and I do
not see the action.
Vogeler:
You are saying we have to do more in terms of action?
Wendt:
I do not say I can do it. But I just do not see. I mean.
Vogeler:
We need to do more, people need to do more. And then the question, as far as
you remember, did pressure from other countries cause changes in Hawai‘i? And you basically
said no.
Wendt:
No. Have you seen anything?
Vogeler:
I know people have gone into the UN and to other places.
Wendt:
Oh. What?
Vogeler:
People have gone to the World Court, the Permanent Court of Arbitration. I was
just looking.
Wendt:
Every week we have staff meetings. And every week I ask for accomplishments.
The accomplishments, what you got for the client. I do not want to know if you got a motion in
court. I do not want to know. I want to know, did you put land in the hands of a Hawaiian? Did
you ensure he has a right to go to his fishing grounds? Because if you did not do that, I do not
want to hear. That is what accomplishments are. Using that as a measure. All this ground work
helps, I am saying, it is good that we are creating awareness and go to the UN. But I do not see
any change. As someone who is here, I see it getting worse. Why do I say that? The intensity of
the suffering only grows here. I can see it because they are asking us to help.
Vogeler:
In terms of real...
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Wendt:
I do not see it.
Vogeler:
In terms of real basic things...
Wendt:
I do not see it. I can see people who come back and say I went to the UN, and I
told them this and that. How did it make a difference?
Vogeler:
Yes. Very good. So, um, out of curiosity, how do you make those changes on the
ground?
Wendt:
How did other leaders make those changes? They sacrificed. Do you see our
people sacrificing too much? I do not see it. Do they fast? Do they go up and organizing? Are
they willing to put themselves on the line and attack the bases here? Everybody tells us - they are
disposing uranium waste in the ocean. What are we doing?
Vogeler:
This is more than an education process?
Wendt:
I think with the knowledge you need to do something.
Vogeler:
Along those lines, there was a question - Was there a moment when you
understood that the US occupation of Hawai‘i will end, that the US government and military will
leave?
Wendt:
No. What did I say?
Vogeler:
You have not had any moment?
Wendt:
I believe some moment in the distant future, but I do not see it in my lifetime.
Vogeler:
What would be the factors, as best as you can tell, what would be the factors that
would make that happen? You mentioned people.
Wendt:
Practically speaking it does not look like it is going to happen. Look at what
happened with Kaho‘olawe. there were decades of protests, going to prison, people dying.
Vogeler:
So it would take protests?
Wendt:
No, that is not what caused it to change. The change, it was advantageous for a
political candidate to include that on her resume as an accomplishment in order to sell herself to
the voters. It takes both. It takes the willingness to sacrifice on the part of the people who are
caring, but it is politically expedient. Because the country is so powerful and it commands
financial, military, political, international and all these resources and power, it would take our
ability to show them that it would be advantageous to let us go. Then we could be free. Until that
time, I just do not see that it is going to happen. We have to show them it will be advantageous.
Vogeler:
You have a very good point there. This is the first time anyone in these
interviews has said something like this.
Wendt:
That is the truth. That is practical. It is true.
Vogeler:
People have used the thing, this is a similar idea. If you think of a coin and the
US is the hand, how do you get the US to let go of the coin? The idea is you heat up the coin.
Wendt:
Ya, Ya. I think you need both.
Vogeler:
In terms of this idea, you have very clear explanation there. What do you see as
someone who deals with this every day in terms of what people need? What do you see as this
can come about? Do you see it as education, do you see it as taking up guns, and do you see it as
sacrifice, as something international?
Wendt:
All. Is there something more critical of the others. I think it takes all.
Vogeler:
Is there something I left out. I am just going with what you are saying.
Wendt:
It is pretty much that terrain right there. I cannot imagine, and maybe it is
because I am inside a box. I cannot imagine that we could mobilize international support to
shame America into doing the right thing. It has not worked with far more compelling situations.
I do not think we should abandon those efforts. I think we need to continue to inform the
international community about how America mistreats its indigenous peoples: we should never
cease those efforts. I am not for violence, I would not want people to take up arms. There are
ways you can be courageous. I liked the organizing of Ka Lāhui. I liked that, I did not join them
because their leadership did not resonate with me. The Trasks for me were mean. I did not like
that. I think you can be strong and not be mean.
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Vogeler:
That goes back to the question about the leadership thing. Is that another factor...
Wendt:
I think we need leadership we can believe in. I believe in Obama right now. I can
already see he is not perfect. I can see he is a politician. All things considered, I like him the best.
We need inspired leadership, we need selfless leadership. We need leaders we can trust. People
will follow. I am one. I would be a good soldier to someone I respect and trust. I do not know
what I am looking for. A saint or something.
Vogeler:
Say there is a saint and someone comes along and does that.
Wendt:
That would be an amazing thing, that would be so wonderful.
Vogeler:
How do you get that person to, like you said, you have to make the US see that it
is advantageous, if you have...
Wendt:
Like I say, you have that, but it is only one component. You have the efforts to
get international support, you get the leadership here. A lot of what drives America is economic.
Alaska got a bunch of stuff because they have oil. It comes down to that. I do not know what we
have, what would have America let us go. I do not know. Do you? They like as a Pacific outpost.
We will take the first hit if they go after America.
Vogeler:
This situation compared to the Baltic States. The Baltic States had a similar
conundrum. What we think of the breakup of the Soviet Union.
Wendt:
It was getting too difficult for them to administer or have political administration
of these disparate cultures. It was getting too cumbersome. It was kind of like, and how do you
say collapsing inside already.
Vogeler:
What they did was reassert their sovereignty, and then what we looked at as the
breakup as the Soviet Union, that came about a little bit later.
Wendt:
It was something that was inevitable, because of what had already occurred in the
separate states.
Vogeler:
Well what happened to Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia, as they started to assert
their sovereignty, as they had these mass demonstrations, what happened, and this is some of the
stuff, because I am still looking at it.
Wendt:
something must have happened. With America, they seemed so benign, you have
these freedoms. As we are seeing, in Russia, I think it was different.
Vogeler:
What happened is...I am still going through this. But in 1990 Landsbergis, who
Francis Boyle worked with, re-declared their independence. It was a political move. And
Gorbachev said that the Baltic States are no different from any other Soviet Republic. Once he
said this, other Soviet Republics said, “If they declared independence, we can do it too.” What
happened was that reaction was different from what Gorbachev had intended. What we think of
was the breakup of the Soviet Union, one of the catalysts in that process, was what took place in
the Baltic States.
Wendt:
Was it nationalism that was operating. Or was it where the masses of the people
were discontented, they had little recourse than to declare their sovereignty.
Vogeler:
What was happening...
Wendt:
It is really critical.
Vogeler:
At that time, they had stores that were empty. They had stores with one item in
the store. That is one of the things that William Burgess has brought up. My cousin has brought
thatup because if the circumstances, even if the legal situation was the same or similar...
Wendt:
Or egregious.
Vogeler:
That does not address the US. But as far as what you were talking about with
making it advantageous to let go, then you have to look at what the possibilities are for Hawai‘i
even if you go and see the similarities and the legal status and the Baltic Sates. When I am
gathering the information, I am not making any judgments on what the outcome is going to be. I
need to gather all the information and see how it filters out. I think when you are talking about the
leadership, when you talking about the factors, and when you are talking about the factors making
it advantageous for the US to let go. But it seems you are talking about something else here.
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Something about how people perceive. In terms of economics and perception, with the Soviet
Union.
Wendt:
There is this inertia, and as long as you are not immediately threatened, you sink
into complacency, and you do not change the status quo. They are not so uncomfortable, so
unhappy that they would do something to change it.
Vogeler:
You also brought up another factor no one has brought up before. The inertia, the
leadership, all of those things. As someone said in the interview, the US is occupied, the US is
here and so what?
Wendt:
I am ashamed. I am ashamed as a Hawaiian that my country is taken over by
another country and we are not fighting. I am embarrassed about it. I feel ashamed. I mean really.
Where is our national pride, here? How can we walk around, we are walking around as a people
with our head down? And why? It is not right. So, hello. Do you not have any pride. I am just
like... we are walking around as a people knowing our past and not doing anything to save our
country. How does that feel? Don't you think there is this understory that you are demoralized as
a people? The national psyche, you cannot. Who is responsible for this? Every one of us.
Vogeler:
Along those lines, a friend of mine, Keahi (sp) came up to me the other night and
told me she was talking about these sorts of things with her mom and her mom said that we are
better here in the US than if we are in our own country.
Wendt:
Why would she say that? That is a colonized person saying that. She doesn't have
confidence in her own people?
Vogeler:
When I was talking with her, when I have done these interviews, people have
expressed similar ideas. The question is, in terms of that inertia or in terms of that pride, is there a
perception that Hawaiians would be better off being separate from the US, or is the perception
that Hawaiians would be better with the US.
Wendt:
I do not know about other people’s perception. But I know my perception is that
it is our responsibility to reclaim our country.
Vogeler:
Very good point. Lets see here. Next one - these are the same questions with the
Baltic States. As the occupation ended, did you participate in the independent Hawaiian
Government. You talk about how you live on Maui.
Wendt:
Our sovereignty is right here. I am not giving up on the broader political efforts
but we need to protect what we have. The places where our culture and land is still intact. We
need to fight for that and make sure it does not change.
Vogeler:
You talked about a way of life, and it is something that cannot necessarily be
transposed, but that is the essence from which all these other things come.
Wendt:
Like a reservoir of hope, in a sense.
Vogeler:
And the question here - Did the ending of the occupation affect issues relating to
language, culture and ethnicity? How were these addressed? You talked about how Hawai‘i is
colonized and how that certainly affected all these things. I do not want to put words into your
mouth, but if there were a reassertion of sovereignty, that would affect these things.
These last ones, as you can see, these were all in the past tense.
Wendt:
It was a little unsettling to me. It was as if I would look up at the sky, and I see
gray vog and someone is telling me - now, when the sky was blue, how did you feel. And I am
looking and seeing gray. But the way the question is posed - now that the sky is blue - but I don’t
see that. I do not see that.
Vogeler:
People have brought up the wording of these questions. What it is - the exact
questions.
Wendt:
Yes, I understand that but it was unsettling to me.
Vogeler:
Part of the reason they are phrased that way, what I am doing is this comparison,
and I am not saying this comparison is apt. But what I am saying is that they went through a
process, and these questions are put together in such a way, that is a process and the way these
questions are answered and people find pertinent or not, hopefully I will be able to gauge.
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Wendt:
I was afraid of that, but I still.
Vogeler:
But I am not assuming that their outcome is our outcome. But by looking at
historical information, how these questions are answered, I might be able to understand Hawai‘i
in comparison to. And maybe we are on a different trajectory.
Wendt:
I would be really interested to see your paper. I hope I can.
Vogeler:
Oh sure, sure. Now, I wanted to touch on a couple of these last questions that
were not answered. Was there a moment that led you to believe that Hawai‘i was free again?
Wendt:
Nope.
Vogeler:
Some people have said...
Wendt:
There have been moments where I have had a sense of elation of the possibility.
But I never felt it was extant, it was there. One of those moments was when our flag was raised
above ‘IolaniPalace in 1993. I liked that. That was a wonderful moment for me.
Vogeler:
When people were talking about John Waihe‘e. I would like to interview him
too. Some people would say “John Waihe‘e...well he lowered the flag.” That is how some people
refer to it back then. Some people said, “Yes, people are more free today.” That is what some
people have said. And it has been Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians.
Are their any questions you would like to ask me or something that you would like to tell
me that was not covered in this interview?
Wendt:
No.
Vogeler:
No. I have done this with pretty much every interview, things that come out in
the interview. Speaking with you, how you talked about, you spoke about some things with such
clarity, that was very good. Also when you talked about what is going to cause that change. And
then you listed those factors. Nobody has listed those factors with so much precision. You started
going down the list that you had.
Wendt:
As an administrator, you always think about how to get from Point A to Point B.
Not as a theoretical proposition, but on working hands. That is probably why it seems to come
across that way.
Vogeler:
You just went ‘ktink, ktink, ktink, ktink.’ And then when I started asking
questions about the leadership and how do you get to the point of how it would be advantageous
for the US....then the points fit in there too. No one has done that with as much clarity. Thank
you.
Wendt:
I do not have any questions. I had wanted to preface my remarks, this thing about
the past tense of posing the questions was unsettling for me. And that is the only comment I have.
I think it is okay. I am saying it is not because of the questions themselves, but what it brings up
for me. I want very much to be in that mindset, but I am not. I am pissed off about it.
Vogeler:
The last interview I did, this is so telling, was the day before I left. It was Lagle
Parek, and with the questions, “So when did you know the Soviet Union was going to leave?”
She said that she was in a Soviet Prison from 1983 to 1987. In 1986, in the spring of 1986, they
stated to serve fresh cabbage instead of boiled cabbage. She knew when that happened, something
had changed. She knew the Soviet Union could not continue that way. Going through the
questions, “When did you realize you were free again?” And she said, “No, there wasn’t any time
like that.” And I said, “Was there a year?” She said “No.” “Was there anytime?” And she said,
“No. Once I was out of prison, I was involved in all this political stuff and then I became the
Secretary of Interior for Estonia.” And I asked her, “There was not anytime when you said, we
finally did it?” She said, “No.” She said that when she thought about it... “There was this one day
when we went down to Tartu, we went to the KGB and we taped up the desks because they were
shredding up papers, and we wanted to make sure they didn't shred up any more papers. All the
KGB officials went up to the fifth floor and when we got to the fifth Floor, all the KGB officials
piled up to the back office and when we got to the back office I went up to the head KGB in
Estonia and said ‘You have to leave, we are taking over the building.’ I thought he was going to
hit me. She said, ‘I think that counts as the day I thought we were free.’”
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In the past tense, they were talking about these things in the past tense, the things they
went through.
Wendt:
I like the description because it is on the ground.
Vogeler:
It is on the ground.
Wendt:
It is for real. That is why I like that. I look forward to the day when it is the same
for us.
Vogeler:
They went though that process. I do not know what the outcome is and that is not
for me to put in this research. What I am saying, is they went on this route and to see how close
our route is going to their route. It cant be the same, but there can be some things. In terms of the
factors, your list is the clearest, most extensive list of factors. By identifying those that may
provide insight.
Wendt:
You know there is this whole other area of academic inquiry which is the deep
culture and its predisposition to forms of political organization. If you were to study it, that would
have to take that into account. There is a reason why China is like that and its people... As I read
about what the accommodations that were made to host the Olympics it is appalling. The farmers
in the country happily sacrificed the water, that they need to grow their crops for many crops to
be this beautiful stream in Beijing. They did it happily. They did it on orders. They have an
authoritarian government. Why has that form of government survived? And what is it about the
Chinese people that they can find the least objectionable way to organize themselves? There must
be a reason. We are different. Native people are different from people in the Baltic States. What
are their positions based on culture and history? Examining that might explain why the Baltic
States were there, and why we are where we are at.
Vogeler:
There is another thing you brought up, you were the first one to bring kuleana up.
You were the first one to bring up kuleana as a primary reason why change should take place. No
one else has said that.
Wendt:
How do they feel? I bet if you were to get them all in a room full of Hawaiians
and started talking to them - how do you feel about this? It is demoralizing.
Vogeler:
All these interviews have been amazing. Everyone has had something to say that.
I did not expect. Even with the Baltic States, some of these questions had been asked in past
tense. No one had asked them. Some of them in the Baltic States got teary eyed because they had
not thought about some of these things for 20 or 30 years. Here in Hawai‘i, somehow through this
process of asking these questions, it brings out things in people. It has been great. Like I said,
even meeting with William Burgess, it has been...and not like he is a bad guy. We got along great.
Wendt:
To be charitable, I would say he was misguided. That is what I will say.
Vogeler:
But, with all these interviews there have been things that have been surprising. It
is people being people, that is what it is. In this very complex circumstance. Is there anything
else?
Wendt:
No.
Vogeler:
I will turn this off.
THE END
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